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In the tradition of giving thanks to people for various things for various
reasons, I would like to thank some individuals for the roles they played
in my life, whether personally, or for the sake of helping me make this
book into what it is.  It’s a continuing list from the list I started in the
first book, so if you weren’t in that first round, there’s a better chance
that you’ll be in this round.  And if you’re not mentioned this time
either, then I probably ran out of room, or I just don’t know you very
well, so maybe you’ll get your chance in the next volume.

—To God—
Each day goes  by with me understanding your ways just  a  little  bit
more, and yet still not enough to really understand the big picture.  It’s
a maddening circumstance to live each day knowing that you’re using
me somehow to make someone’s life  better  off,  but  still  manage to
remain ambiguous about the impact.  I know that in some subtle way,
you’ll use each item in creation to shape another, and this entry into
creation will be no different.  And even though I may not see or fully
understand  how anything  I  could  possibly  do  can  actually  be  that
effective,  it’s  nice  to  know  that  the  possibility  is  still  there  that
something will bear fruit along the way.  So, in a nutshell I guess I’m
saying thanks for giving me the opportunity to reach out to friends and
family in ways that I  could never  do merely with my own speaking
voice  because  if  I  relied  solely  on  that,  I  might  not  reach  anyone
completely—at least not to the best of my ability.

—To Mom, Kara, Jeannine, Frank, Heather, Haley, Hannah,
Grandma June, Grandma Ruth, Grandpa David, and Aunt Bea—

I’m thanking all of you in one salute because each of you has essentially
shaped me into the man I’ve become by being the family that I cannot
live without.  There are too many of you to thank individually for your
contribution in my life, but each of you have inspired me or at the very
least  encouraged  me  to  keep  me  going  with  my life’s  dreams  and
ambitions.  Those of you who have been around considerably longer
than I have can see a bigger picture than I can see, and know how to
keep me going despite my battling desires to give up when things look
bleak.  You each know what it means to overcome a struggle because
you’ve gone through plenty more than I have gone through, and yet
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you’re still ticking to the best of your ability, so you seem to understand
how life works better than I do.  And also because you’ve been around
a lot longer than I have, I’ve been able to respect your wisdom in times
of uncertainty.  And to the kids who are still developing your creative
voices, I pass this book to you to prove that you can still be heard if you
really want to.   You were given good genes from your parents  and
grandparents, so make them proud by not giving up.

—To Lee—
I didn’t place you in the family block because I wanted to thank you
specifically for all the help you offered back in the days when I didn’t
have a computer of my own to write with.  If not for your sacrifice to let
me come up a few nights a week to work, despite the problems a certain
woman would give you about my visits in the process, a lot of the stuff I
wrote in those years would have never been written, and I would still be
two years away from reaching the level that I’m at now.  So, thanks for
bearing the burden of putting up with whatever you had to put up with
when I left, so that my desire to write wouldn’t have to wither away and
die.  I hope that you managed to get some peace and quiet since those
days passed, but I suppose the only time you’ve ever really been able to
get  that  peace  and  quiet  was  whenever  you  went  out  on  your
motorcycle, so I don’t know what to say about that.  I should at least
give you credit for enduring.

—To Nick and Tara—
I should’ve thanked you in the last book because the timing would have
been more relevant, but for some reason I didn’t, so I’m thanking you
now.  You two have essentially been the best neighbors that I’ve had in
my life, and it sucked when you moved away, but you always seemed to
have a handle on where your lives needed to take you next, and you
never failed to move on that knowledge.  That in itself was inspiring,
and  I  regret  not  listening  to  your  advice  more  often  during  those
formidable teenage years.  But I thank you for all the help you gave me
in getting my early works written (and all those fake documentaries I
displayed in the first volume) by letting me write a little bit each day,
and also for being a voice of reason during hard times.  Even though
you two left with only one kid under your care (and a newborn at that),
I hope you’re enjoying the fruits of raising four kids now.  Even when
you’re far away you still manage to inspire me—though I don’t know if
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I would want to raise four kids yet.  Maybe inspiration should take baby
steps first.

—To the Karvonen Clan—
For half of my life you guys have been like a second family to me, and I
appreciate  all  the times you’ve spent hanging out,  chatting,  and just
being good friends.  It’s funny what a little bit of seasonal Nintendo as a
fifteen-year-old can spawn.  There have been many years when I needed
friends like you, and I thank God that you’ve always been around, even
when you were in Lakeland (though it was harder to hang out in those
days).  Now as your family grows with the new addition, I hope you’ll
train him up to be just as accepting as you each have been, get him
hooked on volleyball, the arts, and on video games, and then coach him
on the importance of taking things in moderation.  And as the years
continue, I’m glad there will always be a place to hang out regardless of
how old and crotchety we’ll eventually get.  Even though each of you
are in a slightly different season of life than I am in right now, I know
my season will change eventually, and I look forward to bringing my
own family additions over to hang out when that day comes because
that’s what family does.  So thanks for the welcome mat.

—To Brad—
I think it’s fitting that you became a counselor, even after all the work
you put in as a speech therapy student, because I think you’re good at it.
During the chaotic years when most of this stuff was written, you were
the one to listen to a lot of my rants, disappointments, and other various
things that I couldn’t take anymore.  In the journey to figure out what it
means to be a man, you have been one of the few people who have ever
been both inspiring and realistic about the wounds that come with it,
and  I  think  I  understand  the  whole  concept  of  getting  through  the
damage a little better  from all the conversations we’ve had over the
years.  I know you’ve dealt with your own share of crap in the process,
and I think it’s cool that you’ve been able to admit it without the need
for putting up a front, and it seems that a lot of your struggles have paid
off  in  the  long  run.   And  even  though  you  still  put  up  with  the
occasional uncertainties of life, I’m glad that you still press on because
a lot of people don’t follow that example.  A lot of people cave in when
things go awry, and I appreciate the inspiration you gave by fighting
that.  So, as another guy who’s still trying to understand the Christian
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life and the art of submitting to the Lord as the man I’ve been made to
be, thanks for  all  the encouragement to stand strong and fight, even
when it often feels like a defeat.  Good luck to you and Amy with the
whole marriage thing, and I hope you’ll get the income you need to
keep everything intact.  You’re a fighter, so I’m sure God will continue
to meet your needs.

—To Brandon, Joe, Andrew, Mike, and Chad—
Some of my best memories about Cypress and ministry as a whole have
been the fact that I could actually relate to people about spiritual and
life  issues  without  having  to  limit  myself  to  listening  to  otherwise
objective sermons.  You guys have been a good group during those
early years, and I appreciate all the times we spent trying to figure out
the Bible and what it was trying to teach us in the process.  It sucks that
we all had to end up going in different directions as the years went on,
but it’s good to know that our common thread through God remains (at
least I hope it does), so thanks for those few seasons of lifegroup, soul
searching, and Goldeneye parties that shaped our way of life back then.
They helped in making my college years worthwhile.

—To DTM and Justin—
Thanks  for  trying  to  make  the  whole  Skeeter  and  Bones  series  of
episodes happen.  I know time schedules got in the way from ever really
getting those skits off the ground, but somehow we managed to get one
of them done, so there was some accomplishment there.  If anything, at
least you guys gave me an idea of how to write their characters, so I
need  to  at  least  thank  you  for  that.   I  know Cypress  as  a  whole
appreciated the effort too.  I think their laughter during the showing of
“Card Night” proved that.

—To Ricco—
I  spent my whole life sharing houses with family, friends,  or  virtual
strangers, and I’ve discovered in the process that I’d really like to live
by myself for awhile (not that I want to shun any potential wives out
there who may be reading this).  But for all the unrelated people that I
did have to live with at one point or another, you’ve probably been the
most  helpful.   Thanks  for  those  few years  of  letting  me  play your
Playstation  whenever  I  needed  a  break  from writing  or  reality,  for
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hanging out whenever I was both home and bored, and also for being
one of the few people who actually took responsibility in keeping the
place clean seriously.  I also thank you for giving me peace and quiet
whenever I needed time to myself for writing.  Again, you seemed to be
one of the only people who understood that when a writer shuts his
door, it’s for a good reason.  So thanks for that.  And with that, have fun
flying those fighter planes.  And if I can give you a little bit of advice
from the safety of my own computer chair, whenever you find yourself
in a heated dogfight, make sure you win. 

—To Daneen and Estee—
Thanks for being good cheerleaders whenever I had a new idea to get
across on paper.  I think a lot of people take their friends for granted,
and you two seem to be the only people who realize that a friend likes
to receive random encouragement from time to time—because honestly,
is prompted encouragement really all that encouraging?  So, thanks for
all the crazy talks and ideas we’ve shared throughout the years, and I
hope you each find what you’re looking for out of life and that your
walk with God will remain strong.  And I  hope that you found this
random piece of encouragement encouraging.

—To Mark and Zach—
I don’t know what happened to either of you in the last six years or so
since we’ve lost touch, but I still have to thank you guys for the crazy
ideas that came out of those high school years, and for the inspirations
that  shaped  my  thought  life  way  back  when.   I  still  have  certain
characters that I recycle from that era from time to time, so thanks for
all the absurdity that helped create them.

—To Chris and Amanda—
I’ve never had an older brother because…well that’s something for my
parents to answer, but you’ve been the closest thing I’ve had to one, so
I thank you for all the wisdom you’ve passed down to me throughout
the years.  You both are an inspiration to what I consider to be God’s
greatest blessings, from the way you met, to the family you share, to the
spiritual gifts He’s bestowed on you.  It’s funny to see a guy go from
rock star to preacher, but you’ve made the transition quite well, and
have also become one of the people that I respect the most.  I wish you
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guys didn’t have to live so far away from here, but I’m glad there’s still
room to stay in touch, and to pray together, and to catch up on those
annual visits, so it’s not so bad.  I hope you’ll continue to stand strong
and be that valiant fighter of the Lord’s heart.  You seem to understand
the need for Christians to get away from religion and start getting back
to the heart of God, and I hope more people will do the same.  And I
hope you continue to be a blessing to each other because I can’t think of
anyone offhand who could be more appropriately fit together than you
two happen to be.  And I do still plan on coming out to visit one of
these days; I’m just trying to figure out when the best time will be.

—To Pastor Bob and Dottie—
As a young teenager entering the most tumultuous season of my life,
you two helped me keep a sound head on my shoulders, and gave me a
place to grow spiritually in the process.  Until I joined youth group, I
really didn’t like church that much—I remember my legs used to grow
incessantly tired as I waited for previous services to end.  Even though
you were still relatively new to the ministry in those days, you did a
great job reaching out to others,  and I  feel as though my life  had a
slightly better foot in moving forward with the help you always gave
during those years.  So thanks for your dedication to seeing people stay
healthy.

—To Pastor Gene and Staff—
I thank you guys not so much for the impact you’ve had in my own life
because I know my church involvement has been sparse lately, but I
thank you for giving my family a place to call home again.   I  don’t
know what it is about South Florida and the apathetic spirit that comes
with it, but our family grew pretty jaded over much of the negligence
that former church groups in this area had given us, and you essentially
allowed  the  opportunity  to  turn  that  around.   Maybe  ministries  are
starting to wake up after all the sleepiness of the past, but I’m glad that
you chose to welcome my family with open arms—where others in the
area found it easier to close them.  Life has been less depressing for my
mom and sister since then, so thanks.
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—To the Kesslers—
When I first moved to Orlando, I only knew four people, and I had no
idea how to get in touch with three of them.  I was a virtual kid living
on  his  own  for  the  first  time,  and  didn’t  really  know what  I  was
supposed to do in the real world.  Then one day I came to class to see
some advertisement displayed in chalk about a church group designed
specifically  for  college  students  that  was  getting  together  in  the
Activities Center the following weekend.  I thought it would be nice to
check it out, but I missed it because of some things I had to take care of
back home.  A couple days later I found out one of the guys who lived
across the hall from me managed to check the event out, and he had the
contact information of the people in charge.  That Thursday I showed
up at your door for homegroup, and from there I met a whole cast of
crazy characters that helped shape my life over the course of the next
several years.  So, thanks for your dedication to the ministry because I
wouldn’t have had the memories I had if you all took a different road.

—To the Burresses—
You guys have been like a third family to me throughout the years, and
even though we don’t hang out nearly as much as we used to (I know
my moving away took a lot of the blame for that), I still appreciate the
fact that no gap in time is too long for me to come over and veg in front
of the TV with Pepsi in hand like old times.  Hanging out has always
been fun, and I appreciate all those years of having a second home to
relax in when I got sick of sitting around in my own home.  So, thanks
for giving me that freedom throughout the years.

—To Walter—
Even though the gaps in our hangout times have been pretty extensive
since college started,  I  appreciate  the fact  that  time never  equaled a
complete drift.  Hanging out and conversing played an important role in
my teenage years,  and I’m glad  you and your brothers  were always
open to that.  Even now as our thirties rapidly approach, it’s good to
know that you can still make time for the occasional movie or round of
video games when the need calls for a break, and in this day and age
when life speeds up faster than you can think, that’s a helpful quality to
have.  I hope you manage to nail down that career you’ve been seeking
once and for all  because I  know how frustrating changing from one
thankless job to another can be.
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—To Dave, Chris, and Jon—
For a brief season in the past year, you guys provided a group setting
that was both comfortable and appropriate for me to join.  For several
years I felt myself drifting from fellowship because I just didn’t have
the connection with people that I used to have in times before, and I
really started getting concerned about my ability to relate.  I wasn’t sure
if I was picking the wrong type of people to bond with, or if I was just
in a  legitimate  funk, but  you guys hosted a  small  group that  helped
rejuvenate me, and I appreciate the invitation to check it  out.  Even
though it fell apart shortly afterward, it was nice while it lasted.  In the
meantime, I hope your endeavors in California are as promising as they
were in Orlando.

—To Chalis—
As a fellow artist who never quite feels content in working with just one
medium, I thank you for the inspiration to press on in life, talent, and
spirit even when I don’t always have anything to say.  Your words are
consistently encouraging, and have often provided me with just a little
more strength to follow my dreams and pursue my writing goals for a
little bit longer.  I thank you for your continual support to encourage
this gift along, and I hope I’ve been able to do my part to spur you
along in your own creative endeavors along the way.  Good luck with
your journey overseas, and I hope your dream will come alive in the
process.  You have one of the most amazing singing voices I think I’ve
ever heard (and I come from a family of great singers), so I think you’ll
do well over there.  And I expect plenty of pictures of the city whenever
you get the chance to take them.  It’s still my dream to go over there
someday, so hype it up well for me. 

—To James—
I have two things to thank you about.  First of all, I thank you for all the
hard work you put into designing that game engine to help all those
random strangers bring their stories to life.  For a long time I’ve been
interested  in telling stories  through an interactive medium, and your
game engine allowed me to give that a try.  Granted, it takes so long to
put something substantial together that I  can never make the time to
finish anything.  But, it allowed me at the very least to see one of my
favorite characters in motion, so it was worth it.  I’m still doing my best
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to finish the projects I started,  but life has placed so many priorities
ahead of it that there’s no telling when any of them will get done.  But
again, I thank you for giving us an alternative to prose writing.  The
second thing I want to thank you about is for pointing me to Cafepress.
Without that, I wouldn’t have a first book printed much less a second,
so thank you for letting me in on that little secret.

—To John—
I don’t think you inspired any of the characters from this volume, but I
think your adventures in X-ray school will give me some great material
for a future story line.  And I know it stinks that we have to work with
people who never heard of Atari because it reminds us that we just keep
getting older.  But if it gives you any comfort, just know that in ten
years from now, these nineteen-year-olds you’re working with will be
stuck working with people who never heard of the Power Rangers, so
justice will be served.  But then again, you’ll be working with those
people too, so….

—To Jenn—
And at last I come to you—the one who fueled half the stuff in this
book.  I  still  don’t know what it  was about your siren qualities that
gripped me so tightly and dropped me on my head during all  those
years,  but  you inspired  so  much emotion  that  I  couldn’t  find peace
unless I wrote it out of my system.  I suppose every man in his life at
one point had to reach a desire so strong that he could go beyond his
own rationalization to fight for it, and in the process face an obstacle
that was so formidable that it ultimately defeated him.  I always thought
I was invincible to failure like that because I didn’t think my extreme
caution  and  patience  for  desire  would  allow  me  to  enter  into
heartbreaking territory so blindly, or that my fierce dedication would
have let me down in the end.  But, somehow it happened anyway, and
most of the emotional pieces I wrote in this season led up to that eye-
opening conclusion.  I wish that after seven years I could say that I’ve
completely gotten over  all  the disappointments  that  went along with
desiring someone who was painfully unattainable, but sometimes even
now those moments haunt me.  Even after all my caution to hold out for
someone I believed in, I proved in the end that some heroes could still
lose an epic battle when he was the only one who believed in it in the
first place.  Not to say that I regret it because I don’t—if anything, it
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reminds me that I’m still alive.  But I wrote half of this book with you
in  mind,  so  I  thank  you  for  making  the  journey  interesting,  if  not
remarkably turbulent.  I hope that in the years to come, you’ll find a
way to make your own dreams come true, to see fruit in all the good
things you prayed for, and in the process allow some lucky soul to have
that happy ending with you, while in effect creating your own happy
ending too.  I never lost the belief that you deserve the best in life, so I
continue to pray that you’ll find it.   

—To Everyone Else—
There are realistically too many people to acknowledge in this book
because I’ve already gotten this far and yet there are still others that I
have yet to thank for various things.  So I apologize for not getting to
everyone.  But, to the whole Cypress/H2O crew, and to InterVarsity,
and to all my writing instructors, and to all my second cousins, and to
all those kids on the Castle Paradox message boards, and to all the good
reviewers at Zoetrope, and to all the countless people from my past and
present, thank you for making this journey something to write about.

—Jeremy
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Volume 2 Introduction

If  you’re  reading  this,  then  I  assume  that  you  already  finished
picking  at  my first  volume  of  writings  called  Nomadic  Souls:  The
Collection of Junk Vol. 1.  If that is the case, then feel free to abandon
your thoughts of that book because now you’re exploring the miracle of
Life Under Construction:  The Collection of  Junk  Vol.  2.   This  time
around it’s a whole new world, so don’t feel like you have to attach
yourself to yesterday’s news.

Okay,  I’d  be  rather  disappointed  if  you  forgot  about  the  first
volume so don’t actually clear your mind of its memory.  Just be aware
that you’re reading a new book now.

Before I officially re-edited the original volume of works a little
over a year ago, I had two full binders of short stories, poetry, and other
various groups of writings that I completed during my college years at
Palm Beach Community College and the University of Central Florida.
For several years those two volumes coexisted with each other as twin
parts to a massive collection.  I never liked the idea of splitting them up
as individual units because I never really saw them as independents of
each  other.   To  me,  they were  equal  representations  of  what  I  was
capable  of  writing  over  the  years.   And  until  Nomadic  Souls was
released  in  July  2004,  I  had  no  reason  to  really  consider  them as
separate units.  So, naturally when the first book was released with only
half  of  the  existing  collection  displayed,  something  about  it  felt
remarkably incomplete.   I  knew I couldn’t leave the first part  out in
public  view while the second remained hidden in  obscurity.   So,  in
August 2004 (just a few days after the initial release of Volume 1), I
began the re-editing process of the second part.

This  is  the  fruit  of  that  labor—the  completion  of  that  massive
collection’s restoration, and the joining of the two halves once again.
So, as you flip through the pages ahead, keep the fact in mind that these
two volumes were always meant to compliment one another, and now
the time has come to bring that back to light again.

Now that  the  disclaimer  is  out  of  the  way,  I’d  like  to  briefly
introduce the contents of the new volume.  This collection is essentially
a  continuation  of  all  the  stuff  you  grew to  appreciate  the  last  time
around  like  short  stories,  flash  fiction,  and  poetry  to  name  some
examples, but it also features some new segments including nonfiction
essays and magazine articles for your reading enjoyment.  Like in the
first volume, most of the works featured here were written for various
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classes ranging from fiction to poetry courses, but there are a few that I
wrote in my spare time, so those should be interesting too.  The only
notable difference between this volume and the last one is the absence
of “The Completely Fake Documentaries by Manjoman Bobbinski.”  I
included it in the last volume as a history lesson, but I left it out of this
volume as a  reminder that history shouldn’t repeat itself.   And even
though  that  surprisingly  became  my  most  popular  segment  from
Volume 1 (I have no idea why), I just didn’t have the room or patience
to bring in another crop of lost articles from that era.  But, considering
the fact that I  only showcased the best examples in the first place, I
don’t think anyone will really miss the ones that are still in hiding.

And that about covers the basics of this new collection.  It’s a bit
thicker than the last book, but I guess that means you’ll have more to
love.  So with that in mind, enjoy your perusal of my literary past, and
feel free to sniff the paper to add to your sensory experience.  I haven’t
yet figured out how to make this smell like a Scratch n’ Sniff though, so
be patient with me.

—Jeremy 
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Introduction

Welcome  to  the  very  first  introduction  for  the  new  series  of
writings in this epic saga called the “Collection of Junk.”  If you read
through the first volume at all, you’ll know that this opening section
deals  exclusively with short  stories  and the intense exchange among
characters  that  fall  within  the  pages  ahead.   Granted  that  intense
exchange can sometimes be construed as soft and docile, maybe even a
tad under dramatic, but then I guess that really depends on what you
define  as  being  intense.   For  example,  my  idea  of  intensity  might
include two characters battling out for supreme intellectual dominance
(like in a courtroom), where the victor is the one who doesn’t look like
an idiot in the end.  Another example of intensity may include a heated
gun battle between two warring factions, where one may come to the
fight  with  bazookas,  while  the  other  may  come  to  the  fight  with
paintball guns.  Granted, there probably isn’t much intensity in a fight
so one-sided, but oh how the drama flies when it’s the guys with the
paintball guns that win.  But, that’s just the way that I see intensity.
You may find intensity defined as something that is deep, involving, or
just plain interesting.  If that’s the case, then it’s up to you to decide
what’s deep, involving, and interesting.  I can’t really decide that for
you because some people find reality television intensely involving, and
I’m not really one of them.  Sure, I managed to get through a couple
episodes of The Apprentice with a piqued interest, but then that was a
show about people getting fired by a gazillionaire, so it had its appeal.

Anyway, I don’t know how you’ll respond to the next two hundred
fifty pages because quite honestly you’re going to find it intensely long.
I know that the first volume of writings had a long first section, but
those stories were midgets compared to the ones you’re about to read
here.  Seriously, you’ll probably need to take another book with you
just to help you pass the time with this one.  Don’t let the title of “short
stories” fool you.  These aren’t short.  These are beasts.  But, I hope
that when you do finally get to the end of this section, you’ll be happy
with what you read.  I know the subject matter contained within the next
seven stories is diverse, and I imagine you’ll find connection with at
least one of them along the way.  So, I hope you’ll be willing to give
them all a chance.   But, that’s merely a hope that I  can have as the
writer  of  these  extensive  titles.   It’s  up  to  you  to  decide  if  you’re
touched for better or worse by the details within the words.
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Also, before I shut up and let you get on with the reading, I just
want to let you know that there are commentaries posted at the end of
the section that reflect a bit on the development of each story.  When
you finish all seven of them, feel free to catch up on the history lesson
about how they came to be.  And just as a preview, none of them start
with the explanation that I  was bored  one  day and decided  to  write
something.  I’m saving those types of commentaries for Volume 3.

And with that, you may now commence your reading enjoyment, or
whatever you consider a viable substitute.

—Jeremy
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Amusement

“I am not amused by your policies,” said Sammy, as he gripped his
steering wheel tightly, ready to bend it out of its circular shape.  “I am
here for business, not for play.  I expect to park for free.”

The cheerful parking attendant whistled as Sammy the businessman
looked around the ground floor of the multi-leveled parking lot, hoping
to see an empty spot close by.  All Sammy saw were SUVs and vacant
handicapped spots available.

“Unless I have clearance,” said the attendant, “I have to charge you
the normal ten dollars.”  As he spoke, he softly danced in place doing a
basic three-step swing dance maneuver, flailing his arms over his head.

“Your sign says five dollars.”
“We charge ten for new, shiny cars with plush interiors.  It’s an

insurance thing.”
Sammy sucked against the back of his teeth with his tongue.  He

could feel a piece of meat stuck between the center groove.
“Get me your supervisor,” he whispered.
“He’s not here, delightful sir.”
“Go find him then.”
“I can’t, he’s in the South Pacific this weekend getting a rapturous

tan.”
Sammy looked over his shoulder to see other cars waiting behind

him.  He expected to hear the blares of car horns by now, but the other
automobiles remained silent.  Through their windshields he noticed the
toothy smiles  on the drivers’  faces  flashing like headlights.   Sammy
crossed his arms and focused back on the parking attendant.

“Who is in charge right now?”
“I am, happy sir.”
The attendant continued to dance.  Sammy stroked the side of his

steering wheel, trying to figure out what to do next.  He looked to the
passenger seat to notice his Burger Ace bag folded over, lying on its
side.  If only he had skipped lunch, this incident may not have made
him late.  Sammy pierced his eyes into the parking attendant’s eyes,
keeping his contemptuous gaze affixed until he lost track of time.  He
sucked against his teeth again.

“What are you doing?” he said.
“I’m doing fine, how ‘bout you?”
Sammy paused again.  He rolled his eyes.
“Give me your name tag,” he said.
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“What?”
The parking attendant stopped his jig and looked at the brightly

multi-colored  nametag  he  had  pinned  to  his  lapel.   He  cautiously
covered it with his hand.

“Give me the name tag, right now,” said Sammy as he pounded his
fist against his steering wheel.

“No, I have to wear this.  It’s part of my job.”
Sammy quickly flung his door open and lunged for the attendant’s

hand to pry it away from his chest.  After swatting at each other’s hands
for a few seconds, Sammy managed to pull the man’s arm far enough
away that he could reach out with the other hand to rip the nametag off
the jacket.   As the pin tore a  small  hole in  his uniform’s lapel,  the
attendant screamed.

“Give that back,” he shouted, “I have to wear it.  It’s Happy Fun
Land policy.”

The parking attendant threw some pretty weak punches to rattle
Sammy’s  nerves,  but  Sammy  blocked  every  single  one.   He
counteracted  the  attacks  by  removing  a  wrapped  cheeseburger  with
pickles from the Burger Ace bag and shoved it into the attendant’s face,
dripping ketchup from his nose.  The attendant stopped fighting to wipe
the condiment smear clean with the back of his hand. 

“Why are you being unhappy?” he said.  “They told me ten dollars
for shiny cars.  It’s our policy.”

Sammy calmly placed the nametag in his pocket.
“Maybe it’s time to change policy.  Don’t charge people who come

here on business.”
“But it’s Happy Fun Land.  That’s what we do.  Don’t take it out

on me.  Please.  Give me back my name tag, I’m begging you.”
The parking attendant got down on his knees and clasped his hands

together in front of Sammy.
“I have a wife and three cats to feed.  I need to have my nametag

back, please.  I want them to be happy.”
Sammy shoved his hand into the attendant’s face and pushed him

aside, getting ketchup residue on his fingers.  The attendant wavered a
bit, but prevented himself from falling over.  Sammy wiped the smudge
of tomato substance on the attendant’s shirt.

“Maybe you should’ve thought of that before you wasted my time,”
said Sammy.

Sammy breathed a sigh of contempt as he looked at the line of cars
building behind him.  None of the faces he saw in the vehicles looked
upset.   He  scratched  his  forehead  a  moment,  then reached  into  the
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attendant’s shack to push a green button.  As the whisker covered gate
rose,  Sammy got back into his car  and slammed the door  shut.  He
drove through the open passage and went up a couple flights to find an
empty parking spot.

After parking and getting out, he pressed the arming mechanism on
his sports  car’s  thief  deterrent  system.   Once  he  heard  the  ba-beep
sound from under the hood, he looked up to see the vehicles that were
behind him slowly coast  by.   Smiles continued to grace the drivers’
faces.  He couldn’t figure out why, so he gave up trying, and stuffed his
keys into his pocket.

He casually strolled through the third floor of the parking garage to
find the exit.  His posture was stiff, but his feet moved well enough to
get him along his desired path.

A moment later Sammy heard a car door close.  He shrugged it off
as quickly as it sounded.  But then he heard the scrape of metal coming
from the cement surface a short distance behind him.  He looked around
to see the trembling-lipped parking attendant standing next to the blue
car that was behind him at the gate.  He held a metal construction rod
high over his head, waving it like a madman.  Sammy’s face hung open
as the parking attendant ran up to Sammy’s car and brought the rod
down  with  an  extreme  force  onto  the  windshield.   His  adrenaline
pumped hard as he ran back quickly enough to see the glass collapse
into a crumpled mess, and his car alarm shriek with massive decibel
spoliation.  Sammy reached out his hands as he closed in, hoping to
grab the attendant by the neck, but the attendant held his guard and
stuck the rod out in front of him.

“I  want my nametag  back,”  he  said,  with an  unexpected  smile.
“Give it to me now, or you’re next.”

Sammy felt his insides burn with anger.  How could this man do
this to his car?  And why was he still smiling?  Sammy reached deep
into his pocket and flung the nametag out like a cap flying off a plastic
aspirin  bottle.   The  little  rectangular  nuisance  hit  the  floor.   They
looked at the fallen piece of synthetic material and then at each other.
The attendant kept an intense gaze on Sammy as he reached down to
pick up his trinket.  He pawed around the ground a moment until his
fingers made contact.  After widening his eyes and smiling a bigger
smile, he stood up and carefully tried to pin the tag back onto his lapel
with one hand.  He couldn’t do it.

“I’ll make a deal with you,” said the attendant.  “I’ll let you park
here for free if you forget about the window incident.”
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Sammy, with the speed of lightning, reached out and grabbed the
metal rod from the attendant’s hand.  With a quick continuous motion,
he brought the rod up into a striking position.  The attendant covered
his face.

“Don’t hit, don’t hit!”
Sammy paused a moment.  He threw the rod back to the ground.  It

clanged with a deafening force loud enough to temporarily drown out
the car alarm.

“Get a new job,” he growled.
Sammy  reached  into  his  pocket  and  thumbed  the  button  to

deactivate his security system.  All became still and silent again.
Sammy turned around and walked away.  A quick moment later he

heard the sound of metal scraping cement again.  This time a sharp pain
in the back of his head and shoulders followed the sound, and a brief
vision of blackness fell before his eyes, as the ground grew gradually
closer to him.

He awoke sometime later to find his head splitting, his business
pass missing,  and  his wallet  short  ten  bucks.   As his  vision  slowly
returned to him, Sammy looked around to notice he was alone.  All the
people with the annoying smiles must have already gotten to where they
were going.  He could almost hear his heart echo in the stillness as he
carefully stood up.  Even though he tried to maintain his equilibrium as
best he could, his head throbbed in and out, stretching his brain into
unusual contortions.  He intensely rubbed his temples to message the
pain away, but the world around him pulsated in a dizzying fashion.
Managing to stay balanced, he took a step forward, but  barely.  His
body endured a slight tremor from a shock to his brain, but everything
else seemed all right for the most part.  He carefully walked in a zigzag
pattern down the ramps toward the parking lot exit.

Sammy approached the guard shack while the world around him
slowly did the cha-cha.  His steps were still uneven, but he managed to
hobble up to it.   The doorframe appeared secure enough to hold his
balance,  so  he rested  his hands against  it  for  a  moment and looked
inside the shack.  Another  parking attendant sat  on the stool  inside,
reading a Happy Fun Land brochure.  The new attendant looked up and
smiled.

“Welcome to Happy Fun Land, kind and happy sir,” he cheered.
The new attendant’s smile did the wave for Sammy.  He decided

his ten bucks wasn’t worth it,  so  he continued to head for  the park
entrance.
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***
   

Sammy looked at his watch as he approached the bold, flashing
entrance  to  the  Happy  Fun  Land  theme  park.   The  welcome  sign
pulsated with bright colored neon lights, highlighted with searchlights,
strobe lights, and other ridiculously lascivious items to make it flashy.
An array of  cartoon character  images surrounded the welcome sign,
each with their arms outstretched toward the entering public.  A huge
three-dimensional display of a ceramic black and white cat loomed over
the roof of the entrance, sporting a sly and whimsical smile.  He felt the
heat rising under his collar as he realized he was now thirty minutes
late.  Laying the metal rod against the parking attendant’s face seemed
like a great idea after all, but there was nothing he could do about it
now.  He stood  in front  of  the discreet  entrance turnstile  where the
three-foot tall admissions agent waited smugly in his green and yellow
Happy Fun Land uniform.  The  collector’s  tiny body stretched  and
wiggled through Sammy’s eyes.

“I can’t let you in without a ticket, sir,” laughed the ticket collector.
“Happy Fun Land doesn’t do charities.”

Sammy reached out and grabbed for the ticket collector’s stubby
little shoulders.

“I  am here  on business,  you pygmy,” he yelled.   “I  don’t  take
pleasure in places like this.”

The ticket collector gasped at Sammy’s brash statement.
“That’s impossible.  Everybody takes pleasure in Happy Fun Land.

Anyway, you still have to show me your business pass.  It’s our policy.”
The ticket collector tried to pry Sammy’s hands off his shoulders,

but he was too late since Sammy already picked him up and shoved him
over  the  turnstile,  flipping  him onto  the  ground.   Sammy carefully
stepped over the top of the turnstile and tried to kick the ticket collector
as he hobbled his way past.

“Why don’t you exercise a little trust?” he said, as he continued on
ahead.

Sammy looked before him as the depths of the theme park began to
pan out around him.  He could see shops, restaurants, and various forms
of kiosks set up along the widened walkways immediately in front of
him.  Branching walkways stretched off in many directions, leading to
the park attractions like cartoon-themed Ferris wheels, go-kart tracks,
and roller coasters to name a few.  Calliope music floated from one end
of the passage to the other, dancing in circles around Sammy’s agitated
ears.  After hobbling a short distance down the walk, dodging massive
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crowds of irritatingly amused tourists, he stopped in front of an outdoor
movie attraction starring the theme park’s playful mascot,  Nippy the
Cat.

As he stood behind a group of kids who were watching a Nippy the
Cat cartoon on the big screen, he stuffed his hands into his pockets and
swayed back and forth.  The kids laughed hard as the short and nimble
Nippy pounced around on the tops of bald men’s heads at a barbershop,
dodging the angry barber’s attacks of flying shaving cream.  Each glob
of shaving cream that missed Nippy went splat in the faces of each bald
customer.  The cartoon music, though deafening in its own right, was
barely loud enough to drown out the raucous laughter of the children.
Sammy removed his right hand from his pocket and used it to pick his
teeth.  Even with the psychedelic spinning that occurred in his mind, he
was not impressed with what he saw.  He continued to move on.

Sammy wove in and out of the large crowds, trying to reach his
business destination as fast as he could.  The multitudes of colors in
every  display,  every  shop,  and  every  ride  spun  around  him  like  a
pinwheel.  People smiled as they let blue balloons, red balloons, and
pretty much every color balloon float from their wrists.  Other people
laughed as they played with their fake cat ears, twitching the yellow fur,
green fur,  and every other  color  fur  that  matched the balloons.   He
pressed  hard  against  his  temples  as  he  watched  people  wearing
Hawaiian T-shirts and Kojak Advantage cameras walk by.  This place
was far too colorful for his suit and tie persona, and it was contributing
to his headache, so he looked at the ground until he could reach his
destination.

He found his destination near the infamous Bueller Wheel, a fifty-
foot tall musical annoyance featuring a stout feathered character with
long  legs  named  Bueller  Bird.   The  delight  radiating  from  the
prospective passengers waiting in line, each awestruck by the sheer size
of the ride, quickly got on Sammy’s nerves.  He did his best to ignore
them, but their “oohs” and “ahs” pelted his ears relentlessly.  He figured
hard focus on his destination would be his best bet in combating the
forces of awed tourists.

His destination, which was an average-sized concrete building with
a gift shop inside, danced like a palm tree before him.  As he moved
toward the interior, he felt himself casually floating.

The  gift  shop  contained  all  kinds of  trinkets  and  paraphernalia
relating to the Wacky Fuzzies  universe.   Sammy didn’t  know much
about the Wacky Fuzzies,  only that Happy Fun Land was the world
designed to bring them to life,  and that he was disgusted by it.   He
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sighed under his breath as he nearly collided with the inflated version of
the company’s ridiculous propaganda.  The kaleidoscopic colors of the
cartoon images around him, like the green, the yellow, and the orange
nearly sickened  him to  the  point  of  actual  vomit.   He  clutched  his
stomach in an effort to hold onto his composure and his lunch.

Behind the gift shop stood a door that  led to  a narrow hallway.
Sammy felt relief as he entered the cold, whitewashed brick corridor,
doubling as his own personal paradise.  At the end of the corridor, he
found his true destination—a conference room connected to a locker
room deep in the heart of masked despair.  He entered the conference
room to find his boss, Mr. Chip waiting joyfully at the head of a long
table, pulsating like a bowl of gelatin.  Sammy was surprised to see him
alone.

“You’re late,” chimed the happy Mr. Chip.
“Sorry, sir,” Sammy said with reverence, “but I was attacked in the

parking lot.”
“Well,  that’s okay.  Your tardiness is  acceptable,  but the others

have already disbursed.”
“Excuse  me?   I’m  sorry,  but  I  thought  we  were  having  the

conference here.”
“We had the conference a little while ago and it was a happy one.

But you can still enjoy the fruits of the conference and be full of joy.
We each have a separate job to do today.”

“But I thought we were just having a meeting.”
“Now, Samuel, that’s not happy talk.  If you follow me, you’ll find

your assignment.”
“Yes, sir.”
Sammy studied his boss’s face a moment.  He was confused by the

upward curve of his mouth, and thought that maybe he too had been hit
with a rod.  Sammy followed him into the locker room.

“Excuse me, sir,” he said, “but you’re acting kind of strange.  Is
everything okay?  You’re not usually smiling.”

“I have no idea what you’re talking about, Samuel.  Let’s just be
the happy worker that you are today.”

Sammy slowly nodded.  He knew he would be better off lying flat
in the parking lot right about now.  But it would be improper of him to
dispute these circumstances any longer, so he continued onward into the
locker room, where the smell of poultry-scented stagnant water rushed
up his nose.

“As you know,” continued Mr. Chip, “we have to make sure our
investment is secure.”
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Sammy nodded as he looked around the room, trying to figure out
why his boss couldn’t give him the assignment in the conference area.
He saw lockers, benches, and random lights flickering here and there.
A few white towels lay crumpled on the benches.  This was not the cold
comfort  of  a  mahogany  table  and  leather  chair.   He  didn’t  think
conducting  the  rest  of  this  meeting  in  a  locker  room  was  even
proficient.  His boss stopped and turned to face him.

“The top guys thought it would be keen to witness our security first
hand,” he said, clasping his hands together.  “That’s why they set it up
for  us  to  do  more  than  just  meet  in  some  old,  boring,  and  stuffy
conference room, where we would just be grumpy and unhappy.  We
get to experience the joy of Happy Fun Land on a personal basis.”

“I’m not sure I follow,” said Sammy.  “What’s wrong with a stuffy
conference room?  We’ve gotten a lot done in stuffy conference rooms.
I like stuffy conference rooms.”

“We decided it’s one thing to read numbers off a paper, but it’s
another to watch the numbers be made right before our eyes.  This will
allow us to make sure we’re investing in the right place.”

“Sir, I don’t want to sound unprofessional or anything, but riding
rides and buying hot dogs from clowns is not something I’m ready to
do.  It requires something I haven’t had since I was in high school when
the jocks displayed my underwear in the trophy case and laughed about
it.  I would prefer to read off the numbers from a sheet of paper in a
conference room if you don’t mind.”

Mr. Chip paused.  It only took a few seconds for him to break the
pause and smile.      

“Now that’s not the happy attitude,” he said.  “Smile and think of
cream pies.  This is Happy Fun Land, where all your frowns transform
at the happy towns.  You don’t have to ride rides or  buy hot dogs.
That’s been given to someone else.  Here’s your assignment.”

He  outstretched  his  hand  to  pass  over  a  small  sheet  of  paper.
Sammy cautiously snatched it out of his hand.

“Have fun,” said Mr. Chip.
Sammy’s head did  a few cartwheels as he tried to focus on the

words written on the sheet of paper.  He could make out most of the
words, but some were swing dancing with one another, so they didn’t
make a lot of sense.  He rubbed his temples to try to stimulate some
coherence, but the intensity from his fingers only caused the letters to
do bigger flips before his eyes.  He handed the paper back to his boss.

“Maybe you should just tell me what to do,” he said.
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“Is something wrong?” asked Mr. Chip.  “I thought the instructions
were clear.”

“I just can’t see straight right now.  I’ve got a splitting headache.”
“Is it because it’s in red crayon?  I can write it in blue if you need

me to.”
“Sir, it’s not the crayon.  I just can’t read anything right now.  The

words look like streaks on a paper to me.”
Mr. Chip put his hand on Sammy’s forehead.   Sammy carefully

took his wrist and pushed it away from him.
“Sir, please don’t feel my head.  It’s not a fever.”
“Well, don’t worry, Sammy,” said Mr. Chip, “I’ve got the perfect

thing to relieve that minor setback.  It’s in my locker.  Just give me a
second.”

“You have a locker?”
“We all have lockers.  The company gives it to us just for being

primary investors in this place.  It’s like we’re employees here.”
Mr. Chip walked with a spring in his step over to a locker near the

room’s  entrance.   Upon  reaching it,  he  fiddled  with the  lock  for  a
moment  before  it  popped  open.   As  the  door  clanged  against  the
neighboring locker, he knelt down and rummaged around in a bag he
had resting on its floor.

Sammy  swayed  back  and  forth  as  he  saw  blue  and  purple
spreadsheets hanging from the tight metal walls inside.  He also saw
some red and green floppy disks setting on the top shelf.  The colors
seemed to swirl around like a bowl of yogurt.  The brightness of the
hues made his head hurt  even more.   He pressed  firmly against  his
temples, hoping to alleviate some of the pain.  If there was a miracle
cure awaiting him in that bag, he was certainly ready for it.

“Here you go, Samuel,” said Mr. Chip, as he flipped a colorful pill
in the air and caught it  with the back of his hand.  The pill  poised
between his knuckles a few seconds before falling to the floor.

“What are you doing?” Sammy asked.
“Just having some fun.  After all, this is Happy Fun Land.”
Sammy shaded his eyes from the intense light as the questions of

“why me?” floated through his brain.
Mr. Chip picked the pill up from the floor and tried to balance it on

his finger.  It dangled for about two seconds before falling on the floor
again.

“Okay,” he said, “maybe I’ll just keep this one.”
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He picked the pill off the floor and popped it in his mouth.  Sammy
removed his hand from his eyes as his boss swaggered back and forth,
sucking his cheeks in, rolling his eyes about.

“Okay,” he said, “the next one’s for you.”
Mr. Chip nearly fell over as he turned around to face his locker.

His  body convulsed  into many forms as  Sammy watched  him bend
down to  reach into  his  bag.   He returned a  moment later  with two
different colored pills in his hand.

“Okay,” he said, “I believe one of these is ibuprofen.  Make sure
you eat something before taking it.”

“Sir,” said Sammy, “are you sure this is the right thing?  I know my
head hurts and my eyes are playing tricks on me, but…”

“Sammy, come on.  It’s me, your boss.  You can trust me.  Have I
ever steered you the wrong way?  This is like taking an aspirin.  Trust
me, Sammy.  Be happy.”

Sammy looked long and hard at the pills.  The colors of orange and
white  meant  nothing to  him since  they were growing and  shrinking
before his eyes anyway.  He took a wild guess and grabbed for the
orange-colored pill.  It seemed harmless enough.  The pill was small,
possibly easy to swallow without water, and it had a word written on it.
He wasn’t sure what the word said, but it had to be a brand name, so it
must have been  like  aspirin.   Without giving it  another  thought,  he
popped  it  in  his  mouth,  closed  his  eyes,  and  swallowed  hard.   A
moment passed.

“Wait,” said Mr. Chip, looking at the white pill, “I think you took
the wrong one.”

Sammy froze a moment.  He felt the internal pain behind his ears
slowly lift away, as well as the rest of his head.  The benches in front of
him looked rather comfortable at this point, so he carefully bent down
to  grab  for  the  closest  one.   He  climbed  down into  a  virtual  lying
position on top of the bench.  The ceiling faded in and out from light
blue solid tiles to a bright computer painted blue.  He stared at Mr. Chip
as  his  image  blurred  back  into  focus.   His  boss’s  eyes  and  mouth
contorted with delight, while his skin started to look hand painted with
a soft peach, and his suit with a purple shade of black and a dull white.
Everything started to look like a cartoon.

“What did you give me?” whispered Sammy.
“I think I gave you the happy pill,” said Mr. Chip.  “I meant to give

you the aspirin.”
Sammy wasn’t sure what to do at this point.  He knew there was a

mission  for  him  to  undertake,  but  the  bench  was  getting  very
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comfortable, and the world was getting very animated.  As he laid flat
on his back, he felt all the pressure from the aches in his body lift away.
He knew if there was ever a great substitute for a massage, it was the
comfort of a good, hard, wooden bench, pressed firmly against his back,
shoulders, and neck.  Within an instant he had forgotten that he was
ever hit with a metal rod.

“But it’s okay,” said Mr. Chip, as he slowly slipped in and out of
his subconscious state, “I took the happy pill too.  They gave it to us at
the door when we bought our ticket and said it was candy.  It makes this
place so much more delightful.  By the way your locker is the one next
to the showers.  You’ll find your production material inside.”

After a moment the world morphed back into its state of reality.
The ceiling once again revealed its  light blue tile structure.  Sammy
softly turned his head to see Mr. Chip slowly sliding down his locker
door toward the hard tile floor.  Upon touching the floor, he slipped off
the door and fell backward onto his bag.

Sammy rubbed  his  hands  across  his  forehead,  while  Mr.  Chip
subtly multiplied and divided himself before his eyes.  The throbbing
pain was nearly gone from his head.  He slowly lifted himself back up,
careful not to let too much blood rush to his head.  As he sat upright, he
focused hard on his boss, waiting to see if he would return to a single
form.  Because the multiple images continued to dance before him, he
figured the best method to protect himself from the visual torture was to
close his eyes, so he did.

Sammy stared into the face of darkness as he stood up from his
bench and outstretched his hands to feel for his locker.  He stumbled
about the place, kicking benches here and there; nearly tripping over his
own feet as his fingers grazed the tile wall.  The walls were smooth to
his touch, but he knew there was more to find, so he continued to walk
slowly, feeling for any change in surface.  Almost immediately he felt a
change in surface against his face.  He backed his nose off the side of
the locker and felt around for the front.  He knew that he was looking
for the far end, so he felt and felt his way down from one locker handle
to the next, until he ran out of handles to touch.  When he found himself
clawing at the empty air, he assumed he was right there.  He grabbed at
the metal handle and tried to lift up on it.  It was locked.  He yanked
harder, but it still wouldn’t budge.  He carefully felt for the empty air
again, this time coming in contact with a corner wall.  He realized he
wasn’t anywhere near the showers.

After more touching and feeling his way around the locker room,
he came to what he assumed had to be his locker, since the smell of the
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showers had gotten much stronger.  His business associates must have
known he would be coming as soon as possible, so he figured they had
left his locker unlocked.  Sure enough, he fidgeted with the handle for
about a second before it popped open with the greatest of ease.  He took
a  moment  to  let  the  eminent  dizziness  of  walking  around  with  a
spinning head pass him by.  Then he opened the door to his immediate
fate, hoping that it didn’t belong to Pandora.

Sammy reached inside the locker to feel something fuzzy on his
fingers.  The texture was like rubbing a really shaggy carpet against his
skin.  This certainly didn’t feel like riding rides or buying hot dogs.  He
took both hands and grabbed hard at the carpet,  causing him to fall
backward onto  the tile  floor,  getting doggie piled by his  new fuzzy
gizmo.  Ignoring whatever pain he might have suffered from the fall had
he had his senses about him, he felt around the carpet  to discover a
really wide hole.  He shoved his legs into the hole and lifted the carpet
up around his body.  Once he felt secure enough sandwiched within the
fuzzy stuff, he stood up and felt around his locker for more of it.  His
fingers discovered a bulbous shape covered in the same texture, so he
pulled it out and popped it on his head.  All of a sudden a rush of heat
overwhelmed  him,  so  he  quickly  felt  for  the  shower  room.   Upon
turning the tile corner, and encountering a shower knob, he twisted it to
allow a stream of cold water to fall on his head.

Sammy reopened  his eyes  a  few moments later  to  find  himself
staring  through  tiny  holes  at  the  sunwashed  midway  of  attractions
before him.  As he attempted to bring the surrounding images into a
clear focus, kids cheerfully ran up to him and pawed at his body.  Their
“oohs” and “ahs” brought his arms to caution.  He outstretched his arms
to his sides, letting the young children give him big hugs, while keeping
his focus on all the obsessively smiling people passing in front of him.

“I love you, Bubby,” cried most of the children hanging from his
arms.

While his head continued to do laps around his neck, Sammy tried
to drown out their little voices as he took step after step away from the
souvenir shop.  He carefully tried to flick a few of the tykes away, but
they kept  coming back in bigger  droves.   When he managed to  get
about twenty feet down the walk, the children happily jumped on his
shoulders and brought him down to the ground.  Rather than trying to
fruitlessly wrestle with them, Sammy let himself go limp, allowing them
to roll him around a little.
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After a few moments of abuse from the kids, Sammy regained his
strength and attempted to rise from the ground.

“Okay,  kids,”  he  said,  feeling  another  bout  of  dizziness  falling
upon him, “time to get off me.”

The kids continued to hug him and hit him, further bringing slight
bruises to his belly and sides.  Despite his floating state of equilibrium,
Sammy carefully stood upright to his feet, using all the strength he had
left  in  his  body.   He  tried  his  best  to  stay  balanced,  but  it  was  a
challenge.  With a couple of hobbled steps,  he managed to hold his
vertical position.  More kids continued to run up to him.

Sammy looked over to his side to see a balloon stall nearby.  He
tried to move over to the booth, where many different colorful round
and animal shaped balloons hung from the walls and ceiling.  Of course,
the kids ambitiously followed him on his short but intense journey.  His
steps were strenuous,  but  after  a  couple  tiring minutes  of  effort,  he
made it  to  the  stall  where he collapsed  onto  the counter.   The  kids
screamed loud in his ears, as many of them cheerfully demanded the
balloons.

“What kind of balloons do you kids want?” he sputtered.
He really didn’t listen to their responses.  Instead he envisioned

him either  shooting  his  boss  or  himself  for  taking  this  emotionally
painful  job,  getting baked  by the  fierce  heat,  and  consumed by the
endless stream of childhood greed.  He stared inside the booth to see
the balloon merchant laughing at him.

“That’s so adorable,”  cried the merchant,  revealing her  polished
whitened teeth.  “I wish I had your job.”

Sammy wasn’t sure if she was serious or just sarcastic.  He figured
he would leave his thoughts about the balloon stall merchant to himself
since she had nothing to do with his circumstance.

“Would you like  to  give  these  kids  some balloons?”  she  asked
cheerfully.

“Anything to get them off my back,” he muttered.
“What?  Oh stop, they’re adorable.  Here, take the Gary Giraffe

specialty balloon for the superest of these super kids.”
The balloon merchant picked a balloon shaped like a giraffe from

the ceiling and handed the string over to Sammy.  He could not see the
string very well, so he ended up grabbing at air.

“Maybe you should give it to them,” he said.
The balloon merchant nodded and passed the string along to the

smallest kid.  The kid cheerfully grabbed a tight hold of the string and
ran away calling to his mommy.
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“Weren’t you going to ask that kid to pay for it?” Sammy asked.
The balloon merchant put her hands on her hips and smiled.
“Oh, come now,” she said, “I have plenty more.  What’s giving up

a small price for a happy face?”
Sammy felt the strain on his back and shoulders getting sharper.
“Maybe  you’d  consider  giving  up  about  twenty  more?   I  got

money.”
The balloon merchant flipped at his fake nose, which looked like a

big red cotton ball from behind his eyeholes.  He had no idea what the
point was for having his nose playfully flipped, but he decided to flip
his  big  furry  fingers  against  the  merchant’s  nose  in  return.   The
merchant laughed at his action and flipped him again.  Her smile grew
bigger and bigger at him and the kids.  He realized he hated this place
too.

“Well, I guess that means no,” he continued.  “Bye.”
“Bye, hon,” she mused.
Sammy tried to fight his way away from the balloon stall, but the

mob of children made it tough.  As he struggled to walk, he spotted a
mirror standing boldly next to a fortune-teller weight scale.  He saw his
wet and blurry reflection shining back at him.  He saw in the mirror a
large,  red,  fuzzy  cartoon  bear,  matted  with  shower  water  and
surrounded  by  little  screaming  people.   By  looking  at  the  children
hanging on his back, he estimated he was lugging an extra two hundred
pounds on top of his one hundred seventy-pound body.  He let out a
huge breath, hoping to draw on some more energy.  Unfortunately he
lost more from the exhalation and needed to follow it  with an even
larger breath.   However,  the greater  breath came in too quickly and
made his head grow lighter.  His knees weakened under the weight.

“Okay, kids,” he cried, “time to get off Bubby.”
None of the kids dismounted.  Instead, some older kids, more like

young adults, came rushing up to his side.  They too tried to pounce on
top of him with delight.  The weight was far too much for him to hold.
His knees collapsed and he hit the ground hard.  The quick change in
altitude made him even dizzier.

“Get off me,” he shouted to no avail.
The young adults laughed as they helped the kids roll him along the

ground.  Some had difficulties holding their drinks as they playfully
tortured him and spilled small amounts on his body, staining the fur
with  cola.   Sammy  gritted  his  teeth  to  the  surreal  circumstances
engulfing him.  Where did these people come from, and why did they
have  to  come  here?   The  young  adults  jumped  on  his  belly  and
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drummed him on the chest and crotch as hard as they could.  He knew
his bruises were getting bigger now, as his breath quickly escaped him
again.

“I said get off me,” he shouted, as he tried to force the few of them
off his torso.

All of them refused to move, but rather continued to swarm all over
him, playfully beating him into submission.  Enough was enough.

Sammy ripped Bubby Bear’s head off his shoulders, revealing the
heat flushing his cheeks, and scared the little kids to a panic.

“Bubby pulled his head off,” they screamed.  “He’s dead!  He’s
dead!”

They ran off yelling for their mommies and daddies.  The young
adults on the other hand stuck around.

“Hey, you’re not supposed to show us who you are on the inside,”
sang one of them.  “Put the head back on and entertain us.”

Sammy used all of his strength to push the few who were sitting on
him to the ground.  They laughed as they rolled away from his body.

“I’m not here to entertain,” he shouted.  “I’m here on business.  I
could care less about my stupid bear head.”

As he finished his thought, Sammy quickly stood up, but it allowed
for too much blood to rush into his head at once.  He blacked out in
front of all the happy people.

He awoke a few moments later to find himself lying in the middle
of  a  huge  green  painted  field,  surrounded  by  colorful  pen  and  ink
images, each in the shape of Wacky Fuzzy characters, all hovering over
him.  They were red, blue, orange, yellow, and just about every other
color he could name.  Their bodies seemed to flicker like a bunch of
tinted pictures flipping one after another under a flashlight.  At the head
of the crowd stood Nippy the Cat,  all  three  and a half  feet  of  him,
placing his hands on his hips.

“Well  I’ll  be  an  uncle’s  monkey,”  joked  the  squirrelly  feline.
“Let’s get this man to his feet.”

A huge ox of at least seven feet tall reached from within the crowd
and yanked Sammy up by his ankles.  He held Sammy with his iron
fingers like a prized fish.

“Put me down,” muttered Sammy, feeling more blood rush to his
head.

“Okay,” said Nippy as he danced the Charleston.  “You’re ugly,
you’re smelly, and your mother eats dynamite for breakfast.”
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A  strange  musical  interlude  rang  out  across  the  reddish  sky,
sounding like a piano and a trumpet.  Sammy tried furiously to look
around for the source of the music, but he ended up rocking back and
forth beneath the big ox’s grip.

“Where is that music coming from?” he asked.
The ox dropped Sammy on his head as all the cartoon characters

ran around in circles, wildly looking under rocks and signs, hiding half
their bodies behind really thin trees, and digging deep holes into the
green colored earth.  Sammy’s eyes darted everywhere as he sat up and
rubbed his head.  All he could see was gray clouds of dust kicking up
all  over  the  painted  fields.   Nippy emerged  from the  cartoon  grass
eating some noodles and rice from a Chinese food box.

“What music?” he mused.
“I hear music, almost like a soundtrack.” 
“Well then let’s dance.”  Nippy grabbed at  Sammy’s hands and

spun him around like a tornado.  “Do you like to do swing, the mambo,
or the lambada?”

Sammy’s ear  canals took on some whirlpools as he tried to sift
through the thoughts in his mind.  He didn’t care about dancing.

“Please stop,” he sputtered, as Nippy continued to spin him.
Nippy immediately pulled a stop sign out from behind his back and

threw it in front of Sammy’s face.  Sammy jerked to a stop, or at least
his body did.  He thought he was going to fall down again.

“So how do you like our place?” asked Nippy.
All the other cartoon characters quickly shot up next to him.  Each

looked at Sammy very quizzically, some with focused eyes, others with
a stroke of their chins.  Sammy nervously looked at each of them.  The
characters  took  on  many  forms,  most  of  which  were  four-legged
animals walking on two legs.  Besides the cat and the ox, he saw a dog,
a giraffe, a bird, a mouse, a pig, a fuzzy gecko, and a beaver to name a
few.  Every one  of them was slathered  in  colored  ink.  He quickly
jabbed his open hands in front of him.

“Wait,” he shouted, “how’d I get here?”
“How did any of us get here?” droned Nippy, as he threw on some

bifocals and sported the thin passionless smile of a deep thinker.
“Stop joking around.  I’m serious, this place isn’t normal.”
He looked around his immediate surrounding to see the cartoon

characters prodding closer to his face.  A monkey subtly tried to pick
his pocket.  He batted the monkey away.

“Get out of here,” he shouted.  “All of you, beat it.”
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All the cartoon characters turned around and sulked as they slowly
trudged away from him, except for the ox who placed his hand over his
crotch and performed a pelvic thrust like Michael Jackson.

“Not you,” he shouted to Nippy.
All  the  characters  turned  around,  pointing  to  themselves,

whispering “me?” but Sammy’s finger aimed at Nippy, so Nippy was
the one who jumped for joy.

“You love me,” he cheered, “You really love me.”
“Shut up,” said Sammy.  “Get over here.”
Nippy’s  tail  bobbed  up  and  down  as  he  danced  back  toward

Sammy.  Upon reaching him, he gave Sammy a big kiss on the mouth,
and then spit it out in disgust.  

“How did I get here, and be serious this time,” Sammy said sternly.
“You fell from the sky, just like a comet.  It made us all happy.”
Sammy looked up to the reddish sky to see a small hole just above

the clouds.  Beyond the hole,  the stars and a planet with a  big sign
planted on top dotted the universe.  The sign on the planet pointed at
the hole and had the words “to the happiest place in the galaxy” etched
on its face.  He rubbed his eyes.

“That’s impossible.  How did I fall from the sky?”
“Sort  of  like  this.”   Nippy flailed  his  arms  and  his  legs  while

screaming at the top of his lungs.  Feeling his face heating up, Sammy
stared contemptuously at him.

“How did  I  end  up in  your  cartoon  world?”  he  shouted,  as  he
reached out for Nippy’s neck.

Nippy stopped  and  his  fur  grew completely white.   He  quickly
thrust his fingers between his chattering teeth.

“Don’t do that,” continued Sammy, “just answer my question.”
Sammy released Nippy’s neck, and Nippy gasped hard for some

air.
“Thanks,” said Nippy,” I thought I was a goner.  You saved my

life.”
Nippy jumped into Sammy’s arms and kissed him on the mouth

again.  He followed with another disgusted spit.
“To  answer  your  question,”  he  continued,  “you  swallowed  the

Happy Fun Land pill and it ultimately brought you to us.”
“What?  Why?”
“Because  you  wanted  to  be  happy and  have  fun.   That’s  what

everyone wants in the Happy Fun Land universe.”
“What makes you think I want something like that?”
“Because you want to laugh.”
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Sammy stuffed his hands into his pockets.
“Why would I want to laugh?”
“Because it’s contagious.”
Immediately, the Wacky Fuzzies all returned from out of nowhere

and laughed  riotously at  Sammy.  Nippy joined  in  on  the  laughter.
Sammy felt the irritation rise up through his shoulders.  He decided to
kick a laughing hyena between the legs, rocketing him upward into a
cloud.  The hyena fell back to the ground, forming a huge crater at the
sound of a thud.  He climbed out of his hole with broken teeth, still
laughing as  hard as  he could.   The  others  laughed at  him.   Sammy
buried his face into his hands.

After a long moment of laughter, the Wacky Fuzzies all dissipated
again, and Sammy was left to stand in the bright green inky field alone
with Nippy.

“I want to leave,” muttered Sammy.
Nippy produced a leaf from behind his ears, and a branch from

inside them.  He tried to hand both to Sammy, but Sammy pushed them
away.

“I didn’t say ‘want a,’ you moron.  I said ‘want to.’”
“Oh, well I know the perfect place to go.  Come with me.”
Nippy grabbed for Sammy’s hand and pulled him along the fields.
Sammy loosely hung behind Nippy’s speedy body, bobbing up and

down against the gray pseudo dust beneath him.  He watched the brown
and green mountainous landscape, with the white covered tops, race by
in the distance as massive dust clouds rose up from the soles of his feet.
He looked at Nippy hurtling over the landscape at an immense speed,
blurring part of the immediate surroundings into a mere kaleidoscope of
color.  Sammy was surprised at the rush of air that he felt,  since he
figured  the  cartoon  world  would be  void  of  any real  physical  earth
substance.  So far he found that he could touch things, as well as to see
and hear them.  Nippy came to a stop in front of a big yellow diner with
bright red flashing lights, but Sammy’s inertia kept him going.  The
force of his body stretched Nippy’s arm about a mile before he finally
stopped.  Nippy reeled him back in.

“Here it is,” said Nippy, doing a quick shuffle, “the Wacky Walnut.
This is where we all come to eat.”

Nippy pulled Sammy through the front doors to reveal to him the
happiest  place  of the whole Wacky Fuzzy universe.   It  was a  place
where cartoon characters danced, ate, drank, laughed, got sick, and tried
to one up each other with the stupidest jokes.  Sammy noticed that all of
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the characters that surrounded him earlier were now sitting at the booths
of this diner.  None of them paid much attention to him this time.

“Are you happy yet?” asked Nippy.
Before  Sammy could  give  an  effective  answer,  Nippy  dragged

Sammy over  to  an  empty booth,  where  a  female  cheetah  in  a  blue
waitress uniform skated up to them, holding her notepad in hand.

“Would  you  fellas  like  to  try  the  Chef’s  Dynamite  Chicken
special?” she sang.

Nippy immediately broke out into  an uncontrollable  mating call
complete with wolf howl and rapidly beating heart pounding hard on
the table.  He stuck his tongue out and panted.  Sammy just stared at
him with annoyance.

“What are you doing?” he said.
Nippy  ignored  him as  his  animated  lust  continued  to  escalate.

Sammy motioned his palms inches in front of Nippy’s face, but it didn’t
do much good.  Nippy found himself treading water in his own puddle
of drool.

“I think I’m gonna skip lunch today, ma’am,” said Sammy, to the
waitress.

“And the lovely gentleman?”
“I think his brain is off right now.  A really large elephant should

take care of that problem.”
“I’ll see what I can arrange, sweetie.”
The cheetah waitress circled a one-and-a-half turn before heading

back for the kitchen.  As the doors closed behind her, Nippy regained
his senses.

“Wow, that was more fun than batting yarn,” he said with a smile.
“What’s the matter with you?  Don’t you ever look at yourself?”
Nippy contorted his neck to look at each angle of his black and

white body.  He shrugged as he checked under his armpits and probed
his belly button.

“What am I looking for?”
“Look at you, you’re a rip-off.”
Nippy pulled out a poster of a bigger, older cat who fit the same

profile that he fit.  He postured himself up next to it.
“Yep,” he said, “a real rip off the old block.”
“That’s my point.  Why do you think that’s funny?  You and your

kind are ridiculous.  You weasel onto our television sets, make the same
lame jokes that I’ve seen on every other stupid cartoon show since time
began, and you get a theme park designed after you.  You’re a rehash of
old cheesy ideas, and I think it’s stupid.”
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Nippy leaned his ears in for a better listen.  Sammy could see an
empty space running between his head from one ear to the other.  The
sight of it made him ready to reach out for Nippy’s head and beat it into
the ground.

“And you’re still doing it even now.  What is so funny about empty
space?”

“Because it’s dense,” Nippy chuckled.
Sammy looked around the room again.  He saw much of the same

carrying on with the Wacky Fuzzies that he had come to expect—them
hitting each other with mallets and falling anvils.  He saw all the dopey
characters  talking  like  fools  and  acting  like  children.   Some would
throw pies or dynamite at each other and then laugh about it.  Sammy
shook his head.

“You are all  so unoriginal,”  he said,  “I just can’t laugh, so quit
trying to make me.  I wish I could take an eraser to your existence.”

“Well that’s kind of harsh,” said Nippy, a little less joyfully.
“Yet the world seems to love you and your stupid Wacky friends.  I

don’t even know why.”
“Because they like to laugh, and we make them do it.”
“Not in  the real  world.   I  spend more than one hundred twenty

hours of my week in the real world, and no one talks about you or finds
you amusing.  Yet for some reason the visitors of your park fall in love
with your contrived world.  It must be that crazy happy pill you trick
them into taking.  Except, the pill I took didn’t make me laugh or have
fun.  Could it be that I swallowed a dud?  Maybe I’m just immune to
your attacks.  I don’t know what your game is, but you can’t have me.”

Sammy  looked  at  Nippy  dead  in  the  eyes.   Nippy  remained
speechless.  Almost two minutes went by before Nippy stood up from
his booth.  By now the whole diner looked at them, as did the characters
sitting inside of it.  Silence befell the eatery.

“Why do you think I’m not happy?” asked Sammy.  “I swallowed
the pill too.”

Nippy took a deep gulp.
“The Happy Fun Land pill is  meant to be taken like candy,” he

said,  “not  like  a  real  pill.   Sucking  on  it  prolongs  the  joy,  while
swallowing it  only brings  you here.   Although the  candy method is
guaranteed to make you happy, the pill method is unpredictable.”

Sammy stared at Nippy for another moment, while Nippy sort of
shied his eyes away.

“Maybe your happy pill is the one that sucks,” said Sammy.  “And
do you know what puzzles me most about all of this?”
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Nippy slowly shook his head.
“Of all of you ridiculous rehashed rejects, the one I can’t find is

Bubby the Bear.  Where is he?”
A moment passed before the cat spoke up.
“You’re Bubby,” Nippy whispered.
Sammy looked at his arms to realize he was covered with inky red

fur.  But he noticed he could see without the impaired vision of a set of
eyeholes.  He felt for his head to discover his identity only matched
Bubby up to the shoulders.  Uncertain of what this must’ve looked like,
he stood up, allowing himself to look down on Nippy.  Nippy could not
keep any kind of eye contact with him.

“Am I some kind of freak—a human head walking around with a
red bear’s body?” Sammy asked.  “Why did you trick me into taking
that pill?”

“No one tricked you,” said Nippy.  “You wanted to laugh and be
happy.”

“But how did I become Bubby?  All I did was put on the suit.  How
did I actually become him?  And where’s my head?”

Nippy slowly looked into Sammy’s eyes.
“We needed someone to replace him.  We thought the one who put

on his suit would be the one perfect to take his place in the Wacky
Fuzzies universe.  Anyone who took the Happy Fun Land pill would be
up for the task because they would be happy to do it.  Everyone else
who took  the  pill  but  didn’t  replace  Bubby  wouldn’t  mind  that  he
became something different because they would still be happy.  And
your head is being drawn down the street at the factory as we speak.”

Sammy felt his head again to make sure it was in fact getting drawn
at the factory and not on him.  Feeling his real nose relieved him.

“But why replace him?” he asked.
“He wasn’t doing his job the right way anymore.”
Sammy sat down on the table and folded his hands over his lap.
“Is that right?”
Nippy shamefully nodded.
The cheetah waitress skated out with a red drink in hand and gave

it to Sammy.  Sammy took the glass and twirled the inky liquid around.
She skated off again.

“You know,” he continued, “I tried to watch one of your television
shows awhile back when our company first invested in the park, just to
see what was so special about it.  And judging by what I saw, and by
what you’re telling me, I can honestly say that I think you’re full of
crap.   I  think you want to  get  rid  of  him because  he was the  only
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character that was actually original.  Am I right?  He wasn’t the honey
eating, winter sleeping formula character that the rest of you are, was
he?”

Nippy shook his head.
“He was a rock star who spoke Australian, right?  Not some stupid

bumbling bear that you probably opted for—he was the heartthrob of
the Wacky Fuzzies universe, wasn’t he?”

“He was getting his own market,” spoke up Nippy.  “The creators
were going to give him his own toy line.  We thought we would strike
gold if  we got rid  of him and brought in one of our fans instead—
someone who would be happy to be a part of us and make other people
laugh.”

“And yet you got me, didn’t you?”
“We thought the one who wore the Bubby suit would suck on the

Happy Fun Land pill, and then be happy to take his place.  What did we
know?  Why won’t you just laugh with us?  We’re really funny.”

“No, you’re not.  Everything you do I’ve seen before.  You’re a
phony and a pathetic excuse for merchandising.  And bring back Bubby
because no one else deserves to be ridiculous in his place.”

Nippy grabbed a bright red bottle of ketchup from the table and
massaged its neck as he carefully lowered it out of sight.

“We are not phonies.  We are cartoon characters.  What we do is
who we are.”

Sammy leaned hard over Nippy’s body and breathed deep into his
inky face.

“But you’re not funny, so stop making the public think you are.”
“Don’t  you  think  if  the  public  thinks  we’re  funny,  maybe  that

means we’re funny?”
Sammy looked at  him intensely a  moment,  and then stuffed his

hands into his pockets.
“I think the public will buy anything if you spin them the right way.

Give them a moment and they’ll see the truth.  The fact is that I’m a
part of the public, and I don’t find you the least bit funny.”

“Then kiss my wacky fuzzy butt, you scoundrel.”
Nippy swatted Sammy hard in the head with the ketchup bottle,

breaking the  glass in  half.   The  ketchup poured  from his  head at  a
steady pace, as yellow stars spun around above him.  Sammy’s eyes
rolled backward as he blacked out and hit the floor.

Sammy woke up a few moments later in front of the balloon stall
with his helmet to his side.  Everything looked to have normal physics
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again as far as he could tell.   A crowd of people hovered over him,
sporting very unpleasant frowns, many of which included nasty words
directed at him.  He focused his eyes left and right as people silently
booed him to his face.   At the head of  the crowd stood a character
performer dressed as Nippy the Cat.  He held his hands on his hips.

“If you can’t be happy with us,” said the performer, “then we don’t
want you in our park.  You are no longer welcome here.”

Sammy rubbed his head as he slowly stood up to face the crowd.
Remarkably his head felt better and his vision was restored.  He could
see each miserable stare perfectly as one image.  He unzipped the suit
away from his body, and let it fall into a big red heap around his feet.
He could see his beautiful, cold black loafers again.

“You insulted us by calling us phonies,” continued the performer.
“We hope you’ll be miserable for the rest of your life.  From now on
you forfeit any right to partake in the happy pill.”

Sammy looked at each and every one of them with a deep gaze.  He
completed the round of staring by saving the Nippy performer for last.
After a brief moment of eye contact, Sammy took a few steps backward,
letting each angry face seep into his mind.  Then something happened.
He  felt  some  intense  pressure  around  his  mouth.   He  stopped  his
backward motion for just a second as he let the pressure consume him.
His mouth turned upward into quite  a  toothy smile.   All  the  people
continued to stare back at him.

Sammy broke into a riotous laughter as he pointed his finger at the
Nippy performer, pounding his knee with his other hand.  He continued
to let the laughter deluge his spirits, as he pictured the contortions of all
the people’s mouths turning from delight to annoyance.  The uniqueness
of the situation was overwhelming to him.  He almost fell down as he
turned around to head for the exit.
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Shade of Blue

“So at what point exactly do you believe you ruined your life?”
asked Bonnie, as she adjusted her gradually slipping glasses over her
nose.

“Not sure.  Roughly the moment I hit puberty I think.  The exact
moment I can’t say, but somewhere in that vicinity.”

“And you thought the decisions to follow left  you in  a  state  of
permanent deterioration?”

“Essentially.”
Bonnie sat with an open posture a few feet from Johnny, nodding

as the words whispered out of his mouth.  She held her hands on her
knees, placing all her focus toward his eyes as he restlessly shifted from
one angle in his seat to another.

This hour had certainly been tougher than the hours he spent in the
chair  during  sessions  past.   A  part  of  him was  sorry  that  he  even
introduced this matter today.

“And if I’m hearing you right,” she said,  with a soothing voice,
“you believe you failed somewhere along the line, right?”

Johnny stroked his forehead with his left hand, while clenching the
armrest with his right.

“I don’t know,” he whispered.  “I just wanted a dream to come
true.  I guess I think I failed in that regard.”

Bonnie  sat  patiently  in  her  chair,  letting  a  few moments  pass
between them.

“Is that really wrong of me to want that?” he continued.  “People
are supposed to have dreams, right?  We shouldn’t have to let them
fail.”

Johnny looked up to the ceiling, taking in each groove in the panels
as if they were the only comforting things on earth.  He didn’t see any
groove  stand  out  in  particular,  since  they  all  pretty  much  smashed
together, but knowing they were there offered little solace.  He brushed
his dark uncomfortable hair out of his eyes, hoping it would help him
see the truth better in some miraculously symbolic way.

“You know, sometimes I wish I could hide up there.”
“Up where?” asked Bonnie.
He pointed to the ceiling.  “Up there, behind the panels.  There’s a

lot a person can observe from higher ground.  From a mountaintop he
can see the world.  From the moon he can see the universe.”

“What can you see from the panels?”
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“I don’t know.  I can’t even reach those.”
Johnny looked back down at his lap.  His jeans were wearing out

pretty thin.  If one looked closely, he could see the knee beginning to
rip.  He let both arms fall between his legs.

Bonnie continued to sit patiently as Johnny let his focus toward the
floor fade into a blur.  He rubbed his hands softly together.

“This is the best I can do,” he whispered.
He looked up at Bonnie, who nodded to him with a faint smile.

Behind  her  he  could  see  a  bookshelf  filled  with  Psychology based
material, from study guides to full scale texts on behavior, sociological
studies, and therapies to name a few things.  A couple diplomas hung
on the  wall  next  to  the bookshelf,  while  a  computer  with an  active
screensaver set on a desk next to her.  Johnny slowly closed his eyes.

“It’s funny, all my life I felt like I should win.”
“What do you mean?”
“Every race I  ran for,  every question I sought to answer,  every

dream I wanted to fulfill.  I always thought nothing should’ve been out
of reach.”

“So now you feel nothing is within reach?”
Johnny opened his eyes.
“No, I’m not saying that.  I just feel like my dreams are gone.  Just

my dreams.”
“Are we talking about all of your dreams, or is there something in

particular you have in mind today?”
Johnny paused a moment as he rolled his eyes in thought, choking

back some saliva.  He looked over to his side to see a bowl of mints on
a lamp stand.  He reached in, grabbed a peppermint, slowly removed
the wrapper, and popped it into his mouth.  The flavor was sweet to his
tongue.

“I feel like I just didn’t wait long enough,” he said.  “No, strike
that.  I know I didn’t wait long enough.”

“I see.  Before we jump the gun, let’s discuss the dream a little
further.”

Johnny rested his hands on his lap again.  He knocked his knees
together.

“Actually, it’s not much of a dream in retrospect,” he said.  “I mean
it is, but not something that should be so far out of reach.”

“Explain.”
“I just wanted a girl in my life—plain and simple.  I wasn’t looking

for  anything  fancy,  just  a  woman  who  could  capture  me.   Sounds
simple, right?”
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“Sounds more universal than simple, but go on.”
“I’m not terribly picky, but I do have one quality I look for.  It’s

stupid, but it’s important to me.”
“Then it’s not stupid.”
“Right, well simply put, I wanted a blue-eyed girl.  And that was it.

Just about everything else I was flexible about, but the eyes I was stuck
on.  That’s not so bad, right?  There are a million of them out there.
That would be an easy dream to make come true, right?”

Bonnie nodded.
“It should’ve been easy,” he said.
“Why blue eyes?” she asked.
“Because something about blue entrances me.  The way I figure it,

women age, but their eyes don’t.  I want to be in love with a woman’s
eyes because her eyes will never change no matter how much the rest of
her does.  If I can’t love her eyes, then there’s not much left over when
the rest  of  her  beauty fades.   I’m not  the kind of  guy who expects
beauty  to  last,  but  there’s  gotta  be  something  from her  youth  that
continues,  and  that’s  the  only visible  thing  I  can  think  of  that  will
endure.  Blue is the only thing I really like, and if that’s not present,
then what’s to say my fondness of her will last?”

“So you think that a girl with blue eyes is all you desire?”
“I think so, but then again even blue-eyed girls have their issues,”

he continued.  “You’d think I’d already know this, but I got distracted
from the truth.”

“I see.  When we started this session today, you thought you made
a mistake.  Would you like to maybe backtrack a few steps and try to
figure out why you believe you made a mistake?”

“I don’t know.  Will that help me?”
“You tell me.”
Johnny continued to knock his knees together as his focus moved

toward the floor.
“I guess it started when I met Tiela.”

If he had left it hanging on his back, everything inside would have
rattled and bounced around as he ran.  So, Johnny held his backpack
tightly under his arm instead.   It  was a distant  run, but  one he was
determined to finish quickly because he could not afford to be late.  The
wind blew fiercely across his face as he saw the last few remaining
housewives and college students boarding the bus.  His lungs burned
with fury as the exhaustion from sprinting the last half-mile pounded his
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chest.   He knew now that he had made a mistake hitting the snooze
button that morning.

“Wait,” he yelled, as the door closed behind the last passenger.
He zipped past the back bumper as the bus began to roll forward

from  the  stop,  and  managed  to  catch  up  to  the  door  before  the
momentum got too fast.  The door trembled for just a moment as he
banged it to get the driver’s attention.  But the driver looked at Johnny
through the glass and shrugged.  He banged on the door again.

“I have to get on,” he gasped, “I’m gonna be late for my test.”
The bus driver returned his focus through the windshield as the bus

sped up, moving too fast for Johnny to keep up.  Within a moment,
Johnny stopped running, almost falling to the ground as he tried to refill
his lungs.  He clutched his side as a gradual cramp came upon him.

“Now what?” he groaned as he dug his foot into the earth.
Johnny slowly walked back to the bus stop and painfully sat down

on the rickety bench next to the signpost.  He took a moment to absorb
the blue sky and the lush trees around him, hoping the fresh air would
restore him.  His brief distraction almost led him to forget traffic was
getting thicker on the road ahead.  A few birds chirped in some bushes
behind him.

As his breath slowly returned, Johnny unzipped his backpack and
pulled out his notebook.  He figured if he was gonna have to wait for
another  bus,  he  might  as  well  fill  his  head  with  a  little  more  test
knowledge.  He opened it  up to a section covered with notes on the
historical background of America from 1620 to 1865.  There wasn’t
much time to waste, so he quickly skimmed each of the five pages that
covered the material for his history test.  Unfortunately most of the facts
left his mind as quickly as they entered it.

“I’m gonna fail for sure,” he muttered.
Johnny continued to flip through his endless notes as he noticed out

of the corner of his eye someone sitting down next to him.  He looked
over to see a pretty blonde-haired girl dropping her backpack next to
his.  He lightly nodded and smiled as she momentarily looked at him.
She smiled back.

“Hello,” she chimed.  “It’s a beautiful day today, isn’t it?”
Johnny  expected  her  to  immediately  rummage  through  her

backpack or to look at the traffic or something, but she continued to
smile at him.  He nodded in agreement.

“Sure is better than all the rain we’ve been having lately,” he said.
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Johnny continued  to  nod his head,  feeling awkward for  already
running out  of  things to  say.   Letting  only a  few more  seconds  of
smiling pass, Johnny returned his attention to his notes.

“Yeah, I thought it would never end,” she said.  “I flooded out my
car during the last storm.  That’s why I’m riding the bus.  So glad the
weather’s clear now though.”

Johnny wanted  to  respond,  but  he  wasn’t  too  familiar  with the
mechanics of automobiles, so he nodded again, now feeling like a jack-
in-the-box.

“Mind if I ask what you’re studying?” she continued.
“Not much of anything.  None of this stuff makes sense to me.  Got

a  big  test  on  it  though in  about,”  he  looked  at  his  watch,  “twenty
minutes.”

He looked at the random words on the current page, but his mind
did not  register  any of them completely.   The  girl’s  presence in his
peripheral view captured more of his concentration than his notes ever
could.  A scent of shampoo radiated deeply from her long, wavy hair.

“What subject is it?”
“American History.  The only thing I remember is that the Pilgrims

came to a place called Plymouth Rock and killed some turkeys a year
later.”

“Do you remember when they came?”
“A long time ago.”
The  girl  laughed.   She  readjusted  her  position  to  face  him

completely, resting her right arm on the back of the bench.
“Would you mind if I helped you study?” she asked with delight.
“Do you know anything about history?”
“Not really, not unless it’s the history of art.  But hopefully you

took good notes.  I could quiz you.”
Johnny  shrugged  and  handed  her  his  notebook.   The  gesture

couldn’t hurt.
“I did my best.  The teacher confused me more than the book, but

on a brighter note my handwriting is pretty bad.”
The girl nodded in agreement.  She smiled at him again.
“The important thing is if I can read it, and I can.  So here we go.

Question one.  What year did the Pilgrims kill  their first turkey, and
what was the event that brought upon this decision?”

Johnny laughed as he watched cars and trucks race by.
“I’m not so sure I’m actually going to be asked questions like that,”

he said.  “But I think the answer is Thanksgiving.”
“I think so too,” she nodded.  “Okay, here’s a real question.”
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Johnny clasped his hands together and rubbed them.
“Actually,” he said, “to tell you the truth, I think I’ve learned all I

can learn.  If I can’t get it in the first couple tries, it’s not gonna happen.
So I’m just going to take the test and see what comes about.”

The girl handed the notebook back to him.
“Fair enough.  I hope you do well.”
“Thanks.”
Johnny closed the notebook and stuffed it into his backpack.  It was

a tough fit cramming it in between his two massive textbooks, but he
managed.  Upon his little victory he zipped the backpack closed.

“So how come I’ve never  seen you here before?”  he continued,
now  wondering  how  his  lack  of  brain  activity  would  fare  in  this
scenario.

“You mean besides the fact that I usually drive?”
Johnny paused a moment before officially feeling like a retard for

forgetting about her waterlogged car.
“Um…yeah…”
“I usually don’t have to be at school for another couple hours, but I

figured I’d come early today to get caught up on my project.”
“What kind of project?”
“It’s  sort  of  a  combination  of  three  different  mediums.   I’m

blending a sculpture with painting and photography.  I don’t want to
spoil  the surprise  of what it  will  look like because I’m planning on
entering the final product in the art fair next month, but I hope you’ll
invite  all  your  friends  to  come  see  it.   I’m real  excited  about  the
reaction it’ll get when it’s finally on display.  That is if it lives up to my
vision.”

“I’d love to come check it out.  Who is it that I’m looking for?”
“Me, silly.”
“Your name?”
She slapped her head.
“Of course,” she chuckled, “I’m sorry.  My name is Tiela Kelly.”
Johnny extended his hand.  She took it.
“Nice to meet you, I’m Johnny Fisher.”
They smiled at each other again.  Johnny let his eyes trail toward

the bench seat so as not to threaten her with any prolonged staring.
“Nice  to  meet  you  too,  Johnny.   Oh  look,  I  think  our  bus  is

coming.”
Johnny looked over his shoulder to see the big diesel behemoth

grind and squeal to a stop.  The sound of the engine drowned out the
chirping birds that  provided the musical score up until  this moment.
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The doors popped open.  Johnny and Tiela picked up their backpacks
and proceeded toward the bus.

“After you,” uttered Johnny, as he let Tiela get on first.
The bus was quite crowded with other passengers, who all had tired

and blank faces among them.  The seats were very limited on space.
Tiela  revealed  her  bus  pass  to  the  driver,  and  Johnny showed  his
immediately after.  The driver jabbed his thumb over his shoulder, and
the two of them moved down the aisle.  Tiela chose an empty space
next to an old lady, while Johnny had to take the last available spot
about three seats behind her.  Within seconds, the door closed, and the
bus began to move.

A few moments later, the bus came to a stop again, and the doors
flew open.  An old man stepped on board and dropped a couple coins
into  the  change meter.   He  took  a  few slow steps  down the  aisle,
looking all over the place.  Johnny looked around to see absolutely no
empty spots for the old man to sit.  Then, to his surprise, Tiela stood up
from her seat and stepped backward.  She pointed to the empty spot as
the old man looked at her.

“You can sit here, sir,” she said.
The  bus started  moving again as  the  old man reached  the  seat.

First  he tipped  his  hat  to  Tiela,  then tipped  his  hat  to  the  old  lady
already in the seat.  He sat down.  Tiela moved toward Johnny and sat
down in the aisle next to him.

“That was really nice of you,” he said.
She smiled at him a moment, then looked toward the front of the

bus.  Johnny looked ahead as well and saw the old man strike up a
conversation with the old lady.

For a moment Johnny hoped that the person next to him would’ve
expressed the same level of nicety by giving up his seat so that Tiela
could have it instead of occupying the aisle, but the guy didn’t seem to
notice  or  care  about  her  position  of  possible  discomfort,  so  she
remained sitting there.  He thought it was okay because at least she was
still next to him.  It wasn’t until a couple stops later that he thought that
maybe he could have given up his own seat for her instead.

The bus arrived at the college’s station a short while later.  Johnny
and Tiela, as well as a few other college students stepped off the bus in
a semi-orderly fashion.  Johnny stopped and double-checked to make
sure  his  backpack  was securely  strapped  over  his  shoulders.   Tiela
walked ahead of him, briefly casting him a side-glance.

“It was nice talking to you, Johnny,” she said, as she continued to
walk on by.  “Good luck on your test.”
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“Thanks,” he said.  “And good luck on your project.”
She smiled as she gave him the thumbs up.  She continued to head

for  the brick buildings down the sidewalk,  where dreams seemed to
both  begin  and  end.   Johnny stuffed  his  hands  in  his  pockets  and
watched as she got further and further away.  She walked with a stride,
looking at the sky, taking notice of every tree, every squirrel, and every
student she passed.  Johnny chuckled to himself.

“You’re quite unique, Tiela,”  he said.   “Hope we run into  each
other again.”

Johnny looked at his digital watch to see that his test had already
started.   He  looked  at  Tiela  one  more  time  to  see  her  gradually
swallowed by the crowds, and then headed for  his classroom in the
opposite direction.

He only took a few steps before stopping again.  Something in his
heart or mind or something within him wasn’t right.  He turned around
again to face that engulfing crowd, hoping to spot her for a moment
longer.  All he could see though was her bright blue shirt.   It was a
lovely shirt no doubt, but he wanted to see more of her.  He wanted to
see her face again—not by chance, but by his own decision.  History
had already happened, so he figured his test could wait.  He flung his
backpack off his shoulders, cradled it like a football, and ran down the
sidewalk after her.

He  dodged  the  swells  of  students  who were  traveling  by  foot,
leaping out of the way of oncoming bicyclists and rollerbladers, nearly
hurdling over the back of a maintenance cart.  Soon he caught up to her.

“Tiela, wait,” he gasped, as he tried to regain his breath.
Tiela turned around and smiled at him.  Her face was a bit flushed,

but her eyes were wide.  She clung her left hand to her backpack strap.
“I was wondering if you’d care to have lunch with me after my

test,” he continued.  “I’ll be done in an hour.”
“That would be fun,” she said.  “But I’m not sure that I can.  Once

I start working on my project, my creative juices get going, and then it’s
very difficult to get it back if I walk away.”

“I see.”
Johnny felt a little defeated.  This wasn’t the kind of present that he

wanted to  duck out on history for.   He slung his backpack onto his
shoulders again.

“Well,  I  just  wanted to  see  if  that  was possible,”  he continued.
“Anyway, I’ll let you get back to wherever you gotta go then.  Once
again, good luck.”
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Johnny turned  around  and  took  a  couple  steps  away from her
before her voice stopped him again.

“I’m free for lunch tomorrow,” she said.
Johnny turned around to see her face lit up like the sun.  The first

thing he noticed was the sparkling blue tint of her eyes glowing like
indigo night lights, reaching out and embracing his utmost attention.
For a moment his mouth hung open as she continued to stare at him.

“Johnny?  Are you okay?”
His mind took a moment to realize it wasn’t working.  He was now

three for three.
“Oh, I’m sorry,” he said.  “This is just the first time I’ve noticed

your eyes.  They’re quite beautiful.”
“Thanks, that’s flattering.”
“Must be the way the sun is hitting them.  I mean, for why I’m just

now noticing them, not that they’re only beautiful because of the sun.
I’m sure they’re always beautiful.”

Johnny tugged at  his  collar  as  he  curled  his  bottom lip.   Tiela
chuckled.  Make that four for four.

“I know what you meant.  That’s a nice thing to say, really.”
Johnny stuffed his hands into  his pockets and  rocked back and

forth  on  his  feet.   He started  to  feel  some stomach jitters  churning
inside.

“I think you’re late for your test,” she said.
Johnny looked at his watch.  His heart skipped a beat as he realized

he was already ten minutes late to class.
“You’re right, I’ll see you tomorrow.  How’s the mall food court

sound?”
“Sounds like I’ll be there around noon.  Go take your test.”
She smiled at him again.  He really needed to run.

Johnny continued to suck on the last remnants of his mint as he
subtly shifted his attention from the floor to the counselor.  He rubbed
his hands together between his knees as he chuckled at his last thought.

“The funny thing,” he said, “was that I used to think blondes were a
joke.  I used to see them as self-centered beauty queens that only had
their looks to fall back on.  Tiela changed that mode of thinking in less
than ten minutes.  I never saw it coming—and it was quite the pleasant
surprise.”

Johnny smiled as he relished over the quick version of this fond
memory.
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“But it sounded to me earlier that you regretted having met her,”
said Bonnie.

“No, I was happy to meet her.  It was the biting truth of what we
would never become that I couldn’t deal with.  It pretty much started
the next day at lunch.”

The mall food court contained a variety of small franchises—all
made to cater the growing needs of various types of eaters.  Plants and a
penny fountain added to the element of natural tranquillity to the eating
area,  which set  mostly in  the  middle  of  the  court.   Hungry patrons
provided  the  almost  noisy  atmosphere  around  the  hefty  number  of
tables in the surrounding locales.  Johnny and Tiela sat at a table near
the fountain,  with steamy chicken sandwiches and  icy Coca-Cola  in
front  of  them.   Johnny took  a  bite  of  his  hot  and  tasty  sandwich,
savoring the juiciness that burst in his mouth.

“I’ve pretty much enjoyed art  for  most  of  my life,”  said  Tiela,
sipping some of  her  soda  through a  green-colored  straw.   “When I
wasn’t reading or watching cartoons as a kid, I was drawing or coloring
as  much as  I  could.   And I  know what you’re thinking.  What  kid
wouldn’t?   But  pretty  soon  I  started  painting,  shaping  clay,  and
anything else I thought would be creative, and from then on art became
one of my true loves.  Next to chicken sandwiches in a mall food court
of course.”

“Of course,” Johnny said, with his mouth half full.
“And it was through art that I met Max.”
Most  of  Johnny’s  food  fell  out  of  his  mouth.   Feeling  a  little

embarrassed he grabbed for his napkin and wiped his chin.
“Who?”
“Max.  He’s the guy I’ve kind have been seeing for the last month.

We met at an art show, and ended up spending the rest of the night
touring museums.  I guess you can say we’ve been dating ever since.”

He carefully placed his napkin back onto his  tray,  but  his head
became so disoriented that he almost missed.

“You don’t sound so sure about that.”
“It’s hard to say with the first month, but I think I like him.  He’s

really a sweetheart.”
“Yeah, how can you fail with that?”
“I’m sorry?”
“I couldn’t have said it better myself.”
Tiela paused a moment and then laughed.  Johnny wasn’t sure what

to think about this moment.
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“Do you know what I like most about you, Johnny?  You’re really
unique.  Half the time I feel like you’re way over my head, and it takes
me a moment to figure out what you’re trying to say.”

“That’s okay, half the time I’m way over my own head.”
“But when I can figure you out, I like what I hear.”
Johnny took a sip of his drink.  As he sucked the Coke through his

straw, he looked into her eyes again.  He wasn’t ready to let go of this
gaze.

“Just out of curiosity,” she asked, sipping her drink, “have you ever
dated anyone seriously?”

Johnny set his drink down and pondered the question a moment.
He wasn’t entirely sure how to respond because he wasn’t entirely sure
what her motive was for asking it.  But he figured that she had been so
nice to him already that she deserved an honest answer, even if she was
dating some selfish jerk who needed to be deported to some third world
country, so he took the chance that his answer would be well received.

“I used to dream of dating Debbie Gibson when I was a kid, but
she never did respond to my letters.   I  think that was back before I
actually liked girls.  Figure that one out.”

Tiela lost the Coke in her mouth as she laughed at his remark.  It
dripped  profusely  onto  the  table  and  circled  around  her  tray.   She
grabbed for a napkin and placed it on the puddle.

“Sorry,” she said, as she wiped the napkin around.  “I meant have
you ever had a real girlfriend?”

“Why do you ask?”
“Because I have a lot of friends who are looking for a great guy,

and I think they might like you.”

Johnny slouched in his chair again as Bonnie patiently sat across
from him.  He twiddled his thumbs around solemnly.

“I really didn’t want to date any of her friends because they were
all pretty dull,” he said, rolling his eyes toward the ceiling.  “One of her
friends likes to watch action movies, so that’s a check in my book, but
she’s not very girl like.  I mean yeah, she looks like a girl…sort of, but
she wasn’t like Tiela.”

“So are you saying you knew there was something special about
her right away?”

“Well, I admit that I never thought I’d find my dream girl at a bus
stop, and she certainly wouldn’t have been blonde, but yeah, she did
something to me that day, and I was upset that I couldn’t do much about
it.”
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“So what did you do about it?”
Johnny  paused  a  moment  as  he  searched  his  thoughts  for  an

answer.  He knew this question was the one that left him vulnerable—
the one that proved his grave folly.  A part of him didn’t want to answer
because he didn’t want to admit it to himself.  But he knew he had to
because the past had already been written and to deny it wouldn’t have
changed the outcome.  So he closed his eyes very briefly as he prepared
himself for the truthful revelation.

“Not a thing,” he said as he opened his eyes.  “We quickly became
friends over the course of the year, and I discovered an ensemble of
things about her that I never noticed in anyone else that I really liked,
but there wasn’t a thing I could really do to be the man I wanted to be to
her.  I  denied my feelings for  a long time because I  knew the truth
would have damaged me, but time caught up to me and I couldn’t close
my eyes to  my thoughts anymore.  I  loved her and couldn’t change
that.”

“Did you tell her this?”
“No.  By the time I was able to admit my feelings about her to

myself, she had already professed her love for that Max guy, and he
pretty much claimed the same.”

Johnny almost sagged out of his chair as he let the past settle in.
“I spent five months agonizing over her, wishing I could just take

her hand and run, but I was one month too late.  That’s about when
Sherry entered my life.”

Johnny oozed to the floor and sat against the base of the chair.  He
crossed his legs and propped his chin up with his hands.

“Wanna hear about Sherry?”
Bonnie looked at the clock on the wall.
“Sure, we still have some time.”

Johnny clutched his maroon colored tray tightly as he walked away
from the Chick-Fil-A shop in the mall food court.  Last time he came
here, someone accidentally bumped into him, knocking his tray out of
his hands, sending his food and drink all over the floor, so he wanted to
be sure not to repeat that problem.  He looked around for a vacant table
and found one near the fountain.  As he sat down, he released his iron
grip from his tray and reached into the paper bag to pull out his chicken
sandwich.   The  aroma  was  nice,  but  it  was  missing  that  scent  of
shampoo.   He  took  a  moment  to  look  at  the  fountain  next  to  him,
watching as the water neatly spouted up from the middle and fell down
like rain.  Truthfully, he wasn’t all that impressed.  The thousands of
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coins below the surface gave the water a brownish look, which took
away both the fantasy and serenity that he expected from a fountain.
But it was still a source of wonder for someone, so he bent over and
grabbed a handful of pennies and hoped for the best.  He closed his
eyes, wished for his blue-eyed girl to fall for him, and threw the handful
back into the water.

“I thought it was customary to throw a dry penny from your own
pocket when making a wish,” said a woman’s voice from a few feet
away.

Johnny opened his eyes to see a pretty brown-haired girl in a black
skirt and green tank top sitting on the fountain’s ledge, about a table
away from him.

“I never really trusted wishes,” he said.  “Just thought I’d try one
out, just in case.”

The girl stood up and slowly walked over to him, brushing a lose
strand of hair out of her eyes.

“A man who makes a wish without believing in superstition has to
be pretty desperate about something.  What is it that’s got you resorting
to such a behavioral flaw?”

Johnny stepped backward to  reach his  chair.   He felt  the metal
texture touch against his fingertips.

“No offense, but I’m not going to tell my problems to someone I
don’t know.  Besides, I’m not desperate, just experimental.”

Johnny sat down and unwrapped his chicken sandwich.  The steam
floated away from the meat and moisturized his nose.  The girl stopped
in front of the chair next to him.

“Mind if I join you?” she asked, resting her hands on the table.
“You’re quite direct, aren’t you?  If you don’t mind, I’d like to eat

alone.”
Johnny wrapped his hands around his sandwich as he kept his focus

trained her way.  She smiled and slowly bent a little toward him.  Her
blue eyes shone right into his eyes, and he paused with his sandwich
lifted halfway to his mouth.

“Do you really want to be alone, Johnny?” she whispered, as her
face stopped only a foot away from his.  He could smell the cinnamon
in her gum.

Johnny dropped his sandwich to his tray.  It didn’t make a sound.
“How did you know my name?”
“You mean you don’t  remember  me?   I  was the  girl  you  kept

eyeing in History of Art class last semester, remember?”
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Johnny thought  back  to  the  last  semester  to  see  if  his  memory
recalled any such woman.  If it did, it was doing a great job making her
invisible.

“I’m sorry, I  don’t really remember anyone in that class.   I  just
went for reasons other than learning or making new friends.”

The girl slipped into the seat adjacent to Johnny, never losing her
smile.

“I know you were looking at  me,” she said.   “Or at least  I  was
looking at you.  I thought you were really smart and easy-going.  I sort
of developed a crush on you.”

Johnny wasn’t quite sure what to think about that.
“Excuse me?”
“I know that’s usually not the first thing you say to the object of

your admiration, but I waited and waited for you to come up and talk to
me.   You  never  did,  so  now  I’m  taking  the  leap.   I  hope  you
understand.”

Johnny looked around the food court  a  moment.   He saw many
couples enjoying their meals together, and the smiles and laughs that
went along with their conversations.  He saw one couple holding each
other’s hand and another with arms around each other’s side.  There
were  other  people  sitting  alone  at  their  tables,  each  with  only  a
sandwich or two keeping them company.  He noticed that none of these
people were laughing or  smiling.  They just  looked around the food
court like he had been doing, eating whatever small meals they had in
front of them.  Nothing else really seemed to add to their lives that
moment.  Johnny looked back at the girl in front of him who had yet to
lose her sweet expression.  Her eyes were really quite beautiful.

“What’s your name?” he asked, hoping he wasn’t making a mistake
by allowing her to sit there.

“Sherry Leder,” she said, extending her hand.
Johnny slowly took it.  Her skin was the softest he felt, even softer

than Tiela’s hands.
“Will you remember me now?” she asked.
Johnny let go of her hand, now embarrassed for having forgotten

her.
“I’m sorry if I offended you by that.  But I wasn’t trying to give

anyone impressions of interest back then.  I sort of felt like I didn’t need
to.”

“Because of that girl Tiela who sat next to you?”
“You remember Tiela too?”
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“I remember that she never looked at you the way you looked at
her.”

Johnny felt his heart race a little faster.  Something told him that
his cover back then wasn’t quite so secret after all.

“How did I look at her?”
“Kind of like the way I looked at you.”
Now that dirty little secret seemed to be making its way into the

tabloids.
“What are you suggesting?”
Sherry took his hand away from his sandwich and gently stroked it.
“She  was  never  interested  in  you,  Johnny,  but  I  am.   I’ll  be

everything that she wasn’t.”
Johnny felt paralyzed in his chair.   He had completely forgotten

what his chicken sandwich would’ve tasted like had he actually had a
chance to eat some of it.  The blue eyes started to break some of the
hard walls around his heart.   The soft touch melted the barriers that
remained.  He tried to focus on any thoughts he may have had for this
girl  in  the past,  but nothing in his memory came up.  Up until  this
moment,  all  of  his  recollections  of  her  were  blocked.   But  in  his
determination to try, he found his brain foiled by the thoughts of the one
he truly wanted.  All he could think about were Tiela’s smile, Tiela’s
laughter, Tiela’s generosity, Tiela’s compassion, and Tiela’s beautiful
eyes.  Sherry’s eyes looked a lot like Tiela’s, but they weren’t Tiela’s
eyes.  The walls weren’t going to come down so easily.

“Tiela’s not  going to give you her heart,” said Sherry, “but I’m
ready and willing.  Please give me that chance.”

Sherry got up out of her chair, leaned into Johnny, and kissed him
on the cheek.  The touch of her lips on his face momentarily broke his
concentration  on  Tiela.   Maybe  he  could  pretend  it  was Tiela  who
kissed  him,  but  Sherry leaned  into  his  scope  of  vision  and  smiled.
Curse her for breaking his illusion.

“I’m here for you, Johnny.  I’ll be the girl you think about every
minute of the day.”

And to think Johnny almost postponed his trip to the mall so that
he could mow his lawn.

“I can’t just all of a sudden be the boyfriend of some girl I don’t
even  know,” he  said  softly.   “Besides,  Tiela  is  special  to  me,  very
special, and I can’t just throw away my dream to be with her because
another pretty face tells  me she’ll give me the time of day.  I know
that’s probably not what you want to hear, but that’s how I feel about
this.  I’m sorry.”
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Sherry  placed  her  hand  behind  his  head  and  closed  her  eyes.
Johnny’s heart sped up about ten times faster than usual.  He wanted to
duck or turn his head or something, but he felt frozen.  For a moment
the shock of  someone else’s lips  pressed  against  his mouth sent  his
mind into a whirlpool.  Then clarity washed into his brain as he realized
that Tiela probably didn’t think about him all that much when he wasn’t
around, a complete stranger was fully devouring his mouth with slobber
and cinnamon breath, and his chicken sandwich was probably getting
quite cold.  He gave into the kiss.

“And that’s initially what got me thinking about Sherry.  It wasn’t
really Sherry herself that captured me.  Sure her eyes were beautiful,
but so were my neighbor’s.  The thing is, that kiss unhinged something
in me that day.  I’m not sure if it was the feeling of being alive that got
me, but rather I think it was the aggression built from a lack of physical
romance that jarred me.  It was a new experience I didn’t want to let go
of.  Even if I didn’t know a thing about this girl.”

Bonnie nodded as he looked at her.
“I  mean,  I’ve  never  been  involved  with  anyone  before,”  he

continued, “and Tiela wasn’t changing on my behalf.  I started to think
that I was going to live the rest of my life alone in denial if I held onto
my dream.”

Johnny paused a moment to gather his thoughts.  He felt his heart
well up, and his arms tingle with tension.  The sensation moved into his
fingers and he clutched them into a tight fist.

“Sherry  was  my  way  into  reality.   Sherry  was  going  to  be
everything that Tiela refused to be to me.”

“Why  do  you  feel  Tiela  refused  you?”  asked  Bonnie,  leaning
slightly over her knees.

“Because I know she was probably kissing that Max guy at about
the same time Sherry was kissing me.  She didn’t really care about me.
She just used me for some laughs.”

He  buried  his  face  in  his  hands.   He  couldn’t  believe  he  was
actually saying all of this.

“Johnny, from what you’ve been telling me so far, I don’t think you
really believe that.  Do you?”

Johnny dropped his hands to his knees.
“Tiela was always nice to me.  But it was the other little things she

did, like letting that old man sit down on the bus the day I met her, that
really won me over.  I mean, it wasn’t her eyes that I fell in love with.
It just so happened that the girl I fell in love with had the kind of eyes I
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wanted to stare into.  I wanted to be a part of her life forever, but I felt
like she was just teasing me the whole time.”

“So how did getting involved with Sherry solve your problem?”
“It  didn’t.   I  tried  to  look for  the good in  Sherry,  but  she just

couldn’t measure up to what I already knew existed in another girl.”
“Like what for example?”
“Well, right after the first kiss she dragged me away from my food,

which I never did get to eat, and took me for a walk through the rest of
the mall.  Then the next day she did it again, and again, and this pattern
continued for the next week.  This was our so-called get to know each
other time.  Her first lame attempt to become the perfect girl for me was
evident during our eighth trip.”

Tiny sporadic crowds of shoppers flowed through the arteries of
the mall walkways.  Johnny and Sherry wove between each break in the
tide, trying not to get engulfed by unexpected people swells.  As they
passed along the little  shops lining the walkway, Sherry reached for
Johnny’s hand and folded her fingers between his.  Johnny wanted to
reject her imposing action, but he liked the touch of a woman’s hand
against his own, so he maintained her grasp.  He smiled as single people
walked past them.

As they neared the end of the mall, Johnny saw a kid sitting and
pouting  on  a  bench  by himself,  just  outside  the  toy  store.   Johnny
released Sherry’s hand to approach the child.

“What’s wrong, buddy?” he asked, as the little kid looked up at
him, wiping the tears from his eyes.

“I can’t find my mommy,” he whimpered.
Johnny looked  up  at  Sherry,  who also  looked  at  the  kid.   She

smiled at him briefly before walking into the toy store.  At first Johnny
was a bit puzzled by her abandonment, but then decided that he still
didn’t know her well and thought that maybe abandonment issues was
her thing.  He looked back at the kid.
  “Where did you last see her?” he asked, as he sat down next to the
kid.

“In the toy store.  She told me to wait for her until she came back
for me, but I found a toy I wanted and tried to find her.  But now I
can’t.”

Johnny smiled at the kid.
“I’m sure she’ll come for you soon.  You just have to wait for her.

You know she’s going to look for you in the toy store,  so maybe it
would be a good idea for you to go back inside so that she’ll find you.”
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“But I don’t wanna wait anymore.  I want her now.”
“But she may not find you if  you don’t  wait for  her where she

asked you to be.”
The kid sniffled as another loose teardrop slid from his eye.
“But I want her now.”
Johnny waited on the bench for a few moments, trying to figure out

a way to cheer him up.  Nothing really came to him though.  He tried to
make funny faces, but the kid only chuckled slightly before whimpering
some more.  Johnny looked at the passing people who gave him a quick
glance and continued on.  Soon, Sherry walked back out of the toy store
with a bag in her hand.

Sherry sat down next to the little kid and handed him the bag.
“Here you go,” she said, smiling first at the kid and then at Johnny.

“Hope this will cheer you up.”
The little kid reached into the bag to pull out a Tickle Me Elmo

doll.  The little red beast in a box had a ridiculously wide smile spread
out across its face, but it didn’t seem to scare anyone.  Immediately the
young boy’s tears stopped flowing and his face lit up with joy.

“Wow, thanks,” he cheered, and gave Sherry a big hug.
Johnny felt a little anxiety creep into his heart.  He looked around

the  area  to  see  if  anyone  else  noticed  this  gesture  of  unexpected
kindness.

“Wow, Sherry,” he said, “that’s really nice of you.  Can we go for a
walk?”

Sherry smiled.
“Of  course.”   She  rubbed  the  little  kid’s  head  as  he  kept  his

attention on the toy.  “Take care, little buddy.”
Johnny and Sherry stood up from the bench and Johnny quickly

took her hand.  As they walked away, Johnny looked back to see if the
kid would take his advice, but the kid was too busy making Elmo laugh.
He looked at Sherry, who in turn smiled yet again.

“Are you sure that was the best thing to do?” he asked, as Sherry
rubbed her fingers between his.

“Of course,” she said.  “It made him happy, didn’t it?”
“But don’t you think it’s possible his parents might want to teach

him to never take things from strangers and stuff?”
It took about two seconds for Sherry’s smile to turn into a form of

non-expression.  In that lack of expression her ability to respond failed
her.  Instead she looked at the busy shoppers walking by.

“Sherry?”
Johnny let go of her hand and they stopped.
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“Did you also think that maybe his mom might ask him how he got
that toy?” he continued.

Sherry looked at his hands.  He saw her slowly move her eyes up to
his neck, but wouldn’t take them up to perfect eye contact.

“He was crying,” she said.  “I wanted to make him feel better.  I
didn’t mean to cause any harm.”

At  that  moment  she  made  eye  contact  with  Johnny and  slowly
turned what looked like trembling lips into sort of a smile.  Something
about her weakness intrigued him that moment.  For the first time he
was no longer certain why he didn’t pay more attention to her in class
the semester before.  Instead of responding, Johnny wrapped his arm
around her shoulders and leaned her against his chest.

“And that’s the best she could be,” said Johnny, as he climbed back
into the chair.  “She tried to be a generous person, and apply other nice
characteristics to herself, but she was just so bad at it.  I appreciated her
effort, but I wanted more than effort in my life.”

“And you admit that’s a bad quality on her behalf?” asked Bonnie.
“I don’t think she’s a terrible person, but she tries too hard to be

something she shouldn’t be.  She’s the kind of girl who gives too much
and doesn’t have a clue when it’s causing trouble.   And I know it’s
because  she  wants  something for  herself.   No one  has ever  thrown
herself at me before, or since I met her, and I’m sure there’s a reason
for that.  I mean, you wouldn’t throw yourself at a guy the way she
threw herself at me, would you?”

“No, I’m a pretty old fashioned kind of girl.  I would wait for the
guy to throw himself at me first.”

Johnny folded his arms to keep them from tensing up.
“The problem is that I fell for it.  I gave my heart to Sherry only

because she was demanding it and I was afraid she was my only hope at
love, whatever that was.”

“So what was it you really wanted then?  Did you want love, or did
you want attention?”

Johnny paused for a moment.  He placed his elbow on the armrest
and leaned his cheek against his palm.  He decided it was better to have
tension in his arms than in his head.

“I’m not sure.  How much more time do I have here?”
Bonnie looked at the clock.
“Just a few more minutes,” she said.
Johnny took a deep breath.   He hoped to find resolve with this

subject before the session ended.
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“Well,  I guess I  think both should’ve gone hand in hand.  With
Tiela I had a friend.  With Sherry I had romance.  I liked having both,
and I wanted to keep both, I just wanted it to be in the same girl.”

“And Sherry couldn’t be that friend to you?”
“She never gave me a chance to be her friend.  She kissed me about

three minutes after we met.”
“Do you wish that you could’ve been friends with her first?”
“Not really.  I never wanted to get to know her.  I mean, when I

first saw her, I didn’t give her a second look.  It’s not that she’s ugly or
anything.  Frankly I think she’s quite beautiful.  It’s just that she isn’t
Tiela, and Tiela was the one I really wanted.”

“But it  sounds to  me like you wanted Tiela  because you had  a
chance to get to know her without having your feelings misguided by
early physical affection.  Am I right?”

“No,  I  wanted  Tiela  because  she’s  the  greatest  girl  I’ve  ever
known.  I gave into Sherry’s affection because it was sweet to me, but I
didn’t know Sherry.  We never had much communication since the first
string of mall trips.  I knew I could feel good around her because she
was someone who would let me whisper in her ear, and would kiss me
in return.  But I was never her friend.  I never wanted to be her friend.”

“Why not?”
“Because she kissed me as soon as she met me.  How comfortable

am I supposed to feel around her if I try to be her buddy, knowing full
well that  after  shooting a  great  game of  pool,  I’m going to  end  up
tasting her tongue?  No matter how it’s strung, she’s still not Tiela.”

“But, if Tiela were to give you her heart, wouldn’t it be the same
thing?”

“No because  I  grew to  love her.   It  wasn’t forced  onto  me.   I
would’ve freely given her my heart just because I knew I could.  Sherry
didn’t give me a chance to say no.”

Bonnie looked at the clock again.
“So, it sounds to me like you feel you were robbed somehow.  Am

I right?”
Johnny thought about the question a moment.
“Yeah,”  he whispered,  as  the  answer sunk in.   “You’re exactly

right.”
Johnny paused  a  moment as  he made eye  contact  with Bonnie.

Whatever  he  had  been  dealing  with  internally  this  whole  hour,  she
somehow found the key to his regret.  Now that it was in the open, he
had to find a way to stomach it.
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“Wanna hear something crazy?” he said, now tapping his fingers
against his face.  “The worst moment for me in this whole maddening
circumstance wasn’t hearing about Max, or meeting Sherry, but when
we all had our first double date about a year and a half ago.  Sherry
thought it would be nice to get to know my friends a little better.  Can
you believe that?”

Johnny and Sherry sat on one side of a checker colored table in the
corner of a small Italian restaurant, while Tiela and her tall mannequin
looking boyfriend sat shoulder-to-shoulder across from them.  Sherry
engaged herself in sharing some topic of conversation with her dinner
companions across from her, while Johnny tuned her out.  Instead he
looked  around  the  restaurant  to  see  other  couples  dining  on  their
spaghetti  and wine, while waiters with bow ties  served them.  They
seemed to look more comfortable with their dinner dates than he had
been feeling with his all night.

“Don’t you agree?” asked Sherry, nudging Johnny in the arm.
Johnny looked at his party as he bounced back to reality.
“Huh?  Yeah, of course,” he said.  “Absolutely.”
He took a sip of his wine.
“Of course,” Sherry continued, “I should be a little envious of you.

Johnny used to have a huge crush on you.”
Johnny felt his heart free fall into his stomach as his body stiffened

up.   What  did  she  just  say?   He  noticed  his  dinner  companions
displaying their own stunned sense of surprise.  Tiela’s cheeks blushed,
while Max’s cheeks took on a different kind of red.  Johnny hid behind
his napkin.

“Is  that  right?”  said  Tiela,  looking  at  Max,  who  continued  to
remain silent.  “I suppose your suspicions had merit after all.”

Johnny brought the napkin about halfway down his nose.   Tiela
remained  deadpan  for  a  moment  before  biting  her  lower  lip  in
embarrassment.

“Kinda flattering though, isn’t it?” she continued.
She slowly affixed her gaze onto Johnny and smiled.  Her cheeks

whitened out again.
“It’s okay, Johnny,” she said.   “You can come out from behind

your napkin.  I won’t bite.”
Johnny  cautiously  placed  the  napkin  back  on  the  table.   The

discomfort of having all eyes on him left him aiming his eyes toward his
dinner plate.
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Tiela reached across the table, took his hand, and held it.  He raised
his eyes long enough to see her speak.

“I’m flattered,  really,”  she  continued.   “You  don’t  have  to  be
embarrassed about it.”

“I’m glad,” said Johnny, placing his focus on his drink, wishing it
wouldn’t be socially deviant to hang out under the table.

Tiela  released her hand and resumed resting it below the table’s
surface. 

“Anyway,” said Sherry, wrapping her arm around Johnny’s neck
and pressing her cheek against his, “Johnny is probably the best thing
that’s ever happened to me, so I’m glad his crush on you is part of the
distant past.”

Johnny looked at Tiela  as she smiled at him.  Max continued to
glance at Johnny as he wrapped his arm around Tiela, keeping a stiff
face as usual.

“Yeah,” said Tiela, “he’s quite a guy.  Whatever you do, don’t let
him go.”

Johnny wished she hadn’t said that.
“Oh,” said Sherry, “I don’t plan to.”
She pressed her lips against Johnny’s cheek and held it there for

several seconds, or minutes, or some unknown length of time just short
of eternity.  The cold wet feeling lingered on his skin when she finally
pulled away slightly.  It was almost clammy.

“You’re stuck with me, baby,” she whispered.
Johnny waited  to  see  if  Tiela’s  face  would change.   Maybe he

would see a look of jealousy or horror in her eyes.  Maybe she would
throw Max off her shoulders and dive over the table, pushing Sherry out
of her chair.  Maybe she would finally throw her arms around him and
never let go.  Instead she spoke softly to Max as she wrapped her arms
around his waist.

“You’re stuck with me too, darling.”
Tiela  smiled  at  Max,  who  over-reciprocated  her  affection  by

kissing her on the mouth.  Johnny hoped he would at least see a sign of
disgust wash over her face, but he could only see her smiling wider.
That was all he could take of this evening.  He reached out for his wine
and dumped it on his lap.

“Oh man,” he said, grabbing for some napkins.  “I can’t believe it.
I spilt wine all over me.  What can I do now?  Oh man, I better go do
something about this.”

Johnny moved out of Sherry’s arms as she and Tiela snapped to
attention, frantically tossing their napkins to him.  Like a snake he slid
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out of  his  chair,  wiping the  dripping liquid  with his  dinner  towels,
trying his best to do a poor job of it.  Sherry also stood up.

“Careful, Johnny,” she said, reaching out for him.  “Wine stains.
Don’t rub it in.”

“I’m sorry about this,” he said, “but I think I should go home and
change.”

Sherry reached for her purse.
“Hold on, I’ll come with you.  We’re sorry about this, guys.”
Tiela stood up, while Max stayed put in his chair.
“No, that’s okay,” said Johnny.  “You stay here with them.  They

came tonight to get to know you better.  I’ll be fine.”
Sherry tried to give him a hug, but he ducked her arms.
“Sherry, please.  I’ll be okay.  I’ll take the bus home.”
Before Sherry and the others could respond, Johnny darted away

from the table, hoping no one would follow.  Every step he took came
faster than the one before.  Within seconds he reached the cashier and
left a fifty for his part of the bill.  He bolted out the door before the
cashier could even find out his order.

“I  couldn’t  take  it  anymore,”  said  Johnny  as  he  looked  into
Bonnie’s eyes.  “I really wanted to throw myself in front of that bus
before I actually got onto it.  That’s what Sherry meant to me.”

Bonnie raised her eyebrows at his response.  Most of the things he
brought up that day seemed to have been received with understanding,
but this comment obviously caught her off guard.

“Wow, that’s kind of a harsh thing to say,” she said.
“Maybe, but that’s how I felt.”
Bonnie looked at the clock again.
“Johnny, we’re almost out of time, but there is one more question I

would like to ask before we end for the day.”
“What’s that?”
“Was merely having a girl  in  your life  really your dream?   Or

would you say that you wanted more?”
Johnny looked at the floor.  He thought he had made his points

clear already.
“I’m asking,” she continued, “because you stated earlier that that’s

what  you always wanted,  and  it  sounds to  me like  you got  that  in
Sherry.”

“But that’s all Sherry had to offer.  She’s just there, like the AM
dial on a car radio.”
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“Are you sure?  I may be stepping out of line by saying this, but it
sounds to me like you really mean a lot to her.  It sounds to me like
she’ll  travel  to  the  ends  of  the  earth  and  back  just  to  win  your
affection.”

He folded his arms over his lap.
“What are you saying?”
“I’m saying I think you’re upset about this because you want to

accept her, but can’t.”
Johnny stood up as he looked back at Bonnie.
“That’s not  why I’m upset.   Don’t you understand?   I’m upset

because I don’t love her.  I never did.  I love Tiela.”
“I know, Johnny.  I know you love Tiela.  I just think your struggle

is with acceptance.”
Johnny couldn’t believe the accusations this woman was making.
“You know, I come here each week to try to make sense of my life,

and yet today you expect me to leave with a lie in my head?”
“That’s not what I expect, Johnny.”
“Then why are you telling me this?  This dream of mine is two-

sided, but the reality is far from it.  I don’t love her.  I don’t want to
love her.  There is one woman on my heart, and Sherry’s not it.  It’s not
about acceptance.”

Bonnie  removed  her  glasses  and  set  them  on  her  desk.   She
squinted her eyes as she rubbed them free of tension.

“Then I think that’s what we need to work on next week because
from a human standpoint, Sherry deserves to be accepted.”

Johnny paused for a moment.  He had a feeling the truth wouldn’t
go over so well. 

“Do you want to know why I had to talk about this today, and not
during our past sessions?” he finally asked.

Bonnie looked at the clock again.
“Actually,” she said, “we’re out of time.”
At  this  point  Johnny couldn’t  care  less  about  time.   Time  was

always against  him.  This time he would deny its  existence.   He sat
down.

“I brought this up today because of what happened last week.”

Out of breath from running up the stairs so fast, Johnny knocked on
the front door to  Tiela’s apartment, hoping she had a glass of water
waiting.  He heard a girl’s voice coming from a distance on the other
side, but he couldn’t make out the words.  About a minute later, Tiela
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opened the door with tears in her eyes.  Johnny felt his heart sink from
the sight of her glassy blues dripping from her wounded heart.

“I’m here, Tiela,” he said.  “What’s the matter?”
Tiela  reached  out  and  wrapped  her  arms  around  his  neck.   It

brought momentary weakness to his knees.
“Tiela?”
“It’s over, Johnny.  It’s all over.”
“What are you talking about?”
“Max.  He left me.  It’s all over.”
Everything grew silent around him, save the gentle weeping of the

woman’s heart.  Her words spun around his slowly evaporating mind
for some endless stream of time.  The news almost drew out his own set
of tears, but he was too dumbfounded to give them notice.  His thoughts
became unfocused and faded as Tiela sniffled uncontrollably.  Wanting
to be some kind of hero,  he wrapped his arms around her back and
caressed her as best as he could.

“I’m sorry,” he said, not sure what he was sorry for.
Her tears dampened his shoulder as he felt her back heaving up and

down.  He held her tighter to give all the comfort he could give.  If this
moment  could  have  lasted  forever,  it  still  wouldn’t  have  been  long
enough.

“Do you know what the  hardest  part  of  all  is?”  she  whispered,
almost too softly to hear.

“What’s that?”
She paused a moment.
“I wanted to hold onto him because the only guy I thought was

better than him was already spoken for.”
Johnny felt  his  eyes  well  up.   He  was  afraid  to  ask  his  next

question.
“And who was that?”
As the  words  slowly whispered  out  of  Tiela’s  mouth,  the  tears

finally gave way from Johnny’s own pair of eyes.  His true moment of
regret began.

“You,” she said.

Johnny chuckled under his weakened breath.
“All I had to do was wait.”
Bonnie looked at him eye to eye, though she remained silent.  If he

hadn’t made himself clear by now, then there was no chance of him
ever getting his point across.

“You’re right,” he continued.  “We’re out of time.”
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Johnny stood up and headed for the door.  Bonnie remained in her
chair for just a moment before standing up to follow.

“That’s okay,” he said, as he reached for the door handle.  “I’d
rather walk out alone today.”

Johnny opened the door and stepped into the hallway.  He stared at
the floor as he walked down the hall past the receptionist desk.  He
figured he would schedule his next appointment some other time.

He entered the waiting room to find a very pregnant Sherry sitting
in a chair near the magazine table.  Like clockwork she was still there,
always faithful, never one to abandon him.  She looked up from her
literature and lit up as she saw him.  She carefully stood to her feet as
he approached her.  He took her hand to help her stand straight.

“How did it go?” she asked, with a cheerful smile.
Johnny placed his arm around her shoulder.
“It was painful,” he spoke softly.
“How so?”
A part of him wanted to answer, but the other part was fiercely

hesitant.
“Actually, I have a question to ask you.  And please be brutally

honest with me.”
“Of course, honey.”
Johnny helped her toward the front door.
“Do you really love me?” he asked.  “I mean truly love me?”
“Of course, Johnny.  I’ve always loved you.  Why do you think I

tried so hard to keep your attention?”
Johnny looked down to make sure he wasn’t about to step on her

feet.
“It’s just that my session today left me with a lot of questions, and I

really think we need to talk about some things.”
“Like what?”
They reached the front entrance.  Johnny opened the glass door for

Sherry and led her through the opening.  As they stepped out into the
sunny courtyard, filled with stone benches and singing birds, he placed
his arm around her shoulders and kissed her on the cheek as the door
closed behind them.
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Alternative Shade of Blue
Smoke swirled ominously under the streetlight, lifting slowly into

the  brilliance.   Sherry  strutted  through  the  cloud  holding  a  fire
extinguisher in one hand and a burnt-out match in the other.  Her hips
slid up and down as she walked over charred wood chips littering the
curb.  She smiled with a dark twinkle in her eye.

“The  fire’s  quenched  and  the  equipment  works,”  she  breathed.
“You ready, baby?”

Johnny fell into a momentary trance as he locked his gaze into her
deep blue eyes.  His heart raced before a single word registered in his
brain.

“Am I ever?” he said.
Sherry  leaned  in  and  engulfed  his  mouth.   He  could  taste  the

strawberry yogurt she had for lunch.  When she let up, she stroked his
hair and stared at him eye to eye.

“Well,” she said, “can’t change the present.  So, suit up and let’s
rock.”

She gently tapped him on the cheek and stepped away.
Johnny looked  across  the  street  to  see  the  quaint  little  welfare

office standing silently over the sidewalk and its closing sign setting
boldly in the window.  He wiped a bead of sweat from his forehead,
wondering why in the world she was still making him do this.

“You sure you want to do this?” he asked, wiping another bead of
sweat from his neck.

“Somebody has to,” she said.
“But, don’t you think this is a little hard core?”
Sherry looked at her watch.
“Johnny, we don’t have much time left.  We have to be back by

eight.  Let’s just go.”
She kissed him again.  But this time her lips felt colder than usual.

It was almost sour.  As soon as she turned her head he wiped his mouth.
Last thing he wanted was to die from a venomous kiss.  She grabbed for
his hand and pulled him to a jog, leading him across the street.

When they reached the  other  side,  they stopped in  front  of  the
welfare office window.  The place inside was definitely dark and empty.

“You really sure you want to do this?” he asked again.
Sherry  didn’t  answer.   Instead  she  grabbed  for  the  backpack

Johnny had on his shoulders and pulled it  from his elbows.  Johnny
wanted  to  fight  her  on  this,  but  he  knew  he  would  lose,  so  he
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surrendered the backpack freely.  He looked up and down the street,
checking for any kind of witness or authority figure hanging out nearby.
As far as he could tell he didn’t see anyone.

Sherry removed a can of spray paint from the backpack and handed
it to Johnny.  She pulled out a can of lighter fluid with her other hand.

“Remember,” she said, “this will make us heroes of this city, and
everybody loves a hero.  You’ll see.”

She extracted two sets of black finned gloves and two masks from
the backpack and handed one of each to Johnny.  It looked as if he was
going to be Batman tonight.  They each put on their masks and gloves,
struggling to  make them fit.   When Sherry finished  dressing in  her
superhero ensemble, she smiled seductively at her Batman.  She was
certainly the most  beautiful  Robin that  he had ever seen.   Her eyes
sparkled perfectly in the outline of the black mask.

“Would you be a dear and grab me that trashcan?” she asked.
Johnny paused a moment as his heart beat a little faster.  He felt

like a deer caught in the headlights.
“Johnny?  We don’t have much time.”
His trance ended.  He walked over to the curb and removed the

metal trashcan from its wooden holder.  It was surprisingly heavy.  As
he tried to hand it back to her, she smiled sheepishly, clasping her hands
before her waist.  He could see her batting her eyes at him.

“Please do it for me?” she asked.
Johnny wasn’t sure how he could say no effectively.  Every time he

wanted to, she found a way to steer him against his will.  Her smile and
body movements  caught  his  attention  more  fiercely  than  thought  or
reason did.  Without taking his eyes off her, he tossed the trashcan to
the  side  and  immediately  heard  a  window shatter.   A  loud  alarm
disturbed the quiet night.  Sherry rubbed his shoulder and smiled.

“Thanks, honey,” she said, almost innocently.
   She ravaged his mouth again, then pushed him away.

“Okay, now go,” she continued.  “We have one minute.”
Johnny ran to the side of the building, staring at the face of a big,

white wall before him.  Without thought of consequence, he shook up
his blue spray can vigorously until he figured it was ready for effect.
After  making  one  more  check  for  possible  witnesses,  he  quickly
sprayed the wall.

He swayed his arms up and down, left and right, letting the blue
paint fizzle onto the concrete.  His motions of painting formed three
words  that  did  not  speak  much to  him,  but  he  knew Sherry would
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appreciate since she told him what to write in the first place.  The smell
of smoke soon overlapped the smell of paint.

Sherry ran around the corner as Johnny took a step back to see how
his paint job looked.  He wasn’t sure if he felt satisfied because there
was a lot of excess paint dripping from each letter.  The truth was that
he figured if he had to resort to painting words on a public wall, the
words  should  at  least  be  perfectly  shaped.   But  he  knew  that
circumstances didn’t allow for perfection this time.  Sherry grabbed his
arm and yanked him.

“Come on,” she said.  “We need to go.”
He stood fast for just a moment to absorb his work a little longer.

Something about this phrase, “Get a job,” seemed ineffective with the
color  choice he used.   Perhaps a  different color  would’ve made the
point come across more thoroughly, he thought.  Maybe red, or black,
or  red and black would’ve been better.   He thought that might have
stood out more boldly to ultimately get people thinking a little deeper.
Sherry yanked his arm harder.

“Come on,” she said again.
Johnny snapped to attention.  He saw her eyes wide open and her

lips repeating her demand in silence to him.  Smoke billowed out from
around the corner behind her.

“Sorry,” he said.
They ran quickly to the front of the office, where he saw flames

building up around the desks inside.  Sherry quickly grabbed the fire
extinguisher from under the window, and jumped through the opening
into the office.  She sprayed all the fires until there was nothing left but
thick clouds of smoke.  Johnny heard sirens churning in the distance.

“Okay,” he shouted, “it’s your turn to hurry up.”
Sherry emerged from the thick cloud of smoke and jumped through

the  window frame.   Johnny  quickly  grabbed  for  the  backpack  and
clasped it under his arm.  His heart sped up even faster as they bolted
around the corner.

They ripped off their masks as they approached the neighboring
sector  of  the  small  business  district.   Upon  reaching  the  safe zone,
Sherry threw her arms around his shoulders and smothered him with her
own face.  He felt her smiling against his lips.

“You were great,  honey,” she said.   “Like a dream.  The others
would be jealous.”

She removed her gloves from her hands and stuffed them into the
backpack.   Johnny’s  heart  finally  started  to  slow  down  when  she
reached for his hands and took off his gloves.  It looked like they were
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in the clear  once again.  Sherry placed her hand snuggly in his, and
caressed it with the softest of ease.  Her skin was warm to his touch,
like a towel fresh out of the dryer.  He stuck his fingers between hers,
and they rubbed them together and smiled.

About an hour later, Johnny sat in Sherry’s living room fiddling
with a Rubik’s Cube.  Sherry made a mad dash into the living room,
carrying a bowl of chips and dip  in her hands.  She nearly lost her
balance as she dropped them onto the table.  The rest of the table had
other forms of snack food from raw vegetables to finger cakes setting
from one end to the other.  Johnny grabbed a carrot and dunked it in
some French onion dip.

“You sure you don’t want my help?” he asked.
“No,” she said.   “I want to make sure this all  looks right.  The

guests are coming soon and I don’t have time to rearrange everything.”
Johnny paused a moment.  This reminded him of the moment, not

long ago, when her parents first came to town to meet him.  She sent
him out to get a frozen pizza, even though she set up to feed them a
four-course meal.  As he wandered down the frozen food aisle of the
super market, he couldn’t help but to think he was wasting his time.
What’s worse was that  he really wasn’t sure what the big deal  was
about.  He only messed up one party since they got together, and the
guests laughed about it, so it wasn’t like he was defunct at this sort of
thing.

“I’m not an idiot,” he said sternly.  “You saw how helpful I was
tonight.”

Sherry bent down quickly and pecked him on the cheek.  It was her
usual strategy anytime he brought this little detail up.

“Let’s not talk about this now,” she said.  “Everyone will be here
any moment.”

Without giving him a chance to respond, she jogged back toward
the kitchen and disappeared by the counters.

Johnny hunched over the table to get a better look at the food.  He
didn’t like the placement of each bowl, so he moved the cakes near the
vegetable platter, and the chips near the cocktail weenies.  This allowed
for  a  little  better  distribution  of  color  on  the  table.   He  snagged  a
barbecue-flavored  potato  chip  and  dipped  it  in  the  sour  cream and
chives.  Once his pallet was satisfied, he went back to working on his
Rubik’s Cube.  He was two blocks away from solving the blue side.

***
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The party had been going on for a little  over an hour when the
blonde girl in jeans showed up with her tall, stiff as a board date in tow.
A game of  Win, Lose, Or Draw had already begun with the team of
Johnny, Sherry, and their friends Matt and Lisa currently losing.  Sherry
didn’t know how to draw a duck, so they fell a point behind.

The girl and her date sat in two vacant chairs next to the couch,
adjusting themselves in such a way to keep their clothing wrinkle free.
No one in the room said anything to them since just about everyone was
yelling at the top of his lungs, trying to get Lisa, who was at the drawing
board, to hear their responses.  However, Johnny remained quiet, trying
to figure out whom he could recruit to casually stroll up and talk to
them.  Everyone was deeply involved with the game, but he figured that
someone would be considerate enough to step forward and greet the
new visitors.  He hoped the person that invited them would be the social
bunny, but it didn’t look like anyone really knew them.  He nudged
Sherry to give them attention, but she kept shouting her answers at Lisa,
so  she  remained  oblivious  to  their  existence.   Giving  up  hope,  he
decided that he would go ahead and be the hero.

“Hi,” he said, “I’m Johnny.  And you are?”
“Hi  there,”  said  the  girl.   “I’m Tiela,  and  this  is  my boyfriend

Max.”
Johnny  graciously  extended  his  hand  to  them,  hoping  that  the

carelessness of  the other partygoers wouldn’t scare  these people  off.
Tiela happily took his hand, but Max shied his eyes off somewhere else.

“How did you hear about our party?” Johnny asked.
“My friend Karen told me about it, but it doesn’t look like she’s

here yet.”
Johnny scratched his head.   The  name sounded familiar,  but  he

wasn’t certain he knew anyone named Karen.  Random names popped
in and out of his head, but the only ones he could pinpoint in no way
matched the name of the girl these people came here to see.  The only
Karen he  could  think of  was a  girl  that  Sherry worked with at  the
Election Campaign office, but he didn’t remember seeing her written on
the party list.  He stepped up behind Sherry to whisper into her ear,
asking if she knew what was going on with Karen.  She spoke a few
words back to him, but it was intermixed with her shouts to Lisa, and
the  words that  made sense  to  him didn’t  make sense  together.   He
answered Tiela the best he could.

“She had to work some extra hours tonight,” he said.  “She won’t
make it.  But you can still hang with us if you’d like.”
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Tiela smiled.  Her shiny white teeth highlighted her radiant blue
eyes.  Both did well to accent the sober shaded blush in her cheeks.  Of
all  the  women at  this  party,  she  looked  the  most  like  a  doll.   Her
boyfriend on the other hand looked like a mannequin.

“Sure thing,” she said.  “Max, is that okay with you?”
Max didn’t say anything.  His eyes were dull, and his teeth didn’t

show.  He crossed his arms over his scarecrow looking chest.
“Missing something important for this?” asked Johnny.
Max looked around the room, while tapping his foot.  Tiela gently

rubbed his arm.
“Max is just a little shy,” she said.  “Give him a few minutes and

he’ll be all over this place.”
The noise had gotten a little too loud for them to hear each other,

so Johnny and Tiela headed for the kitchen.  Max followed.

Dirty bowls and unfinished cups overfilled the sink as the party
died  down  and  most  of  the  guests  departed.   Johnny  and  Tiela
continued to engage in conversation at the snack table, while Max sat
close to his girlfriend with his arms tightly crossed together.  Sherry
entered the kitchen with the bowl of remaining snack cakes in her arms,
heading for the sink.

“Sherry,” said Johnny, “are you sure you don’t want me to help you
clean up?”

“No, I got it,” she said.  “You can keep talking to our guests.”
Johnny folded his arms over the table.
“Thanks for your permission,” he said.
Sherry placed the bowl next to the sink and turned to face him.

She wiped her forehead.
“I love you,” she said.
Johnny wanted to smile, but wasn’t sure if her words were sincere

this  time.   Of course he was good at  faking his feelings too,  so he
smiled anyway, just in case her heart was in the right place, which he
doubted.

“Sherry gets a little cautious since I accidentally broke a plate a
few months ago,” he said to Tiela.  “It’s okay, I guess.”

Sherry smiled at him and returned to her clean up duties.
“Maybe Max wants to help me,” she said.  “Max, are you good

with a dishwasher?”
Johnny felt his heart sink.  Up until now he never imagined that he

would be disappointed over a dishwasher.
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“Wow, Max,” he said, “you have more privileges around here than
I do.  Consider yourself lucky.”

Max said nothing.
“Max,  don’t  listen  to  him,”  continued  Sherry.   “Come help  me

clean up some of this cake, okay?”
Max shrugged his shoulders.  He got up and approached Sherry’s

side, as if he had no free will of his own.  She handed him the bowl of
snack cakes.  Johnny meanwhile looked at Tiela, who rested her chin in
her hand.  She twitched a smile at him.

“Are you okay?” asked Johnny.
“Yeah,” she said.  “Just tired.  I’ve been spending most of the day

preparing for an art exhibit that starts tomorrow at the University.”
“You’re an artist?”
“For most of my life.”
“Really?”
Tiela snickered at him.
“Yes, really,” she said.
“That’s amazing.  I’m one too.  What kind of art do you do?”
Tiela’s eyes lit up a bit.  She didn’t display outright amazement like

he must have shown, but she did show interest.
“Pretty much anything visual.  Right now the project I’m working

on crosses painting, sculpture, and photography together, so I guess you
could say I’m multi-faceted.  What about you?”

“Well, my stuff isn’t quite multi-faceted like yours, but I do work
primarily with painting and graphic design.”

Tiela’s eyes lit up just a little more.
“Really?  I love graphic design.  What sort of subjects do you work

with?”
“All sorts.  If it inspires me, I work with it.”
“Mind if I see some of your work sometime?”
Johnny looked around the room, but he didn’t think that any of his

work held up in the kitchen.  Sherry once told him that she put all of his
gifts to her in a filing cabinet near her desk, so he figured that he might
find some of his best work in there instead.

“I’ll be right back,” he said.
Johnny got up and headed for Sherry’s room.  He came back a

couple moments later holding individual sheets of paper—each filled
with various graphics of people, places, and things.  He handed the set
over to Tiela and she graciously accepted them.

Tiela slowly cycled through each sheet, smiling brighter at every
image.  Her eyes shifted up, up, down, down, left, right, left, and right,
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looking back at Johnny every moment before moving to the next page.
Johnny crossed  his arms over  the  table and  leaned into  them as  he
watched her light up more and more.

“These are amazing,” she said.  “These could be published.”
Tiela  took a moment  to  look long and  hard at  one  piece.   She

flipped the page around to reveal to Johnny a picture of a man walking
a lion through the downtown of a large city.  This was the picture he
drew when Sherry first took him out on one of her political excursions,
which  involved  giving an  exposé  about  her  boss’s  rival  in  the  city
counsel elections to an insider at the local newspaper.  He remembered
the feeling of danger and deviance, but king nonetheless, for being able
to contribute to that kind of power over someone else whether for good
or bad.  To him it was like ruling a metropolis.  The picture was his way
of expressing himself without actually roaring out loud.

“I drew that during my experimental stage,” he said.  “I thought I
would try something new.”

“All of these are incredible,” said Tiela.  “I think you should put
these on display.”

“I thought about it, but sometimes it’s hard to make that kind of
time for myself.  I’m usually out doing something with Sherry helping
her with her things, or I’m here pleading with her to let me feel useful,
but end up fighting about it until I get tired and go home and go to bed.
In both cases, I don’t get to do much for myself anymore.”

“So, how do you stay in practice?”
“Little side jobs keep my creativity going and my skill maintained.

Like tonight, for example, I kept my artistic abilities in use by helping
Sherry—”

A plate shattered as it hit the floor.  Johnny looked up to see Sherry
staring back at him with a tight mouth and eyes wide open.  Her hands
were out as if she were still holding the plate.  Max reached around her
to grab for another dirty dish.

“By helping Sherry prepare  for  her  get-together,”  he continued.
“When she wasn’t looking, I rearranged the bowls on the table to make
the color of the food look more evenly displayed, rather than lopsided
like she originally had it.  I don’t think she noticed, but it still made the
table look nicer.”

Sherry’s  shoulders  sank  as  she  let  her  hands  fall  to  her  side.
Johnny could almost hear the breath of relief escape her mouth.  She
picked up the pieces of china from the floor.
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“Think you could come check out my exhibit  tomorrow night?”
asked Tiela.  “I’d love for you to see it.  It’s my biggest project yet, and
it goes on display at seven in the evening.”

Johnny paused a moment before answering her question.
“I’d like to,” he said, “but Sherry has an errand to run tomorrow

night, and I already promised her I’d tag along.”
Tiela’s eyes turned in the opposite direction and sagged toward the

table.  It was a sight that Johnny didn’t want to see.
“Oh, well maybe next time,” she said.  “It’ll be there a few days, so

if you get a free night at all this week, swing by.”
Johnny smiled at her, hoping to turn her eyes upward again.
“I’ll make it a point.”
Tiela sifted through the pages some more.
“These are so good.”
Johnny leaned across the table and whispered into her ear.
“You can keep them,” he said.  “Just don’t say a word to Sherry.”
Tiela  wanted to say something, but  her mouth moved without a

voice.  After a few seconds of struggling, a sound finally came out.
“I can’t—”
Johnny held up his hand to silence her.
“Keep them.  They’re yours,” he said.
Johnny sat  down in his chair  hoping that  his gift  was accepted.

Tiela  smiled at him as she carefully grouped the pages together and
stuffed them under her shirt.

The next evening, at around six o’clock, Sherry frantically scurried
around her cubicle at the Election Campaign office trying to finish up
with her last minute preparations.  After shifting stacks of papers from
one edge of her desk to the other, she finally picked up her bag from the
floor and gave Johnny the “I think we’re ready” breath.  Johnny rested
his arm on top of the dividing wall as he waited for her to gather the
rest of her stuff.  He noticed a look of nervousness spreading across her
face.

“Is everything okay?” he asked.
Sherry looked up at him, but didn’t say anything.  Her eyes were

dull, and her face sagged a little.  Johnny approached her.
“Sherry?”
Sherry gave  him a  quick  kiss,  and  pushed  right  past  him.   He

watched her head out into the aisle and over to the next cubicle.  A
preppy looking guy was busy getting his things together there.  Sherry
passed something along to him.
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“Meet us there,” she said.
“I’ll have my team ready,” said the preppy guy.
Sherry  nodded  and  headed  back  to  her  cubicle.   She  grabbed

Johnny’s arm.
“Time to  go,  honey,” she said.   “We have lots  of  places  to  go

tonight, so please don’t be slow.”
Johnny wasn’t ready to go out with Sherry tonight.  He spent all

day washing cars, and now he had more stuff to do that he didn’t want.
Thoughts of Tiela and her exhibition entered his mind.  That’s where he
wanted  to  be—in  the  art  museum at  the  University,  looking  at  art,
enjoying Tiela’s company.  This other plan was not his desire.

“I have a funny idea,” he said.  “Let’s go to the University instead.
We haven’t been on a real date in a long time.”

Sherry looked at him with narrowing eyes.
Johnny heard footsteps coming down the aisle.  He turned to see

Sherry’s  boss,  the  Democratic  candidate  for  city  counsel,  walking
toward them sporting a phony-looking smile on his face.

“Good evening, Sherry,” he said.  “Johnny, nice to see you again.”
The  candidate  placed  one  hand  on  Johnny’s  shoulder,  while

reaching out to shake with the other.  Johnny fought the temptation to
wince under the nasty bad breath and mint smell coming from the man’s
toothy-grinned mouth, but he knew that standing in a campaign office
meant he had the right to be fake, so he endured and nodded as the
candidate shook his hand.

“You too, sir,” he said.
“Sherry,” continued the candidate, “tonight I need you folks to do

an extra thorough job because the polls are still more in favor of the
Republicans, and we don’t want that.  So please do your absolute best
to make it look like them this time.”

“We do our best every night, sir,” she said.  “But, we’ll give an
extra hundred fifty percent just to make sure.”

“Good.   I’ll  get  my media staff working on the campaign news
right away.”

He crossed his fingers.
“We can still win this,” he continued.
The  candidate  briskly walked  down the  aisle  to  greet  the  other

people still  hanging around the office.  Johnny shook his head.  He
leaned over and whispered into Sherry’s ear.

“Why do you keep doing this stuff for him?” he asked.  “Aren’t
you sick of it?”
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Sherry pushed Johnny away from her ear and looked right into his
eyes.  She smiled.

“I’ve gotten too good at it to stop,” she said.
Sherry reached her arms around his neck and forced his face into

hers.  As their lips touched, he felt her tongue pushing against his teeth.
Johnny reached up around his neck and pried her arms off.  He backed
away.

“I don’t want to do this anymore,” he said.  “I want to take you out
to dinners, not to riots.  Quit this job and this so-called extra work, and
get normal with me.  What do you say?”

Sherry looked at her watch.
“I say we need to go now if we’re going to get this done right.”
Johnny’s heart started to race again.  She was getting that fire in

her eyes and that excitement in her speech that she always got before
the  major  jobs,  and  he  knew that  at  any  moment  she  couldn’t  be
persuaded.  Ever since she trusted him with her secret life and included
him in it, he saw the passion that he himself could never give her flare
up whenever a job began.  Even when the rush was gone and she was
ready to listen to reason, he could never convince her to quit.  He felt as
if she wanted to cling to this, no matter how risky it got.

“I  don’t  want  to  go,”  said  Johnny.   “I  don’t  want  to  do  this
anymore.  We’re going to get caught one of these days if we keep doing
it, and you know it.  So, stop doing it.”

Sherry kept silent.  She grabbed his arm and pulled him out into the
aisle.  Her inner fire apparently had already begun its rage.

The preppy guy and four other people had been waiting near the
tax collector’s office when Johnny and Sherry arrived.  They each stood
around in nonchalant places, looking like casual citizens waiting for a
bus.   When  Johnny  and  Sherry  approached  them,  the  preppy  guy
removed a stack of fliers from his backpack and fanned them out in
front  of  him.   The  fliers  had  the  smiling  visage  of  the  Democratic
candidate printed on the front, and a logo that read, “Vote for me and
I’ll  lower  taxes,”  under  the  face.   The  other  guys  removed  other
supplies from their backpacks, like glue, spray paint, and a brick.  One
guy handed a bottle of blue spray paint to Johnny and winked.

“Make us proud, Johnny boy,” said the guy.
Sherry pecked Johnny as she handed him his Mickey Mouse mask

and stroked his cheek.  She squeezed his hand as she passed over some
white gloves to him.
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“Good luck, baby,” she said.  “Dinner’s on me if we get through
this in one piece.”

She put on her Minnie Mouse mask while the others put on their
various Disney disguises, gradually transforming from casual loiterers
to cast members of a major theme park.  The long night set in motion
when the guy wearing the Goofy mask finally threw the jagged brick
through the window.  Everyone, except for Johnny, rushed inside the
office the moment the glass shattered and the alarm went off.  Johnny
stood his position and watched the others as  they spread some glue
madly across  the  face  of  the  counter.   They quickly followed their
vandalism  by  pasting  the  fliers  in  block  formation  over  the  entire
surface.  Not able to take anymore of the sight, Johnny walked to the
bench at the bus stop and sat down.

“Johnny,” yelled Sherry.  “We need you.”
Johnny looked at his stainless gloves for a moment.  He wondered

if Tiela wore gloves like these when she worked on the sculpture part of
her big display.  He thought her project must have been incredible for
blending all three mediums together.  Actually, he thought that maybe
she was incredible for blending all three mediums together.

“Johnny,” yelled  Sherry again.   She quickly shook his shoulder
after making her call.  “Come on, we need you.”

Without looking back to her, Johnny handed her the spray paint.
“I don’t want to do this,” he said.  “Let someone else do it.  There’s

not much art in spraying ‘I’ll  lower taxes’ all  over a bunch of fliers
anyway.”

“Johnny.”
He  looked  up  at  her  to  see  her  removing her  mask.   Her  eyes

sagged  as  she  pouted  her  lips.   She  reached  down and  cradled  his
cheeks.  He couldn’t tell if her adrenaline was pumping and she faked
it, or if she was really trying to be slow and affectionate toward him.
Either way he saw a shade of red burning in her eyes and a pair of
pointy little horns peeking over her scalp.

“I promise,” she said, “I won’t make you do this anymore once the
elections are over next week.  Please, just help us.  We don’t have much
time before the police get here.  Please?”

She batted her crimson turned oceanic eyes at him again.  Even
though this was usually enough to get him to fall to her power, he just
wasn’t ready for submission tonight.  Relaxation and a girl named Tiela
were calling his name.

“I  just  can’t  do  it,”  he  said.   “I  need  a  break.   I  want  to  do
something else tonight.”
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“You can rest when you get home.  We really need you to help us
tonight.”

“Sherry, why do you need me to help you out here when you’ll just
shun me when I’m at your place later?  What is it with you?”

“Johnny, you know we don’t have time to argue about this.  Spray
the fliers, please.”

She tried to pass the spray paint back to him, but he refused to take
it.

“How much longer do  you think this  is  going to  keep  up?”  he
asked.   “How much longer  do  you  think  it’ll  be  before  the  police
discover a pattern and intercept us?  Do you think your boss is going to
be there to bail you out?  Quit this now, Sherry, and come have some
quiet fun with me.  I want to take you to the art exhibit Tiela told me
about last night.”

Sherry put her mask back on.
“If we keep up this conversation, we won’t be able to finish our

task.  So just go if you’re not going to help us.  Maybe you’ll be more
useful tomorrow.”

She walked back into the office without saying another word.

Johnny arrived  at  the  quietly  bustling  University  art  museum a
short time later, where he found Tiela standing next to her enormous
display, greeting people who took interest.  The exhibit was a sculpture
of  a  man  covered  in  blue  paint.   Photos  of  tragic  and  otherwise
heartbreaking events were pasted on various parts of the body, while
the head looked up toward a painting that dangled from two hanging
ropes.  The image on the canvas consisted of two giant hands coming
through the clouds.  A streak of yellow started from the chin of the man,
and fanned out  as  it  went toward  the  head.   Johnny felt  awestruck
looking at it.

“Johnny, hi,” she chimed, reaching out to grab his hands.  “I didn’t
think you’d be here.  What changed your mind?”

“My priorities changed, so here I am.”
Tiela smiled and gave him a hug.
“I’m really glad you could make it.”
She released her embrace, paused a moment, then hopped a little

hop as she pointed to her sculpture.
“So what do you think?” she asked cheerfully.
“I’m speechless,” he said.
Johnny looked up and down the sculpture to try to figure out her

vision.  It was a difficult piece to analyze because there was so much
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difference covering each major area, but he noticed a theme that bound
each section together.   He also noted that the pictures were different
sizes from one another.

“Think you know what this communicates?” she asked.
Johnny took into account the color, size, and altitude as he tried to

come up with an answer.
“I think it symbolizes some kind of hope.  But then that’s just my

opinion.”
“You’re  right  on  the  button,”  she  said  cheerily.   “The  blue

represents sadness.  Notice each picture on the man is a different size
according to its magnitude.  Smaller pictures represent disappointments
and broken hearts,  while bigger  pictures  represent  tragedies.   All  of
these pictures lead up to the head, where it starts to go yellow, which
represents light.  The man looks up to the image of God, who uses the
light to pierce the sadness.  Do you like it?”

“Very much.  You have some major talent.  But I’m startled by it
because you don’t strike me as the sad type.”

“I’m not.  But I’m very interested in stories of hope, and I thought I
would design a piece that showed my take on the subject.”

Johnny continued to absorb the sculpture.  The brilliance of the
piece was almost too much for him to handle.  He couldn’t remember
when he saw artwork more impressive and beautiful to him.  Then he
looked at Tiela and realized that maybe he had.  The sculpture accented
her sparkling blue eyes like two sapphires with the sun shining through
them.  He didn’t want to let go of this gaze.

“Where’s Sherry tonight?” she asked.
“Who?”
“Your girlfriend Sherry.  Is she here tonight?”
“No,” he said.  “She’s still running her errands.  And Max?”
“Doesn’t like art anymore.  He used to be really good at it, but it

just started to bore him.  He’s doing laundry tonight.”
Johnny continued to look into her eyes.  She smiled back at him.
“So,” she continued, “can you hang out here for awhile?”
“I can probably hang out here all night if you’d like.”
“Really?  Then,  do  you think you might want to go have some

dinner with me after I leave here?  Max was supposed to take me, but
his clothes were more important, so the invitation is open to whoever
wants it.  You got first dibs.”

Johnny already knew the answer before she had a chance to ask.

***
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Johnny and Tiela  sat  at  a  tiny table  in the corner of an upscale
pizza place, waiting for their food to be served.  Tiela sipped some of
her water, while Johnny blew bubbles in his.

“Having fun?” she asked.
“This is how I test the atmosphere of the restaurant I’m in,” he said.

“If the people around me look at me funny, then I know they are nosy,
and it forces me to watch my conversational topics.”

“Because your life is so secret?”
“And dangerous.  Exactly.  If they don’t look at me, then I know

they have more things to worry about than whether or not some guy is
blowing bubbles close by, and I try to think of ways I can help them out
if the situation calls for it.”

“That’s very nice of you.”
Johnny  took  his  straw  out  of  his  glass  and  set  it  next  to  his

silverware.
“This is how I avoid any further temptation to draw attention to

myself  and  to  those  who happen  to  be  with  me.   This  used  to  be
Sherry’s favorite part of our meal.”

Tiela smiled at him.
“You don’t seem to have a lot of good things to say about her,” she

said.  “How come?”
“I don’t think it’s that.  She’s just not what I expected anymore.”
“What do you mean?”
“When we first started going out, I knew her to be a girl with solid

dreams and ambitions, who would not stop until she found success.  As
an artist, I was attracted to the fact that she had passion.  At the time,
my passion was simply to get out of bed safely and make it back in at
the end of the day.  Bear in mind I had a lot of stuff on my floor, and I
could’ve tripped at any time.”

“I’ve been there.”
“I  took her seriously because she was a  beautiful career-minded

woman.”
“So, why don’t you feel so strongly for her anymore?”
“I don’t like what she does.  I think she’s going to hurt herself and

take me with her if she keeps up.  Politics has its own rules.”
“Can you ask her to stop whatever it is that she does?”
“I  did and she won’t.  I’ve basically given up on the hope that

she’ll change her ways.”
Tiela took another sip of her water.
“I see.  Well,” she said, “if there’s ever a night you don’t want to

go out with her, you can hang out with me.”
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“What about Max?”
“I don’t really like what he’s become either.  I guess we both have

a lot in common.”
Johnny nodded at what seemed to be a happy irony.
“So what was it that got you interested in Sherry after you met?”

Tiela asked.
Johnny thought about it a moment.  He had almost forgotten what it

was that  first  won him over.   She  was never  a  great  Samaritan  or
anything.  His artwork only got a nod of approval from her, but nothing
ecstatic.  The romance didn’t pick up right away, so pleasure had yet to
be on his side.  Perhaps it was how she looked and presented herself.
She looked like the type of girl he thought would be right for him.

“It was her eyes,” he said.   “I’ve always been a sucker for blue
eyes, and she has an incredible pair of blue eyes.  That’s right, I was
attracted to her eyes, and I hadn’t been able to escape her gaze ever
since.  My brain didn’t try to find other qualities about her right away.
It let me go for the blue eyes part of her, and convinced me everything
else about her must have been good too.”

“So what made her different than every other blue-eyed girl you’ve
ever known?”

“She looked like she was interested in me too.  I don’t know.  I
guess I just wanted a blue-eyed girl, but didn’t bother to look for any
other promising characteristic.  I felt that looking into her eyes after a
long hard day would be enough to keep me happy.  But, lately I’ve been
realizing that I want more—that maybe I’m not so shallow after all.  I
want someone with good character too.  I want to be with someone who
will let me help her with good things, not with political things.”

“So, you want to be useful?”
Johnny nodded.  Another thing he liked about Tiela was that she

was sharp.
“Would you be willing to serve soup to homeless people for the

holidays?” she asked.  “That’s a good way to be very useful.”
That  sounded  promising  to  him.   It  would  be  much nicer  than

setting fires to offices.
“Absolutely,” he said.  “Do you know of a place to do that?”
“Yeah, I go to the shelter every year during the Christmas season to

help out.  I’d love to get someone to go with me, but Max won’t do it.
He thinks we’d be more productive helping them find jobs.”

“Sherry’s boss feels the same way.  Don’t vote for him.”
“Okay.  So, would you like to go with me tomorrow night?”
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Johnny paused for a moment.  Deep down he would’ve loved to
have gone with Tiela, but Sherry wanted him to help her and the others
cement the abortion clinic entrance shut that coming night, suckering
him into more unnecessary political vandalism that she wouldn’t let him
escape.  So, he didn’t know what to say.  Tonight was his only real
night to rest.

“Sherry’s got me like a leash right now,” he said.  “I’d love to, but
I think I’m committed to help her every night until the election starts
next week.”

Tiela’s smile changed into a slight frown.
“Well, I don’t want you to break your commitment,” she said.  “So

maybe next time?”
Johnny nodded.  The last thing he wanted to do was to disappoint

this sweet girl sitting across from him.  But here he was doing this jerky
thing for two people who didn’t deserve it because he was an idiot.

Tiela took a sip of her water, then smiled again.
“So, you have a thing for blue-eyed girls, huh?” she said propping

her hands to her cheeks.
Johnny didn’t say anything.
“I  don’t  know if  you noticed,”  she continued,  “but  I  have blue

eyes.”
She smiled at him for a moment as she stared into his eyes.  He

smiled back, unable to break the gaze.  Maybe he was wrong again, but
this had to be his dream girl.  He spent quite a long time trying to make
good out of what he had with Sherry, but he thought that maybe it was
time for  him to  forget  the  politician  and  his  blue-eyed  vixen  of  a
campaign helper.  The strain of the past and the hope of the future never
really collided very well anyway.

“You’re right,” he said, “homeless people need to eat too.  I’ll be
there.”

Tiela took his hand and stroked it.  He stroked hers in return.  It
had been a long time since he last touched a surface so warm.

The next night Sherry gathered up her things from her cubicle to
prepare for the activities she and the others had planned.  Johnny sat on
the floor next to her, painting a mental picture of Tiela serving soup to
the homeless people.  He smiled.

“Johnny,”  said  Sherry,  “please  stop  sitting  around.   Tonight’s
project is big, and we need to get going now if it’ll be ready in time for
the people to see.”

“Sherry,” he said, “are you ever really going to stop this?”
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It was normally at this point that Sherry would kneel down, make
some attempt to seduce him so that  he would be subdued,  and then
continue on her business as if he didn’t exist,  but this time she was
evidently in too much of a hurry to even consider going through those
motions.   Johnny wasn’t sure if  he was relieved or  offended by her
oversight.

“Yes,” she said.  “I told you once the election’s over, we can get
back to being a normal couple.  Just be patient.”

“And what if he loses?  Are you going to find a way to slander the
winner?  What if he wins?  Are you going to cover up his mistakes?  Be
honest, Sherry.  We’ve never been a normal couple.”

“Come on, Johnny.  Don’t talk that way.  Of course we have.”
She smiled at him and leaned in for a kiss.  There was that filthy

attempt he knew was coming, and this time he knew that he didn’t want
it.  He backed away from her.

“Let’s just get this over with,” he said.
He stood up and brushed out the wrinkles in his pant legs.  Sherry

grabbed his shoulder and stroked it.
“I’m glad you’re finally coming to your senses, baby.  Good luck

tonight.”
Sherry picked up her bag from her desk and walked out into the

aisle.
“Let’s go,” she said to the others in the room.  “Who’s got the

cement truck ordered?”
“Sherry,” said Johnny.
She looked at him and smiled.
“I’m going to be a little late.  Need to make sure everything’s going

to go without a hitch.  I’ll meet you guys there.”
“What do you need?  Maybe we have it.”
“Trust me, you don’t have it.  Just go on ahead.  I’ll get there as

soon as I can.”
“But, Johnny, we don’t want to go without you.”
“There’s no time to argue, Sherry.  You have to go now if you’re

going to get this done.”
Sherry nodded.  She gathered up the rest of the guys and headed

out the door.  Once they were out of sight, Johnny sat down in one of
the chairs and breathed a sigh of relief.  The clock on the wall said it
was almost six-thirty.  Tiela expected him around seven.

About ten minutes later, Johnny left the Election Campaign office
and headed for the shelter.  Along the way, he spotted an unoccupied
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pay phone next to a French restaurant.  He picked up the phone and
dialed a series of numbers.  A voice sounded after the second ring.

“Yes,”  said  Johnny,  “I  would  like  to  report  some  suspicious
behavior.   There  are  some  vandals  doing  something  weird  at  the
abortion clinic across the street.   It  looks like they’re cementing the
door shut or something.  I thought maybe they were renovators at first,
but I don’t know why they’d be wearing masks.  It doesn’t look like
they’re supposed to be there.  Yeah.  So, you’ll take care of it?  Okay,
thanks.”

Johnny hung up  the  phone  and  breathed  a  sigh  of  relief.   He
decided to run the rest of the way to the shelter.
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Cards in the Cloak

As the first rays of light trickled into the room, Norman noticed the
fabric of his sheets glowing.  He had spent most of the night trying to
sleep, but his aching bones kept him awake.  Now that morning had
finally come, the daylight added to his burden of slumber, and he had
no choice but to push the sheets off his face.  As he stared at the cold
white ceiling a moment, his vision blurred in and out of focus.  Once
again  his daily  routine  started poorly.   Deciding not to  wait  for  his
vision to take his side this time, he slowly sat up from his pillow to
greet the day as if he actually wanted to see it.  As he rose, he felt the
muscles in his back begin to ache.  The nurse had given him some pills
the night before to relax him, but they clearly didn’t last.  Now that the
tension in his body returned, he slowly lifted away the rest of the sheets
and turned to put his feet on the floor, which felt cold on his toes.  He
reached  over  to  the  nightstand  next  to  his  bed  and  grabbed  for  his
bifocals.  They weren’t the best pair of bifocals he ever had, but they
were sufficient.  After putting them on, everything around him became
clearer.  The walls sharpened, the door developed contour, and he could
finally see the card on the nightstand that set next to the lamp.  It was a
white card with colorful balloons etched in the face.  He opened the
greeting to get a good look inside.  The inside revealed that it was from
his grandchildren congratulating him on his one hundredth birthday.
He wanted to feel happy about their best wishes, but he set the card
down and sighed.  After a moment of letting out a trailing breath, some
birds chirped from outside the window.  He looked through the opening
to see a family of blue jays perched on a tree branch.  Beyond the tree,
he saw a small graveyard resting silently under a shade.   He sighed
again.

Norman lied back in his bed and pulled the sheet up to his chin.
Memories of a room he had some time ago that overlooked the park
temporary entered his mind.  The room smelled like urine, but the sun
was brighter  there.   This  room smelled  like urine too,  but  he  could
never see the blue sky past the canopy of leaves that covered the big
oak tree outside.  He hated his view.  The squirrels never let him feed
them when he had food.  No one ever had a picnic under the tree when
he was looking.  The birds wouldn’t shut up—always chirping, never
taking a rest until it rained or got really dark.  The only person he ever
saw outside that window was the old gray-bearded guy who mowed the
lawn in the graveyard.  And he never stopped his lawn mowing to come
over  and  say  hello.   The  man  would  just  cut  the  grass  and  then
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disappear.   Norman had lived for a hundred years,  and this was his
life’s pinnacle.

Just then the turning sound of his door handle broke his attention.
“Time for your pills, Mr. Jenson,” said a voice from nearby.
Norman  looked  toward  the  door  to  see  a  middle-aged  nurse

pushing it open.  She held a shiny metal tray in her hands.  On the tray
he could see a glass of water, a sandwich, a small bottle, and an enema
pack setting close together.  The nurse clacked her high heels against
the wooden floor as she trekked across the room to reach him.

“Get away from me, you tart,” he said, clutching his hands out in
fear.  “Haven’t you put enough of your death pellets in me yet?”

“Sir, these ‘death pellets’ will make you feel better.  Open up.”
The nurse set the tray down and removed a little white pill from the

bottle.   She  tried  to  place  the  pill  into  Norman’s  mouth,  making a
chugging sound, but he kept his mouth closed tightly.

“Come on, Mr. Jenson,” she said.  ‘We can do this the easy way,
and the easy way is really easy.”

She picked up the enema pack and dangled it in front of him.
“Or we can do this the hard way,” she continued, “and the hard

way is not the fun way.  So would you please open your mouth and
make this pleasurable for both of us?”

“Why do you—”
The nurse shoved the pill  into his mouth before he could finish

what he was saying.  She quickly reached for the glass of water, while
she propped her other hand between his teeth, and poured the water into
his  mouth.   As the  water  splashed  around  inside,  she  removed  her
fingers from his mouth and closed his lips shut.  Norman held the water
for a few seconds before spewing it and the pill all over the nurse.

“Mr. Jenson,” she said, “that was not very nice.”
“Then go mess with someone nicer, missy.”
The  nurse  turned  on  her  heels  and  walked  out  the  door.   She

returned a couple moments later with a much heftier nurse by her side.
The big nurse did not look amused.

“Stop fighting us, Mr. Jenson,” said the big nurse.
Norman  hugged  his  arms  and  legs  together  as  the  big  nurse

stomped  over  toward  him,  shaking  the  floor  as  she  walked.   She
frowned as slight amounts of drool leaked out the corners of her lips.
Her  voice  was  like  that  of  an  angry  man’s  bent  on  slaughtering
something savagely.  Norman scampered up to his pillow and tried to
push himself through the wall to avoid whatever terrors she possessed
within her.  The nurse reached for the bottle of pills and the enema pack
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on the tray.  Norman decided he was going to make a break for it.  He
tried to open up the window as fast as he could, and scream for anyone
to come save him, but he was too weak to win the race.  He screamed
anyway.

Norman sat on his bed for a better part of the day staring out the
open door that led to the hallway.  He saw nurses and other old people
trudging along by his room, but most of them kept their focus straight
ahead  or  toward  the  floor.   None  of  them  took  a  peek  inside  to
acknowledge his existence.  Even the little old crazy lady, who visited
everyone on a regular  basis and never left  them alone, bypassed his
room that day.  Norman folded his hands and waited for something to
happen, but he decided he was wasting his time.

To combat his boredom, he grabbed his cane and walked out into
the  hall  to  see  what  was  going  on.   In  the  hallway,  Thanksgiving
decorations  lined  the bulletin  boards  and  walls from one end  to  the
other.  Some brown and yellow streamers hung from the ceiling, while
little cardboard turkeys plastered the floor.  The sight of turkeys and
pilgrims gave him a sudden craving for mashed potatoes and gravy.  As
he dwelt on the fantasy of eating a hearty meal, he thought that turkey
and pumpkin pie would’ve made nice additions to his dream meal as
well,  but  his teeth had been absent  for  over ten  years.   Despite  his
limitations,  he  definitely  was  still  in  the  mood  for  some  mashed
potatoes and gravy.

“What are you doing out of your room, Mr. Jenson?” came a voice
from behind.

A pair of cold hands touched his shoulders and spun him around to
face his door.

“You know you have to rest for the next few days,” continued the
gruff voice.  “The pills can’t work if you’re moving.”

“Lady,” said Norman, “I’m a hundred years old.  Do you think I
really care if some newfangled pills work or not?”

“But they’re supposed to make you feel better.”
“I feel fine without them.  Just leave me alone.”
The person behind him pushed him into his room and closed the

door.  He immediately heard the door lock.  Norman tried hard to pull
on  the  handle,  but  it  wouldn’t  budge.   Instead  of  straining  himself
against  the impossible,  he gave up and walked back to  his bed and
looked  out  the window.  It  looked  hazier  outside  than it  did  in  the
morning.  As usual, no one was in sight.

“Locked you up again, did they?” came a voice from behind.
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“Why do you people always talk to me when I’m not looking?”
asked Norman.  “How clear do you think I can really hear?”

“So look at me, Norman.”
Norman touched the cold glass in front of him.  He hadn’t been

outside in awhile.
“On a first name basis with me now, are  we?” he asked.   “It’s

always Mr. Jenson this, and Mr. Jenson that.  Now it’s Norman?  You
guys are really screwed up.”

“Maybe I’m different than the others.”
“What do you want?  Is it time to give me another pill?  Well, you

can just shove your pills up your own rectums because I’m not taking
anymore.  You know I don’t even need them.”

“You’re right, Norman, you don’t need them anymore.  If you turn
around and come with me, I can take you out of here.”

Norman smiled.  That was the first piece of good news he heard all
day.

“Now that’s what I wanted to hear,” he said.  “I can’t stand this
place any longer.  The food’s awful, the staff hates me, and that crazy
lady won’t leave any of us alone.”

“You mean Alice?”
“Yeah.  That old bat parks it when you’re trying to sleep and won’t

shut  up,  won’t  shut  up  some  more,  and  then  she  starts  crying  for
absolutely no reason.  It annoys me.”

“I’ll be relocating her pretty soon too.”
“Good,  give  everybody  else  a  break.   Yeah,  it’s  about  time

someone finally listened to me.  Been telling everyone to take me to the
beach and let me breathe the fresh salty air.  That’s where I want to go.
Get out of this stuffy hole, and away from this terrible view.  That tree
covers the sky, and that graveyard, well, it gives me the creeps.  The
last thing a hundred-year-old man wants to wake up to every morning is
the view of a graveyard.  You know what I mean?”

“Absolutely.”
“So, where are we going?”
Norman turned around to look at his visitor.  All of a sudden he felt

his heart beat erratically and the sweat pour from his forehead.  The
mysterious guest wore a  dark hooded cloak and held a  sickle in his
bony hands.  He wasn’t sure if he could see a mouth under the hood, but
he could definitely make out a pair of glowing red eyes.  He tried to
push himself through the wall again.

“You weren’t talking about taking me to the beach,  were you?”
asked Norman.
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“Not the beach you’re thinking of.”
The cloaked man held out his hand to Norman.  Norman tried to

bat it away.
“Get away from me.  I’m not ready to go with you yet.”
The man slid his hood back.  The red eyes disappeared and another

face emerged.  The head of the man glowed like a flashlight, and the
hands holding the sickle took on a brighter, more solid form.  Norman
was confused.

“What did you just do?” he asked.
“I’m presenting to you my true form.  What you saw before was

mostly a myth.  I mean, I’m here, but I’m not really grim.”
“Well, grim or not, I don’t want you here, so go away.”
“I would love to, Norman, but I can’t leave without you.  So come

take my hand, okay?”
The Reaper extended his hand, but Norman folded his arms and

clutched them to his chest.
“I don’t want to take your hand.  I want to stay here.”
“Norman, you just said that you wanted to leave.”
“I was kidding.  I love this place.  There’s nothing like the smell of

antiseptic in the morning.”
The Reaper smirked.
“They told  me you were a  fighter,”  he said.   “Personally I  had

hoped they were talking about someone else, but deep down I knew I
was in for a struggle.”

The Reaper pulled a cup and saucer from his cloak and took a sip
of  the  steaming beverage  inside.   After  swallowing the  mouthful  of
contents, he placed the cup back inside his robe.

“And the fact is,” he continued, “that I really don’t have the time to
deal with a fight right now because my plate is already quite full.   I
mean, my plate is always full, but this delay is causing an overflow.  So,
please take my hand so that I can get on with my day, okay?”

The Reaper held out his hand again and smiled.  Norman uncrossed
his arms and sat on his hands.  The Reaper dropped his hand to his side
and sighed.

“Norman,  it’s  your  time.   My  appointment  book  says  Norman
Bartholomew Jenson—November 22, 1999 at 4:39 PM eastern standard
time.  It’s almost 4:41 now.  Please cooperate because you’re holding
up my schedule.”

“Then maybe you should just get going on your rounds and come
back to me sometime later.”
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“Norman, if I do it for you, I have to do it for everyone, and I have
a lot of people on my list.  Do you realize guys like Julius Caesar and
George Washington were on my list?  Now you’re on my list?  Doesn’t
that mean anything to you?”

“Isn’t everyone on your list?”
“No, I’m not omnipresent.  I belong to an afterlife union made up

of about two hundred reapers.  This is why we can take so many of you
home at one time.”

“I never knew that.”
“Yep, that’s right.  It doesn’t make us any less busy of course.”
“Of course.  So, maybe you should go run your other errands first,

and come back sometime in the distant future.”
The Reaper set his sickle next to the wall and crossed his arms.
“Why are you so adamant to come with me?  You hate your life.  I

thought you would be happy to come with me.”
Norman was ready to get on the defensive again, but he stopped

when he realized that the Reaper had a point.
“It’s not about that,” said Norman.  “Do you realize when I was

born?”
“Yes, at the dawn of the automobile.  What’s that got to do with

it?”
“I was born in 1899.  In less than two months it’ll be 2000.  Think

about it.  If I can make it two more months, I’ll have lived during three
different centuries.  How many people can really say that?”

“Most people  from Adam to Noah lived through nine centuries.
What’s your point?”

Norman felt his heart sink.  He looked at the Reaper nodding back
to him.

“Nine?”
“Yeah,  before  the  Flood,  people  could  live  almost  a  thousand

years.  We weren’t as busy back then.”
“I guess not.”
The Reaper rolled up his sleeves to reveal a watch on his wrist.

The watch also glowed.  He looked at it.   Norman noticed a hint of
frustration wrinkle his face.

“You have a watch?” asked Norman.
“Yeah, it’s one of those Indiglo watches.  Anyway, look, I don’t

have time to keep up with this song and dance anymore, so I guess you
dodged me for now.  Just please be ready to go with me next time,
okay?”

“If you come after the turn of the century.”
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“I can’t promise that right now, Norman.  Just be expecting me.
Now, close your eyes.”

“Why?”
“I’m kind of a phantom.  You can’t see me coming, and you can’t

see me going.  So, close your eyes so that I can go.”
“You’re not going to trick me into going with you, are you?”
“No, Norman.  Please just close your eyes.  There’s a criminal who

just got shot, and I have to go see him right away.  If I don’t, he’s gonna
shoot the cop who shot him, and then our scheduling is going to be way
off.  So, please close your eyes.”

Norman abruptly closed his eyes, and almost as quickly reopened
them.  The Reaper was gone.  Now that the ghost had departed, Norman
could breathe a sigh of relief.  After spending a moment trying to calm
down his heart, he slowly opened the window to let in some fresh air.
He could smell the graveyard downwind.

Enough was enough.  It was time to leave this place.
Norman reached for his pillow and blankets and tossed them out

the window.  When he saw them bunched up in a soft pile outside, he
picked up his cane and threw it on top of them.  The little hooked staff
hit the fluff and bounced into the grass.  The impact didn’t look too
bad,  so  he extended his  foot  over  the ledge  to  prepare  for  his  own
journey out the window.  His muscles ached from stretching like that,
but he kept working at it anyway.  After painfully getting the first leg
up, he carefully pulled his other leg over.   Then, after taking a deep
breath, Norman fell a few feet from his window and landed on the pile
of  linen  and  cotton.   To  his  surprise,  the  fall  wasn’t  as  soft  as  he
expected.  He rubbed his sore legs and arms as he grabbed his cane and
hobbled away from the building.

Norman had been limping along for about an hour when he found
the tool  shed by the side of the road.  The diminishing sun made it
harder for him to see than it did earlier in the day, but he could make
out  the  tiny  off-white  sign  plastered  against  the  wooden  wall.
Apparently it was some sort of repair shop for broken equipment.  He
tried to open the door, but it was locked, so he tapped it with his cane
instead.

“Hello?” he shouted, hoping the person inside wasn’t deaf.
Norman was tired and needed to lie down.  He hoped there would

be a soft counter to lie on inside, but the shed looked a little too small
to have a counter.  Maybe there would have been a workbench, or even
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a folding chair stuck in the corner for him to rest on.  He hit the door
with his cane again.

“Hello?” he shouted again.
Almost immediately, the door flew open, and a grizzly man stood

in the doorway with a rifle in his hand.
“What you want?” yelled the man.  “Can’t you see we’re closed?”
Norman nearly fell backward with fright.  He thought he would

have a heart attack for sure, so he clutched his chest to prepare for the
possibility.  He looked all around to see if the Reaper was jogging up to
him, but no one was coming.  Maybe he would survive.

“I…I just needed a place to take a nap,” he said.
“Here?  Are you crazy?  There ain’t room in here to take a piss, old

man.  Go back to where you came from.”
The man slammed the door shut, sending a tiny shock wave past

Norman’s face.  Norman stood there staring at the tin and the wood
structure, wondering what to do next.  He knocked with his cane again,
hoping not to upset the man inside.  The door swung open.  The man
cocked his rifle.

“I said go home,” yelled the man.
“Do you know of any place nearby that I can get food and a bed?”

asked Norman.
“Do I look like a map?  If you can find me and annoy the crap out

of me without any help, then you can certainly find somebody else to
annoy without any help.”

The man slammed the door again, this time locking it with volume.
Norman figured if he knocked on the door again, he might have to taste
the rifle, so he walked away.

Norman continued down the road a little longer, but the journey
sapped his energy to the point where he couldn’t see straight.  When he
decided he couldn’t walk any further on the strength he had, he trudged
into the next available yard and stopped.  Even though his vision had
gotten blurry from his exhaustion, he made out the image of a small
house protruding from the surface of a green wooded area.  He hobbled
up to the front porch and passed out.

Some uncertain amount of time passed when a slight tremor awoke
him.  He opened his eyes to see a young couple looking at him, neither
of whom displayed a look of confidence.  The girl was kneeling beside
him when his sight came into focus, and he saw that she had her hand
on his shoulder.  A tiny smile came across her lips.
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“Are you okay, sir?” she asked, brushing a strand of hair out of her
eyes.

Norman felt his stomach churning.  He wasn’t sure if he was okay
or not, but he definitely knew he needed something to eat.

“Where are you from?” she continued.
Norman didn’t feel like talking.  He only wanted to eat or sleep.

As much as he wanted to eat, he thought it would be easier just to stay
where he was and fall back asleep.  The hard wooden floor underneath
his side wasn’t very comfortable,  but  he was still  much too tired  to
move.  He closed his eyes and tried to tune the girl out.

“Sir, are you from the nursing home down the road?”
Norman smacked his lips, hoping that his signal for her to leave

him alone was clear.
“Maybe you should just call them,” said the guy.
Norman  opened  his  eyes.   He  could  see  her  nodding  to  him.

Perhaps his choice to ignore her was made in haste.
“Please don’t do that,” said Norman.  “I just want to sleep right

now.  Or eat if you have some apple sauce or mashed potatoes handy.”
The girl nodded, then looked at the guy for a moment.  Her mouth

hung open for a beat before looking back at Norman.
“I’ll see what I have, er?”
“Er, what?” he asked.
“Your name?”
“Norman.”
“Your last name?”
“Why do you want to know my last name?”
“I don’t feel right calling you by your first name.”
“Why?  Because I’m old?  Bah.  It’s Norman Jenson.”
“Okay, Mr. Jenson.  I’ll see what I have.”
Without  a  moment’s  hesitation,  the  girl  stepped  over  him and

disappeared behind his back.  He assumed she went into the house to
check her refrigerator, but he didn’t feel like rolling over to confirm
that assumption.  Instead he stared at the guy to see if he could figure
out what the girl  saw in him.  It  had been generations since he last
played the dating game and really didn’t know what the kids were into
anymore.  The guy rocked back and forth on his heels.  Norman wanted
to close his eyes again.

“Stop doing that,” said Norman.  “You’re making me seasick.”
The guy knelt down next to him.
“So, what are you doing on my girlfriend’s porch, sir?” he asked

politely.
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“Why do you want to know?” asked Norman.
“Well,  sir,  if  there’s any kind of trouble,  we would like to help

out.”
“Why are you acting like you care about me, boy?  I know you

won’t give me a second thought once you walk off this porch.  You’ll
go  on  living your happy life,  and  you won’t  think twice  about  me.
Maybe if you live to see your hundredth birthday, then you might think
about me.  That’s provided you can remember me.  How old are you,
boy?”

“Twenty-five, sir.”
“Is that all?  You haven’t lived long enough to care about me.  Go

live  your  life,  then  come back  to  see  me  when you think  you  can
honestly say you want to help out a hundred year-old man fast asleep on
your girlfriend’s porch.  Now, go away.”

“Yes, sir.”
“And stop calling me ‘sir.’  My name is Norman.  I was your age

once.”
“Okay, sir.”
The guy stood up and backed off the porch.  Within a moment, the

distance between the two of them left the young stranger blurry.
After a couple minutes of silence, the girl came back outside and

knelt down next to Norman.  She held a bowl of mashed potatoes in her
hands with a spoon handle hanging over the rim.

“I found this in my refrigerator,” she said.  “It’s my test bowl to see
if I can make a good batch before Thanksgiving.”

Norman reached for the spoon.  He shoveled on some potatoes and
scooped them off with his mouth.  They didn’t taste very good, but he
ate more anyway.  She smiled.

“You like it?” she asked.
“No, just hungry.”
Norman ate half the bowl before he saw a pair of headlights pull

into the driveway.  The beams arced around the left half of the yard
before floating up the steps and stopping right in his eyes.  The light
temporarily blinded him, but he heard the van door open.  He looked up
to see a silhouette stepping out of the van.  The silhouette was large in
size, emitting an aura of darkness around it.  Large arms clutched the
door and slammed it shut.  The body then stomped around to the front
of the van, blocking the headlight beams from emitting anymore light in
his face.  Within the flood of illumination he could finally make out the
identity of the silhouette.  He dropped his spoon to the ground.
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He tried to stand up and run away, but his agility was not like it
used to be.  He only managed to get up as far as his knees when the
hefty nurse reached the porch.  She rolled up her sleeves and cracked
her knuckles.  The sound was like thunder.

“Mr. Jenson,” she said, “why did you leave?  We were worried sick
about you.”

She grabbed his waist and hoisted him over her shoulder.
“Thanks for calling us,” she said to the girl.
The girl nodded.
“We just didn’t want to see him get hurt or anything,” said the girl.
The nurse carried Norman to the van.  He tried to squirm around,

hoping to break free, but he was too tired and sore for it to be effective.
He  reached  out  toward  the  young  couple,  but  they  went  back  to
focusing on themselves.  The next thing he knew, the nurse shoved him
into the van.

“You forgot my cane, you barbarian broad,” he grumbled.
“Maybe you won’t pull this stunt again if we leave it,” she said.
She strapped him in the seat belt, making it almost too tight for him

to move.  Without checking to see if Norman could still breathe, the
hefty nurse got into the driver’s side and put the keys into the ignition.
Norman yelped with discomfort.

“You never answered my question, Mr. Jenson,” she said coldly.
“Why did you leave?”

Norman could feel the tightened seatbelt cutting off his circulation.
“Because I wanted to go to the beach one more time,” he said.

“What business is it of yours?”
The nurse looked at him and smiled.
“Well, you can’t go to the beach, Mr. Jenson, and that’s final.  The

truth is that we don’t do field trips, and you’re too old to leave the home
anyway, so just get used to staying there.”

“But, I don’t like the home.  I grew up in an orphanage, and now
it’s like I’m back in one.  Why don’t you just dump me out on the side
of the road?  Pretend you never found me.”

“How would that make us look, Mr. Jenson?  We have a reputation
to uphold.  I’m taking you back, whether you like it or not.  And if you
don’t like it,  it’s not like you’re going to be around forever anyway,
right?  You are after all, really, really old.”

The nurse chuckled to herself.  A moment later she turned the key
and fired up the engine.  She continued to amuse herself with sadistic
light laughter as she backed out of the driveway.
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When they got back to the nursing home about ten minutes later,
the hefty nurse brought Norman to his room and unlocked the door.  As
soon as she hurled it open, she pushed him inside.

“Now,  go  to  sleep,  Mr.  Jenson,”  she  said,  “and  don’t  give  us
anymore trouble.  We’re tired of it.”

Norman turned to face her.
“You heartless twit,” he yelled.  “Somebody locked me in my room

earlier today, and yet the door is still locked.”
“Yeah, and?”
“You people always leave it open when I’m not in there.”
The nurse shrugged.
“So what’s your point?”
“You didn’t really know I was gone, did you?” he shouted.
The nurse smiled and closed the door.  He heard the handle lock.

He would’ve thrown his bed at the door if he had any muscles left.

Bingo night remained to be one of Norman’s least favorite nights
of the week, but it never failed that the nurses forced him to participate
each time the game was played anyway.  At the start of a Bingo day, he
found much contentment in hiding peacefully in his room—preferably
beneath his  sheets  where no  one  would  bother  him.   But  the  over-
protectors in white uniforms always assumed that he would have more
fun socializing at the Bingo table, so they drove him out of his room
around dinnertime and ushered him to the community area to keep tabs
on  his  whereabouts  throughout  the  evening.   That  was  the  way it
worked each week, and that was the way it worked this time as well.

On  this  particular  evening,  Norman  sat  in  the  corner  of  the
cafeteria, watching the other residents blindly hover over their Bingo
cards, hoping to find the magical numbers that the Bingo nurse drew
from the  ball  dispenser.   He had  a  game card  a  little  earlier  in  the
evening, but it mysteriously disappeared about an hour before when he
bent down to pick up one of his red chips from the floor.   The only
legitimate lead he had in relation to the disappearance was the sneaky
old man who coasted down the aisle in his fancy wheelchair around the
time he bent over.  But, he knew he wouldn’t be able to prove the man’s
guilt if he was guilty because no one was actually paying attention to
him, so he kept his mouth shut.  Besides,  he didn’t see the point in
accusing a decrepit old fart of thievery anyway for something that he
really didn’t care much about in the first place.

Now that he had nothing else to do, Norman switched his focus
from the preoccupied residents with bat eyes to the Bingo nurse with
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the  Santa  hat.   The  nurse stood  at  the  front  of  the  cafeteria  in  her
holiday garb, speaking out the numbers with a smile.  She was a woman
he hadn’t seen much of before, but he could tell by her demeanor that
she was friendlier than the more seasoned nurses that stalked around the
home on a regular basis.  The friendliness she displayed to the residents
didn’t automatically make her trustworthy in Norman’s eyes of course,
but her newness to the community added some safety padding to her
résumé.  As he watched her, Norman hoped the current nurses wouldn’t
ruin her by shaping her into their own mold.  So far she seemed well
enough removed from their evil ways to be likeable.  But his faith in her
lasting ethical purity remained dim.  It was a sad thing for him to think
about  because  he didn’t  want to  see  a  good nurse turn bad,  but  he
thought that it was better that he saw her in her early form than in her
later, more sinister form.  That at least gave him some comfort.  The
nurse, meanwhile, smiled as she pulled a ball from the lottery dispenser
and gave it a good look.

“N-44,” she said.  “The number is N-44.  Do I have a Bingo?  Is
anyone close to Bingo yet?”

A few liver-spotted hands slowly lifted.
“That’s super,” she continued.  “You just keep going.  Endurance

will pay off.”
She cheerfully pulled another ball from the bin and spun it between

her fingers until she was able to successfully read the number.
“B-12,” she said.  “Ooh, I think we picked a vitamin.  Anybody

take their B-12 today?”
A few more hands went up.
Even  though  Norman  thought  the  nurse  was  friendly,  her

personality got on his nerves, so he decided that he had enough.  Sitting
there  watching  the  other  residents  play  a  game  that  he  had  no
participation  in  added  to  his  quickly  deteriorating  patience,  so  he
elected to depart from the community area for the evening.  A part of
him felt that no one would really miss him if he left, while the other part
believed that no one would care, so he had no convictions about his
ironclad choice.  The chair he sat in was sturdy, so he grabbed onto the
back  and  stood  up,  thus  setting  his  decision  in  motion.   Once  his
balance was secure, he scuffed the chair along the floor as he walked
for support.   Some of the nearby old people grimaced at him as the
chair scraped on by, but he smiled anyway to make the point clear that
he  didn’t  care.   Now committed  to  fulfill  his act  to  completion,  he
continued walking until he made it out into the hallway, where freedom
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awaited.  Only when he got there, he didn’t find freedom.  He found the
hefty nurse standing by the door with her fists on her hips.

“Where are you going, Mr. Jenson?” she asked, as she breathed a
bit erratically.

“I was thinking about going to the bathroom,” he said.  “Did you
want to hold my hand?”

“Sir, you have to stay inside the cafeteria until the Bingo game is
finished.  That’s the rules.”

“But, somebody stole my card.  I don’t have anything to do.”
“You can help one of the other people find their numbers.  Only a

few can see well.”
Norman focused at the nurse’s demeanor.  She stood like a tree

trunk, crossing her thick arms together.  He wasn’t sure he could get
past her.

“Can I just go to my room?” he asked.  “The lady inside is putting
me to sleep.”

“Now, Mr. Jenson, if I let you go back to your room, then you have
to take your pill.  Is that understood?”

Norman felt  the  fork in  the  road  now.  On one  hand he could
choose to stay in the cafeteria for another couple hours, suffering the
punishment of bearing witness to a woman who was excited by Bingo.
Or, on the other he could go back to his room and be fed the little white
tablet that consistently made his body numb, which he hated.  Either
choice came with the possibility of regret, but based on the length of
time that he had already spent staying awake, he thought that maybe
peace and quiet was the way to go.

He made his decision, and the hefty nurse escorted him back to his
room.  Upon his return, he made his way across the floor and carefully
sat down on his bed.  Meanwhile, the hefty nurse filled a cup with water
from the sink in the bathroom, and brought it out for Norman to drink.
She handed him the pill, which he took and swallowed, washing it down
with the water.

“Open your mouth so I know you won’t spit it out when I leave,”
she said.

Norman opened his mouth to  show her  his honesty,  hoping his
breath was fouler than evil.  She nodded her head with approval.

“Okay, Mr. Jenson.  You have a pleasant night.”
The hefty nurse turned on her  heels and  shook the floor  as  she

waddled her way out of the room.  The back of her right stocking was
split down the middle, pierced by a coarse strip of unshaven hair.  For a
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moment Norman wanted to vomit.  But the feeling passed when he felt
his body going numb.

Once his ability to feel slowly faded, he decided it was time to lie
down.  It  was difficult  for  him to  lower his body onto the mattress
because he wasn’t entirely sure which muscles were still operational,
but he managed to make himself horizontal nonetheless.  He closed his
eyes as soon as he touched his head to the pillow.  He knew it wouldn’t
be long before he would fall asleep.

“Comfortable?” asked a man’s voice from nearby.
The unexpected break in silence startled Norman for a moment, but

he was too numb to physically show it.   Something about the man’s
voice seemed mysteriously familiar, but he couldn’t pinpoint why.  It
was like an identity from his past, though he wasn’t sure from how far.
For  a  moment it  sounded like it  could’ve belonged to his estranged
grandson, but only for a moment.  

“Jimmy?” he questioned.  “Is that you?  You finally came to visit
me?”

“I visited you before,” said the voice.
“When?   I  thought  your  brother  and  sister  were  the  ones  who

brought me the birthday card.  They said you weren’t with them.”
“It was about that time.”
Norman couldn’t  feel  his  body  anymore,  but  he  hoped  he  was

positioning himself to face the door.
“Did something happen to your voice, Jimmy?” he asked.  “You

sound a little more hoarse than I remember.”
“My voice is the same.”
“Are you sure?  You sound almost like—”
Norman opened his eyes to get a good look at his grandson.  Only,

it wasn’t his grandson.
“Death,” he continued.  “Oh, what do you want now?”
The  Reaper  slid his hood back to  reveal  his glowing face.   He

extended his hand to Norman.
“Forget it,” said Norman.  “I can’t move.  This rotten pill paralyzed

me.”
“Well,” said the Reaper, “then I guess I have to carry you out.”
“Look, I know you have a schedule to keep and all, but I’m really

close to the new century.  Think you could come back later?”
“Norman, we went through this before.  When I came back for you,

you would need to come with me.  I’m sorry if this ruins your plans, but
it’s my job.  That’s just the way it works.  It’s not my place to change
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the rules just because you want them changed.  But if it makes you feel
any better, you were originally rescheduled for some time next year.”

“So, get your bony hands away from me and come back next year.”
The Reaper wiped his forehead.
“It’s not  that  simple.   See,  there’s  a  lot  of  paperwork involved

when we shift people around, and we’re so busy with wars and drunk
driving and stuff that we can’t set aside any time for ourselves.  It’s a
big mess for everyone, really.  You mortals think you have it bad when
any of us show up at your door,  but at least you get your chance to
enjoy some sort of social life before that day.  We reapers on the other
hand get so astronomically busy with our scheduling and deliveries that
we never have the time to take a breather, or to catch up on life, or to
finish what we started.  Do you realize that another reaper and I have
been in the middle of the same game of Black Jack for the last hundred
years?  Every time I get a chance to look at my hand, my pager goes off
and I have to respond.  It’s a complicated business.”

“And yet you still have time to argue with me.”
“Well that’s actually part of the job.  You would be amazed by how

many people try to plea for their lives.”
“I’m not that amazed.  Most of us are curious about what events

tomorrow will bring, and would rather live long enough to find out.  I’d
be more amazed by how many people are actually willing to let go than
I  am of  those  who want  to  hold  on.   Speaking  of  which,  if  I  was
rescheduled for next year, what are you doing here now?”

“Hmm, excellent question, and for that you deserve an excellent
answer.  Evidently that nurse gave you the wrong pill this evening.  It
was an accident of course, but  she set  the resident prescription pills
down next to the rat poison pills when she bent down to tie her shoe.
She split  her  stockings in the  process of  bending over,  and became
distracted by it  when she stood up and took your bottle.   Only, she
wasn’t paying attention  to  what she was doing and grabbed  for  the
wrong bottle.  It’s pretty funny if you think about it.”

Norman took a moment to ponder this.  For a second he wished he
had stuck with the Bingo lady.  As boring as she seemed to him, he
thought listening to  her  for  another  couple hours would’ve been far
better than listening to the death call of a glowing guy in a black cloak.
As he saw the Reaper coming closer to him, Norman screamed.

“Get away from me,” he shouted.  “Get away from me.”
The Reaper put his hands up.
“Please stop yelling,” he said.  “You’re likely to wake the dead.”
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The Reaper chuckled at his own pathetic joke.  Norman wanted to
reach out and smack him, if one could beat death.  But he continued to
scream instead.

“Norman,” said the Reaper, “could you maybe make this easy on
both of us?”

Norman was ready to scream all night if he had to.  He strained his
lungs  to  continue  his  fit,  but  the  feeling  had  started  getting
uncomfortable.  The Reaper stretched out his hand.

Almost immediately, the hefty nurse stomped into the room, nearly
shaking the picture frames off the walls.

“What are you screaming about, Mr. Jenson?” she asked.  “Did I
not ask you to be calm tonight?”

The Reaper slid his sleeve back and looked at his watch.  He rolled
his eyes as he shook his head.  The nurse walked right through him, and
stopped in front of Norman.  She punched her fists to her hips.

“Will you answer me?” she continued.
“What  did  you  give  me  rat  poison  for?”  he  asked.   “I’m  not

supposed to die yet.”
“What are you talking about, Mr. Jenson?  Have we been letting

you stay up too late?”
“I’m not delusional, you witch.  Check your pockets.”
“Sir, I don’t know what checking my pockets will prove.  I gave

you your muscle relaxant, and that’s final.  Don’t you feel relaxed?”
“I feel like strangling you if I could move.  Put your hand in your

pocket and pull out what you got.  Right now.”
“Go back to bed, Mr. Jenson.”
The nurse turned around to face the door, once again exposing that

ugly looking tear in the back of her stocking.  Even though he could
feel  the  inside  of  his  lungs  beginning to  tighten,  Norman screamed
again, as loud as his failing body would let him.  The nurse quickly
faced him a second time, wearing the most horribly angry face he had
ever seen.

“Okay, stop,” she shouted.  “I’ll check my pockets.  Just shut up
already before I lock you up in the dark room and throw away the key.”

The nurse reached into her pocket and pulled out a white bottle.
She pushed it in Norman’s face.

“See, it’s just your medicine.  Now, quit your complaining.”
She smiled as she brought it out of his face, showing her yellow

teeth in her self-proclaimed victory.
“You  old  fools  are  too  paranoid  for  your  own  good,”  she

continued.
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“Read the bottle, you ignorant hag,” replied Norman.
The nurse chuckled to herself for just a moment before humoring

Norman  with  his  request.   She  looked  at  the  bottle  to  prove  her
confidence, but her eyes grew wider and her smile flattened out as the
skull and crossbones came into her view.  Norman noticed a vein in her
neck pulsating twice as fast as it had done before she read the label.
But it wasn’t until the nurse bolted out the door that he realized he was
completely alone.

Norman strained to keep his eyes open as he felt his body shifting
from numbness to stiffness.  His breathing seized on occasion, leaving
him gasping for air, but he held on for as long as possible.  He knew
that  he  couldn’t  close  his  eyes  for  more  than  a  second  or  else  his
tormentor would return.  The hooded one, that was.

The minutes that passed were progressively longer than the ones
before.   He  thought  for  sure  each  moment  would  be  his  last,  but
somehow he endured the stretch of the hourglass.

Some amount  of  time  later,  Norman heard  sirens  coming  from
outside.   He  wasn’t  sure  what  kind  of  sirens  they  were,  but  they
sounded medically related.  He tried to move his arms to push himself
up,  hoping  to  catch  a  glimpse  of  the  source  of  commotion,  but  he
couldn’t do it.  Accepting his disabilities, Norman reasoned that lying
down would have been more comfortable anyway.

Before Norman could imagine his next thought, three paramedics
rushed into his room with a gurney and a series of lifesaving medical
equipment in their possession.  The largest member of the medical team
reached behind Norman’s shoulders and carefully raised him up about
an inch.  After securing the hold, the other two paramedics took their
positions—the smallest  taking the legs,  and the middle guy reaching
under Norman’s back.  With a 1-2-3 lift,  the paramedics gently, but
swiftly placed him on the gurney and strapped him to the bed tightly.
Upon  securing  him to  the  platform,  the  large  paramedic  placed  an
oxygen mask over Norman’s mouth and adjusted the controls on the
machine it belonged to.  Everything went dark after that.

As  his  consciousness  returned,  the  sounds  of  blips  and  bleeps
echoed all  around him.  He  slowly opened his eyes  to  get  a  visual
perception of all that surrounded him, but he could only see shades of
red and green in various places.  The mattress he lied on felt thick and
flat,  but  it  was considerably more  comfortable  than he was used  to
feeling.   He  palmed  around the  surface  to  see  if  he  could  find  his
glasses  lying about,  but  he could  only feel  tubes  and wires  flowing
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across the sheets.  There was also a feeling of plastic suctioned around
his  lips,  and  a  steady  flow of  fresh  air  coursing  through  it,  which
refreshed his lungs.  He looked around the room as best he could to see
if  there  was  anything  else  to  take  note  of,  but  most  of  it  blended
together in a mass of abstract art.   Something white in color moved
around nearby, shifting shape like a morphing blob.  He thought that
maybe it could provide him some answers, so he removed the plastic
cover from his mouth to address the unusual being.

“Excuse me,” said Norman.  “Does anybody have my glasses?”
“Oh, good morning, Mr. Jenson,” said the white blur with a man’s

voice.  “Your glasses are safe with us.”
“Do you think I could have them?”
“I’m sorry,  but  we don’t  believe  you need them right  now.  It

would be best if you recovered.”
“Can’t I recover while I’m wearing them?”
“I suppose so, but they might get in the way of the wires.”
Norman wanted to  bang his head against  his pillow to properly

absorb all the runaround he seemed to be getting these past few weeks,
but he didn’t feel it would accomplish a whole lot, so he let it go.

“I just want to see.”
The white blur paused a moment.  Norman couldn’t tell exactly

what the figure was doing, but it looked like it had possibly scratched
its head, or picked its teeth.  The only thing he could tell for sure was
that the figure then walked toward his general direction and stopped just
a few inches away.  An appendage of some sort, most likely an arm,
reached out  toward a  brownish colored  mass,  and  then immediately
switched direction and reached for Norman’s face.  The next thing he
knew, he could see more clearly.  The blurred images transformed into
a hospital room, and the shades of red and green became Christmas
decorations.  The white blur turned out to be a young man in a doctor’s
uniform, holding a clipboard.

“Is that better, Mr. Jenson?” asked the doctor.
“Yes, much.  Let me ask you something.  Is it the New Year yet?”
The doctor shook his head and smiled.
“No, sir,” he said.  “It’s still December 23rd.  Just a few more days

to go though.”
“You mean I’ve only been here one night?  Sheesh.  Why is it that

time flies until you’re a hundred, then it virtually stops when you want
it to go its fastest?”

“I don’t know, sir.  I’m still thirty.”
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“And you’re a doctor?  Tell me something, Doctor.  I’m a hundred
years  old  and  I  was  dying  last  night  from rat  poison.   I  suffered
tremendously because I’m old.   The question I’m asking is  that  if  a
hundred-year-old man like me was spending the night last night holding
on for dear life, then what was a young thirty-year-old doctor like you
doing last night?”

“Watching TV.”
“Watching TV?  You could’ve done anything you wanted to, like

go to the beach or go out on the town because you’re young and agile,
but you decided to watch TV?”

“Well, yeah.  Two Guys and a Girl was on, and I hate missing it.
It’s my favorite show.  Last night was the episode where Pete went to
Paris and—”

“I  don’t  want  a  synopsis,  sonny.   I  want  to  know why you’re
wasting your  life  away when you can  go  out  and  do  whatever  you
want.”

“I am doing whatever I want.  I want to help people like you, and
watch TV when there’s nothing else to do.  That’s who I am.  That’s
what I enjoy.  Speaking of which, I have other patients to attend to right
now.  But, we can continue this conversation later when I’m back on
this floor doing my rounds.  Until then, get some rest.”

The doctor nodded at Norman and walked away.  Within a moment
the good doctor made his way out the door.  For some reason, Norman
wished he could’ve stayed.

Norman sighed as he looked up toward the ceiling.  Streamers hung
above him, running from one edge of the room to the other.  He wanted
to  reach out  and  grab  them—perhaps  to  use them to  swing out  the
window and escape this place, but they were made out of paper, so he
gave up the fantasy and remained still in his bed.  He had hoped that
maybe the doctor or some Good Samaritan would rush into the room,
toss him into a wheelchair, and wheel him the heck out of here to take
him to the beach, but again he rationalized that his hopes superceded
truth.  Giving up his dreams, Norman let out another sigh and closed his
eyes.  His back started to get numb, so he tried to turn to his side.  The
wires got too much in the way, so he turned his head instead.

The Reaper sat in a chair a few feet away.  His hands were folded
and his mouth curled upward.  The sickle lay dormant on the floor.

“Oh, for crying out loud,” said Norman.  “What is  it  with you?
Why won’t you just wait two more weeks?”

“Norman,”  said  the  Reaper,  “you’re  not  holding your treatment
very well.  I can’t just leave you here to suffer.”
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The Reaper held out his hand.  Norman was tired of watching him
doing that.

“Please  don’t  prolong  the  agony  any  longer,”  he  continued.
“Besides, even if I do leave you here until the next century, you won’t
remember it when you do finally agree to come with me.  Time is only
noticeable in this world.”

Norman felt  his  body weakening,  but  he  tried  to  hold  onto  his
strength as long as he could.

“Please don’t take me yet,” said Norman.  “I just want to have one
more dream come true.  That’s all I ask.  Just leave me alone for a little
while longer until the dream is complete.  Okay?”

“Why do you fight it, Norman?  You know Jesus.  You know the
world ahead for  you is  far  better  than the world  you spent  the last
century getting to know.  Just because you had some good memories of
this world doesn’t mean that you can’t make better  memories in the
next.  Can’t you imagine hearing the angels sing your favorite songs in
person  and  in  volume?   And  what  of  your  Lord  God  casting  His
majestic light over you.  I tell you, Norman, it’s a whole lot better than
any radiance that you’re gonna get from these hospital lights.  So why
do you resist me?  Why is the New Year so much more important to
you?”

“It’s not that seeing the New Year is more important to me.  It’s
just that I only have one shot at seeing this dream come to pass.  With
you here, that dream is threatened, and frankly I’ve had enough of my
dreams shattered over the years.  I mean, think about how many times
my heart has been broken.  I’m still waiting for my grandson to come
visit me.  Jimmy was the first child born to my children, and he remains
to be my favorite.  And yet I haven’t seen him in several years now.
My other grandkids think I’m senile, but my mind is as sharp today as it
was when I  was their  age.   I  haven’t  forgotten how much time has
passed.  I haven’t forgotten the time that’s still coming.  I don’t expect
to see my grandson again before I leave with you, but I do expect to at
least  see  the  turn of  the  century.   Seeing  the  New Year  isn’t  more
important to me than seeing Heaven.  But it’s still important to me, and
I’d like to have that chance.  And I know that you want to keep your
schedule and all, but I’m just not ready for you to fulfill that yet.  So,
please come back another time.”

The Reaper cupped his hands over his mouth, fragmenting the glow
of light from his face into a prismatic rainbow.  The streamers above
cast colorful shadows against the walls from the sea of illumination that
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filled  the  room.   The  pinwheel  of  discoing  colors  made  Norman
temporarily dizzy.  The Reaper checked his watch.

“You know I  can’t  keep dipping out like this,”  said the Reaper
solemnly.  “You now have thirty seconds to atone for your sins.”

Norman tried to sit up in protest, but his body was too weak.
“Please let me have a little while longer,” he begged.  “Please give

me this dream.”
After about ten seconds of staring at his watch, the Reaper rubbed

his forehead.  Another five seconds later, he reached into his cloak and
pulled out a wooden clipboard with a legal pad attached.  He thumbed
through the pad’s yellow pages.

“Okay,” he said, “it looks like I’m going to be running late once
again, pardon the pun.  So, I’ll make a deal with you.  And understand
that this is the last deal you’ll get with me.  As I told you earlier, I’ve
been trying to play a game of Black Jack for the last hundred years, but
I’ve been very, very busy.”

The Reaper put his clipboard away with one hand and pulled out a
deck of cards with the other.  The cards he held looked very old, but
they seemed hardly used.  The Reaper smiled as he shuffled them Vegas
style.

“I really wanted to finish that game because I had a great hand,” he
continued.  “We didn’t bet anything of course because the only things
we own are cloaks,  sickles, watches, clipboards,  and cards.   Bear in
mind that we all have the same possessions, so there’s nothing to gain
by betting.  That is unless of course one of us decides he wants two
sickles.  But, I think the other guy walking around without any sickle
distorts the image that  we have adopted  for ourselves,  and then our
whole business would change to monastery work or boxing.  Therefore
we don’t bet.”

“So, why play at all?” asked Norman.
“That’s not the point I’m trying to make.  The point I’m making is

that I want to play five games of Black Jack because frankly I’d like to
finish a game for once.  Now, if you can beat me three times within the
five game set, I’ll not only leave you alone now, I won’t show my face
again until sometime after the New Year.  Do we have a deal?”

“What if I lose?”
“Then you have to  come with me right now without putting up

another  fuss,  so  that  I  won’t  have to  push my scheduling back any
further than I already have.  Do we have a deal?”

“If I say no?”
“Saying no is the same as losing.  Do we have a deal?”
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Norman thought about the question, but wasn’t sure what to say.
The answer seemed pretty simple, but he was never good at Black Jack.
In fact, he wasn’t very good at any card game he played.  If he said yes,
he knew he would lose.  But then again, the Reaper hadn’t played in a
hundred years, so maybe he would be rusty too.  Besides, saying yes
was the only way he would’ve had even a remote chance of seeing the
next century.

“Are you going to give me an answer?” asked the Reaper.
“Yes,” said Norman.
“Yes, you’ll give me an answer, or yes, you’ll play the game?”
“Both.”
The Reaper smiled.
“Great,” he said, “then let’s shake on it.”
The Reaper extended his hand.  Norman scoffed at him.
“Nice try,” said Norman.  “Let’s just play the game.”
“I wasn’t trying to trick you.  It’s a legitimate handshake.”
“Just deal the cards.”
Without wasting anymore time, the Reaper dealt the first card to

Norman and the second card to himself.  Norman still found it very
difficult to move, but there was enough strength left in his fingers to
grasp  what the Reaper  handed him.  When the Reaper  repeated  his
dealings to Norman and to himself, Norman almost dropped the second
card.  However, he managed to hold them after willing his own success,
and had enough endurance left over to take a look at his cards.  He had
a King and an Ace in his hand.

“Hit or stick?” asked the Reaper.
“How do we play this again?” asked Norman.
“You have to get twenty-one.”
“How do I know if I have twenty-one?”
“Count the numbers on the card.  Face cards are worth ten.  Do you

want to hit or stick?”
“The symbols in the middle also tell me how much something is

worth, right?”
“Yes, but it’s easier to count by the number in the corner.”
“Mine’s pretty easy to count.  Okay, I’ll hit.”
The Reaper dealt Norman another card.  This time Norman stuck.

The Reaper held on with his first two cards.  After both agreed that the
dealing for the first round was completed, they each revealed their cards
to one another.  Norman had a three on top of his King and Ace, while
the Reaper had two face cards.

“Which card did I deal you last?” asked the Reaper.
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“The three,” said Norman.  “Why?”
“Well, an Ace paired with a face card is Black Jack.  You hit on a

Black  Jack.   You  just  lost  a  round  on  a  hand  that  you  would’ve
automatically won had you stuck.”

“Well, I’m sorry, I was never good at this game.”
“Okay, well if you want to have your dream come true, now is the

time to get good at it.  Try again.”
The Reaper carefully dealt out the hands for Round Two.  Once

again Norman struggled to tighten his grip on the little skinny pieces of
cardstock, but his determination to win kept him triumphant in the game
of strength.  When he caught a glimpse of his hand, Norman thought it
looked a little more promising this time—assuming that he understood
the rules a little better.

“Hit or stick?” asked the Reaper.
Norman had nineteen points  in his hand, so he decided  to hold

what he had.  The Reaper stuck on his hand as well.  After a two-second
stare  down,  they  both  showed  what  they  had.   The  Reaper  had
seventeen points.

“Okay, good,” said the Reaper.  “You won that round.  I think you
understand now.  Let’s keep going.  We’re one-to-one.”

The Reaper dealt the hands for Round Three, this time setting the
cards  very  gently  next  to  Norman’s  liver-spotted  hands.   Norman
scraped up a Jack and a five.  It wasn’t the pair that he wanted, but he
didn’t think it would be possible to return them to the deck, so he kept
them.  He looked up to catch a glimpse of the Reaper smiling at his
cards.  The Reaper shrugged back at him.

“What?” he said.   “So, I  never developed a Poker face.   Hit  or
stick?”

Norman felt fifteen points were much too low to win the hand, so
he asked for another card.  The Reaper granted his request and passed
another one along.  Norman looked at the new card and was satisfied.

“Okay, show ‘em,” said the Reaper.
Norman revealed his stunning hand of a Jack, a five, and a nine.
“Read ‘em and weep,” he said.
“That’s twenty-four.”
“That’s right.  My best hand yet.  What do you have?”
“Norman, anything over twenty-one is bust.  That means you lose

again.”
Norman disappointedly looked at his cards.  He really thought he

had a good hand this time.
“What did you have?” asked Norman.
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The Reaper spread his cards to reveal a ten and an eight.  Norman
felt his neck tense up.

“Think we could play Bingo instead?” he continued.  “I’m much
better at that.”

“Norman, listen to me.  If I win one more time, it’s over and you
come with me.  If you really want to stay, you have to understand the
rules and start beating me.  Got it?”

“Just deal the cards and get this over with.”
The Reaper dealt the fourth hand.  Norman managed to get a seven

and a three.  When the Reaper asked hit or stick, he told him to hit.  The
Reaper dealt him another card.  Norman looked at it to see that it was a
two.  He told the Reaper to hit again.  The Reaper dealt him a seven.
Norman stuck.  Then the Reaper decided to hit.  Norman wasn’t sure if
that was good or bad, but there was nothing he could do but wait.  At
the end  of  the  round,  they laid  their  cards  down.  The  Reaper  had
eighteen points to Norman’s nineteen.  Another victory for his corner.

“Okay, Norman,” said the Reaper.  “We’re tied at two points each.
Remember, this next hand is the last one.  Whoever wins this will win
the whole game.  So, I’d suggest you play like you’ve never played
before because this is your last chance.”

“Can I hit you with a bat?” asked Norman.
“That’s not what I meant.  Just do the best you can.”
The Reaper dealt the final hand.  Norman felt the sweat reach the

surface of his forehead as he took what could have been the final cards
of his life.  He looked at the first one and breathed.  It was a five.  He
looked at the second one and gulped.  It was a seven.  He carefully did
the math in his head.  He realized he had twelve so far.  Then he heard
the words come out of the Reaper’s mouth.

“Hit or stick?” he asked.
Norman looked at his cards again, feeling completely unsatisfied

by what he had.  Twelve seemed like such an unstable number to him.
On the upside, judging by the law of math and statistics he would’ve
had a pretty decent chance at getting a good number that could have
brought him close to twenty-one, and that certainly would have been
preferable.  However, on the downside, he knew that if he drew a low
number, like a two or a three, it would’ve been too close to twenty-one
to make drawing again comfortable, while remaining too low to actually
be  a  winning hand.  That  was a  bad place  to  be.   But,  the laws of
numbers also showed that he could never win if he kept his hand the
way it was, so it would have only been wise to hit.  So, he did.

He picked up a ten.
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Norman stared at his hand for a couple seconds, before the Reaper
interrupted his thoughts.

“Are we good, or do you want to hit again?” he asked.
“I’ll stick,” said Norman.
He wasn’t sure what he was more disappointed with—not being

able to make it to the new century and thus forsaking yet another dream,
or  having  to  die  in  a  hospital  bed  with  all  these  wires  and  stuff
connected to him, feeling trapped like a caged science rat.  He figured
he probably should have been willing to accept it, but then he would’ve
made himself into a crusty old man for nothing.  Maybe there was still
time to bargain with the Reaper.  He got this far on dodging the sickle.
There was also the possibility that the Reaper could have had a change
of  heart  and  let  him  stay  until  the  new  century  anyway.   But,
realistically he had been too lenient already.  Perhaps the dreams of the
new century weren’t really meant for him.  It was possible that he just
needed to give it all up.

“Uh oh,” said the Reaper, “I feel my watch going off.  That means
it’s an emergency.  I have to go.”

“Go where?” asked Norman.
“To my next walk-in appointment.  I have to forfeit, so I guess you

win.  Congratulations.”
“I what?”
“Remember, the deal is that you come with me the next time I see

you.  Now, close your eyes, Norman.  Hurry.”
“But—”
“Close your eyes.”
Norman closed his eyes.  When he reopened them, the Reaper was

gone.  The Reaper had left and he still remained.  It didn’t make sense.
Norman closed his  eyes again to see  if  he had been dreaming.  He
reopened them to see that he was in fact still there.  His hand was a
bust, but he still won.  After a moment of spinning the questions around
in his head, Norman realized that the Reaper had left his deck of cards
behind.  Curious by his unexpected turn of events, Norman checked the
Reaper’s hand to see how badly he lost.  The Reaper busted too.

The singsong tweets of chirping birds disturbed Norman from his
long night of restful sleep.  When he opened his eyes, he discovered his
sheets  glowing  from  the  effects  of  the  morning  sunshine.   Upon
reaching for his glasses, he discovered once again a new day reporting
to him old news.  As usual, the rays of the sun pricked through the thick
canopy of  leaves  that  crowned the  oak tree,  and  shone through his
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window in fragments, shifting the light as the wind shifted the leaves.
Like always,  the chirping birds  serenaded him from a place that  he
could not quite identify.  Once again for the umpteenth time, he had
nothing notable to look forward to for the day.  All in all, waking up
almost seemed pointless.

Even though he was sure the nurses would come by soon to round
him and the other able-bodied residents into the cafeteria for breakfast,
he thought that it would be better to start the day trying to figure out
where those birds were coming from.  They had been waking him up
every morning for the last two weeks, and he thought that it might make
him feel better if he knew where they perched.  He felt a sharp pain in
his back as he tried to sit up, but it slowly went away after he took a few
deep breaths.  Once the pain completely subsided, he looked out the
window to see what he could discover.  He spotted the birds perching
near the top of the big oak tree.  He tried to open up the window to call
them, but it was locked.  Instead, he tapped on the window to get their
attention.

“Good morning, Mr. Jenson,” said a chipper voice from behind.
“Ready for your medicine?”

Norman pressed his face against the glass.  He didn’t want anything
else to do with medicine.

“Mr. Jenson?” continued the voice.
The slight clack of heeled shoes steadily approached him.  His face

slid down the glass about an inch.
“Please go away,” he muttered.  “I’ve had enough medicine in my

lifetime to kill me.  Don’t give me anymore.”
“Sir, are you sure you don’t want any medicine?  It might make you

feel better.”
Norman looked beyond the oak tree to see the old gray-bearded

man riding his mower in the graveyard across the way.  For a moment
he wished he were the man mowing the lawn.  He didn’t feel envious
simply because the man was cutting grass, but rather because the man
was breathing some fresh air.  He really wanted some fresh air.

“Do you really want to help me?” he asked.
“I wouldn’t be here if I didn’t.”
“Then could you see if my cane has ever been returned?  I would

really like to go for a walk again.”
“Yes, I can do that.  I’ll be back in just a moment.”
The heeled shoes clacked away from the bed and promptly exited

the  room.  He breathed  a  sigh of  relief  as  the  possibility  of  minor
freedom entered his mind.  
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Norman  continued  to  look  out  the  window to  see  if  he  could
discover a new story to tell.  He watched the birds hop from branch to
branch as  they continued to  sing their  mysterious  songs,  enchanting
those who happened to listen.  As he observed their unique methods of
life, he wondered what it would be like to fly, to be able to go wherever
he wanted whenever he wanted.   For  a moment he dreamed that  he
would know the answer someday.  As the fantasy continued he thought
that maybe today would be that day.

The footsteps returned a few moments later.
“I found your cane, Mr. Jenson,” said the voice.  “Someone left it

at the nurses’ station.”
Norman  turned  around  to  see  the  nurse  from the  Bingo  game

standing just inside his doorway.  She smiled at him as she set his cane
next to his bed.

“The halls are beautiful today,” she continued.  “They are covered
with new spring decorations.  I think you’ll love them.”

Norman reached for his trusty cane and set his feet to the floor.
“There isn’t much that I love anymore,” he said.  “What good is

spring if I’m stuck in here?”
“Well, we tried to make it as close to spring in here as we possibly

could.  We sprayed some spring-scented aerosol in the halls and living
areas this morning.  Now they smell like rivers and a field of flowers.”

Norman scuffed his feet along the wooden panels of his polished
floor, doing his best to wake them up.

“Truthfully, I think I’d just like to die now.  I’m sick of seeing this
room.”

“If you’re unhappy with the room, we could move you.”
Norman thought about her offer, but decided that she missed the

point.
“No, I just want out of here,” he said.
He gripped his cane tightly as he stared blankly at the floor.
“You know, it’s funny,” he continued.  “I tried so hard to fight

death so that I  could see the new century, but now that I’ve seen it,
death won’t come when I want it to.  I can’t win here.”

“Would milk and cookies cheer you up?”
Norman almost smiled at her offbeat remark, but he couldn’t find

the strength to raise the corners of his lips.
“No, I’d rather just be left alone,” he said.
“Okay, well holler if you change your mind about the medicine.  I

won’t be far away.”
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The  nurse  set  a  half-empty glass  of  water  on  top  of  Norman’s
nightstand and walked out the door.  She whistled as she rounded the
corner.   The  sound of  her  chirps  casually receded  until  all  Norman
could hear was the tone of raucous hallway noise clutter.

Norman  felt  relieved  to  have  his  cane  in  hand  again.   The
separation he endured for the last few months was maddening, so the
idea of him being able to escape the confines of a small section of the
building was pleasant to him.  He placed his other hand overtop his first
to secure his hold on the object.  As he felt comfortable gripping the
metal hook tightly for the first time in a long time, he attempted to stand
with it.   At first  the sensation of standing without a chair  was a bit
unsettling to him, since four legs were certainly more stable than one,
but  he  adjusted  to  the  cane  relatively  quickly.   He  decided  to  try
walking with it.

Norman managed to make it out into the hall without falling down.
The routine almost felt natural to him again.  He wanted to grab for the
railing alongside the wall just in case he needed that extra support, but
he decided it would be better to practice without it.  He walked down
the center of the skinny hall, taking in all the spring cardboard designs,
smelling the fresh flower-scented aerosol.  He thought the new setup
was much more pleasing than the cold, white winter designs of the last
season, and the smell of meadows and roses outweighed the joys of
smelling  urine  and  bandages  by  leaps  and  bounds.   Unfortunately
though,  the  change in  atmosphere  still  wasn’t  enough to  make  him
completely happy.

When he got to the end of the hall successfully, he decided to try
walking to the television room.  After making that trip without falling,
he headed for the cafeteria.   As his tiny journey around the nursing
home progressed, his legs and his back became more steadily adjusted.
His balance improved and his stamina increased as he rounded the halls
of the south wing.  As he carefully approached the doors to the picnic
area, he figured he might have even been able to loosen his grip on his
cane.

“What are you doing out of your room, Mr. Jenson?” muttered a
voice from behind.

Norman  turned  around  to  see  a  grumpy  looking  nurse  with  a
mustache standing just outside an office with her thick arms crossed.
He smiled at the behemoth.

“I’m walking again,” he said.
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“You know that you’re supposed to stay in your room, don’t you?”
she replied.  “We kept your cane from you so that you would stay put.
Who gave it to you?”

Norman clutched his cane tightly, fearing that the female gorilla in
white would steal it from him and knock him to the ground, forcefully
sweeping him back to his cold and empty room.  His knees trembled as
he stared at her pulsing Adam’s Apple.

“I’ll go back to my room after awhile,” he whispered.  “Just let me
enjoy this moment, please?  Grant this old soul one more dream before
he passes on.”

“Oh, stop being so dramatic.”
The nurse looked at her watch.
“Okay, you got five minutes,” she continued.  “Then somebody has

to take you back.  Is that understood?”
Norman  nodded,  though  he  did  it  more  for  show  than  for

compliance.  The thought of having only five minutes left to enjoy his
freedom seemed far too short for comfort.  But he didn’t argue with the
nurse because he knew the rationalization of the nursing staff was far
below that of a convicted serial killer, and he really didn’t want to test
her.   So  he  left  it  alone  and  accepted  her  graciousness.   Upon his
agreement, the nurse uncrossed her arms and knuckle-walked back into
her office.  When her door closed to a crack, he continued on his way.

He headed back for the cafeteria.
The cafeteria didn’t have much going on when he arrived, so he

walked toward  the  guest  area.   On many occasions  in  the  past,  he
encountered  numerous  unfamiliar  faces  taking  up  seats  in  the
entertainment section of the guestroom, watching television or reading
magazines  as  they  waited.   They  were  typically  young  families
consisted of mothers and children each visiting at least one older loved
one of their preferred choosing.  Every day revealed someone new, and
each new face meant a new adventure or story to tell.  Remembering
those days of old, he thought that maybe he could relive some of those
fond memories of talking to nice people if he took up a seat near the
magazine rack.  When he arrived, he didn’t find anyone new sitting on
the leather sofas, but a few residents sat just outside the front door in
their wheelchairs.  So he thought he would go out there and greet them
instead.

As soon as he stepped outside, Norman caught a cool fresh breeze
in his face.  It was a bit chilly, but certainly refreshing to his skin.  He
also  caught  sight  of  the  beautiful  blue  sky and  the  lush green  park
across the street.  As a flock of birds soared low overhead, signifying
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the first real sign of animation that he had seen in the last few months,
he realized that the true feeling of spring was unlike any falsity he had
felt  in quite some time.  The crispness of the air recharged his dull
senses, something of which had been steadily repressed since the nurses
started locking him in his room.  As he embraced the feeling of change,
he stepped further away from the front door, hoping to catch a better
whiff of the breeze that blew through.  Goosebumps covered his skin as
the cool air touched his spine.

It didn’t take long for Norman to realize that the outdoors would
have made for a much more suitable place of habitat than the little stale
box he called a room.  The singing birds might have woken him up
often in the past, but their tweets were far more pleasant than the wails
and whines of  old  ladies  in  pain.   Sleeping on the grass  may have
invited creepy crawly things to take adventures up his pant legs, but the
softness of the earth would have been much more soothing to his back
than his hard and uncomfortable bed.  The thought of living out here
instead of inside the frigid walls of the nursing home was remarkably
attractive to Norman, but he knew he had to return to his room soon, so
he tried not  to get too attached to  the new environment, or  his new
dream.  But he wanted to savor his remaining time to the best of his
ability.   As  he  tried  to  let  everything  soak  in,  the  sound  of  the
lawnmower in the graveyard became louder.

He never met the man who mowed the lawn at the graveyard.  The
truth  was  that  he  didn’t  think  he  ever  really  wanted  to,  but  most
mornings the lawnmower and the man who rode it were the only signs
of life that Norman had to awake to.  So he figured it wouldn’t hurt to
say hello for once, since it was obvious the man would probably never
come to him.

When Norman managed to walk to the graveyard, he leaned onto
his cane to garner firm support.  He stood fast near the first gravestone
as he waved to get the old man’s attention.  It took a moment or two,
but the old man finally noticed him, just as his arm started getting tired.
The old man stopped his mower and flipped a button to cut  off the
engine.

“Hello,” said Norman.  “So, we finally meet.”
“I beg your pardon?” asked the man.
“You never came to my window to say hello, so I’m coming over

here.”
The man looked confused.  He stroked his long white beard, while

his eyes darted back and forth from here to there.  Even though he must
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have  been  asking  himself  a  thousand  silent  questions  a  minute,  he
smiled anyway.

“Oh, well hello,” he said cheerfully.
“Does  mowing the  graveyard  ever  get  under  your  skin?”  asked

Norman.
The man continued to stroke his beard as his eyes looked toward

the ground.
“Well, sometimes it does.  But, the way I figure it, I gotta live here

someday soon, so I should do what I can to make it look nice.  It’s not
always comforting, but it’s what I do.”

“Well,  you’re doing a fine job.   It’s the only thing I get  to see
anymore.  This and that big oak tree over there.  I wish I could see
more, but I’m too old to complain about it.  So, this is the view I have.”

The man draped his arms over the steering wheel, letting one hand
hang lower than the other one.

“What would you rather see?” asked the man.
“The beach,” said Norman.  “I’ve been spending the last fifteen

years hoping I could see the beach again.  There’s something about the
salty air that makes me happy.  But, those nurses won’t let anybody take
me out of here.  They say I’m too old to leave the premises.  Now they
say I’m too old to leave my room.  I think my health is really good for a
hundred-year-old man, but they don’t agree.  They think I’m incapable
of taking care of myself.  The only thing that would possibly change
their mind now this late in my life is a family member who agrees to
take me home and hire a nurse to permanently care for me.”

“Is that legal?”
“I don’t know, but they seem to think it is.  It’s a terrible way to

spend the last days of my life, I think.  I used to travel all over the place
when I was younger.  I even fought in the First World War toward the
end of it.  In my prime I got to experience the world and its cultures at
its finest.  Now all I have to experience are enemas and oak trees.”

“But, can you say you’ve enjoyed your life so far?”
“I haven’t enjoyed my life since I got here.  That much I can say.

But, then again, that’s why I want to get out of here.”
The old man smiled as he casually rubbed his hands together.
“Well, I think I can empathize with you somewhat.  I’m close to

having to check-in there myself.  My kids say I’m getting senile, but I
remember everything they say.  If  anything, they’re the ones getting
senile.  It seems like they don’t ever remember anything I say.  But,
that’s the way we were meant to be I guess.”
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Norman nodded.  He looked at the sky again to make sure it was
still blue.  A few of the birds that were in the oak tree flew overhead.

“Well,” he said, “I guess I should head back inside.  Those nurses
are  probably  getting  the  bloodhounds  ready  for  me,  so  I  should
probably go.  But, please come by and say hello sometime whenever
you’re out here.”

The  man nodded  but made no  reply.   Instead  he looked in  the
direction of the nursing home and paused.  A moment passed before he
made  anymore  movements.   Suddenly,  the  man  stepped  off  his
lawnmower and slowly walked over to Norman.  Norman wasn’t quite
sure what prompted the man to dethrone himself from his tiny vehicle,
but he extended his hand in case the man wanted to shake it.  However,
instead of  giving Norman a traditional  handshake goodbye,  the man
gently pulled him toward the lawnmower.

“What are you doing?” asked Norman.
“I had a good friend who resided in there some time ago, and died

without ever having his last wish come true.  The nurses in there did to
him what you say they’re doing to you.  So, I can’t in good conscience
let you go back there without having your last wish come true.”

“You mean, you’re going to help me?”
“Tell me which window is yours, so that I can get whatever you

think you might need for the trip.”
Norman  didn’t  believe  this  man  was  for  real,  but  he  pointed

anyway.  The  next thing he knew, the  man went inside  the  nursing
home,  and  came  back  out  a  few  minutes  later  carrying  some  of
Norman’s stuff.  He approached Norman and handed him a blanket,
along with some slippers, and the deck of cards.  Norman bundled up
the shoes and the cards inside the blanket.

“Okay,” said the man, “get on the lawnmower quickly.  The nurses
are looking for you, and it won’t be long before they come out here.”

“Are you sure you want to do this?”
“Just get on.  This thing doesn’t go very fast, so we have to get

moving now if we’re to make a clean break.”
Norman decided not to argue the man’s logic, but pretended that he

was trustworthy enough to  get  him far  away from the  group home.
Obeying  his  command,  Norman  hopped  onto  the  lawnmower  and
secured himself while the old man took the seat in front of him.  As the
man turned the little key, the engine ripped the tranquillity apart.  A
moment later,  after the machine gave a quick lurch, the two geezers
took off out of there and headed for the main road.
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***

The old men traveled down highways and back roads for a few
hours when the lawnmower started to sputter.  A majority of the journey
had been spent looking at foliage along the side of the road, but now a
few structures came into view.  The engine released pop after pop as the
machine  drew closer  to  remote  signs  of  civilization.   Now that  the
lawnmower started to jerk as it moved, the timing couldn’t have been
better.  The old man drove the tiny vehicle into the nearest gas station
and parked it at the pump.  The engine cut out a moment later.

“Do you have any money on you?” asked the old man.
Norman shook his head.  The last time he had any money on him,

Reagan was trying to  defeat  communism.  Meanwhile,  the  old  man
checked his pocket and pulled out a few bills.  He cycled through each
one before putting them away again.

“Well, we have a slight dilemma,” he said.  “I only have enough
money to get the lawnmower back to my cottage at the graveyard.  We
could keep going, but I know there won’t be enough gas to finish the
trip.”

Norman  wasn’t  quite  sure  what  to  think  about  the  situation.
Although the thought of spending three hours on the road for nothing
wasn’t exactly disappointing to him, he would’ve liked it more if he
were able to reach his destination.  Certainly he appreciated getting out
of his stuffy room for a change, but the seat on the lawnmower was
quite uncomfortable.  All in all he figured it was just not meant to be.

“Okay, forget it,” said Norman.  “Let’s just go back.  I should’ve
just let my life end when I had the chance.”

The old man carefully rotated his torso around just enough to show
Norman the corner of his left eye.

“There is, however, one more option,” he said.  “Do you still want
to go to the beach?”

“Yes, I do.”
The man nodded.  Before Norman could figure out what he was up

to, the old man dismounted the lawnmower and slowly walked toward
the pay phone next to the convenience store.  He picked up the receiver,
placed it up to his ear, and popped a couple coins into the coin slot.
Norman tried to use his palms to iron out the wrinkles in his back while
he waited for the old man to complete his call.

A moment later, the old man hung up the phone and walked back
to his lawnmower.  His cheeks looked a bit rosy from the smile he had
on his face.
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“Well, it looks as though you’ll make it to the beach after all,” he
said.  “Does Daytona sound okay to you?”

“Sure, any beach is fine.  Why?”
“Well, my son is on his way over there with a bunch of his friends

for the week, and I asked them to come pick us up.  Is that okay with
you?”

Norman nodded.  He didn’t see any reason to argue this.

A couple hours slowly passed as Norman and the old man sat next
to an ice dispenser, staring at the sky.  Shortly before this moment, the
old man had reached his hand inside the machine and scooped out a tiny
mound  of  ice  for  him  and  Norman  to  eat.   The  ice  had  almost
completely melted by now, but Norman agreed at the very least that
what he consumed was refreshing.  As the remaining droplets of water
dripped from his fingers,  Norman steadily counted the clouds in the
sky.  Most of them were like tiny cotton balls floating thousands of feet
above him, but a few monster-sized vapors pushed through the weaker
ones.  Norman managed to count nearly seventeen individual masses
when the silence was interrupted by a thunderous sound of motors.  The
old man stood up and smiled.

“That sounds like Bobby and his friends,” he said.
Norman hoisted himself up with his cane to get a better look at the

road.  The sounds that came from out of nowhere had gotten louder and
louder, so much that it started to hurt his ears.  He waited a moment to
see if the noises would go away, but they didn’t.  They just continued to
rise in levels.  The waves of volume rolled in increasing swells until the
engines were all that he could hear.  Then suddenly he saw what he
assumed he was waiting for.  A fleet of Harley-Davidson motorcycles
flowed into the parking lot from behind the thick wooded vegetation at
the corner of the property, rolling in like royalty.  A thick-bearded man
toward the front of the group rode up to Norman and his new friend,
refusing  to  wave  to  either,  but  still  pointedly  focused  to  get  their
attention.  He stopped his bike less than two feet away and promptly cut
off the engine.  As the engine died out, the biker took off his sunglasses.

“Hey, dad,” he said.  “Is this the guy we’re taking with us?”
“Yep, this is, what’s your name?” asked the old man.
“Norman Jenson.”
“This is Norman Jenson.  He’s a good friend of mine who wants to

see the beach once more before his time is  up.   He’s already spent
enough  of  his  time  being  mistreated  by  bureaucrats  with  nursing
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degrees, so take good care of him, and make sure he gets there in one
piece.  If he doesn’t, I’ll flog you.  Is that understood?”

“Yes, dad, I got it.”
The biker removed a helmet from the back of his bike and handed

it to Norman.  Norman looked at it a bit funny, wondering what he was
expected to do with it.  Last time he had been on a motorcycle, helmets
weren’t required, so the thought of wearing one seemed a bit odd.  But
he took the biker’s cue anyway and placed it on top of his head.  A
moment later he fastened the chinstrap as best as he could and waited
for the biker’s next instruction.  The biker reached into his saddlebag
and pulled out a pair of sunglasses.  After checking for lens flare, he
gave  the  glasses  to  Norman  to  wear.   Norman  gladly  placed  the
sunglasses over his eyes and gave the biker the thumbs up.

“Remember,” said the old man, “he’s a hundred years old, so don’t
be reckless, okay?”

“Dad,” said the biker, “I got it.  Don’t worry.  Now why don’t you
call someone to carry you and your lawnmower back?  You shouldn’t
be driving that thing on the road.”

“Don’t worry about me.   Worry about your own driving.  Take
good care of my friend.”

The old man patted Norman on the back.
“Norman,” he said, “enjoy yourself today.  If you time it right, you

won’t have to come back.”
Timing it right was certainly one of Norman’s secret hopes.  He

didn’t say anything about it though.  He figured the old man would just
assume that he already gave it a thought.

“You take care too,” said Norman.  “Keep my future home nice
and green.”

Within a few more moments of making adjustments, the fleet of
motorcycles flooded back onto the road.  It  had been decades  since
Norman  last  rode  a  motorcycle,  but  the  feeling  rekindled  old
excitement.  And even though he couldn’t hear himself scream over the
saturating sounds of ridiculously loud engines, Norman cheered at the
rush of feeling the wind blow hard against his face and the sight of the
pavement speeding below at what felt like the sound barrier.

The contours of the coarse beach sand bent and bound against the
tiny blanket that laid underneath Norman’s back.  The gentle rumble of
the ocean’s waves danced humbly in his ears, performing a percussion
of nature that topped anything he had heard in many years.  The songs
of  seagulls  rode  in  unison  with the  tunes  of  the  seaside,  topping  a
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symphony that had been booming for hours.  Chatty voices of young
and old tourists filled in the remaining notes to complete the score of
his naptime dreams.

Norman awoke to see a bright blue sky stretching from the edge of
the ocean to the deep horizon of hotel buildings and other city wildlife.
He put on his glasses to see clusters of beach people strutting around in
denim shorts  and  uniquely shaped  swimsuits.   Some  people  walked
along the shoreline, while others took shelter under umbrellas in the
sand, while others still jumped and ducked waves in the ocean.  The sun
hit the sand with major light intensity, so he placed a pair of sunglasses
over his regular glasses to shield his eyes from the rays.

The rich salty air flowed in and out around him, clearing out his
lungs from all the stuffiness he endured for years at the nursing home.
For the first time in a long time he felt as though he could truly breathe.
As he took a deep breath to fully fill his lungs with great breathing air, a
little red Frisbee zipped by, crashing into the sand a few feet away.  As
he watched a young teenager run past him to retrieve it, a familiar voice
sounded behind him.

“Hey, Grandpa,” said the mysterious voice from a few feet away.
“Long time, no see.”

Suddenly startled  for  the  first  time  since  the  holidays,  Norman
anxiously flipped over on his belly to see the owner of the mysterious
voice face-to-face.  Only the owner of the voice wasn’t so mysterious
after all, but rather possessed the facial features of both his youngest
son and his daughter-in-law.  The visage and the moment became nearly
overwhelming for him to bear.  It took a second or two for Norman to
remember how to speak.

“Jimmy,”  he  finally  spoke,  “how did  you find  me?   And what
happened to you?”

Jimmy, his grandson, carefully knelt down in the sand a couple feet
from Norman’s shoulder.  His face was scratched and he wore an arm
sling.  Norman noticed him wincing as his knees touched the earth.

“Well,” said Jimmy softly, “the two are kind of related.  I got into a
really bad accident a few weeks ago, and this man came to visit me.  At
first he said he was going to take me on a trip to a place I have never
seen before, but decided at the last minute that it would be better if I
stayed where I was for the time being.  After a brief summary of his
reasons  for  keeping  me  put,  he  added  that  you  were  disappointed
because I hadn’t come to visit for awhile, and that you thought I was
ungrateful to you.  The man told me where I could find you, just in case
I felt the need to prove that I’m not ungrateful.”
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“Are you ungrateful, Jimmy?”
“Of course not, Grandpa.  I’ve just been busy.  You know how it is.

I wanted to come so many times, but my schedule wouldn’t allow it.”
“Couldn’t you have made time for me anyway?”
“I tried on several occasions, but it took a major accident to finally

free up my schedule.  I  guess that's inexcusable,  and I apologize for
that.  But I’m here now, aren’t I?  Congratulations on your hundredth
birthday.”

Norman wanted to  argue about his grandson’s oversight,  but he
thought that maybe it was just better to appreciate everything as it was.
He thanked Jimmy for making the effort to find him out here, and asked
him to continue to do what he thought was best for the moment.

“Thanks for understanding,” said Jimmy.  “I’m not ungrateful.”
“I know you’re not,” said Norman.  “But, if you don’t mind, I’d

like to just stare at the waves right now.  I’m not feeling so well, so I
just want to relax.  If you want to come back a little later, we can talk
then.”

“Okay, I’ll do that.  Enjoy your afternoon and I’ll see you again
soon.”

Jimmy  reached  out  and  hugged  his  grandfather  with  one  arm
around  the  back.   Norman  couldn’t  remember  the  last  time  his
grandchildren hugged him, but he appreciated the gesture.  He returned
the affection with a pat on his grandson’s back.

“Thanks for coming out, Jimmy.  It was good to see you again.
Give the family my love and tell  them I’ll see them again someday.
Take care.”

Jimmy broke  from the  hug,  but  took  a  moment  to  turn  away.
Norman noticed  a  grave  but  noble  look  in  his  grandson’s  face  that
signified that he knew the deeper context of his words.  Jimmy didn’t
say anything further, but nodded that he understood.  Norman smiled as
his grandson reciprocated the pat on the back.

After Jimmy stood up from the sand and smiled at his grandfather
one  more  time,  he  turned  away and  headed  for  the  pier.   Norman
watched as he trekked up the sand and vanished among the crowds of
people.

“He’s going to have a long and meaningful life,” said a voice from
behind.  “Those scars will heal quickly.”

“I hope so,” said Norman.  “He’s my grandson.”
Norman looked back toward the ocean, where he saw the Reaper

sitting close by digging a trench in the sand.  Somehow he knew the two
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of them would meet again here.  He sat up to get a better look at the
phantom of the beach.

“Did you know you left your cards in the hospital the last time you
saw me?” he said.

The Reaper carried a blank expression on his face as he felt around
the inside of his cloak.  Meanwhile, Norman reached into his slippers,
pulled out the deck of cards, and placed them at the foot of his blanket.
The Reaper reached for the cards and placed them back into his cloak.

“Thanks for  saving them,” he said.   “I would’ve spent the next
century looking for them if you hadn’t.”

Norman smiled at the remark.  Somehow he believed the Reaper
would’ve forgotten about the deck entirely if he hadn’t kept them.

“Do you remember the last hand we played?” asked Norman.  “The
one that was supposed to decide my fate?”

“Yes, I remember well.  I remember I had something come up that
round.”

“Well, I busted on that hand.  Technically I should’ve lost.  So, I
just thought you should know about it in case it mattered anything.”

The Reaper smiled as he continued to dig in the sand.
“Well, it doesn’t matter now because you got to see your dreams

come true once more.  I  know that’s what you really wanted, so it’s
okay.”

Norman  watched  a  couple  seagulls  fly  by  as  he  processed  the
reality that his last few dreams did in fact come to pass.  But somehow
he still didn’t feel completed.

“Truthfully,” he said, “the new century has yet to impress me.  The
beach is nice, but I’m too old to really enjoy it.   When I was much
younger, I would come to the beach to try to pick up on the women.
But now I couldn’t do that, even if I had a million bucks.”

“Well, actually you could, but you don’t, so you won’t.”
“Thanks.  Anyway, I’m tired, I’m still hurting, and I think I just

want to lie here and listen to the waves.  It’s not exactly the picture of
excitement of a man who once traveled the world, but that’s where I’m
at now.  Don’t get me wrong, I’m content,  but it’s not what I  need
anymore.”

The Reaper nodded as if he already knew.
“Norman,” he said, “do you remember what I told you the last time

we met?  I said that the next time we got together there would be no
more bargaining.  Well,  I’m here now, so this is the time.  Are you
ready to come with me?”

“Is there any way you can make me younger?”
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“No, Norman.  The only thing I can do is, well, you know what I’m
good at.”

Norman didn’t feel like fighting the cloaked agent of the afterlife
any longer.  As the Reaper pointed out moments ago, Norman’s last
remaining dreams came to pass, so there really wasn’t any need for him
to continue the battle for this life.  Even if there were other dreams to
look  forward  to,  he  just  couldn’t  take  the  physical  pain  of  aging
anymore.  His days had been spent wondering when this moment would
come, and he thought that maybe it was better just to accept it now than
to keep anticipating it.  This time he was ready to submit.

Norman reached for his cane and carefully stood up, doing his best
to minimize the discomfort of moving.  The Reaper meanwhile stood up
and brushed the sand off his gown.  He slid his sleeve back and checked
his watch.  Norman took a deep breath as he awaited the Reaper’s next
move.

“Norman,” said the Reaper, “are you satisfied with your life?  Not
like I can change it or anything, but I’d just like to know.  You’ve been
very stubborn lately, so I just want to know if you’re satisfied.  Are
you?”

Norman stared at the ocean again.  The rippling waves contained
beautiful shades of blue and white, breaking with foam the same way
his root bear used to do whenever it sloshed around in the mug.  On the
beach he noticed the people that walked around laughing and cheering
the way that he used to when he was younger, tossing footballs  and
Frisbees around, enjoying all the luxuries of life that he enjoyed in his
youth.  Toward the pier he saw people eating hot dogs and enjoying
greasy  lunches  with  each  other,  laughing  at  the  random jokes  they
shared.  He remembered how trips to the hot dog stand used to excite
him on sunny days in the spring, and how he loved tasting the ketchup
and relish as he and his friends discussed the trends of the day.  He
loved hot dogs and hamburgers and pizzas and colas, and anything that
made the season special  around lunchtime.  The people  around him
smiled  as  they  ate  their  food  and  drank  their  drinks,  enjoying
conversations about whatever fascinated them for the moment.  He also
noticed  couples  walking  hand-in-hand  along  the  shoreline,  milling
about the things that mattered to them.  He remembered the days when
he and his wife were dating, sharing their hopes for the future with each
other, praying that those hopes would come to pass.  For a moment he
replayed the scene in his head when he stood by the shoreline with her
by his side and bent down on one knee before her.  The waves rolled
along the sandy bank where his knee planted firmly, splashing against
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both of them as they fell into the water to celebrate their engagement.
As the scene repeated itself several times over, he noticed his grandson
walking  along  the  pier  with  a  drink  in  hand.   As  he  watched  the
offspring of his life’s decisions embark on his own second chance, he
marveled at  the thought that  his life came together quite remarkably
after all.

“Norman?” interrupted the Reaper.  “Are you okay?”
Norman turned to face him, holding out his hand.  The Reaper

smiled.
“You promise that what’s ahead is better than this, right?” asked

Norman.
“There is no place on earth like what’s ahead, Norman.  Prepare for

a wild ride.”
“More wild than riding a motorcycle?”
“You have no idea.”
Norman looked back at Jimmy one more time, hoping that his life

would  carry  as  much prosperity  as  his  grandfather’s  had.   Norman
noticed him talking to a girl on a bicycle.

“Look at Jimmy,” said Norman.  “That’s one cute girl he’s talking
to.”

“Yep, and she’s a medical student too.  Jimmy will certainly have
an interesting life ahead of him.”

“I hope so.  I’m proud of him, you know.”
“I know, and so does he.”
Norman wanted to continue to savor these moments, but he knew

that the time for milking the clock had ended.  He looked at the Reaper
to  signal  that  he  was  now  ready  for  his  journey.   The  Reaper
acknowledged the signal and extended his hand to him.

“Okay, get ready,” he said.  “This next part will excite you.”
The  Reaper  took  his  hand.   All  of  a  sudden,  the  whole  world

around him began to fade into a colorful motion blur.  A split second
later, a rush of light brighter than anything Norman had ever seen shot
all around him.  Beams of light followed at incredible speeds, so fast
that it made the road beneath the motorcycle seem ridiculous.

“I love this part,” shouted the Reaper, as he raised his fist clenching
the sickle into the air.  “Are you excited yet, Norman?”

Norman wasn’t sure what to say.  He was surprised to see his skin
transforming into something brighter,  almost like what he saw in the
Reaper’s face.  He was also surprised at how much lighter and more
energetic he felt.  His muscles didn’t ache anymore, and he didn’t need
his cane to stand up.  In fact, he couldn’t find his cane anywhere.  Now
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free to move again, he decided to jump.  Only, he didn’t come back
down.

“Yeah!” he cheered at a volume far louder than he had ever thought
possible.

At first he thought the excitement of this rush was similar to the
first time he went on a roller coaster as a teenager.  But he realized a
second later that no rush he ever felt in his life quite compared to this
level.  Then he reasoned that if this was merely the journey, then the
destination had to be indescribable.   Eager to see the new fantastical
world before him, Norman flew the rest of the way to the end of the
tunnel, now ready to enjoy the future ahead.
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Zipwood Studios

Day 3:

I  guess the best place  to start is  to mention that  I’m a janitor.
Yeah,  I  know,  sounds  like  a  big  whoop.   Whatever.   I  mop greasy
puddles from dirty floors, only to make new ones when the water drips
from the strings as I walk away.  What is there really to say about that?
It’s pretty cut and dry if you ask me.  I don’t know; it’s not exactly a
prestigious position, but I’m having fun so far.  Maybe I could’ve done
something differently with my life, but I didn’t.  That’s just the way it
goes.  I don’t really regret it or anything, even if some people believe
that I should.  I figure my life’s role right now is to mop—sometimes
sweep and dust too if the situation calls for it, but mostly to mop, and
that’s okay.

My story in truth isn’t really what’s interesting right now.  I think
my  mentor  has  better  things  to  tell.   He’s  been  around  the  studio
longer, and has lived out bigger things, so he’s the guy who should be
writing this journal, not me.  For starters, he cleans the sinks and the
toilets, which I haven’t been asked to touch yet.  Frankly, I’m thankful
for that.  Not that I mind sticking my hand way up the septic pipes to
hunt for frozen paper wads and lost toupees and such because that’s
the miracle of really big rubber gloves.  But, the smell of the bathroom
as a whole leaves a stale cheese odor lingering in my flannel shirt, and
I hate carrying that around the rest of the day because no one will
want to sit with me at meal times.  But Bob, my mentor, doesn’t mind
the cheese so much.  He’s an expert at what he does.

Bob  actually  began  his  career  at  Zipwood  Studios  as  a  mail
collector.  He was an aspiring actor, just like all the mailroom guys
had been at the time, and did what he could to work his way to the top
of the industry.  After spending six months in the mailroom, he finally
got his chance to go upstairs to the second wing, where they normally
held auditions and screen tests for the major motion pictures.  During
his self-guided tour of the floor, Bob saw a flier on the bulletin board
for  auditions  to  play  a  bellboy  in  the  studio’s  next  big  comedy.
Apparently,  the  studio  execs,  as  well  as  the  producers  and  casting
director were going to be evaluating the auditions, so the demand for
excellence was high.  He knew he had talent, so Bob decided to give
the audition a try.  Even though he had a few scheduling problems and
a fist fight with the mailroom manager to get the audition, he was so
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confident in himself that he didn’t care whether or not he still had his
job afterward.  When the day of the audition came, Bob did something
remarkable.  He wowed them.  He sang out his lines, performed a skip
and a hop, and then ripped open his shirt for all the ladies to cheer.
The studio execs were so impressed by his audition that they promoted
him to janitor.  He spent the next year fishing necklaces and little white
pills out of the bathroom sinks.

Apparently though, a year was too long for a guy like Bob to be
working in the janitorial business.  I mean, I don’t know what the big
deal is.  So far this seems like a pretty okay job.  I don’t get to talk to
many people since they are doing their thing, and I’m doing mine, and
neither of us crosses our things together, but I’m still having fun.  I’m
getting paid seven bucks an hour and have the added luxury of living
at the studio, so I’m pretty content.  Maybe this isn’t the glitter job of
the  ages,  but  somebody’s  gotta  clean  up  the  garbage  that  lies
underneath the better stuff.  But then that’s just me.  Bob wasn’t like
me.  Bob wasn’t content with squeegeeing mops for the rest of his life.
He wanted to pursue his dream.  So he kept auditioning, and they kept
promoting him.  And wouldn’t you know it, pretty soon he became a
twenty-million-dollar-a-picture movie star.

I  like Bob, I  really do.   I’ve only been here three days,  but  he
seems like a decent guy.  He taught me all the ropes of mopping and
sweeping.  I suspect I may have to learn sinks and toilets pretty soon,
but a guy like Bob can get me ready for that.  I mean, I hope he gives
me some kind of training for it because I’d hate to go in blind.  The last
thing  I  need  to  do is  to  accidentally  dismantle  the  whole  plumbing
system and totally flood the studio’s desert sets or something.  I’m not
saying they have a desert set, but it would suck if they did, and I was
responsible for flooding it.  Hopefully, Bob will teach me enough so
that I won’t have to destroy anything myself.

Well, my break is almost over, so I think I’m going to sign off here.
The rest of the day will include learning how to mop without leaving a
streak behind, which should be interesting.  Maybe that sounds like a
small  ambition,  and  I’m sure in Hollywood that  would  mean being
swallowed  alive  in  the  janitorial  industry.   But,  it  doesn’t  matter
because  there  are  no  roads  leading  out  of  here,  and  I  have  to  do
something.

Ian closed his journal and stuffed it back into his bag.  The grilled
chicken sandwich on his plate started to get cold, so he devoured as
much as he could before it tasted completely nasty.  He watched the
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second hand on the lunchroom clock tick ever so closely to the number
twelve,  which  signaled  the  end  of  his  break.   Each  bite  tasted
progressively worse than the one before as he shoved the bits of bread
and meat into his mouth, trying to beat the course of time before it beat
him.  Tick, bite, tick, munch, tick, smack, tick, yuck, time was up.  Ian
placed what was left of his sandwich back onto the plate, and gathered
up his bag to leave the lunchroom.

As he trudged down the hall, Ian counted each and every pipe he
passed as he headed back to the janitors’ workstation.  He counted them
the day before as  well,  which he figured the number would remain
unchanged today,  but  there  wasn’t  much else  for  him to  do  on  his
journey back, so he counted them again.  Unfortunately, there were no
floor tiles to count or cracks to avoid, and he already counted all the
hanging ceiling lights on his first day, so he was stuck with the same old
same old.  He figured that maybe he could count it a different way, like
seeing how many different big pipes, medium pipes, and skinny pipes
had been intertwined with each other, or perhaps to query the number of
pipes that dripped.  But, it was too late since his walk to the workstation
was short,  and by the time he thought of  it,  he already reached his
destination.  And the pipe count had yet to change.

When he entered the tiny janitors’ office, he found Bob propping
his feet on the desk, deeply focused on a magazine.  This was the same
entertainment magazine he had been reading for the last two days.  Bob
had this way of furrowing his eyebrows whenever he spent more than
one minute on a given page, and this page bore no exception.  Ian had
only been on the job a short time, but he knew a lecture was about to
follow whenever this action occurred.

“I tell you, Ian,” said Bob rampantly, “the whole industry is falling
apart.   Do you realize  they’re making a movie about time traveling
panda  bears  now?  They’re  calling  it  ‘Fight Fur  the  Future.’   That
upstart Nick Engles is set to star as the evil poacher who is bent on
destroying  the  polar  bear  race  because  one  attacked  him  on  an
expedition.”

“Isn’t that like Moby Dick on ice?” asked Ian.
“This is why the industry has no respect for the public anymore.

They’re making this as the big Fourth of July summer blockbuster.  The
story  is  absurd,  yet  they’ll  sell  it  because  it’s  cute,  ridiculous,  and
bloody.  All they need is a couple watery ripple effect shots for their
special effects, and George Wells as the voice of the only talking panda
bear to complete the picture.  Naturally, they’re going to spend over a
hundred fifty million dollars  on the project  because the panda bears
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don’t  come cheap.   But,  they found a  way to  cut  it  down from its
original  two hundred million-dollar  price  tag by making four of  the
pandas into Muppets.  Digital effects will remove the strings from their
mouths and jaws, but they’ll still look like Muppets.  Here’s a picture.”

Bob held up the magazine for Ian to see.  Sure enough, there were
four Muppet-looking panda bears grouped together with the multitudes
of real  ones.   The film’s star,  Nick Engles,  stood in the background
wearing a scowl on his face, a claw mark on his cheek, and a bloody
spear in his hand.  A disturbance in the clouds loomed overhead, as
streaks of lightning shot out from the dark mass.  Ian found the picture
intensely amusing.

“It says it’s rated R,” said Ian.  “Why?”
“They believe they’ll attract more people if the moviegoer thinks

there’s gratuitous sex or carnivorous violence involved.”
“In a movie about panda bears?”
Before Bob could answer this curious question, a buzzer sounded

through  the  intercom  that  set  on  the  corner  of  the  desk.   Bob
immediately  dropped  the  magazine  to  the  floor  and  threaded  his
suspenders over his shoulders.

“We’ll discuss it  more later,”  he said.   “Right now something’s
amiss.”

Bob flipped the switch on the receiver next to his cup of coffee,
and slid  the intercom in front  of  his face.   In one sweet motion he
placed the intercom headset over his ears and spoke briskly into the
microphone.

“What’s up?” he asked the sender of the call.
Ian heard a slight muffle coming through the receiving end.  He

noticed  that  Bob  raised  his  eyebrows and  picked  at  his  teeth  as  he
nodded at whatever the voice on the other end had told him.  As the
voice got higher and higher in pitch, Bob’s eye gestures became deeper
and wider.

“We’ll be right there,” said Bob.
He ripped the headset off his crown, and grabbed for Ian’s arm.
“Training day is  over,  kid,”  he continued.   “Time to  earn your

stripes.”
Bob reached for a mop and a plunger in the corner of the room and

passed them to Ian.  A second later he quickly took a pair for himself.
Without allowing time for his usual fists-on-the-hips ritual, Bob ran out
the door and down the corridor at high speeds, pumping the mop and
plunger feverishly by his sides.  Even though he questioned its necessity
at  this  point  in  time,  Ian  did  the  fists-on-the-hips  motion  anyway
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because he wasn’t going to have time to count anything on his way to
the destination site.

“When justice demands a clean-up guy,” he shouted, “justice only
calls the best.  I am the Human Mop Machine, protector of freedom,
destroyer of nasty puddles.”

“Come on, Ian,” yelled Bob from down the corridor.  “We don’t
have time for that.”

“Right behind you,” replied Ian.
Ian abruptly unfroze his position and bolted down the corridor after

Bob.  Surprisingly, Bob maintained an increasing lead ahead of him all
the way to the target area.   Ian lost his breath momentarily when he
finally caught up to him, but Bob seemed too focused on the job to be
out of breath himself.

When the two janitors reached the men’s restroom at the end of the
hall, everything seemed okay at first.  But, Ian remembered a proverb
that  Bob  told  him  on  his  first  day,  which  stated  that  whenever
something was quiet and normal looking, chaos was about to ensue.  Ian
grasped these words of wisdom tightly as he awaited the next move to
be made.

Ian looked up and  down the  hall  to  see no one,  but  refused to
believe the stillness would last.  The only hint of activity around came
from the pipes in the walls as they dripped tiny droplets of water onto
other  pipes.   Bob  gently touched the door to  the restroom, possibly
testing for its reaction, but nothing happened.  He put his finger up to
his lips to signal Ian to remain quiet.  A moment later, Bob pressed his
palm flat against the door, then did the same with his ear.  As Bob held
his position for  a  moment,  listening to  the  other  side with his  eyes
closed, Ian noticed some water slowly seeping out from under the door
spreading  out  like  a  parasite.   He  tapped  Bob’s  shoulder,  but  Bob
waved him off.

“I think you should—” whispered Ian.
“Shhh,” interrupted Bob.
“But, I really think—”
Bob placed his free hand directly in front of Ian’s face to signal

him to  stay quiet,  but  Ian  felt  the  tension  to  share  his  secret  grow
overwhelmingly within him.  Ian tried to point to the expanding puddle
beneath their feet,  but Bob ignored him.  Something else held Bob’s
attention firmly.  Ian tapped his feet nervously as he waited to see what
happened next.

Then suddenly the silence broke.
“Help me,” shouted a man’s voice from the other side.
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Bob  jumped  away from the door  at  the  sudden surprise,  nearly
knocking  Ian  over.   His  breathing  intensified,  then  slowed  as  he
absorbed  the  shock.   A  moment  later  he  returned  to  his  focused
demeanor.  Ian noticed a tiny glint of madness sparkle out of the corner
of his eye.

“Okay,” he said.  “We’re going in.”
Now primed with heroic intensity, Bob pushed firmly against the

door.  But it didn’t budge.  He tried harder, but it still wouldn’t move.
When that didn’t work, he shoved his shoulders against the wood and
slammed against it.  But, still nothing happened.  After a spell, Ian tried
to lend some of his own strength to the effort, but the door remained
stubborn.  For a moment it felt as if the door pushed back, but just for a
moment.  As Ian tried to fight against the door, he perceived his traction
slipping in the ever-growing puddle.   After nearly a  solid minute of
hopeless battle, Ian sensed his body sliding down the flat of the door
panel.

Just before Ian hit the ground, Bob huffed out a voice of fury from
his lips.

“Stand back,” he growled.
Bob held his mop high over his head, and swung it around like a

propeller.  After three swift rotations, he brought it down in an arc to
his side, then forcefully kicked the door open.  Like a balloon that had
been inflated way past its threshold, the door echoed a painful sound
that mimicked the likes of a gunshot.  A small gush of water flowed out
of the restroom into the hallway as the door flung backward and nearly
broke  from its  hinges.   As  Bob  returned  to  a  straight  up  standing
position, he performed his fists-on-the-hips ritual, letting his mop and
plunger dangle from his sides.

“To protect the world from the wrath of scum, I, the Studio Servant
of Spic and Span, submit myself to destroying the germs that plague
this place.”

Bob  raised  his weapons high over his head and rushed into the
restroom.  Ian followed with less of a bloodlust.

The restroom was a grimy white locale that reeked from the smell
of stale water flooding the floor.  The source of the problem came from
a toilet that continued to fill, despite the fact that the bowl had taken
more than its limit already.  Ian saw a pair of feet wading in the water
behind the stall where the overflow originated.  The man on the other
side banged repeatedly on the door, crying desperately for help.

Transforming from janitor  to  rescuer,  Bob  high-stepped  through
the deepening puddle and approached the stall door with authority.  As
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he reached the target zone, he tried to push against it, but like the main
door it wouldn’t budge.

“Slide open the latch,” he said to the man.
“I tried, but it won’t move.  I think I broke it when I locked it.  I’ve

been having a really bad day.”
“Is that why you broke the restroom door too?”
“I didn’t break that, I locked it.  I wanted to go in peace.”
Bob nodded.  Ian took a peek at the main door to discover a broken

bolt popping out of the arm mechanism.  It appeared that maybe locking
the door and then forcing it open caused some damage.  But then again,
he was no expert in forensics.

“I’m coming in,” said Bob as he rolled up his sleeves.  “Ian, when I
ask for them, hand me my tools.”

Ian moved over to the stall door, where Bob prepared something
big.   Bob  handed  his  mop  and  plunger  over  to  Ian,  who willingly
accepted.  Ian wasn’t sure if he felt honored or not because he was only
given a mop and a plunger, but for some reason he believed this man
was about to become a hero.  He paused for a moment as he waited for
Bob to perform his magic.

Bob  muttered  a few words to  himself,  then took a deep breath.
Less than a moment later, when all the air he inhaled had departed, he
suddenly dove onto the floor, shot underneath the stall door, knocked
the feet  of the other  man out of the water,  and quickly stood to his
boots.  A stronger gush of water crashed from underneath the stall door,
as the trapped man fell to the floor, shouting a few choice words fit for
the  toilet  as  he  splashed  into  the  deepening  puddle.   Immediately
thereafter, Bob requested his tools again, and Ian pushed them under.

Sometime later, the mop handle mesmerized Ian as it rhythmically
bounced up and down over the top of the stall door.  Coupling it with
the simultaneous sound of “bang, bang, bang,” the cleanup effort almost
lulled him into a trance.  He couldn’t remember the last time something
so simple held his interest for so long.  The only comparison he could
think of was perhaps when he last counted the pipes on his way to the
workstation.

A few moments later, the stall door flung open, hitting Ian square
in the face.  The sudden shock and unsettling pain caused him to drop
his tools to the floor.  He clutched his cheeks and nose firmly, trying to
drown out the discomfort.   Bob,  meanwhile, high-stepped out of the
stall as the man inside pushed past him quickly and hurried out of the
restroom.

“Okay, Ian,” he said, “this is the fun part, come see this.”
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Ian peeked through his fingers to see Bob grinning at something in
the stall.

“Ian, come here,” said Bob again.
“Can’t you see I’m in pain?” he responded.
Bob looked at Ian a moment, then grabbed for his arms and pried

his hands away.  He pulled him toward the stall  and pointed at  the
toilet.  It continued to overflow.  Bob pushed him in front of the toilet,
where he could see toilet paper stuck in the hole.

“Ready for the tricks of the trade?” he asked.  “Number one rule:
Do  not  show fear.   If  it  thinks  you’re  scared,  it  will  swallow you
whole.”

Now that  Ian thought about it,  he wasn’t sure what was so neat
about this guy.  Perhaps he had been exposed to the chemicals a little
too long.

“The best  tool  for  the  job  is  the  plunger,”  he  continued.   “But
before we can plunge, we must stop the flow.  You may notice that this
is a power toilet.  The inner workings are actually set in a greater water
source.  But, that doesn’t matter because our mission is to turn off the
water.  All that requires is to turn the knob down there behind the bowl.
So, go ahead and turn that counter-clockwise.”

Ian carefully maneuvered himself over the bowl so that he could
place one hand on the water pipe, and use his other for reaching the
knob.  He turned the knob in the direction Bob instructed until it could
no  longer  turn.   The  pressure  built  up  on  the  knob,  but  the  water
stopped flowing.  He stood back and wiped his hands on his pants.

“Okay,” said Bob, “you’re ready for your plunger.  Go get it.”
Ian picked  up  his  plunger  and  returned to  the  toilet  bowl.   He

noticed that the water had bubbled from the air pockets in the clog.
“Remember  what  I  said  about  no  fear,”  he  continued.   “These

things can sense when you’re afraid.  You have to be the master of your
tool.   Anything can be unclogged if you use it  properly.  You must
instill fear in the bowl, and scare it into releasing the clog.  Anything
less will end in defeat.  Now, place the plunger into the bowl and pump
with all your might.”

Ian did  as he was told  and carefully pumped the  plunger.   The
water  bubbled  more  and  more,  but  it  didn’t  look  like  anything had
broken loose.  He kept pumping, hoping for the best, but the clog just
pulsated through the water whenever he removed the plunger to check
his  progress.   He  looked  at  Bob  and  shrugged  as  he  revealed  his
cluelessness to him.
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“You have to actually flush it to find out if you’re successful,” said
Bob.  “There should still be enough water in the pipes to give it at least
one good flush.”

Ian flushed the toilet to discover that it wasn’t draining, but in fact
overflowing again.  He backed away as the water spilled over.

“That guy must’ve had a really big lunch,” said Ian.
“That’s not it,” said Bob.  “It’s the toilet.  It’s part of the system.  It

doesn’t want to give up its stranglehold on us.  Some have figured out
how to withstand our conventional tried-and-true methods.  Instead, we
have to beat it by the element of surprise.”

“And how do we do that?”
“Normally with gloves, but unfortunately we don’t have time for

that.  Roll up your sleeves.”

Day 15:

It seems the janitorial life is taking a difficult turn for me.  When I
first applied a few weeks ago, I thought this would be an easy job with
nice fringe benefits.  Well, I don’t know what kind of fringe benefits I
thought I’d get, but I figured with this being a movie studio and all I’d
get some free videos or something.  But, I don’t know what the point
would be since they didn’t  give me a TV or VCR.  In fact, the only
things I have in my room right now are my cot, my lava lamp, and my
supermodel  poster.   I  don’t  know  why  they  gave  me  a  lava  lamp
instead of a regular lamp, or a poster instead of a desk, but according
to Bob, it’s because the studio tries not to spend extra money unless it’s
on totally useless crap.  He says that’s why they won’t green light any
film that has good story potential because only special-effect lava lamp
movies draw audiences and income.  So, because of film bureaucracy
and time traveling panda bear movies, I get to write this entry on my
book, rather than on a desk.

Anyway, I was talking about my difficult turn.  Basically, the job
got weird on me really fast.  When I first brought up the situation about
sticking my hand up a toilet the day we rescued that guy, I wrote it off
as a usual job discomfort because that kind of thing happens in this
line  of  work.   But,  something  occurred to me recently  as  I  thought
about that day more.  The toilet paper did not dislodge easily.  We
plunged it, shoved our hands in it, we even got a vacuum cleaner to
suck the  water  out  of  the bowl.   Bob plunged like  a  madman,  and
eventually had to stick his arm up further than was humanly possible.
And he finally got it.  But, I remember that as I tried my part, the clog
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tugged at me.  I’m not denying that it sounds really strange, but it just
felt weird.  I didn’t think it was natural for a toilet to tug at me.

I’ve been talking to Bob about it a lot lately, and of course he has
his own advice to contribute.  He said it’s not just the toilet, but that
there’s a lot that a janitor must watch out for in this field.  He says it’s
because of the way the studio is designed.  He never explained what he
meant by that, but he told me just to stick close to him and soon I’ll
know.  I’ll admit that I still question what’s going on in his brain, but
after getting a green chicken sandwich this afternoon, I’m starting to
rule out the possibility of long-term exposure to pipe degreaser.

Bob began to discover something about this place when he was
working as a movie star.  He never told me exactly what happened, but
whatever it was, he knew he had to return to his roots.  Apparently, he
was  in  the  middle  of  shooting  an  action  scene  when  he  made  the
decision to quit.  He was fined a lot of money of course, but he was
willing to sacrifice his paycheck because he had to get to the root of
the problem.  He decided to start from the bottom and work his way up
again.  He spent some time back in the mailroom, but it was no better
than  being  a  movie  star.   There  was  no  freedom for  him  to  move
around, so he moved up to the next job, which he knew had freedom.
Of course,  that’s  this  job.   I  guess  he’s passionate  about janitorial
work because he thinks he’s going to figure out the truth behind this
studio.  I realize this all sounds vague, and frankly, I don’t know what
to make of it.  But, Bob seems to be onto something, and I’ll have to
say that after the latest experiences with toilets and sandwiches, I think
I want to help him.

Well, I’m going to end this entry here since I didn’t get much sleep
last night, thanks to all that scraping I heard down the hall.  I really
want a soft mattress and some earmuffs, but I’m sure they won’t give
them to me.

Ian closed his skinny journal notebook for the night and clipped the
only pen he owned to the back cover.   After about a half-minute of
reflection, he placed both the journal and the book he used as a table
underneath his cot.  And that was more or less the last event he had
planned for the evening.  The next day was going to call for an early
morning, so he figured he would get to bed now.  He turned off his lava
lamp, took off his shirt, and lied down on his cot.  Of course, in any
other given time he would finish off the night by sliding his feet under
the  covers  and  pulling  them up  to  his  chest  for  nighttime  comfort.
Unfortunately,  one of  the studio  accountants came in a  couple  days
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earlier and recalled them, so he was out of luck.  He hadn’t quite gotten
used to lying on an open-faced cot yet, but he figured anything could be
adapted to eventually, so he sucked it up.  At least he still had his pillow
under  his  head,  and  was thankful  for  that,  so  he  slid  his  right  arm
underneath the cotton gift and closed his eyes.

His  thoughts  had  slowly  shut  down  when  he  felt  something
frantically shaking his body.  He opened his eyes to see a dark manlike
image standing before him, holding a long stick with a bad wig.

“Bob, if that’s you…” he mumbled.
“Wake up, Ian,” barked the intruding Bob.  “This one’s big.  We

have no time to lose.”
Ian pushed Bob away and turned over on his other side.
“Ian, get up,” he said again.  “It’s important.”
“They’ve all been big and important,” muttered Ian.  “Go away.

Let me sleep.”
Bob  continued  to  shake  him,  but  Ian  continued  to  ignore  him.

Soon, Ian found himself regaining true consciousness as he tried to bat
his mentor away.

“Beat  it,  Bob,”  he  spoke  again,  now  irritated  for  becoming
coherent.  “I mean it.”

“We have access to the Second Wing.”
Ian sat up suddenly, knocking his pillow to the floor.
“Are you serious?” he asked.
“It’s a big spill.  Get your gear.”
Ian stepped barefoot onto the cold floor and bolted out the door.

The chill of the air and the surface below him sent a shiver down his
spine.  All the grogginess he felt not one minute before had completely
vanished.  By the time he reached the broom closet and tried to open it,
he realized he forgot it was locked.  He looked down the hallway to see,
unsurprisingly, Bob cocking his arm back and hurtling it forward.  As
Bob’s hand opened, a pair of keys launched from his palm, flying at
high velocity toward Ian.  Ian reached out and caught the set of keys the
way a baseball catcher intercepts a pop fly.  Though the jagged points
of  the  metal  tools  stung  his  hand  rather  fiercely,  he  ignored  the
discomfort long enough to savor his good fortune.  He promptly pushed
the closet key into the lock and turned it boldly, thus opening the door
and revealing his secret mop stash to the exposed hallway.  In return, he
tossed the keys back to Bob, who caught them with even more grace
than he had when he released them.  Ian, meanwhile, reached for the
mop that had his name written on it stately in red and clutched it to his
chest.
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“Let’s go, Ian,” said Bob with authority.  “We don’t want this one
drying up on us.”

“Just let me get dressed first,” Ian responded.
“No time.  We have to go now.”
Without wasting another moment, Bob ran down the hall as fast as

he could toward the emergency stairwell at the end of the way.  Ian
chased after him with as much speed as he could crank out from his
tired legs, counting the pipes in the walls as he passed them by.  At first
he started to wonder why he chose to count them again, considering that
he counted them at least seven times already.  But after counting three
big pipes, six medium pipes, and eight little pipes, there was no point in
stopping, so he kept counting.  By the time he reached the stairwell, he
estimated twenty-three big pipes, thirty-one medium pipes, and twenty-
eight little pipes.  Once again the numbers satisfied him, so he opened
the door to the stairwell and darted for the stairs.  The stomps of Bob’s
boots echoed from above.

He charged halfway up the first flight when he stopped.   For  a
moment  he  questioned  his  calculations.   Somehow he  thought  that
maybe  he  miscounted  after  all.   Even  though the  numbers  seemed
mostly accurate, he couldn’t help to think that maybe they were slightly
off.  He thought about returning downstairs to recount the pipes, but the
sound of a door closing further up the stairwell changed his plans.  He
realized Bob must have already reached the Second Wing entrance, so
he  continued  to  climb  the  stairs  until  he  reached  the  door  to  his
destination.

When he finally set foot  onto the target platform, Ian found the
door leading to  the wing designed with one of those long push bars
stretched across it,  so he hip-smacked it and almost tripped over his
mop in the process.  When he barreled through, he found Bob standing
at  the  guard  office  a  short  distance  down the white-walled  hallway,
tapping his foot near the entrance.  Bob beckoned him to hurry up.

“The numbers didn’t match up,” said Ian, trying to catch his breath.
“What are you talking about?” asked Bob, as he backed up against

the wall.
Ian caught up to Bob, desperately clutching his chest for air.
“There were eight  more  pipes  than usual.   Two big ones,  three

medium ones, and three small ones.  I just know it.”
“Are you sure?”
Ian leaned his back against the wall next to Bob,  still  breathing

heavily.  Both men inched their way closer to the guard office door as
they conversed softly.
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“I wasn’t at first, but I know the pipe count like the back of my
hand,  and  the  numbers  didn’t  match  up  this  time.   I  think  they’re
spawning.”

Bob closed his eyes and cocked his neck backward.
“Then my fears are coming true,” he said.  “Hold onto your mop

tightly, Ian.  The forbidden zone awaits.”
Ian clenched  both fists  over  his  mop handle  while  Bob silently

entered the guard office.  He quietly followed his mentor up to the edge
of the doorway and peeked inside.  Around the corner he saw the guard
sleeping  in  his  chair  while  Bob  cautiously  approached  him.   Ian
watched as Bob reached for the guard’s neck and removed from it a
necklace with a keycard attached.

“Wouldn’t it be easier to wake him up and ask him to let us in?”
Ian whispered.

“He’s not asleep, Ian,” Bob said now at a normal audible level.
“This man is comatose.”

“Excuse me?”
Bob immediately put on the necklace and strode toward the Second

Wing entrance door.  Next to the entrance, a keypad complete with card
swipe  mechanism and  flashing lights  flickered  and  buzzed  at  a  low
hum.  Bob slid the keycard through the scanner, to which the red light
turned green and the steady hum switched to a soft beep.

“We have legal access to enter, right?” asked Ian.
“I’m holding the keycard that says we do, so yes,” said Bob.
Bob reached for the clunky metal handle to slide the door open,

revealing to both a dark hexagonal hallway with blue lights spanning
from floor to ceiling, streaking from one end of the shaft to the other.
Bob placed his fists on his hips as he stared down the vast mechanical
tube.

“Do the thing, Ian,” he said.
“The thing?” responded Ian, completely dumbfounded by all the

recent events.
“Yes, the thing.  You know, the thing that we do?”
Bob turned his head as far as he could to show Ian the corner of his

eye, but Ian had no idea what he was talking about.
“What thing?” he asked.
Bob turned his whole body around to give Ian a direct stare.
“What do you mean what thing?  What have we been doing at the

beginning of every major attack?”
All of a sudden it became clear to him.
“You mean the battle cry?”
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Bob almost responded, but he gave Ian a dejected look.  A moment
later he returned his focus to the hallway.

“Have I taught you nothing, yet?” muttered Bob.
“Sorry, it’s been a tough week for me.”
Ian leaned his mop against the wall and placed both fists onto his

hips.  He immediately gazed down the hallway to enhance the effect,
feeling somewhat foolish,  but  remarkably patriotic.   The  blue lights
made him feel like he was about to fly, but the placement of his hands
left  him with the  impression  that  he  wouldn’t  do  so  too  gracefully.
Giving in to his paradoxical situation, Ian released his fists and reached
back for his mop.

“I can’t do the battle cry,” he said.  “Let’s just do what we came to
do.”

“Then I’ll do it,” said Bob grumpily.  “To protect the world from
the  wrath of  scum, I,  the  Studio  Servant  of  Spic  and  Span,  submit
myself to destroying the germs that plague this place.”

“Actually, this place looks pretty clean.”
“Just  work  with  me.   Our  task  will  demand  not  only  physical

strength and endurance, but also the mental and emotional trappings of
an android.  Okay, with that said, let’s go.”

Ian followed Bob into the hexagonal hallway, trying to count each
blue light that streaked on by.  He started out okay, but lost count pretty
quickly as each flash recycled itself.

“Has this wing always been so psychedelic?” asked Ian.
“This is the first I’ve seen it in this form,” said Bob.  “They keep

changing it, like they would a movie set.  In all honesty, I don’t know
where we’re going.”

“Oh, okay, that’s comforting.”
They walked down the hall for nearly a minute when they finally

reached an intersection where the blue lights converged.  In the center
of the intersection, thin blue lasers oscillated back and forth from the
ceiling, just above where smoke began to rise.  Bob tried his best to
avoid contact with the light streams by pressing his back against the
wall as he hung a right at the corner.  Ian followed his lead into the
adjacent hallway, nearly clipping his shoulder with an oncoming laser
beam.  He breathed a sigh of relief when they cleared the area.

With the exception of Bob’s boots clacking softly along the metal
floor, the halls remained mostly silent throughout the brief journey.  Ian
tried to break the silence when he hummed a dance tune to see what
kind of echo he could get, but his sounds absorbed into the walls as
soon  as  they  left  his  mouth.   Dissatisfied  with  the  outcome  of  his
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attempt to produce some kind of commotion, Ian made up for  it  by
running his fingers along the crease in the wall where the hexagonal
angles met.  The texture was hard to figure out, but it felt a bit soft like
Teflon.  He was relieved that the walls didn’t try to touch him back.

Bob, meanwhile, sniffed the air.
“We’re close,” he said.
When they reached the end of the hall, they found a door indented

in the wall.  Bob slid the keycard through another electronic lock to
activate it.  The door beeped a moment and a green light immediately
followed.   Bob  carefully  opened  the  door  and  went  inside.   Ian
reluctantly followed.

They  entered  a  small  room  where  another  guard  remained
motionless in his chair.  His eyes were open, but he showed no signs of
life.  As Ian approached him to get a better look, he noticed that he held
in his lap an open movie magazine with Bob’s picture on the front.
Bob, however, didn’t appear to take interest in the magazine.  Instead,
he felt the guard’s neck, then lowered the man’s hat over his eyes.

“Seeing their eyes open like that creeps me out,” he said.
Ian removed the magazine from the guard’s lap and sneaked a look

at the article that graced the visible pages.  The story contained the text
version of an interview Bob participated in some time ago.  He tried to
skim the words as fast as he could to see what it was all about.

“Come  on,  Ian,”  said  Bob.   “We  don’t  have  time  for
entertainment.”

Bob quickly moved toward the next door.
Ian wanted to comply, but the article held a greater interest.  He

maintained his stance next to the guard’s desk.
“Did you know this article is about you?” he asked.
Bob looked at the magazine as Ian held it up for him.  The article

didn’t  seem  to  register  any  familiarity  at  first,  but  soon  he
acknowledged it.

“That was the last magazine interview I did as a movie star,” he
said.  “If you ask me, the reporter was a hack.  He asked nothing but
lame questions.”

Bob used his keycard on the locking mechanism to the next door,
but it buzzed and flashed a red light.  He flipped the card around and
tried to slide it through again, but the outcome was the same.  Now a bit
ticked off, Bob put the card back into his pocket and looked around the
room for something else.

Ian continued to read the article more closely.
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“Did you know you told the reporter that you’re from Zimbabwe?”
he asked.

“I seem to recall saying something like that.”
Bob opened up a cabinet next to the guard’s chair and rummaged

through it.
“Aren’t you from Missouri?”
“He should’ve done his research.”
After  a  couple  fruitless  minutes  of  searching the  bowels of  the

cabinet, Bob closed it and looked on top of the desk.  He rummaged
through  the  papers  that  loosely  scattered  around  it,  knocking  them
around from side to side.

Ian, meanwhile, continued to read the article, hoping to gain further
insight on his famous mentor.

“It also says that you turned down the lead role for Knight Rider,”
he said.

“The article says a lot of things, Ian.  It’s all left-wing politics if
you ask me.”

“But Knight Rider?”
“The reporter was a David Hasselhoff fan, so I said what I said to

ruffle his feathers.  You’ll discover later that I also turned down the
lead role for Baywatch.  What did he know?”

Ian nodded, though he didn’t get the point.  He guessed that he just
had to be there.

The article possessed a linear progression that listed Bob’s early
years as a struggling entertainer,  and chronicled his career up to the
present, which was currently in the past.  Ian learned that, according to
the article,  Bob  pursued an  acting career  in  Hollywood because  his
uncle was a wealthy British aristocrat who wanted to see his father’s
name in the opening credits of a movie.  Instead of paying another actor
to  change his  name,  his uncle decided to  drive a  family member to
becoming a  star.   Now that  his  uncle’s  dream had  come  true,  Bob
decided to make a name for himself, and everyone lived happily ever
after.  Ian chuckled at the senselessness of that particular paragraph.

“I take it you read about my aristocratic uncle,” said Bob.
“Do aristocrats even exist anymore?”
“I’m not sure.  He should’ve researched that too.”
Bob  opened  up  the  top  drawer  of  the  desk,  shuffling  around

whatever trinkets lurked inside.  Ian continued reading.
Apparently, a big part of Bob’s acting story had been shaped by the

dreams of the studio executives.  They wanted a mega-star born from
their financial investments, which would have given them a license into
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the small  world  of  A-list  hotshots.   To  boost  Bob’s  position  in  the
industry,  the execs  hired writers and producers  to  create  movie plot
lines designed specifically to  enhance his  image.   Bob  said  that  the
stories didn’t have any substance, but they made him look really good.
They added explosions and other forms of special effects to attract the
audiences, but he was never sure what the point was for doing any of
that since he still couldn’t explain what his movies were about.  The
article ended with Bob’s comment that everything about the studio was
a joke and that they couldn’t fool anybody into thinking they actually
had  movie  making  talent  on  their  hands.   He  thought  their  special
effects  were  cheesy,  their  plot  lines  useless,  and  their  actors
unconvincing.   He  eventually  claimed  that  he  was  sorry  he  ever
attached his name to their productions.

“Is that the real reason why you gave up acting?” asked Ian.
“Excuse  me?”  said  Bob,  who  was  now  searching  the  bottom

drawer.
“Were you really sick of attaching your name to the studio?”
“Of course.   They’re all  a bunch of phonies around here.  Ever

since they signed on that dork Nick Engles as a superstar follow-up to
me, I knew they had smoked their last piece of crack.”

“What’s the big deal about him?”
“It’s just the principle.   They think glitz and glamour are better

than story and substance.  I didn’t go into acting just to say ‘That really
burns me up,’ after a huge fireball engulfs my house in a movie about
rebellious cartoons that come to life by some mysterious elements.  I
did it because I wanted to be the hero that is known for his intrigue.”

“Couldn’t you just hire an agent to get you better parts?”
“Not until I figure out what’s going on around here.  Now put the

magazine down.  I found the key.”
Bob removed his hand from underneath the guard’s butt and smiled

as he held up the keycard.  Ian compliantly dropped the magazine back
onto the guard’s belly, and grabbed for his mop.  Bob slid the keycard
through the slot on the door and waited for it to respond.  This time the
access terminal beeped and the light turned green.  Bob pocketed the
key in his victory and forcefully pushed the door open.  Once the glow
from the  other  side  became  visible,  Bob  reached  for  his  mop  and
walked through the door.  Ian slowly followed him through.

The  temperature  quickly  shifted  from  the  comfortable  air
conditioning coolness that Ian was used to, to a sultry, steamy heat that
caused him to sweat.  Even though he had been steadily increasing his
desire to back out since he first discovered the pipe count alteration, the
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change in conditions for the worse nearly solidified it.  The only thing
that kept him from turning back now was the fact that Bob kept going,
and for some reason he trusted him.  At this point he was uncertain why
he trusted him because the changes in the system held no guarantees to
his safety, and Bob held no guarantees that he could lead him in the
right direction.  But, he pressed on into the sultry atmosphere anyway
because by now he wouldn’t make it back alone.  So, Ian continued to
follow Bob through the short hallway marked 2-B into a dark jungle
that boasted thick vegetation and monkey and parrot  sounds, hoping
that his senior had an idea what he was doing.

Bob stopped at the edge of the darkness and placed his fists on his
hips.

“This is it, Ian,” he said confidently.  “This is where we belong.  I
can smell it.”

Ian stepped in closer to get a better look, but all he could see was a
thin cloud floating through the damp foliage ahead.

“What is this place?” asked Ian.
“This is Studio 2-B.  This is the place where I decided it was time

to return to my roots.  Of course, it wasn’t a jungle back then.  It was
the back alley of an urban slum.”

“So, what do we do here?”
“There’s  a  spill  here  somewhere,  and  we  must  clean  it  up

immediately.  So, let’s go.”
“But,  I  thought we were here  to  figure  out  why everything has

gotten so strange.”
Bob brushed his nose at him, then steadily passed into the jungle

ahead, crossing over a small dirt hill.  Ian still wanted to back out, but
now that he was in the heart of the diseased area, he chose to follow
Bob.  So, he too entered the jungle depths and passed through thick
foliage and the occasional spider web.

The monkey and parrot screeches intensified as he inched his way
into  the deeper  darkness.   Steam floated  around the trunks of trees,
hovering  close  to  the  muddy ground,  obscuring  the  view of  all  the
dangers that lurked below.  As the air became moister, Ian wiped his
brow, hoping the humid misery would end.  Step by step he followed
his mentor cautiously, praying with all his being that they were the only
two  people  jaunting  through  the  undergrowth.   After  a  brief  foot
journey over  the  uneven  contour  of  the  muddy earth,  Bob  and  Ian
reached  a  small  stream  that  cut  through  the  center  of  the  jungle.
Determined to get this over with, Ian touched his mop to the shoreline.
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“This isn’t the spill,”  said Bob.   “This is  part  of the set.   Fake
streams are usually generated by a pump, which we’ll find at the edge
of the set.  Follow me.”

Disappointed that his mission still lingered, Ian followed Bob down
the edge of the winding stream, searching for this fabled generator.  For
at  least  a  quarter of a  mile  they wove up and down the riverbanks,
looking for the anticipated end.  Ian felt his heart  race as crocodiles
slithered up and down the surface of the water, lurking just below the
diluting fog.  He couldn’t tell if they were real or not, but he knew that
he didn’t want to get close enough to pet them.  As he continued down
the shoreline, he kept so close to Bob that he almost ran into him.  He
knew he had to regain his senses long enough to correct his distance,
but he found his control over his anxiety diminishing.

Just before he was ready to scream from his growing fears of this
place, Ian and his mentor finally found the generator box at the end of
the line.  The machine was placed securely within a small hole in the
wooden studio floor next to the muddy banks of the jungle set.  Even
though the slow trickle  of  the  flowing stream made up most  of  the
immediate sound in the area, Ian heard a small steady hum purring out
of the vent through the top of the generator.

“Okay,” said Bob, “this is where the water is the purest.  If you
need some refreshment before the final push, this is the time to get it.”

Before Ian could respond, Bob tapped the side of his boots with his
mop, kicking the excess mud off the bottoms.  Next,  he scuffed the
traction  of  his  footwear  across  the  water’s  surface  to  wash  the
remainder of the dirt away.  Ian was surprised at first by this sudden
action, but  decided that the river current would push the rest  of the
grime downstream, so he followed suit  and dunked his feet  into the
water in front of the generator to clean himself off.

While Ian thoroughly washed his feet,  Bob disappeared into the
steamy darkness, where his footsteps echoed off the wooden floor.  Ian
tried  to  listen  for  the  location  and  volume of  his  steps  to  keep  his
distance  pinpointed.   Unfortunately,  the  monkey  and  parrot  noises
interfered with the echoes,  making the task of  keeping track of  him
difficult.

“Where are you going?” Ian asked nervously, hoping Bob had a
reasonable answer.

Bob didn’t answer.
Ian waited a moment to see if Bob would return, or at least make

some sort of acknowledging noise, but nothing else happened from his
camp.  Ian strained his ears to follow the clacking noise of Bob’s shoes,
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but they quickly diminished from audibility.  He sighed as he tried to
figure out what to do next.  A few seconds passed, but nothing came to
him.

After a few more moments of waiting, Ian finally decided to do
something, though he thought it best to do it from where he stood in
case Bob came back.  He studied the trees around him, trying to decide
if they could feel the atmospheric misery that he felt.  The misty fronds
dripped with greenish water droplets, creating tiny bowls of liquid in
the muddy grains of sand below.  Sweat accumulated thickly around his
brow, spilling salty water from his hair into his eyes.  The ground itself
poured forth a steadily rising cloud of mist from its depths, enrapturing
the jungle with its sultry grip.  Ian felt his very throat thirst for relief,
hoping to sample the taste of restoration to his drained body.  Though
the vegetation seemed to handle the uncomfortable heat with relative
ease, he didn’t possess the same level of endurance.  Soon, he fell to his
knees and knocked his face into the dirt as he waited patiently for Bob
to return.

The stream coming out of the generator looked refreshing to him,
so Ian sat up and cupped his hands in front of the opening.  After filling
his hands with the lukewarm liquid, he splashed water into his face.
Immediately he felt the change in comfort as the water made contact
with his skin.  Once again he cupped and splashed to further speed up
his cool down process.  All of a sudden the environment around him
didn’t seem so harsh.  As he reached into the stream to splash himself
for a third time, he noticed the water taking on a reddish tint.   The
discovery left him frozen with his soaking palms dripping all over his
nose.  Curiously and nervously, he placed his fingers in front of the
opening to discover the water had become coarser.  When he touched
his dripping fingers to his tongue,  he found the liquid  bitter.   After
pausing a moment to study the taste, he spit the acrid liquid back into
the stream, and jumped out to the wooden floor where he collapsed to
his knees again.

Immediately the lights came on.  Ian looked up from his spot to see
Bob stepping out of a small alcove from the corner of the room.

“Get  your  mop  together  and  let’s  go  to  work,”  Bob  said
commandingly.  “I found the target.”

“Wait,”  shouted  Ian,  “there’s  blood  in  the  water.   Something’s
bleeding.”

Bob approached the generator with his mop over his shoulder and
glanced at the stream.

“Are you hurt?”
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Ian looked down to his feet  to see them covered in the reddish
substance.   They  felt  unwounded,  but  he  wasn’t  sure  that  meant
anything.  He shrugged his shoulders.

“Try to stand up,” said Bob.  “They might be testing us.”
“Who are ‘they?’  You keep talking about they, but you never tell

me who they are.  Why?”
“Because I don’t know what their game is yet.  Now try to stand.

We may still have the edge here.”
Ian closed his eyes and tried to stand to his feet.  Once he thought

he was positioned upright, he reopened his eyes to test his theory.  Sure
enough, he wasn’t dreaming.  He was in fact standing, and it didn’t hurt.

“How do you feel?” asked Bob.
“A little scared.”
“That’s to be expected.  But, suck it up because there’s still work to

do.  The spill is over there, and it must be mopped.  I want you to take
command of the cleanup while I try to find out what their game is.  If
I’m not back in ten minutes, avenge me.”

Bob raised his mop to the air as he ran for the stairway next to the
sound room.  Soon he was gone, leaving Ian alone once again to try
rationalizing his decision to become a janitor.

Ian really wanted to trust  Bob  for  leaving him alone,  but  as  he
stood  at  the  edge  of  the  jungle  looking  across  a  small  expanse  of
polished wood, Ian decided he could only truly trust himself.  And at
this stage in the game, as he meditated upon his own loneliness in this
rapidly changing topsy-turvy environment, he thought that maybe that
was believing in too much.  Uncertain of his fate ahead, he clutched his
mop tightly with both hands, hoping that somehow he would find the
courage to stand strong in this darkened hour.

Attempting to take his new appointed leadership role seriously, Ian
looked to another part of the room to search for the whereabouts of the
target spill.  As he quickly scanned the area, he noticed a small puddle
of  water  lying  stagnant  on  the  floor  not  far  from one  of  the  stage
lighting  rigs.   He  rubbed  the  perspiration  from his  forehead  as  he
questioned his mission’s safety.  The sensible side of him convinced
him that it would be quite simple—nothing more than a basic mop job.
But the practical  side of him, the one that had actually been paying
attention this week, convinced him that the puddle  was laced with a
strong  electric  current  that  was  ready  to  shock  him  at  any  given
moment.   Since he  wasn’t  sure what would ultimately happen if  he
approached the puddle,  he decided just to swallow whatever random
liquid he had floating around his throat  and make the discovery for
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himself.  So, instead of pondering the danger issue any further, he took
a deep breath, exhaled all the stress he could purge from his body, and
took the first step toward the spill of destiny.

When he took his first step across the wooden floor,  everything
initially seemed okay, so Ian took another,  and then another.   Soon,
after many brave, but tiny strides across the way, he made it to the edge
of  the  water.   As he  stood  before  his  objective  a  moment later,  he
celebrated the fact that he was still breathing, and rather successfully at
that.

Ian looked around the area to see eight vents carved into the floor.
Loose streams of the grimy liquid flowed into a few of the openings
nearby.  When he touched his mop against the edge of the puddle, he
noticed a minor hint of steam floating from five of the floor vents.  As
the  water  continued  to  spill  into  the  openings,  the  water  vapor
eventually thickened.  He tried to ignore the phenomenon for the time
being, but something about it seemed out of place—even here in the
studio.  In every place he had ever visited, vents that supplied airflow
did not produce steam.  And despite the fact that he was only a few
meters away from an indoor jungle, he just didn’t think this fit into the
equation of reality.

He  thought  that  maybe  putting  his  concentration  into  his  work
would distract him from everything else around him.  Soaking up the
nasty mess before him would drown out the illusions of jungles, and
monkey  sounds,  and  bloody  streams,  and  steaming  floor  vents.
Fulfilling his mission would bring him back to a state of peace.  But,
after  taking one stroke with his mop through the heart  of  the  liquid
menace, he stopped and slapped his head.

“Buckets,” he said.  “How could we forget the buckets?”
Suddenly, a flash of light burst behind him.  Ian spun around to see

a huge flame leaping up over the treetops in the jungle.  Immediately
afterward, another fireball shot toward the ceiling, then another.  The
temperature  of  the  room  quickly  rose  to  an  alarming  level.   The
sweltering  heat  transformed  into  a  blistering  nightmare.   Soon,  the
sounds of explosions rocked the walls around him, bouncing back and
forth  until  his  eyes  nearly  rolled  back.   He  dropped  his  mop  and
clutched his ears to buffer the frighteningly loud eruptions.  His knees
began to lock in place, as he looked up long enough to see the trees
ahead toppling over into the pillars of flame.

Another  flash  of  light  burst  just  a  few  feet  to  his  side.
Automatically he covered his eyes to protect his vision from the radiant
onslaught.  A moment later he reopened them to discover a thick cloud
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of smoke blowing over him.  He looked to his side to see spires of
flame exploding from the five steaming vents.  With his adrenaline in
full swing, Ian tried to run to the nearest escape route for safety.  But
his knees remained locked in stiffness, so he fell over from his inability
to compensate, splashing face first into the puddle.

“Ian,” shouted Bob’s voice through an intercom.  “We have to get
out of here.  It’s worse than I thought.”

Ian spit a mist of dirty water from his mouth as he looked toward
the stairway.  But, the smoke had gotten too thick, so he couldn’t see
anything.

“Bob,” he shouted.  “Where are you?”
“I’m in Studio  2-C.   The  walls  are  dripping  slime.   Forget  the

mission, we’re getting out of here.”
“I can’t move.  Help me.  Bob?”
Ian  waited  for  a  response,  but  the  intercom went  static.   Now

panicked, he looked desperately around the room hoping to find a way
out.   But,  his  visibility  had  greatly  diminished  from the  clouds  of
smoke.  The sight of the fire burning up the jungle was the only thing at
floor level that remained moderately clear to him.  As he looked up, he
discovered air pockets in the smoke to which he could manage a visual
on the ceiling.  Sprinklers dotted the space above him, but unfortunately
they remained dead in the chaos.  When the gaps in the clouds closed
and the smoke floated over him, he covered up his nose and mouth to
protect his lungs.

“Ian,” yelled Bob, from a much closer distance.  “I’m coming for
you.  Oh crap.  This really burns me up.  Where are you?”

“Where do you think?” Ian responded through his hands.
Ian’s eyes stung as he looked in the direction of the stairway.  A

moment later he saw a man’s figure moving like a shadow toward the
smoke wall.  Within a few seconds, the shadow rushed into the smoky
barrier, burst through, and slid over the water to reach him.  Before Ian
had any time to say anything, Bob grabbed his arm and picked him up.

“They’re too powerful for us right now,” he shouted.  “We gotta
retreat.”

As Bob pulled Ian to his feet, the sprinklers finally came to life.
The water showered down in a torrent, turning little cold liquid pellets
into  a  mass  of  scorching  steam,  shifting  the  environment  from  a
blistering nightmare into a stage from hell.  Bob quickly released Ian
and ran for the door.

“Follow me, kid,” he continued.  “The exit is this way.”
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When Ian bent down to pick up his mop,  he noticed a horribly
rotten smell coming from the three smaller floor vents closest to him.
So far, this was the first time these vents did anything noticeable.

“Hey, Bob,” he said, “what’s that smell?”
“I don’t care,” Bob yelled.  “Let’s go.”
Now sweltering  from heat,  but  immensely  curious,  Ian  quickly

jogged up next to one of the vents to catch another whiff.  He dropped
to his knees, hoping to identify to some degree what he had smelled.
However, as the first truly horrendous stink fouled up his nose, he heard
something  gurgle  from  down  below.   Before  he  had  a  chance  to
decipher the sound, some white liquid bubbled out through the grate
onto the floor.  Ian backed away from the vent as the milky substance
flowed out faster and faster.

“Come on, Ian,” shouted Bob once again.  “We have to go.”
The milk continued to churn as it spread quickly into the grimy

puddle of water.  Within moments, all  three vents contributed to the
growing supply, eventually causing the creamy puddle to overtake the
dirty liquid spill.   Soon,  the substance spilled into the fire-breathing
vents,  to  which the  steam took on  a  completely new and  disastrous
form, defiling even the polluted air inside the room.

By  this  point  Ian  admitted  to  himself  that  he  overstayed  his
welcome  and  made  a  mad  dash  for  the  exit  without  looking  back.
Somehow he thought that was the best decision he made all day.

 
 Day 22:

It’s been seven days since I took shelter under my cot.  I’m getting
really hungry, and my bladder hurts.  My trips to the bathroom have
been very limited, since I only go when Bob escorts me.  I don’t know
how he’s been keeping so cool with everything that’s been going on
lately.  I guess he learned to suppress his fear the first time that a toilet
tried to swallow him whole.  I haven’t learned to do that yet.  When I’m
faced with rivers bleeding on me, fire breathing against me, and milk
oozing at me, my line of courage tends to end there.  Maybe I’m no
hero, and maybe I’ll never cut it as the best janitor to ever walk these
halls, but at least I’m still alive.  Of course, I don’t know how long that
will last.  Bob told me that things are starting to get crazy on the First
Wing now.  That’s the studio’s main wing, where all the offices are
held.   Apparently,  the  executives  and  other  important  people  are
falling into comas—independently of eating from the cafeteria I might
add.  Not only that, but their computers won’t work right, and their
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wallpaper won’t stop peeling.  Bob thinks it’s going to get worse.  He
says if we don’t figure out what “their” game is soon and do whatever
we can to stop it, things could start getting bad down here in the Zero
Wing.

I thought about quitting my job and moving back home, but Bob
won’t escort me to the main entrance.  He says “they” already thought
of our intentions to escape and no doubt have their guards ready to
stop us.  I still think it’s worth a shot to try, since I definitely don’t
want to fall into a coma, but Bob says I’m on my own if I make a run
for it.  Who am I kidding?  I  would never make it  out of this wing
without his help.

I don’t know what time it is right now.  I lost track of time a few
days ago, and honestly I don’t even know if it’s really been seven days
since our venture into Studio 2-B.  I just know I’ve slept seven times
since then, so I’m guessing it’s been that long.  Bob won’t be straight
with me about the time, since he thinks I’m a coward for hiding in my
room  rather  than  fighting  to  discover  the  truth  behind  the  studio.
Frankly,  I  don’t  think  I  need to  leave  to  figure out  its  secret.   It’s
obvious there’s some alien activity going on.  I mean, I watch science
fiction movies.   I  know what their  game is.   For some reason,  Bob
doesn’t want to accept that.  He thinks there’s something even deeper
than that.  I don’t know how it could possibly be deeper than aliens,
but Bob has his theories.   Maybe he believes the studio is haunted,
though he hasn’t  said so for sure.   I  personally  don’t  know why it
should be haunted since I don’t believe in ghosts.  But, up until a few
days  ago,  I  didn’t  believe  in  aliens  either,  so  maybe  it  is  haunted.
Personally, I’m kind of afraid for Bob.  I keep thinking they’re going to
get him, and then I’ll be alone.  I know that’s thinking negatively, but
his stories just keep getting more gruesome.  I mean, he went to the
Second Wing again recently to discover skeletons decomposing in the
hallway.  When he went up to the Third Wing, everything was empty,
except for one room that was full of water.  I’ve also been counting
more pipes along the wall whenever I go on my bathroom runs.  I don’t
care what he says; they’re moving down to this wing even as I write
this.  The mailroom guys haven’t been showing any signs of fear yet,
but I  think  they just  don’t  know what’s going on.   But,  then again,
whenever we look at them, they look back at us kind of funny.  It’s this
look  of  suspicion  that  makes  me  wonder  if  maybe  they  do  know
something is going on, and we’re holding out from telling them what it
is.  Or maybe the studio already got to them.  Maybe Bob and I are the
only ones who haven’t been had yet.
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***

A loud crash broke Ian’s concentration as he wrote the final word
in his entry, causing him to cut a swath of ink across the page.  He
looked up to see Bob standing in the doorway with the door flung wide
open.

“Put the journal away, Ian,” panted Bob.  “We’ve been summoned
to the president’s office.”

Ian looked at  his  page  disappointedly,  trying to  wipe  away the
loose streak he made with his wrist.  As his skin drove over the ink, he
smudged it into a faded blot.  He sighed at his misfortune.

“Play with your book later,” continued Bob.  “We have no time to
lose.”

Ian wanted to protest Bob’s intrusion, but he had already spent too
much time taking orders to be mutinous now, so he closed his journal
with a clap and slid it against the wall.  He climbed out from underneath
his cot, stood up, and brushed a wrinkle out of his smelly shirt.

“I don’t want to leave my room,” said Ian.  “I’m too scared.”
A projection of light flooded from the hallway into the room over

Bob’s shoulders, stopping just short of Ian’s feet.  Bob’s figure became
a borderline silhouette.

“What kind of janitor are you to have that attitude?” asked Bob.
“I’m still alive aren’t I?”
“So  am I.   Quit  acting  like  a  pansy  and  grab  your  mop,  kid.

Whatever  they’re  trying  to  do  to  us,  they’re  going  to  do  it  in  the
president’s office.”

“Isn’t that a pretty good reason not to go up there?”
“Don’t you get it?  This is our golden key.  Whatever their secret

is, we’re going to discover it up there.  Tromping around the studio has
only  confirmed  that  there’s  something  screwed  up  with  this  place.
Going for the head office will tell us why it’s screwed up.  Then we can
stop it.”

“Or die trying.”
“They’ve breached the other floors, Ian.  They’re already working

on this one.  It won’t be long before they have us all, and then I don’t
want to think about what will happen.  Maybe they’ll start filtering into
the rest of the film industry.  The results could be disastrous.”

“Do  you  think  their  ultimate  goal  is  to  get  to  mainstream
moviegoers from all over the world?”
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“And completely suck their minds dry, yes.  That’s why we must
discover their roots and stop their evil plans for good.  You can’t be
afraid, Ian.  The world’s audiences are depending on you.”

Ian remained  noticeably terrified  at  making any kind  of  moves
toward the upper halls, but something about Bob’s words inspired him.
Sure,  he would  probably fall  in  a  blaze  of  glory trying to  stop  the
madness of Zipwood Studios, but a blaze of glory was far better than
falling in his sleep, so he thought maybe he had enough courage in him
to make some sort of impact.  If he was wrong, at least he would fall
doing something he believed in, whether it was an accurate assumption
or not.  There had to be something heroic and admirable about that.
Granted,  he didn’t want to find his end in the hands of a  malicious
clown or  anything, but he still  had to trust that  things hadn’t gotten
quite that far out of hand.

Ian ripped off his seven-day old shirt and tossed it onto his cot,
making room for his unshapely muscles to flex.  He looked at Bob, who
placed his fists on his hips, trying to muster up enough courage to make
this final journey.  The light from the hallway invigorated a spark of
confidence in his heart, giving him just enough strength to set foot out
of his room and to face whatever awaited him outside.  As he prepared
his ego for possible war, Ian unplugged his lava lamp from the wall and
wrapped the cord around the base.  He thought that if he had to put up a
fight, he would at least bring a weapon with him.  A moment later he
placed his fists on his hips in superhero fashion and stared at Bob with
narrow eyes.

“Who needs a mop?” he said, now ready to kill something.
Bob smiled at his newfound cockiness.
“It is time,” bellowed Bob.  “To destroy the evils of filth and scum,

I, the Crusader of Crystal Clarity will kick this studio down to oblivion.
Let’s rock.”

In one swift motion, Bob darted to the left, disappearing from the
doorway.  A cloud of dust was all that remained.

Ian, meanwhile, cupped his lava lamp under his arm and exited into
the hall,  still  lying to himself about his virgin bravery, but believing
every word of it.   As he stepped outside  into the open shaft of  the
hallway, he saw Bob standing at the supply closet fidgeting with a set of
keys.  Ian approached Bob as he unlocked the closet door.

“There’s my new toy,” said Bob joyfully.
Bob  reached  into  the  closet  to  remove  a  mop  topped  with  a

sparkling silver handle.  As he brought the tool out into the open, he
held it high over his head, then brought the handle down to the floor
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like a thunderclap.  The mop’s clash rung out in a circular ripple and
then echoed in waves down the bases of the walls.  Ian noticed a guy
from the mailroom peeking over a stack of envelopes to look out the
door to take a gander at the commotion.  Ian smiled and waved at the
guy,  hoping  that  he  didn’t  draw  attention  from  the  wrong  person.
Afterward, the guy went back to doing whatever he was doing, as if
nothing out of the ordinary had happened.  While feeling somewhat
relieved at the man’s disinterest, Ian looked back at Bob to see what
was next on the agenda.  Bob held his chin up high and placed his free
fist on his hip.

“Is that real silver?” Ian asked boldly.
“I spent the last few nights grafting it from one of those extra pipes

that appeared on the wall recently.”
Ian nodded his head, feeling impressed by Bob’s accomplishment.
“No time to admire my weapon though,” said Bob.  “There will be

time for that later.  Grab yours and meet me at the stairs.”
While Ian removed his mop from the closet, Bob cocked his mop

over his shoulder and bolted for the stairwell.  Ian’s mop wasn’t grafted
with any precious metals or anything, but he thought it was still capable
of doing the job, assuming he knew what the job was.  He had to trust
that Bob knew what he was doing.  Then again, that seemed to be all he
had been able to do since the first day.  Sensing that little had changed
in his expected expectations, Ian ran after him toward the stairwell.

When they arrived at the top of the stairs a few moments later, they
simultaneously punched the exit door open.  As they barreled through
the open doorway, they almost collapsed toward the floor, but regained
their  balance  before  arcing  over  too  far.   Once  his  coordination
returned, Ian tried to take a moment to look around.  But, Bob grabbed
his arm and pulled him down the hall toward the glass door at the end.
When they reached the door, Ian grabbed for the handle to open it, but
Bob pushed him aside, then shoved his mop handle through the glass.
The mop only knocked out a hole in the middle, so he thrashed it all
around to take out the shards too.

“They’ll be expecting us to use the handle,” he said.
Bob  stepped  through the  broken glass  to  enter  into  the  waiting

room.  Ian touched the handle to see what would happen, but nothing
came of  it.   He shrugged and  stepped  through the  door,  where the
receptionist  came  running  up  to  them from behind  her  desk.   She
gasped at the sight of the door.

“What did you do?” she yelled at Bob.
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Bob  carelessly shoved  her  aside  and  headed  for  the  president’s
office.  Ian, meanwhile, looked at her for a moment wanting to explain,
but decided that she must have been playing them for a fool, so he held
his tongue.  When she tried to charge at him in protest, Ian shoved his
mop handle against her chest and waved his lava lamp in the air.

“Don’t come any closer, sweetheart, or I’ll melt you,” he growled.
The receptionist grabbed her hair as she let her lower jaw drop.  It

appeared that she tried to say something, but all she managed was to
point at the door.

“What  are  you  trying  to  do  to  us?”  asked  Ian.   “What’s  your
game?”

“Leave her alone, Ian,” said Bob.  “She’s just a pawn.  The one we
want is in here.”

Ian looked into her eyes.  She almost seemed scared.  Maybe he
and Bob were making progress after all.  He lowered his lava lamp.

“Keep your distance from us,” said Ian, “and maybe we can still
save you.”

He removed his mop handle from her chest and jogged up next to
Bob,  who  waited  by  the  office  door.   This  door  was  completely
wooden, so there was no way they could crash through it like they did
the last one.  Bob kicked it open instead.

As the door flung open, splintering the wood near the doorjamb,
Bob  and  Ian  entered  the  office  to  find  the  president  of  the  studio
waiting at his desk.  When he looked up to see them, he stood up from
his chair and folded his hands.

“Ah, Bob, glad you came,” he said.  “My toilet started to overflow
this morning.  Please do something about it.”

Ian followed after Bob as he stomped toward the president’s desk.
When he made contact with his rendezvous point, Bob stepped up to
the president and thrust his mop against his neck.  The president’s eyes
narrowed suddenly—perhaps in preparation to shoot lasers at him or
something.  Immediately the president tried to push him away, but Bob
refused to back down.

“Bob,” said the president, “what are you doing?  Get off me.”
“You’re behind all this, aren’t you?” asked Bob.  “Who are you?”
“I’m the president of this studio, you moron.  Have you forgotten

already?”
“Why has all hell broken loose around here?  What are you trying

to do to us?”
The  president pushed  Bob  away,  and  then clutched  his  neck  to

regain some air.
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 “Go mop my bathroom before I fire you,” he said.  “And you better
do a great job.”

“I’m not falling for your tricks,” said Bob contemptuously.  “That’s
how you got the others, isn’t it?  You catch them when their guard is
down and then zap them with whatever freaky system you got going on.
Isn’t it?”

The president tried to take a step toward Bob, but Ian stuck his
mop in front of him.

“Keep your distance,” said Ian.  “I won’t have anyone zombified
before my eyes today.”

“Get that mop away from me, kid.  I have no idea what you two are
babbling about, but if you don’t stop, you’re both out of here forever.”

“Forever?” asked Ian.  “You hear that, Bob?  He’s not just trying to
make us like the others; he’s trying to kill us.  But, we won’t let you do
it, will we Bob?  No, you’ll never have us, you psychotic slime bag.”

In one blinding motion, Ian hurled his lava lamp at the president’s
head, bluntly knocking him to the floor.  As the lamp ricocheted off his
skull and fell to his chair, the president wavered, then dropped like a
sack of potatoes.  For a moment, Ian felt like a hero.

“Did we win?” asked Ian cheerfully.
Bob looked down at the president and then looked at Ian.
“Actually,” said Bob, “there’s a slight possibility that he’s not the

one responsible.”
Ian felt his moment of glory vanish.
“You mean I knocked out an innocent man?”
“Well, I wouldn’t exactly call him innocent.  He is the president

after all.  But, he may not be the one we’re looking for.”
“But, you said we’d get our answers up here.”
Bob scratched his head.  At first it appeared that he had been lost in

his own assumptions.  But, after a moment of reflection, he jolted his
head and clapped his mop handle to the floor with such power that the
floor shook.

“That’s right,” said Bob.  “I did say that.  I’ve looked all over this
studio without any answers.  This is the last possible place to search.
This man knows something.”

Bob dumped the lava lamp out of the chair and reached down to
grab the president’s shirt.  He yanked the man up to an upright sitting
position,  and then pulled him to his feet to drop him into the chair.
Once the president looked comfortable,  Bob smacked him across the
face until he stirred and eventually woke up.

“Stop it,” said the president, “and get off me.”
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“You never answered us,” said Bob.  “Who are you?”
The president looked straight into Bob’s eyes, while Bob in turn

had practically leaned over him.
“I am the president of Zipwood Studios.   I  am in charge of all

forms of business and activity that goes on here.  This includes how I
treat my employees, great and small.  Among the great are my actors.
Among the small are my janitors.  I can terminate either for any reason I
choose.”

“What is your game?”
“What are you talking about?  I am here to run a studio.  I am not

here to play games.  Now you have less than one second to get off me
before you’re out of here forever.”

Bob took the president by his collar and shook him forcefully.
“Be straight with me,” he shouted.  “Why did the floors of Studio

2-B breathe  fire,  and  the walls of  2-C bleed slime?   Why have we
encountered  numerous  comatose  people,  and  the  occasional
decomposing corpse?  Why has there been a daily increase of pipes in
the halls of the Zero Wing, and toilets trying to rip off our arms?  And
why has my friend here  been  served green chicken for  lunch every
day?”

The president smiled.
“Oh, that,” he said.  “Why weren’t you more specific?”
“‘Oh, that?’  Now you know what I’m talking about?”
“Of course.  You mean, you haven’t figured it out yet?”
“Figured out what yet?  What are you hiding from us?”
“And why do you want to take over our planet?” interrupted Ian.
The president reached for his desk drawer, but Bob knocked his

hand away with his mop.
“The answer is in the drawer, Bob,” said the president.  “Let me

open it.”
“No, let me open it.”
Bob  reached  down  for  the  desk  drawer  and  opened  it.   He

rummaged around inside for a moment, but came up empty.
“What am I looking for?” he asked.
“Just get off me and let me show you.”
Bob looked at Ian a moment, then signaled him to be on his guard.

Once he nodded for confirmation, Bob stepped away from the desk to
give the president some breathing room.

The  president  reached  into  the  desk  and  removed  the  same
entertainment magazine that the comatose guard on the Second Wing
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had on his body a while back.  He flipped open the pages and showed
Bob the contents inside.

“What’s my interview have to do with anything?” asked Bob.
The president kicked his feet up onto the desk as he prepared to

deliver his exposition.
“You blasted the studio with your comment that we had no movie-

making talent.  You said our special effects were cheesy, our plot lines
were useless, and our actors were unconvincing.  You seriously—”

“I didn’t say those things to hurt the studio,” interrupted Bob.  “I
said those things because they’re true.”

“Are they so true, Bob?”
“Of course.  Haven’t you seen your movies lately?  I mean…”
For  a  moment  Bob  couldn’t  continue  with  his  words.   For  a

moment he stopped in deep thought to ponder what he was about to say.
Then, something unexpected happened.  His fire, his will to fight, and
pretty much everything he stood for all this time seemed to fade away.
Ian stood and watched as his mentor took on a form similar to a deer
caught in the headlights.  A moment later Bob dropped his mop to the
floor and stroked his chin.  His eyes narrowed, as he looked downward
into emptiness.  The president smiled in victory.

“Are you going to mop my floor now?” asked the president.
“Ian, go mop the floor for me,” muttered Bob.
As his words trickled out, Bob slowly dropped to his knees.
“But,” cried Ian, “what about the mission?  What about the—”
“Just mop the floor, Ian.”
Suddenly,  a  horrible  shriek  sounded  from  outside,  tearing  the

silence in half.  Ian spun around toward the open door to see a ninja
leaping into the office, wielding a pair of nunchucks in both hands.

“Forget it, Nick,” said the president.  “He understands now.”
The ninja froze for a moment, then scuffed his feet across the floor.
“Oh, man,” said the ninja.  “This was going to be the performance

of my life.”
The ninja pulled off his mask and immediately threw it to the floor.

Ian was surprised to see Nick Engles behind the ninja disguise.
“Tell  the  technicians  to  restore  everything back  to  normal,  and

make sure the rest of the staff gets back to work,” said the president.
Nick reluctantly picked up his mask and tucked it under his belt.
“I almost had you, Bob,” said Nick.  “I was going to prove I’m the

better star.  You lucked out, buddy.”
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Nick  turned  around  and  trudged  his  way  out  of  the  office,
muttering  some  indistinguishable  words  under  his  breath.   Ian,
meanwhile, started to feel sick to his stomach.

“Sorry I hit you with my lava lamp, sir,” he groveled.  “Think I
could go eat something real quick?”

“Go mop my floor,” said the president.

Day 26:

I think Bob is starting to recover from his initial shock.  I guess it’s
not every day that a person so militant about story and substance gets
caught up in a game of special effects and comatose acting.  Now that I
think  about it,  I  think it’s  kind of funny.  Sure, those flames in 2-B
could’ve killed me, and who knows where those decomposing bodies
came from, but I got a story out of it.  I think deep down, Bob might
appreciate that too.  It’s hard to tell with him.

Anyway, I don’t know what else to say.  I decided it’s time to quit
my job, especially since I haven’t done much of it in the last week-and-
a-half.   I  don’t know, maybe the circumstances of the last few days
scared me to the point that I’m not comfortable carrying a mop around
this place anymore.  Or, maybe I’m just tired of counting the pipes
along the wall.  Now that the technicians removed all the extra pipes,
which I recently found out were used for the floor vents that almost
killed me, I just can’t take pleasure in counting them any longer.  I
guess I  could come up with a number of  reasons,  and I’m sure all
would be good.  But, whatever my reason, I just feel like I’d rather be
home.  I’d kind of like to take my lava lamp with me too, since I’ve
grown to like it, but the president refuses to give it back to me.  Lack of
light  is  another  motivation  for  me  to  quit.   Oh  well,  my  hand  is
cramped.  I’ll end by saying, “When justice demands a clean-up guy,
justice only calls the best.  I am the Human Mop Machine, protector of
freedom, destroyer of nasty puddles.”  I will leave this quote for the
next  man  who  takes  my  place.   Hopefully  he’ll  actually  have  an
opportunity to use it.

Ian closed his journal and placed it in his bag next to his rolled up
poster of the supermodel.  After taking one last look at his empty room
to  make  sure  he  got  everything  he  needed,  he  tied  his  shoes  into
compact  little  bows  and  walked  out  into  the  hall  to  greet  his  next
adventure.   As he  turned to  face  his  future head on,  he  found Bob
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waiting for him next to the open stairway.  Ian approached him with his
bag over his shoulder.

“I heard you’re quitting,” said Bob casually.  “Just when you were
starting to get good.”

“It’s not my calling,” said Ian.  “I need a nice boring job to keep
me satisfied.”

“Do you want to try acting?  The most excitement you’ll get out of
that is when the make-up crew spends an hour ensuring that the light
won’t reflect off your face.”

“No, that’ll just confuse my reality.”
“Yeah, but it’s rewarding.”
The two men shared a laugh, but it died off and got awkward rather

quickly.  Bob wiped his nose in the silence.
“I’ll escort you to the main entrance,” continued Bob.
Ian took pleasant stride as he followed Bob up the stairs and out

the door leading to the First Wing.  He didn’t really have the chance to
explore or appreciate the First Wing since he arrived here a month ago,
but he had been eager for the day that he got his chance.  So, he took a
moment to  savor  the  environment in  its  natural  working state  as  he
passed through.  As he took his journey, he looked around the area to
see the offices operating as he thought they should, doing office kinds
of  things.   Something  about  seeing  the  dull  activities  of  answering
phones and filing papers made him feel secure.

“The studio executives asked me to conduct another interview next
week,” said Bob.  “They want me to retract pretty much everything I
said before.”

“Including the part about you being from Zimbabwe?”
“We’ll see what they ask.”
They reached the front entrance and stopped.  A moment passed

before Bob extended his hand.  Ian shook it firmly.
“It’s  been  a  pleasure,”  said  Bob.   “Good  luck  on  your  next

endeavor.”
“You too, Bob, whatever that may be.”
Bob gazed out the glass doors to take a look at the sunlight.  Ian

also looked, appreciating the fact that he had not seen the sun in nearly
four weeks.

“Is there anything I can do for you before you go?” asked Bob.
“Can you get me my lava lamp?”
Bob scratched his head.
“The president and his head wound are both still pretty upset about

that.  Is there anything else I can do instead?”
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Ian wasn’t sure what else he needed.  He thought that maybe Bob
could send him his lava lamp when the president calmed down, but it
was uncertain how long that would take.   They probably didn’t cost
much, so he could probably just buy one when he got back home.  But,
the lava lamp upstairs got him through seven days of utter fear, so it
was pretty special to him.

“Could you get it when he’s better and mail it to me?” he asked.
“Possibly.  Is that all?”
Ian reached into his bag and pulled out his supermodel poster and

his pen.
“Actually, if you could autograph this for me, I’ll be the envy of all

my friends.”
Bob nodded in agreement as he took the poster and pen from his

hands.
“If only they knew what I’ve been doing for the last year,” Bob

said.  “But you got it.”
Bob  unrolled the poster  to  see a  voluptuous woman in  a  bikini

sunning herself on the beach.  He put the pen up to the picture, but
stopped before starting the first stroke.

“This isn’t me, Ian.”
“No kidding, but it’s a poster.”
“Maybe you should let me sign your journal instead.”
Ian didn’t really want to take out his journal too, but if Bob wasn’t

going to sign the poster, he figured he might as well do it anyway.  He
removed the journal, opened it to the front page, and handed it over to
Bob.  Bob signed the page and passed it back to Ian, along with the
poster.  Ian looked at the signature.  Sure enough, there it was in perfect
scribble, “To Ian, the best destroyer of dirt in the entire country.  Keep
the  mop  clean—Robert  Dean.”   He  thought  it  was  cheesy,  but
appreciated it anyway.  He put his stuff back into his bag.

“Thanks, Bob,” he said.  “It’s been an adventure.  Well, take care,
and go find an agent.”

“And you be careful out there, Ian.  The world outside is not as
kind and secure as it is in here.  It’s easy to lose your way.”

“I’ll be fine, Bob.  Don’t worry.”
Ian opened the door to the outside to see an endless field of wheat

flash before  him.  It  had been almost  four  weeks since  he last  saw
daylight, so the bright sky momentarily blinded him.  Once he could
focus,  he  saw a  helicopter  waiting on  a  landing pad  with its  rotors
spinning, a little ways out in the field.  He wasn’t sure if it was the same
helicopter  that brought him in,  but at  least  it  was going to take him
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home.   That’s  all  he  could  really  want  for  his  life  at  that  moment
anyway.   Zipwood  Studios  hadn’t  lived  up  to  his  glamorous
expectations, so he thought maybe home would make up for it instead.
Even if he wanted to try again, he still had his journal, so there would
be room to continue his story.  But, physically he could never return,
since there weren’t any roads nearby.  And that was just the way he
preferred it too, since he was unlikely to stumble across a place like this
again.  Now ready to depart, he took one last look at the building in all
its  multi-tiered  glory,  and  then  walked  out  into  the  field  without
glancing back.
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Lightstorm
A bitter gust of wind blew past Jake’s face as he watched the hairy

animal stomp along in the frigid snow.  Either the creature didn’t know
he was watching it, or it just didn’t care.  Jake was satisfied both ways
because to him he saw another winning photo opportunity worth adding
to  his  portfolio.   His  home state  of  Arizona  could  not  offer  such a
prized shot of this magnitude, combining beastly musk oxen with the
bright white snow.  He affixed his camera’s aim onto the musk ox as it
slowly turned its head to face him.

“Say hello to history, you walking sleeping bag,” he said.
Jake adjusted the focus on his single-lens reflex camera, watching

the blurred furry image fade in and out.  The target box in the center of
the view helped his aim, but he’d been doing the photography game for
so long that he could have probably put this calendar together without
even looking through the viewfinder.  Just to test this theory, he held
the camera out in front of him, closed his eyes, and snapped a picture.
After reopening his eyes, he realized that he wasn’t carrying around an
instant film camera, so he took another shot using the aim features.  The
shot  looked  centered  from  what  he  could  see,  but  one  more  shot
couldn’t hurt.  Five snaps later he decided it was time to change angles,
lenses, and to add a colored filter for a darker image.

Another cold gust of wind zipped by his nose, bringing with it the
rank odor of unwashed beast hair in tow.  The scent momentarily caught
him off guard, offsetting his aim for just a moment as he buried his nose
into  his  scarf.   But,  having endured  several  years  of  photographing
sweat-drenched locker rooms for behind-the-scenes halftime specials,
Jake toughened up his senses and redirected his center.  Fortunately, the
target subject was remarkably immobile, so readjusting his aim was a
quick and simple endeavor.

The  musk ox,  which was an incredibly woolly beast  with large
handlebar  looking  horns  curving  over  its  brow,  casually  scuffled
through the  snow toward  its  herd.   Jake  dropped  to  his  knees  and
crawled through the numbing snow for a few feet to maintain his angle
on the creature.  He snapped another picture of the brute as bits of snow
flaked up from its hooves.

“This will make a great February shot,” he said, snapping another.
Jake held his position while he waited for the musk ox to reach its

herd.  From his count, there looked to be over thirty banding together in
the lazy crowd.  As the animal made first contact with the others, it
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stopped  walking and  casually wagged its  tail.   Jake  moved forward
again.

“You’re gonna make the calendar worth twenty bucks, my shaggy
friend.”

He tilted the camera vertically and placed it up to his eye.  The
musk ox appeared in the glass,  with the fuzzy butt  of a neighboring
musk ox jutting in from the edge.  Jake snapped a couple more pictures.
After feeling his takes spot on, he checked the shot counter.  There were
still a few exposures left to be filled.  Perhaps he had gotten enough of
this animal.  Maybe he hadn’t.  Maybe there was still some gold to go
for.

“I’m your pimp daddy now, lucrative beast,” he said, dropping his
camera to his side.  “Metaphorically speaking of course.”

Jake slowly stood to his feet and carefully stepped closer to the
herd.   He reached  into his pocket  and removed a  shiny quarter.   It
wasn’t going to do him any good here, so he figured he could sacrifice
it for the greater good of the calendar.  He flipped it in the air, called
heads, caught it on the back of his hand, saw it was tails, and threw it at
the musk ox.  The coin hit the animal in its thick, hairy body and fell
into the snow.  Apparently the beast didn’t notice since it continued to
wag its tail as if nothing happened, watching the other musk oxen stand
as lazily as it had done.

The quarter was still worth something in America, even if it wasn’t
worth crap on this desolate glacier, and Jake refused to let it go to waste
out here where half-ton beasts would just stomp it deeper into the ice.
So, he continued to approach the herd, slowly for the first few steps, but
then  realized  that  slow wasn’t  going  to  get  him there  faster,  so  he
walked stridently with his free hand clenched into a tight fist, his other
hand tightly grasping his camera, and his gaze affixed on the musk ox.

“You’re not getting away with a boring pose, you tease,” he said.
The musk ox’s ears twitched before it turned its head toward Jake.

He maintained his gaze on the animal a moment as he realized it had
stared back at him.  The creature seemed mesmerized at first, but then it
lowered its  head slightly.   As Jake continued to  move toward it,  he
could hear it snorting.

“You ready to rock?” he scoffed.
Jake held his camera out in front of him, with his finger affixed to

the shutter button.
“I’ll give you the most exciting day of your life.”
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The musk ox continued to snort, deeper and heavier.  As Jake got
closer, the animal lifted its front hoof up to its head and brushed the
hair around its eyes.  Jake snapped the picture.

“That’s right, baby,” he said, “show me those angry eyes.  They
haven’t seen anything yet.”

Now the prize shots were due.  He thought that the standard poses
designed to appease the weak of heart had fulfilled their purpose, and
that the time came to spice things up a bit.  It was his staple in the game
of pictures to up the ante, and these scruffy musk oxen weren’t going to
rob him of his trademark.

Jake sprinted into action and charged at  the animal, keeping his
photographic  weapon  in  front  of  him  at  all  times.   The  musk  ox
standing next to the first turned its attention toward Jake.  It too lifted
its leg to brush the hair around its eyes.  The first musk ox placed its
hoof back into the snow, and lowered its horns into the attack position.
Within a flash, the animal rampaged toward Jake.

“Anyone tell you which game is more dangerous?” he yelled.
Jake snapped a picture as the animal came within mere feet of him.

Almost  instantly,  he  sprung to  the  right  as  it  charged  past  him.   It
looked like the beast tried to catch him with its horns, but he couldn’t
tell, and he had no desire to turn around and see if he was right.  He
made a beeline for the herd.

A majority of the musk oxen turned their attention toward him as
he ran closer to them.  He could hear the other one stomping in the
snow fiercely behind  him.   Assuming that  the  pursuing animal  was
considerably faster  than he was,  Jake  quickly lunged for  the  closest
member of the herd he could find, and dove underneath it.  He rolled
out the other side of  the beast  just  in time for  it  to  start  panicking,
sending it running into the bulk of the herd.  He held his position long
enough to see the first musk ox coming right at him.  The snow flying
up around its  legs looked perfect.   He snapped another  picture,  and
quickly rolled away as the beast tried to gore him.

“Last shot, big ugly,” he yelled.  “Better make this one count for
me.”

The freezing temperature was bitter and Jake was getting tired, but
he knew he had enough stamina to make it into the herd one more time.
He ran as fast as he could toward the other musk oxen, hoping that none
of them changed their  position at  the last  minute.   Many were now
standing in a circle, keeping others shielded within.  There were still a
few panicked  stragglers  running  about,  but  the  circle  was  what  he
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wanted.  He figured that no matter  how close he got,  none of them
would move.  This was the shot he strove for.

As Jake came within a few feet of the circle, hearing the heavy
snorts of the pursuing beast behind him, he cut to the right and dove to
the ground.  Immediately, he flipped to his back to watch the angry
musk ox plow into the circle, causing the receivers of the hit to drop
back.   The  tremors  of  the  impact  sent  the  other  musk oxen  into  a
snorting fury.  Jake snapped the last picture on his roll of film.

“Beautiful,  my  friends,”  he  said.   “Now what  will  we  do  for
March?”

The angry musk ox recovered from its missed attack, and looked
back at  Jake and  lowered its  head.   Jake  could almost  feel  the  fire
burning from its eyes.

“I  like  your  ambition,  but  it’s  just  not  going  to  work  for  me
anymore.  Gotta go.”

Jake quickly jumped to his feet and ran as fast as he could.  Maybe
his adrenaline would get him back to his rented jeep.  If not, hopefully
his camera would at least survive.  After something like a full minute of
solid running, Jake turned around.  The musk ox didn’t bother to chase
him.  Instead, it stood around with the others and wagged its tail.  He
thought that was great because two full minutes of breathing this icy air
would’ve killed him.

Jake returned to the silent Igloo Hotel late that evening to find his
half partner,  half competitor sitting on a thick kingly rug made from
musk ox fur that  covered a chair  carved out of ice.   She looked so
comfortable in that chair, bundled up in so much blanket fur, that he
was surprised she hadn’t fallen asleep.

“Welcome  back,  Jake,”  she  said  almost  sarcastically.   “Was  it
worth going by yourself again?”

Jake didn’t  feel  like  answering her.   He was more  interested in
getting rid of the aches in his muscles.

“We  agreed  that  we  would  make  this  calendar  together,”  she
continued.  “There’s no room in our budget for solo missions.”

Jake found his briefcase setting in the corner of the room next to
his bed, which like every other piece of furniture in this hotel, was made
of ice.  He sat on the musk ox fur sleeping bag that spread across the
bed, pulled the briefcase up to his lap, and popped it open.  The interior
of the briefcase was divided into twelve sections, each of which had
labels devoted for specific months.
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“Did you at least get good pictures?” she asked.  “I didn’t get much
of anything around here.  I think our tour guide dropped us in the wrong
town.”

Jake  unloaded  the  film from his  camera  and  stuffed  it  into  the
February slot.  Now he had six full months worth of pictures ready to
go.  He knew that each roll possessed traces of gold within the silver
halide fibers, so of course the hard part  for him was deciding which
ones would make the cut.  He would be okay if Kate wanted to use a
bunch of boring shots for her version of the calendar, but there was no
way he was going to be caught dead sending off still images of musk
oxen standing around wagging their tails for his.  Not that he had any
dull ones to show off anyway.

“It’s not what you can find,” he said, “but rather how you make use
of what’s already available.”

“In other words,” said Kate, “you figured out how to make a musk
ox kill a wolf and eat it, then smile for the camera after the first bite.”

Jake laughed.  Now he remembered what it was about Kate’s sense
of humor that he liked.

“I can’t defy nature,” he said.  “I can only play with it.”
Kate groggily stood up and trudged over to him.  She checked out

the briefcase by his side.
“I got a picture of the first patch of grass just outside of town this

morning,” she said.   “I was rather  proud of that.   The  grass is  still
frozen, but it’s surrounded by fields of snow.”

“No offense,” said Jake, “but that sounds pretty bland.”
“It’s a beautiful picture, Jake.  It may not compare to the photos

you took for the NFL, but fortunately it doesn’t have to.  Do you know
why?”

Jake  closed  the  briefcase  and  placed  it  back  on  the  floor.   He
turned his focus to see her soft blue eyes peering back at him.  He found
her to be a lovely sight, but her mouth to be a dripping faucet.  Traces
of frost zipped in and out from her lips, vanishing with each word she
spoke.

“Because it’s nature,” she continued.  “It’s the natural beauty of
Greenland,  not  the  best  of  Sports  Illustrated.   I  don’t  care  that  my
pictures are boring because they’re still pleasant to look at.”

“You don’t think I can take pictures of beauty?”
“I think you’d take pictures of two reindeer doing it if you saw it.”
Jake thought about that a  moment.  That might have sent shock

waves through the offices of National Geographic.  Where was his pen
and paper?
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“Remember our assignment, Jake,” she continued.  “Two calendars
about Greenland’s nature at its most beautiful.”

“And exciting,”  he  interrupted.   “It’s  the  best  pictures,  not  the
prettiest.  And even so, I can capture beauty to its fullest.  Don’t forget
I’m the one who earned the prize for best Gatorade-over-the-coach’s-
head  shot.   The  green  color  mixing  with  the  blue  uniform was…
beautiful.”

Kate shook her head.  Apparently her taste for beauty was a bit
skewed.  She walked back to her chair and bundled up.

“Why don’t you just try the still  life shot for once?” she asked.
“There’s nothing forbidden about that in our art.”

Jake removed his heavy jacket from his shoulders and slid his way
into the sleeping bag he had been sitting on.  The extreme cold biting
his skin dissipated as his arms conformed to the interior of the musk ox
fur.  His nose twitched a bit  as the scent  of  musk crossed his path,
triggering a slight allergic reaction from the animal hair, but he stifled
his sneeze before it managed to escape.  Braving any future unpleasant
responses, he huddled the coverings up to his ears and left only his eyes
and forehead exposed.  He peered at Kate over the ridge of his blanket.

“I think you’ll be more comfortable lying down,” he said.
“I’m done being within five feet of you,” she said.  “Go to sleep.

The boat leaves early tomorrow.”
Jake felt like jumping off the bed and sliding down the floor toward

Kate’s feet just to spite her, but he was too comfortable where he was to
disturb  her  peace,  and  didn’t  really  want  to  snuggle  up  to  her  feet
anyway.  So he closed his eyes and waited for the raft to dreamland to
make its departure.

The  next  morning,  the  sun  had  barely poked  its  head  over  the
horizon when Jake and Kate stepped outside of the Igloo Hotel.  The air
was stale,  but  it  remained  colder  than  a  kitchen  freezer.   With  the
exception of a deep whipping sound marching boldly toward their ears,
the  environment  was eerily  silent.   Thin  layers  of  frost  floated  just
above the surface not far from where they stood.

Kate had her camera strapped over her shoulder while Jake held his
in his hand.  Once again he felt like smirking, but he thought it would
be better to educate her on her folly than to mock her.  He shook his
head to begin his lesson.

“No wonder you take uninteresting pictures,” he said in a mature
voice.   “Keep  your  camera  in  your  hand  so  that  you’re  ready  for
anything.”
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Kate pointed to  a helicopter  that  was already whirling its  rotors
nearby.

“They’re waiting for us,” she said.  “Let’s go.”
Jake took a picture of her, and then snapped a picture of the Igloo

Hotel,  which  was  remarkably small  for  a  hotel.   The  frosty hamlet
resembled a tiny ice lodge made completely out of ice and snow, while
the woman resembled a medium-sized brunette made completely out of
jackets and still shots.

“What are you doing?” she asked impatiently.
“Filling up two more months,” he said.  “Greenland’s finest habitat

and the region’s prettiest polar bear.”
Kate smiled, but kept walking.
“I’ll take the ‘pretty’ as the compliment,” she said.  “You can keep

the rest.”
They  boarded  the  waiting  helicopter,  where  they  were  given

annoying green baseball  caps  to  wear.   Both caps  sported  the  town
name  of  Kangerlussauq,  Greenland  across  the  face,  which  actually
looked  like  a  complicated  endeavor  for  the  designer  to  accomplish.
The letters were almost too small to read.  From a distance it wouldn’t
look like anything more than a straight line from one end to the other.
Jake had no idea why he needed it, so he tossed it out the door and
watched as the rotors fanned it down the field.

“Jake,” said Kate, “I think these hats were supposed to show our
support for this town.  It’s a sign of appreciation for having us here.”

“Appreciate what?  Instead of fine dining, they give us hats.”
“They also gave us unlimited  use of  their  bowling alley,  didn’t

they?”
She had a point.
“Well, it’s too late to get it back,” he said.
Before  Jake  could  finish  his  sentence,  the  helicopter  lifted  off.

Within a minute, they flew over the mountain range.
They flew for  several  minutes without speaking a word to  each

other.  Jake didn’t think she was angry or anything, but rather she really
didn’t have much to say for this time of day.  However, as they passed
over a broken ridge a few moments later, Kate interrupted the silence.

“I’ve given it some thought,” she said as she stared out the window.
“And I think you’re right.  Still life is boring, so I decided to try an
action shot.”

“Really?” said  Jake,  more surprised than he had been in a long
time.
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“Yeah.  It’s a really neat shot idea.  I think you’ll be impressed.
Jump out of the helicopter and I’ll take a picture of you.”

Jake  associated  her  attempt  at  a  joke  to  be  the  equivalent  of
receiving a wedgie.  But, if she was willing to try something different,
maybe he could laugh with her.

“Okay,” he said.  “If it’s for art.”
He  unbuckled  his  seatbelt,  stood  up,  and  reached  for  the  door

handle.  As he began to turn it, he looked back and smiled.  She held
her camera up to her eye.

“Do you have a good angle?” he asked.
He could see her lips curl upward from just underneath the camera

box.
“Perfect.  Now all that’s left to do is to jump.”
“Shouldn’t you be a little closer to my side so that you can catch

me on the descent?”
Kate lowered her camera and nodded her head.
“That might make a better shot, but we’re flying so fast that I could

probably catch you from either window.”
“But if you slide over to my side, you’ll get a much better shot.

The  trick  to  a  successful  action  shot  is  to  get  the  effect  without
sacrificing the size.  If you catch me just as I slip out the door, you’ll
have the best  shot  possible  for  this  scenario.   If  you wait a  second
longer, you won’t catch me in your zoom in time, and the action shot
will be lost.  All you’ll have left is another still shot of some immobile
thing decorating the side of the mountain.”

Kate remained silent for a moment before placing her camera up to
her eye again.

“Maybe I want to go for both shots then,” she said.  “Maybe I want
to try something new while sticking to my trademark.”

Jake couldn’t help but to feel that his point was rapidly slipping
away.  He released the door handle for just a moment, hoping that his
next words would actually reach her this time.

“Do you want to take a good picture or a wasted one?” he asked.
Kate lowered her camera again.  Instead of responding with words,

she placed her tool back into her bag.  She zipped everything up, then
set the bag to her side.  Jake wasn’t sure what else to say.  Somehow he
thought this woman was unreachable.

Jake stared at his companion with a mild regret before sitting back
down in his seat.  Despite the occasional banter that they often shared
on these  photographic  journeys,  he  thought  that  they communicated
with each other quite well.  But this time there seemed to be an invisible
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wall built solidly between them.  Maybe it was her stubborn ways that
blocked her from understanding his point of view, or maybe he didn’t
explain himself properly.  Regardless of the problem, he decided that
she wasn’t going to change her focus on this trip, so he buckled himself
up and let  the thought die.   He looked out the window to see what
lurked below.

“You weren’t really going to jump were you?” she asked suddenly.
Jake looked into her eyes and shrugged his shoulders.
“You weren’t really going to take a picture of me were you?”
Kate cracked a smile at him.  Perhaps he had made a small cut into

that tough exterior of hers after all.  She looked out her window and
hummed.  If she was unreachable, at least she was mildly readable.  If
only she had slid over.

They landed at the port  in Uummannaq sometime later to find a
medium-sized sightseeing boat waiting for them.  Jake and Kate rushed
off the helicopter and boarded the boat as quickly as possible to ensure
their place on the deck before departure.  Once they stepped foot onto
the  wooden planks,  they  took  a  spot  near  the  starboard  railing and
waited.   The railing seemed almost  too cold to  touch,  but  Jake had
gotten so used to the unrealistically low temperatures since coming to
Greenland that he touched it anyway.  He wanted to make sure he had
some leverage to look into the ocean once they got far enough out, even
though he wasn’t quite sure what he was supposed to be looking for.
Kate told him the plan earlier in the week, but he had forgotten already.
He figured his memory would return once they actually got out there.
Kate, meanwhile, leaned up against the railing next to him and breathed
a pleasant sigh.  She held her camera in her hands and snapped a picture
of the tiny icebergs floating in the water.

“Yep,” said Jake.  “That was the prize shot.”
She briefly glanced at him through the corner of her eye, but said

nothing.  A second later she returned her focus to the outer seascapes.
Jake leaned against the railing and watched the frost form from his

mouth as he breathed.  He wasn’t sure how long it would take for the
boat to set sail, so he decided to pass the time by tapping his fingers
against  the metal  rods underneath his elbows.  His stomach churned
slightly as the waves rocked him and the sightseeing vessel back and
forth.   But,  he  swallowed hard  and  sucked  up  his  mild  discomfort.
After a moment of increasing boredom, Jake took his camera out of his
bag and checked the shot counter.  As he estimated the number of test
shots he could allot versus the number of winning shots that he needed
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to take, he hoped that this side trip wouldn’t turn out to be a bust.  At
first he decided to trust Kate’s judgment for booking their seats on the
tour, but then he questioned what in the world he could possibly find
worth capturing in the middle of an ice-ridden sea.  As the thought of
wasting time settled in like an unwanted in-law, Jake found his spirits
quickly drop, and hoped for some excuse to return to the helicopter.
The only thing that prevented him from turning tail and walking off this
oversized floatation device was the fact that he really didn’t want to
upset Kate, and he knew he would do that if he backed out.  So, he
swallowed hard and sucked up his mild discomfort.

As he accepted his place on this nightmarish tour that had yet to
begin, he took another  gaze at Kate to try to figure out what in the
world she found so fascinating about floating icebergs.  In the small
handful of years that he had known her since starting at the magazine,
she had always been interested in still life photographs—the shape of
them, and the depth of them, but she never quite explained why she
found motivation in them.  He at least admired her passion for capturing
images so stagnant, but he just couldn’t decipher the logic that created
such a desire in her.  It had been his mission for more than a year to
solve this riddle, but so far all he could come up with was the fact that
she was just unique.  His inquisitive mind needed a little more to feed
on than that, but then there were a lot of things about her that he wanted
to know.  The problem had been that he never really knew the right
questions to ask.  Or, more accurately, he never quite had the guts to
ask her the deeper or more serious questions.  There had been several
occasions in the past when he got close—even managed to eke out the
first couple words of the question, but she often had so many critiques
of him that he thought another question would yield another comment,
so he dropped it before he finished.  And as he stood upon the deck of
this  vessel,  thinking  of  the  leftover  unknowns  of  her  psyche,  the
unfinished questions left him with the urge to tap his fingers against the
metal railing again.

And that was the only action he could find in that moment—the
tapping of his fingers against the metal rods of the railing.

As they continued to wait on the swaying tour boat, Kate looked
out toward the cliffs of the fjord and snapped a couple more lifeless
pictures.  Now sensing another form of action occurring, Jake snapped
a picture of her taking her pictures, trying his best to capture the beauty
shot, as she would call it.  Something about that satisfied his spirits.

“I’m glad I amuse you,” she said sardonically.  “But I don’t think
I’m what this calendar needs.”
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“But you’re stagnant on the water,” said Jake, “so it’s a perfect fit.
Now pose for me, darling.”

He snapped several shots in succession of her motionless stare at
him.

“That’s it, darling,” he continued, “give me that angry look.  Pout
to me, you’re a supermodel.  Scream desire to me, let your hair flow in
the breeze.”

After snapping off at least ten or twelve rapid shots in a row, Jake
rationalized  it  would  be  better  to  save  the  rest  of  the  film for  his
assignment,  so he strapped the camera over  his shoulder  and leaned
against the rail once again.  If anything, he knew he could finally walk
away with something worth keeping, even if there was no way he could
use it in the calendar.

“What happened to keeping the camera in your hands at all times?”
she asked.

“Nothing’s gonna happen here.  We’re on a boat.”
Kate scuffed her feet a moment before strapping her camera around

her shoulder.  She placed her hands on the railing and looked out over
the sea.  The slight tint of blush in her cheeks gradually turned pale as
the bitter frosty breeze pressed against her face.  Jake noticed her skin
shiver  slightly  as  she  maintained  her  intense  focus  on  the  ocean’s
horizon.

“Little cold out here, isn’t it?” he mused.
She shivered again subtly, but remained quiet.  Jake looked out into

the ocean’s horizon as well, attempting to see if there was anything out
there worth his attention.   He figured if  Kate  could be  lured by its
attraction, then maybe he could too.  Of course he purposely lied to
himself in that thought, but he wanted to at least try to identify with her,
so he gave it his best effort.  As the rim of the water in the distance
hobbled  up  and  down,  he  gradually  drew  his  focus  toward  the
foreground until the metal railing obstructed his clear view of the water
below.  There he noticed the waves chopping briskly against the hull.
Even though it was still remarkably stale, he admired the fact that there
was at least a little bit of action in the frigid sea.  Perhaps if he took out
his camera a second time and snapped a picture of the breaking waves,
he could successfully meld the two art  styles of action and still  life
together.  But in the end he realized that he could never stoop to that
level.  No matter how he looked at it, it was still just water hitting a
boat, and not much anything else.  To his dismay, the rest of the ocean
shared the same tale.
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He let out a sigh of disappointment from having ever woken up this
morning.

“Not much to do when it’s cold…” he trailed.
Following the dying end of his statement, Jake dropped his head

forward, leaving him hanging motionless just a few inches above his
folded hands.

After another moment of concentrated silence, Kate finally spoke
up again.

“I think it’s obvious we’re going to keep telling each other we’re
wrong,” she said.  “So, I’ve been thinking about it a little and I think we
should make a bet.”

Jake perked up from hearing this suggestion.  For once it seemed as
if she was willing to do something risky, if not remarkably absurd.  The
thought of her taking an adventurous turn delighted him.  He raised his
head again and gave his full attention to Kate.

“Go on,” he said.
“The deal is that you do your calendar however you want,” she

continued, “and I’ll do mine the way I want.  The only rule is that we
stop telling each other that our methods are bad.”

“Okay, sounds good.”
“There’s more.  The bet is that one of us will make a calendar that

is more successful than the other’s calendar.  The public and our sales
reports will obviously decide who wins.  The payoff is that the one with
the losing calendar will be subjected to certain humiliation named by
the winner.  Are you with me so far?”

“One hundred per cent,” laughed Jake.  “So, do you want me to tell
you how I’m going  to  humiliate  you  now, or  would you rather  be
surprised?”

“The penalty for breaking the rule, which I think you just did, is
that you have to use five shots from your roll of film to take pictures of
the other.   Since  you already have quite  a  few takes  of  me from a
moment ago, I think an additional five is going to make this excursion
rather difficult on you.  But, since you agree with the terms of the bet,
you gotta snap them, so—”

Kate  put  her  fists  on  her  hips  and  smiled  at  him  seductively,
slightly arcing her eyes diagonally upward in the process.  Jake felt a
little suckered by the bet at first, but he was willing to admit to himself
that his lack of exposures for the boat trip was his own fault.  Of course,
he wasn’t going to admit it to her because she didn’t need any excuses
to fuel the fire, but he was at least willing to admit his folly to himself.
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So, to make good on his screw up, he removed the camera from his
shoulder and placed it up to his eyes.

“Okay, doll,” he said, “look pretty for the camera.”
He snapped the first picture right away, setting off a click and a

whir to make her smile.  Satisfied with the initial pose, he flipped the
camera vertically to get a head-to-toe shot.  After the second shot, he
instructed her to lean into the railing and kick up one leg backward into
the air.  She did the pose, and he snapped the picture.  Then he jogged
up next to her to mess up her hair.  At first she tried to stop him, but he
convinced her to let him craft his art,  so she dropped her hands and
waited.   He  messed  up  her  hair  in  such  a  way that  her  bangs  fell
savagely against her eyes.  He instructed her to pout her lips, and she
did so.  He took the picture.

“Beautiful, darling,” he said.  “Beer commercials are calling your
name.”

For the last shot, Jake instructed Kate to lean up against the deck
wall and to jut one knee out while keeping her foot planted firmly on
the vertical edge.  Once the wind blew through her long hair, he took
the picture, and then kissed his fingers with delight.  Kate dropped her
foot to the ground and tried to fix her hair.

“Lovely, darling,” he said.  “You’re going to be a superstar.”
“Okay,  Jake,”  she said.   “You can  stop  calling me darling.   It

creeps me out.”
Jake strapped the camera over his shoulder and smiled.
“Yes, dear,” he smirked.
He could see another smile creep slowly, but reluctantly onto her

face.  About halfway up her cheeks, she appeared to stifle it.  Again, her
actions were predictable.

Kate removed a small brush from her bag to finish combing out all
the tangles that Jake left behind.  She slowly moved back to the railing
as she raked through her darkened strands.

“In all things considered,” he finally said, “you are beautiful.  You
could probably be on the other side of the camera for real if you wanted
to.”

“What are you getting at?” she asked.  “Is this some way of saying
I’m just an all out bad photographer?”

“No, this is a real compliment.  If I were you, I’d take this one
while you still have it.”

She  paused  for  a  moment  before  finally  allowing  her  smile  to
complete its revelation.

“Okay, then.  Thank you.  You’ll have to show me the pictures.”
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The whistle for the last call to board the boat finally blew.  Jake
quickly drummed his thigh with his fingertips as he consciously battled
his will to either stay or go.  Kate leaned against the railing and sighed.

“Wow,” she said, “I thought this trip would attract more people.
Oh well, fewer bodies to get in the way.”

As the boarding gate slowly closed,  Jake realized his chance to
make a  break  for  it  slipped  away in  the  wind.   Now he  truly was
committed to this slow-going journey.

The boat set sail from the port and headed out for open sea.  Jake
watched the waves crash against the icebergs as the frigid wind blew
hard against his face.  The whole way out he held the camera in his
hand waiting for anything to happen out there.  He hoped that maybe he
would  find  a  crashed  Viking  ship,  or  some  polar  bears  having  a
wrestling match on a chunk of  ice.   But,  as  he looked out  into  the
horizon, he couldn’t see much of anything.  Kate stood next to him
taking a couple pictures of the sun hanging a few inches over the ocean.

“How many people actually see whales this time of year?”  Jake
asked.

“I don’t know,” said Kate.  “But they wouldn’t have put us out here
if there was no way we would be able to see any.”

“Oh.  Exciting.”
Jake found himself tempted to put the camera away at this point.
They must have sailed for at least an hour before the first sign of

anything appeared  in the sea.   But when the change happened, Kate
snapped her camera the moment the water broke around a rising tail.
There was nothing particularly epic about the subtle rise of the aquatic
beast, but Kate was certainly ready to capture every detail of it anyway.
Jake held his position at the railing, chuckling under his breath.  As the
tail slowly rose, he knew there was no way he could lose this bet.  The
most action she was likely to get from this shot was the frenzy of water
droplets battling it out over which could get the foamiest.  There was no
way she would win.  Nonetheless, Kate quickly attached a telephoto
lens to her camera.

“Look at that, Jake,” she said, pointing at the tail now high above
the waves.  “Isn’t that the most incredible sight you’ve ever seen?”

The tail came down and crashed into the white mist of the ocean
water.  Kate snapped another picture.  Even though he didn’t want to,
Jake had to admit that there was something pretty cool about watching
huge appendages of  an aquatic  mammal making big splashes  in  the
water.  It reminded him of his childhood days when he and his friends
held cannonball-splash contests in the backyard pool.  He had his finger
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on the shutter button in case the whale decided to leap out of the blue
and do a couple flips.

A  moment  later,  another  tail  emerged  from the  surface.   Once
again, Kate was quick to take a few shots.  But Jake had something else
in mind when he saw the second whale rise up from the deep.  Now he
found his opportunity to do the calendar his way.

“Isn’t this amazing?” asked Kate.
“Absolutely,”  said  Jake,  now ready to  change  his  environment.

“But not amazing enough.”
Jake grabbed hold of the railing and stepped his left leg over.  It

was a difficult stretch, but he managed to straddle the metal as his foot
touched the bottom rod.  Kate grabbed him before he had a chance to
step his other leg over.

“Don’t, Jake,” she said sympathetically.  “If you go out there, we’re
not coming back for you.  Let this one go.”

Jake looked into her eyes.  Something about her expression was
foreign to him.  It was almost as if she was being sincere.  A part of him
wanted to fight her on this—make some excuse that she was infringing
on the rules of the bet.  But he changed his mind because for once it
seemed like  she was actually looking out  for  him.  Maybe in  some
strange way she had always been looking out  for  him, but  then her
comments never really justified that possibility.  If anything, he figured
he should just accept her compassion this time without question.  The
important thing was that she didn’t want him to hurt himself, and that
was admirable.

Accepting her tender warnings, Jake pulled himself back onto the
deck.  But he kept himself lean against the railing.  If he wasn’t gonna
get this shot his way, he was at least going to get the shot somehow.  He
attached his telephoto lens for the extreme close up.

Both  tails  came  out  of  the  water  at  the  same  time,  with  water
droplets  falling  from  the  fins.   Kate  immediately  snapped  another
picture, capturing all the glory she obviously found emanating from the
scene.  Beyond the shuttering of her camera, Jake heard the whale cries
bellowing from the deep.  It almost sounded like they were crying for
his attention.  He wanted to go out there and shoot a close-up of their
eyes, or maybe the inside of their mouths.  But instead he had to settle
for the disappointment of ignoring their calls.   As the tails fell back
down toward the water, Jake sighed out loud.  He snapped a picture.

At the end of the day, Jake sat in one of the ice chairs in his hotel
room, holding his open briefcase on his lap.  There were now seven
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months accounted for in this project.  His teeth chattered as he took a
mental inventory of what he had on each roll of film.  Besides the whale
fins, musk oxen fights,  and Kate the Supermodel shots,  he also had
polar bears attacking each other, a snow bunting riding a reindeer, and
the leader of a dog sled team peeing in the snow to name a few.  He
placed the roll of film from the boating excursion into the slot marked
August.

“You know,” said Kate, as she walked into the room, “if you put
the  ox  fur  between  your  butt  and  the  chair,  you might  feel  a  little
warmer.”

“You mean you’re not enough to warm me up?” he asked.
Kate grabbed a fur blanket from the corner of the room and threw it

on top of him.  He didn’t feel like removing it from his head.  Kate
uncovered his face.

“I’m proud of you today,” she said.
“Care to enlighten me?”
“You didn’t try to create an action shot with those whales today.  I

think you’re growing in your respect for nature, and yourself.”
“I think you got in my way.  Those whales had no idea what was

coming to them.”
Kate pulled the blanket aside, reached for the briefcase, closed it,

and slid it back into the corner.  She jerked the blanket out in front of
her, spread it wide, and covered it around Jake’s body.  Jake stood up
slightly as she tucked it  under  his legs.  He sat  down again,  feeling
much, much warmer.

“That better?” she asked.
Jake nodded.  It was kind of nice for her to act friendlier to him for

once.  He was sure it wouldn’t last though, so he figured he needed to
milk it as much as he could now.

“Do you think you could also bring me a drink?” he asked.  “I
haven’t figured out where they keep the refrigerator around here.”

Kate paused a moment.  Her eyebrows raised as she looked into his
eyes.

“Will you be nice to me for the rest of the trip?” she asked.
“Only if you treat me with unconditional love,” he responded.
She paused another moment before answering.
“Okay, I’ll be right back.”
Kate walked out of the room.  Meanwhile, Jake softly smiled to

himself as he realized what he was getting away with.  Here he was in
the middle of Santa’s armpit, facing perhaps the coldest journey of his
life, and all he had to do was to sit there and wait for a pretty woman to
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attend to him hand and foot.  He thought back to his life in Arizona and
how he never had this kind of random luck.  Sure, the atmosphere here
was bitter cold, and the job he had been given threatened to bombard
him with horrible ice cube shots, but he was making the most of it.  The
fact was that he didn’t have to do anything but stay warm.  Somehow he
had even managed to bring the art of manipulation into the Igloo Hotel.

She came back a couple moments later wearing gloves and carrying
a glass made from ice.  Jake could see that it held water, which suited
just fine.  Kate handed him one of her gloves, and then handed over the
glass.  He felt the cold chill  of the ice cooling his hand through the
glove.  He could only imagine how cold the water must’ve been.

“Thanks, Kate,” he said.  “You’re my new best friend.”
“You’re welcome.  So, if that’s it, I’m going to bed now.  I’ll see

you in the morning.”
Jake watched her as she left  the room.  Almost immediately he

noticed her gum like scent disappear, and the pseudo basic smell of ice
taking over.  That was okay, since he preferred to end the night on a
good note anyway.  With that, he put the glass to his lips and took a sip
of really cold water.  Unfortunately, the ice stuck to his tongue.  After
all his thoughts of random luck, he figured that maybe the water wasn’t
meant to be so refreshing after all.

“Jake,” shouted Kate’s voice.  “Wake up.”
As he tried to figure out where he was, Jake felt a pair of hands

shaking his shoulders.  This couldn’t have still been a dream, could it?
He knew he was bobbing around in the dream world, but how close was
he to reality?  The hands must’ve been in reality.  Maybe if he opened
his eyes, he would know the truth.

“Come on, Jake,” continued Kate’s voice.  “They’re taking us to
photograph the ice caps today.  Wake up.”

Jake opened his eyes to see what looked like an image of Kate
coming into focus.

“Is that you, Kate?” he asked.
“Of course it’s me,” she said.  “Get up, get dressed, and get on the

helicopter.”
Jake closed his eyes again.
“Five more minutes,” he mumbled.
“That’s what you said a half an hour ago.  Get up.  They won’t wait

much longer.”
Jake opened his eyes.  Kate’s image came into focus a little more

clearly.  Why couldn’t she just go away and let him sleep in today?  She
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grabbed his arms and pulled him out of the chair.  Immediately, the rush
of freezing air chilled his skin.  He felt his nipples harden.

“Okay, I’m up already,” he said.  “If you want me to be functional
too, I’d suggest you bring me some coffee.”

“Not likely, Jake,” she said.  “The hotel manager has a thing about
keeping his drink containers from melting.  There’s a six-pack of Coke
on the helicopter.  Get your stuff and meet me out there.”

Kate jogged out of the room.  Jake collapsed on the floor.
“Only if you drag me,” he said.
He reached for the fur blanket with his feet,  and pulled it down

from the chair to his level.  He wrapped himself up and went back to
sleep.  The darkness from the back of his eyelids soon transformed into
a field of rolling hills.

His  past  as  a  warrior  for a  British  kingdom had not been fully
remembered since he thought he was an American from Arizona, but
the toothless peasants in the countryside kept regarding him as a hero
for saving them from the breath of the scaly dragon, so he decided not
to second-guess it.  He also figured he wouldn’t second-guess the fact
that everything in the kingdom was mostly absent of color,  with the
occasional shades of purple and silver because this was reality, and no
one was going to tell him otherwise.  After all, he slew a dragon, and
peasants thought he was a hero for that.

The suit of armor he wore was remarkably light, even though it felt
like it should have been as heavy as a boulder.  Since the weight was
not a hindrance to his movement, he decided to run toward the castle
because  he  was  anxious  to  meet  the  beautiful  princess.   When  he
reached the castle, he knocked the guards out of the way, figuring that
they had better places to be than in his path.  After a long dash up a
spiral  staircase,  he  found  himself  in  the  doorway  of  the  princess’s
chambers, where her handmaiden was braiding her hair.

“Good day to you, noble knight,” she said, as she smiled at him.
“What brings you to bask in my presence?”

“I have conquered many things, Your Highness,” he said, placing
his hand over his heart.  “But there is still one thing I have yet to win.”

“And what is that, sir?”
“Your heart, my lady; the most treasured of all in the kingdom.”
The princess waved her handmaiden away.
“Enter my chambers, young knight,” she said.
He stepped a few feet into the door.  She beckoned him to come

closer, so he did.  Soon, he stood right in front of her.  She placed her
hand on his cheek.
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“Your Highness?” he said.
“You  are  a  brave  knight  and  warrior,”  she  said,  “who  has

conquered many trials in the name of this kingdom.  You have come to
conquer one last trial, and I believe you can succeed.  However, there is
just one thing you must do before you can even face the possibility of
winning this goal.”

“What’s that, my lady?”
She wrapped her hand around the back of his neck, and brought his

face close to hers.  All of a sudden, her pale, yet beautiful complexion
turned  fiercely  red,  and  the  breath  he  never  knew  she  had  grew
incredibly steamy.

“You must wake up before I strip you down to your underwear and
bury you out in the snow,” she yelled.

As she grabbed for his shoulders and shook him, he quickly opened
his eyes.  The nice brick interior of the princess’s chambers transformed
into the pale white interior of his icy hotel room.  The fiery face of the
princess turned into the fiery face of Kate.  What happened?

“We’ve got one minute before the helicopter leaves without us,”
she said.  “Please get up, Jake.  This is the only chance we have to go
out there.”

Jake sat up and rubbed his eyes.
“Did you ever have a dream where you’re a hero?” he asked.
“Not lately, Jake, but if you get on the helicopter with me right

now, you’ll be my hero.  Okay?  Let’s get going.”
She found his camera case in the corner next to his briefcase, and

put it on her shoulder.  Before Jake could demand that she hand it over
to him, she reached out for his wrists and pulled him to his feet.

“I can’t believe I’m up,” he said.  “What time is it?”
“Never mind that.  Just walk to the helicopter with me.  I promise,

once you’re on, I’ll let you go back to sleep.”
She tugged on his wrists and pulled him toward the door.

Consciousness played a game with Jake that morning.  Every once
in awhile it would shake him in his seat just enough to remind him that
it wasn’t far from taking him over.  It had been an uncomfortable battle
because he was much more eager to embrace deep sleep than this thing
that  consciousness was threatening to  force onto him, but  the pesky
annoyance of being awakened would not leave him alone.  And as the
battle became one-sided, and Jake knew in his mind that he would lose
his will in the fight, his ears began to remind him of his failure to stay
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asleep.  The whip-whip-whip of the helicopter blades was the first thing
he heard when consciousness finally stopped playing games.

As he yawned and stretched, he opened his burning eyes to let the
image of the world sink in.  His shoulders were sore and his neck felt
tight.  He slowly massaged them back to comfort  as he carefully sat
upright in his seat.  Once his eyes fully opened and the details came into
focus, he saw Kate taking pictures out the window.  In his slightly dizzy
state, he leaned over to see what had caught her attention.

“What are you immortalizing now?” he asked.
“Some wolves sleeping by a river,” she said.  “Look.”
Jake looked over her shoulder to see a small pack of wolves, about

four, lying down in the snow next to a river.   From this height they
looked like little beanie toys curled up on a pillow next to a hefty drool
trail.  For as nice and docile as they were, he thought that they made the
perfect photo opportunity for Kate.  Of course if it were up to him, he
would look for a chance to one-up her attempts by rocking the boat a
bit.   But then again,  if  it  were up to  him, neither of them would be
photographing these creatures from so high up in the air.  In fact, the
more he thought about it, the more he believed it should’ve been up to
him.  It was his calendar too for crying out loud.

“I  think we need to  go down there,”  he said.   “These creatures
deserve better coverage than this.”

“What  are  you  talking  about?”  asked  Kate.   “This  is  good
coverage.  This is safe coverage.”

“This is  coverage to ruin our  reputation.  We have to go down
there.”

Kate looked at him petrified.
“Jake, I don’t want to get mauled today.”
“You’re not going to get mauled today.  They’ll have to maul me

first.  Besides, it’ll just be a quick snap and go.”
He placed his hand on her shoulder and smiled.
“Trust me.”
Kate’s apparent fear about what he suggested didn’t lift so quickly.

It was obvious she didn’t trust him.  But in Jake’s mind she should have
trusted him because he had yet to prove to her that he was wrong.  In all
his travels from one location to the next, he had never gotten mauled by
anything, so Kate should’ve been willing to take this chance.

“Kate, I need my pictures too,” he continued.  “You know I can’t
take them from up here.”

As he stared into her eyes, he sensed her will caving in.  He tapped
her quickly on the shoulder to encourage her to fold over completely.
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“Fine,” she said at last.  “Pilot, take us down.”
The helicopter gradually descended until it landed by the water’s

edge.  Once grounded, Jake and Kate climbed out the door and placed
their feet briskly into the snow.  Jake looked down the stream to see
small chunks of ice breaking into the water.  The sleeping wolves lied
maybe a half-mile away.

Jake took a few steps along the shoreline in the direction of the
slumbering pack, but somehow he felt as though he was making the trip
alone.  He turned around just enough to see Kate holding her ground.

“Aren’t you coming?” he asked.
A brisk chill wind zipped past Jake’s ear and blasted Kate right in

the face.  The sudden gust nearly toppled her over.  She wobbled briefly
before catching her balance.  It took her a moment to readjust her scarf.
Once she caught her bearings, she stared at him motionlessly.

“Well?” he continued.
“I’m not comfortable with this,” she said.
“Why?  They’re just wolves.”
Kate paused a moment before releasing an almost faked chuckle.
“This is part of a joke, isn’t it?” she said.  “This is some hilarious

way of you getting back at me for all the times I tried to convince you
to take still photos, isn’t it?”

He noticed her face turn to delight as the relief quickly overcame
her emotional tension, but considering that he had yet to say anything in
response, he wasn’t sure why.

“We can laugh later,” he said.  “Right now there are pictures to
take.”

Her stream of laughter quickly trailed off into something hushed—
almost pitiful to be exact.  She stood there with her mouth hung open as
another gust of wind smacked her in the face.  This time it knocked her
flat backward with arms flailing into the snow.  The force of the wind
was so strong that Jake almost found himself barreling face forward as
well, but he regained his balance in the nick of time.  As Kate rolled
backward into the slushy ice, Jake quickly reached for his camera to
snap a photo, but stopped himself midway when he reminded himself
that  she  was not  part  of  the  project.   Once  the  wind gust  finished
passing  through,  he  reached  out  his  hand  to  help  her  up.   Slightly
disoriented, she grabbed for his hand and stood to her feet, brushing
herself off in the process.

“Are you all right?” he asked.  “That was quite a spill you took.”
“Yeah, I’m fine.  Just a bit shaken, that’s all.”
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Jake helped her brush off the snow from her shoulders and back.
As he stood there meticulously flicking each flake off her sweater, he
could feel her semi-sweet breath gently touching his neck.  At least he
thought it was her breath.  It was a bit too warm and rhythmic to be part
of the atmospheric breeze.

“So,  are  you fine  enough to  walk up  the  stream with  me?”  he
continued.  “Or do you need a piggyback ride?”

Again she  fell  silent,  but  not  quite  as  defensively as  she  made
herself  before.   A moment  later  she  placed  her  free  hand  atop  her
forehead and nodded.  Jake smiled and reached for her hand to lead her
for the journey.

They had  taken  no  more  than  twenty steps  when Kate  stopped
again.   Jake  also  halted  his  travels  when he heard the echoed slush
behind him come to a stop.  He turned around to see her reaching for
her camera.

“We’re  still  too  far  away,”  he  said  openly.   “We  have  to  get
closer.”

She ignored him.  Instead, she popped off her lens cap, adjusted
her focus, and pointed her eye toward the stream.  A moment later, Kate
took a picture of the running water and the little ice chunks that floated
downstream.  Jake wanted to say something again, but decided to honor
the terms of their bet, so he held his tongue.  He grabbed for her wrist
and nudged her to continue following him.  Again she came across as
hesitant, but didn’t put up much of a fight.  A second later they resumed
their footsteps.

Once they reached the metaphorical den of wolves, Kate stopped
about thirty feet away from the nearest animal and knelt gently into the
snow.  Jake raised his ears cautiously to make sure she didn’t rustle any
premature disturbances, but had his hands and feet ready to spring into
action just in case.  He rapidly alternated his focus between the wolves
and the woman to keep a close eye on the situation.  So far everything
seemed okay when Kate put her camera up to her face.  When he felt
his pounding heart slowing down just a little, Jake decided he was ready
to line up for his own special take, so he moved closer.

“Jake,” said Kate, whispering from behind.  “Get out of my shot.”
Jake raised his finger up to signal her to wait.  He didn’t want to

screw this up, so he slowly dropped to one knee and placed his free
hand in the snow until he found his center.   Once he established the
perfect angle, he placed his camera in hand and aimed for his target.
His  knees  shook  slightly  under  the  pressure  of  his  physical  angle,
combined with his uncertainty of what might happen if the wolves woke
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up.   But  danger  often  served  as  his  calling  card,  and  this  scenario
offered  nothing  particularly  new,  so  he  held  fast.   He  breathed
methodically as he adjusted the focus on his camera, watching as the
quadruplets phased in and out of the viewfinder.  But when it came time
for him to press the shutter button, nothing happened.  Immediately he
noticed  his  heart  racing  again.   This  wasn’t  the  time  for  a  camera
malfunction.  He lowered his camera to see the torsos of the animals
expanding and contracting, but nothing else of their bodies coming to
life.  Slightly relieved by his safety, but on edge from his equipment
failure, he checked the camera to see that it remained on its previous
shot.  At that moment he was ready to smack himself for allowing such
an unprofessional oversight to occur.  He advanced the roll of film in
his camera, then refocused his aim at the creatures.  A moment later he
took a quick picture of the entire group.  But it was following that shot
that the nearest wolf started to flinch a little.  In response, Jake backed
up a few feet until he was right behind Kate.

“Take it quick,” he said.  “I think they’re going to wake up soon.”
Kate took her shot.  At first Jake thought the clicking and whirring

of the cameras might be the wake up call that the animals needed.  But
fortunately  they  weren’t,  so  Jake  decided  to  get  another,  more
interesting picture for himself.

“Okay  we  got  a  couple  good  shots  that  we  can  both  share,”
whispered Kate, “so let’s go.”

“Wait one more moment,” said Jake.  “I need the special shot.”
“No you don’t.  You need to get us to safety.”
He looked her in the eye, but said nothing.
Jake  carefully  stepped  his  powdered  boots  into  the  icy  stream,

which only went up a little over his ankles, and silently treaded water
until he was practically in the wolves’ den.  His teeth chattered under
his breath as he felt the fierceness of the cold trickle up his legs and into
his spine.  But he pressed on because he knew his art was worth the
pain.  Once he figured he was near enough to get a close-up of all four
wolves in his viewfinder, he slowly got down on his knees and held his
position.  Next, he focused on the wolf lying closest to him, which had
its paw hanging listlessly over the water, and allowed for the others to
have varying degrees of sharpness behind it.  After he successfully and
accurately framed the animals, he took the picture.  The nearest wolf
twitched its ears. 

Deciding it would be better not to give them a chance to smell him
in their dreams, Jake acknowledged to himself that he got all he needed
from them, so he figured  it  was time to start  heading back.   As he
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slowly approached Kate from the embankment, he noticed her mouth
hanging open slightly.  She kept pointing at the wolves, but didn’t say
much.  That was a bit unlike her really.

“Something wrong?” he asked.
“No,” she said after  a long hesitation, “I just  can’t believe how

close you got.  What’s wrong with you?”
“You act like you’ve never seen that before.”
She struggled with her words for a moment before falling silent.

When the next set of words finally escaped her lips, they poured forth
with trembling.

“When  you  lied  on  your  belly  in  the  middle  of  a  group  of
lemmings, that didn’t shock me.  With this…”

Kate didn’t seem to have anything else to say, so she raised her
arms up in defeat and headed back to the helicopter.

Jake wasn’t sure if Kate expected him to follow, but chances were
pretty  high  that  she  did,  so  he  rushed  his  mind  for  an  appropriate
response.  He decided at last that he would tell her that he wasn’t ready
to leave just yet.  But, he didn’t want to yell, since that would wake up
the wolves, and he didn’t want to chase after her to whisper in her ear
because that would’ve been a wasted trip.  So, he decided he would just
keep  her  in  suspense.   Besides,  he  only  wanted  one  more  picture
anyway.  The truth was that deep down he knew he still didn’t get his
special shot.  As much as he would’ve liked to take his break from the
jaws of danger, his heart just wasn’t satisfied yet.  So, he removed from
his pocket an apple he was saving for lunch, and ate out a ring around
it, leaving only the core.

Once  again  he  carefully  treaded  the  water  until  he  was  close
enough to smell the first wolf’s breath.  As he carefully examined the
animal’s  position,  and  the  impact  it  would  have  on  the  world  of
calendars and photography, he noticed its nose twitching slightly and a
little bit of drool coming out the side of its mouth.  The sight made him
realize that he needed to be fast about this.  He carefully placed the
apple  core  in  front  of  its  mouth,  trying  very  hard  not  to  disturb
anything, including the stream, and lined up his shot mentally.  As he
perfectly framed the image of sunlight reflecting off the red skin of the
apple, Jake took caution to position himself in such a way that both the
apple and the front half of the wolf were in sight.  The angle he chose
looked perfect, and not only did the apple get great lighting, but the
wolf’s nose did too.  At last he snapped the picture.  But this time the
click and whir of the camera emitted just enough sound to wake the
wolf.  This time, perhaps, he was too close.
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Jake didn’t wait around long enough to analyze the situation.  He
didn’t know if it was just the one wolf that woke up, or if they all woke
up.   All  he  knew  was  that  he  heard  hurried  footsteps  and  heavy
breathing rushing forcefully behind him—faster than his own hurried
footsteps and heavy breathing, and he was determined to get away from
it all very quickly.  But he snapped a swift picture behind him anyway,
just in case they all happened to be back there running with bloodlust.

He  felt  the  first  jaw closing  around his  pants  before  he  had  a
chance to think of his next move.  This was obviously not an angry
musk ox biting him. This was obviously not a creature that he would be
able to outrun.  Even if he could, he didn’t really want it chasing him all
the way to the helicopter, hopping in for a ride, and sticking its tongue
out the window to taste the breeze.  To him he was content with kicking
it away before it managed to bite all the way through his three layers of
pants.  But how he would accomplish that, he didn’t know.  The beast
seemed too angry to let him get away scot-free.

Fortunately,  the  next  move  came  to  him  instead.   When  he
managed  to  tune  out  the  vicious  sounds  of  dog  growls  and  teeth
gnashes,  he heard  the chopping sounds of  helicopter  blades  echoing
from above.  He looked up to see his ride coming straight for him.  As
he struggled to kick the wolf away, he turned around to see the other
wolves following their comrade with a vengeance.  To his relief, the
helicopter reached him first.  Kate leaned out the door and shouted for
him to  grab  the  skid  bar  as  it  approached  reaching  distance.   Jake
stretched for the bar as the machine hovered steadily above him, and
wrapped one elbow around the crosstube to anchor himself tightly.  As
it  lifted off,  the helicopter  took both Jake and the wolf into the air.
Before they got more than a few feet off the ground, Jake freed up one
hand to take a picture of the dangling beast.  He snapped another shot
as the wolf finally let go of his pant leg, sending itself falling into the
soft luscious snow below.

“Lovely  show,  my  vicious  friend,”  he  yelled.   “You  deserve
chocolate for that juicy pose.”

Jake tried to catch his breath after his words escaped his lungs.
It  took about  a  minute  or  so  before  the helicopter  could  safely

touch down in a  cleared snowfield.   Once it  neared the undisturbed
ground, Jake let go of the skid bar and climbed back into the cabin.  As
he struggled his way back into his seat, Kate quickly embraced him.
Immediately he found his tense body relaxing.

“If you ever do that again,” she said, “I won’t come back for you.”
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As he let her words sink in a moment he found his body tensing up
again.  Somehow in that moment he believed he finally understood her.

Jake felt  another forceful push on his shoulders as the sound of
helicopter blades whipped rudely in his ears.  He opened his eyes to see
the white landscape outside the window gradually draw closer to his
position.  Everything appeared a bit hazy at first, but quickly cleared up
as he rubbed his eyes into focus.  As he studied the scene beyond the
condensation-dried  window, he took notice to  how barren it  looked.
The fields of ice came across like a silent ocean, eternally trapped under
a breaking wave.  At least, that was probably how Kate saw it.  She
took a steady picture of it.

“Are you making a private photo album too?” he asked.
Kate smiled.
“That’s five more pictures, Jake.”
Oh right, the bet.   For a moment he had forgotten about it,  but

thank goodness Kate was hasty to remind him.  Problem was that Jake
was too tired to bother at this point.  The trip to the ice cap wasn’t his
idea to begin with, and he really didn’t think there would be anything
particularly exciting about it once he got there.  Whether or not he used
up his film on her or the photo site was rather irrelevant by now.  So, he
figured he would just get his wasted pictures over with.  He snapped his
camera in rapid-fire succession, then put it back in his case.  For all he
knew he could have taken five pictures of the back of his seat and he
wouldn’t have cared.

“The crew is waiting to take us down,” she said.  “Let’s go.”
Jake followed her as she stepped coolly out of the cabin.  Once he

set foot onto the snow himself, he finally felt the effects of the wolf
attack.  It came across more like a muscle pain than it did a leg wound.
He looked down to discover a shoddy bandage wrap tied around the
affected area.  Fortunately, there were no blood spots.

“Thanks for fixing up my leg,” he said.  “Despite my putting your
life in danger, that was pretty considerate of you.”

“Your  welcome,”  she  said.   “I  figured  one  of  us  should  be
considerate today.”

Jake may have been tired, but he knew a cheap shot when he heard
one.  But to his dismay, he really didn’t feel like shooting back.  After
all, she didn’t have to bandage him in his sleep.  Likewise, she didn’t
have to come back for him when the angry wolves were on his tail, or
put  up  with  his  incessant  whining  about  his  boredom  since  the
assignment began.  Realistically, he probably owed her that cheap shot.
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“You figured well,” he said.
When they got to the destination site—a hole in the ice, they found

ropes  connected to pulleys designed to lower them in.   Jake peeked
over the edge to see a mammoth drop from the surface to the darkened
depths of the abyss below.  He wasn’t sure where it stopped because the
light didn’t stretch that far.  All he knew was that Kate expected them to
take pictures of it.  It was one of those moments where he realized they
were there for a reason, but he didn’t understand why this had to be the
reason.  Maybe some people would like to have pictures of ice, but for
the life of him he couldn’t quite talk himself into wasting film on it.  He
figured if the public wanted to see ice that badly, they could open up
their freezers.  He felt a nudge in his shoulder.

“Jake, aren’t you listening to them?” asked Kate.
He had no idea what she was talking about.
“They’re telling us how to be careful down there,” she said.  “They

don’t usually let nature photographers do this because of the danger
level.  So pay attention.”

Jake could care less about danger levels.  He climbed mountains
before.  This couldn’t have been that much different.  She obviously
worried too much.  He bent down to massage his leg for  the grand
adventure ahead.

After a  few minutes of preparation passed,  he and Kate hooked
themselves up to the ropes,  and carefully stepped over the lip of the
hole.  Within moments, they were rappelling down the ice cliff.  Jake
remembered the last time he hung suspended over a huge drop, using
only a rope as his lifeline to safety.  That was the day a mountain goat
almost head-butted him off the ravine when he tried to make it wear
boxing gloves for a sports calendar he was doing.  He laughed.

“What’s so funny?” asked Kate, dangling a few feet above him.
“Think we’ll find any pissed off penguins down here?”
“Not likely.  They say we might find some rivers of melted ice

though.  Isn’t that exciting?”
The excitement couldn’t have contained him.  At least that’s what

he wanted to tell her.  Jake really didn’t want to find a river down there.
He wanted to find snow rabbits eating bananas or something.  This was
going to be a joke.

While  he  continued  to  lower  himself  down the  rope  he  looked
around  from  wall  to  wall  to  see  if  he  could  find  anything  worth
photographing.   He  managed  to  find  one  angle  that  was  fairly
interesting,  or  at  least  more  interesting  than  anything  else  he  could
possibly find down there.  If anything else, he thought he could take it
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for Kate.  The angle aimed upward from his position, and the ice from
that angle looked like it was made out of a deep blue pinwheel with a
hole  of  light  shining  through  and  some  ropes  hanging  down.   He
stopped his rappelling midway and took the picture.

“Jake,” said Kate.  “What are you doing?  Keep going.”
“Just trying to get the shot no one else wants to take,” he said.

“That’s all.”
Kate slightly tapped him on the head with her foot.  He assumed

this was her way of saying that she meant it.  To avoid any further kicks
to  the  head,  Jake  continued  rappelling  down  until  he  reached  the
bottom.  Once they finally touched the ground after many minutes of
descent, he saw the river Kate was talking about.

The river looked like any other frigid channel of water that came
complete with floating ice fragments and huge canopy of solid blue ice
hanging wickedly over it.  It raged mildly compared to the slow trickle
of the wolves’ river from earlier in the morning, but not so quickly that
someone would get swept away should they be stupid enough to go for
a swim.  Small chunks of ice crumbled from the banks and fell like
cookie crumbs into the water.  Jake touched the water to see if there
was anything unique about it, or if anything would try to swim to the
surface and bite him.  Other than the fact that it was really cold,  he
didn’t notice anything different.  It felt and flowed like water.  Kate
took a picture of it.

“Can you believe it,  Jake?” she asked excitedly.  “Do you think
anyone back at the office has ever seen anything like this?”

Jake  took  off  his  shoe  from  his  wounded  limb  and  carefully
removed the bandage.  After setting it aside and rolling up his pant leg,
he sat by the bank and stuck his leg in the river.  The cold water was not
the least bit comfortable, but he thought it might be good for his injury.

From out of nowhere, a series of high beam flashlights illuminated
the interior of the ice cavern, revealing more shades of blue on the walls
than he could count.  Grooves and alcoves in the cliff walls made the
ice cap’s interior seem almost like a labyrinth, where every hole led to
somewhere new.  Jake studied the patterns a moment to figure out if
they had been formed by nature or by burrowing animals.  Even though
he knew deep down that God had a bigger hand in the formation of
these grooves than some rabid little ice creature, he still kept his eyes
open  just  in  case.   Perhaps  sometime  before  this  journey  ended,
something might jump out of one of the holes and plummet toward the
river.  He figured if that happened, that might make the underground
excursion worth it.
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“Jake,” said Kate, “are you all right?”
He wasn’t sure how to respond to that.  Was he all right from being

attacked by a wolf, or was he all right for being down in this pit and
expected to take pictures of things that didn’t interest his vision for his
calendar?  He took a picture of a nearby icicle because it was there.

“They say there are some neat ice patterns along the walls about a
quarter-mile down the river,” she said.  “Think you can make it?”

Jake  flipped  backward  into  the  ice  and  spread  out  his  arms  to
stretch.  With his body expanded and his damaged leg soaking in the
hypothermia maker, he realized that this was the best place he could be
in this deep frozen abyss.  He closed his eyes to give his answer.  Kate
didn’t say anything else.  A moment later he reopened them to see that
she was gone.

Jake couldn’t take it any longer.  He had been down in the hole
wandering by himself  for  at  least  two or  three  hours  trying to  find
something worthwhile to capture on film, but the only things he found
worthy were all related to falling icicles.  One icicle crashed into the
river, making a huge splash.  Another hit the wall in such a way that it
took out a large chunk of ice and knocked it to the ground.  The last one
he managed to snap was only cool because he envisioned running the
picture through an imaging program before adding fire to the scene.  Of
course, he valued himself to be more of a purist than that.  But all in all,
he didn’t think there was any reason to be tormented with this nonsense
any longer.  Fed up with the lack of necessity to be here, he returned to
the rendezvous point,  and  climbed  the  rope  back  up to  the  surface.
Upon reaching the surface, he climbed into the helicopter and went to
sleep.

When he woke up again, the sun had already gone down.  Even
though he was on Greenland-time sunrise and sunsets, somehow seeing
the night sky made him feel like he totally wasted his day.  He only had
about fifteen pictures, including his throwaways of the back seat and
one field injury to account for his entire day.  His lack of productivity
left him feeling rather disappointed.  In his dread he decided to see if
Kate was coming up the rope yet.

After climbing out of the helicopter and looking down the hole, he
realized he couldn’t see or hear her.  So, he assumed he would be stuck
there for an unknown amount of time longer.  By now he had gotten
hungry and wished he hadn’t eaten the apple.  He checked around the
helicopter  for  his  lunchbox,  but  remembered  that  in  his  haste  that
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morning, he forgot to put anything in it.  In fact, the only reason he had
the apple at all was because he put it in his pocket a couple days before,
and forgot to take it out when he didn’t eat it.  Fortunately, he did find
Kate’s lunchbox, but he wouldn’t have felt right taking her food without
asking.

After a few minutes of deliberating the state of his stomach, Jake
decided he would at  least see if she had something in there that she
wouldn’t miss.  When he opened her lunchbox, he discovered that it
was empty.  Immediately he thought she must have come up for lunch
while he was fast asleep.  That figured, since that was the only time she
didn’t wake him up all day.

Some immeasurable amount of time later, Jake sat exhausted with
his legs draped across the helicopter seat, thinking about all the pints of
Gatorade he drank during his Arizona years.  As he fumbled around
with his camera case strap, dwelling on the past, he noticed something
glowing from the corner of his eye.  He looked up to find a majority of
the helicopter’s interior flooded with rhythmic color patterns.  He took
one quick glance out the window to see what caused it.  As he stared
through the snow-covered glass, he discovered fluctuating green and
yellow lights waving ominously in the sky.  Within moments other hues
gradually added to the spectrum including red and white.  The image
sort of impressed him because he couldn’t see anything like that back
home, but he had already seen it every other night since he got to this
freezing nightmare of a place, so it had gotten less impressive.  There
had been a number of occasions when he thought about taking a picture
of the natural phenomenon, mostly to keep for his own personal photo
collection, or to give it to Kate for her calendar.  But, he just didn’t
think he would appreciate it down the road, and Kate had already taken
about ten pictures of it, so he really couldn’t develop enough nerve to
take the shots.  He went back to staring at his feet instead.

Just  as  his  eyelids  began to  drape  shut,  Jake  noticed  the world
around him growing brighter.  At first he dismissed the occurrence as
merely a  shift in atmospheric pressure,  squeezing the life  out  of the
Aurora Borealis before it concluded its show for the evening.  But as
the light continued to grow brighter and brighter, he decided that it was
begging for  his  attention  one  more  time.   Jake  wanted  to  ignore  it
because  he  was  getting  very  tired,  but  as  the  cabin’s  illumination
continued to intensify, he realized that closing his eyes wouldn’t have
been enough to darken the world for him to sleep.  So, he looked out
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the window again to watch the great light show and appease it  of its
neediness.

Only, what he saw ended up becoming absolutely nothing like what
he expected.  And that was the only thing he could register to his brain
for nearly a minute.

After a long stretch of blank thought, Jake finally caught wind of
what he was seeing.  Only he had no idea quite how to describe it to
himself.  First, his mouth sprung open in sheer confusion, while his eyes
transfixed to the lighted sky in  complete wonder.   Next,  as the first
flecks  of  drool  began to  trickle  out  of  his  mouth,  he found himself
clutching his camera case tightly between his fingers, ready to pry his
device  free  from its  confines.   Thirdly,  as  he  felt  his  index  finger
picking the latch that kept his carrying case closed, he found his free
hand slowly working its  way to  the  door  handle.   Finally,  once  he
managed to pop his camera case lid open, he pushed his way outside to
get a better look at the sight above him.

Deep down he knew he felt pain in his legs, but that didn’t keep
him from setting foot  to  the  snow outside.   If  he  had been  paying
attention to his senses, he would’ve known that his boots sunk about
three inches into the ice below him.  But, he wasn’t paying attention.
The fact of the matter was that he didn’t know how far his boots sunk.
He didn’t even know if his boots sunk a single inch.  The world above
him wouldn’t give him that chance to figure it out.  The world above
him wrestled with the ice below to stake a monopoly on his focus.  The
world above him was not about to release him from his mesmerized
state.  It barely even allowed room for him to remember that his camera
was ready for action.

It was almost like something exploded in the heavens, but vastly
and quietly.  He wanted to convince himself that the show in the sky
was the equivalent to nature’s Fourth of July, only he couldn’t.  Nothing
about what his eyes discovered could equate to a mere fireworks show.
The lights above rained from the atmosphere in droves, filling the sky
from one edge of the horizon to the other.  Only the effects it produced
was much more complicated than what his brain could unravel.  If it
had  been  merely  a  matter  of  filling  the  sky  with  falling  lights,  he
probably could have made sense of it.  After all, the Aurora Borealis
had  been  delivering  a  similar  effect  all  these  nights  before.   The
problem  was  that  whatever  was  happening  at  this  moment,  it  had
nothing to do with the Aurora Borealis.  Something unearthly lit up the
night.
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Jake wanted to convince himself that the event that befell him was
one of those Arctic things that occur often, but not nightly.  He wanted
to assume that what he saw was not unique, but just a product of nature
that had yet to introduce itself to him.  Knowing that this sort of thing
happened all the time would’ve made accepting its reality a lot easier.
But, as he continued to watch these unusual lights drop slowly from the
heavens, he decided that maybe he would be happier  if it  wasn’t so
unique.  Maybe he would be more satisfied believing that this was a
once-in-a-lifetime moment.  If he had been the only person to witness
such a  spectacle,  then the fact  that  he  was out  here  to  see  it  at  all
would’ve made him doubly unique.  In either case, it  was something
worth capturing on film.

The problem, however, was that the lights alone were not enough
to  mesmerize  him.   If  it  had  only  been  about  the  lights,  then  he
would’ve had his camera aimed and focused by now.  The problem—
the whole reason why he had trouble comprehending the sight to begin
with was because the raining kaleidoscope did not consist of the colors
of the Aurora Borealis.  The Lightstorm did not carry the deep rich hues
of a standard fireworks show.  If it had been the least bit identifiable to
anything he had witnessed before, then the spectacle would have gotten
him on his feet at a much more reasonable pace.  The problem was that
the rain of lights refracted a spectrum of colors that he had never seen
before.  Where this spectrum came from, or why he was able to see it—
those were the things he could not describe.  The colors he saw—they
had  no  name.   Even  if  he  knew exactly  what  his  eyes  had  been
witnessing for the last couple minutes, he wouldn’t begin to know for a
second how to explain it.  For that he felt his head tensing up.

After another moment of trying to rationalize his vision, he finally
realized that it defied his efforts at sensibility.  The only way he would
have a chance to come to reason was to think about it after it finished.
But then he faced the problem of convincing himself that he really saw
it happening once it ended.  Something like this wasn’t bound to repeat
in his presence again.  The fact of the matter was that if he didn’t start
taking pictures now, there was no way he would be able to prove to
himself later that he truly saw what he saw.  So, with that thought in
mind,  he  finally  detached  himself  from  his  mesmerized  state  long
enough to get his camera primed and ready for action.

His brain still felt a bit unhinged when he found the kaleidoscopic
Lightstorm centered within his lens.  He knew that capturing the image
would only require a quick and easy stroke of his fingertip, but his lack
of  ingenuity  in  that  moment  prevented  him from finding the  shutter
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button.  The button never gave him problems before,  even when he
found himself hunted by a snarling polar bear, so to lose sight of it now
was indeed frustrating to him.

Jake  also  found  his  knees  a  bit  shaky  in  the  midst  of  all  the
madness.  He didn’t quite notice his tremors before because his lack of
sense and reason encompassed all areas of his mind.  But now his slow
return to consciousness gave him room to notice these things again.  As
he  carefully  lowered  his  knees  to  the  ground,  he  anchored  himself
steadily to get a firmer angle at  the sky.  When he found his knees
shaking  even  more  violently,  he  reverted  to  a  horizontal  position
backward in the snow.  At that point he remembered where his camera’s
shutter release was located.

Lying  with his  back  flat  against  the  ice,  Jake  affixed  his  gaze
toward the heavens.  The cosmic lights continued to fall through the
wavy curtain of the Aurora Borealis, but this time something different
started  to  happen.   Up  until  now,  Jake  hadn’t  paid  attention  to  the
storm’s  travel  distance.   For  the  last  few  minutes,  he  only  saw
descending lights that cluttered the sky.  It never occurred to him that
they had a disintegration point.  As he aimed his camera upward, he
gave notice to the fact that the storm only dropped so far.

Having an endpoint meant having an end, and Jake realized in that
moment that the storm would not last forever.  If he was to eternally
immortalize this unworldly occurrence, he had to do it now while he
still had a chance.  Waiting another moment brought a deep risk to the
table  that  the  world  might  miss  out  on  the  very thing he had been
blessed to see.  Everything else on his plate could have waited.

Without further hesitation, he fired off a rapid volley of snapshots
to  ensure  the  preservation  of  this  moment  forever.   One  shot  after
another,  he  strummed  the  button  as  if  it  was  a  musical  instrument
desperately  trying  to  wow its  audience.   The  clicks  and  whirs  to
accompany  the  shots  contributed  to  the  melodic  score.   Each
mechanical note rose and fell with a pitch of fine splendor, delighting
the artist’s ears effectively.  When he finished off his existing roll, he
scrambled  frantically  around  his  camera  case  for  another  one  to
complete his masterful symphony.

Only, there wasn’t another roll available.  In his utter contempt for
this journey, Jake left all his remaining rolls of film back at the Igloo
Hotel,  along with his  missing lunch.  As he suddenly lurched to  an
upright  position,  pointlessly  dumping his  empty camera  case  upside
down, his heart began to panic.  He knew he needed more.
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Even  though  he  was  drawn  deeply  to  the  spectacle  above,  he
realized  he  had  to  temporarily  detach  himself  from it  if  he  was to
successfully preserve the storm in a full volume.  His mind scrambled
for an answer, but the only thing that came to him was that he needed to
search the helicopter for a few spare rolls.  Realistically, it was the only
thing to make sense.   Daring to take his eyes off the sky for  just  a
moment, he quickly jumped to his feet and bolted for the open cabin,
diving inside to see if either he or Kate left anything in the seats.  And
in that moment he realized something even more drastic than lacking
film.  Kate was missing the show.

Of  all  the  pictures  she  could  have  taken,  this  miracle  moment
would’ve topped them all.  All the floating ice and scenic mountains in
the world could not reach the magnitude that the Lightstorm offered.
To witness this moment would have been like witnessing the birth of
the planet.  And Kate was nowhere to experience it.  She was missing
out on the greatest photo opportunity of her life.

In his haste to show her this amazement, Jake made a mad dash for
the hole and peeked over the rim to see if she was coming up the ropes.
Unfortunately, all he saw was darkness.  He clutched the edge with all
his might, trying desperately to focus his sights toward the bottom.  But
even with the assistance of the exploding lights, he just couldn’t see far
enough down.

“Kate,” he yelled into the icy abyss, “where are you?”
Silence followed his echoing shout.
“Kate,” he shouted again, this time with every ounce of breath he

had.  “Kate!”
Still nothing.
As he waited restlessly for a response, he noticed the brightness of

the  illuminated  sky gradually  fading  in  intensity.   He  carefully,  but
dreadfully  rolled  over  on  his  back  to  catch  another  glimpse  of  the
falling Lightstorm.   Only this  time,  the  sheer  magnitude  of  its  size
began to diminish.  Jake felt his beating heart slow to a crawl.

Slowly, clump after clump of the falling particles disintegrated and
vanished from sight.   As the  colorful  waves of  the  Aurora Borealis
continued to flicker softly, the ocean of unearthly lights weakened in
strength.   The  unusual  colors  gradually  transformed  into  a  familiar
white, and then slowly burned out.

“Kate,” Jake shouted again, only this time with a defeated lack of
fervor.

A moment later, the last squall of the Lightstorm sputtered from the
darkened heavens and vanished halfway to earth from existence.  As the
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final particle transformed to ash, Jake stared motionlessly at the empty
sky and waited.  For the first time in nearly ten minutes, he remembered
what it was like to feel cold.

When they finally got back to the hotel at the end of the night, Jake
jumped out of the helicopter and ran for his room where he found his
briefcase  setting  in  its  usual  spot  next  to  the  ice-carved  bed.   He
immediately tossed it onto the blanket and popped it open to find a few
empty months left over.  It didn’t take long for him to decide which
month to fill with his newfound glory roll.  In his mind, only one month
had the clout to carry the weight of the image he bore in his hands.
Only one month was fitting enough to deliver justice to the poetry that
his discovery offered.  As he unloaded his camera to place the roll of
film into the vacant spot for December—the month to end all months,
Jake smiled and marveled at his good fortune.

“The month of miracles,” he said, as he thought about his prize.
“The only month worthy of such an image.  It is truly the pinnacle of
our achievement here.”

He closed the briefcase softly and wrapped it snugly in the musk ox
fur, making sure every inch of the case was covered.  Once he was
certain  the container  was protected,  he folded his arms around it  to
make sure it didn’t move.

“What are you doing?” asked Kate from behind.
“Gotta  keep  the  film  warm,”  he  said.   “Can’t  let  it  lose  its

integrity.”
“My goodness, Jake.  You never cared that much about your work

before.  Is this picture that important?”
Jake looked for a high place to set the briefcase so that it didn’t

have to set on the ice.  As he scanned the room meticulously for the best
position, he thought the chair with the fur covering would be an ample
spot.  He gently set it there so that it could stay warm.

“If you were up with me,” said Jake, “instead of taking pictures of
giant  snowballs,  you could’ve  witnessed  the  most  amazing event  of
your life.”

“You mean watching you go crazy over  a  scene  of  nature  that
wasn’t under your influence wasn’t the most amazing event of my life?”

“If you had seen this…” Jake found himself at a momentary loss of
words.

“Yeah?”
For the first time in a long time, he truly believed he was right in

what he was about to say to her.
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“You would have thrown out all your other pictures in contempt,”
he continued.

She held her position for a moment, but then she smiled.
“That’s a bit dramatic, Jake.  I think something happened to your

head when you got bitten today.”
Kate casually strolled toward the chair with the fur and listlessly

slid the  briefcase out  of  the  way.  Jake  immediately intercepted  his
prized container, and smacked her hand away.

“Don’t touch that,” shouted Jake.  “It’s fragile.”
Immediately her amusement took a fiercely dark turn.
“What’s gotten into you, Jake?” she retorted.  “I just wanted to sit

down.”
“Sit on the bed,” he said.  “It’s just as comfortable.  Please don’t

move the briefcase.”
Jake slid the briefcase back to its safe and comfortable location.
“All right, fine,” she said.  “I’ll sit on the bed.  I hope these pictures

are worth your going insane.”
Kate grumbled to herself as she sat on the bed.
“I’m not going insane,” he said.  “I just think these pictures are too

important to the world to  ruin them.  Believe me, you’ll understand
when you see them.”

“Is  this  coming from the  same guy who once  thought  taking  a
picture of a lion chewing a Pepsi bottle was important?” she asked.

“It’s not like that.  This is on a realm so much higher than that.
You of all people should understand.”

“I just think you’re making a big deal out of it.  Are you sure you
didn’t just look at the northern lights and imagine you saw this so called
Lightstorm?  I mean, a wolf bit you today.  Isn’t it possible that you
caught some repressed form of lycanthropy?  Except instead of messing
up your body, it messed up your mind?  Isn’t that possible?”

In his heart, Jake wanted to prove himself right to her—to make it
clear that  what he had seen could not  be reproduced in  words.   He
wanted to explain to her the best he could the details of the miraculous
event, but he didn’t know how.  The best he could do was to show her
the pictures.  But to do that, he needed to develop them.  And even
though he would have gladly developed them on the spot, the reality
was that he didn’t have a portable darkroom waiting for him next door.
To  get  these  photos  produced,  he  had  to  take  them  home  first.
Therefore, he felt that any further conversation on the subject with Kate
was moot.
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“Snap  every  picture  you  think  you’re  going  to  want  by  noon
tomorrow because we’re going home.”

“Jake, we still have three—”
“These pictures have to get developed.  Something like this should

not be kept silent.”
“Jake, I  don’t know why you’re acting like this.   This isn’t like

you.”
“You’ll know soon, and then you’ll agree with me that this was the

best decision.”
Jake sat on the uncovered ice chair and leaned his body over the

briefcase to add to its warmth.
“Jake—” whispered Kate.
“Make sure nobody comes near us tonight,” he said.  “Everything

changes tomorrow.”
Upon  saying  that,  he  slowly closed  his  eyes,  hoping  that  Kate

would do her part to protect them through the night.  Soon, everything
was silent.  Soon, the world would know.

Late the next day, Jake and Kate returned to the States—tired, but
eager to get their film developed.  It was a bit of a push to make a break
for  the  darkroom  straight  out  of  leaving  the  airport,  but  their
determination to make their pictures into a reality surpassed their flight
exhaustion.

After cheating the sun for five straight hours, night finally arrived
as they made a beeline for their next important destination.  It was a
quaint little room filled with enlargers and clotheslines, protected from
the  threat  of  the  digital  age  only  by  their  love  of  the  classic
photographic arts.  On many occasions, the room welcomed them with
hanging duplicates of their favorite photos from memorable journeys
around  the  country.   But  this  time  it  welcomed  them with  inviting
temperatures in the positive side of zero.  In both cases, Jake was glad
to see a familiar site waiting before his eyes.

Although  he  never  filled  up  his  briefcase  completely,  Jake
convinced himself that he had enough pictures to make his calendar a
smash.  And even if  the mild moments of  savage beasts performing
crazy tricks weren’t enough to dazzle the masses, he knew at least that
science  and  event  magazines  everywhere  would  hound  him for  his
amazing phenomenal discovery.  No matter what, he was bound to turn
heads in short time.

As he removed his color treated negatives from the clothesline, he
searched for  the best  picture  to  represent  his  December  Lightstorm.
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After  deciding the third shot had the most  action and  definition,  he
transferred his colored images onto three sheets of matrix paper, and
finally overlapped them to construct the picture he was eager to show
the world.  All he had left to do was to wait.

Once  the  time  was  right,  Jake  shut  down  the  darkroom,  and
immediately ran into the next room to find Kate cycling through her
less-inspired photos.  He knew the pictures he had in his hand were
going to blow hers and everybody else’s away, but he figured he would
at least try to be discreet about it.  He quickly slid up next to her.

“Great pictures,” he said.  “Ready to see my masterpiece shot?”
Kate set her pictures down and leaned close to his shoulder.
“Impress me,” she said with a smile.
Jake  quickly  shuffled  through  his  pictures  of  wolves,  and

lemmings,  and  various  other  action  shots  until  he  found  his…
masterpiece?

“Is  that  it?”  asked  Kate.   “Wow,  you’re  right.   That’s  pretty
amazing.  I’m sorry I missed it.  But—”

Jake  held  his  hand up  to  her  lips.   He didn’t  want to  hear  her
comments.  For the first time tonight, the light of the room revealed
what  the  darkroom  couldn’t  show  him.   Even  though  the  image
accurately reflected  the  power  of  storm,  which in  itself  made  for  a
rather  amazing shot,  the heart  of  the  photo was missing.  The  very
element that gave the storm its magnificence and beauty took another
flight somewhere else.  His masterpiece fell short in translation.

“I swear,” he said,  “it didn’t look like this the other night.  The
colors were indescribable.”

“Well, I don’t know about that,” said Kate.  “This looks red to me.
This one over here has a bluish tint.”

“They weren’t red or blue that night, Kate.  These lights had colors
that didn’t fit our spectrum.  I don’t believe this.”

“Come on, Jake.   This is  still  an amazing picture.   I  mean, you
didn’t even have to feed it an apple.”

He couldn’t believe she was making jokes about this when the most
amazing  thing  he  had  ever  witnessed  was  degraded  by  modern
technology.  But, then again, how could she really know?  There was no
way she could imagine the truth of what he saw when she wasn’t there
with him.

“You still believe me, don’t you?” he asked.  “Isn’t it possible that
I’m right  and our stupid  printing dyes  just  can’t  reproduce  the  true
colors of this picture?”

“I guess.”
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“It doesn’t mean it didn’t look differently in real life, right?  You
have to believe me.”

Kate took the pictures out of Jake’s hand and placed her hand on
his shoulder.

“If our cameras can only photograph one spectrum of light, isn’t
possible that our eyes are limited to the same spectrum?” she asked.

“I know what I saw, Kate.”
“And I know that you spent many hours alone in the cold after

being bitten by a wolf.  That’s not to forget that you were also very tired
all day.  These pictures prove that you saw something, but colors from a
different spectrum?  I really hope you go to the doctor and get your leg
checked up tomorrow.”

“I wasn’t delusional…”
He took the pictures back from Kate and looked at the Lightstorm

image again.  It certainly looked like an over-the-top falling fireworks
show.  There were definite lights of rainbow colors raining in the sky.
Maybe that was really the way he saw it and his mind just interpreted it
differently.   It  was certainly possible,  though disappointing to  think
about.  He set the pictures down and leaned against Kate’s shoulder.

“Maybe I should start taking safe pictures like you,” he whispered.
Exhaustion finally set in as Jake closed his eyes.  The truth was that

after all he had dealt with these last couple weeks, he had enough of this
journey.

A couple months later,  Jake sat  in his office looking over some
photo catalogs when Kate entered the room holding up two calendars in
hand.   “Icy Wonders,”  the calendar  to  her  left,  consisted  of  family-
friendly  nature  stills  complete  with  icebergs  and  snowfields,  while
“Greenland’s  Fury,”  the  calendar  to  her  right,  was  slightly  less
orthodox, consisting of rampaging animals and defiled landscapes.  She
set “Icy Wonders” down gently onto the desk, brushing away a couple
dust  particles in the process,  then slapped “Greenland’s Fury” down
harshly, as if she tried swatting a mosquito.  Her entire face lit up as she
smiled.

“Remember our bet?” she asked cheerfully.  “The one we made on
the tour boat?”

He  tried  to  forget  about  that.   In  fact,  he  tried  to  forget  about
Greenland entirely.

“Yeah…” he droned.
“Flip the calendars over,” she continued.
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Jake flipped the calendars over to see profit margins listed for each
one.  According to the charts, Kate’s calendar sold three times as many
as his did.  But, after all the disappointment he had in that last day, and
in many of the days preceding it, he really didn’t expect anything less.
He had spent the entire trip convincing himself that he had the stronger
idea, but in the end, Kate was always right.  This just proved it.

He decided to open it up to see the contents inside.  With all the
harsh comments he made during the production of  her  calendar,  he
figured that he owed it to Kate to check out the fruits of her labor.  The
first picture was the image of the underground river flowing through the
giant blue ice walls.  It actually looked pretty good.

“I guess this means I lost,” he said finally.
He looked up to see her nodding her head.  He couldn’t remember

the last time he saw so much of her teeth at one time.
“So, how are you going to humiliate me?”
Kate softly removed the calendars from the desk and placed them

under her arm.
“Just tell me my methods were good and I’ll give you your peace,”

she said.
Jake smiled at her compassion for his failure.
“I’d  say  three  times  my  sales  power  makes  your  methods

incredible.”
He wasn’t sure he really believed that line, but her smile made it

worth saying.
“Thanks, Jake,”  she said.   “If it’s  any consolation,  I’m glad we

made the trip together.  I’d do it again if the opportunity ever presents
itself.”

Kate hugged him before walking out of his office.  A part of him
was glad too.  Maybe even more than just one part—but he didn’t really
want  to  acknowledge  that  just  yet.   The  question  now though  was
whether or not he would ever consider doing it again.  He put his feet
up on his desk as he gave it some thought.

As  he  closed  his  eyes,  he  found  the  darkness  turning  into  a
kingdom of colors that he had only seen once before falling from the
sky.  As he stood out in a field, miles away from a castle, the beautiful
princess ran to him and embraced him.  She softly whispered into his
ear that he won.
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Superheroes Anonymous

Andy stared into the mirror intensely for several  minutes before
brushing his teeth.  This was something he knew he had to do, and was
prepared to do whatever it took to make it right.  His secret had to be
told,  and he wasn’t going to let  it  go another day.  Too  many have
passed already.

As he looked at himself with uncertainty, dressed in his button-up
shirt and Dockers khakis, he realized his deception had already gotten
too deep.   If  he revealed the secret in one magnificent revelation, it
would probably shock the world.  Perhaps baby steps would be wiser.

He  brushed  his  teeth  with  peppermint  flavored  toothpaste,  and
smiled to see how pearly they turned out to be.  White they were, but
pearly not so much.  He spit out the excess toothpaste and rinsed his
mouth.  Now he was ready for work.

He stealthily got into his 1984 Pontiac Firebird and fired up the
engine.  He heard a couple chugs in the motor and saw black smoke
spitting out  the back before it  turned over completely.  The thunder
under the hood was almost too loud to hear Van Halen’s “Jump” on the
radio,  but  he  was still  able  to  discern  a  few of  the  higher  pitches.
Looking  at  his  watch  he  realized  he  was  endangered  of  being  five
minutes late if he didn’t leave right that moment, so he pulled out of the
driveway to embark on his journey.

The air conditioner would have been nice for his trip to the office,
since the outdoor temperature was reaching a hundred.  But he stopped
expecting  top  performance  out  of  his  aging  car,  so  he  kept  his
complaints under his breath.  Of course, when he hit the expected traffic
jam on  the  interstate,  it  took  him a  mighty biting  of  his  tongue to
distract his thoughts of ripping out the worthless air conditioner and
drowning the car in a pool.  But, fortunately he was strong like that.

When he got to the office, he found a memo on his desk telling him
that he was running late again.   He decided to file the memo in his
drawer where he kept other such memos like the reminder that he left
early on a Monday, and the reminder that  he forgot  to  file  a  return
memo to his supervisor stating that he made it  to work shortly after
receiving a memo about running late again.   He opened the drawer
slowly, so all the memos he received in the last month would not leap
out at him.  There was no real system for order, since it all went into the
“What’s  the  Point?”  file,  just  behind  the  very  small  “Files  of
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Relevance” section, which he often had a hard time finding once he
remembered it existed.

After spending several hours sitting at his desk, filing a few more
memos  that  were  subtly  dropped  in  front  of  him  throughout  the
morning,  he  finally  heard  the  very  thing  that  caused  him  to  stir
impatiently  in  his  chair.   The  radio  in  the  next  cubicle  had  been
broadcasting music and news all morning.  Even though the music was
an  unscrupulous  mix  of  metal  and  90s  boy  bands,  the  occasional
important news and weather information interrupted the programming
schedule.  This time criminals were taking the mayor hostage.

Andy was torn by his dilemma.  Did he just sit in the office and
idly listen to the news report as it was given, or did he leave his desk,
risk getting some more memos, and try to be a patriot for his city?  As
he  dwelt  on  the  thought  for  a  moment,  the  news  reported  some
disturbing information on the situation.

“Great  news,”  shouted  the  radio  newsperson.   “Leotard  Man,
Cannonball City’s most flamboyant superhero has just rollerbladed onto
the scene and is now inside the mayor’s office kicking some evil butt.
Thank you,  Leotard  Man  for  saving  our  city.   To  all  of  the  other
superheroes out there, better luck next time.”

The news report ended, and the latest song called “Ooh, Girl,” by
the teen sensation Beards to Butts resumed.  Andy snapped his pencil in
half.  That lousy Leotard Man hogging all the glory again had built up
just a little too much fury in his heart to let it go quietly.  If only he
knew who his alter ego was, he’d go hunt him down and pummel him.
Other superheroes needed people to save too, but this guy wouldn’t let
them.  Andy remembered that he almost had a heart attack when he
found out that the Big Kahuna, Cannonball City’s only Hawaiian shirt
clad superhero, beat Leotard Man to a crime scene involving a wacky
scientist and some escaped pigs.  That was the last time the superhero
justice  system had any meaning.   Sure,  the  crooks  were getting put
away, but how many superheroes were stuck doing their alter egos’ jobs
in the meantime?  Enough was enough.

As Andy stood up from his chair, prepared to find Leotard Man
and tell him just how he felt about his pedestal status, someone walked
by and dropped another memo on his desk.  He picked up the note to
read  that he needed to send off a  memo to his supervisor  and three
neighboring coworkers before he could get up from his chair.  He sat
back down and twiddled his thumbs.

When the day ended, he sent off his required twenty-plus memos
stating his purpose and desire to go home for the day, and then quickly
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made a run for the elevator.  After a few minutes of fighting the crowds
to  get  to  the parking lot,  he finally reached his car  and took a ride
around town to look for this out-of-control Leotard Man.  Of course,
when he arrived at the mayor’s office, Leotard Man was nowhere to be
seen.  The mayor’s secretary told him that he rollerbladed into the city
skyline around lunchtime, and no one had reported a sighting since.
Andy concluded that that was the problem with crime anymore—only
happened when he couldn’t leave his desk.  Since there was nothing
else he could do, he decided to go home.

Andy tossed and turned in his recliner for almost two hours when
he finally decided he couldn’t take it anymore.  The world had to know
the truth about his secret life.  His memo-frenzy boss and coworkers
had to know the truth.  Leotard Man, the bane of his existence, had to
know the truth.  He decided to reach for the phone and call somebody.
He pounded on his telephone keys with a hammer’s fury, and placed the
receiver up to his ear like the wind.  It rang like the gongs of China.

“Hello?” mumbled the voice on the other line.
“Who’s this?” he asked.
“Who’s this?” responded the other.
Andy hung up the phone.  This wasn’t the way to do it.  He needed

another method, something safer.  He got out of his chair and picked up
the  newspaper.   The  answer  to  his  problem had  to  be  in  there—it
always was.  Page after page didn’t have much to go on, but everything
changed when he got to the Classifieds.  That’s where he discovered the
greatest gift to people who shared his secret.

“Hi, I’m Kevin,” said the small guy with glasses, “and I’m an alter
ego.”

The  small  group  of  people  in  the  room  clapped  as  their
uncoordinated  voices  congratulated  him for  being  so  brave.   Andy
clapped with the rest, even though he felt awkward being the new guy
and all.  Kevin nodded at them and sat back down in his chair.

“Thank you for being honest with us,” said the leader of the group.
“We all know the struggle you have, keeping your identity a secret from
everyone.”

“Including loved ones,” said Kevin.  “My wife still doesn’t know
the truth.”

“I see.  And how have you kept your secret from her?”
“I  do  my laundry  at  the  Laundromat,”  he  said,  readjusting  his

glasses.  “She’s never seen my cape.”
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The room mumbled in agreement with him.  Andy thought that he
really picked a hard core group of people to keep such secrets from
even their spouses.  He listened some more.

 “My kids are discovering things about themselves that they never
knew they had,” Kevin added.  “Things that they inherited from me.”

“Such as?” asked the group leader.
 “Well, my powers of course.”

“And can you tell us what your powers are?”
Kevin hesitated a moment.  Something in his face looked unsettled.

His  lips  curled  as  his  eyes  darted  back  and  forth.   Once  his  eyes
stopped, he rubbed his knees softly and stared at the floor.

“I’m not sure I’m ready to reveal that yet.”
The rest of the room clapped.  Andy clapped too, only because the

others were clapping.  Frankly, he didn’t see the point.
“The group agrees, Kevin,” said the group leader, “that if you’re

not ready for such an undertaking, you don’t have to share it.  Showing
up to the meeting is the first step to your recovery.”

“Well,  I’m not trying to recover  from anything,” he said,  as  he
looked up from the ground.  “I just don’t want to hide anymore.  I’m
tired of people looking at me as the little nerd in the corner, punching
thousands of lines of code on a computer.  I want them to know me as
the leader of justice I am, Plummet Man, master of the—”

Kevin  quickly  covered  his  mouth  and  buried  his  face  as  the
realization of what he just said hit him point blank in the chest.  Andy
noticed the little  man’s cheeks turning red.   Another guy dressed in
shorts, T-shirt, and sunglasses stood up and pointed at him.

“I knew I’d seen you before,” shouted the sunglasses guy.  “You’re
awesome, dude.”

The leader audibly cleared her throat.
“Jimmy,” she said.  “Don’t patronize him on his coming out.”
“What?  No, Plummet Man is the rockingest of us all.  Who else

can fling himself off a building and land perfectly on the villain’s car at
high impact, permanently disabling it and causing him to rely on his
feet to make the rest of his escape?  No, Plummet Man’s the coolest.
He makes everyone else’s job a whole lot easier.”

Kevin shyly smiled.  Of course, Andy didn’t know why.  It seemed
like this guy was mocking him.

“I guess that is kinda cool,” said Kevin, now with a red face.
The  leader  slightly  shook  her  head  at  Jimmy,  and  turned  her

attention to Kevin.  She folded her hands and leaned into her lap.
“How does it make you feel to be Plummet Man?” she asked.
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“Well, I used to think it was terrible because I was always stuck in
an office while criminals would carve up the streets with their stolen
Corvettes and such.  But, now that people know my identity, I can leave
my job with ease.”

“Well,  Kevin,  we’re the only people  who know about your true
identity.  The next step is to tell others, starting with your family.  I’m
sure your kids want to know why they have the powers they have.”

“Yeah, I’m sure they probably do too.  I know that they’re tired of
climbing up on the roof all the time, just to get comfortable up there
long enough to enjoy the first lick of sunshine before losing their grip,
rolling off, and rocketing around in the air until they crash down onto
the nearest operating vehicle.  That’s why my lawnmower is in the shop
right now.”

The leader nodded with a smile.
“I see.  It seems now that you know what to do then.  I think we all

here are happy for you.  Does anybody else have anything encouraging
to tell Kevin?”

A really fat man stood up and laughed heartily until his belly rolled
like the ocean.

“Don’t quit your day job,” he said through his echoes of delight.
“Sit down, Danny,” said the leader sternly.  “This is no time to use

your power of the punch line.  Kevin is one of the good guys, or else he
wouldn’t be here.”

Danny sat down and smiled.  Andy noticed his gut continuing to
wave, which must have meant that he was chuckling under his breath.

“Right you are then,” said the fat  man.  “Pretend I’m not  here.
Though that might be hard since I take up so much room.”

And again the fat guy laughed up a storm.  This time the leader just
shook her head in defeat and waited for the laughter to stop.

In that moment Andy realized what he would be in for if he stuck
with this group for the long haul—a critique of his powers with possible
support of his alter ego lifestyle.  He crossed his arms as he prepared to
take it all in.  But something told him that the night was going to be
long if he hung around, and he wasn’t so sure he wanted that.  Perhaps
he was only meant to take one baby step tonight.  He figured he would
at least wait around long enough to see if there was a chance that he
would gain some positive support from it.

As the evening drew to an end, Andy sat like a blob in his recliner
pondering the events of his day.  Obviously, there wasn’t much to think
about when it came to his job, but his support group adventure occupied
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a hefty amount of thought.  His first night with Superheroes Anonymous
was okay in his opinion, but the only thing he really accomplished in
one sitting was to discover the identities of Plummet Man, the Joke
Artist, and what he thought to be the Pig Rocker.  The last personality
was unconfirmed because the man he thought the identity belonged to
didn’t actually reveal himself in words.  But, the pig and the guitar in
his lap made that possibility likely.

It  seemed  like  the  rest  of  the  night  blended  time  together  and
stirred it up a bit, since three hours in front of the television first felt
like three minutes, then turned into three days or so.  One lame show
after another followed each other as he held his remote control in an
upright position.  Part of the problem was that the hilarious late night
talk shows, filled  with movie stars and stupid pet  tricks,  were over,
leaving only the gripe and moan talk shows to flood his pre-bed brain.
After watching a woman, who said she spent most of her days watching
television shows like this one, yell and scream at her infidel mailman
for sleeping with her milkman, Andy decided it was time to turn off the
TV.

The clock next to his bed revealed that it  was after three in the
morning.  Obviously for someone who had a regular office job filled
with memos and filing cabinets, he thought the smart thing to do would
be to get some sleep.  But, for some reason he didn’t feel like it.

Andy stepped outside his apartment to sense the summer humidity
sticking  to  his  face.   As  he  pondered  the  state  of  the  weather,  he
realized that his clothing ensemble was vastly incomplete.  Therefore,
he went back inside to get a jacket and a hat.  If anything, the garments
would’ve hidden his true identity from those who might have had the
keen eye and the ability to see through a disguise of glasses.  Feeling
secure in his evasion of the curious public,  he walked outside again
where the nighttime heat was next to miserable.

He didn’t know what raised his impulse to take a walk through the
city streets at this late hour, or  what nagged him to stay out of bed
tonight.  But as soon as he heard a store alarm go off and saw a masked
man jump out of a shattered window frame with a big bag of stuff, he
thought that maybe his keen sense of bad timing was meant to kick in
tonight.  And that wouldn’t have happened if he were fast asleep.

Andy looked around to see if any of the superheroes he met earlier
had come out to save the day, but the streets seemed pretty quiet.  He
decided to give it a minute.  If Plummet Man or any of the other guys
came out and did their thing, then he knew his job was done.  But, if
this criminal managed to avoid the clutches of other peoples’ justice for
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even a moment longer, then he figured he would have to step in and do
his part.  After two minutes of waiting without an answer, Andy knew it
was all up to him.

Realistically, he didn’t know how smart it would be to chase the
crook through the streets in his current clothing state because, in the
eyes of others, he was still Andy the office worker.  But his destiny this
night dared not be thwarted by wardrobe inconvenience, and deep down
he knew that fact well.  Despite his unusual summertime garb, he was
still a hero who was desperate to make the night safe, and this was his
chance  to  fulfill  his  purpose  without  interference  from other  glory-
hounding men in  tights.   So,  at  the  risk of  revealing  himself  to  an
untrusting soul, Andy dashed from the corner of a quiet intersection and
pursued the store robber with all the speed he could muster.

The criminal didn’t appear to notice Andy at first, but he ran as fast
as he could toward some unknown location nonetheless.  Perhaps at this
stage he was still more concerned about cops than he was about Andy,
but Andy was determined to change his tune drastically.  As Andy drew
closer  to  the  fleeing  crook’s  proximity,  he  heard  the  man  panting
heavily as  his  bag  of  loot  continued  to  drag  him down.   When he
thought he was close enough to make his presence known, Andy called
out to the man to get his attention.

“Stop, you wretched fiend,” Andy shouted, trying his best to adhere
to the superhero code of bad dialogue.  “Stop in the name of the law.”

The crook turned his head just for a moment to catch a glimpse of
his pursuer, but in doing so blinded himself to everything that remained
in his path.  Just as his eyes made contact with Andy’s, the criminal ran
smack dab into a street lamp and knocked himself out.  When Andy
finally caught up to him, the villain’s eyes rolled up into the back of his
head and a tiny stream of drool poured out of his open mouth.

This wasn’t quite what Andy had in mind.
A few minutes later, as he continued to lie flat against the sidewalk,

the crook slowly opened his eyes.  Andy leaned over his face to get the
man’s attention.

“Running for any particular reason?” asked Andy, defiant to the
fact that he still looked like an ordinary citizen.

The criminal didn’t say anything at first because he was still too
busy rubbing his forehead vigorously.  But once he fully trained his
eyes on Andy, he managed to eke out a response.

“Yeah, what’s it to you?” sputtered the dazed robber.
“Nothing, just thought I should know the answer before I haul you

off to jail.  That’s all.”
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The  criminal  looked  like  he  was about  to  respond,  but  then he
hesitated.

“I don’t have to talk to you,” he said finally.  “You’re no one to
me.  The only person I’ll speak to tonight is Leotard Man.  You get me
Leotard Man, or at the very least an autographed picture of him, then I
might talk.  But only if you have the clout to do that.”

Andy felt his stomach churn a little before the crook spoke again.
Now he not only wanted to turn this guy in, he felt like punching him
too.

“You know,” continued the criminal, “I only did this to get Leotard
Man’s attention.  That guy is the coolest.”

Upon hearing that,  Andy sensed a  rush of  vomit  threatening to
come to the surface.  Instead of asking anymore questions, he simply
stood up over the fallen criminal and walked away.  He decided that he
finally caught up to his three a.m. destiny and that he needed to  go
home.  The ordeal was a matter for the cops now.

The  next  morning  turned  out  to  be  more  of  the  same,  with  a
frustrating drive to work, an onslaught of pointless memos, and a news
report  on  how Leotard  Man rescued  a  monkey from a  tree.   Andy
finally snapped his pencil when a passing coworker dropped the memo
that  mentioned  the  eminent  arrival  of  Leotard  Man,  to  give  the
department a lecture on office safety protocols.  If he couldn’t invade
just  one  domain,  he  had  to  invade  another.   Andy snapped  another
pencil  too,  just  to make the point clear  that  he was upset.   Another
coworker walked by and dropped the memo that pencil snapping was
not allowed on this floor.

When  the  moment  finally  arrived  for  this  unwanted  visitation,
Andy picked off a post-it from his desk and scribbled a memo about
how much he  thought  Leotard  Man  sucked.   After  placing  the  last
punctuation mark, he pasted it  to a regular  sized sheet  of paper and
faxed it  to  the  rest  of  the  office.   About two minutes later,  his fax
machine spit  out  a  memo that  had  nothing more  than a  drawing of
somebody flipping  him the  finger.   It  was  clear  these  people  were
brainwashed.

Leotard Man entered the office with his huge cape flapping like a
flag behind him, which was a peculiar thing considering there was no
wind on this floor.  He placed his hands gently on his hips and clenched
them into fists.  His smile was broad and flashy, and his teeth looked
too big for his face.  His hair also flapped like a flag, but that wasn’t as
strange since there  was probably some wind coming from his head.
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Andy gently tucked his fingers into his ears as Leotard Man began to
speak.  Somebody stealthily placed a memo in front of him that said he
had to listen or he would be demoted to basement worker.

As great as the benefits  would have been for getting out  of this
office and not being subjected to listening to this moron, basement pay
would have meant getting kicked out of his apartment, and probably out
of town, so he decided to unplug his ears.  Of course, when the fake
bellowing voice  of  Leotard Man echoed into his personal  space,  he
thought maybe moving wouldn’t be so bad.

“I’m ecstatic that everyone is so motivated to work today,” said
Leotard Man.  “Seeing your fresh faces puts a healthy smile on mine.”

It looked like everyone else in the office laughed as his “quote of
the day” sprung off his lips.  Deep down, Andy wanted to laugh too.

“As you all know,” continued Leotard Man, “office safety is very
important in a workplace.  Fortunately, all of you are doing your jobs
very well,  so  keep  up  the  good work.   Thank you all,  and  have  a
wonderful day.”

Leotard Man stepped away from his pedestal at the front of the
office and walked down the aisle, shaking the hands of every worker he
passed.  Andy heard each employee say that they were so glad to meet
him,  and  that  he  could  adopt  their  children  if  he  wanted.   The
cheesiness of the situation made him want to puke.

Andy opened  his  top  drawer,  sifted  through a  pile  of  forgotten
memos, and removed some Vaseline from the back.  Immediately, he
dipped his hand into the jar, then put it away again.

He faked a smile when Leotard Man finally reached his cubicle.
When the two men shook hands, Andy felt a silent sense of joy as he
watched the show stealer’s mouth curl into a half smile, half disgusted,
and all embarrassed shape.  A second later, he noticed the superhero
scanning his eyes to the left and to the right, perhaps to see if there was
anyone nearby with considerably dryer hands.  When no one stepped
forth to take over handshaking duties, Leotard Man removed his hand
from Andy’s grip and hid it stealthily behind his back.  Andy figured he
was subtly wiping the petroleum jelly away.

“Nice to meet you, er?” said Leotard Man.
“My name is Andy.  What’s yours?”
Leotard Man paused a moment.  Andy extended his hand again and

smiled.
“I already shook your hand, Andy,” he said.  “No need to shake it

twice.”
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“Where  I’m  from,”  said  Andy,  “you’re  supposed  to  shake
someone’s hand whenever they introduce themselves.  I’m introducing
myself as Andy, so I would appreciate it if you would do the gentleman
thing and shake my hand again, sir.”

Andy smiled  even harder.   His  sense  of  delight  became almost
overwhelming when he saw Leotard  Man carefully remove his hand
from behind his back while his face turned red.  Andy reached out and
grabbed his hand to speed him up.  This time he used his other hand to
cover the first, trapping Leotard Man in a firmer, longer handshake.

“I’m sorry,” said Andy, “what did you say your name was again?”
“Leotard Man.  But, you can just call me Leotard Man.”
Leotard Man chuckled at his remark.  Perhaps he thought it was

funny.  Andy pressed his hands tighter around Leotard Man’s hand as
he felt  him struggle to  break free.   He could almost  see  his  tongue
peeking through his mouth in disgust.

“I’m very pleased to meet you, Leotard Man,” said Andy.  “In fact,
if you want, we could go get some lunch and some coffee and talk about
office safety.  What do you say?”

Leotard Man finally managed to wrestle his hand away.  This time,
he blatantly wiped his hand on his cape.

“I’m  afraid  I’m  busy,”  he  said.   “In  fact,  I  need  to  go  now.
There’re  still  some superhero things I  need to  get  done before  four
o’clock.  Take care, citizen.”

“Okay,  LM,”  said  Andy,  pointing his  finger  like  a  gun at  him.
“Great to meet ya.”

Andy winked the hipster’s wink and quickly threw his arms around
Leotard Man.  If a slimy handshake weren’t going to do him in, then a
greasy bear hug would do the trick.  Andy rubbed his jelly hands all
over Leotard Man’s back, clutching his cape like a towel after a shower.
Leotard Man used what must have been all his strength to push him
away.

“All right, friend,” said Leotard Man.  “I must be going now.”
Leotard  Man  narrowed  his  eyes  in  quizzical  thought  before

stepping away from the cubicle.  Andy wasn’t sure how much longer he
could keep himself from exploding into sheer laughter, but he did his
best to hold it in at least until he stepped out of the office.  He reached
for his napkin from under his coffee and wiped away the Vaseline.  Just
as  he tossed  it  away,  Leotard  Man popped his head around Andy’s
cubicle wall.
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“Now I  know where  I’ve  seen  you,”  said  Leotard  Man,  rather
loudly.   “You  were  at  Superheroes  Anonymous  last  night,  weren’t
you?”

Andy quickly looked around the room, checking to see if anybody
heard him.

“Keep it down, okay?” he whispered.
“I know I saw you there.  Give it to me straight.  Who are you?”
“Not here, okay?”
Andy saw a couple people nearby turn their attention toward him.

One person had his eyebrows raised.
“Come on, man,” said Leotard Man.  “I’m just like you.  End the

suspense.   You’re  Freaky Man,  aren’t  you?   Or  maybe Baron  Von
Sticky?  That’s who you are, aren’t you?”

Andy noticed more people looking in his direction.  A part of him
was prepared to kick this so-called hero in the face if he didn’t leave
him alone immediately.

“Look,” said Andy, “I thought anonymous meant hidden identity.”
“Not to other anonymous people.  Come on, who are you?  Let the

cat out of the bag.  You wouldn’t have come to the meeting last night if
you weren’t itching to tell someone.  So, go on.  Tell me.”

“No, you fruit.  I have no desire to tell you anything except maybe
a couple things that would be inappropriate for public ears.  Now stop
bothering me and get out of my office.  Your job is done.”

“Don’t insult me, Andy.  I am a superhero.”
“Well, gee, I must be one too.  In fact, I’m a superhero who’s sick

of you hogging the spotlight.  Whenever anything happens, you’re the
one who has to be there, leaving no one else an opportunity to use their
powers for good.  Some of those guys last night looked pretty geriatric
to me, probably because they haven’t done anything in years.  They’re
washed  up  guys in  tights  because  you don’t  give  anyone a  chance.
What’s the matter with you?”

Leotard Man stood upright and placed his fists on his hips.
“If those other guys were real superheroes,” he said, “I wouldn’t

have to take all the crime fighting under my own cape.  As for you,
what right do you have to talk down to me?”

Andy paused a moment.  His brain went momentarily blank.  He
was never very good with snappy comebacks.

“Well?” continued Leotard Man.  “What makes you so special?”
Andy still had nothing good to say, so he punched Leotard Man in

the face.   Fortunately,  Leotard  Man’s super  powers did  not  include
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having a jaw of steel.  The man in tights clutched his agonized mouth as
he kept his eyes focused on Andy.

“Does that answer your question at all?” asked Andy.
Leotard Man remained silent.  Maybe he had nothing to say either.

Maybe he couldn’t say anything.  Whatever the reason, Andy was glad
to have some silence.  He placed his fists on his hips while he waited
for  Leotard  Man’s  next  move.   A  moment  passed  with  nothing
happening.

“Do you have anything else to say?” asked Andy.
Leotard Man removed his hands from his mouth and let them fall

to his sides.  He stared at Andy for one more moment, but continued to
remain silent.  His cape flapped a few times before he turned around
and walked away.  Andy kept his eyes trained on him as the alleged
superhero stomped all the way out of the office.

When Leotard Man disappeared from sight, Andy looked around
the room to notice everyone else looking back at him.  He waited for
someone to drop him a memo of some sort, but no one bothered.  The
steam from his coffee cup rose into view, reminding him that he still
had some remaining.  All of a sudden, the coffee grain scent refreshed
his mind.  Now he thought of some good comebacks to Leotard Man’s
ridiculous questions.  He reached for his beverage and took a sip.  His
coworkers continued to stare at him.

“Yes,” he said.  “I already know what you all are thinking.”
He set his coffee down and took a big breath.  For the first time

since he started working here the office air actually felt fresh.
“It’s  all  true,”  he  continued.   “I’m  one  of  Cannonball  City’s

Superhero Elite.  I work at a thankless job to blend in with the common
folk, but my true vocation is in the judicial arts; that is, when that caped
moron you all think is so awesome isn’t taking all the calls.”

Andy waited for a response, but no one made any.  He thought he
saw someone almost raise his hand, but it turned out he was just aiming
to scratch his head.  With that he realized there was no reason to hang
out any longer.

“Well, anyway,” he said, “I quit, so don’t call me.”

Early  that  evening,  Andy walked  into  Superheroes  Anonymous,
where he saw the same people who were there the night before sitting in
a circle of metal folding chairs, continuing their efforts at uncovering
each others’ identities.  He took a seat next to Jimmy, who decided to
wear blonde hair to the meeting this time.  As he sat down, he noticed
everyone looking at him.
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“Hello,” said the group leader.  “Welcome back.  Right now we are
talking about Jimmy’s secret.”

Andy casually waved at everyone.  He noticed everybody, except
for the man sitting next to Danny the fat guy, smiling at him.  The man
without a smile narrowed his eyes while his hair blew in the breeze, or
whatever it was that made it seem like there was a breeze.  Andy smiled
at him and silently mouthed that he knew who he was.

“The truth is,” said Jimmy, “I used to only be a tennis player.  But,
a visit to a chemical factory changed my life forever.  It was kind of
cool because I discovered powers I never knew I had.”

“Like going blonde overnight?” said Danny, chuckling under his
breath.

“Now, Danny,” said the group leader, “we talked about using your
powers on your fellow heroes.  It’s not right.”

“No,”  said  Jimmy,  “that’s  cool.   That  was actually  one  of  my
powers.  I walked into the factory with short brown hair, but walked out
with long, blonde hair.  It made me quite the chick magnet I think.  Too
bad it didn’t improve my game.”

“So, how has that helped you confront and adjust to your superhero
identity?” asked the leader.

“It makes the disguise process tricky to some extent because I have
to give myself brown hair in my alter ego form, but blonde in superhero
form.  That’s a lot of dye.”

“But,  the  question  I’m  asking  is  how  has  that  affected  you
emotionally?”

“I think both levels have their perks.  The real problem I have is
adhering  to  the  superhero  code  of  anonymity.   Honestly,  there  are
nights like tonight when I really don’t feel like changing my hair back
into its short brown state to conform to my alter ego’s identity.  I find
one hair color and shape saves money, which is important when your
alter ego is one of the lesser known tennis pros.”

“He’s definitely got a point,” said the guy holding a pig.  “I know I
spend about twenty dollars a day to keep Oinky fed, and another ten on
size D batteries to keep my guitar powered up for a whole evening.  It
really adds up to keep two identities separate.”

“But your identities are both the same,” said Kevin.  “We all know
you’re Pig Rocker.”

“What?  No, that’s absurd.  What makes you think…”
“It’s true,” said the group leader.  “Your two identities clash with

each other.  Your secret isn’t very well kept.”
“Well, fine.  Then I guess I have no reason to be here anymore.”
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The man stood up, tucked his pig under his arm, and walked out
the door.   The  others  clapped  for  him.   Andy clapped  too,  without
asking himself why.

“So, you were saying about budgeting as a tennis pro?” continued
the group leader.

Before  Jimmy had  a  chance to respond,  a  stick of  Power Stick
deodorant  fell  out  of  his  pocket.   Everybody watched  as  it  hit  the
ground.  Jimmy removed his sunglasses and stared at it.  As he looked
up  to  see  everyone  looking  back  at  him,  he  quickly picked  up  the
deodorant and stuffed it back into his pocket.

“You’re Powerstick Man, aren’t you?” asked Danny.  “You have
the lamest of all our powers.”

“Danny,” interrupted the group leader.
“He’s  right  again,”  said  Jimmy.   “I  throw deodorant  at  stinky

people.  That’s my super power.  I still have fun with it, even if it’s a
little  embarrassing.   Man,  you  guys  are  good—uncovering  two
identities in one minute.  I’m impressed.”

Everybody clapped.  Andy pointed to the man who gave him the
dirty look when he walked in.

“While  we’re  at  it,”  said  Andy.   “That  guy next  to  Danny is
Leotard Man.  You know him as the green-suited jerk who takes all
your work.”

Leotard Man covered  his face while the others  quickly diverted
their  attention  to  him.   All  of  a  sudden,  a  thunder  of  boos  rolled
throughout the room.

“You’re Leotard Man, huh?” said the man sitting to the opposite
side of Danny.  “Thanks to you, my sidekick quit on me last year.  He
said there wasn’t enough work going around, so he went back to school
to become a doctor.  Do you know how cold my coffee has gotten since
then?”

“Yeah,  and  what  about  me?”  interrupted  a  gnarled  man with a
hunched back.  “I been trying for years to get my back corrected from
this infernal body bowling power I have, but I can’t because the city’s
got no reason to pay me for my services.”

“And let’s not forget my costume expenses,” said a bearded man in
women’s clothing.  “It ain’t cheap to be both a superhero and a circus
freak.  You got me?  You try to balance the expense of a utility belt
with  gallons  of  women’s  makeup.   I  swear,  if  it  ain’t  the  trapeze
swinging midgets taking all my glory, it’s some fame stealing jerk-off
like you.”
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Before another harsh insult echoed between these hallowed walls,
the alter ego of Leotard Man lurched up from his seat and stared icily at
the members of the room around him.

“Well, if you all would be a little more super,” shouted Leotard
Man, as he dropped his hands to his sides, “maybe I wouldn’t have to
do everything for you.”

Before anymore words could be exchanged, everybody but Andy
and the group leader jumped from their chairs and rushed for Leotard
Man.  He quickly leapt high over his chair and landed next to the wall,
which was primarily the sort of thing he did when he caught criminals.
He grabbed a folded chair from a small stack of chairs in front of him,
and used it to keep everyone at bay.  They all tried to gang-bang him
anyway, but the group leader stood on her chair and shouted at them.

“Everybody stop,” she yelled.  “This is a therapy group, not anger
management class.  Leave him alone and sit back down.”

The  members  of  the  group  stopped  their  impending  assault  on
Leotard Man and headed back to their seats, each grumbling under their
breaths to one another.  Leotard Man remained pressed against the wall
as  the others  walked  away.  Jimmy,  meanwhile,  before  reaching his
seat, took a cheap shot at him, casting his deodorant at the cornered
reject like lightning.  Leotard Man blocked his face before it could hit
him.

“Jimmy,” yelled the group leader.  “Apologize right now.”
“Sorry, dude,” he said.
Andy saw Jimmy’s mouth slightly quiver, as if he were chuckling

under his breath.
“Now you apologize  for  causing all  of  this,”  the  leader  said  to

Andy.
The only problem with Andy apologizing to Leotard Man at this

point was that he really wouldn’t have meant it.  Instead, he crossed his
arms.

“I’ll do it tomorrow,” he said.
The group leader paused a moment.  The others in the circle smiled

and appeared to cheer him on with their fists slightly thrusting back and
forth.

“Okay,” said the group leader, “as long as you do it.  Our main rule
at Superheroes Anonymous is that no conflict goes unresolved.  Now,
while we have you on the floor, why don’t you tell us who you are and
why you have chosen to join our organization?”

“It’s simple really,” he said.  “My name is Andy and I’m an alter
ego.”
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The others clapped for him, while still giving Leotard Man the evil
eye.  He nodded to them with approval.

“When I made the decision to come here, I knew I had to get my
secret out in the open.  But, now that I know what really goes on with
revealing one’s double-identity, I’m not sure I care anymore.  I know
who I am, and I think that’s more than enough.”

“That is a very engaging philosophy,” said the group leader.  “We
as a group are happy that you came to such a revelation.”

“No we’re not,” said Danny.  “We wanna know who you are.”
The group leader looked at him, but didn’t say anything.
“Yes,” said Leotard Man, as he unfolded the chair and sat down.

“Why don’t you tell us who you are?”
“Don’t listen to them, Andy,” said the leader.  “You don’t have to

do anything unless you’re ready.”
Andy stood up from his chair and looked around the room.  The

faces that stared at him seemed innocent of aggression, and appeared to
be virgins of the real world of crime and the degeneration of ethics.
Those hopeful smiles were probably what made him see these people in
such a way.  But the truth was that he wasn’t looking at a bunch of
superheroes, like the group name would imply, but rather a bunch of
alter egos who were nothing more than ordinary people with jobs as
redundant as the one he held a few hours before.

“I know,” he said.  “That’s why I’m leaving.  My secret isn’t so
important that I have to sit here and sweat out my decision to share or
not to share with you.  I’d rather sit at home and watch television.”

Andy walked toward the front door and turned the handle.  As he
opened it and looked outside to see the rain falling, he turned around to
face the group one more time.

“But,”  he said,  “if  you must know, I am Carpe Diem Man,  the
seizer of the day.”

“Who?” asked Jimmy.
“When I watch the news tomorrow,” he continued, “I expect to see

each and every one of you fighting some kind of crime.”
He pointed at Leotard Man.
“Except you.”
Andy took a step outside and felt the rain hit against his legs.
“Now, if you’ll excuse me, I want to go to bed early tonight.”
He stepped completely outside and closed the door  behind him.

The next item on his agenda was to go home and turn off his alarm
clock.  He couldn’t wait to sleep in the next day.
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Short Story Commentaries

Well,  if  you managed to  check out the first  volume of writings
called Nomadic Souls: The Collection of Junk Volume 1, then you may
be familiar with the segment ahead.  But if for any reason you missed
out on that special volume of special stories, then I will explain briefly
what you are about to read.  To state it bluntly, you are on the path to
uncovering the hidden secrets that made the stories you just finished
reading possible.

In the pages ahead, I’ll briefly talk about the events of my life that
inspired the birth of these stories, as well as the elements that helped the
tales stand out from one another, and pretty much anything else that I
consider relevant to the subject matter.  Essentially, you’ll understand
more clearly what these pieces meant to me back in the days when I
first wrote them.  And don’t worry because this section will be more
exciting than it sounds.  So, read on and be delighted.

Amusement

Like  many of  the  stories  that  inspired  the  creation  of  my first
“collection  of  junk,”  this  story began  as  a  writing assignment  for  a
university  writing  class  during  my  undergraduate  years.   Or  more
accurately, my truly undergraduate years—the years that came before I
took  a  four-year  break.   The  class  was  Advanced  Fiction,  and  the
semester was Fall Term 1999.  The assignment was very simple.  I had
to write a short story about anything I wanted, and it had to be done in
time for my workshop date.  There were no other rules attached.  It was
after all my advanced fiction class.  The instructor expected us to know
what we were doing by now, and this was my chance to prove it.

But like most of the stories I  wrote in those years, this story in
particular  had a thematic  origin.   In other  words,  I  didn’t begin the
assignment with a blank idea in mind.  It began with two inspirations.
The  first  inspiration  can  be  summed up  by the  story’s  original  title
called “My Dinner with Bugs Bunny.”  Essentially, I wanted to recreate
a  scene  where an unhappy guy forced  himself  to  sit  down and  talk
candidly  with  the  leader  of  the  Looney  Tunes,  and  then  see  what
happened.  At the time, I thought about a movie that followed a similar
dinner principle, but instead of the actor talking to a cartoon character,
he spent two hours talking to a famous guy named André.  That movie
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of course was My Dinner with André, and the action revolved entirely
around this dinner table where these two guys talked.  Granted, I never
actually saw this movie because frankly, the thought of watching one
scene taking upwards of two hours to unfold really didn’t strike me as
the most appealing thing on film.  But again, the concept of a boring
guy spending dinner with a famous cartoon character seemed appealing
to me, so I ran with it.

Shortly after I formed the idea in my head and started writing the
first few paragraphs (which began with Sammy wiping his hamburger
into the attendant’s face), I realized that the story didn’t need a pre-
established  character  because  frankly  that  would  be  pointless  (and
slightly infringing).  So, I reconstructed the idea and designed a mock
character instead.  This is where Nippy the Cat came into play.

This is also where the second thematic inspiration came into play.
A few months before I started this story, I  walked through my local
Best Buy to take a peek at some of the new computer games available.
I wasn’t really looking to buy anything, but I did find my usual joy in
browsing the titles.  As I casually let one game box blend in with the
next,  one  title  in  particular  nailed  me.   This  is  where  everything
changed.  It didn’t merely catch my attention.  It  stopped me in my
tracks.  Let me dig a little deeper into my past so that you understand
the impact I felt once I finish this thought.

Ever since the game  SimCity came out on the Super Nintendo in
1991, I was hooked on the business management games indefinitely.  I
remember going to a friend’s house in those early years to help him
build the best city we could, and then borrow the game sometime later
to try my own hand at development.  This game took up a better part of
my day whenever I played it.  In the years to follow, when I finally got
my own computer (which I am still conveniently using to this day), I
had a storehouse of sim games already added to my collection.  The
titles included the sequel to  SimCity called  SimCity 2000, a sim game
that let you build an office tower from the ground up called SimTower,
and a battle strategy game with a hardcore soundtrack called Red Alert
to name a few things.  These were games that I found myself playing
day after day for a given length of time, and enjoyed every moment of
it.  So when the business strategy game featuring the one environment I
always  wanted  to  experiment  with  came  out  on  the  shelves  (quite
unexpectedly I might add), I had no problem spending the impulsive
thirty dollars it cost me to buy it.

That  game  for  those  who  haven’t  figured  it  out  yet  was
RollerCoaster Tycoon and it  became an eminent monster of my free
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time.  The hold it had on me began in that little aisle in the back regions
of Best Buy.  Let’s just say the box alone convinced me that it would be
worth the purchase.  When I got home that night and stayed up well into
the next morning playing it (making myself horribly exhausted for work
that morning), I agreed that it was worth the buy.  When I got home
from work that evening and played it some more (instead of going to
sleep like a normal person would have done), I confirmed its status as
one of the best games on the market.  And for the next four months, I
was addicted to this game—playing it day after day after day until I
finished all the scenarios without ever getting bored.  Needless to say,
my eventual trip to Universal’s Islands of Adventure for the first time
that  coming October  added  to  the thrill  that  became my amusement
park kick the latter half of 1999.   And this story, which takes place
within the confines of an amusement park, was my official tribute to
both  the  game,  and  my  newfound  love  for  theme  parks  and  roller
coasters.   In the end, my idea  for the dinner  conversation ended up
becoming  the  catalyst  for  the  story  rather  than  the  reason  for  its
existence.

But obviously, there is more to this story than just the background
elements.  The characters had a purpose to serve.

The concept was that this theme park called Happy Fun Land was a
direct rip-off of Disney World, and everything that took place inside the
grounds had to have some sort of unoriginal spin to it.  For example, the
main character, Nippy the Cat, had a cult following like the beloved
mouse of our current generation.  Another example—all the products of
Happy Fun Land  mocked  real  life  products  by changing the  names
slightly to give the appearance that they were exclusive, though they’re
essentially the same thing (remember  the Kojak Advantage from the
story? —direct rip-off of the real life Kodak Advantage).   All these
factors contributed to the false reality that Sammy had to stumble into
to  make  this  world  both  fake,  but  identifiable,  and  sadistically
annoying.  It  also helped make the story a bit more entertaining (or
something like it).

And  quite  obviously,  the  characters  of  Nippy  the  Cat  and  the
Wacky Fuzzies had to adopt the idea of unoriginality a step further by
not  only  carrying  the  marketing  aspect  of  Disney,  but  also  the
entertainment  similarities  to  the  Looney  Tunes,  making  them  into
perhaps the most uninspired creatures in amusement park history (and
an appropriate tribute to my original idea of plopping Sammy in front
of Bugs Bunny at a dinner table).  And quite naturally this element was
meant to propel Sammy into a completely uncharacteristic world that he
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needed desperately to fight against, uncovering the deception that these
little creative nightmares had forced upon the public.  Thus, the story
had a reason to exist, rather than to merely experiment with the concept
of what might happen if an emotionless guy entered the “happiest place
on earth.”  In any case I think the story came together nicely.

And  that  more  or  less  concludes  the  thematic  lessons  of
“Amusement.”  The title came to me sometime after I established the
opening line, and it stuck with me ever since.  When it came time to
workshop this piece, the class unanimously agreed that the title worked.
This  story  was  also  one  of  the  few pieces  to  enter  that  round  of
workshop that actually impressed the instructor.  She was so tired of
reading the same old story lines prior to its introduction that when it
came time for “Amusement” to enter into the spotlight, she pulled me
aside right before class to thank me.  And that marked the beginning of
the series of works that I would eventually produce for this volume of
writings.  Fun stuff, right?

Anyway, that’s about all of the significant things I can think of to
mention here.  The only other hidden tidbit that you wouldn’t know if I
didn’t tell you first was that the locker room scene where Sammy’s boss
introduces  him to  the  Happy Fun Pill  was originally written  with a
hippie character in the place of Mr. Chip.   I  eventually scrapped the
hippie on the advice of my peers since the character already had the
stereotype of drug user in tow, and they all thought it would be more
unsettling  (and  believable)  if  the  boss  presented  the  pill  instead.
Looking back, I’m glad I made that switch.  I also had the whole Matrix
scene in mind when I wrote it, so it should be no surprise if you thought
of that movie as you read through that scene.  Realistically, I think it’s
safe to say that pop culture in general influenced much of what I wrote
here.

Shade of Blue

Well this story was simply put one of my most difficult pieces to
write  in  a  long  time—not  for  the  complication  factor  of  keeping
everything together, but just because of what it meant to me personally.
Realistically,  it  was  just  as  tough  to  read  it  without  feeling  heavy
afterward  as  it  was  to  write  it.   But,  because  this  is  part  of  the
collection, and because I’m doing a commentary on everything written
in this book, I’m gonna go ahead and open up a bit on some things here,
despite the heaviness I feel even now after all these years later.
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First of all, the uninteresting detail about this story is that it was
written for the same Advanced Fiction class that I wrote the last story
for.  I figured I already wrote my unique story for the semester and
earned  my kudos for  it,  so  I  wanted  to  pare  back  a  bit  and  create
something more identifiable for my second piece—something that any
reader could potentially place his feet inside.  So, I came up with this
idea.

Only it was never really an idea on its own.  The story was actually
written as a projection of my own fears.  It was something I wanted to
write because frankly I was terrified of it ever becoming reality.

For those who read through my last volume of  writings, or  just
know me well personally, you’ll know that there was a woman I was
crazy about for an insane amount of time from the late 90s on through
some several years afterward.  She inspired many of my deep-rooted,
heart  wrenching  pieces  that  I  featured  in  both  the  last  volume  of
writings and this one.  This story in particular was one of those pieces
that were inspired by the hopeless desire I had for her.  As far as fiction
goes, this one probably carries the most emotional weight.

As it should be of no surprise (when is it ever?), this woman was
seeing someone at the time I met her.  She hadn’t yet been with the guy
for  very  long  when  that  fateful  meeting  took  place,  but  she  was
nevertheless involved.  That was more or less the only story I knew
back then, so it didn’t surprise me to find out that she fit into the exact
same paradigm as did everyone else I had ever been interested in.  In
fact, there really wasn’t much of anything different in this scenario that
I  hadn’t faced many times before.   Except one thing.  That thing: I
actually desired this woman.

I should probably make it clear how my feelings this time were far
different than the feelings I had for other people at various times in the
past.  Prior to 1998, my interests in specific girls were limited.  I saw
nice  qualities  I  admired  here  and  there,  but  I  could  never  actually
picture myself spending a life with any of them.  At best,  they were
crushes laced  with a  great  deal  of  uncertainty.   Before  I  left  South
Florida for the first time, I really wasn’t sure what brought two people
together with the intention of staying together.  As much as I wanted to
build a life with someone, I really didn’t have any specific people in my
life past or present that supplemented that desire.  It was all speculative
and abstract to me.  In truth, I didn’t know what was required to make
that  bond  with  a  specific  person  desirable.   But  when this  woman
crossed  my  path  (or  more  accurately  when  I  crossed  hers),  things
changed.  Within reasonably short time—maybe a month or two after
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meeting her,  I  finally realized what gave men the courage to take a
chance  on  someone.   The  desire  finally  had  a  face,  and  not  just  a
hopeful idea.  And thus this wasn’t about some new and random crush.
I thought I finally found what I had been praying for.

But as I said before, she wasn’t available.  For all the differences
that I sensed in my own heart, the fact remained that the circumstances
didn’t  adhere  to  those  differences.   And as  it  should  also  be  of  no
surprise, I had a very difficult time coming to terms with that because
frankly I thought it was unfair—especially given the short amount of
time I had missed her by.

And thus that introduces the element of fear.
At the time I wrote this story, I knew this girl for almost two years.

Two years is plenty of time to allow deep feelings to grow even deeper.
But two years  is  also  plenty of  time for  other  people  to  allow their
feelings to grow too, and well, in two years time she was still dating this
guy.  And two years is  plenty of time to put  oneself into a state of
personal hell when a desire remains unfulfilled without evidence that
the tide will turn.

I wrote this story because deep down I was afraid that I would miss
my chance.  I was afraid that I would grow tired of waiting to see what
would become of her situation, and ultimately turn my back to escape
the pain I felt.  And my fear of escape culminated when I thought of the
possibility of discovering too late that I might have had a chance if I
held on despite my exhaustion.  In other words, I was afraid of giving
up before  a  relationship was given a  chance at  fruition,  assuming a
chance could have been had down the line.

So  that  was the point  behind  this  story.   I  used  the  catalyst  of
another woman because I thought that was the most seductive way of
bringing my character out of focus.  But the story probably could’ve
been told with any antagonist (like running away for example).  The
point being, I wanted to document this fear on paper as a reminder for
me  not  to  run  away or  to  become  blindsided  from my hopes  and
dreams.  I had on several occasions considered running at the time, but
I kept holding on just in case the tide would turn.  So in a sense, I never
actually had to buy into this fear because for as long as I thought I still
had a chance someday, I held on.

Of course that was in the past.  As many of you may also know, I
got my answer a few years later.  The final answer was that I probably
should have let go because the end result would’ve been the same, but I
would’ve gotten there with a lot less pain.  But that was something I
couldn’t predict from the beginning.  I figured that if the desire existed
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for her when it never existed before, there had to be a reason for it.  But
to this day I’m not entirely sure what that reason was, other than maybe
to show that the Lord still loves us regardless of what we give back to
Him.  I don’t know though.  I’ve been told I read into things too deeply.

So that pretty much explains the origin of this story.  As far as the
details are concerned, the whole concept of the blue-eyed girl is very
much in tune with my own vision of beauty.  I think since the initial
creation of this tale, my opinion on eye color has changed a bit, but the
principle of lasting beauty still applies.  The main character makes such
a big deal about a woman’s eyes because he knows that the eyes are the
only tangible element of lasting beauty that  can be visually grasped.
How ironic that the very concept of sight comes from the same organ
that doesn’t age.  In my own personal opinion, if I’m not attracted to the
woman’s eyes, then I can’t be attracted to the girl completely.  And
that’s essentially where the need for blue eyes came into play.  It was
my color of choice, so it naturally had to be the main character’s color
of choice.

I guess while we’re on the subject of attraction and desire, I think
it’s safe to say that the whole theme of this story revolves around desire.
We have Sherry the antagonist throwing herself at this heart-stomped
college student with all her strength because she desires him, and can’t
get  him to  notice  her  any  other  way.   We  have  Johnny the  heart-
stomped college student crying over Tiela because he desires her, but
can’t have her because some other guy reached her first.  And we have
Max the mannequin looking guy looking like a mannequin because he
already caught this great girl without putting up much of a fight (the
lucky you-know-what),  so  his desire  doesn’t  really have the time or
need to come to fruition.  So, not only are we dealing with desire as a
theme, but we’re also dealing with the question of how to handle desire
when it comes (or when it doesn’t come).  I think in the development of
this story, I tackled the question with a great deal of cynicism because it
seemed that in my early 20s, this was how desire was handled.  The
people who fought hard for their love interest’s attention typically lost,
and the people who had better timing didn’t have to fight for anything,
and still won.  Thus, my outlook during this season of life (and in some
cases still remains strong in my current season) was that desire equated
failure, where luck equated more luck.  And I suppose from a distance,
one could assume that the reality of that statement was also a fear of
mine.  Even today I struggle with the concept of desire because I still
find it thwarted rather than fulfilled, while those who don’t even care
seem to be winning everything.  Some cynicism never dies I suppose.
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As far as other specific elements of this story are concerned, I think
it would be a good idea to address the story’s frame.  The concept of
the counseling session came into play because I thought that was the
best  vehicle for Johnny to drive the point home that he screwed up.
Figure at the time, I was enrolled in counseling myself, so I had some
familiarity on the subject of working out my issues with an objective
person.  If anything, I thought this vehicle was appropriate.  However,
when it  came  time  to  workshop  this  piece,  a  majority  of  the  class
thought that the frame needed to go.  I guess in a sense they didn’t think
it added anything to the story.  But looking back, I think for them to
suggest that I got rid of it, meant that they didn’t quite get the point of
the story, so I eventually ignored their advice.  I kept it with the hope
that someone somewhere would somehow get the point.  Hopefully I
made that clear.

The last thing I wanted to bring up about this story deals with the
scene where Johnny and Sherry meet the little kid at the mall.  You may
or may not have caught this in the reading, but that whole scene was
meant to summarize the entire theme of the story into one little block of
symbolic foreshadowing.  If you’re reading this and you feel that you
somehow missed it, go back and read that scene again and tell me if
everything makes sense now.  The moral of the story was that Johnny in
his impatience gave into his distraction, and he lost his dream because
of it.  To sum up what I think I already made clear, this same distraction
is the very thing that scares me because there’s no reason why I can’t
submit to it.  The catalyst for this story may have rejected me, but it
doesn’t mean that I can’t be faced with this again someday.  I’m still
afraid of handling it the wrong way if that desire should return again in
another form.

But then again, I wrote this story with the intention of fighting that
distraction.

Alternative Shade of Blue

This  story  quite  obviously  takes  the  last  story  into  a  different
direction—hence  the  word  “Alternative”  in  the  title.   But  the  big
question is why I did this.  After reading the last explanation, you know
that  I  wrote  the  last  story  as  a  projection  of  fear.   But  there  was
something touching about it—perhaps something identifiable.  So why
on earth  would I  completely butcher  its  impact  with this alternative
story?  Simple really.  I had to revise it.
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It may sound absurd to the casual reader, but I wrote this story as a
means to get an “A” for my class.  The thing is, in a creative writing
course like my Advanced Fiction class, you have to significantly revise
one of your stories to get the “A” for the semester.  In some cases that
means rewriting key scenes to make the story stronger.  Sometimes that
means introducing new characters (or  taking old characters away) to
add  more  conflict.   Sometimes  it  even  means  reshaping  the  entire
structure  of  the  story.   For  me,  the  biggest  revision  I  could  make
without changing the story was to eliminate the counseling frame and
thus ultimately change the voice of the story.  And I think I made it
pretty clear in the last commentary that I had no desire to do that.  The
truth  was  that  I  didn’t  think  the  original  version  needed  a  change
beyond simple cosmetics.  And simple cosmetics are rarely enough to
warrant an instructor giving a decent grade for the revision process.  So,
I took the easy way out and rewrote the characters into a completely
different story.  And needless to say, the rewrite worked in my favor.  I
got my “A.”

The advantage to introducing this new spin on this old story was
that I finally got to tell the happy ending that I would’ve liked to have
had for  my own life.   As you remember  from the  original  version,
Johnny  accepted  his  decision  to  be  with  Sherry  (that  was  the
implication  by the  way if  you happened  to  miss  it),  but  it  was sad
because accepting her required a heavy sacrifice.  This time, however,
he got the girl of his dreams.  Sure, it required another major sacrifice,
but it was one worth taking in his opinion.  I suppose the traditional
Hollywood ending of  happy romances influenced the ending of  this
version as well, but let’s face it—we all want that kind of ending.  None
of us wants to live with regret.  We all want to make the best choice that
yields the best payoff.  I wanted to believe that choices like that could
still be made.  I wanted the hero to win because I wanted to believe that
I could still  win too.  That’s what we all want when we escape into
these microcosmic little worlds.  We wouldn’t read them if we didn’t
want that.

Now, before I get further into the explanation of this story, I think I
need to  address  my feelings about Sherry.   As you’ve seen in  both
stories,  she gets the shoe in the face.   I  don’t want to  diminish her
character  from the  first  episode  by my representation  of  her  in  the
second.  I want to make it clear that even though she is the object of
fear  in my first  version  of  the  story,  she  is  still  sympathetic  in  my
opinion.  I always envisioned her as the woman who tried to be the best
friend  she could  be to  the man she loved,  but  just  had  bad  luck at
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showing it.  No matter how hard she tried, she could never fully capture
his  heart.   I  suppose  in  a  sense,  that  element  transcended  into  my
current fear, which is the question of whether or not I can fully give my
heart to the woman who finally decides she wants it.  The fact is that I
feel bad for Sherry because she deserves Johnny’s heart to its fullest
because frankly, she’s the only one bold enough to do anything about it.
I know that if this is the kind of thing that goes on in real life, someone
is getting screwed out of completeness, and I feel bad for the girl who
has to deal with it.  So, before I discuss her role in this story, I want to
make it clear that I have nothing against her character from the last one.

But the fact remains that someone had to be emotionally dissolved
for this version to work.  Johnny needed the girl of his dreams this time,
so Sherry had to take the fall.  Which brings up another issue that I have
a major problem with in real life.  The character of Sherry didn’t have
the same intensity of heart for Johnny this time around that she had for
him in the last  round.  In all  things considered,  her work was more
important.  It was her turn to miss out on a good thing because she got
too distracted by something else that  was less healthy for her.   And
that’s exactly what happens in the end.  She turns the other direction
and ultimately loses the very thing that tried to keep her healthy.  In a
way this symbolizes one of my social commentaries that people today
are  just  too  freakin’  busy with things that  really  don’t  matter.   For
example,  I  almost  skipped out on hanging with some friends earlier
tonight because I wanted to get this commentary written.  The question
I have is which was really more important in the long run?  What would
I find more fulfilling at the end of the day?  Sure, I would’ve loved to
have gone to bed tonight having gotten a lot more done, but why do I
need to get this entire section written tonight?  If I had stayed home
instead of gone out to hang with my friends, I never would’ve allowed
them the chance to express how difficult this weekend was for them,
and  thus  they’d  still  be  dwelling  on  it.   Not  to  mention,  I  never
would’ve realized the full reason why I missed out on having dinner
with them a couple nights ago.  If I had stayed home to get more work
done, I probably would have continued to feel jilted.  And yes, this is a
bit  heavy-handed,  but  that’s  still  nonetheless how I  view the  world.
Relationships dwindle when too much focus is given to other things,
and frankly I’ve gotten sick of it.  I feel bad for the Sherry of “Shade of
Blue” because she tried her best to win her friend, but the Sherry of
“Alternative” had it coming.

Social  comments aside,  there  are  two women that  make up  the
heart of these tales—not one.  Tiela (formally known as Teela in the
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early versions) had to make up the counterbalance for these stories to
work.   There  had  to  be  a  dream girl  involved  to  make either  story
cohesive.  I chose her because I essentially wanted to write about my
own dream girl.  In a nutshell, Tiela embodies the characteristics that I
find most attractive in a woman.  For example, I chose to make her an
artist because I find creativity to be one of the most attractive elements
in a woman’s personality.  I honestly can’t explain why that’s important
to me (even if I am introspective enough to realize why I like blue eyes
so much), but a woman who can and desires to create something from
scratch  like  painting,  sculpture,  writing,  music,  or  even  food,  has  a
definite mark in my book of positives.  So, Tiela had to possess some
artistic skill and drive to complete the appropriate representation.  Then
of course comes her sweet nature.  Looking back I think I may have
spread  the  sweetness  on  a  little  too  thick,  but  her  generosity  and
friendliness applies pretty strongly to what I  admire.   Sherry, on the
other hand, fails to achieve this when she turns selfish and demanding,
and thus she proves  to be  the valid  antithesis  to  what I  desire,  and
ultimately to what Johnny desires.  So, there’s a little  insight on the
women of this story, and what they mean to me as symbols.

One  thing  that  was  noticeably  missing  from the  original  story,
which I intended to include but didn’t, was the sculpture that Tiela had
worked  on  when she  and  Johnny met.   When  I  wrote  the  original
version of the story, I had this idea in mind to blend three mediums
together.  But, in the whirlwind of Johnny’s circumstances, I never got a
chance to show that piece of art in action.  So, I decided to use this
version to bring that detail to life.

I  thought  the  idea  of  blending  three  mediums together  was  an
interesting  idea  in  its  own  right,  but  I  also  thought  that  the
implementation of it would show Tiela’s creative diversity.  So, I had to
run with it.  The end result turned into something that I wouldn’t mind
seeing in real life.  But, the image of this multi-faceted sculpture didn’t
stop with a split-second moment in a five-minute story.  It became the
symbol of Johnny’s secret life.

In  case  that  explanation  seems  a  bit  vague,  I’ll  sum it  up  by
bringing up the title.  This story always carried the title “Alternative
Shade of Blue,” but for awhile I thought about changing it to “Different
Mediums.”  I always told myself that I would make the change if I ever
published it as a standalone unit.  In the end I voted against that change,
but the point  behind that  title  was that  Tiela  and  Sherry worked  in
different canvases.  Where Tiela was a conventional artist, Sherry was a
propaganda artist.  Johnny, the main character of the story, was stuck
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between both worlds.  Thus the different mediums of his life became
symbolic in the form of the triple-medium piece of art  that made up
Tiela’s project.  Obviously the story never took the name change, but
that’s my explanation to why I chose the substitute I chose.

Anyway, that’s about the extent of things in regards to these two
stories.  They certainly have a story to tell in their own right.  But, I
doubt they will have a sequel anytime soon.

Cards in the Cloak

Okay, the original premise for this story began on Valentine’s Day
of all things.  In mid-February 1999, a handful of friends and I went to a
nursing  home  near  our  college  to  pass  out  Valentine  cards  to  the
residents.   The  clientele  appreciated  our  service  and  enjoyed  our
company that day, sharing stories of times past and stuff of that nature.
It was an enjoyable time for each of us, despite the smell, but something
about  the  home  in  general  struck  me  as  odd.   Now  you  have  to
understand that I used to pass this nursing home on my way to work all
the time,  but  it  wasn’t until  that  day that I  really thought about this
oddity.  Maybe it had something to do with the fact that I actually got to
talk to the residents this time, instead of merely driving past them, but
regardless of the reason, I finally gave this unusual thing some thought.
That thing was that it set on a piece of property directly across the street
from a graveyard.

Now, I didn’t ask the residents what they thought of this graveyard.
Realistically,  it  was so small  that  they probably didn’t give it  much
thought  about  it  themselves—at  least  not  more  than  old  age  would
require.  But the point of the matter was that it was only two hundred
feet away from some of their rooms, so it had to be of some thought to
someone.  If it wasn’t, then maybe they were content with their lives.  I
don’t know.  I know I had to smirk a little when I finally took notice of
it.  To me it was a design planning decision along the lines of building a
bedroom or bathroom with only three walls.  It really didn’t make a lot
of sense—unless they were trying to be efficient.

Ten months later I was preparing a large version of The Collection
of  Junk  Vol.  1 to  give  to  my mom for  Christmas  (which  included
everything I had written up to that point), and decided that I wanted to
add one more story to the mix.  So, I decided to take this crazy idea that
I had gotten from the oddly placed nursing home, and wrote a story
about an old man who had to wake up to the sight of a graveyard every
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morning.  Since a graveyard doesn’t mean anything if he isn’t fighting
the lure to move into it, I decided to make the main character’s battle
his fight with Death.

This  brings  two  issues  to  the  table.   Or  rather,  it  brings  two
influences—both having to do with the Grim Reaper as a  character.
Simply put, I needed the Reaper to be a human like character to give
him an avenue to bargain with Norman.  In most stories of myth, the
Reaper is a ghostly creature with no soul, armed only with a cloak and
sickle to take the dead to their destination.  Doesn’t sound too cheery,
does  it?   I  didn’t  want that  character  in this story.   The  character  I
wanted came across  more like an angel than a mythical monster.   I
figured if death is our way to make it into the physical presence of God,
then the hand that gets us there should be more majestic than grim.  So,
that explains the Reaper’s compassion and physical form throughout the
story.

The first element that influenced the shape of the Reaper in this
story is another pop culture item from the early 90s in the shape of a
movie called Bill and Ted’s Bogus Journey.  In the movie, which is a
sequel to one of the greatest 80s teen movies ever made called Bill and
Ted’s  Excellent  Adventure,  these  two  future  rockers  and  universal
heroes are killed by a pair of robotic clones that were made to replace
their identities and completely turn the future upside down.  Upon their
death, Bill and Ted meet the Reaper at the foot of their death site, find
him to be a bit of a tool, and then give him a wedgie before running
away.  They spend the next half-hour or so dodging Death and their
eternal-resting place through a series of misadventures until the Reaper
finally catches up to them and challenges them to a contest to decide
whether they live or stay dead (if I remember the chronology of the
movie correctly).  They agree upon the condition that they get to choose
the contest.  That contest?  A series of party games including “Twister”
and “Battleship.”

If you’ve seen that movie, then you probably already picked up on
that influence when you read the story.  This merely confirms what you
already suspected.  But, I figured I would pay my homage to the movie
by using a deck of cards instead of a family board game.  After all, the
story is called “Cards in the Cloak,” not “Twister in the Cloak.”  I think
the decision made sense.

The  other  element  to  influence  the  Reaper  in  this  story is  less
identifiable than the previous element, but nevertheless contributes to
the development of the character.  That element comes from another
story  I  had  conceptualized  several  years  before  which  involved  the
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Reaper as the main character, but never actually put on paper.  This
idea,  which  I’ll  talk  about  more  when I  get  to  the  commentary on
“Superheroes  Anonymous,”  centered  around  a  conflict  the  Reaper
would have when given the assignment to take home a mortal he loves.
This original idea called “Figments of the Imagination” developed the
Reaper  as  a  dramatic  character  who  struggled  fiercely  with  the
coexistence of his business and personal life.  It essentially took him
away from the habitual soldier of death he was known for and brought
him into the world of humanity.  The persona I had in mind for that
story was the persona that came to light in this story.

And that more or less summarizes the Reaper’s reason for being in
this story.  Norman, the main character had a different motive in mind
to keep the tale moving forward.

When I wrote this story, the world was a month away from facing
the Y2K myth, and all the uncertainty that came with it.  Sure, people
were worried about technology failing, planes falling out of the sky, and
bank  accounts  spitting  out  quarters  into  the  streets.   But  others,
including  myself,  were focused on  the  idea  that  a  new century was
coming, and that the future we all anticipated was coming with it.  And
in this eminent arrival of the new millennium, a thought occurred to me
—people over a hundred years old would soon see the third century of
their lives, providing they lived long enough to see the New Year.  And
thus I gave Norman his goal.  He was no longer just an old guy who had
a battle with Death.  He was an old guy who had one more dream to
fulfill—a dream that most people would never get the chance to see
through.  Five more weeks of breath would enter him into that exclusive
club of triple-century living.  Having that dream threatened on the eve
of  completion  would  certainly  be  frustrating  to  the  man  coherent
enough to care.  So, not only did he have a reason to fight the Reaper,
but he had to fight him fiercely.  And that’s what gave him his spark.

The secondary antagonist, the one I referred to as the “big nurse,”
came to me as a stereotype rather than a specific influence.  During
those years I heard a lot about nursing home abuse (okay, I still do), and
thought about what it must be like to be neglected in a place like that.  I
figured that there had to be casualties in the realm of neglect and abuse,
so I decided that Norman had to be a victim himself for the conflict of
living to really take hold of him.  I couldn’t rightly justify one of these
sweet  little  nurses  like  the  “Bingo nurse”  causing  such havoc,  so  I
needed  someone  who  seemed  more  Gestapo  than  sweet  to  be  the
vehicle for this model of neglect.  I guess you could say that I needed
the abuser to have a frightening presence about her, so I thought of the
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most vile image of a woman I could think of and used that to shape the
big nurse.  To this day I can still smell the dragon breath that she must
have had after a hearty morning of coffee and cigarettes.

Lastly,  I  want  to  mention  the  whole  climax  of  the  story  when
Norman escapes the nursing home.  There are actually two things I want
to bring up specifically: the lawnmower ride and the beach.

Now, the  story obviously makes  the  lawnmower  ride  inevitable
when there is no mention of any other vehicle nearby.  We could just
assume that the old man drove to work every morning, but the fact that
he lived on the property (not sure if that’s mentioned or not) sort of
eliminated  his  need  to  drive.   But,  the whole element  of  riding the
lawnmower did not develop out of convenience.  It actually came from
a story I heard about an old farmer driving three hundred miles on his
lawnmower to see a dying family member, or something to that effect.
The story eventually became a movie, one of which I’m not sure of the
title, but I thought it was such a neat story that I wanted to pay my own
tribute to the real life person who did that.  So, that was the purpose for
the lawnmower escape.  It wasn’t for convenience.

The  beach  had  to  play  an  important  role  to  Norman’s  dreams
because in my opinion the beach is the equivalent to paradise.  Granted,
Daytona Beach is a little less of a paradise than any island you may find
in the South Pacific, but it still has its sun and its charm, so I went with
it.   I also thought it was the most appropriate  place to send Norman
considering that 1.) the nursing home was supposed to be a model of
the one that I visited earlier that year (which was in eastern Orlando), so
Daytona was the most realistic distance away, and 2.) all the bikers go
there for Bike Week every March, and as you may remember, that’s
how Norman finally gets there.  So, Daytona was the most convenient
choice.   But,  the  beach as  a  destination  was symbolic  for  both  the
qualities of paradise it offered and the fact that all roads ended there.
Obviously, the character wanted to go there to relive his past one more
time, but the setting itself holds an important place in my own heart, so
all these elements made that the necessary physical goal for the ending.

And that  pretty  much  sums up  the  things  that  made  this  story
possible.  I would talk about it some more, but I can’t really think of
anything else pertinent to add.
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Zipwood Studios

This story didn’t come from the traditional college required list of
assignments that most of my previous installments had in common, but
it  did  come  about  from something  that  the  university  inspired.   In
January 2000, the University Writing Center (UWC) offered a selection
of  writing  students  to  participate  in  a  writing  study  that  required
significant work to be added to a project (including rewrites) each week
for a total of eight weeks.  In turn, the UWC would pay us something
like $1 a week for each week that we continued our participation.  At
the end of the eight weeks, all our work would be submitted to a panel
of  judges,  who would  in  turn vote  on  the  best  work with revisions
produced  for  the  study.   The  winner  was  supposed  to  win  $100
sometime that coming summer.  I have no idea what happened with the
promised prizes because I can’t remember getting paid for my weekly
participation (though I’m not sure why I’d remember earning a dollar a
week anyway), and I don’t remember hearing about any winners.  But I
did  produce this story as a result,  so  I guess you could say that the
writing  study/contest  paid  off  in  the  end.   Of  course,  I  had  since
forgotten what the point of the study was all about, so I don’t really
know what else to say about that.

I guess the best place to begin this commentary is to talk about the
origins of the name.  As you can probably tell from the first syllable, the
name “Zipwood” comes as an offshoot of the word “zippy.”  Those of
you who know me will realize that “zippy” is the first part of my email
address.  Granted, this story was written sometime before I ever got that
email address, but the address itself came from two names that I used
interchangeably in various other projects  and situations.  So the real
origin doesn’t come from my email address, but from something much
further back in the past.

When I was in high school, I wrote a short handwritten novel for
my creative writing class called  Zippy’s Restaurant.   It  was only 91
pages on line paper, had eighteen chapters, and took about nine weeks
to write.  It was no grand epic—certainly not large enough for me to say
that I’ve successfully written a novel.  But it did create a legacy in the
sense that I reused that name in various forms throughout many of the
coming years ahead.  That included the name for this story here.  But
the name “zippy” goes even further back than that.  The name actually
originated with my tenth grade Algebra II teacher.  In a nutshell, the
kids in the class called him “Zippy”—why, I’ll  never know, and for
some  reason  the  name  stuck  in  my  mind.   When  I  named  that
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handwritten novel Zippy’s Restaurant, I was basically giving my math
teacher some tribute.  I never realized until now how often that name
would come back to haunt me.

As you can probably tell from the title of that novel, the story was
about a place called Zippy’s Restaurant and all the events that happened
within its walls.  Likewise, this story here is about a place named after a
“Zippy”  character  and  the  various  issues  that  it  has  to  deal  with.
However, I steered away from calling it “Zippy’s Studio” because no
studio I  know about has ever been named directly after  a  person or
character so blatantly, except for maybe Disney.  Most of the studios I
can identify have a single syllable in the name, plus the word “wood”
tacked on at the end.  This can be said of Pinewood Studios, which
made all those James Bond movies, Westwood Studios, which made a
series  of  computer  games I  have  in  my collection,  and  the  town of
Hollywood, which pretty much identifies with entertainment as a whole.
So naturally, the studio in my story had to adopt the wood in its name to
keep it in sync with the rest of the world.

Okay, I may be exaggerating slightly with that comment, but come
on…

Anyhow, the purpose behind this story goes beyond the title.  In the
beginning, I  wanted to write a story about a janitor.  It  really didn’t
matter to me what the story was about specifically.  I just wanted to tell
a story about a janitor.  The details sort of unfolded as I wrote it.  The
way I handled the details was to start with the journal entry and work
my way from there.  As I wrote the opening journal entry through a
minor case of stream of consciousness, I discovered who my two main
characters  were  and  what  they  were  about.   The  rest  of  the  story
gradually unfolded from there, but I still  didn’t have much to go on
during the entire first segment when they tried to rescue the man from
the men’s room.  It  wasn’t until the beginning of the second journal
entry that I really had any idea what direction the story would take.  A
lot of writers would normally shun this method of writing, but it helped
me out somehow, so it worked in my favor.

I chose to begin the story with a journal entry because I thought
that was a good way to introduce the character.  At first I thought about
the possibility of telling the entire story through a series of first-person
journal entries to keep the reader inside the narrator’s head at all times
(which  I  had  tried  once  before  many,  many  years  ago,  but  pretty
unsuccessfully), but I eventually decided that it would be better to use
the journal entries as section breaks.  I thought it was ultimately better
to  alternate  between  straight  narration  and  journal  narration  than  to
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keep one viewpoint consecutive because it gave the reader a chance to
see two sides of the story from the same person.  If anything, I figured it
would make the story more engrossing.  I haven’t had many comments
made on this story yet, so I don’t know if it worked, but I still like how
it turned out.

As I stated before, I went into this story pretty blindly, so I didn’t
have the source of the conflict mapped out for quite awhile.  It wasn’t
until I got to the scene where Ian read over the magazine article that I
finally realized where this story needed to go.  Fortunately I had laid
some pretty helpful tracks along the way, so I didn’t have to go back
and change very much to keep things consistent.  As a guy who hates to
revise drastically, I was pretty happy to have everything fall into place
long before I knew where it was going.

Anyway, you probably don’t want to read about how disorganized I
was when I started this story.  You probably want to know more about
how my vision came to life once I pieced all the puzzles together.  So
here it goes:

Essentially what happened once I reached that critical point was
that I  thought back to all the times when movies were criticized for
being  effects-laden  disasters  without  plot  or  substance,  doomed  to
receive bad reviews because explosions couldn’t compensate for story.
There are many occasions when I can agree with statements like that,
but there are also times when I have to sit  back as a movie fan and
accept  the  crap  as  art,  and  thus  defend  my favorite  movies  for  the
entertainment value they have.  Take  The Mummy for example—the
one with Brendan Fraser.   From a distance it’s a remarkably cheesy
movie.  The acting is average and the effects, though decent, are a bit
over the top.  But, whatever—it’s a fun movie.  Now, if I were a paid
critic,  I  would  have to  slam the  movie as  hard  as  I  can  because  it
featured big stars fighting digital monsters in the midst of the summer
blockbuster  season.  It’s just  written in the critic’s contract  to kill a
movie like that.  As a paying moviegoer, I thought the film was worth
the price of admission because it was a fun escape from reality.  Thus,
the system worked, and the special effects got some glory.  But, other
times the special effects are there simply to draw attention to itself, and
the movie can’t be saved by any standard of measure.

Once I finally knew the direction this story was taking, I decided to
make the underlying plot  a film executive’s attempt to make special
effects into a story, rather than to make it overtake the story.  It became
a paradoxical  slam on the movie industry,  both from the critic who
thinks the blockbuster  movies  are a  pile  of  garbage,  and  the  studio
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executive who thinks the critic’s head is a pile of garbage.  Both voices
ultimately get their say, but only one seems to stand stronger than the
other…with  a  little  compromise  and  conformity  to  the  art  of
storytelling.

Everything else  about  this  story is  a  bit  complicated  to  discuss
completely.  I would say that the character actions are a bit in line to the
way that I think on a normal basis.  On the one hand we have Ian who
takes everything cautiously before really making a move.  That’s about
how I operate in reality.  On the other hand we have Bob who already
has so much wisdom that he doesn’t have to think about anything, so he
acts impulsively and aggressively.  That’s the way I’m often tempted to
perform though I usually don’t because caution still holds the greater
weight in my life.  In both cases, these characters reflect my thought
patterns, but I often find myself treading in Ian’s shoes more often than
I do in Bob’s shoes.  I suppose that’s normal since I’m still trying to
work on my sense of wisdom.

Another tidbit of information deals with Bob’s name.  I combined
two family names to give him his identity.  I really wasn’t sure why I
wanted to do that, but in the end I thought it would be appropriate to
give the adult of the story a name that combined the authority figures of
my life growing up.  I  suppose it helped that those authority figures
were a bit impulsive in their own right.

I also wanted to bring up the ending.  First of all, the thing about
Ian wanting his lava lamp as much as he does, despite his ability to go
to the mall to buy another one, was that I found it hard to let him give it
up.  As you’ve figured out by now, writers often pass down some of
their  own personal  thoughts  and  nuances  to  their  characters,  and  I
happened to pass on my inability to let go to Ian.  He wants his specific
lava lamp back because he spent his entire time at the studio with it by
his side.  Letting go of it would be like parting with a piece of himself,
and that’s a painful thing to do.  Sure, the lava lamp would get over the
departure  fairly  easily,  but  Ian  just  can’t  break  his  mind  from the
attachment.  I have the same stinking problem.  That’s why I still have
receipts dating back to 1995.  I don’t need them, but I figured that since
they’ve  been  with  me  for  ten  years  of  my life,  there’s  no  point  in
trashing them now.  It sucks, but it’s what I live with.  Ian has to live
with the same problem.

Secondly, the studio as a whole can be seen from the fields outside.
The one thing that I  did  imagine early on was that  the studio stood
aground  in  the  middle  of  nowhere.   If  anything  were  to  keep  it
mysterious beyond the ending, it would be the fact that no roads lead to
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it.   I  got  this  idea  of  isolation from the  movie  Toys starring Robin
Williams.  Essentially, this prosperous toy factory, bustling with “happy
workers” was located in the middle of a huge field of tall wavy grass in
the  middle  of  nowhere,  and  didn’t  seem to  have  any  major  roads
connecting it  to  civilization.   Sure,  there  were small  paths  here  and
there,  but  nothing  that  really  stood  out  among  the  grass.   When  I
developed the design elements of the story’s settings (and admittedly
some of the later action on the studio floors), I thought of this movie
rather extensively.  So, that explains the “look of ‘Zipwood Studios.’”

Anyway, that  covers this  story as  much as I  can think of.   I’m
getting pretty tired now.

Lightstorm

In case you haven’t noticed yet, movies, games, and other forms of
entertainment inspired many of the stories that I wrote for this volume.
With the possible exception of the “Shade of Blue” stories, Hollywood
as a whole made some sort of impact in my mind to get me thinking
about the subject matter at hand.  In this case, Hollywood inspired the
title  of  this  story.   Let  me  explain  in  case  that  confuses  you.
“Lightstorm” was the name of a movie company back in the 90s.  I
don’t remember what they made, but their name was attached to several
of the films that I enjoyed.  For some reason that name came back to me
during  the  spring  of  2000,  and  I  decided  to  write  a  story  about  a
“lightstorm.”  I guess it was a good idea.

I can’t remember exactly what prompted me to write a story about
two photographers producing a calendar in Greenland, but I do recall
having a polar bear calendar hanging on my wall at the time I wrote it.
A part of me wants to give credit to that.  Actually, most of me wants to
give the credit to that because I really can’t think of anything else that
would’ve motivated me to write about that setting.  It wasn’t as if I ever
wanted to go there.

But the fact of the matter was that I did choose to set the story in
Greenland, and thus I found myself doing something that I never really
thought I’d do for a short story—I did some research.

Gasp!
This shouldn’t be a surprising revelation by any measure because

any good writer will do some research before writing his story.  But up
until  that  point,  I  had a  habit  of  taking the imaginative  way out  of
things.  I often avoided describing specific and realistic locations in my
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former stories because I didn’t want to find out sometime later that I got
it all wrong.  I knew that I would not have the time or budget to travel,
and I really didn’t want to spend hours in a library looking stuff up, so I
just  bypassed the whole issue of factual  information for  most  of my
writing career.  But, when it came time to formulate the setting for this
story, I realized the time to get serious about my writing had come.  So,
I spent the next several weeks researching Greenland online.  From that
endeavor I discovered a mountain of facts that included native animal
habits, the high rate of suicide, and the surprise that Greenland had a
bowling alley in one of its towns.  It actually became a fun exercise for
me.  Crazy.

When I started getting comfortable with the initial research of the
setting, I decided to research cameras and animal patterns to get a wide
spectrum of the details I wanted to include.  By the time I finished all
this extensive work, I was eager to get started on the story.  But then I
guess that should’ve been assumed.

But the fact that I researched Greenland is small potatoes compared
to  all  the  other  insider  details  I  could  give  about  this  story,  so  I’ll
change gears a bit and start talking about the little things that made it
tick.

First of all, of all the short stories I had written up to this point in
time (as of spring of 2000), this story remained my favorite.  I don’t
know if it had to do with the fact that I put a lot more time and energy
into it, or if I just liked the way it came out on paper more than I did the
others,  but I  really liked it.   In retrospect,  I’m not sure why it’s my
favorite.  Looking back I think I did a better job with some of my other
titles, but I guess that’s the problem with rewriting.  I think it’s possible
that the others improved much more drastically from getting revised
than this one did.   It may also be that my idea of a great story was
different back then than it is today.  I can’t really say for sure.  But
that’s not to say that the story doesn’t have charm.  I think the charm of
this story comes not from the tale as a whole,  or  the characters that
drive it  forward,  but  from the  fantastical  locations  that  comprise  its
world.  I think when the snowy landscapes and the various action scenes
that give Jake his momentum in the story are taken into account, the
elements created from the end result give the story its charm.

And to be honest,  the charm is  what I  believe makes this story
stand out as a diamond in the rough.  I think I always knew that the plot
in  general  was  lacking.   Okay,  so  two  photographers  are  sent  to
Greenland to take pictures for a nature calendar.  Big deal.   And so
what if  they share  the occasional  banter  with one another  along the
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way?  It’s  nothing we haven’t seen before.   In truth,  this  story was
always about narration and uniqueness more than it was about character
or plot.  Once I wrote the first word down, I wanted to convey the story
through visual action, and make it compelling in the process.  I wanted
to create art through words.

If you take all the settings into account, mix it in with some of the
colorization,  then you may come to the conclusion that  I  wanted to
practice the art of language here.  The idea of dabbling in the art of
language meant that I wanted to find more “colorful” ways to immerse
the reader into the scene.  This meant that I needed to make the scene
desirable to the reader.  I needed exotic locations like the Igloo Hotel
(which is a real place) and the excavation glacier to keep the reader
interested.  Sure, the characters have a connection to each other and a
purpose to drive the story, which gives the reader a reason to identify
with them as people.   But,  getting the reader interested in the art of
photography is a different matter.  The only way this can be achieved is
to place the characters in situations that the reader might find attractive
or exciting.  Both characters needed to have a specialty to make their
talents shine.

This sort of brings to the table my own viewpoint of photography
versus character.  I like looking at pictures as much as I enjoy taking
them.  I really don’t care what the subject matter contains; I still enjoy a
good photo.  But I think there is a definite separation of styles in the
photography world, and for this story to work, my two characters had to
take opposite sides to this approach.  Jake had to be the action junkie
because he’s the one loaded up with more testosterone.  Kate had to be
more artful and patient because she’s the one who likes to take her time
with things.  In both instances, these characters gave me a chance to
flesh out each side to gain a better perspective of the individual styles.
I also thought that the subjects they chose to photograph were important
to keep the scenes interesting.  I’d have to say that the opening scene is
still by far my favorite scene in the piece (certainly the one I remember
most vividly) because it starts out at such a high gear that it can’t help
but to draw my interest until the ending when everything finally slows
down.  If that’s the image that introduces me to the art of photography,
then the story did its job in my opinion.

The idea of art and color also lends a big hand to Jake’s developing
character from start to finish.  As you probably figured out from the
early beginning, Jake is a few planks short of tree.  Not only is he on the
friendly side of insanity, but his sense of wisdom is a bit low on the
charts.  I think the best way to describe him on the surface is that he’s
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like an overgrown adolescent.  He has a lot of drive, but doesn’t think
rationally or tactfully upon his delivery.  As a main character, he’s a
hard one to develop.  The Lightstorm was supposed to be his chance to
lighten up a bit—perhaps even to  change his tune.   It’s  pretty clear
throughout the story that he cares about Kate, despite his incessant need
to pick on her.  But his inability to sense her feelings keeps him from
appreciating her style  of  art.   When the Lightstorm catches  him off
guard on that snowy glacier top,  he finally catches a glimpse of her
psyche—the very thing he  tried  on many occasions to  uncover,  but
never could.  But it’s not the explosive nature of the Lightstorm that
does it.  It’s the color—the stagnant thing that doesn’t change whether it
is moving or not that catches him.  Even though he ends the story with a
similar presentation to that which he began with, he understands a lot
more and is  slower to judge his friend,  so the Lightstorm helped in
improving his character.  And that was all it was ever meant to do.

The last thing I wanted to mention before I end this segment is the
relationship between Jake and Kate.  First of all, I want to clear up a
misconception that was made during one of my early reviews of the
story.  There  are no wedding rings or anything of that sort attached.
They are just coworkers.  They don’t fight because they’re a couple.
They  fight  because  they  often  can’t  see  eye  to  eye.   That’s  all.
Hopefully I made that clearer in the rewrite, but if I didn’t; now you
know the relationship between them.

This doesn’t diminish the fact that there’s some tension between
them of course.  Granted, Kate’s view of Jake is pretty simple—sort of
the way a woman views the friend that she only wants to  keep as a
friend.  Jake on the other hand has a much stronger attraction to her.  I
didn’t want to make this detail overstated in the action because I wanted
to keep the competitiveness between them rather thick.  But the careful
reader will pick up on the fact that Jake is borderline obsessed with her,
or at least borderline obsessed as a person.  The major clue I left behind
was the fact that there are only two things in the story that he ever pays
attention to: his work, and his partner—both of which receive a lot of
attention.  The detail I tried to develop to make this evident was the fact
that  the  only  time  you see  other  people  in  the  story is  when Kate
mentions them.  Naturally,  that  shows the contrast  between the  two
characters’ feelings for each other.  Kate notices all these people like
tourists, helicopter pilots, and tour guides, but Jake only notices her.
Thus, there is a strong difference in how these people relate.  Anyway, I
just wanted to point that out because I was rather proud of myself when
I thought of that convention.
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And that about concludes my discussion of “Lightstorm.”  So far it
remains to be one of my most celebrated stories—if any of them are
really celebrated, but I don’t know how it’ll stand among the new crop
of rewrites.  I guess time will tell.

Superheroes Anonymous

And at last we reach the final entry into the short stories section of
The Collection of Junk Vol.  2,  appropriately based on the subject of
superheroes.   As  many of  you  may  know by  now,  I  am a  fan  of
superhero stories regardless of the medium that brings them to life.  I
love a good superhero movie, and I enjoy a decently written comic from
time to time.  However, one of my greatest loves for the genre is the
superhero parody, and this story is one of my own personal entries to
the expanding library of smiles.  Needless to say, this story was inspired
by several  sources,  the  chief  of  which would  have  to  be  The Tick.
Those who read my commentaries in  Nomadic Souls will know about
my impressions of that character.  Let’s just say that the creator of The
Tick is a genius.  I wrote these new characters as a tribute to my favorite
genre as well as to make an addition to the growing trend.  From what I
understand, people found the result hilarious.

But one superhero parody wasn’t all it took to bring this idea to
life.  This story is unique among its peers for its subject matter, and yet
harks back to an idea that I had years before involving other mythical
characters with problems.  As you may recall a few pages back during
my  commentary  on  “Cards  in  the  Cloak,”  I  had  a  story  concept
involving the Grim Reaper as a main character.  What I didn’t mention
was that his character belonged to a support group involving a cast of
imaginary characters including Santa Claus, the Easter Bunny, and the
Tooth Fairy to name a few people.  These characters joined a weekly
counseling session in a location behind the looking glass to discuss their
frustration over the growing disbelief that they existed.  The idea for
this story, which I wanted to make into a screenplay entitled “Figments
of the Imagination,” came from a scene from the movie Jerry Maguire
of all things.  In the movie, Jerry came home to find his wife sitting in
the middle of a group of women who had a complete mistrust of men,
and were compelled to talk about it.  Of course, most of us know how
the  scene  ended  with Reneé  Zellweger  completing him and  all,  but
somehow the  support  group  as  a  whole  triggered  an  idea.   That’s
essentially  where  the  concept  of  “Figments  of  the  Imagination”
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originated, but I never made the time to actually write it down.  A few
years  later  I  started  working  on  the  computer  game  version  of  my
Powerstick  Man  character,  and  thought  that  in  the  process  of
developing his fleshed out superhero story I could draft a story about
superheroes using the same formula I had in mind for “Figments.”  So, I
came up with the title “Superheroes Anonymous” and went from there.

 The first step in writing this story was to decide whom my main
character was going to be.  I already had a comic and a poem about
Powerstick Man, and was in the middle of making a game about him
when I made the decision to write this story, so I didn’t think it was
necessary to make him the star of this one too.  I knew that he needed to
be featured in the story somewhere, so I made him one of the members
of the superhero support group.  But for my main character I needed
someone else.  So, I went back to my literary past and plucked out the
main  character  from  my  flash  fiction  parody  piece  entitled  “The
Lemony Fresh Action Hero” and gave him a new look and purpose.
For him to work successfully as a lead, I had to reshape his entire being
from his alter ego’s name to his style of living.  The end result made
him a stronger person to identify with and to respect.

But the appeal of the story had to go beyond the character.  The
idea of making a superhero parody meant making the characters and
circumstances absurd, so this story had to be funny.  To respond to this
call,  I  harked back to  two source materials  that  I  found hysterically
genius and used them as models to develop the humor in this piece.  As
I mentioned before, The Tick inspired the superhero side of the humor.
Like The Tick, each character in this story had some absurd power that
made him unique, but useless to the superhero community.  The result
was parody at its finest.  But, for the whole superhero support group
idea to work, these characters had to have alter egos that cared about
their status as people, and the alter egos had to have lives outside of the
criminal justice system.  For anyone who knows the story of Superman,
Clark Kent (the ego of Superman) works a day job at a news agency
when he isn’t saving the world.  Andy (a.k.a. Carpe Diem Man) also has
to work at an office to keep his secret identity under wraps.  That office
job of course came from the second source of comedy that inspired this
story—the movie called Office Space.  The whole look and feel of the
office scenes in this story came as a tribute to the look and feel of that
movie.  For those of you who haven’t seen it yet, it’s a classic.  And
those were the comedic inspirations for this piece.

There  also  had  to  be  a  point  in  the  story  when  the  reader
questioned Andy’s credibility.  And that brings up the last little detail
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that  I  wanted  to  mention  here.   When I  wrote  “The  Lemony Fresh
Action Hero” a year earlier, I designed the character with irony in mind.
His power was supposed to be his ability to “seize the day,” but in the
former story, the character was lazy.  I wanted to bring that element into
play with this one, but a critique against it left me questioning whether
or  not  I  should  leave  it.   In  the  original  version  of  “Superheroes
Anonymous” when Andy stepped outside late at night to clear his head
and discovered a robbery taking place, he contemplated taking action
before deciding to let the cops handle it.  The idea behind this action
was to bring irony back to the table when his name would finally be
revealed at the end of the story.  But the review stated that Andy’s lack
of action ultimately took the reviewer out of the story, so I elected to
change it to the version that’s featured in this current state.  By doing
so, I  managed to do two things.  The first was that I  gave the main
character a chance to act.  But the second was to firmly establish a trend
that I wanted to create throughout the entire piece.  That trend was to
leave the reader questioning his credibility as a superhero.

Throughout the story, Andy lives the alter ego life, wrestling with
his decision to  share his secret with the world.  But the story never
actually shows him living the superhero life.  Sure, he fraternizes with
other alter egos at their counseling session, develops a genuine dislike
for the antagonist Leotard Man, and even manages to turn the superhero
community on its ear with one startling revelation.  But is he truly a
hero?  Among all the irony that I tried to create by using his actions
against his alleged superhero name, the greatest irony of all is that his
identity as a superhero is never fully confirmed.  Even his efforts to take
down a criminal is thwarted by the criminal’s own stupidity.  To me, I
think that makes for the biggest punch line of them all.  But then who
am I?  I’m just the writer.

As far as villains are concerned, every superhero real or imagined
must have an adversary.  But,  I  didn’t want to turn this into a story
about the superhero community thwarting evil, so I had to come up with
something different.  Since the whole idea of this story was to place
superheroes into a support group, there had to be some psychological
frustration involved for each character.  I figured the best way to draw
out  that  frustration  was  to  make  sure  that  they  couldn’t  get  work.
That’s where the übersuperhero had to come into play.

Leotard Man was essentially my unflattering view of Superman.
Sure, the rest of the Justice League gets their day from time to time, but
who’s the rock star of the group?  Batman might have that cool utility
belt, but what can he really do without his Batsuit?  Make money?  The
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Flash can run really fast, but can he punch worth crap?  Superman is the
guy who can run, punch, fly, shoot lasers, and breathe icy breath with
just a mere thought.  Where Batman would get killed if he got shot in
the head, Superman could just merely catch the bullet between his teeth
and laugh.  Some glory hound, isn’t he?  Even though Leotard Man has
nowhere near the ability of Superman, he at least needed the popularity
to  make the  other  superheroes  jealous.   So,  that  was  the  reasoning
behind his character.  And as a side note, his name was just a joke on
the  costume,  and  alluded  to  the  fact  that  he  really  didn’t  have  any
special powers to speak of.

So that about covers this entry.  I wasn’t sure what I thought of it at
first because the narration seemed a bit flimsy to me.  But after I read it
a few more times since the initial draft, I have to admit that I appreciate
the simplicity of it.  After all, I wasn’t going for flashy descriptions of
people and places.   I  just wanted to tell a good story with plenty of
laughs.  I think I accomplished that with this one.

In Conclusion:

And there you go with another block of short story descriptions.
Unfortunately,  a  lot  of  memories  fade  away over  time when certain
elements  aren’t thought about  often,  but  I  did  my best  to recall  my
reasons  for  doing  the  things  I  did.   I’m  sure  you  have  a  greater
understanding of why I write the way I do now, not to mention you
probably  understand  my  thoughts  a  little  more  accurately.   But
hopefully you can still respect my methods after the fact.  I know I’m
taking  a  risk  by  sharing  some  of  the  intimate  details  about  the
development of these stories, but I hope that knowing the roots of their
origins hasn’t spoiled the experience of reading.  If anything, I want to
make reading them more  engaging.  Hopefully you’ll appreciate  the
stories a little more now that you know what brought them about.

Anyhow, that concludes this section, so we get to move on now.  I
know it was a long haul with all the numerous pages making up each
story, so I congratulate you for getting through it.  Now you get to step
foot into the next region of Life Under Construction, aptly known as the
Flash Fiction section, so wash your feet and enjoy the ride. 

—Jeremy
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Introduction

I see that you survived your initiation round with the Collection of
Junk Vol. 2.  If you are in fact still reading this after that major push,
then you have some drive deep down within your heart.  The good news
is that you won’t have to go through another large chunk of writings
like that for the rest of the book.  The bad news is that you’re still
nowhere near finishing.  Of course,  that should only be bad news if
you’re doing a book report on this series, but then I really have no idea
why anyone  would  make  you  do  a  book  report  on  it  when you’re
probably the only one out there who even knows it exists.  But, that’s
another argument for another day.  I have to introduce this section now.

The premise behind the flash fiction section is to give you snippets
of  story  ideas  without  actually  subjecting  you  to  full  twenty-page
documents of character development.  It’s sort of like reading the  TV
Guide to get your entertainment so that you don’t have to watch the
actual show.  Everything in the next few pages is compact and simple,
and in some cases mildly incomplete.  None of the entries are meant to
invest your emotions or anything like that.  If anything, you can use
them as an excuse to duck away from reality for just a second, so that
you don’t have to find yourself living so seriously all the time.  I don’t
know, you can view them however you like, but don’t expect anything
overly  dramatic  here.   The  most  you  might  get  out  of  this  is  the
occasional fable, but even that might be stretching things.  Just put out
your legs and enjoy the fluff.  It might be the best thing you’ve read
since…well, what did you read yesterday?

Like the last  section,  this  section will  feature  a  special  writer’s
commentary at the end to give you some insight about the reasoning
behind each story’s existence.  Granted, all the sections will have one of
these, but I wanted to reiterate it in case you’re the kind of person who
skips around anthologies instead of reads them from beginning to end.
But, I suppose if you’re that type of person, then you’re probably also
the  type  who skips  reading  introductions  and  commentaries,  so  I’m
probably speaking to the wind here.  After all, if you’re reading this,
then you’ll undoubtedly read the commentaries too.   Oh well,  I  just
filled up more space on this page by mentioning that.

And that’s all I have to say.  Go ahead and start your reading.

—Jeremy
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Jimmy’s Life

When I was growing up, I had a love for cartoons that could only
be  paralleled  by  my  love  for  action  figure  toys.   Every  Saturday
morning was like a vacation for me, getting up at six in the morning to
enjoy television that I didn’t have to give up until almost noon.  Nearly
six  hours  of  flickering  lights  made  the  ending  of  the  school  week
special to me.  And even though there were plenty of awesome shows to
fill up that precious Saturday morning TV schedule, those old reruns of
Bugs  Bunny topped  the  list  with  its  unrelenting  hilarity  week  after
week, for a solid hour a day.  The beauty of the show was not in its
depth of story line, but the fact that little ten-minute skits comprised the
show, sending its numerous cast of characters running amok in crazy
slapstick action.  In a word, the show was a complete classic.  Some of
the notable episodes included Elmer Fudd, the short bald hunter chasing
Bugs  with  his  shotgun,  while  others  involved  Bugs  faking  out  the
Tasmanian  Devil  through  his  various  nursing  disguises.   But,  my
Saturday  morning  wasn’t  limited  merely  to  the  genius  of  half-hour
marketing strategies; the other part of my morning was spent relishing
over the toy products that came blasting on during each commercial.  In
those days, commercials were as fun to watch as the show itself.  And
even though I got annoyed with the constant recurrence of Barbie and
My Little Pony commercials, nothing beat those desired moments when
the Transformers or G.I. Joe had the spotlight.  Those moments in of
themselves  were  classics.   But  those  are  just  faded  memories  of
childhood,  and  my  story  isn’t  really  about  cartoons  and  toy
commercials.  My story is about a little boy of the Saturday morning
cartoon watching age, and the adventures he had in his neighborhood
one eventful day.

Little Jimmy was one of those little brats that you always wanted to
kick when you were growing up, but knew it would be the wrong thing
to do, so you left him alone.  You probably have a memory of a kid just
like him back in your repressed mind.  He was the kid that would tell
his parents how mean you were to him when you didn’t say a word to
begin with.  He was the kid that would steal your favorite toy and then
bury it until you gave him something that he wanted for ransom.  He
was the kid that you could never walk by without getting him jealous
over the fact that you’d rather play with someone else.  If you think far
enough back, you’ll probably remember your own Little Jimmy from
your childhood.  And it may be true that people actually felt bad for him
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for  having  such  an  atrocious  attitude,  but  the  sympathy  was  never
enough  to  compensate  for  actually  wanting  him  around.   For  this
reason,  his little  adventure began when he got  ready for  school one
Friday morning.

Jimmy climbed out of his tree house when the school bus showed
up that  morning.  His parents always kicked him out the front door
about twenty minutes before the bus arrived to make sure he didn’t run
late, but he never went straight for the bus stop.  The tree house had
always been a secondary haven for him when he needed to think about
firecrackers  and  lollipops,  so  he  often  went  there  first  thing  in  the
morning.  But, when he saw the school bus coming, he quickly jumped
out of the tree house and ran for his stop.  Granted, he beat a couple
animals on his way there, but then he felt bad about what he had done
and apologized.  This was a common practice in his young life, but no
one was ever quick to correct him.  Every day he would walk to the bus
stop, kick a squirrel along the way, and then catch the bus.  Only this
time, the bus driver wouldn’t let him on.

“Sorry,  Jimmy,” said the bus driver nonchalantly, “You’ve been
suspended from the bus.  Remember?”

“Nah aw!” he shouted in protest.
“Your parents have to take you to school today.  Sorry.”
The bus driver closed the doors in his face and pulled away from

the stop.  As the bus coasted a few feet down the street, Jimmy fingered
the driver and ran off.  He was clearly upset about his rejection at first,
but then he realized that he didn’t want to go to school that morning
anyway.  So, he wandered around his neighborhood for awhile, looking
for things to do that all delinquent children did when they cut school.
He tortured lizards.  But something happened to Jimmy when he passed
through his neighborhood.  The realization came to him that he would
be severely punished if his parents knew he was cutting school, so he
ran home scared, as if he’d just walked through a haunted house.

Upon reaching his house after losing his breath, he realized no one
was home, so he just thought screw it and popped in a Nintendo game.
The fact  was that  he didn’t really need school to  make a future for
himself anyway.  He knew he was smart enough already, so going to
school was a waste of time.  The only skill he really needed for his
future was to get awesome at playing Nintendo because he was destined
to be the video game champion of the world and then get really rich
from it.  If only he knew.

He spent the better part of his morning and afternoon rotting his
brain until three o’ clock when he realized school was out and that it
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was time to go play with his friends.  Of course, none of the kids in the
neighborhood actually liked him because he was kind of a bully in a
metaphorical  sense,  but  he  didn’t  care  because  he  wanted  to  play
baseball.  When he got to the neighborhood baseball diamond, the other
kids had already started playing.  He wanted to play too, but the teams
were already filled.  This angered little Jimmy quite extremely, so he
flicked them off as he did the bus driver.  Poor kid never did learn the
concept of manners.  But, the kid who was up at bat didn’t appreciate
his little gesture too much, so he chased him with, well…the bat.  After
all, what else was he gonna chase him with?  A football?  Jimmy got
scared and ran far away.

At that  point  Jimmy started  to  understand that  he wasn’t  going
about making friends the right  way, so he got on his bike and rode
around the neighborhood for awhile.  He was feeling rather uneasy and
self-conscious by this point,  but then that was the way he often felt.
The truth was that all he really wanted in his life was a friend.  He felt
lonely on many occasions, so he just wanted a chance to see what it was
like to be accepted for a change.  It was in that moment that he saw a
brightly-colored orange cat run across the street and dart up an orange
tree.   It  occurred  to  him that  maybe the  cat  would like  him, so  he
decided  he  was going to  make it  his every effort  to  be  nice  to  the
creature.  To make this decision work in his favor, he hopped off his
bike and chased the cat up the tree.  Unfortunately, the cat wasn’t that
stupid.

Jimmy jumped out of the tree when the cat made the wise decision
to get away from him as quickly as possible.  The cat bolted for the
yard of the cranky Mr. Bean, a man who had a reputation for cursing at
young children  and  calling the  cops  on  them when they got  within
twenty feet of his yard.  Mr. Bean’s paranoia began when young Jimmy
set  fire  to  his garage  a  few years  back.   He viewed all  children as
psychotic  delinquents  from that  point  forward.   But  this  didn’t  stop
Jimmy  from chasing  the  cat  into  the  yard.   Jimmy was  never  the
brightest of the bright, but he braved the territory of the dreaded Mr.
Bean and snagged the cat from his front porch.  Mr. Bean wasn’t even
home.

After  successfully catching it,  Jimmy brought the  cat  home and
started to play with it.  He actually started to feel better about himself
when the cat finally submitted.  But then his big, vicious dog discovered
the nimble little cat and freaked it to the point that it had to dash up yet
another tree to save itself.  Jimmy was thoroughly amused at how these
two animals had gotten along, but then beat his dog for making such a
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commotion.  From there he decided to change his future dreams from
being a master video game champion to becoming an animal trainer.
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Kyle’s World
Kyle was only eleven years old,  but he thought for sure that  he

knew the world by heart.  He was an expert in his Geography class,
remembering everything he had learned about  states,  capitals,  cities,
countries, landscapes, landmasses, and other various worldly features.
Pictures  were  like  memories  to  him—each  photo  in  his  textbook
triggering a background story that he could tell from heart without even
having to read the caption.  His family took trips to exotic lands like
Alaska, Hawaii, Japan, Switzerland, and so many others that to name
them all  would be  like  naming the  highlights of  an almanac.   Even
though  he  had  yet  to  reach  his  teenage  years,  he  had  already
experienced a lifetime of culture and variety.  But, the one place that his
parents neglected to take him during all those years of travel, was the
one place that every privileged child gets a chance to see before he’s
ten.  So, when the word finally came that they started preparing for this
latest exotic journey, Kyle was ecstatic.  In all the years that he traveled
the world, he finally felt like he had bragging rights to share with his
friends.

Kyle’s family had spent the last two months planning their trip to
Disney World,  calling travel agents,  booking hotels,  and looking for
rent-a-cars to get them around town.  The goal was set that as soon as
summer vacation began, they would head off to the Magic Kingdom for
a long week of fun—beginning a cycle to visit all four Disney theme
parks  one  after  another.   Since  early  April,  Kyle  prepared  for  the
journey in his own way by boasting to all his friends that he was going
to be best pals with Mickey Mouse and Donald Duck.  Of course, being
eleven years old, he knew they were just fake cartoon characters.  But
some of the younger students he went to school with had no idea, so
they thought this was the coolest thing he had going for him since he
met Santa Claus earlier that year.  He liked being so popular.

When they finally got to the Magic Kingdom that summer, Kyle
and his family wasted no time getting to the rides.  Sure, they had to get
off the plane, check into their hotel, and unpack their luggage first.  But,
as soon as they set foot inside the park, the real adventure was on.

Kyle  wasn’t  terribly  overwhelmed  by  the  monolith  structure  of
Cinderella’s  Castle  in  the  middle  of  the  park  when he  first  arrived
because he had been through real castles in other countries, so he knew
what immensity looked like.  However, he was a bit taken aback by the
sheer volume of tourists that moved in and out of the walkways—some
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snapping pictures of kids eating ice cream, while others dropped nickels
from the sky coasters onto the ground below, freaking little kids out and
laughing when the kids ran to go pick them up.  The last time he saw so
many people in one place was when his family went to New York City
to try to catch the Late Show with David Letterman.  Granted, that was
bad planning on his parents’ part because Kyle wasn’t exactly sixteen
yet.  His family had always been a little spontaneous in their trips, so
the failure of that last incident was the main reason why they wanted to
put a little more planning into this trip.

Kyle started out okay traveling through this strange wonderland of
fake worlds all lumped into one big so-called world.  But then somehow
he found himself stepping into the line for “It’s a Small World,” and
had no idea what he got himself into.  The tourists around him jabbered
about nothing in particular, and he could hear the annoying song “It’s a
Small World” echoing from inside the building.  At this point he knew
he would’ve rather been in the line for “Space Mountain,” but it was
too late.  His parents forced him into the boat.

Kyle tried to hold back the puke when he first saw the little wooden
puppets spinning around like robots, singing that irritating song over
and over.  But it was hard for him.  It wasn’t so much that the music got
on his nerves, or even that the tourists snapped photos of everything
that moved.  The problem was that the ride was so bland—a stupid little
boat  going around  a  race  track  shaped  canal,  watching  animatronic
wooden,  lack-of-detail  things  spinning  and  dancing  like  they  were
mannequins on  a  revolver,  all  to  the  tune of  “It’s  a  Small  World.”
Actually, come to think of it, it was the music that got on his nerves.

Kyle perked up a bit when he and his family finally made it to the
“Pirates of the Caribbean.”  He heard stories about this popular ride,
but never dreamed just how cool it would be to see it in person.  The
moment he walked into the Pirate’s Cove, he was in sheer awe by its
authenticity and historical nature.  He thought that this was the ride of
rides—and he hadn’t even gotten onto the actual ride yet.  The fact of
the  matter  was  that  he  waited  three  years  to  see  what  made  this
attraction special,  and now he finally got his chance.  When he was
eight years old, his best friend had gotten back from Disney World and
couldn’t stop raving over the “Pirates of the Caribbean.”  He thought it
was the coolest thing ever to have his boat get shot at by pirates, and
then to see the leg hair of a  drunken pirate sitting on the edge of a
bridge.   From  hearing  about  these  details,  Kyle  couldn’t  wait  to
experience the great pirate ride for himself.  And now he was here in
person to live the adventure that his friend hyped up so awesomely.
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Kyle waited and waited in line, watching the tourists in front of him
snap pictures of wine barrels and prison bars that set along the walls.  It
seemed like he had to stand in line for hours, but in reality the wait was
pretty short.  When Kyle and his family finally made it onto the boat, he
breathed a sigh of relief.  He knew the experience would be amazing
from that point on.  And sure enough when the boat headed into the
fake chilly night,  and prepared  itself  for  the  waterfall  drop  into  the
pirate town, Kyle made sure he was in the front seat so that he could get
soaked.  That was after all, the greatest thing about his story that day.  It
was truly everything he had hoped it would be.
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Exercise in Tense Dialogue

“You screwed up again, Fred,” shouted Lex, “When are you gonna
get it straight?”

“Maybe never with the attitude you’ve been givin’ me,” recoiled
Fred, “Why don’t you just get off my back?”

“Don’t talk to me that way.  Don’t ever talk to me that way.”
“Show me some respect and maybe you’ll get it.”
“You know, I’ve put  up with you for  a  long time.   I  tried  my

hardest  to  show  you  the  ropes,  but  you  don’t  seem  to  want  to
comprehend what I’m trying to teach you.  I’m this close to writing you
out forever, Fred.  This close.”

“What do you think I’ve been trying to get you to do, you blind
bat?  You think I wanna be part of your games any longer?  Write me
off, Lex.  Write me off.”

“No.  That was part of the deal I made.  When I take you under my
wing, I don’t ever let go, no matter how much of a pain you are.”

“Well, I want you to change your deal,  Lex.  My attitudes have
changed about everything I’ve ever known, especially from you.  I’m a
man of respect now.  These games you play no longer suit me.  I’m
gonna walk away and never come back.”

“You can’t break away from me, Fred.  I own you.  You’ve sold
yourself.  You can’t leave.  Even if I can’t stand the very sight of you
anymore.”

“I can leave, you fruitball.  No one owns me.  Why do you think I
live in America?  This is my land to be free, to screw up any way that I
please.   You  can’t  hold  me  to  nothing  ‘cause  I’m  my  own
accountability; I watch out for me and people I care about.  I don’t care
about you, Lex.  You do nothing but use me for your own gain.  I’m
leaving, Lex, and I’m taking Lacy with me.”

“Lacy is mine, Fred.  She came to me, she stays with me.”
“I’m releasing her.  She doesn’t like you, I don’t like you—nobody

likes you.  The two of us are walking away and we’re getting married.
You can’t stop us.”

“Don’t you even try it.  I own you both.”
“Don’t  you get  it,  Lex?   Life  is  not  your  game to  manipulate.

Thirty  people  bought  into  your  lies—not  to  mention  you  had  the
audacity  to  suck  me  into  your  schemes.   That’s  not  a  life  I  want
anymore.  You’re not some dirty pimp, and I’m not your pawn, you
heartless freak.  So stop pretending you are.  The people can see right
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through you now.  Your charm is gone, and I never had it.  The games
end now, Lex.  The games end now.”

“I trusted you with my plans, Fred.  What makes you think I can let
you walk away?”

“Because you have nothing left to hold onto.   They’re all gone,
Lex.  They saw who you really are and they left.  They don’t like to be
toyed with, you idiot.  They all saw your heart.  You can’t pull this crap
on people anymore ‘cause no one’s that stupid.  Lacy saw me for who I
really am and she wants to stay with me.  She saw you for what you
really are and the sight of you makes her want to puke.”

“No one can resist the sight of me, Fred.  No one.”
“She puked this morning right after breakfast.  She told me she was

thinking about you.  Frankly, I  can’t stand the sight of you anymore
either.  Who am I kidding?  I could never stand the sight of you.”

“You have no idea what you’re about to do, Fred.  No idea.  You
cannot resist me.  No one can resist me.”

“The game is over, Lex.  This is our last day and last moment of
partnership.  Never again will you see my face or hear my voice.  I’d
suggest you walk away too.  Now, if you’ll be so kind, kiss me when I
bend over.”
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Suicidal Blondes
(episode 1)

John and Gretchen walked blindly through the house of mirrors,
looking every which way but the right way.  They could not believe
how lost  they  had  gotten.   But  their  love  for  each  other  made  the
multiple images that stared back at them seem warm and inviting.  It
reminded them that they could tackle any obstacle as long as they had
each  other  by  their  side.   But,  behind  that  façade  of  special  love,
Gretchen’s insecurities  about  the  relationship  had  gotten  immense—
becoming as maddening as the labyrinth of reflections that stood before
them.

Gretchen took John’s hand and stopped him short of walking into a
mirror.  Upon halting his momentum, she placed her other hand along
the side of his face and looked deep into his eyes.  In that moment she
hoped she was looking at  the real  John and not some stranger  who
mimicked the man she loved and couldn’t lose.

“Let’s make a suicide pact,” she said.  “If we fall out of love with
each  other,  we’ll  both  recognize  what’s  happening  and  we’ll  kill
ourselves together.”

John was momentarily stunned.  It sounded like she wanted the two
of them to kill themselves, but he couldn’t figure out why.  He stood
there frozen as he tried to contemplate his reaction, but really wasn’t
certain about what to do.  After all, he enjoyed his life up to that point,
and really didn’t want to end it for some woman.  But then he decided
that she was just messing with his head, so he decided to give into her
game.  He lit up his face with amusement.

“My little hopeless romantic,” he said.  “Razor blades or poison?”
“No,  I  mean it,  a  real  suicide  pact,  an agreement that  life  isn’t

worth living without each other.”
“I’m game.  Where do I sign?”
Gretchen stroked his cheek intimately.  No sign of amusement fell

anywhere on her body.
“I’m serious,” she said.
John took a step back from her, releasing his hand from hers.  He

almost walked into a mirror.  Perhaps she wasn’t playing a game after
all.   Perhaps she was in fact quite serious.  But then again, this also
could have been part of her game.  In any case John didn’t find it very
amusing.

“Don’t joke like that,” he whispered.
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He nervously removed a pen from his pocket and placed it in his
mouth  to  chew on  it.   It  was  his  little  distracting  twitch  of  habit
whenever a situation called for his stability to wander off somewhere.
He thought it was an appropriate time to call upon its services.

“Could  you  not  smoke  right  now,  please?”  she  said.   “My
allergies.”

John  removed  the  pen  from  his  mouth  and  looked  at  it
questionably.   He wasn’t  smoking anything; surely this  woman was
getting delusions.  At that point he knew they needed to get out of this
house of mirrors.

“You are joking, aren’t you?  Because if you aren’t, I don’t know
what to say.  I’ve never dealt with anything like this before and I don’t
feel qualified.  If you’re serious.  I feel as though I don’t even know
you, as though I never  have known you.  If you’re serious, you’re a
complete stranger.  Are you really serious?”

“………”
John looked at her for just a moment, not able to decide what had

begun to run through her mind.  Even though he hoped it was all just a
joke, her face remained unchanged.

“That’s  not  funny,”  he  said.   “For  a  moment  there,  I  almost
believed you.”

He placed the pen back into his pocket, and then placed his arm
around her shoulder.  They continued to weave in and out of the mirror
maze until they found the spot they were looking for: the way out.
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Suicidal Blondes
(episode 2)

The  bar  at  the  laser  tag  arena  blistered  with  nightlife,  nearly
rivaling  the  intensity  of  an  upscale  nightclub  on  a  Saturday  night.
People of all ages zipped back and forth with their big, hulking laser
cannons lighting up the night, blasting each other for the coveted top
score of the evening.  However, the arena wasn’t limited to just the
battle zone, but all areas including the bathrooms were fair game for the
fake laser carnage to commence.  The bar in reality was just another
place for someone to get blasted into oblivion, or at least to pretend to
get blasted into oblivion.

Barbara and Wendy were two, thirty-something, single women who
chose to hang out at the bar that evening, eyeing all the young men to
come and go for beer and laser ammo.  They had no idea why they
chose the laser tag arena to catch some attention, but they figured the
real singles’ bar had gotten just a little too old and tedious, with all the
same losers coming in night after night trying to hit on women that they
had no chance with, that they couldn’t take it seriously anymore.  So,
they chose a new location to find some fresh inspiration.

They sat at the bar with goblets of wine in front of them, watching
the reflections of lasers firing all over the place through the glasses.
Wendy figured  that  if  she  was  open  and  daring  enough,  she  could
probably  pick  up  some  lonely  heart  before  the  night  ended.   But,
Barbara felt utterly miserable.  Barbara didn’t have the confidence that
Wendy had.  Wendy massaged Barbara’s shoulder to ease her tension.

“If you were going to kill yourself, how would you do it?” asked
Wendy.

“I wouldn’t,” whispered Barbara.
“I said if.”
“No ifs about it.  I’d never kill myself.  I like myself too much.”
Barbara  took a sip of her wine, uncertain of the strength of her

answer.  She almost choked at the level of alcohol floating around in
the drink.

“You could  like  yourself  and  still kill  yourself,  couldn’t  you?”
chuckled Wendy.  “Come on, use your imagination.”

Wendy hoped her ridiculous suggestions would bring Barbara out
of her stupor, but nothing seemed to cheer her up.
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“Please,” responded Barbara, “no dizzy discussions tonight, okay?
My day has been absolute chaos, total and irrevocable insanity.  I could
use a normal conversation.”

“Sorry.”
Wendy took a sip of her wine, letting the liquid glide down her

throat.   She almost  felt  like  gargling it.   But  then  she  realized  she
needed some water to  wash down the dry feeling left  behind in her
mouth.

“Where is the service here?” she said.  “A person could literally die
of thirst.  Please, please, no puppy dog eyes.  Be a big girl.  Valium.”

“Valium?”
“Valium.  Lots and lots of Valium.”
Barbara started to think Wendy was getting a little tipsy.
“That’s a terrible way to kill yourself,” said Barbara.  “That’s the

neurotic woman’s bid for attention.  You take a handful of pills, leave
the open bottle on the pillow for identification, then call up your ex-
boyfriend and slobber and slur until you pass out and he calls 911 and
they pump your stomach and shoot you full  of speed and  walk you
around talking tough and pretending they really care about you.”
 “Goodness.  Hypothetically speaking, I hope.”

Suddenly, a young laser tag commando guy fell against the bar next
to Wendy.  He was engrossed in a heated battle with some of his punk
friends, and came to the bar looking for some shelter.  Wendy quickly
snatched  him in  her  arms and  gave  him a  full-on  kiss  on  the  lips,
completely surprising both he and Barbara.  She thought this would be a
good  way  to  pick  up  a  younger  guy.   But  then  she  released  the
frightened  individual  and  smiled  at  him.   His  face  trembled  with  a
mixture of fear and disgust, then he ran as fast as he could away from
the bar, getting caught in the line of fire.  Wendy shrugged at her loss,
realizing that one was just not meant to be, and returned her focus to
Barbara.  Barbara just stared at her wine, remaining absolutely silent.

“……..”
“You poor thing,” said Wendy.  “I had no idea, the heartless prick.

Is that the story?  Do you want my advice?  Take your life by the lapels,
young lady, and give it a good shaking.  Have your hair done, a nice
semi-punky fluff.  Join a spa, prance around in those adorable little leg
warmers.   Go  back  to  school.   Treat  yourself  to  a  nice  sweet
uncomplicated boy your own age.  Have two or  three,  they’re habit
forming.  Wake up and smell the coffee.  Take that frown, turn it upside
down.  Gather ye rose buds and live the life.  At last.  We’re devastated
here, can’t you see?  Two more daiquiris, schnell, schnell!”
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Barbara  looked  at  Wendy and  laughed.   Neither  had  any  idea
where that conversation just went.
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Seven Games

I wasn’t sure what to think that day.  I had lost the seventh straight
game  of  billiards—something  that  I  honestly  thought  was  quite
ridiculous.  It’s not that I thought I was good or anything; I just thought
I had more game in me than that.  I mean, I always won at least four out
of seven.  Sometimes I got on a hot streak and won as many as five or
six rounds in a seven-game tourney.  But to lose all seven in a row?  It
was unheard of.  I wanted to break my cue stick over my opponent’s
head.  But to do that would’ve meant failing at my Principles of Gandhi
class, so I let the thought die.  I guess I just needed a walk.

As the sun went down, I found myself trudging along through the
lonely park a few blocks down road.  I  knew it was the last place a
person should’ve been after dark, but I didn’t care.  Seven games.  My
dog wouldn’t have lost seven games.  It was terrible.  The sick thing
was  that  my opponent  wasn’t  even  that  good.   She  was just  some
excessively happy girl,  who walked in off the street  with that  giddy
charm that cries out “I’m naïve, so take advantage of me because I suck
at pool,” which an idiot like me would’ve preyed upon.  I thought I was
in for an easy win.  But, in the end the hunter discovered the deer had a
gun of her own.  She was armed with seven silver bullets and a will to
use it.

I  couldn’t  take  the  madness  of  my confusion  any  longer,  so  I
decided to walk back to the pool hall.  I had to find out what it was
about her that made me choke.  I’m sure some random psychologist
would’ve suggested that her beauty stunned me, but I knew better than
that.  I’ve seen enchanting eyes like hers before, so I knew how to turn
my own eyes to stone.  I suppose it could’ve been the way she leaned
over the table, but then how would that have affected my concentration?
After all, I couldn’t have stumbled over my heart and broken my cue
stick if she was the one hitting the ball.  Her beauty shouldn’t have been
what caused me to lose because I never let people win.  None of it made
any sense.

The return trip to the pool hall was awful.  The air was fiercely
humid and the gnats buzzed about in vicious little swarms.  I  found
myself swatting wind at  every passing step,  looking like a  complete
moron to all those who had the happy coincidence of driving by.  For
twenty minutes I found myself counting the cracks in the sidewalk as I
skimmed over them, hoping not to make any kind of eye contact with
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the strangers who passed by.  By the time I reached the pool hall, it
began to rain.  I guess the dark cloud had to drop eventually.

As I entered the pool hall, I looked around.  The smoke was still
thick and nasty, even though I could not see a single lit cigarette in
sight.  It must’ve been its own citizen by now.  The smoke wrapped
around me and sort of pulled me further into the establishment, as if to
say, “You belong to us, so find a seat.”  The nicotine stench, mixed with
humidity and gnats, made me feel even nastier than before.  Where was
that girl?

After  about  two minutes  of  scoping out the room,  I  decided  to
check the hallway near the restrooms.  I figured I was wasting my time
because any other person in his right mind wouldn’t have hung out in an
establishment like this after winning seven games, without running the
risk of losing a game and breaking their pride.  But then I thought that
maybe the girl was still naïve.  I eventually approached the hallway, but
I didn’t see anyone there.  Maybe she was in the bathroom.

I waited by the women’s restroom for about three minutes, but no
one came out, so I knew for sure she had left.  I didn’t even know why I
still cared at that point, since they were played as friendly games.  We
didn’t place any wagers on who would win because we figured the cost
of  the table  would’ve broken us anyway, so why bet  more debt?   I
started to think that maybe it was time to let go of this.  The girl had to
have beaten me fair and square…seven times in a row.  The possibility
was there, so I had to go with it.  I looked inside the women’s bathroom
just to make sure she was gone.

I  left  the smoke-ridden establishment within less  than a minute.
Some big guy, meanwhile, had gotten a little drunk and a little upset
that his beer had taken on a greenish tint, so I dodged his flying barstool
as I walked through the door.  He claimed the bartender sneezed into
the glass, but the truth was that the bartender switched the man’s drinks.
The man behind the counter always gave his customers Mountain Dew
when they’ve  had  too  much alcohol  for  the  night.   It  was a  safety
measure he took to prevent his patrons from drinking themselves to
death.  I left the stool lying in the street because I really didn’t care.

I  walked down the  street  for  a  couple  of  blocks,  humming sad
songs quietly to  myself,  when I  spotted  an ominous figure standing
cheerfully at  a  corner phone booth.   The figure wore the same blue
jeans and pink T-shirt that the one who killed me with her cue ball had
worn.  I walked a little closer to see that it was in fact the same blue-
eyed billiard siren who suckered me that night, laughing and singing
away into the receiver.  But then, all  of a sudden I found my knees
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locking  under  the  enchantment  of  her  beauty,  preventing  me  from
moving at all.  I willed myself to at least swing my arms, but I couldn’t.
Perhaps I had underestimated her after all.

As she continued to talk and talk, I noticed her lifting up the side of
her shirt.  She rubbed her fingers up a path of skin a few inches above
her hips.  I couldn’t see what had captured her attention, but somehow it
still captured mine.  Her side was lovely, but I couldn’t see much of it
since her smooth hand was in the way.  Something had occupied her
focus and I had to know what.  I wanted to run up and tell her to stop
tormenting me, but I couldn’t move.  My muscles were full of jelly, and
the gnats kept buzzing about me.

As her cheerful demeanor died down, she slowly set the receiver
back onto the hook.  She continued to rub at  her side, like she was
trying to sand off her skin.  But the action was brief.  She released her
shirt and shrugged as she let it fall back into place.  A moment later she
walked away from the phone and crossed the street.  She walked toward
me.

As she  drew closer  to  me,  she  smiled,  revealing her  incredibly
white teeth and everything to everyone fortunate enough to bear witness
to her sight.  Now that I was able to get a good look at her, I started to
question why a girl like her even thought about setting foot into a pool
hall like that.  She seemed to be the classy type, like a person who had
libraries,  schoolbooks,  and popularity on her mind.  I  felt  my throat
trying to generate some sound, but I was afraid it would’ve just been
babble, so I held my mouth shut.  Her blue eyes penetrated mine.

“Hey,”  she  chimed,  inconsiderate  of  my dumbfounded  state,  “I
didn’t  think I’d  see  you so  soon.   Sorry  I  kept  winning earlier.   I
honestly thought you would win most of the games.”

I knew something was trying to escape my mouth, but I wasn’t sure
what exactly.  I went ahead and risked it.

“It’s not a problem,” I said.
“Thanks.  Most guys would be hard up on their loss, scream, and

want to hit me over the head with their cue stick.  I  can tell you’re
different though.”

“Yeah, I’m different.”
She must’ve paralyzed my brain too.
“Can you believe it,” she said, as she lifted the side of her shirt

again,  “I  got  chalk  on  me  somehow.   It  must’ve  happened  when I
accidentally grazed myself with the cue stick.”
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I saw the brilliant blue chalk mark etched kind of diagonally up
from her lower right abdomen to about halfway toward her back.  It was
beautiful.

“It’ll wash off,” I said.  I knew my mind was cheese by then.
“I know, but I just feel kind of ridiculous with it.”
She continued to smile at me, while I could feel my muscles slowly

regaining some kind of control.  As the motion returned to my arms, I
picked off some of the gnats from my forehead.  To my surprise, she
reached over and helped me.

“Can never escape these things, can we?” she asked.
“Makes having a car pretty desirable.”
“Well,  sometimes we just gotta  find a  way to  enjoy everything,

even the bugs.”
We finished picking my forehead.
“Well,  I  hafta  go  home  now,  but  I  hope  we  can  play  again

sometime.”
“Yeah, I do too.”
She smiled one more time as she happily whisked off down the

street.  Somehow I felt like calming down after that.  Actually, I think I
already did.
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Shattered on Aisle Ten

Barry subtly reached into his pocket to pull  out  his wallet.   He
opened it to find fourteen dollars and some credit cards scattered about
inside.  That was enough to buy three cans of soup and a roasted turkey.
He placed the wallet back into his pocket and looked down the aisle to
see what else he  could find.   He  noticed many varieties  of  cereals,
coffee, and breakfast treats resting on the shelves.  He grabbed at a box
of Cheerios to check the label.   The vitamins were essential,  but he
wasn’t sure if it was in his budget.

Barry saw out of the corner of his eye some movement down by the
Pop  Tarts.   A man and  woman came  down the  aisle,  each  silently
looking at every box they passed.   The woman carefully pushed the
shopping cart between the shelves, while the man grabbed at a box of
Nutri-Grain bars.  He checked the labels.

The shopping cart was virtually empty, but did offer a few choice
items to pick at.  Barry noted that the couple hauled around a jar of
pickles, some milk, and a frozen pizza.  The man dropped the box of
Nutri-Grain bars into the basket,  but  the woman looked at  him with
tears in her eyes.  The man shrugged at her as if he cared, but couldn’t
really do anything about it.

The man reached down to the bottom shelf and removed a box of
Rice Krispies Treats.  The woman grabbed his arm and shook her head
frantically, but he seemed to have a greater plan in mind.  He used his
free hand to rub her hair back as he nodded patiently to her.

“It’s for the best,” he whispered softly.
The man opened the box of Rice Krispies Treats and pulled out a

small  package.   He opened the  package  and  took  a  bite  out  of  the
contents inside.  The woman covered her eyes and cried.

“How could  you?”  she  whimpered.   “Are  my  treats  not  good
enough for you anymore?”

“Your treats are good,” he said, “but I want something else.”
“Something else?  I bake for you every night.  That’s not enough

for you?”
“I just feel trapped when you bake for me.  You always expect me

to hang out after we eat, and I’m just tired of that.  This is all I want.”
The man stuck the box of treats in her face.  Her eyes started to

swell, and her cheeks went red.  Barry opened up the box of Cheerios
and began to snack on them as he leaned up against the shelves.
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“Why are you telling me this now?” she said.  “I mean, I had big
plans for us.  I bought a recipe book the other day because I was ready
to cook for you.  Do you understand that?  I was ready for dinner.”

“I don’t want dinner,” he said.  “I’m not ready to commit to that.
That’s a lot of sitting and talking.  I’m sorry.”  

The  woman  crouched  over  the  shopping  cart  as  the  tears  fell
through the metal holes.  Her back rose and fell in a rhythmic beat.  The
man leaned over her, cradling his arms and Rice Krispies Treats around
her back.  She quickly rose up and pushed him away.

“Get your cheap treats off of me right now,” she yelled.  “How dare
you try  to  tell  me everything’s  okay when you’re  holding someone
else’s treats in your hand?”

“I’m sorry,” he said.  “I’ll put them back.  Just don’t be mad.”
“Don’t be mad?  You already took a bite out of them.  You can’t

put them back now.  Why don’t you just go pay for them, and then get
out of my life?  After all, it’s for the best, right?  I don’t want a man
who won’t commit to dinner with me.”

The man dropped the half-eaten treat back into the box and closed
it.

“You’re right.  I can’t change this.  I’m sorry.”
The woman reached for the frozen pizza and hurled it at him like a

Frisbee.  It hit him square in the chest, temporarily winding him.
“Bake this, you jerk,” she yelled.
The woman reached for a box of strawberry Pop Tarts and lobbed

it forcefully at the man as well.  It landed on the box of pizza.
“Why  don’t  you  cater  to  some  cheap  Pop  Tarts  too?”  she

continued.
“Look, I’m sorry,” he shouted.  “I didn’t think you’d take this so

personally.”
“How can you say that?   How can you treat baking so loosely?

Don’t you know how long I waited to bake for someone special to me,
just to have him buy manufactured products with brand names?  My
pans were clean before you showed up in my life.”

“Maybe I should just go,” he said.
The man cradled the Rice Krispies Treats, the frozen pizza, and the

Pop Tarts into his belly, and walked down the aisle.  He eyed Barry as
he passed.  Barry closed the box of Cheerios and set them back on the
shelf.   When the  man was gone,  Barry looked  at  the woman again,
noticing her deflated composure slowly shriveling.  Her mouth hung
open as the tears seeped through her closed eyelids.
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The woman slowly opened her eyes.  She reached into the basket
and pulled out the jar of pickles.  She looked at it for a moment before
the tears fell harder.

“I was ready to give you my whole jar of pickles,” she whispered,
“but that would’ve been too much for you.”

She let the jar roll off her hand as she collapsed into the side of the
shopping cart.  The jar fell in slow motion and shattered as it hit the
floor.  The impact sent the pickles skidding along in every direction.

Barry rubbed his forehead a moment, trying to figure out how to
use  this  to  his  advantage.   He  quickly  ran  out  of  the  aisle  and
approached  one  of  the  gum  and  magazine  racks  at  the  checkout
counters.  His choices were plentiful, but he grabbed for a box of mint-
flavored Tic-Tacs.  He quickly ran back to the cereal aisle, where the
woman was still hunched over her shopping cart.  He opened the small
box and popped a Tic-Tac into his mouth.  The flavor was sweet.

Barry adjusted his shirt after placing the Tic-Tacs in his pocket.
The shirt felt like it was looking good, so he casually strolled up to the
woman and leaned over her fallen shoulders.

“It’s going to be all right,” he said, with a soothing voice.  “Maybe
what you need is a man who will cook for you.”

The woman looked up at him from her basket.  She wiped the tears
from her eyes.

“How would you like a roast turkey?” he asked.
The woman smiled.  She grabbed for the milk and opened it.
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Something Worth Keeping
Ryan woke up around five o’clock in the afternoon to the intruding

sound of a commotion coming from somewhere outside.  It wasn’t the
type  of  sound that  lurched  him out  of  bed  or  anything,  but  it  was
certainly enough to rouse him out of dreamland and force him into the
real world.  As he sat up to see what caused the commotion, he rubbed
out the eye crust that  accumulated during his fifteen hours of  sleep.
When he finally looked out his window to stare into the subtly fading
light outside, he saw an ugly lady at the public playground, screaming
at her dog.

“Find it,” she yelled with complete disdain of her animal, throwing
a cigarette butt into the dog’s general direction.

Ryan knelt on his bed to watch the owner banter for a moment.  It
wasn’t the kind of thing he had in mind to start out his day, but he
thought it might put up for an interesting show while he regained his
consciousness completely.

The dog ran around digging frantically at  the grass.   With each
moment its paws hit the dirt,  it  sniffed the area, then stopped.  After
each dig, the animal looked up innocently at the lady.

“Find it,” she yelled again disrespectfully.
She puffed on her cigarette a couple times, before flicking it to the

ground.  The dog continued to nose around in the grass.
“Find it.  What’s wrong with you?”
The dog moved up to the lady happily wagging its tail.  It pawed at

the ground around her feet and picked up her cigarette with its teeth.
“Not that,” she yelled.  “Find it!”
She ripped the cigarette out of its mouth and flung it to the sand by

the  monkey bars.   Immediately,  the  dog  went  back  to  sniffing  the
ground.  The lady stubbornly crossed her arms as she stared at the dog
with discontent.

Ryan started to get bored with this nonsense and climbed off his
bed.  He walked to his closet and put on a shirt.  Now that he looked
more appropriately dressed, he grabbed a brush from his dresser and
used  it  blindly  on  his  head.   He  didn’t  bother  to  check  a  mirror
afterward, but he assumed his hair probably looked better.  He walked
out to the kitchen to see if he had any breakfast waiting.

“Find it,” yelled the lady once again, her voice echoing through his
house.
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When he stepped out into the kitchen to search for his meal of the
day, he found his mom cooking dinner.  She stood there at the stove
stirring something in a frying pan.  The food smelled remarkably like
chicken—again.

“Good  morning,  or  afternoon,  or  whatever,”  she  said  casually.
“You had a job interview today, but I guess you forgot.”

Ryan stopped as he reached for the refrigerator door.
“Oh, man,” he complained.  “That was today?  Why didn’t you

wake me up?”
“I tried several different times, but you kept pushing me away, so I

gave up.”
Ryan was ready to kick himself, but he didn’t.  Instead he reached

into  the refrigerator  and  grabbed  some soda.   He figured if  he was
gonna  have  to  eat  dinner  soon,  there  would  be  no  point  in  eating
breakfast now, so he chose to quench his thirst instead.

“Find it,” yelled the lady for the umpteenth time.
“What’s the deal with that lady outside?” he asked, now getting

frustrated with the disturbance.
“I  don’t  know.  She’s  been  torturing  that  poor  dog  all  day.   I

actually saw her beating it earlier.  I thought about calling the Humane
Society, but then I remembered you had your interview.”

“Well, her voice is bugging me.”
Ryan popped the tab on his can of soda and chugged some of it

down to bring his throat to life.  Upon his satisfaction, he decided that
someone  needed  to  talk  to  the  nasty  woman  before  the  whole
neighborhood organized an uprising against her.  After setting his drink
onto the counter, he headed for the front door and went outside.  He
stepped out on his porch to see the lady standing by a bench, shaking
her fist in the air.  The dog stuck its head in some straggly bushes near a
fence.

“Find it!”
Ryan  stepped  off  his  front  porch  and  moved  into  her  general

direction.  After  crossing the tiny waterway that  separated his  street
from the playground, he passed through the gate and approached the
woman.

“Excuse  me,  ma’am,  but  you’re  disturbing  the  neighborhood.
Could you please stop yelling and find it yourself?”

“Go away, you brat,” she hissed.  “This is none of your business.”
She lit up another cigarette and puffed a huge cloud of smoke into

the air.
“Find it!”
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Ryan couldn’t  take  her  tactlessness  any longer  and  grabbed  the
cigarette  out of her  mouth.   As the  ashes quickly dropped from the
cigarette  tip,  he  crushed  it  in  the  middle  and  threw  it  across  the
playground.

“Find it,” he yelled right in her face.
The  lady’s  face  tensed  up  as  little  stringy  wrinkles  spread  out

across  her  cheeks.   Her  mouth sagged further  as  her  teeth clenched
harder.  She immediately smacked her fists against her hips in protest.

“How dare you?” she sneered.  “That was my last cigarette.  Fine,
I’ll shut up.  That dog was never going to find it anyway.”

The lady hiked up her ugly pink pants and walked away from the
playground grumbling under her breath.

Feeling compassion for the pathetic animal, Ryan jogged up to the
dog and scratched its  back.   The dog happily wagged its  tail  at  his
friendly gesture.

“It’s okay, boy,” he said,  “you don’t have to  find whatever that
mean lady was making you look for.”

The dog dug its paws into the ground and barked.  Ryan looked
down at the hole to see a small chain sticking out.

“Is this what you’ve been looking for, boy?”
Ryan pulled out the chain to find a dog tag hanging from it.  It was

a little dirty from being buried, but he could make out an inscription on
the tag.  It said “Dignity” on the face.  He smiled as he put the chain
around the dog’s neck.

“Maybe without that lady yelling at you,” he said, “you won’t lose
this.”
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Wolf Caller
This is the story of a man who cried wolf.  Well, he didn’t literally

cry the word “wolf” because that would’ve been weird, but the principle
still  applied.   He thought that  calling for  the attention of  the police
officer  on  the  corner  would’ve  signified  that  he  had  something
important to share.  Granted, he didn’t know exactly what he wanted to
say because he just wanted attention for now.  He figured the details
could have been formulated later.  And sure, he realized his false cry
might have been illegal considering the officer was in the middle of a
drug bust at the moment, but attention was his desire, and “no” was not
something he would take as an answer.  So, he called the cop away
from  his  duties  and  cried  a  variation  of  “wolf.”   Of  course,  he
eventually  had  to  contemplate  what  went  wrong  when  the  officer
brought him in for questioning, but he knew some explanation would
come about.

“I guess I was just bored,” the man finally said.  “Sometimes I need
some  midnight  basketball  or  something to  stay busy,  but  there  was
nothing available tonight.  I didn’t mean to cause any harm.”

The officer looked at him, remaining silent.  The man was afraid to
look into his eyes because he thought there would be just a hint of ice
settling from his lids.  But, he looked up anyway because he got bored
from staring at the ground.

“Am I in big trouble?” the man asked.
The  officer  dipped  his  donut  in  some  coffee  and  let  it  drip  a

moment.  Once the donut looked soggy enough, he took a bite.
“Is that a yes or no?” continued the man.
The officer set his donut down and crossed his hands.
“It seems to me,” said the officer, “that you have a problem with

time.”
“Excuse me?”
“You think you have all the time in the world to kill, so you step in

and call me away from something that had to be taken care of for a very
long time.”

“But—”
“Let me finish.  Just because you’re bored and I have a badge does

not mean you need to take matters into your own hands where matters
don’t need to be taken.”

“I didn’t mean to do any—”
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“See,  there  you  go,  trying to  wrestle  the  attention  for  yourself.
Stop it.  Here’s the deal.  I’ll let you off with a warning if you agree to
see a psychologist about this problem of yours.”

“But, officer—”
“Stop interrupting.  You need help, and you’re gonna get it.”
“All I did was tell you my pants were on fire.”
“But they weren’t, were they?  You need to find a psychologist,

son.  I’ll recommend a few that I find particularly helpful.”
The police officer reached into his desk and removed a sheet of

paper with a list of names.  He placed the paper in the copier and hit
some buttons.

The man decided he had gotten bored of this, so he got up and left.
He  thought  tomorrow would  have  more  promise,  and  that  someone
might actually listen to him instead of interrupting all the time.  It was a
good ambition anyway.  So, as the cop turned his back to him, the man
headed for the exit and disappeared into the darkened street.
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Anonymous Harry
Falling down in front of the girl of your dreams doesn’t have to be

that bad, but if it’s because you tripped over a large rock because you
couldn’t see it lying smack down in the middle of your walking path
because you were too busy picking your nose, then maybe falling down
in front of the girl of your dreams is a fate worse than death.  Welcome
to my world.

Harry  pondered  over  his  note  before  making  the  decision  to
actually  stuff  it  into  Julie  Tremain’s  locker.   Maybe  it  was  a  big
mistake,  but what else could he lose?   Once he heard the paper tap
whatever it was she had closest to the locker vents—perhaps books she
had no desire  to read,  he quickly banged his head against the metal
door.  He realized he forgot to sign it.

This was just another reason why he consistently tempted himself
to give up on his dreams.  If it weren’t for the change of a new day, and
the great smile of the girl who only knew him as a nose picker, he’d
have no reason to resist the temptation.  But, here he was standing here
next to her locker, determined to redeem himself, and all he could think
about  was “why didn’t  I  sign the  note?”   Then it  occurred  to  him.
Maybe he could grow a mustache and adopt an alias.

Although the mustache would have certainly taken more time to
grow than he had available, and the alias would have been too much of
a legal battle for any girl, he thought maybe he could convince one of
his friends to pose in his place.  Of course, he saw too many movies
where that backfired, and movies were obviously just like real life; so
he figured that plan would’ve been an instant washout.

“Is there something I can help you with?” asked a girl’s voice from
a few feet to his side.

He turned to face the source of the voice, and sure enough, he was
caught in the headlights again.  She stood there against another locker,
staring her penetrating blue eyes at him, but he was afraid to maintain
the visual contact.  He looked to the ground.

“I fell down because I picked my nose,” he said.
“Think you could pick it somewhere else because you’re right in

front of my locker, and I would kind of like to get in it.”
Harry sidestepped away from her locker  to  let her reach it.   He

casually looked up at her and then looked away as she fiddled with the
combination.  She opened her locker door.
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 “You’re not lost, are you?” she asked.
Harry shook his head.
“Because  if  you  need  directions,”  she  continued,  “I  know this

school pretty well.”
“I’m not lost,” he said.
“You sure?  Because there are much better things to do than to

stand around my locker.”
Julie reached into her locker and pulled out the note.  She opened it

up.
“What’s this?” she asked.
“I forgot to sign that.”
Harry stuck his hands in his pockets as she read the note he left for

her.  He carefully watched her out of the corner of his eye.  Her face
was slightly blurred in his peripheral vision, but he could tell that her
cheeks twitched as she silently mouthed each word.

“You wrote this?” she asked, as she folded the note up again.
Harry nodded, unable to make actual eye contact.
“Why is it in my locker?”
“Because I picked my nose while you were watching.”
“When was this?”
Harry looked at all the people walking by.  He couldn’t believe she

was torturing him with these pressing questions.  Why did girls have to
ask so many questions?

“You don’t remember?” he asked.
“Why would I remember somebody picking their nose?  Everybody

here picks their nose.   I  pick my nose.   What good is  remembering
that?”

“I fell down because of it.”
“So you keep saying.”
She placed the note into her locker, along with a couple books she

had been carrying around, and closed the door.  The lock snapped into
place.

“I’m sorry,” she said, “but I really don’t remember you.”
Harry glanced at the floor again, since that seemed to be the most

comfortable place to look.  But, as he made contact with the linoleum,
he realized his focus merely passed by on its way to reaching her eyes.
She looked at him.

“Think you could remember me now?” he asked.
“As a guy who picks his nose, or as a guy who gave me a note?”
“The note thing.  Definitely the note thing.”
She smiled at him.
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“I’ll have to see what my boyfriend thinks, but maybe,” she said.
Harry felt his eyes twitching away from her.  Did she just say what

he thought she said?  Was it true that the bane of dreams existed with
her, and he would once again tempt himself to give up?  Wouldn’t it
have been better if he dropped the note and ran, or maybe had never
written the note at all?  Why couldn’t he just find that rock and kick it
as hard as he could?

“So what’s your name?” she asked.
“Harry,” he said, “but don’t worry about it.”
“Well, if you want me to remember you, I’m gonna have to worry

about it.  After all, why wouldn’t you want your dream girl to know
your name?”

Uh-oh.  Did he actually write “dream girl” in the note?  Maybe he
originally  thought  that  would  help  his  case.   He  had  to  think  of
something quick before her boyfriend would get jealous.

“Because I’m a stud underneath this dorky exterior,” he said.
He did say that, right?  He must have because she laughed—with

him, not at him.  At least it seemed that way.  Of course, it took him a
brief moment to realize his response had nothing to do with his name.
Perhaps infatuation made him stupid.

“Well, you can’t take it back, Harry,” she said, “so I guess I’ll have
to remember the true stud that you are in the future.”

She rubbed his arm as she walked past him, displaying that same
smile he often thought about on the bus ride home.  That is, when he
wasn’t thinking about his other dream girls’ smiles.  Maybe if he could
get this one to remember him, he could get them all.  Then the only real
challenge would be to choose the best one.

With  his  confidence  renewed,  Harry  set  off  for  the  next  girl’s
locker to write a note about how he accidentally farted in class.
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Horizon Maker
“Why do you just sit there laughing, Bobby?” asked the maid.  “It’s

not the least bit funny.”
“I have to disagree,” said Bobby.  “Kissing a frog is always funny,

regardless of when, where, or how.”
Bobby’s  stomach  slowly rolled  to  an  ache  from the  continuous

build in his laughter.  He never thought the lowly maid would actually
pick up the frog and kiss it across its eyes.  Sure, daring a maid to do
something so absurd seemed beyond ridiculous, but he figured he’d at
least get a “no” or perhaps a disgruntled look from her.  Maids just
didn’t kiss frogs unless the frog promised it would turn into a prince.  If
this frog could turn into a prince, it would at best turn into an ugly one,
with spots on his back.  What was she thinking?

“Besides, what were you thinking?” he asked.  “It’s a frog.  Why
would you kiss a frog?”

“Well,”  she  said,  “you  promised  you’d  give  me  fifty  bucks.
Sounds like an easy bet, right?”

“So, then I’ll give you fifty bucks, but don’t expect me to bite my
lip.”

Bobby didn’t really have any intention of giving her the fifty bucks,
but he did post the Polaroid of the event on the cleaning room bulletin
board.  The image was grainy, but it captured perfectly the groan in her
lips as they contacted the frog’s eyeballs.

As he pushed the tack through the top rim of the picture, his eyes
spotted an extra  surprise that  gave rise  to  laughter  that  brought him
close to hyperventilation.  Apparently, the maid was in for a surprise
too.  At the moment the maid touched the frog, it started sticking its
tongue out.  No wonder she didn’t think it was funny.

Bobby picked up a pen from a nearby desk and circled the frog’s
tongue.

“What are you doing?” she asked.
“Just making sure everyone sees what kind of dashing princess you

are,” he said.  “What’s your name again?”
“You can call me Nadia.”
Bobby was pretty sure that wasn’t her name, but he shrugged it off.

He signed her fake name next to the circle.
“You know,” she said, “there are better things to do with your time

than to trick your staff into kissing frogs.  Maybe you could broaden
your horizons.”
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“Why should I want to do that?  I have a scrapbook full of stuff
like this.”

“You have a scrapbook?”
“Sort of.  I have a book full of magazine cutouts of people doing

the most inane things, like piercing their eyebrows, and I have pictures
of  animals kicking survival nuts in the crotch.   I  also have my own
pictures of the same kind of stuff.  None of it’s taped to the pages, but
it’s in there somehow.”

“Don’t  you  think  you  could  maybe  take  nicer  pictures,  like  of
people  smiling  the  moment  their  child  takes  his  first  step  or
something?”

“Who wants to see that?”
“Families, friends, normal people, me—”
“You’re not normal; you kiss frogs.”
Nadia kept silent for a moment.  He knew he got her there.  He

snapped a picture of her blank look.
“What are you doing?” she asked.
“Making a companion photo.  I call it post-traumatic syndrome.”
Bobby  tacked  the  new  picture  next  to  the  old,  as  it  slowly

developed into a low-quality image.
“Why don’t you just try it?” asked Nadia.  “Maybe you can make

money off your normal pictures.”
“I can make more money off my crazy ones.”
He remembered that he took another picture earlier that day.  It was

still in his pocket, so he took it out and showed it to her.
“See,  this  is  why my picture  ideas  are  better  than  what  you’re

suggesting.  Notice the way this man’s lips practically detach from his
face as the shock of a shovel hitting him in the wrong place shoots
through him?  It’s called art.  This is my horizon.  My only horizon.”

“But it’s tasteless.  Not to mention, that frog licked me.”
Bobby  burst  out  into  laughter.   Maybe he  never  really  stopped

laughing, but he gave it an extra wind.
“It’s not funny,” she said.  “I feel like you took advantage of me.”
He thought about that for a moment.  There was once a time in his

life when he agreed that he wouldn’t take advantage of people, but for
some  reason  he  remembered  his  agreement  referring  to  something
specific,  like  not  taking  their  food  when  they  weren’t  looking  or
something.

“I’ll tell you what,” he said.  “I may go out to the park and take a
picture of ducks later if you think it’s worth it.  But, in the mean time,
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you need to get back to work because kissing frogs does not constitute
break time.”

It  looked  like  she  wanted  to  respond  to  that,  but  she  quickly
stopped herself.  Maybe it finally occurred to her that she needed to be
less gullible around him if she didn’t want him taking embarrassing
pictures of her.  But, she started moving her mouth anyway.

“You’re still gonna give me fifty bucks, right?” she asked.
Bobby decided to  stay silent  on this one.   He figured he could

stretch the laughter out longer if he kept her guessing.
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Damage in the Streets
The desk lay shattered on the sidewalk, and Rick wasn’t sure why.

The only clues he could piece together were the broken shards of glass
in the third story window, and the burning building that the window
belonged  to.   He scratched  his  head  as  he  tried  to  contemplate  the
situation.  This was his first day as a detective.

Panic  covered  the  streets  as  business-types  ran  out  of  the  front
entrance, waving their arms in the air.  He felt like he was watching
some cliché disaster movie, except this one had heat and smell-o-vision.
Sirens  blared  in  the  distance,  gradually  drawing closer.   Soon  they
would arrive—assuming this was the only problem they had in the city.

Rick bent down and prodded the desk with his pen, hoping to find
some answers.  Burnt grease scraped off the instrument’s tip as he slid it
across the surface.  He concluded that the desk definitely took some
external  damage,  and  that  it  was going to  come out  of  somebody’s
pocket.

For as long as he dreamed of becoming a detective, Rick imagined
he’d break the biggest cases and uncover the largest mysteries.  This
first case, his very first, would be the foundation brick to create his wall
of success.  But, to make such a dream into reality, he would have to
understand the purpose of this puzzle that lay broken on the sidewalk.
This would take more than answers that were merely handed to him on
a plate.  He had to use forensics.

He licked his thumb and stuck it in the air, deducing the rate of
velocity and direction of the wind.  The air felt coldest on his moistened
skin from the east, so he figured the rest of the desk, from the legs to the
chipped top-right corner of its surface would be somewhere down the
street to the west.  Discovering the truth to the location of the missing
pieces could very well be the answers he needed to find.

His  feet  were  already  tired  from  walking  ten  miles  from  his
apartment to the store, so the extra steps it required to head down the
street were mostly painful and slightly numbing.  However, he wouldn’t
let his problems with biology stop him from uncovering this unsolved
mystery.  If his ice cream could stand the wait to get home, so could his
feet.  Nothing was going to tell him he couldn’t beat this case.  The
riddle of the desk would be solved.
 He saw one of the legs in the gutter at the end of the street.  His
first intuition was to put on some latex gloves before picking up the
item, just in case there were fingerprints involved in the mystery, but he
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didn’t have any, so he picked it up with his bare hands.  The wood was
broken at the top, and split down the middle toward the tip of the leg.  It
didn’t really tell him anything except that the leg broke with a strong
force.

After contemplating how such a strong force could be achieved, the
first thing that entered his mind was  Star Wars.  Obviously, it would
take something mighty like the Force to do such a work on a desk and
its  leg.   The  power  involved  had  to  have  been  so  extreme  that  it
obliterated the rest  of  the missing pieces,  which was why they were
probably  still  missing.   That  had  to  be  the  answer  to  this  horrible
enigma.  It had to be the Force.  Of course, which side was responsible
for causing the damage?  Perhaps it was time to go home and write up
his report.

It took hours of deliberation, but here’s my final conclusion:

The desk, which I will call Henry, was dealt a terrible injustice.  It
began  its  being  as  a  beautiful  and  practical  desk,  made  from
mahogany and spice.  But then the Great War brewed into existence,
centering all its conflict against the defenseless creature, sending it to
its destruction.  Two opposing forces, the light and the dark side, both
raged in battle, both contributing to the downfall of the victim.  The
light most likely tried to save the desk’s life, since it’s fueled by the
Jedis,  but  the attempts  to  play  bodyguard backfired  when the Dark
Side  forced  the  light  against  the  desk,  shattering  its  legs  apart,
disintegrating three of them, and knocking the last into a gutter several
feet away.  In rage of its failure, the Jedi Force, which is the formal
title  of  the  light  side,  shot  back  into  the  gut  of  the  Dark  Side  and
pushed  it  through  the  third  story  window,  where  it  hurled  into  a
propane tank and caught fire.  The strength of the blow against the
tank created an energy ripple in the air, disrupting the water molecules
enough  to  make  the  conditions  for  a  rapid  spread  of  flames
appropriate.  The final injustice dealt on Henry was dished out after
the flames engulfed the building, and the Dark Side knocked the Jedi
Force back out the window.  The disruption of air sent a wave of fire
down  to  the  street,  where  the  damaged  desk  lay  helpless.   The
difference in pressure that the lower altitude had from the third floor
caused the flame wave to fluctuate slightly, which was enough to lick
the wood in the desk, and give it the greasy burn that I scraped with my
pen.
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It is the right of the desk to receive compensation and a fair repair
for the damage it has been given.  Maybe I’m no lawyer, but I know
crime when I see it.  It is my every intention to file my findings with the
county  court,  and  press  charges to the maximum extent  of  the law.
Both the Jedis and the Dark Side will pay for their carelessness.  As for
now, I will continue to gather evidence for the sake of this case, and
attempt to find out why the desk was on the sidewalk to begin with.

Rick set his pen on his desk, and cracked his knuckles.  He was
glad to have such a successful first run as a detective, and couldn’t wait
for day two.  After letting out a big yawn, he reached for his bowl of
melted ice cream, put it up to his mouth, and took a hearty sip.
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Ignorance
Sometimes  a  man  doesn’t  want  to  hear  how  everything’s

wonderful.  Maybe truths prove that everything is in fact wonderful, but
the truths  may just  be  fabricated  by something less  than wonderful.
Then it’s no longer a truth, but something said to make someone feel
better.  Of course, this means that things are no longer wonderful, but
rather are made to make people ignorant.  That must be where the term
“ignorance is bliss” came into being.

Meet Steve Hawkins, high school math teacher.  Math has always
been his passion—adding this, subtracting that, multiplying by however
many tacos he’s holding, dividing by the cup of soup he brought for
lunch, and discovering new ways to do everything by pi—the value, not
the  dessert.   For  Steve,  math  is  a  second  nature,  especially  at
dinnertime.  Adding and multiplying is always a pleasure until it’s time
to subtract.  When it comes to chicken and rice, or pizza and nachos,
subtraction is like heaven on earth.

So, where does ignorance and math come together in Steve’s life?
He’s certain he’s not a stupid man.  In fact, it takes a rather brilliant
man to even handle the kind of math he deals with.  In his student days,
he would always hit top scores on every math test, regardless of how
basic or complex it became.  Numbers just came to him, almost like a
form of autism, and no one ever really questioned it.  They’d always
say, “that’s just Steve,” or something to that effect.  Thoughts of failure
in numbers were merely laughable ideas.

But, as all things fit under the laws of Murphy, something had to
rattle his attention.  Of course,  the big shift in understanding didn’t
actually come in numbers, but in food.  Although the actual event to
trigger his descent into ignorance was pretty stupid, it still managed to
do the job.  It essentially involved dinner thievery.

When Steve decided to go alone to Burger King for his dinner, as
he often did,  he was surprised to see a couple of his students eating
there too.  Normally, the thought of a teacher spotting his students at a
fast food place would be considered a small world, but in this case he
thought it was too small.  See, the students he chose to share dining
facilities with were his worse students—the school delinquents.  These
were kids suspicious of smoking marijuana and stealing cars out of the
parking lot.  Where school authorities dismissed the problems as cries
for help, Steve thought they were just a pair of stupid kids who needed
their butts whipped more often.  He would never actually say anything
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because he was just  a  math  teacher,  but  he knew the  truth  of  their
incriminating characteristics.

His  first  instinct  upon witnessing their  presence was to  go to  a
different Burger King that night, but he was really hungry.  Because of
the nature of these kids, he thought it would be wise just to go to a
different  restaurant  anyway,  but  he  calculated  in  his  mind  the
probability of the hunger actually making him impaired to function at
full capacity, which was more likely to inflict if he was forced to wait
any longer.   In  other  words,  the  rate  of  digestion  of  lunch and  the
eminent weakness from hunger was faster than the speed in miles per
hour to which he could legally reach the next Burger King.  Actually,
that  was probably a  confusing way of describing things too,  but  his
mind was racing too quickly to make any real sense out of it.  He just
knew he needed to stay if his gut was to be satisfied.

As Steve found out the hard way, some mistakes are bound to be
made,  and  food  will  ultimately  get  stolen.   He  knew  something
should’ve happened that night if  his students recognized him, but he
just figured they’d mug him in the parking lot or something.  The notion
of them sneaking up to his table when he wasn’t looking and taking his
food was not something he really considered.  All he knew was that that
night’s subtraction lesson was more disappointing than heavenly.  He
was also upset that they still mugged him in the parking lot when he got
ready to leave.  So much for the bliss theory.
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Chips for a Dip
Part one

It beckoned from afar, that call of compulsion—so strong, yet so
undesirable.   Why?   Why  had  it  tormented  him  so  fiercely,  so
relentlessly?   It  wasn’t  like  he  had  a  problem.   Yet,  this  beast,  so
determined, pecked and pecked, just a little more, pecked until it broke
the skin of his self-control.  Then it would seep in and take over.  What
could he do?  How could he stop it?  It finally occurred to him—he
couldn’t.

“Three throws fo’ a dolla’,” spewed out the greasy carnival worker,
unconcerned of his weakness.

Perry reached into his pocket to feel for whatever change he had
left.  The change clinked between his fingers, signaling to him that there
wasn’t much remaining.  Maybe a buck-twenty; maybe a little more.
He knew if he spent this extra dollar, he wouldn’t have enough change
to get home.  It probably wasn’t a big deal because the busses ran late,
and  if  anything,  he  could  bum some  change  off  of  other  potential
passengers.  But, for what?  It had to be the stuffed bear.  That pestering
beast,  calling  him,  attacking the  core  conscious of  his  brain.   Why
couldn’t the bear just crawl into a cave and hibernate?

“Come on, buddy,” said the carnie.  “Impress the lady.”
“Impress the lady,” he thought.  That’s right, he was going to do it

for the woman.
The beast had to win—it always did.  Everyday he’d come to this

carnival,  and  everyday this  bear  would call  him.   The  mission was
simple.   He’d shell  out  a couple bucks,  throw the three balls  at  the
bottle, and win that special prize for the lady.  That’s just the way it had
to be.  But every time he threw, the bottles would tip just enough to
make him think they’d topple over, and then they would spring back up
to their normal position.  Every time the bear would laugh and ask if
that’s the best he could do.  But, not this time.  His girl was watching,
and he was going to win.

“Perry,” said Angela.  “You don’t have to do this.  I can buy the
same bear at Wal-Mart for five bucks.”

“No,” he said.  “I’m gonna win this for you even if it kills me.”
Perry pulled out the change he had in his pocket.  He found exactly

one dollar and twenty-seven cents in his hand.  That bear was gonna eat
its ridicule this time.
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The carnival worker smiled as Perry dumped three quarters, two
dimes, and a nickel into his hand.  Perry thought the smile would’ve
been nicer if the man had cleaned the spinach out of his teeth first, but
this wasn’t about food.  This was about pride and honor.  Most of all, it
was about winning.

“Okay,  okay,”  auctioned  off  the  carnie,  “three  throws  fo’  the
winna’.”

The carnie handed off three soft baseballs to him.  He knew this
time  his  balls  wouldn’t  let  him  down.   This  time  his  woman  was
watching.

“I don’t even want the bear,” she said.  She crossed her arms and
breathed a deep, frustrated sigh.

Perry knew she’d thank him later.  This was after all the trophy of
trophies.  Without the bear, what good was taking the chance?  She’d
definitely  be  a  happier  woman if  she  had  this  bear,  and  he’d  be  a
happier man for winning it.

He took careful aim at the stack of white milk bottles, envisioning a
radar focused over the center of the joined axes, carefully calculating
the rate of velocity he would have to send the ball to make it hit the
pretend target zone.  The skill was hard to come by, but the payoff
would be more than worth it.  He threw the ball.  It smacked the dead
center of the bottles.  They wavered.

“Whoa,” hollered the carnival worker, “so close, yet so fa’.  Throw
anotha’.”

Perry didn’t understand that.  He sent that ball flying at least fifty
miles an hour.  The bottles should’ve fallen.  Maybe it was a glitch in
his throwing style.  He tried again.

He threw the  second ball  even harder,  but  in  doing so,  he  lost
control of his aim, and nearly hit the carnival worker in the face.  The
ball smacked into a stack of stuffed penguins.

“Watch  the  aim,  sport,”  rattled  off  the  carnie.   “No  prize  for
knocking my head off.”

Perry thought about apologizing, but the bear wouldn’t have it.  It
was all or nothing now.  No time for living in the past.  The time was
either now or never.  He wanted it now.

Perry threw the last ball,  picturing the target zone a little higher
than before.  The ball flew for nearly an eternity, yet it was so fast that
it  was nearly blinding.  Everyone watched as  it  sailed the open air,
hurtling ever so fast into its destiny—his destiny.  And it hit hard—
hard, swift, and powerful.  But, as the ball fell to the floor, the bottles
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didn’t follow.  They just swayed in their spot, like flowers in a breeze.
The carnie placed his hands on his hips.

“Aw, buddy,” he said.   “Tough luck.  Three more throws fo’ a
dolla’.”

Perry’s heart sank.  What did Angela think of him now?  He was
the loser of all losers.  The bear mocked him and won.  How could he
even show his face again?

As he turned to face his woman, hoping not to see the disappointed
look in her eyes, he was shocked to see she wasn’t there.  Instead, he
heard gurgling coming from behind the counter.

“How dare you rip him off?” she screamed.
Perry saw her on the forbidden side of the booth, not only invading

the carnie’s territory, but attacking him with such maliciousness that the
man couldn’t speak clearly.  Her hands were wrapped around his neck,
while he tried to pry them away.

“It’s n’…” gasped the carnival worker.
“What?” she yelled.
“It’s n’…”
Angela released her stranglehold.
“Speak up,” she said.
“It’s not a rip off,” he breathed.  “It can be done.  Watch.”
The carnival worker took two breaths before reaching down to pick

up a baseball.  As he picked up the ball, Perry spotted him pressing a
little red button underneath the table.  At least, it looked like a button.
A small metallic  sliding sound quickly followed, and then there was
nothing.  The carnie tossed the ball over his shoulder, hitting the top
bottle near the lip.  The bottles swayed back and forth, until they all
came down in one  sweet  motion,  hitting the  floor  at  an  angle,  and
falling back partially.  The bottles held their formation, as they leaned
upside-down against the table leg, maintaining a decent balancing act.
The carnival worker smiled.

“See?” he asked.  “All it takes is skill.  Throw three fo’ a dolla’.
Throw three fo’ a dolla’.”

The carnival worker picked up the bottom bottles and placed the
entire  stack back on the  table.   As he stood  up straight,  he quickly
reached under the table and pressed the little red button thing again.
The metal sliding sound followed.

The bear was beckoning again, but Perry had no more change for
the  game.   The  stupid  thing  won over  his  conscious  again,  but  he
couldn’t take it anymore.  The beast possibly owned him, but he would
not sell out to failure.  So, he hopped over the counter, picked up the
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stack of bottles, hit the carnival worker in the head with them, reached
for the bear, grabbed his lady’s hand, and ran as fast as he could.

To be continued...
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Chips for a Dip
Part two

The beastly echoes rattled his mind as Perry high-tailed it through
the carnival streets.  The bears, the elephants, and those cute little pink
bunnies called to him, so softly, yet with thunderous power, pricking
the walls of his conscience.  He had to stop.  He had to pick up every
last one of them.  But, he knew the price of stopping was too great.  His
woman was ahead of him, and the raging carnie probably had a gun
behind him.

Sand  gave  way under  his  feet  as  he  turned  into  the  exhibition
district of the carnival.  The exit was close, but he had to pass through
the live animal displays to get there.  Cages were erected to hold the
fierce animals, including a family of bears and a barking Chihuahua.
The call of compulsion ignored him, but the bears reminded him that he
needed more.  Christmas was only ten months away and he needed to
get something nice for his woman.

The answer to his troubles waited just a few feet in front of him.  A
popcorn  stall  popped  and  puffed  his  dream come true.   The  butter
dripping from each kernel looked next to amazing.  That’s what his
woman needed.   Angela loved food.   Especially the type that didn’t
belong to a specific food group.  He stopped in front of the stall.

“I need your largest bag,” he said to the popcorn guy.  “Hurry.”
The popcorn guy dug his scoop into the amber waves of popcorn

and pulled out a bucket-sized treasure of pleasure.  The butter dripped
along the metal scoop and ran onto his hand.  He pulled a paper barrel
from the side of the stall and shoveled the popcorn into it.  Perry could
smell the richness of its aroma.  He thought, maybe this one should be
for him.

“That’ll be two-seventy-five,” said the popcorn guy.
Perry reached into his pocket and felt the three coins he had left.

He smiled.
“I’ll play you for it,” he said.
From out  of  nowhere,  he  felt  a  hand  grabbing for  his  arm and

tugging at him hard.
“Come on, Perry,” said Angela.  “We have to go.”
Perry wanted the popcorn, but maybe the need to run was more

important.   He  felt  the  bear  under  his  arm  chuckling  at  him.   It
whispered softly, telling him to find it some brothers.
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Perry  looked  toward  the  midway.   Sure  enough,  there  was the
carnie down at the other end of the exhibition sector.  He had a couple
security guards with him, scanning up and down each adjacent street.
There would be no way for Perry to go back to get more bears.  But, he
had to try.  The bear he had depended on it.

He broke free of Angela’s grip and ran toward the midway.  Angela
shouted a question of what he thought he was doing, but he didn’t have
time to answer.  The bears needed a home, and he was going to give
them one.

About  two  tents  away  from  the  carnie’s  standing  point,  Perry
stopped weaving in and out of the crowds, and ducked into a tent alley.
Before running all the way through the breezeway, he ducked under a
tent flap, and rolled along the ground until he was securely inside.  As
he stood up, he saw himself surrounded by cages of chickens.  This had
to be the perfect spot to place his current bear to keep it safe.

Perry knelt down and carefully set the bear in the corner of the tent.
He stroked the bear’s forehead.

“Now look,” he said.  “I’m embarking on a very important mission
to find you some family.  You need to stay here and keep quiet.  Okay?
If I’m not back in five minutes, run free.”

He didn’t wait for the bear to respond.  Rather, he knew it was time
to  head  out  on  his  mission,  so  he  rolled  under  the  tent  flap  and
reemerged on a back street.  Security was hot, but he figured he had the
goods to allude them.  The best defense was to keep a low profile.  So,
he kept his head low, and blended with the rest of the crowd.

Perry carefully  wove around  the  traffic  of  people,  making  sure
never to look up.  Soon he had reached the midway, without so much as
having any opposition.  That was until the maddening call returned to
him.  He peeked out of the corner of his eye to see booth after booth of
games displaying sad animals hanging from the rafters.  They begged
him to release them, but he was only one man, and their captors stood
strong in their places.  His heart tugged, but he kept walking.

Soon enough he reached the bottle tent where he rescued his first
bear.  Others were missing, but he knew they had to be around.  He
moved  down  to  the  next  tent,  where  another  carnival  worker  was
pimping them off for a chance to shoot a basketball into a hoop.

“Hey,  buddy,”  said  the  carnival  worker,  “wanna be  like  Mike?
Throw three to be the MVP.  Just one dollar.”

Perry reached into his pocket, but he knew he wouldn’t find what
he was looking for.  Instead, he quickly walked back to the bottle booth.
A security guard wandered nearby, but he didn’t let that get to him.  He
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hopped over the unmanned counter and knelt down next to the bottle
table.   He saw the red button underneath and pushed it.   The metal
sliding sound was louder this time.  He looked up to see the stack of
bottles wobbling slightly.  He picked them up by the top bottle to see
some metal slits underneath where they had set.  He reached under the
table and pressed the button again.  This time, three metal bars shot up
and held their place.  He looked underneath the stack to see a hole in
each of the three base bottles.  This had upset him considerably.

He quickly hopped  over  the counter  and ran to  the  next booth,
where the basketball man waited.  Without giving so much as a pause,
he jumped over the basketball counter, tackled the carnival worker, and
hit him in the face with the bottles.  Before the man had a chance to
stand up and fight back, Perry unhooked three more stuffed bears, and
dove out of the stall.  This time, other people watched and laughed.

Perry ran again, heading straight for the chicken tent.  He shoulder-
bashed  everyone that  stood  in  his  way.  Security guards  blew their
whistles, and the first carnie tried to intercept him as he reached the
midway-exhibition junction.   But  he kept  running.   Soon,  he would
reach the tent.  Except, when he ran into the corner knocking over every
chicken cage that stood in his way, he froze.  The bear he left was gone.

To be continued…
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Chips for a Dip
Part three

It all seemed totally unfair.  Why would anyone want to kidnap an
innocent stuffed bear?  How could the bear family be complete without
its cornerstone?  Perry sat down and waited.  Maybe the culprit would
come back, drop on his thieving knees, and plead for all kinds of mercy.
But, what if he didn’t?  Perry couldn’t hang out here forever.  Could
he?

“He’s in here,” shouted a voice from the tent entrance.  “Get ‘em.”
Perry looked up to see three security guards shuffling around the

chicken cages, working their way toward the back where he was sitting.
He stood up and brushed his butt off.  This was going to be the end; he
just knew it.  After all, maybe they could help.

“A thief stole my bear,” he said.
The security guards stopped in their tracks.  Without a moment’s

hesitation, they laughed.  One laughed so hard that he practically fell to
the ground.  Another clutched his gut from his apparent pain.  The third
guard grabbed the corner of a table as a wet spot formed around his
zipper.  Perry didn’t see what was so funny.

“They shouldn’t get  away with this,”  said  Perry.   “A crime has
been committed against me.  I want my bear back.”

When  Perry  saw  that  they  weren’t  going  to  stop  laughing,  he
decided he would have to take matters into his own hands.  The bear
snatchers would not allude him for long.  It was time to collect their
dues.  The beast would find its child.

Perry slipped underneath the tent flap and rolled into the dirt alley.
As he stood up, a gentle breeze floated through the path, carrying with
it  the  scent  of  candy apples.   He placed  his  hands on  his  hips and
thought about that for a moment.  Maybe that’s where he would find his
bear—wherever he found the candy apple stand.

He sniffed  and  sniffed as  he walked toward  the  scent’s  source,
hoping for some kind of answer.  The apple-scent became muddled by
the odors of hot dogs and sweaty people, but he managed to single it
out anyway.  After careful observation of the traffic along the midway’s
food  stands,  checking out  the  inventory in  each  person’s  hands,  he
glanced across the candy apple stand.  As candy-appled as the structure
looked, he saw no bear in its vicinity.

But, as he thought about it some more, he figured he wasn’t giving
it a deep enough look, so he advanced toward the stand to scope it out
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in detail.   He took a few steps, stopped, and took a few more steps.
Since the thief was likely to suspect his approach, he decided to do a
sneak attack.  If anything, he would have a chance to catch the criminal
off guard.  As he got closer to the structure, he got down on his belly
and crawled toward the stand the rest of the way.

When Perry reached the edge of the candy apple stand, he carefully
got up on his knees, so that his head was just under the metal service
counter.  He wasn’t sure if he should just pop up and surprise the thief,
or  carefully  inch his  way to  a  standing position,  taking  in  as  much
surveillance  as  he  could  before  grabbing  the  bear  and  running,  but
something  had  to  be  done.   He  decided  the  best  approach  was  to
actually  push the  stand  over,  except  that  he  didn’t  have  the  proper
strength to  do  it.   Instead,  he sneaked around the  back and entered
through the open door.

“What are you doing in here?” cried the candy apple man, as Perry
bumped into him upon entry.

Instead  of  answering  the  vendor,  Perry  grabbed  his  throat  and
tackled him to the floor.

“Where’s my bear,  slime bag?” shouted Perry with a protector’s
ferocity.

“What’re you talking about?” gasped the candy apple man.
“Don’t play innocent with me.  You have my bear.  Where is it?”
“You’re not on crack are you?”
The last thing he needed was for someone to come barging in and

interfering with his interrogation, so Perry looked up to see if anyone
was coming.  But, as he took careful observation of the midway street
outside, he noticed a bald man carrying his bear.

That was the last straw.  How dare that bald man rob him of his
hard-earned assets?   Perry released the candy apple man’s neck and
dove  through  the  open  window,  rolling  onto  the  dirt  street,  nearly
hitting the innocents passing by.   Without a second breath, Perry stood
to his feet and chased after the bald man.  At least, he chased him as
much as the crowds would allow.  They eventually swallowed the bald
man into hiding.

Losing sight of his bear’s kidnapper was not enough to end his
pursuit, however.  He wove in and out of the crowd, trying his best to
spot the captor.  But, as he got halfway down the midway, the security
guards intercepted him with the bottle carnie in tow.

“Stop right there, thief,” said the first security guard.
Perry looked past the security guard to see the chromed top of the

kidnapper in the distance.  He furiously pointed toward the man.
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“The thief’s down there,” he shouted.  “The thief’s down there.”
The security guard reached out for his shoulders, but Perry would

not let a strange man touch him.  He jumped out of the guard’s reach,
and dodged the other two as they tried to tackle him.  When the first
guard tried to grab him again, Perry smacked him in the head.  The
guard fell to his knees and clutched his eyebrows.  As the other two
guards regained their composure after the failed tackle and looked dead
into his eyes, he figured they weren’t going to try to help him, so he ran
away again.  Unfortunately, the kidnapper was out of sight.

Perry kept running until he found himself at the carnival entrance.
The kidnapper was nowhere to be seen, and he had no idea how to find
him.  He looked around the whole area to see if any clues had been left
behind, but nothing stood out as unusual.  As he stuck his hands in his
pockets and thought about what to do next, he realized he left the rest of
the bears in the chicken tent.  What kind of owner was he?

When  Perry  returned  to  the  chicken  tent,  he  almost  failed  to
breathe.  His newer bears were still there, setting in the corner safe and
sound.  In that moment he vowed not to let them out of his sight again.
Like a father to his children, he scooped them up carefully in his arms,
and quickly bolted out of the tent.

But, the second he set foot onto the dirt path, a hand leaped out
from out of nowhere and smacked him in the face.  The shock of impact
knocked Perry to his back, forcing him to drop his bears.  After a brief
moment of dizziness, his focus cleared up enough to see his assailant
standing over him.  The carnival worker from the bottle stand looked
deadpan as he scuffed his feet against Perry’s leg.  Before Perry could
kick back, he froze.  He realized the carnie was holding the stack of
bottles in his other hand, and watched as he lifted them high over his
head in preparation to strike.

To be continued...
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Chips for a Dip
Part four

Perry wasn’t sure if  he wanted to  close his eyes  or  move.   He
wasn’t even sure if he could do either.  All he knew was that this evil
carnie was ready to strike the vengeance of six bottles onto his face, or
his chest, or wherever he felt like smashing them.  But, the beast was
something that could not be contained.  The thing that drove him into
this carnival day after day was also the thing meant to drive him out.  It
was all about the bear—no not just the bear, the thrill of winning the
bear.   Maybe that’s what drove him to  this point.   It  was all  about
winning.  No one kidnapped his bear; they cheated it out of him.  It was
his destiny to win it back.  Not from the heart of a chrome-domed thief.
Not from the irreverence of a bottle-wielding carnie.  He was to win it
back from the chaos of life, and the shortage of cash.  He was to win it
back for the sake of all that were cheated.  No carnie would stop his
pursuit.

The  carnie  smashed  the  bottles  against  Perry’s  head.   At  least,
that’s where he thought he smashed them.  The world turned dark for a
brief moment.  It may have actually been a long moment, but it  felt
brief.  During the moment of darkness, he thought about the bear, and
the money he spent trying to win it.  Then he asked himself why it was
so important that he went home with a stuffed bear.  He wasn’t sure of
the answer except for the fact that it was there.  Then there was the
question  of  why he  wanted  so  badly  to  search  for  it  while  it  was
missing.  The truth was that it was still missing, but for some reason it
didn’t bother him as much.  What had happened to him?

Light slowly seeped  into  his  vision—at  least  the light  from the
midway.  As the images around slowly came into focus, he realized he
was alone.  The carnie was gone, but so were his bears.  A part of him
felt  cheated  again,  but  his  first  mission  never  involved  them, so  he
decided to write them out of his mind.  There was only one bear that
was still important.  But to find it would take a miracle.

He  stood  up  and  rubbed  his  head.   The  train  between his  ears
rumbled and rumbled, demanding the hope that it stopped.  He wanted
to soak his brain in a bucket of water, but the odds that someone hadn’t
beat  him to it  were slim.  Where was his bear?   Did it even matter
anymore?

A kid walked by, holding a bear that looked like his.  He wanted to
reach out and grab it, or at least say something nasty to the kid to scare
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him into dropping it, but he wasn’t sure what it would accomplish.  It
wasn’t even the same bear, was it?  The kid probably earned the right to
own that bear, and it would be a mistake to try and take it away from
him.  Of course, who was he to judge that the bear in the kid’s hands
wasn’t actually the one he was searching for?  The kid did look a little
on the weasely side.   What authority was there to claim that the kid
didn’t just sneak up when he wasn’t looking and snatch the bear away?
The kid needed justice served.

Just as he was about to lunge for the kid’s throat, Perry stopped
himself.   He couldn’t believe he was about  to do it  again.   A poor
innocent twelvish-year-old didn’t deserve that kind of intimidation.  His
moment of clarity couldn’t fade this fast, could it?  He thought about
that a moment as his headache slowly went away.  What was it  that
couldn’t fade so fast?

The bear waved at him as he looked at the kid walking toward the
edge of the exhibition area.  That had to be a declaration of distress,
and the kid was actually going to get away with kidnapping it.  Perry
had to intervene or else the kid would get away with a serious crime.
He could not let him reach the exit or else all would be lost.

Perry ran as hard as he could toward the kid, careful not to inhale
too much air at a time.  Even though more air might help his distance, it
certainly wouldn’t  help  his  speed.   It  wouldn’t  necessarily  hurt  his
speed either, but he wasn’t about to take the chance.  Air was a trivial
matter at this point anyway.  The kid had to be stopped, air or no air.

The kid got closer to the exit, but Perry couldn’t seem to get closer
to him.  With as hard as he was running, he really wasn’t accomplishing
the results he aimed for.  The kid, the crowds, and even the dust on the
ground appeared to be zipping past him.  He looked toward the ground
to check his feet.  To his surprise, with all that was moving, the earth
wasn’t one of them.  He stopped and huffed.  Never in his life had he
run in place so hard before.

He looked up from his feet to see that the kid was gone.  The exit
must  have  claimed  its  latest  refugee.   Perry  would  not  let  such an
obstacle stop him from retrieving his prize.  It was the bear or nothing;
the kid or death.  It was not his option to fail this time.

Perry decided it would be better not to run, since his goal was to
get to the exit, rather than to stare at it.  Even though his brow sweat
with anticipation, and he knew the  kid was getting further  away, he
gathered up enough composure  to  keep a steady walking pace.   He
figured that no one ever walked in place, so there was no reason why he
should be the first.  As he took the first step, he checked to make sure
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that he was in fact moving forward.  He was, so he took another.  After
taking a few more, he concluded that he was finally in motion.

He  kept  his  focus  on  the  exit  as  he  moved  toward  it,  but  its
approach seemed so slow.  The pace he held was not going to cut it, so
he had to give running another chance.   He leapt  from his left foot,
countered with his right, and darted with his left again.  As he repeated
the  cycle  over  and  over,  he  checked  the  ground.   This  time it  was
moving at an acceptable speed.  He looked at the exit.  It was definitely
approaching, and its rate of speed was satisfying.

Perry ignored all the elements of his surroundings as they blurred
past his peripheral eyes.  No popcorn stall was going to seduce him, no
carnie was going to sucker him, and no chicken cage was going to deter
him.  It was all about justice, and bringing a thief and kidnapper down
to his knees.

As he reached the exit, he looked around.  The kid was gone.  He
knew trouble was coming for being so far away, but he didn’t count on
total disappearance.  He scanned the whole entry area, searching for
possible leads, but he couldn’t find any.  Perry felt a loss.  Another thief
eluded him.  He was also out of breath.  Maybe it was time to sit down
and rest again.  Actually, popcorn didn’t seem so bad after all.

Before Perry made the decision to sit down, he looked back toward
the entrance.  He could see a popcorn stall a short distance inside the
grounds.  It looked like the one he visited earlier, but he couldn’t tell
for sure.   Whether it  was or wasn’t, the aroma was still fresh in his
mind, so he figured taking a walk over there wouldn’t have been such a
bad idea.

He took a few steps toward the entrance when something caught
the corner of his eye.  He looked to see his bear poking its head over the
rim of a car’s passenger window, as it slowly cruised by.  Thoughts of
popcorn  quickly  vanished  as  he  stopped  in  his  tracks  and  changed
direction.  He now knew he was going to catch that car and liberate his
bear, even if it killed him.

To be continued...
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Chips for a Dip
Part five

Why  did  the  beast  have  to  toy  with  him  so  recklessly  and
relentlessly?  Perry just wanted what belonged to him.  It was never his
plan to come to the carnival to get cheated by a carnie, laughed at by
security guards, and hit in the face with a bunch of bottles.  His mind
was geared toward winning the prize.  That was all.  But, the beast had
to throw a few wrenches into his plans.  Now the carnival was behind
him, the prize remained unattained, and the bear beckoned him from
inside the moving car.

“I’m coming for you,” cried Perry, as he chased the car through the
parking lot.

Perry pumped his legs as hard as he could to ensure his chance at
reaching the goal.  They ached from the force he exerted onto them, but
there was more at stake than sore legs.  The only way he could catch the
back of the car was to keep his speed constant and in motion.  He could
not afford to let the test of pain stop him.  If anything, the test would
make him stronger.  It would make his reward all the more special.  He
ran even harder, feeling the burn in his lungs.

Perry managed to gain some ground on the car when it turned its
first corner.  He decided to try shortening the distance a little more by
hopping over a couple parked cars that stood in the path of his straight
line.  Granted, the change in elevation from ground to hood added to
the demand he placed on his legs, but the jumps from the hoods took a
little away—at least until he hit the ground.  He zigzagged around a few
more cars to try to cut the target off at the next turn.  Of course, he
wasn’t sure  if  the  vehicle  would actually take the next turn,  but  he
prepared himself in case it did.

When the car reached the next turn, it ignored it and kept going
straight.  At that point, Perry felt more pain in his heart than he did in
his legs.  Why couldn’t they just toss the bear out the window and let
him catch it?  It would make things so much easier on him.  But when
was anything ever easy?  When did anyone ever treat him nicely and
honestly?  Why couldn’t he just pull a bazooka out of his butt and shoot
the freakin’ car?

Perry ran out of the sea of vehicles and made his way back onto the
extended driveway.  The car had gained some distance, but it  didn’t
stop his will to catch it.  The only thing that could end his pursuit was
another car  backing out and hitting him.  But, even that was only a
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speculation.  Of course, he knew his chase would suffer from an extra
frustration when the moving car exited the parking lot and pulled out
into traffic.

When he originally thought about leaving home, he had a clue that
he’d take the bus.  But, since his circumstances had changed, his route
of travel had to be altered too.  His saving grace came in the form of a
motorcycle parked at the exit gate.

The  motorcycle’s  fat,  bearded  owner  sat  on  the  leather  seat,
adjusting his equally leather glove, while smoke spat out of the tailpipe.
Perry knew he didn’t have much time to act, so he decided not to waste
his time thinking of some clever bargain to offer to the biker.  The man
would just have to understand his crisis  and deal  with it.   When he
reached the motorcycle, Perry quickly jumped onto the back of the seat,
and collided into the biker’s waist with moderate force.  He darted his
finger in the direction of the moving car.

“Follow that car,” he shouted.
The biker slowly turned his head to look at him.  At first he stared

with narrow eyes, but quickly countered the expression with a smile.
Without saying a word, the biker revved up the throttle, and the engine
thundered with power.  Perry looked down at the exhaust pipe to see
actual  fire shooting out  with the  smoke.   Before  he had time to  be
amazed,  he  felt  the  equilibrium  of  the  motorcycle  suddenly  shift
beneath him.  He looked up to see the front wheel hanging high in the
air.

Perry could not retain his grip on the seat, and slowly slid off over
the back fender.   He fell  butt  first onto the dusty ground, just to be
greeted by a cloud of  smoke in his face.   The biker  looked at  him,
laughed, and launched off from his parking spot.  A thicker burst of
smoke shot from the tailpipe and into his mouth.

Perry thought about his situation a moment.  As he watched the
biker  ride  in  circles  out  on the road,  dodging cars  on both sides  of
traffic, he asked himself how he got to this point.  Maybe all he wanted
wasn’t what he was meant to get.  Perhaps the bear didn’t really need
him, and he didn’t really need the bear.   But, why was it  so hard to
initially get the bear, and even harder to keep it?  It had to be the test of
endurance that  drove him this far.   Without the need for endurance,
there would be no reason to push so hard.  But, what did he have to
endure?

Perhaps the answer to  his question would come from the biker.
Even though the biker was not a part of his mission, it seemed that he
would have to be.  This revelation wasn’t something he felt was true
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because the biker was in his path, but rather because the biker appeared
to be coming back for him.

The biker hopped over the curb next to the exit gate, and nearly
sideswiped the fence.  Perry stood up as he realized the motorcycle was
coming right at  him.  Before  Perry had a chance to  dodge the two-
wheeled monster, the biker reached out and grabbed his arm.  The pain
of shoulder dislocation quickly followed.

The  biker  held  onto  his  arm as he dragged  him across  the  dirt
parking lot.   Perry tried  to  break free,  but  the biker’s  grip  was too
strong.  He tried screaming, but the thunder of the motorcycle drowned
him out.  His only other option was to use his free hand to grab the
biker’s wrist.

As he gripped the biker’s wrist, he tried with all his might to pull
himself up.  He felt that he was making some progress, but not enough
to actually get his legs onto the seat.  Before he could even get his feet
close the seat, the biker released him, causing him to lose his grip with
his other hand.  He rolled across the ground and crashed into the fence.

Although he felt considerable pain from the force of chain links
pushing hard against his body, after scraping along the little pebbles in
the sand and rolling into it, Perry was glad that the velocity didn’t send
him through the  fence,  causing even  more  physical  frustration.   He
decided to dwell on that thought a moment.  The pain was great, but it
could’ve  been  worse.   But,  because  it  wasn’t  worse,  he  decided  a
second round with the biker was justified.

He slowly stood up and brushed some blood off his brow.  The
time had come to make his point that enough was enough.  Maybe the
bear didn’t need him, and maybe he didn’t need the bear, but one thing
was going to be certain.  No one was going to screw with him anymore.
He spat some blood on the ground as he clenched his fists and rolled up
his sleeves.

To be continued...
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Part six

Perry felt his breath warming up, as he cracked his entire set of
knuckles.  The biker rode around in a circle out in the middle of traffic
before coming back to the entrance to pose for a second attack.  Perry
made what he thought was eye contact, even though the sky was dark
and the biker was wearing sunglasses.  The biker blew fire out of his
tailpipe.

This was it; this was the last hurrah.  He had tried for weeks to win
that bear, but no one would make it easy on him.  He spent those weeks
being nice about  losing,  smiling to  hide his defeat,  and  keeping his
hands out of his pockets to avoid the reminders of going broke.  Once
he  won,  he  would  leave  it  alone.   Once  the  beast  would  shut  its
meddlesome mouth, he could sleep soundly at night.  But, no, it was
never meant to get that way.  Instead, he had to face-off against some
crazy biker who liked to dance in traffic.  What was the point to any of
this?

“That wasn’t very nice,” Perry said finally.
He waited for a response, but realized the biker probably couldn’t

hear  him over  the roar  of  his engine.   Perhaps waiting for  anything
wasn’t the best choice at the moment anyway.  If he wanted what he
wanted, he had to stop thinking about his circumstances, and just go out
and grab it.  Well, he knew what he wanted, and the bear had nothing to
do with it.

“I said,” he said, “that wasn’t very nice.”
The  biker  made  no  attempt  to  acknowledge  him.   Instead,  he

gunned his throttle to the point of eminent deafness, and squealed his
wheels until the dust underneath drew smoke.  At last the biker let go of
his stationary spot by the entrance to charge for Perry again.  A cloud of
dirt completely engulfed him and his bike.

Perry  was  ready  for  any  move  the  biker  made,  except  for  the
ninjitsu art  of stealth, or whatever it was that he looked like he was
performing.  He prepared to defend himself from the impending joust,
but couldn’t see where in the cloud the biker was hiding.  He decided
the best move would be to run as fast as he could.  So, he did.

He knew the difference in speed between his feet and a motorcycle
was completely ridiculous, but he managed to reach a parked car before
the biker could reach him.  Of course, the biker must not have been far
behind him because the moment Perry slid across the hood and hopped
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back to  the ground,  the  biker  careened into  the side of  the  car  and
flipped off his bike.  The crash was so spectacular that the biker flew
several feet past Perry and skipped along the ground like a pebble on a
lake before hitting another car.  Perry quickly approached the biker the
moment he stopped sliding.

“This is the last time I say this,” said Perry.  “That wasn’t very
nice.”

Without  waiting for  the  biker  to  respond,  Perry dashed  for  the
motorcycle  and  pulled  it  off  the  hood  of  the  car.   Fortunately,  the
handlebars were intact, and the engine was still running.

Now that he had what he wanted, there was absolutely no reason
why he couldn’t catch the bear.  He stood the motorcycle upright and
mounted it.  At first he thought a helmet would be wise, but getting one
would just take more of his precious time, and there was nothing wrong
with his head anyway.  So, he twisted the throttle, and felt the force of
acceleration under his butt.  Before he could make sense of how fast he
shot into motion, he had already made it out into traffic.

Riding a motorcycle was not nearly as difficult  as he thought it
would be.  He used to think that the controls would be a lot like trying
to drive a horse, but as it turned out, it was more like riding a bicycle
without peddling.  He actually enjoyed it.

Perry wove in and out of traffic, both in the free-flow of his own
side of the road, and the oncoming flow of the opposite side.  Horns
honked  everywhere  he  happened  to  ride,  but  he  didn’t  care.   He
would’ve  honked  back  had  he  known  where  the  horn  was  on  a
motorcycle.  The wind blew fiercely through his hair, whipping thick
clumps into his eyes.  Being blinded by his hair wouldn’t have been
such a big deal if he was simply joyriding, but he still had a mission to
complete, and that involved the necessity of looking into people’s car
windows, so blindness was out of the question.

He rode and rode for many traffic lights before spotting his destiny
in a window.  How the bear managed to get from the backseat of a car
to the mid-seat of a bus was a mystery to him, but not one that would
keep him pondering the question very long.  If that’s where the bear
was meant to wait for him, that’s where he’d finally grab it.  After all,
he was supposed to catch a bus that night anyway.

Perry  rode  in  close  as  the  bus  cruised  along  the  road.
Unfortunately,  the  windows were all  closed,  so it  would be  next to
impossible  to  get  in  that  way.  He could  always hurl  a  rock at  the
window and break it open, but he didn’t have a rock to throw, so that
would’ve been difficult.  He accelerated up to the window anyway.
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Some woman stared at him from behind the bear as Perry banged
on the window.  He hoped that maybe she’d catch the hint to open the
window and toss the bear out to him, but instead she looked at him with
widened eyes.  He banged on the glass harder to see if his thoughts
would register with her, but they apparently didn’t.  Maybe after enough
banging, she’d finally get a clue.  Perry practically broke the window
before the woman finally did something.  She picked up the bear and
moved to the other side of the bus.

Perry  had  to  find  another  way  to  claim  his  prize  since  the
passengers of the bus were not going to help him.  He sped up to the
front of the bus and banged on the door.  The only response he got was
a flipped finger from the bus driver.  He was obviously going nowhere
with this.  But, then it happened.  The bus slammed on its brakes.

Perry looked up to see what caused such an abrupt stop.  To his
surprise, what began as a green-light-after-green-light journey, finally
ended up with a red light.  Before the change officially registered with
him, he had already rode halfway into cross-traffic.  Rather than risk the
danger of riding all the way through it, or overshooting his chance of
grabbing his bear, he stopped the bike with a skid, and quickly jumped
off.   Without  so  much  as  taking  a  second  breath,  he  ran  for  the
crosswalk where the bus was stopped, and pressed his body against the
door upon his arrival.  The bus driver opened the door.

“What’s the matter with you, you freak?” yelled the bus driver.
Perry didn’t feel like answering him.  He just wanted to grab his

bear and run.
“You as deaf as you are stupid, boy?” continued the driver.
Perry hopped up the stairs and dashed around the corner.  The bus

driver tried to stop him, but he dodged the man’s grips.  The passengers
each yelled and yipped as he pushed down the aisle.   His bear  was
somewhere on this bus, and no one was going to hide it from him.  As
he looked toward the middle of the bus, he saw it pressed softly in the
seat.  The woman, who stared at him through the window, sat next to it.
He approached her.

“What do you want?” she asked.
Her voice seemed to tremble, but he wasn’t about to let her acting

fool him.
“I came for my bear,” he said openly.
She looked like she was about to respond, but Perry didn’t have a

chance to hear her.  A loud grinding noise came from the engine and the
whole bus started moving again.  He temporarily lost his balance.  Just
as he regained his composure, several hands grabbed him from behind
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and pulled him toward the front.  Next thing he knew, his feet came up
off  the  ground,  a  sudden  force  of  acceleration  propelled  him
horizontally across the ceiling, the hands that held him released their
grip, and he flew several feet before landing in the street.  He rolled
many times upon impact.

To be continued...
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Part seven

The force of the street hitting him in the head, the back, and then
the head again made Perry dizzy, but upset.  The asphalt was warm and
hard,  but  the  scrapes  he  felt  pulling  his  skin  were  not  enough  to
suppress his need to get back up and chase after that bus, and all the
jerks that rode it.  No one had the right to tell him he couldn’t have his
bear.  Who were they to decide who deserved what in life?  It was his
ambition, and it was no one else’s business how he reached it.

He picked up a rock that was next to his feet and threw it as hard as
he could.  Even though it came nowhere close to hitting the bus—or
anything for that matter, he still felt that his point was made.  But, then
again, why would a rock communicate his anger?  Who would even see
it?   He decided  he had  to  rush for  the bus again,  even  if  it  meant
grabbing hostages along the way.

Perry dashed across the intersection, feeling the sharpness of the
scrapes and bruises embedded in his arms and legs, hoping to catch the
bus before it moved again.  But, as the traffic lights bobbed on their
lines, and the wind blew through the streets like a sudden storm, the
bus’s  engine  rumbled  and  spat  until  a  spark  of  fire  leapt  from its
tailpipe.  Before Perry could reach the doors, the bus had begun moving
again.

Perry stopped in his tracks, quickly changed his direction, and ran
as hard as he could to keep up with the bus’s momentum.  His goal was
to reach the doors, pry them open, and jump inside the transport device
to toss out the bus driver as quickly as possible.  And he knew he could
do it too, considering the bus wasn’t going very fast at all.  But, what he
didn’t expect once he caught up to the bus entrance was to have the bus
driver open the doors and throw an empty beer can at his head.  When
the can hit the ground, Perry stopped.  What was he up against?

Even though the can was empty, the force of the blow to his head
was enough to stun him momentarily.  Not that  the can hurt him or
anything, but it came from out of nowhere.  Even mosquitoes in winter
had a reputation of stunning him.  Certainly a beer can flying at his head
wouldn’t have been any less shocking to him.  It was just one of his odd
little quirks.

The beer can rolled a few feet down the street, and stopped at the
front tire of a parked Corvette.  The car had a nice cherry color to it,
and probably smelled nice inside.   Perry thought that  it  would be a
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beautiful  ride  indeed.   But,  his  mission  was  still  the  bear,  so  his
thoughts did not have room to be distracted.  Without wasting another
moment, he returned his focus to the bus.  Except the bus wasn’t there
to be focused on any longer.

Perry felt his options dwindling fast.  On the one hand, he didn’t
have the bear he tried so desperately to keep.  On the other hand, no
one would let him keep the bear he tried so desperately to have.  The
world was dark, and the weather had gotten windy.  He could hear the
bear’s voice traveling along the waves of air.  It was like a whisper, but
the words were clear.

“Whoooosh...” spoke the bear’s voice.
He wasn’t sure what the bear was trying to say to him, but he was

certain it had to be a code for “Rescue me!” or something like that.  The
bus driver and his cronies had taken things too far, and now Perry was
ready  to  collect  his  dues.   He would break  the  bear  from captivity
before the night ended.

He ran to the sidewalk as quickly as he could, continuing to pace
himself in the direction the bus headed.  For how long he ran he did not
know, but it felt like forever.  It may have been a minute, or even an
hour, but every moment without the one he loved was one second too
long.   His  lungs burned,  his  legs  ached,  and  his  eyes  dried,  but  he
persisted because that’s the way it had to be.  It seemed the harder he
ran, the smaller his chances grew to tracking down the bus.  But, then
redemption came.

Perry stopped as he spotted the bear looking at him through the
window of a toy store.  How in the world did it get in there?  Not that it
mattered.  No one was around to tell him he couldn’t have it.  No one
was available to make him lose it again.  It was just he and the bear.
All that  kept them apart  was a big plate of glass.   Not that such an
obstacle was really an obstacle.  His tormentors had finally failed at
keeping him down.

Perry looked around the sidewalk for a rock or a brick, but none
seemed to lie around.  There was a metal trashcan setting by the curb,
but it looked kind of full.  Of course, that would’ve probably proven
handy since there was bound to be a rock or a brick in there.  Even if
there  wasn’t,  something  good  had  to  be  waiting  for  his  beckoning
beneath the pile of trash.  He reached into the can and dug through the
discarded napkins and soda cups, but didn’t find anything spectacular.
The best thing he could come up with was an old Burger King cup that
still  had half the drink in  it.   Perhaps  that was all he really needed
anyway.
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At about the time he examined the cup, he decided he was thirsty.
So, he looked around to see if anyone was watching him.  When he
realized that no one was in sight, he took a sip of the drink.  It tasted
like Coke, but warm and flat.  He wasn’t for certain, but it also felt like
some cigarette butts  came up through the straw.  At last he spit the
drink out of his mouth.  Truthfully, he wasn’t really that thirsty.

He looked at the storefront window to see the bear pressed firmly
against it.  It looked like it was trying desperately to break free.  Perry
knew it was time to rescue it, so he threw the soda cup as hard as he
could at the window.  The drink exploded against the glass, but didn’t
do much to break it.  That was certainly disappointing, but he didn’t let
it stop him.  He realized the key was no longer in the trashcan, but the
trashcan itself.

Perry  pushed  the  can  over  to  empty  out  all  the  trash  onto  the
sidewalk.  Once he felt it was light enough, he picked it up and held it
high over his head.  The weight of the trashcan was still heavy, but his
arms were able to handle it.   With one sudden motion he tossed the
trashcan against the glass, where much of it shattered under the force of
impact.  Almost immediately, an alarm sounded from inside the store.
That must have been the store’s way of welcoming him.

He reached through the broken glass to grab at the bear.  But, as his
hands made contact, he spotted another bear a few feet behind the first.
He thought about that for a moment.  Which bear was his?  Could they
have both been his?  Just then, another bear caught his attention.  Then
another.  Where were all these bears coming from?  Rows of bears set
on shelves, all smiling with their arms wide open.  Perry grabbed his
hair.  What was he supposed to do now?  Everywhere he looked, there
was a bear.  Next to that bear was another.  Some bears were setting on
other bears.  Others were hanging from the walls.  He even noted that a
few were hanging from the ceiling.  He couldn’t take this.  Even the
bear was against him.

As Perry turned around to run from the store, red and blue lights
caught his attention.  He saw police cars racing down the street, moving
quickly in his direction.  He wasn’t sure what to think at that point.  The
police had yet to help him, so he saw no reason why they would help
him now.  If anything, they would try to discourage him too.  So, he did
the first thing that came natural.  He jumped inside the store, where the
bears surrounded him.  A moment passed, and his sweat froze in place.
The police cars stopped outside the front door.  The bears laughed.

To be continued...
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Chips for a Dip
Part eight

Even though the air was cold, Perry felt his sweat dripping down
his cheeks.  The bears whispered icy chuckles as the police turned on
their flashlights.  He watched as the lights came closer, and froze as the
whispers got louder.   Were the bears going to swarm in and devour
him?  Were the police going to draw a gun and shoot him?  Was there
even a chance he could restart this evening?

“Take the back,” said the silhouette behind the flashlight.
Perry  clenched  the  floor  with his  nails  as  one  of  the  darkened

police officers darted out of sight.  The other one slightly waved his
flashlight back and forth, covering every area of the broken window.  A
gurgling sound emitted from the officer’s belt.  He reached down and
grabbed a handheld object, to which he placed near his mouth.

“I got the call, over.  We’re already on site.  10-4.”
He placed the walkie-talkie back on his belt.  He took a step closer

toward the window.
Perry knew his  options were slim.   Even if  he was right  about

getting his bear,  he knew the police  wouldn’t see it  from his angle.
What did they really know?  They were only in favor of the carnies.
People like him always got screwed in the long run.  The police never
really cared to begin with.  Maybe it was time to go home.

He figured he only had two choices.  One, he could try to sneak out
of the store when the officer wasn’t looking.  Or two, he could stand up
and risk his fate.  Either plan did not allow a lot of time to give much
thought.

The  police  officer  touched  the  window.   Perry  could  hear  him
breathing.  Perhaps escaping would not be the easiest option.  But, he
had to try.  Never mind the fact that the bears were threatening to rat
him out.  Never mind the fact that the police officer was only four or
five feet away.  He knew he could do this.

He heard a clacking sound coming from the back of the store.  He
didn’t dare turn his head to see what made it.  Something in his heart
told him it wasn’t the bears putting a toilet seat down.  A faint light
glided over him across the ceiling.  His decision had to be made now.

Perry quietly gripped the tail of the bear he hid behind.  For the
circumstances he was facing, he sure had to admit that the tail was nice
and fluffy.  Of course, it would probably be fluffier had the sweat from
his palms not dampened it.   It  wasn’t really important  anyway.  He
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reached  for  the  tail  of  the  neighboring  bear  that  helped  act  as  his
barricade.  It wasn’t quite as fluffy though.  It must have been a stuffed
circus bear.  This matter wasn’t important either.  He took a deep, but
quiet breath.

Another  gurgling  sound  came  from  the  officer’s  walkie-talkie.
Perry’s heart almost popped.  He really wished things like that wouldn’t
happen at such tense moments.  But, maybe it was for the best.

As the police officer reached down to remove the device from his
belt, Perry thrust the two bears away, and leapt out for his chest.  As he
grappled the man’s body, and forced him to the ground, he heard the
other  police  officer  screaming at  him to  freeze.   He didn’t  want to
though.

Perry  smacked  the  officer’s  head  into  the  concrete,  just  hard
enough to  make him dizzy.   As he dropped  his walkie-talkie,  Perry
reached into his deep cop pocket, where he felt a pair of keys jingling.
He removed the man’s keys and ran low toward the squad car.  Within
just a few seconds, he got into the driver’s seat and started the engine.
The other cop had just enough time to yell “freeze” again before Perry
had the vehicle in motion.  A bullet shattered the back window, but he
didn’t care.  He had wheels again, and this set came with a nice, loud
siren.  He turned it on.

The nice thing about driving a police car was that he didn’t have to
worry about getting pulled over if he decided to go speeding.  Since the
police  were  probably  upset  about  losing  their  vehicle,  they  were
undoubtedly going to do everything they could to get it  back, which
meant chasing him, which meant he had to go speeding.  So, he floored
the pedal and tested what kind of tires this machine had.

After quite a few minutes of driving, and several messages about a
stolen police car shouting over the police scanner, Perry decided it was
time to ditch the car and walk the rest of the way home.  It wasn’t that
he didn’t enjoy the ride, but rather that there wasn’t anymore point to
driving it.  His home was only a mile or two away, and he needed some
time to think about things anyway.

Perry pulled into the next available parking lot and stopped across
two available  spots  near  the entrance.   He thought that  was a  good
enough place to leave it.  After cutting off the siren, he turned off the
engine, and dropped the keys into the passenger seat.  As he stepped out
of the vehicle, he locked the door.  His mission was over.

He thought it kind of sucked that he never got his bear, but now he
was so frustrated with the events of the night that he really didn’t want
it anymore.  Screw the bear.  It never did anything for him.  What kind
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of idiot would go through so much trouble for a lousy bear anyway?  He
took a deep breath.  This was going to be the best walk home of his life
—or the worst.  He wasn’t sure yet.

The crickets sounded in the silence of his front yard as he walked
up  to  his  porch.   The  chirping  was  a  welcome  sound  amidst  his
exhaustion.  In all thing considered, he was ready for bed.  He reached
for his keys and unlocked the door.

On his way to his bedroom, he heard a voice call from over his
shoulder.   He  turned  to  see  Angela  leaning  against  the  doorframe,
holding a stuffed bear near her chest.

“Thanks  for  leaving  me  at  the  carnival,  you  jerk,”  she  said.
“Where did you go?”

Perry was dumbfounded.  Was that his bear she was holding?
“Hey, where did you get that?” he asked.
She threw the bear at him.  He caught it as it hit him in the head.
“At Wal-Mart,” she said.  “It was on sale for $3.99.  I picked it up

for you when I got off the bus.  So, where did you go?”
“But, I don’t understand—”
“Look, I was mad at how that carnival guy took advantage of you,

and I thought you definitely deserved the prize,  but I  thought it  was
wrong of us to take it like that, so I gave it back when I found it in the
chicken tent.  Oh, and where did you go?”

“You did what?”
“I still can’t believe you left it there after all your efforts to win it.

What’s the  matter  with you?   And where did  you go,  you ignorant
jerk?”

Perry hoped to respond to her comments, but he wasn’t sure what
else to say.  What happened to his night?  What was the point?  Where
did he go?

“Wal-Mart,  huh?”  he  asked.   “Um, thanks.   Feel  like  watching
some TV before bed?”

Angela didn’t say a word.  She just threw up her arms and shook
her head.  She turned from the doorframe and headed for the living
room.  Perhaps that was a yes.

Perry followed her to the couch, where they sat down and watched
some television.  He took the remote control and flipped it to a local
network station.  There was some breaking news about a stolen patrol
car and a crazy guy on a city bus, but it wasn’t very interesting, so he
changed the channel.  He found a Kung Fu movie on instead.  Now he
was living.  He wrapped his left arm around his woman and his right
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arm around his bear.  The joy of such perfection almost put a tear in his
eye.  Angela removed his arm and got up from the couch.

“I’m not watching Kung Fu,” she said.  “Good night.”
She walked out of the room.
Perry looked down at his bear.  He decided to hold it really tight.

There was no way it was going to walk out on him too.  Victory was his
at last.
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To:  Those Who Care
From:  We the Us
Date:  February 30, 2001

A Departmental Guide to Appropriate Knocking:
The dos and don’ts of closed door communication

Not to be distributed to those who can read.

There has been a concern lately about the constant traffic between
offices and storage facilities among businesses today.  Apparently, most
departments, and the people who work in the departments feel the need
to get work done.  Often, this necessity of prolific business means
disrupting the order of silence that has been obliterated since the early
Twentieth Century.  Even though we can justify the disappearance of
such silence, we feel its cost for the benefit of busy work is unjustified.
Therefore, we have decided to introduce a code of knocking for use in
all business venues.  It is our hope that the development of such a code
will help reduce the influx of unnecessary business transactions and cut
down on the excess of clatter.

We understand that a code for knocking is not the best solution to this
century-old problem.  The truth is that such a demand to control these
factors cannot be fully supplied, as it would take years and years of
planning and readjustment, and no one has the time or patience to
institute such a plan of action.  But, if we do our part to knock
according to the needs of our business, then perhaps our productivity
can increase exponentially.  Therefore, we have included a “Knocking
Chart” as a guide to better improve the code of knocking.

The Knocking Chart:

Please note that the code of knocking is variable per eight-hour shift.
The estimated shift intervals are assumed to fall between the hours of
7:00 am, 3:00 pm, and 11:00 pm.  If your department does not adhere
to this schedule, then you may adjust to the proper times accordingly.
If your department adopts a come-whenever-you-want policy, then it
would be best to adopt a system similar to your neighbor’s.
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Here is the projected list of appropriate knock combinations according
to the date and time of requested entry.  Keep in mind that this list is
meant to filter out the important visitations from the unimportant ones.

Sunday—1st: Knock two times,
rap* once, wait two seconds, knock
three times, wait one second, knock
one time, wait for answer.

Sunday—2nd: Knock four times,
wait five seconds, knock one time,
wait for answer.

Sunday—3rd: Knock one time, wait
for answer.

Special note: All 3rd shifts will adopt the same knocking code for each
night.

Monday—1st: Knock five times,
wait two seconds, rap two times,
knock three times, wait one second,
knock two times, wait for answer.

Monday—2nd: Knock three times,
wait six seconds, knock three times,
wait five seconds, knock one time,
wait for answer.

Tuesday—1st: Knock two times,
wait one second, knock three times,
wait for answer.

Tuesday—2nd: Knock eight times,
wait ten seconds, knock four times,
wait two seconds, kick door open.
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Wednesday—1st: Knock three
times, wait three seconds, knock
four times, take a sip of your drink,
knock one time, wait for answer.

Wednesday—2nd: Knock one time,
wait one second, knock two times,
wait five seconds, knock two more
times, wait for answer.

Thursday—1st: Knock two times,
wait four seconds, knock two more
times, wait two seconds, knock four
times, wait for answer.

Thursday—2nd: Knock twelve
times, wait one minute, knock five
times, wait for answer.

Friday—1st: Be advised that no one
wants to answer their door on the
weekends.

*Rapping is counted as a half knock.

Also keep in mind that knocking styles are different.  For common
wooden doors, it is most appropriate to knock with the knuckles firmly
clenched.  For steel doors, we recommend the elbow or foot as the
instrument of efficient knocking.  For all doors with knockers or
doorbells, we recommend using those devices, as they are installed for a
reason.

Any knocking combination that does not adhere to this list will be
considered an irrelevant knock, and will not be expected to be answered
in a timely manner.

Please don’t under any circumstance use a battering ram as a knocking
device.  That would be considered inappropriate knocking.

We understand that using this method of communication is not practical
for anyone, but we hope that those who do decide to implement it will
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discover a newfound level of silence, and fewer distractions against
those situations that require your utmost attention.  Of course, those
who choose not to take part in the code of knocking program will
undoubtedly continue to pound on the door until an answer is eminent,
therefore making the shortage of silence far worse.  Be cautious of such
impracticality.

If you are uncertain who we are, knowledge of our identities is
irrelevant.  However, if you feel the need to persist in uncovering such a
secret, you will find the answer on such public access television shows
as Sesame Street and Dorf on Golf, or you can find us moonlighting at
your local Disney store.

Thank you for your time.

Sincerely,

Dopey S. Dwarf

Dopey S. Dwarf
Assistant CEO of the We the Us
Foundation
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Flash Fiction Commentaries

Well, so far so good.  You managed to get through two complete
sections of this latest collection of stuff, so you’re on a roll.  But I’m
sure you didn’t get this far just to be cheated out of an explanation of
what you read,  so  I’ll  treat  you with my commentaries  on the  flash
fiction stories now.  Unlike the flash fiction pieces of my first volume,
many of  these  entries  were  not  written  for  a  class,  but  just  written
because I had nothing better to do on a late Sunday evening.  It’ll all
make sense as I continue.

Jimmy’s Life

If  you  read  through  my  first  collection  of  writings,  you  may
remember a flash fiction piece about  halfway into the section called
“Story from a Six-Year-Old.”  In case you don’t remember, it was the
story of a little boy that no one liked, told from the perspective of a
hyperactive six-year-old.  The story was written as a class exercise to
use narrative voice,  but  it  wasn’t issued without a  companion piece.
This story was that companion piece.  Essentially, the purpose of this
story was to tell that same six-year-old’s story from the perspective of a
grown adult.   Even though it  was originally slated  to  appear  in  the
original volume, I chose to leave it out because I didn’t think it was
very well written.  But, when the time came to create a new volume of
works, I thought I needed to find a way to make it work because I really
didn’t want to leave anything out.  So, the version you read here was the
final result of my attempt to restore it.  I’m still not a huge fan of this
piece, but I don’t have to like everything.

As far as the content goes, there are only two things that I want to
point out.  First of all,  the first paragraph was written as a bit  of a
history lesson into my own early childhood.  Growing up as a child of
the  eighties,  I  found  much  delight  in  watching  Saturday  morning
cartoons because back in the eighties, the networks still aired Saturday
morning cartoons.  They didn’t air those cheesy live-action martial arts
monster kid shows that were popular in the nineties because executives
back then had some commercial sense.  Instead they aired cartoons that
actually had entertainment value, and gave children a desire to actually
want to get up in the morning.  Those were the glory days of growing
up, and the first paragraph was my tribute to those days.
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The rest of the story had nothing to do with cartoons or anything,
but it  did attempt to expose the absurdities that the troublemakers of
young  American  neighborhoods  often  showed  in  that  era.   My
neighborhood  had its  share  of  delinquent  kids,  and  the  character  of
Little Jimmy borrows elements from each of them.  So this story isn’t
without its merit.

Kyle’s World

This story also fell into my original collection, but was removed at
the last minute because it failed to have anything redeeming about it.
Again, I chose to feature it  here because I didn’t want to abandon it
completely.   I  figured it  needed to  surface eventually,  so Volume 2
would be just as good of a place as any.  Anyway, the only things I
really remember about this piece were that it was written in my creative
writing class  during the  fall  semester  in  1998,  and  that  my teacher
thought it was stupid.  I can’t really remember anything else about it.
But looking back I can see that my vision for the story was to reveal my
blatant dislike of the Disney ride “It’s a Small World.”  I also wanted an
excuse to mention the lifelike leg hair given to the mannequins of the
“Pirates  of  the  Caribbean,”  which  I  always  found  to  be  quite  an
impressive feature to include in a theme ride.  There were also some
brief references to real life incidents that happened when I was thirteen,
like when I rode in a sky coaster with some kids from school as they
dropped a nickel into the crowd below to see what would happen, but
nothing terribly amazing.   In all  things considered,  this  story didn’t
have much going for it from the beginning.

Exercise in Tense Dialogue

This exercise was given to me directly after the creative writing
dialogue assignment that I later entitled “Three Clueless Guys,” which
you can read in Volume 1.  The purpose of this exercise was to tell a
story using dialogue only, but to  do it  with a  tense voice.   In other
words, I needed to create a conflict where the characters were fed up
with each other and had no way of resolving their differences without
adding more tension to the scene.  I decided to use the older voice of
characters I used in my screenplay entitled “Last Lover, Last Loser,”
which was about a dorky kid who was issued a challenge by the school
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stud to see who could win the heart of the dream girl first, all before the
last week of school ended.  This story attempted to spin an alternative
world where the characters grew up in some shady living, but one of
them wanted to escape.   In the end it  came out rather messy, but it
served the purpose of the assignment.  I left it out of Volume 1 for the
same reasons why I left the last two stories out.  I just wasn’t that proud
of it.

Suicidal Blondes (Episodes 1 and 2)

I’m not entirely sure why I omitted these from the original volume,
but they were written during that first year as well.  The purpose of
these  stories  was  the  reverse  of  that  of  the  last  example,  in  that  I
couldn’t  use  my own  dialogue  to  my advantage.   I  actually  had  a
disclaimer at the start of the first episode explaining this fact, but I took
it out for this collection because I figured I could explain it better in the
commentary.  Basically, the assignment was to take two examples of
dialogue and create a story around it.  The story could have been about
anything, but I had to use the set dialogue word for word, punctuation
for punctuation to tell it.  The end result was a collection of stories by
twenty-some-odd  writing  students  involving  different  characters  in
different  situations using the same dialogue to  discuss suicide  pacts.
Even  though  the  dialogue  given  was  absolutely  atrocious,  the
assignment itself was a lot of fun.  I’m still proud of my decision to
place two lonely thirty-somethings into a bar full of laser tag playing
teenagers because who else would think of that?  Anyway, now that you
know the  dialogue was pre-written,  it  wouldn’t  hurt  to go back and
reread it to see how I handled it.  You might like the story better now.

Seven Games

Okay, first of all I want to mention that this is officially the first
flash fiction entry for Volume 2.  Even though I included it into the
extended edition of Volume 1 that I made for Christmas 1999, it was
never  intended to  belong to  Volume 1  exclusively like  the last  few
entries were supposed to be.  This one came about during my Advanced
Fiction class in the fall semester of 1999, and rightfully made its way
into Volume 2 a short time later.  The original premise for this piece
was that our instructor gave us an option to write a story about a “phone
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booth conversation.”  Like all my exercises in previous classes, this one
could have been about anything—as long as it included a phone booth
conversation.  So, that’s what I did.  The subject matter about billiards
and losing seven games in a  row didn’t  come from any outstanding
sources that I can remember, but it was a fun exercise in establishing
character and mood, so that’s what I appreciate it for.

Shattered on Aisle Ten

Heh, this is by far my favorite flash fiction piece produced from a
class exercise, so I guess it’s fitting that it’s also the last one produced
from a class exercise.  The thing I remember about it was that it was
issued as extra credit rather than as an assignment, so I wasn’t required
to write it.  But I thought it couldn’t hurt to see what I came up with, so
I decided to tackle the theme anyway.  The instruction given was to
write a scene involving a “supermarket argument.”  I think I had it in
mind to write about two people arguing over food, but somehow a piece
of symbolism got into the mix, and for some reason I felt like giving
into it.  At that point the story transformed from a simple piece about a
couple bickering over food, to something much more Freudian, and a
whole lot funnier.  It’s pretty clear what the scene symbolizes,  but I
didn’t start out with that intention.  It’s just one of those things where I
saw the humor in the way they were speaking and decided it was better
to run with it, than to stifle it.  The class of course found it hilarious,
and to no surprise they picked up on the symbolism rather quickly.  I
guess that  figures.   Anyway, there’s more  to  the story than just  the
symbolism, but probably not much more.  The only other thing I wanted
to mention was the observation character named Barry.  I’m not sure if I
was thinking of this at the time, but his character sort of reflects the
persona that the oldest son from the Brady Bunch ended up adopting in
his later years (from what I observed), so I think I somehow modeled
this character after him.  I’ll leave it up to you to decide whether that’s
good or bad.  But yeah, those are the greatest highlights of this story.
I’d consider it a classic if I thought I had classics.

Something Worth Keeping

This story was based after a real life event that I sort of observed
one late afternoon when I took a walk through a park in Orlando.  I
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actually took walks through this  park often,  but  I  rarely ever  found
anything worth writing down.  Essentially, the park was designed as a
four-mile  trail  that  winded  through  fields,  woods,  bridges,  and
playgrounds, all alongside a widened canal.  People from all over the
area came here for recreation, but nothing ever really happened out of
the ordinary.  And with the exception of one of the poems that you’ll be
reading very shortly, nothing that happened here ever really inspired my
writings.  Except one.

I was walking along the trail one late afternoon (as I stated before)
when I heard this obnoxious voice coming from a distance beyond the
canal.  I never actually saw the woman who kept issuing this order, but
I had this vision of some haggard middle-aged lady in curlers and a
muumuu yelling at her dog to do something that she probably could’ve
done herself.  That order, as you may have guessed, was to “find it.”
She just continued to torment this dog with this irritating command over
and over, and I just felt sorry for the dog because I didn’t think it was
very  dignifying.   So,  I  wrote  this  story  to  show my vision  of  the
situation, hoping to give that dog some justice.

Wolf Caller

This story was written during my interim from school sometime
near the end of 2000.  I was sitting at work one day while the assistant
supervisor sat on the phone talking to a friend (as he always did), and
decided that I was bored.  It was a Thursday, nothing was happening,
and I had no one to talk to because the other guy was on the phone.  So
I just started writing this.  There was no rhyme or reason behind it, and
there wasn’t really anything going on in my life to inspire it.  It just
ultimately became an exercise in freethinking.  So, that’s really all there
is to say about it.  I realize that some people never got it, but I really
don’t think it’s that hard to figure out.  The guy was bored, so he cried a
little  wolf.   Instead of  getting the chance to  cry wolf  again,  he got
busted.  What’s so hard to understand?

Anonymous Harry

I think it’s safe to say that this is my favorite story of the flash
fiction  pieces  for  Volume 2,  partly  because  I  wrote  it  on  my own
intentions, but also because it’s such a funny story.  Like the last story,
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it carried no specific background other than the fact that I thought it was
a funny idea.  But I wrote it anyway because it was a funny idea.  It also
marked the beginning of a trend that I  continued for several months,
which involved me posting the “story of the week” on the department
bulletin board at work.  During my first year at the hospital, I worked
the 3rd shift on Sunday nights every week.  It sucked to no end, but I did
it  anyway because that was the shift that was available.   During my
Sunday nights, I had some work to do from time to time, but not enough
to fill up my entire night.  Usually near the beginning of the shift when
there was truly nothing to do, I would start drafting a story that I would
post the following morning.  This story was the first one written during
that block of time.

As far as the story itself is concerned, I always liked a good high
school boy meets girl story growing up, so I wanted to write another
one to add to the genre.  Something about notes in lockers carries some
sort of appeal to me, so I had to use that as my catalyst.  I also have a
thing about including notes and letters into text as part of the story, so I
had to ensure that the note in this story had actual content.  The rest of
the story probably doesn’t need explanation, but the title was something
that I thought to be clever.  But, that’s about it really.  There’s nothing
terribly monumental to mention here.

Horizon Maker

The next story to fall into the Sunday chain of “stories of the week”
involved a maid who was mentally tormented by her practical joker of a
boss, and couldn’t quite reach into his ethical side to calm him down.  I
think the premise behind this story was made entirely from stream of
consciousness, but I know that certain details borrowed slightly from
the story entitled “Lightstorm,” which you should have already read if
you’ve been reading this in order.  The obvious influence here is that
the  character  of  the  boss  resembles  the  childish  ways  of  the  main
character  in  the  former  story,  adopting  his  same  love  for  crazy
photographs.   I  think I  may have also been influenced a bit  by the
environmental staff at the hospital, but I can’t say for sure.  It ended up
becoming another story that my coworkers didn’t really get.  I still don’t
know why it’s so hard to put the pieces together, but I suppose that’s
the problem with falling back on a title when the story is what’s most
important.  I’m not sure if I ever managed to get them to understand it,
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but it really doesn’t matter now because I’m certain they forgot about it.
Oh well.

Damage in the Streets

To those who read through my first volume, this story may have
been a standout, but I can’t say for sure.  If you read through the short
stories of Volume 1, you may remember a detective character named
Rick Razorface featured in the beginning.  This story was meant to be
like an origin story of that character,  but told as if  he was mentally
challenged.  The purpose of the narration was to develop a sense of
mystery  involving  a  specific  criminal  event,  but  instead  of  using
something complicated like a murder, I wanted to use something that
was painfully obvious to the reader—and any bystander who happened
to walk by.  In a way you could say that I wanted to see how far I could
stretch out a scene involving the investigation of an open and shut case,
but I had to throw in my brand of humor to boot.  So, that not only
explains the reasoning behind Rick’s inability to think sharply, but also
the crazy conclusion he develops when he thinks he solved the mystery.
And the case file he writes at the end was just another excuse for me to
write text within a text.  I always think that style develops character
more profoundly.

Ignorance

Again, this story came about as yet another Sunday challenge to see
if I could finish a tale before my shift ended Monday morning.  And
once again I succeeded.  But unlike the other stories that I wrote the
previous few weeks, this one was relatively short.  And as obvious as
that fact probably is, just like the other stories I really don’t have much
to say about it.  It’s one of the few stories in this collection that I rarely
remember the title until I go back and look it up.  When I do finally
remember it, I typically forget it again about a week later.   I  always
remember  it  as  a  one-word title,  but  then  somehow confuse it  with
another  short  story  I  started  writing  not  long  afterward  called
“Uncomfortable,” which still  remains unfinished to this day, but will
more than likely be ready for the Volume 3 release sometime in the next
year  or  two.   The  content  doesn’t  really  have  any  back  story  or
anything, but I modeled the Burger King after the same restaurant that I
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grew up  a  couple  miles  away from…the other  one…the one  to  the
south...yeah, okay, they’re all the same.  I guess I just always wondered
what it would be like if a teacher ran into his hoodlum students after
hours somewhere in public.  This pretty much answers that question.

Chips for a Dip (Episodes 1-8)

Alrighty then, now we have something to talk about.  Like the last
few pieces I discussed (to the best of my ability), this series was written
on my Sunday night shift at the hospital, but unlike the others, this one
came with some background.

First  of  all,  I  didn’t  start  out  writing this  with the  intention  of
making a series  out  of  it.   I  essentially wrote the first  episode  as  a
standalone unit and planned on leaving it that way—just like the stories
before it.  But then I realized the development potential behind Perry’s
character and thought that I could make a legitimate short story out of
it.  So, I took it home that week and revised the first two pages to make
his character stand out a little stronger than the first draft made him out
to be.  At first I thought I would center the story on a guy who had to
overcome a gambling problem (something of which a fellow coworker
inspired),  and ultimately bring him through an onslaught of trials  to
challenge his victory.  I thought a little bit of drama was something I
needed in my current collection, so I gave it a try.  But then, as the
week went on, I changed my mind and decided to write the story as a
serial to see what would happen.

The  end  result  completely  derailed  my  original  idea  for  the
gambler’s redemption story.  As early as the second episode, I came to
realize just how easily a story could go in its own direction if I tried to
tell it in equal-length episodes rather than as a whole unit.  Perry no
longer  resembled  the addicted  game player,  but  a  man who had  no
sense of reality.  And sure, the end result probably got a lot more laughs
than the original idea would have gotten, but with those laughs came the
price of insanity.  It certainly wasn’t the outcome I had hoped for.  But
looking back, I think the story it became really didn’t turn out so badly.
Rereading it again for the first time in a couple years left a smile on my
face.  So, it was still good for something.
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A Departmental Guide to Appropriate Knocking

Obviously, this is the only flash fiction piece that cannot actually
be considered fiction.  It’s not a story, but a fake document written in
the  tradition  of  Manjoman  Bobbinski  (read  Volume  1  for  an
explanation on this character).  The background behind this piece was
that the department I  worked for at the hospital  got  constant  traffic.
The problem, however, was that the doors were always locked.  For
anyone who wanted to get in that didn’t have a keycard, they had to
knock.  And, oh, knock they did.  Over and over and over….  As you
can  imagine,  the  knocking  got  old  pretty  quickly.   Then  one  fine
evening, one of the ladies from Radiology came on by and knocked and
knocked, and I thought I should ask her for the secret knock.  And so I
did.  I ended up telling her this fake schedule of knocking codes that
she needed to adhere to if she wanted to get an answer.  Laughing at
this concept, she told me to write it down so that she would remember.
So, this  is  the end result of that  request.   I  don’t really know what
became of it after that day, but all these years later, you now get to read
the “Departmental Guide to Appropriate Knocking.”  Oh, and in case
you didn’t notice, look at the date again.

In Conclusion:

So there you have it.  Another section down and four more to go.  I
know that  I  didn’t  have  much to  say about  the  post  college  pieces
because there really wasn’t much to say about them.  But I think it’s
safe to say that a lot of the works from here on out are going to have
that problem.  When I first came up with the idea to write commentaries
for  my stories,  I  did  it  because some of  my class  exercises  needed
explanation.  It’s a lot harder to justify that though with the stories that
weren’t inspired by anything.  But, I suppose the alternative would’ve
been to make something up, so at least I didn’t do that.  Oh well, if you
bothered to read this section in the first place, then you probably don’t
have any preferences about how I comment on my works, so I won’t
worry about it.  Instead, I’ll start working my way over to the poetry
section, so you’re free to join me if you’d like.

—Jeremy
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Introduction

See, those flash fiction stories weren’t so bad, were they?  Okay,
maybe “Chips for a Dip” challenged your intelligence a bit, but we all
gotta have something to test our endurance, right?  The important thing
is that you got through it unscathed, and that’s all that really matters.

Anyway, now that you made it to a new section, I suppose I should
hype it up a bit.  The section you’re about to read deals exclusively with
some poetry that I wrote for selected classes during my lengthy stay at
UCF.  Even though the selection here is less diverse than the ones you
may have enjoyed from the first  volume, there  are  still  nevertheless
some prize titles within the mix.  All you have to do is find them.

One thing I should probably mention ahead of time is that some of
the poems are revisited on more than one occasion.  In the first volume
of writings you read a series of poems that each told a unique tale that
stood independently of the one before it.  That applies for the most part
in this round, but not for all of them.  There are a couple poems that
have  several  versions  that  I’ve  included  because  each  version  is
remarkably different than the one preceding it.  And just so there aren’t
any questions, the reason why there is more than one version for these
selected poems is because I had to revise them for my class, and my
revision methods included rewrites.  So, that’s the thing to watch out for
with those.  It won’t distract your reading, but it may be a little odd if
you don’t know the reasoning behind it ahead of time.

And that’s the most I have to say about these.  If you like poetry,
you’ll probably appreciate these, so put a smile on your face and sit
back in your most comfortable chair as you turn the pages ahead.

—Jeremy
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Out of Bed

When I fell off my bed,
My clothes on the floor

Broke my fall,
Which is ironic,

Because I’ve been told
Time and time again

To pick up my clothes;
But to have scoured them

Would have meant
Taking a hard fall

And hitting my head
On the side of the bed,

Which would have been useless,
For the knocking of awareness

Should not come
In the middle of the night,

But in the morning
When alertness bears weight

And revelations make their way
To the light of day,

And all clarity is achieved
Under the sun,

Because even great thinkers
Let their minds

Rest in bed,
And wait until day
To think again—

To think of the world
And the task to bring forth

Aesthetic wonder,
All because they
Did not awake

In the middle of the night
To the great shock

Of hitting their head
On the side of the bed,
Where only the cursed
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Are abruptly revived,
And cursed is no pleasure

Of the awakened.
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Monkey’s Playground

When I look at you,
I see you wave to the air.
As the wind blows,
Your leaves shake without care.
On the ground they fall,
Becoming food for the worms.
Your ripened berries tumble,
From the midst of the storms.

I can see you expectant,
When I look out my door.
Or if I look out the window,
I can see you some more.
You provide shade from the heat,
When your branches spread like wings.
And you tower like a giant,
With your trunk full of rings.

How old do you think,
One may interpret your age?
And does it even matter,
If the world is your stage?
If you fell down with no one around,
Do you think you would still make a sound?
Questions I ask for reasons unknown—
What is it like to be the monkey’s playground?
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Lady on a Bicycle

What happened on that curb
When you lost your balance and fell?
What was the first thing you thought
When your memory faded around?

When your memory faded around
You asked if this was all
A dream or a television show, staging
What happened on that curb.

What happened on that curb
When the ambulances came for you?
Did you think you would be well
When the paramedic lifted you up?

When the paramedic lifted you up
Off the pavement did you remember
Where you were, or did you panic about
What happened on that curb?

What happened on that curb
When you were removed from your bicycle?
Did you wish you never went riding,
To gain that extra moment of health?

To gain that extra moment of health
Seemed so easy, yet your bike and your car
Were left alone in the parking lot
Where it all happened on that curb.

What happened on that curb
After you were given your needed medical attention?
I wonder if someone saw your blood and asked
“What happened on that curb?”
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Glass Bottle

Sometimes the world shapes a mystery
To which raises the questions of history,
Of how time molds the essence of living
And adapts to the culture it’s giving.

It may begin with some dream or ambition
Escalating to the persistence of life’s transition,
Where the once complex becomes quite easy
And the once popular is regarded as cheesy.

The ambition to create a pleasant culture
Gives reason to strive with the heart of a vulture,
To remove inconvenience and everything boring
And to wake the primitive world from its snoring.

So somewhere along this incredible chain
Comes a product of an intelligent brain,
Where man can hold his liquid sustenance
And drink from his pleasures in consistence.

This is how far the mystery has come
From chewing on weeds to chewing gum,
Where big wooden cups are no longer enough
But instead we drink from bottles and stuff.
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The God Who Loves Me

When I look up from my feet
To see the upper horizons—
The skies so heavenly that I delight
In the wonders I envision and embrace—
Streams of light echoing over
The dark clouds filled with lightning,
Multiple shades
Broken only by lines in the sky,
Presenting an image so breath-
Taking that I have to stop and cry.

I soon forget my torments of life
When I see that God is all
Around me, and dwell on the fact
That all of His creation
Surrounds me—and peace grows
Stronger in my chaotic heart
When my last breath of energy is drawn,
And I know I have not lost
My life because God still loves me
Even when I fall apart and die.

So I am thankful for the moments
When I collapse into strong hands,
To lift me to my feet, adjusting
My spirit out of the darkness
That tries so hard to overwhelm me—
Which often succeeds, but never
Locks me down—because the light
From the God who loves me
Pierces all my fear and confusion
Setting me on the straight and perfect line.
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But maybe I forget where I am in my life,
And maybe I lose my ever-weakening step,
And maybe I submit to the wills of my heart,
And maybe I long for desires that tangle me,
But the God who loves me never gives up,
And He always reminds me what I mean to Him,
So to walk in peace is not far-fetched
And to live with peace is a hand-hold away,
So I long to hope for the life He promised
And give up the cares that once tore me apart.
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Vision of Parenthood

My dear little child,
How have you scraped

Your knee?

My dear little child,
What invisible friend

Do you see?

My dear little child,
What dreams fulfill

Your nights?

My dear little child,
What pretty colors
Enter your sights?

My dear little child,
How many lizards

Do you catch?

My dear little child,
How many clothes

Will you patch?

My dear little child,
What funny jokes
Make you laugh?

My dear little child,
How fussy will you
Make your bath?

My dear little child,
How many cookies

Will you eat?
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My dear little child,
What keeps you planted

In your seat?

My dear little child,
What kind of prayers

Will you pray?

My dear little child,
What funny things

Will you say?

My dear little child,
How many treasures

Will you find?

My dear little child,
How many friends

Will you mind?

My dear little child,
What kind of games

Will you play?

My dear little child,
What imagination
Will you display?

My dear little child,
How quickly

Will you grow?

My dear little child,
How much of life
Will you know?

My dear little child,
Please know everything

That is true.
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My dear little child,
Mommy and daddy will

Always love you.
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Dreams of a New Year

(Resolutions, solutions,
revolutions, illusions;
beginnings and ends,
break-ups, amends—)

Just another excuse to party,
That’s the way I heard it described.
To break out booze and kazoos,
And celebrate life lived everyday.
The sun still rises the first day,
Just like it did the day before.
But it’s like life starts over,
When time is the guest of honor.

(exchanging the old heart,
arranging a new start;
separating from lost goals,
designing up fresh roles—)

I want more than time to change,
More than the concept of years.
I want something new in life,
To drown out lost ambition.
I want to forget about failures,
In work, school, and existence.
It’s time to pursue new dreams,
To find true love and a degree.

(the dreams of the new years,
the drying of the old tears,
starting for the nth time,
at the clock’s twelfth chime.) 
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Maybe now I just want to party,
To enjoy the company of friends.
But the sun still rises in the morning,
Making tonight like any other.
As I stand at my post at work,
I read a flyer that someone passed along.
Its words remind me of dreams,
That I hope I can pursue tomorrow.
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Technically Speaking

I saw blue when I looked at you,
Technically speaking,
It was your eyes spoken so true—
Something I knew that pricked you through,
And to feel for you, I felt it too.

Was it sadness or shadow
That covered your eyes?
Technically speaking,
I think it was your cries—
Those tears that grew in size.

I wanted to stay and hold your hand,
Technically speaking,
My heart can’t stand comfort canned—
Your fingers trembled, I understand,
The heart crushed like brittle sand.

Looking back my efforts failed,
Technically speaking,
Problems scaled, your heart impaled—
I still don’t know what entailed,
The moment it was that your heart derailed.
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Technically Speaking—Version 2

I know you thought
It wouldn’t hurt so bad,
When your heart bled
In a dream you had.

Maybe deep sleep
Is something wrong for you,

Technically speaking
It’s wrong for me too.

You thought of me
When I let you down,
But still you dream
In a twisted crown.

I try to dream
To search for you,

But I think you’re lost
From my faded view.

Now my heart bleeds
From the weight of dreams,

Wishing for peace
To mend broken seams.

Cry out for me
As I search for you,
Awake now please
And let us renew.
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Technically Speaking—Version 3

Technically speaking I think I was wrong,
When I tried to assume you’d understand.
Your heart may not be like a magic wand,
But under a spell I thought we’d belong.
I know that maybe your heart is not strong,
And perhaps it stretched like a rubber band.
I just hoped together we could slip the sand,
Through glass of age that runs forever long.

Maybe it’s better that he owns your heart,
Since he gave you no stress against your love.
Even though the emptiness tries to start,
My attention is lost on heartache’s dart.
So as I watch the rain fall from above,
I’ll say I’m sorry for killing my heart.
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Religion or Faith

When I flip on the television screen,
I see images of pure comedy—
Or perhaps an action adventure,
Or sappy drama, or blatant parody.

The news will break from time to time,
Telling me boldly of the latest crime—
Or maybe somebody won the lottery,
Taxing all but a few of their dimes.

Eventually the reports will outright depress me,
For they are primarily frightful news—
Like stories of murders and abandoned babies,
So I look for something else to choose.

As I keep flipping through the shallow garbage,
And maybe that occasional static snow—
Which typically means a loss of signal,
I come across some religious show.

At first I’m amused by stereotype,
Then I’m intrigued by the power—
The voice that bellows from the lungs,
That the tele-evangelist hurls that hour.

But then I question sincerity,
Since financial scandals arise—
Which have caused many mortals to stumble,
And end up seeking legal advice.

If there is no heart in the preaching,
Then why would they do it at all—
If they are trying to please God so much,
Why would they set themselves up for a fall?
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Are they preaching real faith to the shallow world,
Or are they preaching mere religion—
Is it the difference between true belief,
Or the act of financial tradition?

I wonder what God thinks about all of this,
Since these issues are done in His name—
Like telling people to give them money,
And telling others to do the same.

I guess it depends on where the heart is,
And whether or not they believe—
Since I think true faith is undoubting,
While everything else is financial relief.
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The Awakening of Powerstick Man

I knew it must be a dream, since everything
Appeared purple and cloudy, but coherent
Enough to feel real; the intensifying
Stench killing brain cells, as I tried to perform
My super miracles of justice, bringing
Villains against fresh air movements to their knees.

I was Powerstick Man, defender of rights
To breathe and enjoy human proximity,
Upholding a standard to wipe out the foul
Odors that violate citizen nostrils,
Promoting the well-being of all freshness
Seekers, by throwing Power Stick deodorant.

I stood in a field inside my dream, faced off
Against a bald man, whose pit hair brushed his knees,
Using it like a whip to swing and sting victims
Before asphyxiating them with pit gas,
Making them scent-scarred forever, never again
To smell the purple daisies and purple roses.

I knew his terror had to stop, so I took my
Active-Fresh-scented weapon of retribution
From my hip, and threw it hard like a jackknife,
Screaming strong twenty-four hour protection
Straight into the rank pits of despair, causing
The villain to lose power and fall to his knees.

I was satisfied by my victory, but the stench
Still hovered close by, getting stronger
With each passing second, which made me wonder
Which possessed more power—my plastic missile,
Or his air silent bio-weapon, and why
Everything contorted and dissolved away. 
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I awoke to the terribly rancid smell
Of stale human body odor, gestating
Not only from old and dried armpit sweat,
But from what smelled like smothering cow meat,
Leaking its juice on skin, dripping wet meat crumbs
From hair lacking the streaks of scented roll-on.

I was uncertain about where it came from
Since I myself was in this jail cell alone,
But I knew who could perpetrate this harsh smell,
Who I was sure was close indeed, as no smell
From common man could duplicate such sickness,
Unless it was released from the Odor King.

I remembered my first major encounter
With the former cop turned olfacterrorist,
The man now infamous as the Odor King—
A siege brewed suddenly within City Hall,
Which was getting covered by the local news
I spotted as I walked past some store TVs.

I decided promptly to investigate it,
Paying the mayor’s office a little visit,
Where I saw the Odor King and two henchmen,
Leather-clad punks who used real weapons, not stench,
Reeking havoc, protected with gas masks,
Knocking people out with their planks and pit stink.

I knew I had the resources to conquer
The ultra hard-core smell that the underarm
Menace was emitting, but his cruel stenchmen
Hit me from behind, before I could defend
With the fresh power that dangled from my belt—
A weapon of justice that could glide on clear.
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I figured after escaping a burning
City Hall, running through an old, abandoned
Subway station, and eventually luring him
Into a deodorant plant to shove him
Into a vat of baby-fresh formula,
His underarm tyranny would fall apart.

I understood now that the power must be
Tested once again, perhaps with much greater
Urgency, as this fetor does not knock out,
But rather harshly awakens its victim
Into a stenchy nightmare, which not only sweats,
But makes the victim want to fall from a cliff.

I decided it was time to end his reign
As soon as I remembered why I was here,
Which I thought had something to do with misusing
Toxic-fresh charged underarm deodorant,
Thrown with misjudgment into a crowd of cabbies,
Who were only taking a lunch break nearby.

I used my water bowl to clank the steel bars,
That would eventually catch the attention
Of the prison guards, who would soon approach me
To tell me to shut up and go back to sleep,
Which I would have loved to do if the smell 
Had not been so rank and obnoxious to me.

I was surprised to find the responding guard
Was in fact the one whom I awoken to—
One who wrongly gave up his authority
So that justice would be blanketed by stink,
One that could make the righteous heroes forget
What true upholding of the law really meant.
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I was ready to fight the villain who stood
Before me, pining to shave off his mohawk,
Knocking away his sunglasses, and yanking
Out his tacky, plastic lightning bolt earring,
Hoping to reveal the nakedness of his face,
As I did before pushing him into the vat.

I knew chances for restitution were slim
When the Odor King smiled, before slowly
Raising his hand, most likely to do
What he was notorious for doing; clearly
There was nothing left to do, but to take
What was coming, and hope some breath still remained.

I closed my eyes to brace the absolute worst,
When he started to rant about his sudden
Reinstatement to the force, removing scum
From the city streets, by using his odd gift
Of smell to frighten them to justice, and take
His path of recovery to a new life.

I reopened my eyes to see the Odor King
Walking away, without some odorous
Action, and without rubbing in the past,
But rather as a man of honor and law,
Who fulfilled a role for justice, erasing
The criminal element out of his life.

I sat down in the stale corner of my cell
And realized that maybe this time I became
The bad guy, who instead of using noxious
Fumes from bad hygiene to commit dysfunction,
I used a deodorant stick of power,
Which I threw into harmless opposition.
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I removed my dark sunglasses, as I searched
My mind for ways to return to the city
A hero—its sacred hero, who comes swiftly
When called upon, and only wields his weapons
Of freshness when appropriate and urgent;
I was determined to start fresh once again.
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My First Mullet—The Prologue

I thought it was a nice day to start again,
Since the past dished rough times on my head,
Blowing fierce wind all through my hair,
Tangling long locks in front of my eyes,
Blinding me to the truth that hid on my scalp;
Revelation that a jungle weeded out from within me.

I discovered the hard facts when my reflection vanished,
Which resulted from losing sight of my mirror,
Blocked by the curtain hanging and tangling before me,
Leaving maybe glimmers of the image I looked for,
But screaming that I was wasting my time trying,
Therefore awakening the need for some chopping.

I took a trip to the upscale downtown shear shop,
Where guys in white coats snipped and cut people’s heads,
Trimming former shrubs into sculpted bushes of art,
Applying buzzers against the narrow lawns near naked ears,
Dropping dead strings and body mulch to the floor,
Leaving a new kind of carpet for the scissors people to sweep.

I was called to sit in the chair of reconstruction,
Where the Sultan of Shears held his tool against my neck,
Asking what kind of transformation I expected that day,
Which I suggested just cut and go and maybe surprise me,
So the metal edges of the chop device began before my eyes,
Clearing out the obstruction that blinded and annoyed me.

I twiddled my thumbs underneath a plastic sheet,
Waiting for the job to be done without complication,
But something occurred to me in the middle of my surgery,
That I liked the length of my back and desired to keep it,
So I asked the hair doctor to leave my reverse side alone,
Just to sculpt me so that I could have vision before I left.
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I left the building when the project became success,
Proud that my vision returned and my hair maintained control,
But my joy had depleted after going home to watch TV,
To see one of the trash talk shows coming on air with high volume,
Revealing its guests in all their bickering glory,
Each wearing the same haircut I knew I just received.

I looked in the mirror to discover my folly,
Shaping what should have been a normal style of trim,
Into something that was disproportional and found on truckers,
Which would’ve been okay if I drove diesel behemoths,
But I didn’t so I could not handle the barber’s new creation,
So I decided to find some scissors and remove my first mullet.
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My First Mullet—The Transition

I never used to care about hair,
It was always something that was just there.

But when I knew it was getting long,
Ignoring it would’ve just been wrong.

I decided I would get it chopped,
Down at the local barber shop.

But when I felt the trim completing,
I could feel my dear dignity depleting.

I thought short was the way to go,
Since that’s the only style I know.

But scissors stopped above my brow,
Leaving the back of my head to grow.

Now my hair flows a funny way,
Stuck to the top with back blowing away.

It’s like a raccoon cap glued to my head,
Without the stripes or fur to shed.

It also makes my neck feel hot,
Especially since I sweat a lot.

But I’m disappointed about this no matter what,
Because I wish I never got my first mullet.

It forces on me an achy-breaky heart,
Tempting me to rip it savagely apart.

Now that I have scissors in hand,
I’m slashing the back to fit my demand.
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I may not care a whole lot about hair,
But I know when people start to stare.
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My First Mullet—The Aftershock

Why do you torment me,
Hair among hair?
You flop short of my forehead,
But flow like a cape down my back.
Waves twist around my neck,
As you are careful not to touch my eyes.
Now I know what it feels like,
To be an eighties rock star.

I did not expect your arrival,
Hair among hair.
Barbers informed me of a new style,
Insisting it would be cool.
Then they cut me in places,
Leaving others alone.
I demanded scissors at each angle,
But they lost their tip instead.

My heart is now sunken,
Hair among hair.
I wanted total hair shortness,
But must deal with shortcoming.
I used to find enjoyment,
In the way the wind touched you.
But now you’re so uneven,
And people just want to make fun.

You may be my first mullet,
But with these shears I must make you
My last.
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My First Mullet—The Apocalypse

A pile of you lies on my floor,
As I hold shear victory in my hand.
My blades scoff at your weakness,
Taunting back the curses you spat—
Curses aimed at the top of my head,
Insults you hurled from the back of my neck.

You thought you could hurt me,
With your devastating look of lunacy.
But your attack failed by my hand,
So now you must suffer your fate—
To be swept up and thrown away,
Like careers of musicians who once wore you.

You lost my respect at the barber’s chair,
But there was nothing I could do.
You convinced the stylist you were cool,
Secretly crossing your fingers and laughing—
Those strands that tangled behind my neck,
Which I could never see without angled reflection.

You may have won that first victory,
When the stylist ignored my plea to cut.
But the scissors in my hand says never again,
Your decimation proven by my face in a mirror—
Which reflects back a short uniform hair helmet,
Completely free of extra mullet residue.

Except…

Somehow I can see you trying to attack again,
Creeping your way down the back of my neck,
Without coming anywhere close to my eyes,
Making me wish that you would blind me.
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Poetry Commentaries

Well, you made it through another round of storytelling in its finest
of  forms,  this  time wading through the  vast  array of  lyrical  genius,
searching for a way to get your fill of art.  You knew when you opened
this  book  that  you  weren’t  going to  find  sculptures  or  paintings  of
flowers or deities, and yet somehow you believed that there would be
something about it worth taking to Panera Bread.  And thus you read
and read  until  you approached the  colorful words of poetry and the
moving emotion of such subjects as glass bottles and Powerstick Man,
and now upon the ending of the dramatic tide, you are fulfilled, as if
you spent all morning flambéing a waffle for breakfast.  And now upon
your satisfaction, I will add to your poetic nourishment by reflecting to
you my thoughts about the works that have been created for this section
—straight from my head to yours.

Out of Bed

Normally I would start the discussion by telling you how a certain
poem joined creation as a class assignment or a source of inspiration to
me, but this one has a darker story to tell.  In all the years that this poem
existed,  it  lived as  a forgotten piece.   I’m not saying that  the poem
carried too little of an interest in me for me to remember it (like some of
the flash fiction pieces you read earlier).  I’m saying that I flat out lost it
for several years.  Somewhere between the time it was written (I think
in Spring of 1999 for  a basic  poetry class)  and last  September,  this
poem vanished without a trace.  Up until now, it didn’t appear in any of
my collections because I didn’t know I had it.  It wasn’t until I went
through my old papers to prepare for the threat of Hurricane Frances
that I came across this lost item.  At that point I quickly transcribed it to
the collection, and now it can join the ranks as those long remembered
throughout the ages.

As far as the origin of the poem goes, it began life through pencil
and line paper as an assignment to convert a paragraph of prose into a
poem.  There wasn’t any real requirement to make it artful or anything.
All we had to do was to write a paragraph about anything, and then
break  it  up  into  poetry  format.   The  end  result  was  pretty  ugly,
fragmenting lines in the worst dead-ended ways possible.  But now it
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looks halfway decent in my opinion.  And that’s the story behind “Out
of Bed.”

Monkey’s Playground

This was originally written during the poetry set that I made for the
first collection of works featured in Nomadic Souls, but for some reason
I decided to leave it out.  I don’t know if I thought it was too generic,
too lame, or if I just didn’t have the room.  But it was written around
the same time as the poem from Volume 1 entitled “Small Scavenger,”
and carried similar requirements—which I sort of forgotten.  Anyway,
the premise behind the poem started with children’s monkey bars in
mind, but somehow became about trees, and pretty much fanned out
from there.  I doubt that it really requires any further explanation since
the poem is about as straightforward as poetry can get, but that’s the
general point behind its existence.  The only other comment I can make
about this is that at the time I wrote it, I lived in a house with a large
oak tree in front of my bedroom window.  Since “Small Scavenger” was
inspired by that house’s ant problem at the time, it wouldn’t surprise me
that this poem was inspired by that huge tree.  I realize that all of this is
information overload, but that’s what I’m good for.

Lady on a Bicycle

Well, to put it bluntly, this poem was based on actual events.  But,
before I get  into the specifics of this poem, I want to set  the stage.
Before I moved back home for a season in August 2000 and worked at
a  hospital  for  three  years,  I  lived  in  a  pocket  of  Orlando  near  a
recreational trail called Blanchard Park.  This was the same trail that I
spoke  about  earlier  in  my  commentary  for  “Something  Worth
Keeping.”  One of my favorite hobbies during that season of life was to
take  four  to  eight-mile  walks  in  the  early  evenings  to  gather  my
thoughts and to essentially reconnect with God.  Sometimes the walks
relaxed me, sometimes they frustrated me, but I always felt a little more
refreshed when the journey ended (four-mile walks will do that).  On
one particular summer evening, I started heading back to my car when
something peculiar  happened.   The  sun had all  but  vanished,  hardly
anyone remained on the trail at that late hour, and I was about twenty
feet away from the parking lot when this lady in her early forties rode
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her bicycle past me to get back to her own car.  Except, something went
terribly wrong in the process.

I don’t have a picture to show you, but I’ll try to describe the scene
about how this trail is set up in relation to its parking lot as best as I
can.   The  parking  lot  closest  to  my  house  was  situated  vertically
alongside the canal between the main road and the trail.  The trail itself
was fairly wide—about the same width of a long paved driveway.  A
small  sidewalk  arced  around  the  back  edge  of  the  parking  lot,
separating the lot and the trail from touching each other.  And of course
there were a couple benches along the sidewalk, and a nice patch of
grass to give it that park feel.  The sidewalk was very short—maybe
twenty to thirty feet in length at most, and consisted of one curb that
dropped  into  the  parking lot.   This was the only point  of  entry for
people on bikes who didn’t have the talent to hop curbs.  This was also
the culprit that spawned the subject matter for this poem.

As I said before, the trail had pretty much emptied when I got near
the parking lot.  A small family approached their van about a hundred
feet or so ahead of me, and this forty-something-year-old woman rode
her bike past me to get to her own vehicle.  And that was all we had in
the way of signs of life.  For all we were concerned, we were each off to
do our own things for the remainder of the night, when tragedy came
suddenly.

About twenty feet or so ahead of me, the woman on the bicycle
reached the sidewalk that cut between the trail and the parking lot—and
just fell.  And that was it.  No screams, no particular sign of obstruction
—she just tipped over,  fell flat onto the parking lot’s pavement, and
stopped moving.  The family was already ahead of the scene, so they
didn’t see anything.  The only witnesses were God, me, and a flock of
birds.

Direct from impulse, I ran to see if the woman was okay, but she
didn’t  get  up.   Instead,  she  rolled  around  slowly,  delirious  to  the
situation that had just happened to her.  I didn’t have a phone on me, so
there was no way I could call for help on my own, but fortunately the
family had yet to get inside their vehicle, and by this time I had gotten
their attention.  And they had a phone.  The only people in the entire
park to have a phone—and they were less than a minute away from
leaving.

I kept asking the woman if she was okay, but she didn’t seem to
have a clue what was going on.  She kept talking about how she had
some ironing to do when she got home (or something of that nature),
but she couldn’t connect to the realization that she was in serious injury.
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It had gotten dark, but I could still make out a puddle forming behind
her head.  When she failed to understand the seriousness of her injury, I
did the stupid maneuver of running my finger through the puddle, and
then  showed  her  the  liquid  content  that  rubbed  off—the  darkened
crimson liquid that she bled onto the pavement.  This time she got the
message.

The rest of the story involved me and the family doing our best to
keep her calm until the paramedics arrived.  She kept talking about the
things she needed to do at home, and continued to worry about what
might happen to her car while she was gone, but she never quite gripped
full reality during the whole episode.  She remembered her name, and
she  remembered  her  age,  but  the  rest  came  slowly.   When  the
paramedics finally arrived, they took over all responsibility, and that
was the last I heard of it.  To this day I don’t know what became of her,
but this poem was written as a reminder that unexpected things happen
all the time, and that we need to be ready to deal with them when they
come.  I also wrote it to rationalize the fact that I had indeed witnessed
one of these unfortunate and unexpected events take place, and that I
had to take responsibility when no one else could.

So, that’s the story behind this poem.  I went to Publix to get a
chicken salad sub immediately after  and ran into one of my friend’s
former  roommates  while  waiting  in  line.   We  talked  briefly  about
something, but I never brought up the event at the park.  I think I was
still trying to process the whole thing, so I kept it to myself.  Granted,
since then I’ve worked at  a  hospital  to see bloodied  and banged-up
people in the halls and emergency room day after day, served at a group
home for the developmentally disabled to see…well stuff I’d rather not
mention for the sake of saving your lunch, but you get the idea, and
witnessed enough oddities in the last five years that watching a person
falling off her bike really wouldn’t seem like that strange of an event.
But, at the time that kind of thing actually fazed me.

Anyway, the moral of the story here is to never ride a bike after
dark, and always carry a cell phone even if you don’t have one.

Glass Bottle

I remember very little about what inspired this poem, but I think it
came about sometime around my Pepsi  phase (meaning that  I  drank
Pepsi more than anything else).   Even though this has nothing to do
with soft drinks or anything, my thoughts of bottles only came when it
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referenced to something that swished around inside,  so I’m sure this
poem has at least that to credit to it.  The subject matter of course goes
beyond bottles, and deals indirectly with change and advancement, but I
seem to recall thinking a bit too narrow-mindedly back then, so I doubt
change and advancement were the sole inspirations for its creation.  But
then again, it was a long time ago and I really can’t remember why I
wrote this.   Maybe I  did have change and  advancement  in mind—I
really can’t say.  The only thing I can say is that I’m sorry my memory
is  so  terrible.   I’m  sure  you  would  much  rather  read  something
sufficiently  informative  than  something  that  comes  across  as  a
blathering apology for forgetfulness.  Oh well, here’s a bottle to calm
your nerves.

The God Who Loves Me

In reference to a detail I shared with you in my commentary for
“Lady on a Bicycle,” this poem came as a response to one of my more
troubling spiritual and emotional issues that I had while taking a walk
through the park.  As I mentioned in the aforementioned commentary,
my walks typically consisted of two moods—hopeful and distressing.  I
wrote this poem after witnessing a peaceful event during one of my
more intense distressed moments.

Even though I occasionally walked the full eight-mile round trip
from one end of the trail to the other and back, I most often took the
journey to the halfway point where the wooden bridges met the cross-
street before turning back.  Four miles generally took about an hour to
walk, so I had enough time to get in my physical exercise, as well as to
get my thoughts together sufficiently before getting back to my vehicle.
But, one of my difficult habits was to use that hour of thought for either
good  or  bad—for  inspiration  or  a  pity-party  to  God.   And  on  this
particular day, I had gotten so stressed out over the same life issues that
I couldn’t control, that I practically wept.  And that’s when the Lord
gave me peace.

As I turned away from the halfway point and started to head back, I
saw an unusual shape of light in the sky.  It was early evening, and the
clouds were out in full swing, but the sun hit them in such a way that the
light refracted in a rather artistic fashion.  Normally when the sun shines
through a pocket of cloud cover, rays of light called “Fingers of God”
shine  through,  looking  like  an  angelic  scene  from  a  Michelangelo
painting.   But,  this  image  was different.   This  time,  the  light  went
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upward, rather than downward and spread out like a Chinese fan.  The
shades of light adopted a gray scale, going from dark to light in perfect
sections  like  the  top  half  of  a  black  and  white  pinwheel.   I  can’t
remember  ever  seeing  anything  like  that  before  or  since,  but  that
particular moment hushed me long enough to calm down and accept the
Lord’s peace, and to realize that even when times are frustrating, He’s
still  there  comforting  me  through it  somehow.   So,  this  poem was
written to remember that day, and to remember the peace I had gotten
in the midst of emotional turmoil.  And to this day it still does its job
because I was stressed out over more life issues just a few days ago, but
felt some of God’s peace when I reread it for the editing process.  So, I
think it’s safe to say that this is definitely a poem from the Lord’s heart
to place peace into mine.

Vision of Parenthood

Those who know me well know that I’m a dreamer.  I’ve dreamt of
many  things  like  finishing  school,  publishing  a  book,  selling  a
screenplay, living in Australia or London for a season, and even writing
for a variety show like Saturday Night Live to make my living.  Most of
my dreams seem pretty outrageous (except for the first two which I sort
of already done),  but I  still  dream them anyway because I have that
right.  And unsurprisingly, my desire to be a father someday fits into
that spectrum of outrageous dreams.  I wrote this poem as an inspiration
of hope that maybe I can still fulfill that dream someday and essentially
rewrite  the  legacy  that  my  own  father  started,  but  couldn’t  finish
successfully.  And in my dreams I have little idea what to do to improve
the legacy, but I still believe I can fix some of those mistakes that the
last few generations couldn’t do.  Even though this poem doesn’t even
try to  dive  into  the  deep  complexities  of  being a  parent,  it  at  least
addresses the basics that a parent can build from.  That basic foundation
of course is to love your child and to fulfill the anticipation of seeing
him or her face to face for the first time.  To this day I wonder what my
kids will look like, but can’t quite imagine the details because I don’t
know which  of  my genes  will  inevitably  go  into  making  them.   I
suppose  someday when they do  come  into  the  world  and  grow up,
they’ll read this paragraph, look at me, and say, “this is what I look like,
so now that you know, can I have a cookie?”  If only dreams can come
true.
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Dreams of a New Year

And speaking of dreams, this poem is about the dreams of a New
Year.  Or more accurately, it’s about the expectations one might have
when the New Year arrives.  As we all know, the New Year is notorious
for making resolutions, but it’s also a means for people to build hope
for their futures.  The thing I find myself doing at the start of every year
is to pray that the coming year will bear more fruit and prosperity than
the year before.  I find myself discouraged when a year comes to an end
and I look to realize that nothing in my life has changed for the better.
The discouragement often takes one of two roads—depending on how
many years have passed with the same discouragement.  I’ll either find
myself hoping that the New Year will finally bring some much desired
change into my life (as I had when 2003 and 2004 began), or I’ll find
myself cynical to the possibility that change will come and the desires
of my heart will be fulfilled because it sure hasn’t come all those years
before  (as  I  had  when this  year  began).   This  poem was originally
written  as  a  general  view of  the  New Year  (as  represented  in  the
parenthetical segments), but a class critique of the poem suggested that
I focus on a more specific subject, so I added personality to the draft.
The end result spoke the same message, but did so in a more directed
light.  So, the bottom line is that the poem transitioned from a general
view of resolutions and dreams and moved into my own personal view
of what a New Year brings to me.  I’m sure some of you out there may
identify with the piece in some way as well.

Technically Speaking (Versions 1-3)

Well, technically speaking, these poems are about heartbreak and
acceptance.  I’m sure that’s implied, but in case it’s not…well, now it
is.  Obviously, love is one of the major subjects that fulfill poetry as a
whole.  Whether it’s love for a person, or love for a glass bottle, that
basic line of inspiration sets the foundation for most works of poetry
that I’ve read.  Since my experiences with love for people have only
been through the realms of dreams and heartbreak—and since I already
addressed  the  dreamer  aspect  of  love,  I  thought  I  would tackle  the
heartbreaking side of it this time around.

 The issue of heartbreak is never an easy one for anybody.  I have
enough writings inspired by my own broken heart to make a separate
publication in itself,  but it  doesn’t change the fact that more broken
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feelings come along on a regular basis to spawn yet another piece of
writing  to  reflect  it.   When  I  had  to  write  a  second  poem for  my
Advanced Poetry class in February 2000 (around Valentine’s Day no
less), I decided to draw upon my broken heart to write the first piece
about a guy who screwed up and lost the love he strove to keep.  When
it made it  to workshop, and the teacher complained that it  was “too
general” like my New Year poem, I decided to write two more versions
for my rewrites.  That’s why you read this poem three times instead of
once.   Even  though the  second version  was just  a  different  way of
reading the first, the last one was the only one that actually reflected
some hint of truth to my own real life.  In a sense, I had to accept the
fact that the girl I wanted was with someone else, and would remain
with that other person for some inconceivable amount of time, and I had
no choice but to accept that heartbreak as painful reality.  In the end I
felt  like  giving up  the  fight,  but  then  that’s  what  an  uncontrollable
heartbreak of that level does to a person.  Granted, that was all written
years ago, but to this day I still feel like giving up when it comes to the
area of love because it still has yet to change for me.  I still find myself
giving all that I can to the point of exhaustion, just to get brushed aside
in favor of someone or something else that has better timing.  Frankly, I
don’t know why I bother sometimes.

Anyway, that’s the story behind the “Technically Speaking” poems.
The “too general” comments on this poem and the last one were what
brought about the specificity in detail of the remaining poems in this
section.

Religion or Faith

I wrote this with the intention of making it my third assignment for
my Advanced Poetry class, but I was never happy with the end result,
so I ended up scrapping it.   I  salvaged it  sometime later to make it
appropriate for the second collection of writings, so you still get to read
it today if you’d like.  But, it disappeared into the archives of my failed
projects  for  awhile,  endangering  it  of  slipping  away from memory.
Fortunately its vacation didn’t last very long.  Anyway, the purpose for
this poem is quite self-explanatory.  I get overly frustrated with people
doing things for  the sake of  being religious,  without actually having
some heart or compassion backing up their actions.  It’s the difference
between doing something for  a  blessing (in this case financial),  and
doing something because you know it’s the right thing to do (because
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it’s  on  your  heart).   I  wrote  this  poem  as  an  expression  of  that
frustration,  to  make  my  point  without  having  to  open  up  a  huge
philosophical or theological debate in the process.  And seeing as how I
still don’t want to open up a huge debate even in this commentary, I’m
gonna leave it at that.

The Awakening of Powerstick Man

This poem came about from one specific desire,  and one desire
only—to hear my university poetry teacher say the word “Powerstick
Man.”  He was a bit stuffy under the collar, and wasn’t the most flexible
instructor in the world, so I had to get him to say something out of
character.  As I mentioned before, he called my last two subjects “too
general,” to which I found absurd because they’re poetry and poetry can
be about whatever the heck you want it to be about.  But, he was a bit
obtuse in his instruction, so I decided to make him happy by focusing
my next poem on a specific subject that could in no way be confused as
a  “general”  topic.   That  subject  of  course  became  the  legendary
Powerstick Man, a character of whom you should be well aware of by
now.  And yes, I got him to say “Powerstick Man.”

For those who don’t know the details behind Powerstick Man, I
wrote his original story in comic format as a response to a deodorant
commercial  that  I  found  ridiculous.   This  poem  is  the  story  that
immediately  follows  that  comic—about  the  hero  who  falls  and  the
villain  who finds  redemption  and  rises.   I  guess  you can  call  it  an
alternative story, since there are other tales that contradict this version
of the Powerstick Man story line, but then those versions were written
after this one, so take the story however you wish.

I wanted the poem to take an epic format because the character’s
story is  told like an epic.   Like any good superhero story will have,
Powerstick Man’s story begins with an origin and evolves from there.
The  evolution  typically  occurs  over  the  course  of  many  years,
transforming a simple life  into something that is  overly complex.   I
wanted my superhero to carry the same level of complexity, so I chose
to tell each version of his story in an epic format.  So, that’s why you
had to read several pages of it before finishing this one.  There isn’t
much else to say about the poem specifically, but I did get an “A” for
my efforts, so it worked out.
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My First Mullet (The Complete Series)

I wrote this piece as a follow-up to “The Awakening of Powerstick
Man” by implementing the notion that a poem could carry a specific
subject, and by implementing the notion that I could get my instructor
to  say whatever  I  wanted him to say—this time wanting him to  say
“mullet.”

At the time, I belonged to a church that was made up primarily of a
tight-knit  group  of  college-aged  students.   These  people  were  an
entertaining bunch of guys and girls who found delight in skateboards
and indy rock, and had this habit of making fun of mullets.  Since I was
a loose member of this group, I found myself participating in my share
of mullet bashing.  I wrote these poems at the pinnacle of that era.

Four versions of “My First Mullet” exist for the same reason that
three  versions  of  “Technically  Speaking”  exist.   My  class  grade
required me to revise it.  Since I didn’t want to stand on one version
alone to shape and reshape, I just rewrote the story in two alternative
forms and picked the best one to represent the title.  When it came time
to put my collection together, I recycled all three versions of the story
and added subtitles to the main title to make an epic out of it.  Then I
capped it off with a fourth episode that told of the destruction of the
mullet to bring the story full circle.  The end result brought in a lot of
laughs,  and  an  appropriate  ending  to  this  section  of  Life  Under
Construction.

And as a side note, I gave Powerstick Man a mullet in the game
version of his story as a tribute to the ongoing joke.

In Conclusion:

And as  it  goes,  this  concludes  this  segment  of  poetry  for  The
Collection  of  Junk  Volume  2.   I  don’t  know  if  you’re  thrilled  or
disappointed that it ended so quickly, but you have in fact reached the
end of the line.  Of course, now you have all of my nonfiction essays to
look forward to, so that’s something good.  But, if you didn’t think my
commentaries were exposé enough for you, then just wait until you read
on.   It  may have  all  been  fiction  up  until  now,  but  this  time  The
Collection of Junk gets personal.  Are you ready?  Actually, the better
question is am I ready?  I guess we’ll find out in a moment, won’t we?
 
—Jeremy
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Introduction

Well,  now  it’s  time  to  savor  the  moment  because  you  finally
reached a section that’s new to the “Collection of Junk” series.  This
section  deals  exclusively  with  factual  tidbits  about  my life  that  go
everywhere from real events in my childhood to emotional responses to
things that suck.  Even though some of the stuff deals exclusively with
moments I savored for one reason or another, there are other pieces that
steer completely away from my memories to give you some perspective
on an insight I may have had.  As you read on, this will make sense.

To  give  you  a  wider  range  of  what  to  expect,  imagine  placing
yourself in a machine that can read everything about your psychology—
actually I have a story about that in the works, but that’s something to
discuss some other time.  Imagine sitting in this machine as it reveals to
you a  scene  that  took  place  during  your  childhood.   As  the  scene
unfolds, imagine yourself writing it down with full visual description
and emotional thought during its revelation.  When the machine finishes
interpreting your memory, look back at what you wrote and see how the
words and the memory compare to each other.  That’s the facet of the
first type of nonfiction you’ll read here.

Now imagine that as you read the document you just wrote, you
start feeling nervous that the world will shun your important work when
you display it for everyone to see.  In a sense you find yourself growing
in a panic because you think you just wasted your time writing this stuff
down.  You’re still sitting in the machine and its sensors detect your
emotional spiral.  Then it shows you how you feel about your presumed
failure in full color and surround sound.  The revelation is so impacting
that you have to write that down too.

That’s  more  or  less  what  this  section  is  all  about.   It  isn’t  a
collection of one type of nonfiction, but rather a collection of scenes,
insights, and rants that played a part in shaping my life.  There isn’t a
lot of comedy in the next few pages, so get that expectation out of your
head.  If anything, there’s a lot of intensity deep within the context of
each work, so be warned.

And have fun too.  If you must find some hidden comedy within
these  personal  stories,  then  feel  free  to  envision  my  life  as  an
amusement  park.   Just  be  warned  that  the  roller  coasters  are
unpredictable here.

—Jeremy
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A Day of Fake War

Under a kaleidoscope of memories lie the details of life—details
that shape our thinking and give us our creativity.  These details create
a cycle that begin with a concept and end with fulfillment.  In a sense,
creativity drives motivation, where motivation drives actions,  actions
create memories, and memories spawn our deepest dreams.  In the end,
our most memorable moments can potentially shape the way we lead
our lives, directly or indirectly.

From early on in life I knew I wanted to live creatively.  When I
was younger, I wanted to work with computers for a living, so that I
could  learn  to  make computer  games.   I  wanted  to  make computer
games  because  my  imagination  ran  wild,  and  I  wanted  to  see  my
creations come to life.  In the process of developing that creativity, I
discovered a new love:  writing.   But,  before that  desire could reach
fulfillment,  I  had to  pave the road that lead to it.   That’s where the
wonderment of my childhood memories came into play.

As  you  probably  know,  many children  say  they  want  to  be  a
fireman when they grow up.  Others say they want to be an astronaut.
These are very big and very important dreams for a child to have.  But,
what makes them want to be a fireman or an astronaut to begin with?
Maybe they saw a kid getting rescued from a burning building.  Or,
maybe they looked to the sky to imagine spending a night on the moon.
Although many children break free of this childhood dream to pursue
something else that fascinates them further on in life, many others still
become firemen and astronauts.  The childhood memories of seeing a
blaze extinguished or seeing a star shoot across the sky etched into their
dream  center  and  they  held  onto  it  somehow.   When  the  memory
becomes a dream, the detail of life begins fresh and the pattern works
its  way to  action.   This  is  how a  childhood  memory  can  directly
influence a person’s dreams.

But  for  me,  one  of  my  fondest  memories  as  a  child  did  not
influence my dreams directly.

One fine sunny day when I was nine years old, all the kids in my
neighborhood got together to play a game of Cops and Robbers.  Now,
Cops and Robbers was a common game that kids played in that era, and
probably still do.  And like other children in other neighborhoods at the
time, we played this game a lot.  But, the kid participation count was
always low—generally below ten, so the games were rather lackluster in
quality.  However, on this fine sunny day we had at least twenty kids
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playing, thus upping the fun ante a bit and beginning the road to one of
my fondest memories from childhood.

All of us had our toy guns and our imaginations with us at the start
of the day.  A couple of the kids had walkie-talkies to communicate
changes  in  the  game.   We  used  trees  as  prisons,  and  the  yellow
apartment duplexes as ambush sites to trap the enemy.  The fields were
our battleground, while the brick barbecue pit became a common place
to lose an opponent or entrap oneself.  There was not a lot of physical
room for strategic maneuvering, but our imaginations led us to more
deceptive traits.  We obviously had to divide our teams up by good and
bad.  But, it was never clear on whom belonged to which team.  This
was  what  made  the  game interesting.   Often  times  a  kid  who was
supposed to be a robber would climb up a tree, or slide through the
barbecue chimney to escape a cop, and then turn the tables.  When the
cop was within grabbing distance, the robber became a traitor to his
team and said that he was a cop too.  Then the cop would trade his
allegiance so he could shoot the former robber.  This kind of mental
strategy shaped much of our way of thinking.  It was devious, but it
allowed us to be creative.  For me, it gave me an excuse to pretend that
I was something I wasn’t.

The pretending aspect of the game was what I felt indirectly shaped
my dreams.  Notice I said indirectly.  I never in my life wanted to be a
cop or a robber.  To be creative was very important in my life, and this
game allowed me  to  build  on  that  desire.   It  was my idea  to  have
neutrals and traitors in later games of this nature because too often kids
played the dry old standard version of Cops and Robbers, and it wasn’t
all that great.  We always had to turn up the notch.

For  example,  whenever we played Hide and Seek,  we wouldn’t
play with bases.  Usually we had just one guy looking for the others,
while the others consistently changed hiding spots.  The benefit from
this style of play was that it encouraged us to learn stealth techniques.
But, what made the Hide and Seek games really interesting was that I
could  often  find  them  early  on,  but  I  wouldn’t  let  them  know it.
Instead, I just followed them when they moved and saw how long it
would take for them to realize I was there.  For me, this was a creative
and  imaginative  use  of  the  game  because  I  could  pretend  I  was  a
detective or something.

I’m not always sure why this was my fondest memory.  Certainly,
there  have  been  many  periods  in  childhood  that  allowed  me  to
experiment  with creativity  and  imagination.   But,  I  do  remember  it
being so much fun.  For example, I would run in a mad rush around a
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duplex and bolt for the lone melaleuca tree by the barbecue pit, hoping
not to pretend to get shot by a robber.  Then, as I would leap over the
picnic  bench  by  the  tree,  I  would  hear  the  words,  “Bang!   Bang!
You’re dead!” and prepare for my retaliation when my next life started.
Of course, as I stalked around some bushes, I would spot my assailant
gunning down another hapless victim.  It was then that I would leap out
and prepare to shoot, just to find out a second later that he converted to
my team.  Then all  would be forgiven and we would stalk the next
target for justice.

Certainly,  this  was a  fun moment in my life.   But,  it  happened
shortly  before  many  of  the  kids  left  the  neighborhood,  which  was
something I never was happy about.  I remember life stopped being fun
when they left—or at least not as fun.  I guess this is one possibility
why it  holds  rank as  one  of  my fondest  memories.   The  last  great
memory before a major depression in life can often be marked as the
best.

For whatever reason this memory was the best, it holds as a symbol
for  what my dreams would bring.   In  effect  this  made  me into  the
central  character  of  an  amusing story that  shaped  itself  as  the  plot
progressed.  I don’t remember the outcome of the game, whether it had
a happy ending or a sad one.  But, this story was not about an ending.  It
was one of those stories that just had significance in the way it was told.
Kids could dream big or just play with their imagination.  Whether our
fondest memories directly shaped our lives or indirectly shaped them,
chances  were  that  we  became  the  very  being  that  we  remember
fascinating us as a child.  I always found the romanticized characters of
games and movies to be fascinating.  Here I am now, creating them.

I do not remember any specific details of later Cops and Robbers
games that we played in my neighborhood.  I’m not saying the others
were insignificant to me.  Even the little games held honor in satisfying
my drive for the imagination.  But,  as time passed, and as games of
pretend became socially unacceptable,  I  found my escape to another
world of pretend.  When I was thirteen, I  broke down and began to
write.  It was something I wanted to do for the past couple years before,
but it was an episode of The Jeffersons that inspired me to go for it.  It
was the episode where the maid wrote a mystery novel, involving the
people in her life as major characters.  In the midst of this inspiration, I
decided to sit down and write about a guy who was trying to find a
television repair shop.  The story was thin, after all I was only thirteen,
but  it  allowed me to  experiment  with  characters  and  settings.   My
imagination ran wild, and amidst all the crazy actions and unrealistic
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elements, I came up with something that involved bad guys versus good
guys.  The big Cops and Robbers game had that same element.  Now, a
lot of the stuff I write has that element.  Maybe our memories do more
than just shape our dreams.  Maybe they shape our very being.  Maybe
this is why people who never played a game of this nature will never
write an action novel.  Maybe this is why girls who play house as a
child are more likely to be into romances.  Any way we look at it, our
memories should not be something that is just remembered, but they
should be appreciated and even cherished.  We never know where they
may take us.

And even though this story is now over—at least this part of it, I
want  to  leave  you  with  one  memory.   Perhaps  this  can  give  you
something  to  think  about  the  next  time  that  you  need  your  own
imagination sparked.  During one of our famed Hide and Seek games,
perhaps the most famous of all the games we played, one of the kids
picked a prime spot behind a hedge of bushes by my other friend’s pool
for his hiding spot.  The kid most likely thought he found a gem of a
cover spot—until I found him of course.  The problem though wasn’t
that his hiding spot was particularly wonderful—if I had not found him,
it would’ve been sufficient.  The problem was that my friend who lived
there peed in those very same bushes just a few minutes earlier.  And
the hiding kid saw him do it,  but  denied it after  we called it  to his
attention.  Anyway, there’s something to think about as you go on about
your day.
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The Night Before Late

December 28, 1995 started out like any other day.  It was a typical
Thursday,  with  nothing  to  be  expected,  and  nothing  to  think  much
about.  It was a get up, eat breakfast, watch a little television, go to
work, come home, and go to bed kind of day.  When I woke up that
morning,  all  there  was  to  look  forward  to  was  another  Thursday,
leading into another Friday, just as history always repeated.  But,  as
history ultimately told its tale, December 28, 1995 became far from just
another ordinary day.

During that time in my life, my family and I had no phone.  The
phone bill  went up too high one month and we just didn’t have the
money to pay for it.  We had a neighbor to rely on when phone needs
became  important,  but  that  was  conditioned  on  whether  or  not  the
phone was available when we needed it.  I bring this up because on that
pivotal night in my life, the phone would’ve come in quite handy.

I had to work that night, which became one of my biggest regrets in
years.   The job  was just  as stale as it  was the many nights that  fell
before it, and I expected nothing.  Only in my worst thoughts could the
truth of that night actually come to pass.

As I re-shelved videotapes in the kid’s section of the video store,
the door chime rang.  I didn’t pay attention to whom walked in, but I
heard the unknown person ask for me.  I popped up from behind the
shelf to see a cop standing there.  I approached him to ask what was
going on because I didn’t typically have cops asking for me.  When he
answered, his words reflected off my back because I had heard them in
different variations before.  He told me something had happened to my
father, and he believed it was heart related.  My mother couldn’t call
and tell me herself because she couldn’t leave the house with all that
was going on.  This, of course, was his reason for coming to see me.  I
couldn’t  say that  receiving news like  this  from a  total  stranger  was
comforting.  But, my father had heart problems like this before, so I
didn’t really think much of it.  Apparently the paramedics didn’t think
much of it either because they didn’t bother rushing him to the hospital.
When  I  went  home  that  night,  I  just  went  to  sleep  knowing  that
everything would be fine in the morning.  It was meaningless that my
last image of seeing him that day was made with a rushing glance, due
to my usual lateness to work.  I figured I could’ve talked to him later.  

December 29, 1995 came in the same way the day before came,
only this time history backed it up.  It was around 9:30 in the morning
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when my mother came in to wake me up.  She had news that came fresh
from the hospital.  I was expecting the news that Dad had a gas problem
or  something  and  that  he  would  be  home later  on  in  the  evening.
Unfortunately,  the news was not  quite  so  promising.   The so-called
heart problem was not a heart problem at all, but a brain hemorrhage, or
aneurysm, as it  is commonly called.  The suddenness of the incident
was blinding to say the least.  It was just a downright shock.  What
prepared us for this?  Nothing.  Nothing at all.

December  30,  1995  came  in  with  a  new meaning  of  the  word
“time.”  My church youth group had a lock-out the night before, which
meant that we all went ice skating, then went to Grand Prix Race-O
Rama—a Go-cart place near Hollywood, and finally went to the beach
to watch the sunrise.  I knew what was waiting for me when I got home,
but the reality was far from comprehensible.   After spending a night
with all my friends,  which I figured out later was probably the best
thing I could’ve done that night, I came home.  I can’t remember if I
was ready to step through that front door or not, but I did.  Sure enough
when I approached my room, there it was waiting for me.  On a yellow
piece of paper with my Mom’s handwriting were the words “Dad died
at 8:19 last night,” and was followed by a few other words.  The words
were just words, but they communicated to my deepest emotions the
very thing that no one wants to ever really know.  I don’t know if it was
shock, acceptance, or just a flat out numb feeling that followed.  But, it
was reality.  My father’s moment had come.  His chair would grow
cold, his dinner would go bad, and his jokes would be lost in forgotten
laughter.  He had all the time in the world to do what he had to do.  He
had all the time in the world to get things right.  I had all the time in the
world to accept his faults and apologize for mine.  We had all the time
in the world to become the ideal father and son.  Time stopped.

Some say “live every day like it’s your last.”  Though, it may be a
noble notion, many just ignore this statement because they’re going to
live until they’re old and gray.  They don’t need to live life like the last
day on earth because they’re invincible.   Life can’t end when we’re
young.  I often feel this way, just like so many other people with bright
and optimistic  futures feel.   How can one blame us?   We’re at  our
physical peaks, we can still think constructively, and we still have hair.
Life is far from over.  Gray hair and badly ironed skin are decades from
making  an  appearance.   Why should  my  father’s  death  come  as  a
shock?   He  was bald.   He had  gray hair.   He had  all  the  physical
characteristics of a typical old man.  He was also just 43.
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Where did the belief that everyone would live forever come into
play?  Was it before the Great Flood of Noah’s time, when people were
living for nearly a thousand years?  Was it when people started getting
immortalized under the light of fame?  I used to think I couldn’t die.  I
was also just five years old when I held this belief.  I could close my
eyes and open them and I’d still be alive.  My world could go black just
like that, but then instantly come back to life.  Is this what many people
do to believe life can’t end?  Is this where we take for granted each
fleeting day of our life?  Did our days ever really matter to us?  So often
people just don’t think about it anymore.  Each day to us is just another
moment, never impacting, and never worth mentioning.

I’m not saying that life should be a party.  So many people confuse
the “live this day like it’s your last” statement as a reason to fulfill all
their forbidden passions and desires.  If anything, that should be a good
reason not to go about doing things that may come back to haunt us.
For example, a man may hate his boss with a passion.  A true follower
of this philosophy would tell his boss of the hateful feelings that he has
for him.  It may feel good temporarily, but a sane man would realize
that if he did this and tomorrow came, he would be without a job.  Sure,
there is still the chance that he may die, and the consequence of getting
fired will not effect him.  But, the fact is the boss will only remember
him as being a jerk, and that can taint the name he takes to his grave.
He’ll never have a chance to fix that mistake.  Therefore, to live each
day like it were his last should mean that he lives to leave a positive,
last impression on someone.  But, what leads us to the point where we’ll
have to make this decision?

When life begins, we have a script to follow.  But, the details of the
story are left entirely up to us to write.  So many of us acknowledge this
philosophy and live to write out those details.  But, do we do a good job
of it?  We go through life trying to pick out what’s important to our
existence and live up to that standard.  But, do we get so caught up with
the little details that we miss out on the bigger plot lines?  For example,
does a man spend so much time everyday trying to gain the attention of
a woman, who is probably dating someone else, to hopefully win her
favor?  His reason for getting up in the morning is to think of some way
to impress her and ultimately satisfy his little detail of the day.  The
woman is not available, but he doesn’t care.  After all, she is the most
beautiful woman he has ever laid eyes on.  He’ll wait every day if he
has to, to gain her favor.  All the while, he misses out on the bigger
picture  to  satisfy this  one  detail.   He  wastes  his  days pursuing the
impossible,  when the one true woman for  his heart  has been on the
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sidelines  the  whole time,  watching him deteriorate  in  his  immediate
satisfactions.  He knows she’s there and will be faithful to his heart.
But, he has it stuck in his mind that the one for him is the one he can’t
have.  Even when it is obvious that he is wasting his time, and that the
woman may never be in reach, he continues to waste it.  He wants to
live a fulfilling life with a woman who cares for him, but his desires are
telling him to date one of supermodel caliber.  It may be a detail that
would be fun to add to his life, but does it put at risk the bigger picture
of his long-term happiness?  Is he living every day to its potential, or is
he taking them for granted?  The woman who was there for him the
whole time moved on, and he still doesn’t have the first one.  Where did
he misjudge his time?  

What  can  be  said  about  the  way  we  live  each  day?   Does
everything we do matter in the end?  How do we shape our lives, and
those  other  lives  affected  by  us?   This  is  something  that  goes
unanswered  because  we just  never  think about  it.   In  fact  the  only
reason  why  anyone  may  be  thinking  about  it  now  is  because  the
question is being asked now.  But, when the sun comes up, and a new
day begins, who’s going to say, “Wow, it’s another day full of exciting
possibilities.   I  think I’m gonna do the best  I  can today.”  If  we as
humans are so predictable that we can live another day the same boring
way  we  always  live  it,  who’s  going  to  say  that?   But,  then  the
extraordinary happens and we realize that no day is predictable.  I saw
December 28, 1995 coming from a mile away, but I had no idea what it
would be bringing with it.   Tomorrow is also getting ready to come.
Will I be ready for it, or will I just sleep through it?
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An Evening of Nothing to Do

As the sun sets on a Friday afternoon, people must make a decision
how they will spend their evening.  The week has been long, the work
forced upon them has been strenuous, and the brain is near numb.  The
time for a break has come.  But, what can be done on a Friday night to
appease the senses, stir up the emotions, and escape to another world?
The  possibilities  are  endless.   But,  so  many  popular  Friday  night
destinations are crowded with people  who are either  drunk, wild,  or
loudmouthed.  The average person has to deal with this sort of nonsense
throughout the workweek, so the last thing he wants to do is mess with
it on his time off.  What else is there left to do?  The answer is simple.
Make it a Blockbuster night.

Blockbuster  Video  stores  are located  all  over  the  world for  the
convenience of those who are starved for a movie in the privacy of their
own home.  Blockbuster, like McDonald’s, is around to cater to almost
every customer with almost any taste.  Unlike food, however, videos
must cater to the taste of the ears, eyes, and emotions.  A Blockbuster
Video store should be designed to help the customer realize that he or
she will be going home with sensory overload.  A store that is properly
maintained and managed will do the job effectively.

The Blockbuster Video in the Publix Shopping Center on Alafaya
Woods  is  modeled  like  most  Blockbusters  around  the  country.
Although very few Blockbuster stores are designed the exact same way,
most at least follow a similar format to one another.  Traditionally, a
Blockbuster Video will have yellow walls, blue highlights, and two sets
of one-way doors.  There is always a security sensor near the exit door,
which an employee must bypass by handing the videos over between
the sensor and the door.  Every store will also have a New Release wall,
and a section called “Favorites.”  The exact similarities typically end
there.  The layout is usually varied, generally depending on how it is
situated in a plaza.   Some stores  are separate buildings, while many
others are located in the corner of a shopping strip.

The store on Alafaya Woods is one of the types of stores located in
a shopping strip; originally taking over another video store called Mega
Movies.  This store is set up vertically, which means it is deeper than it
is wide from the entrance.  The New Release Wall spans from the kids’
television near the front window, all the way around to the other series
of  windows on  the  opposite  side.   The  bathroom and  office  areas
separate sections of the New Release wall, which in turn surrounds the
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Favorites section, which contains all the older (and cheaper) selections.
This section is divided up by genre, rather than by alphabet, so titles are
easier  to  find  for  customers  and  employees  alike,  and  everyone
appreciates  the  separation.   Above  the  Favorites  section  are  the
television monitors, which endlessly play annoying trailer tapes of the
ET/Blockbuster Network, promoting films, games, and musical artists,
all  of which are conducted by the anchors of  Entertainment Tonight.
The employees, who hang out by the check-in/check-out counters all
night, tend to get bothered by the redundancy of the repeating trailer
tapes.  However, for the customer who doesn’t have to listen to them
eight hours straight,  the trailer  tapes and store layout can aid in the
decision making process on what to take home.  For those who do have
to stay in the building for such a length of time or longer, numbness sets
in, and movies just do not seem all that interesting anymore.

The  store  is  not  necessarily  designed  to  allow  people  to  pass
through easily.  It is designed to keep people in the store longer, hoping
to attract them to check out some videos and merchandise.  It is also
designed to keep the videos a little  more secure.   When a customer
walks in, the only way back out is to walk by the videos on sale, move
around  the  check-in/check-out  counters,  pass  by  all  the  candy  and
sodas,  have subliminal messages of “buy, buy, buy,” cut through the
security sensor, and head out through the exit door.  Some customers
are obviously annoyed by this because many just want to drop off their
tapes.  Even though there is a drop box conveniently located outside by
the exit door,  many people just feel like walking in and dropping off
their tapes in the internal drop box.  This strikes me as kind of odd
because most of them will try to keep the inner entrance door open and
sneak in their returns, only to realize later that the outer entrance door is
already shut, and there is no handle to open it.  Then they sport a face
that has the “duh” expression written all over as they head for the exit
door without making eye contact with anyone.

However, as inviting as it may be, not everyone chooses to come to
Blockbuster when they finish out their  workweek.  Some are in fact
satisfied with dealing with people at booze parties and swing dancing
clubs.  But, for the ones who do come to Blockbuster, many are family
people who just want to relax at home.  The world is the last thing on
their  minds  as  they  aimlessly  wander  around  the  store  wondering
“what’s good?”  Fortunately, for those who do not know what’s good,
there  are  employees  who  frequently  do  know.   Granted,  not  all
employees have time to watch a movie, and many are pretty useless, but
there is a small handful that can name just about any little detail of any
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movie in the store.  These are the ones that give a full critique of a film,
and then a sales  pitch  to  try to  sell  the  customer  into spending the
money he earned that week on taking home one of these videos.  The
sales pitch often works because the tired, confused customer will sport
a look of relief when he knows he has just taken a “great movie” off the
shelf.   Of course,  there  are  some people  that  are incredibly hard  to
please, and they will still come back disappointed because this “great”
movie actually sucked.  But, then the same person will take out another
video.

The customer load in the video store is plentiful, which is proven in
the business profits it  makes.  Blockbusters spring up like weeds all
over  the place  and the consumer market  of  business can justify this
ability to expand.  Half the reason why business is so good is because
people love to escape reality.  This just cannot be done at McDonald’s,
unless there’s a belief that the hamburgers are made of real meat.  The
other reason why people keep coming back to Blockbuster (even with
the  prices  as  high  as  they  are)  is  because  the  customer  service  is
exceptionally good.  The employees will say “hello” at anything that
moves which gives the customer a  “welcome home” feeling.  Then,
after some moral support from the employee, the customer can walk
through the exit doors with the movies he wants, even if they’re bad,
knowing that he will “go home happy,” as the slogan says.  Generally,
the customer can enjoy his experience at a Blockbuster store because he
has so much entertainment at his fingertips, and the employees make
sure that he realizes this.

But,  even  with  a  store  that  has  such  a  good  track  record  for
customer  service,  not  everyone  can  be  happy.   People  come  in  all
personalities, and unfortunately, all personalities come to Blockbuster.
Of the plethora of great people who grace the floor of the Blockbuster
store,  there is  always going to be one hard case that has a problem.
Problems almost always come in late fees.  For some reason, late fees
disturb the ebb and flow of a great customer service record.  The reason
is  because  so  many people  forget  that  they  drop  off  a  movie after
midnight, or that they need to return it to the same store they rented
from.  Then they blame the lowly employee of six dollars an hour when
he tells them there are two extra bucks on the account when they come
to the check-out counter with their next set of movies.  Some customers
will jump up and down, making a large ruckus when they decide to
make it known that they are cheapskates wanting to skip out on a late
fee they know they earned.  These people give customers everywhere a
bad name, and show just how greedy our society has become.  But,
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sometimes  the  employee  gets  sidetracked  and  forgets  to  check-in  a
video.  In that case the customer is credited for the bill that was placed
on the account, and customer service is restored to optimum level.

The evidence of greed in a customer does not stop with the late fee.
Satisfaction must come on all levels when dealing with business.  When
there is such a high demand for satisfaction, someone usually gets left
out  somewhere.   A  prime  example  is  in  the  supply  and  demand
department.  There may be a high demand for L.A. Confidential, but the
supply can only cater to the lucky few that happen to be waiting by the
counter  when  a  copy  comes  in.   Of  course,  when  this  occurrence
happens,  the employee is  cautious to revealing the title  in his hand.
Then, as he slowly approaches the counter, he will quickly throw it into
the piranha pit of people who are fighting to grab at the single copy,
and pray that he does not lose his hand in the process.  When one lucky
person grabs the tape, all the others sigh with disappointment.  Then,
when the bargaining is made among the customers about who should
really take home the tape, someone will get screwed.  Unfortunately it
is usually the employee who gets screwed because while the counter
hounds tear at the title he just forfeited, another customer he promised
the tape to sadly walks away, silently cursing him for forgetting.  This
greed and lawlessness of a Blockbuster customer is cruel to the nature
of man.

However, not all customers want to come in to rent a movie.  Some
people just want a place to go to at  least feel  like they have a life.
These individuals  will  generally strike  up some sort  of  conversation
about  a  movie,  just  to  see  if  an  employee  feels  the  same  about  it.
Sometimes the process is reversed and the employee will ask all the
questions.  It keeps the job more interesting, and lets the customer avoid
going home to an empty house so soon.  A customer who usually strikes
up this sort of conversation is typically elderly, single, or bored with
life.  This shows that there is no predictable customer at a Blockbuster
store.  All have their reasons for being there, but it is not always for
renting a movie.  Sometimes a person comes in just for  the sake of
going to the bathroom.  There is nothing special about the Blockbuster
bathroom except that it  is small,  cold, plain, and a little dirty.  But,
people still enjoy asking an employee to open the bathroom for them.
Maybe it just reinforces the inviting atmosphere of a Blockbuster store.
After all, kids come in for their games, parents come in for their after
hours  action flicks,  couples  come in  for  their  romance  titles,  freaks
come in for their sci-fi and horror movies, and lazy people come in just
to misplace cover boxes.  They just want more for their emotional trip.
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The friendly staff makes the customer welcome, and the yellow and
blue walls, with flashing lights strung along the ceiling rims make the
average person feel like he is in a Hollywood wonderland, without the
obnoxious actors.  All this strategy of customer satisfaction is designed
well, and keeps the customer coming back for more the following week.

So, that is the Blockbuster experience, but there is no telling what
the  customer  feels  when  he  or  she  goes  home  after  visiting  a
Blockbuster store.  Does he miss the aesthetic pleasure of looking over
a sea of movie boxes?  Does he try his hardest to savor the image of
lighted movie posters looming ominously in windows, looking inside
and out?  Does he wonder why the Blockbuster phones ring so darn
much?  These questions are hard to answer once the customer walks out
the exit doors because the Blockbuster experience ends in the parking
lot.  But, one thing is for sure, and that is as soon as he enters his living
room, his movie prepares to jump into his VCR, immersing him into a
whole new world that even Blockbuster cannot begin to match.  Then
the  evening  of  nothing  to  do  becomes  filled  with  excitement  and
entertainment, and the Blockbuster experience begins again.  If only for
a little while.
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The Ultimate Love
The most famous verse in the New Testament is John 3:16, which

states that “God so loved the world that He gave his only begotten son,
so that we may not perish, but have everlasting life.”  This verse is
preached to many as the gateway to Salvation.  But, one key word in
this verse that stands out most importantly is the word “love.”  God
loved  us  enough  to  sacrifice  His  son  so  that  we  may  live  in  His
kingdom forever.  This love is important, for it is what brings us peace.

Love holds several definitions, all relating to a definition of selfless
action.  On the scale most people are familiar with, love is the affection
felt  between  a  man and  a  woman.   The  man brings flowers  to  the
woman; the woman brings a meal to the man.  Some couples have their
own rituals of showing affection.  Some do not have to do more than
just look into each other’s eyes.  Any way the sun hits, people have a
special way to capture the heart of their love.  Many times one will go
out of his or her way for another.  Many times it  will involve a big
sacrifice.  A man truly in love may miss a Super Bowl party to take his
love interest on a date.  A woman truly in love may go to the Super
Bowl party with her love interest just to please him.  It may not be at
the top of either of their lists of preference, but they’ll do it for love.
God took the sacrifice to a much greater scale for the sake of those He
loves.

Why would someone want to go through a sacrifice of some sort to
show his love?  He wants to be with the one he cares about.  I know a
man who was heavy into games.  He just flat out got rid of all his games
as  a  sacrifice  to  show his  commitment.   I’m not  sure  if  it  was for
financial reasons, or just to spare his wife’s nerves, but he loved her
enough to make this sacrifice.  Now, from a distant look, that may not
seem like much of a sacrifice.  But, with all the time and money spent
into making the collection, it has to be considered pretty extreme.  Now
take a sacrifice like this and multiply it to something bigger.  Some
people will actually sacrifice everything they have to be with the one
they love.  Case in point, how many women give up their careers to
raise a family?  For some women, this is a huge deal.  But, for the sake
of her children, she is willing to set aside her years of college education
and monster paychecks to be there for them.  Why?  Her sacrifice will
make them better.

We  as  humans  cannot  help  but  to  mess  up  in  life.   Our
imperfections  have  made us  come  short  of  the  glory of  God.   But,
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because He wants us to be better off, and be able to live in His kingdom
forever, He made the sacrifice.  Those of us who choose to accept His
gift of grace and love can come to His kingdom at the end of life on
earth.   Unfortunately,  not everyone realizes  this love He has for  us.
Sure,  many  have  heard  the  words  “God  loves  you,”  spoken  from
different people.  But, how many truly know what it means?  Hopefully,
the true meaning of the words is becoming clear now.

God wants us to know that He loves us.  He wants us to accept His
love and to be with Him forever.  He created us to be His children and
His friends to love forever.  But, many still do not really know this.  It
is just like an example of a  note from a secret  admirer.   The secret
admirer is helplessly in love with a person from class.  He wants to tell
the object of his affection that he really loves her.  But, for some reason
she doesn’t pay much attention to him.  So, he sends a middleman to
pass the note along.  This way the message can come to her attention.
Maybe after reading the note, she’ll become curious as to who wrote it.
She’ll want to know more about him.  The same can be considered with
God.  He sends people out all over the world to tell others that He loves
them.  But, not everyone will heed this call.

If there is someone we love, but for some reason the message never
reaches them, it hurts.  If there is someone we love, and we have the
fortune to give he or she the message, but we get rejected, it hurts.  One
night, after dealing with my own burdens on this subject, it came to me
that God hurts too.  He wants His creation to love Him, but so many
won’t, either because of rejection or failure to know of His love.  He
created love, so He hurts when the love He gives is not returned.  I
know I hurt when love is not returned to me.  I know the girl down the
street is hurt when love is not returned to her.  I know a parent is hurt
when love is not returned from his child.  Could “hurt” even be a proper
word for the true pain that comes from lack of love?  The fact is love
should be a flood among us all.  If God loves us so much to sacrifice
His son to pay for our sins, we should at least tell Him that we love Him
too, and mean it.  Love is so important to life and we should not throw
it away.  We would not want it thrown away from us.  Life would no
longer have meaning without love, and the question of the meaning of
life would no longer need to be asked.
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Where’s the Love?
A story begins with a man looking for a woman.  The man is good-

looking, does everything he knows is right, and tries to live his life with
fulfillment.  But, the problem he faces is that the woman he is looking
for does not seem to be there.  A man like this is the model of success,
but his expectations go beyond his reality.  His arms are wide open, but
no one is answering his plea.  How can this man, so willing to love, not
get any love back?  Are the objects of his desire looking at him and just
don’t care?   Or are they blinded by another interest?   He waits and
waits patiently for  someone to  reciprocate  love for  him.  But,  he is
seriously alone, and each passing night brings a tear to his eyes.  Why is
no one there?

This story is illustrated as a point that so many are without love.
They do much to hint that they’re looking for it, but none get a positive
response.  So often a potential candidate to meet their needs will pass
by, never giving a second look.  So often a night will end, just as it
began—nothing new, and another hope shattered.   Therefore sadness
takes over.  It’s a maddening spiral that makes the victim want to give
up.

Often, I feel like giving up.  Sometimes I wonder if I haven’t given
up already.  Why must I, like many others, have to go through so much
of this?  Why does so much time have to pass in loneliness?  Why must
we watch as others find love, and then do what we can to try to forget
that we need it too?  Why must we be overlooked so much?  I feel it is
an illustration of something grander.

One night as I pondered why I had to be so alone, the answer came
to me.  Now, I stress that this in no way makes the situation easy to deal
with.  If anything, it makes it even harder.  But, the situation is here,
and I believe it reveals something that maybe God feels.  Now, I’m not
sure if this is something that God revealed to me, or if it’s something I
just made up that night.  But, the impact was so hard-hitting that I don’t
see how it could possibly be something straight from my head.  The fact
of the matter is God has His arms open wide, yet so many don’t want to
come.

Why do so many reject God’s love?  Is He not the creator of love?
So often we get wrapped up in the wrong desire that we neglect the one
who should be getting all our desire.  He gave us life, He gave us our
world, and many cannot acknowledge the fact that He just wants us to
spend some time with Him.  A man and woman in love will try to spend
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as much time with each other as possible.  Why is it so hard for many of
us to do the same for God?  He’s there for us twenty-four hours a day.
Why is it  that so many of us can’t even give twenty-four minutes to
speak our mind to Him?  There must be something blinding us.  Or,
maybe there is a fear of making a commitment to God.  When a man
and a woman come together in marriage, they base their lives around
one another.   Many times their love for each another will take them
down avenues that one may not be ready for.  But, because the love is
so strong they take the avenue anyway, and it turns out that it is to their
benefit.  Too often we think God wants something out of us that we’re
not ready to deal with, then we end up rejecting His love.  Did fear
overtake us, or did we fall in love with something else?  There is so
much distraction in this world, that we go for the whores—like money,
power, and fame, rather  than the one who deserves our love, and is
more than willing to give it back.  This could be a sign of desperation
because the need for love is written deep in our soul, and many of us
are not ready for the commitment that follows.

But, this lack of love and acceptance does not limit itself to those
who just don’t want to love back.  Many of us don’t realize that God
loves us.  Another illustration brings us to a woman.  She is helplessly
in love with a man, but he doesn’t know it.  Certainly, he needs love,
and he is searching eagerly for it.   But,  he has no idea that there is
actually someone who loves him.  All it would take is for someone to
pass the message along that she really loves him.  But, no one will do it
because no one has time.  She could tell him herself, but what if he’s
not responsive at the time?  What if she put her trust in a friend to pass
the message along, but the friend doesn’t do her part?  The man walks
away, never knowing the joy he could have had, and the woman misses
out on the sacrifice she wanted desperately to make.  The same can be
applied on the grander scale.

Many people would be more than willing to give their love to God,
but the message has never reached them that God loves them.  So, how
do they know to love Him back?  Many don’t.  He wants them to know,
but so many don’t pass the message along.  Then the people who would
love  back  just  keep  walking—looking  for  value,  meaning,  and
acceptance in useless things that will pass away in time.  All they gain
from it is emptiness, loneliness, and dissatisfaction.  They just needed
that one little note to get them excited and hopeful again.  But no one
passed it along.  Fortunately, as long as they continue to hunt for true
love, we can help make it known to them.
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I hope this can act as a message that God is there for us, and that
He is ready for us to love Him.  Too often we don’t want to do our part
by returning the love.  But, it should be reminded that it feels incredibly
bad when the one we want to  love us,  won’t love us back.   Is  this
something we want to do to God?  On the physical scale, I hate not
having one true love to be there for me when times are tough, and vice
versa.  It is dreadful to me when something important happens, and I
have no one around to share it with.  I cannot stand having to go day by
day wishing I could just be there to celebrate a victory that she has been
struggling to reach.  I believe God feels the same way when many of us
reject His presence and desire for our hearts.  Isn’t it about time we give
Him a chance?
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The Abandoned Lot
It was sometime in September 1998 when I decided to buy a book

about establishing healthy relationships, and what to do while waiting
for a healthy relationship to form.  I never saw myself as the kind of
person who would actually go to a bookstore and pick up one of these
books.  For at least two or three years prior to my submission to this
kind of literature, my mom would try to pawn off other books about life
and dating and all these other things that I could not take seriously as a
subject for self-help information.  Frankly I thought she was tired of
seeing me wishing I were involved with someone, but making very little
effort  to  pursue anything with anyone.  I  did not want to read these
stupid and otherwise misguided books based on principles I really did
not care to apply to my life.  I did not want to read about where to go on
a date, what to talk about, or even how to find a member of the opposite
sex.  I knew where to find members of the opposite sex.  I still know;
they are all around me!  But, by the time September 1998 rolled around,
I really felt confused as to why I was twenty-two and still not seeing
anyone,  so  I  went  to  a  seminar  about  the  Christian  perspective  of
relationships.  About a week or so later I decided to buy the book that
went along with the  seminar  entitled,  I  Kissed  Dating  Goodbye,  by
Joshua  Harris.   For  once  I  actually  liked  what  was being  said  and
agreed with most every point brought up in the text, and I ultimately
stopped caring that I was still uninvolved with anyone.

Although many of  the  chapters  talked  about  the  principles  of  a
better relationship evolved from friendships and such, rather than from
singles bars or the Personals, one of the chapters in this book talked
about how to make the best out of my single years.  The point it made
clear was that  there are plenty of things that a person can do in his
single years, while waiting for someone special to enter his life, that he
cannot  do  in  his married  years  (or  even in  his  single,  but  involved
years).  Evidently, a relationship can cause restrictions on the time spent
for one’s self or for places he can go, since the other person has to be
factored into the decisions that  are  made.   I  realized I  would be so
caught up in trying to nurture a relationship with a wife or girlfriend,
had there been one, that I would neglect the time I could spend going
on trips or doing service work, or doing something otherwise fulfilling
to my heart and soul.  This realization flashed me back to the summer
of 1994 when I had gone on a missions trip to New York City.
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The principle behind a missions trip is to give a group of people a
small taste of what missionaries go through in foreign lands.  This can
include  witnessing to  people,  which means spreading the  gospel,  or
serving people in their daily lives, like helping them build shelters, or
teach children, or do whatever the situation calls for.  So, the foreign
land my church youth group decided to go to in 1994 was New York
City.

We left  early morning on Saturday,  June 11 from Lake Worth,
Florida, just south of West Palm Beach and drove for almost twenty-
four hours until reaching a suburban beach town in New Jersey called
Tinton Falls.  We spent the whole day on Sunday in that town, and then
drove into New York on Monday morning.  We went up into the Statue
of  Liberty,  drove  through the  streets  of  Manhattan,  which proved  a
nightmare because I had to pee really bad, but could not get out, and
ended up at the house of the mother of one of our group members in
Croton-on-the-Hudson.   We  spent  the  night  there  and  awoke  that
Tuesday morning to the news that  O.J.  Simpson was on the run for
something that happened to his wife and a guy she was with.  From
there we would drive into Brooklyn where we spent the rest of the week
giving our services to an urban ministry that specialized in reaching out
to the children of the ghettos.

Now, I remember that at the time I did not want to be there.  I had
to sleep in a huge room with over twenty-five people, not once did I
feel completely clean since we were told to shower with our sandals on,
and I was not happy with the way our meal-times went.  I did not want
to drink nothing but soda for the whole week, and I was not comfortable
with being rushed early every morning to go out and do whatever it was
we  were  going  to  do  that  day.   I  had  decided  early  on  that  the
missionary life  was not  meant for  me.  Even now I  still  believe the
missionary life is not meant for me, but my reasons now are due to the
fact that I am not called to it, where five years ago my reasons were that
I just did not like being uncomfortable.

As much as I really wanted to go home, I still did all that I was
asked to do.  I’m still not sure whether or not I had a cheerful heart that
week, but it did leave me with one memory that got me thinking about
my life as an uninvolved single person.  When I lied in my bed more
than four years later reading this chapter about making the most of my
single years, it hit me at just how fulfilling one of our days in New York
turned out to be.  On Wednesday, the guys in the group were asked to
clean  out  one  of  the  abandoned  lots  that  was  designated  as  the
neighborhood trash dump.  This job meant sweating in the hot summer
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sun,  frying from the  garbage  heat  of  the  sticky New York  air,  and
getting downright dirty from throwing mounds of nasty junk into the
huge dumpster at the back end of the lot.  We had to lift heavy objects,
throw away soggy objects, and even pull weeds from the various areas
where  they  were  growing  thick  and  unsightly.   The  job  was  very
unpleasant, but was surprisingly one of the moments I treasured most
about the trip.  Maybe a part of it was because I felt more like a man at
that point than I had for some time before, but I  think it was due to
something deeper than that.  I think I realized I was doing something
honoring to God and I enjoyed it.  I did not grumble, but looked for
more things to do and clean up.  Looking back I realized that was a
moment that brought me fulfillment, even if there was so much else in
my life that had not.

It  took  me  four  years  to  realize  that  lasting joy  and  wonderful
memories  do  not  necessarily  come  from  making  plans  to  play
Volleyball with people, or learn what it’s like to watch friends eat really
messy hamburgers at picnics.  Those things were always fun to me and I
certainly continue to look forward to those moments again and again.
But as far as going out and doing things go, I realized that it was the
things that were done to serve others, and ultimately to serve God, that
brought me the most rewarding memories of my life.  This realization
helped encourage my decision three months later to spend a day in the
December heat to help Habitat for Humanities fill in the foundation of a
house.  It was hot and dirty, but certainly a memory worth holding onto.
I cannot say the opportunities to serve like that will always be there, or
that I will always be able to do my part when they are there.  But I can
say that when I do serve again, it  will be yet another memory worth
cherishing, where maybe one trip to the movies with a beautiful girl
would have its perks, but not the same level of fulfillment.
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Tangled Heart
Love is perhaps the toughest struggle I ever had to deal with.  I’m

not so sure why it’s such a struggle, but to show it is dangerous, while
not to show it is insolence.  I grew up with a poor example of love, and
as a grown up I hurt myself when I tried to love.  It is obvious that love
bears a lot of suffering, but I always hoped I would see some kind of
reward out of that suffering.  Instead, my suffering has led to losing a
parent,  having doubts  in  the  sincerity of  friends,  and  entangling my
heart with the questions of who my true love is supposed to be.

I wrote an essay once about love, and how we as humans don’t
seem to acknowledge the fact that God loves us to the point of ultimate
suffering, even though we don’t seem to care.  We’re too busy pursuing
other  loves and looking for  empty fulfillment in other sources.   We
forget  that  true  love  takes  sacrifice,  rather  than  selfish  indulgence,
which seems to take out more pleasure than goodness.  It seems that we
as humans prefer  things that  are  temporal  rather  than eternal,  which
explains  our  desires  to  horde  riches  and  work  and  live  for  stupid,
meaningless things.  Somehow I feel I have lost sight of what the true
meaning behind the essay was supposed to be.  Perhaps I was hoping
the essay would be a gateway to my own conquest of love, and became
disappointed when I still faced the same old defeats.  Perhaps I just
forgot it existed and carried on to live the way I wanted to live, and
fulfill the desires I wanted to fulfill.  Looking back I regret having ever
forgotten that love is a gift and not a conquest.

What does it mean to me to truly love?  I used to think it just had to
be a feeling of respect or gushiness, depending on whom the person was
that the love was reflected toward.  Then I found out love is an action,
so I felt that maybe it comes from the willingness to give.  I tried to
abandon the ways of feeling respectful or gushy and adopt the ways of
giving, but  then I  struggled  with sincerity.   Was I  giving to  get,  or
giving to love?  Sometimes I wondered if the true test of sincerity could
only come from the  possibility  of  sacrifice.   Of course,  whenever  I
tested myself, I would question if I was being sincere at the time, or just
trying to justify my actions.  The perfect example used to be in what I
would do for my family.  The one thing I hated most was to baby-sit my
little sister because I knew it would take everything I had out of me.
Often times it  would not be a sacrifice to baby-sit since I had little
choice in the matter, so the sacrifice would come down to whether or
not I made a big fuss over it.  I realized that my mom needed a break
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from time to time, so I guess sacrificing my own sanity with good cheer
would help me show love in a pure form.  Since I never really expected
anything in return from family members for whatever sacrifice I made
for them, it would seem that the love I gave them would be the most
sincere.

I am not sure that I have ever really loved others with quite the
same sincerity.  I guess in a way I take advantage of family members for
their sincerity in love because they have known me all my life and have
accepted my faults and have helped me work through them.  People
outside my family have a different view of my life, which makes love
more of a labor to give and to receive.  This is where trust has been a
bit  of a  problem.  It  hurts me when I  think people  only show their
compassion when they know they can—when it’s comfortable.  I know
that when I am faced with the prospect of receiving affection of some
kind, I get a little tense and have the propensity to avoid it for fear of
being in an awkward situation.  I can only assume other people feel the
same  way  when  that  affection  is  placed  on  them  at  an  otherwise
uncomfortable time.  I’m not sure what this has to do with true love and
sacrifice,  but  I  question  it  because I  always figured  true  love  could
handle pretty much anything.  So I guess I bring trust into the question
because I do not  know if people  are  showing love because they are
sincere, or just because they are comfortable with it.  It bothers me to
think that true love really isn’t so true among people because I know
how  apprehensive  I  get  about  showing  compassion  or  comfort  to
someone I really don’t want to draw close to.  Often times I feel like
I’m the one no one wants to draw close to, but they do because they feel
guilty if they don’t.  So do we really show love, or are we just looking
for a way to win brownie points with our conscience?

I cannot say that I can love like Jesus loved me.  For a long time
now I thought I knew what it meant to love.  I thought if I could lend a
sympathetic  ear,  maybe  give  a  gift  or  two,  or  just  acknowledge
somebody’s birthday; then maybe I was doing my part to love them.
But the one struggle I’ve continuously dealt with—then and now—is
the idea that the particular receiver of my love did not and does not
have to lend me his or her sympathetic ear, give me a gift, or even tell
me that I’m important to their life.  It’s a struggle because I long for
something reciprocal,  but  realistically how much love  is  ever  really
reciprocal?  Even if we say we love Jesus, we can never love Him like
He loves us, so Jesus proves that His love is unconditional.  Why does
the love people give each other have to be reciprocal?  When I say I
long for something reciprocal, I am not saying it to fill up an idea.  I
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really do long for something reciprocal, but I’m not so sure that I truly
love others if I can only love when it comes back to me.

Maybe it’s unfair of me to expect love from others.  Maybe I’m not
doing my part to love unconditionally if I am not showing love out of
sincerity and the lack of any expectations.  I do not know why I feel like
I have to receive love as much as I want to give it.  I do know why I am
afraid  to  give  love  when  it’s  possible  that  someone  else  may  be
intimidated  by it.   Why should  love  be  intimidating?   Sometimes  I
wonder if we have made love into something territorial.  Often times if I
show love to someone who has claimed love to someone else, I feel like
I  have committed some awful and unforgivable sin because all  of  a
sudden I have crossed some kind of taboo line.  But is true love really
afraid,  or  do  I  fear  showing my love because my intentions are  not
sincere?   Sometimes I  feel  like I  live in such a paranoid world that
everyone scrutinizes my actions to check whether or  not  my love is
given  in  hopes  to  receive  something  reciprocal,  and  obviously
impossible.  In other words, I feel like I cannot be giving to another
without someone else raising an issue about my feelings and whether or
not I should be someone to watch out for.  I think this is where I’m
afraid to love because I don’t know what problems will arise because of
it.  There is also an issue of whether or not a person wants to be loved.
I don’t understand why it is such a shocking prospect that another may
love me, even if I’m not ready to love them, or vise versa.  Too often
I’m afraid to say anything because I don’t know how the words would
be received, and I’m sure others deal with the same problem.

I am not so sure why I’m writing any of this.  I thought I was going
to  sit  down and  write  some poetry or  something, but  this  came out
instead.  I guess it is one of those issues that raises the most questions in
my life and never  leaves me alone.   All too often I have the world
telling me I have to be loved to be anything, yet I feel humiliated when
I cannot find that love anywhere.  But what is the love I refer to then?
All  of  a  sudden  the  word  love  gets  confused  with  affection  and
romance, and then it becomes truly dangerous or at least difficult.  Why
do I have to use the word in any context, yet have it misunderstood as a
deep  feeling  for  a  particular  person?   I’m afraid  to  use  the  word,
especially to women because our ears are trained to hear it wrong.  All
of  a  sudden I  cannot  be  nice  to  a  person  because  that  would raise
rumors and questions that are completely unnecessary.  Even if a rumor
were somehow true, then I have to find a way to protect myself from
loving others because then it would cause some kind of confusion, and I
would have a big mess on my hands.  So how does it all work out this
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way?  I  feel  as  if  the  world  cannot  love  effectively at  all,  and  my
attempts  to  love,  which  should  bring  joy,  mostly  bring  pain  and
confusion.  It is then that I question if I have ever loved right at all.  

Sometimes I wish love could be boiled back down to its original
purpose—to reflect  God’s unconditional love to  each other.   Maybe
then I wouldn’t lose sleep over whether or not my love for anyone is
pure.  Maybe then I wouldn’t have to lose sleep over the perplexing
question of whether or not my showing of love has been received the
right way or the wrong way.  Maybe then I would not fear the outcome
of  giving love  without necessarily receiving it  back.   Maybe then I
could know what true love really is, and know how to recognize it when
I’m finally faced with it, or given the chance to give it.  I just want to
love  others  without  fear  that  it  will  all  blow up  in  my face.   But,
sometimes I feel like people just won’t let me do that.

All in all, I’m not so sure that I can escape the reality that the world
thinks of love in terms of compassion, affection, and romance, rather
than selflessness, counsel, and discipline.   I’m not so sure if I  could
even change people’s hearts on the situation.  Who really takes essays
like these seriously?  Anyone who reads this and disagrees will just
continue to be as apprehensive to true love as I am, and still think that
showing love will make the heart dangerously vulnerable to pain and
eminent disappointment, therefore nullifying any chance to be sincerely
giving to people they love.  After all, how often do the people we love
ever  really return it?   Friends have other friends, parents have other
kids, and guys and girls have other guys and girls that they would rather
give their love and affection to than the one whom seeks it from them.  I
guess  in  perspective  this  angle  of  love  has  ensnared  me  because  I
cannot see love perfectly.  I still see it in the same terms that I feel have
ruined the concept’s original purpose.  In this I have to wonder if I’m
guilty of breaking the number one gift of love that God gives because of
my blindness to truth.  I understand that specific people I show my love
to will be blind to my efforts because they are looking or even receiving
love from somewhere or someone else, although it may or not be as
strong as I feel I can give, or at least try to.  Perhaps I am ignoring
God’s perfect love because I’m looking for it from others who cannot
dare to dream to give it as effectively as He can.  Maybe that’s where
the oversight of true love has been all along and why the issues of love
get so confusing to me.
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Wet
I feel like I’ve done this a thousand times.  Walk to the edge, tempt

my fate, and decide it’s not worth the consequence.  The thin wooden
plank doesn’t strike me as something that would hold us up too well,
and I know the future would have an awful tale to tell if I ignore that
fact.  I look at it and wonder if I really want to go near it, since I don’t
particularly like to take a step into the unknown.  I figure just because
I’m  a  kid  doesn’t  mean  I  have  to  explore  every  facet  of  my
surroundings.  I’m sure what lies on the other side of the plank will still
be there later, whether I walk on it now or not.  But I guess the true
adventure isn’t really exploring the other side.  The true adventure is
testing the strength of the board, and the balance our feet can control.

It looks like another sunny day at the butt end of the neighborhood.
The other kids are all apparently out on other excursions, so I guess I’m
the  one  stuck  playing with the  little  brat.   I  would much rather  be
playing with my fun friends, since they have the cool trees, the cool
yards, and the cool toys, but sometimes I have to settle for the leftover
kid.   So  here  I  am at  the  banana  colored,  single-floored  apartment
complexes,  inching  my  way  down  the  parallel  running  canal’s
embankment.  I wish I could go bike riding instead.

Climbing down the embankment is an adventure in its own right,
like tempting the fates of scaling the walls of the greatest canyon to cut
through the earth.  Of course the impulse of trying to see how far I can
jump from the top of the embankment into the water below has a greater
hold  on  me,  but  good judgment tells  me I’d be  better  off  climbing
down,  since  I  don’t  have  to  worry  about  being  attacked  by  slimy
creatures if I stay on dry land.  I take step after step, crawling backward
down  the  sandy  and  grassy  bank,  to  reach  the  incredibly  narrow
shoreline at the bottom.  Although the climb down is only about six
feet, it seems the return up would be like hiking up a mountain.  Every
little step slides more dirt out from under the climber, ultimately leaving
him to climb very slowly.  Fortunately, it doesn’t take much effort to
get to the bottom, and I find myself standing by the water’s edge within
split seconds.

The kid and I stand around for a moment giving eye to the plank
that lies before us.  It stretches loosely from one end of the shore to the
other, taunting us with its obvious instability for balance.  At this point I
begin to question myself why we’re even down here to begin with.  I’m
certain I made it silently clear that I did not want to go by the canal
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today, since trees and toys are so much more fulfilling to my childlike
spirit right now.  But here we are anyway, watching the plank laugh at
us feeble and all too trusting little individuals, waiting to suck us into its
tormenting practical joke.  The kid sets himself up for the punch line,
stepping his foot onto the plank.

“You’re in trouble if I fall in,” he plainly says to me.
What was that  supposed to  mean?  The plank clearly tempts to

throw one of us into the dark and nasty water a few inches below our
feet.  Why am I in trouble?  Is he gonna reach up and pull me in with
him?  Now I’m sure I don’t want to be down here.

He slowly walks a couple of feet to reach the middle of the plank.
I look to see where he stands and realize he really doesn’t have far to
walk at all.  If he wanted to reach the other side of the canal, he could
pretty much jump there, but he doesn’t.  Instead he hovers around the
board a little bit, and I find myself trying to hold in the laughter as his
arms begin to flail.  I knew he was gonna find himself into the murky
drink, and sure enough, there he goes.  His feet rock backward a little
bit, the board shoots out from under his feet, and he falls backward, butt
first into the water.  The slime gushes out all around him.  I figure I
better get out of here before I somehow end up in there too, so I quickly
mountain climb back up to the top.

“I’m telling my dad on you,” he cried, as he regained his dripping
composure.

For what?  You’re the one who fell in, you big baby.
Moments later  after  he runs back into his apartment,  reeking of

stagnant  garbage  water,  his  dad  comes  out  and  grabs  me  by  the
shoulders.   His  angry dad expression sends shivers  down my spine.
What did I do?  I don’t think I’ve felt so much terror come from my
own dad as this guy seems to be inflicting on me.

“Go home right now before I spank you,” he growled.
All of a sudden I feel like I’m at fault here.  The look of a man

whose kid purposely took a sledgehammer to his shiny red Corvette
pierces into the sensitive region of my heart.  His kid fell into the slimy
waterway and blames me for it.  I run away bawling at the hurt.  What
have I done?  Why did I make him fall?

I stop running when I get to my neighbor’s front yard.  I sit down
by the small wooden fence and stare at the big tree in front of me.  I
don’t know what kind of tree it is, but it looks like a fortress.  I’ll bet
that if I could climb up to the very top and hide forever, no one will
accuse me of any wrongdoing again.  The leaves beckon me to reach
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them.  I won’t have to go back to those apartments, and I’ll never have
to be yelled at again.
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Swinger
I could never really figure out how they got it up there.  The way

the rope dangled from the tree branch seemed so perfect, yet so high,
and I could not piece together the bravery involved in climbing to such
a difficult branch to tie such a tight and complex knot.  What if the knot
wasn’t strong enough, or the rope wasn’t positioned well enough?  My
eminent safety, and the safety of others who dared to ride the rope was
at hand.  I hoped they knew what they were doing when they climbed
up to the thick upper branch to tie that knot.

The tree was familiar to me, as I have seen it many different times
throughout the years.  It was the last of four trees standing at various
levels in a row to each other, in the small pocket corner of my friend’s
backyard.  The yard was mostly uninviting with its plentiful share of
dirt and stickers to accompany the small patches of grass here and there.
The corner with the trees, which looked to be cut out from the woods,
was equally as questionable when it came to walking barefoot.  The tree
seemed to be the only sturdy and partially inviting structure within the
whole perimeter, with its trunk thick and its branches full of powerful
muscle.  Boards were hammered into the back of the trunk to act as a
ladder to reach the point where the branches separated to go off in their
own directions.  The first large branch that protruded halfway across the
yard pocket, which would have been about fifteen feet of bark, acted as
the  stepping platform for  grabbing  the  rope.   Another  branch  hung
parallel over the base branch to act as a guard rail for balancing.  All
the branches above that meant nothing to us, except for the one that had
the rope tied to it, since we did not want any casualties amidst our joy.

Countless times  I  would stand  and  watch as  one of  my friends
shoved the small board at  the end of the rope between his legs and
hurtled himself off the eight-foot high branch into the unknown.  Every
time I  would tell  myself  that’s not  gonna be me as  he swung high,
swung low, swung in arcs, and swung through saw grass.  But I had
already mastered the rope on the little  tree,  so what should stop me
from touching the big tree?  I continued to watch time and time again,
as my friend pushed himself off the trunk after having lightly collided
with it.  I did not want to be the one hurtling to my death on that tree,
but one day I climbed the ladder anyway.

I  had  climbed  the  ladder  before  merely  to  observe  the  ground
below me, or to get lazy with my friends on the different branches, or to
see how far I could pee from that height, but this time I was ready to
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take hold of the rope.   I  looked at the ground below me with a new
depth as I realized I would soon be hurtling toward it.  My friend threw
the swing up to me.  I carefully placed the board under my knees and
tugged at the rope to make sure all was safe.  I knew I would be called a
wuss if I waited too long, so I took a tight hold of the rope and fell off
the branch.

The first three seconds were the biggest rush, as the rope hurtled
me fast toward the ground, and then back up to face the threat of the
neighboring tree’s branches.  Then I came down again to whip through
the saw grass, which my body just knocked out of the way, and brought
me closer to the trunk of the tree I was tied too.  As I came back up, I
noticed a large nail hammered into the side of the tree, and thought how
much I would love to not ram into it.  As I softly approached the trunk,
I would push off, giving me more speed and a new direction.  The ride
was exhilarating, pushing me from one angle to the next, propelling me
almost into a complete circle by the time the rope would die down.  As
the rope slowed down so much that I was ultimately left dangling over
the dirt below me, I hopped off and threw the rope up to the next rider.
Without a moment’s hesitation I climbed up the ladder again.
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Winded Mile
My shoes  were  laced  pretty  tightly  on  that  moist  nine  o’clock

morning in the Summer of ’93, the summer in which I first held a job,
and prepared to undergo my final year of high school, which brought
upon my reasons for sitting on the wet bleachers that morning, watching
the other students jog by down below on the 440-meter track, all of
whom raced along at various speeds, some slow, some surprisingly fast,
but all enduring the pains of running the dreaded mile of high school
Physical Education, which seems to be the main focus of every basic
PE class in high school, which I think is just forced upon a student’s
curriculum because teachers and administrators are just  mean,  but  it
didn’t matter what the teachers and administrators wanted because my
time to step off those bleachers and get down onto the six-lane divided
track was underway, now that the other students were finishing up their
six, ten, and fifteen mile runs, which depended on their athleticism and
their extreme laziness, considering a small handful of people would just
walk and talk the whole distance like some mall power walker who has
nothing better to do on a Monday morning than to walk around a mall
for an hour and then go home to watch the mid-morning talk shows,
which I  think Montel  Williams was one of the bigger names of  the
game show hours of the mornings back then, but Montel Williams had
nothing to do with the fact that it was time for me to double-check my
favorite blue Converse shoes with the giant hole through the sole in the
bottom, which never really gave me better traction or aerodynamics, but
it certainly was great for air conditioning on the hot days, which this
wasn’t really one of those days considering all the moisture floating
through the air, but I knew the shape of my shoe would be enough to
keep me comfortable as I plodded down the blacktop, circling the field
in front of the bleachers as much as four times,  which I knew even
before my first step touched the pavement, I would not be able to finish
in one continual run, since I never before in my life finished the entire
mile without stopping to walk part of it for at least one lap or so before,
and I didn’t know why this early summer morning should have been any
different,  but I  got  down to the track with about twenty or  so other
people and stood at the starting line awaiting the instructor to tell us to
go, and he told us to go, and we all went, moving along at our own
paces, and just like the group before, we had our human bullets and our
human snails,  but  my concern  for  the  others  was  not  all  that  great
considering I just wanted to get my two laps or so over with so I could
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start my walking to finish off the mile, which I always thought was a
good way to pace since I could always finish under nine or ten minutes,
and that  to  me  was  satisfactory,  but  this  time  as  I  rounded  off  the
second lap with my energy fading and my left side cramping, I felt that
I  might  as  well  try  another  lap,  or  as  much  as  I  could,  so  I  kept
punching along, huffing and puffing, wishing for a tall glass of water
and maybe a stretcher lying next to it to indulge on at the end of the
painful journey, and it was painful, but the third lap came and went and
I was still jogging, now sore, now hurting, now ready to pass out at any
time, but since my shoes were still on my feet, which was actually pretty
amazing considering the shape it was in, I felt it was within my ability,
and maybe even a sense of duty to keep going, after all, my time was
getting pretty good by now, I mean it had to be since I had jogged three
laps already, but I guess I had always jogged close to an equivalent of
those three laps all the other times I did the mile, but in doing so I had
to walk the third lap and jog whatever I could of the fourth lap to make
a  time I  was proud of,  but  the third  lap  came and  gone and I  kept
running, with more pain, and a much harder effort because by then my
legs  and  my feet  were  getting  sore  from the  pounding  against  the
ground, but they held up which made me pretty proud as I look back,
and they kept holding up as I saw the final stretch coming around the
corner, and as my final stretch abilities always seem to include a final
spurt of energy and speed to get me across the finish line in those last
few steps, it must have kicked in on that final stretch as well because I
made  it  across  the  finish  line  by  the  seventh  minute  and  twentieth
second, which became my all time record for running the mile, which
some may not consider all that impressive, but it was certainly the best
physical accomplishment I have ever endured up until that time, and I
huffed and puffed my way to the water fountain, took a big swallow of
water, and painfully crept back to the bleachers where I plopped down
next to my friends and waited as I attempted to catch my breath.
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Hubcaps

Kerchunk!  Another one skims into our front yard, making the pile
of rounded metal grow higher and higher.  I guess now there’s a really
sleek,  super  shiny  new car  with  plush  interior  looking  a  little  less
beautiful than it did before, driving around with a big, dark empty spot
where its hubcap used to be.  I’m not so sure I feel bad for the driver
since it is in fact just a stupid hubcap, but maybe that sort of thing is
important to adults,  so perhaps he will be upset when he realizes he
only has three hubcaps on his four wheels.  At least I hope he still has
four wheels.  The hubcap didn’t roll in with a rubber friend, so I think
the driver is okay.  But he can’t be happy about his loss.  I know that I
get upset when I lose a tire from one of my Transformers, so maybe he
feels the same.  My dad goes out later to pick up the hubcap and tosses
it into the pile with the rest of them—from the bright and shiny ones, to
the dirty and nasty ones.

The street in front of my house has two lanes: one going east, and
the other going west.  Cars drive by almost every moment of each day
within the hours that most people who drive consider reasonable.  I’m
not quite so sure what those hours are since they’re already passing by
when I get up at seven and they still go when I trudge to bed around
nine or ten.  But each of those cars have to deal with the big pothole in
the road out in front of the TV shop, which sets just two houses down to
the east, on the other side of the street from me.  Although some cars
escape  the wrath of  the deep wheel  stripper,  others  aren’t  so  lucky.
Since the hole is in the westbound lane, the cars that drive west hit the
hole before they pass my house, allowing their hubcaps to detach from
their wheels, so that they can make a graceful entry into my front yard
while the rest of the car keeps going.  Kerchunk!  Another one escapes
the confines of a spinning wheel.

My yard stretches about twenty feet from the front door, and has
many broken patches of grass and weeds to collectively serve as a lawn.
A disembodied set of wooden steps, designed for a deck I imagine, rests
mysteriously alone in the western half of the front yard, upright on its
base,  with nothing to hold the high end in place.  It  looks as if it’s
standing on its tiptoes, making me question how it can hold its position
without falling backwards.  Schools don’t teach physics in fifth grade,
so  maybe  there’s  some  explanation  for  this  that  I  don’t  know yet.
Maybe this isn’t just some weird phenomenon that exists to make my
brain sore.  After about twenty or thirty hubcaps manage to fly into my
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yard and hit the fence, my dad goes out and puts all the hubcaps on
display for all the passersby to see.  The steps now act as a showpiece,
with different varieties of hubcaps flashing off their looks to any driver
who takes the time to gawk on their way by.  I’m still not sure what the
big deal is about hubcaps—they’re just round, hard, metal things that
can’t walk or carry little plastic guns in their hands.  Kerchunk!

Christmas vacation began this week, so I have two whole weeks of
fun to embark on.  My plans for the break are pretty much the same as
that of every other Christmas break I’ve had so far, which is to play
with friends, ignore my homework, open some presents, watch lots of
television, and play with my friends some more.  My parents on the
other hand think that alerting people about their hubcaps is the more
important thing to do.  So that Sunday, my dad calls the local news, and
the station sends out one of its bigger named reporters to cover our
story.  Wow, what a raw deal they’re going to get—“Hubcaps Fly into
Yard Thanks to Big Pothole.”  I hope they have some exciting news to
report tonight.

The news van pulls up along the side of the road and the reporter
lady and cameraman set up.  I am somewhat mesmerized by the fact
that I have seen this red-haired woman on TV before and now she’s in
my front yard talking to my dad.  I’m not so sure that I’m star struck
because it is just the local news and not the movies, but that camera
looks bigger and cooler than anything I’ve seen friends and relatives
use before, and I know that a lot of people will be watching everything
that happens in front of that lens today.  So, it’s still really cool sort of.
In short time, my dad stands in front of the camera after the news lady
says her bit, and starts talking.

“Yeah, if you lost your hubcap, go ahead and come pick it up,” he
says straightforward, almost in a laid-back tone.

The amount of time it takes him to say all of that is about ten to
fifteen seconds.  That is, ten to fifteen seconds that will actually be on
TV.  Now I’m not so sure that I’m super close to my dad, but any time
is a good time to start.  So, I casually stroll a little bit behind him, and
then just as casually retreat.  Now, like my dad, I’m going to be on TV!

Later that day I lie on my belly on our soft wooden floor in front of
the television.   I  have  my box of  dominos open,  and all  the  pieces
scattered about on the floor.   As the television drones out all  of the
programming it’s going to show at that time on that channel, I carefully
stack up my dominos to create small buildings that I’m going to send
another toy smashing through later.  Shortly afterward, my mom alerts
me to the fact that the news is coming on, so we sit around and wait for
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our segment  to  air.   About  two or  three  commercial  spots  into  the
program, shortly before the weather report, the news lady that was here
earlier comes on and introduces the piece.  Then my dad is on TV right
after  her,  telling  people  to  come  get  their  hubcaps.   First  he  starts
talking, then his name flashes on the screen about three words into what
he has to say, then I see the top of my head peeking onto the lower left
corner of the frame, and then I don’t.  That’s it, not much else.  I’d have
to say I’m pretty disappointed with this.

The next day, the Palm Beach Post sends one of their reporters out
to get the scoop on our hubcaps.  I have no idea what they plan to write
in their column, but they make it clear that they want a picture of our
steps covered in hubcaps for their article.  A simple picture would do,
but I guess they’re going for the cute factor of hubcaps, so they ask me
to sit at the top of the steps to sort of help show off the metal Frisbees.
Obviously they didn’t look to see  that  there  was nothing preventing
these steps from falling backward, and for all that sit upon them to land
on their heads.  My parents offer me to sit up there as well.

I climb to the top of the steps, which is only four at the most, and I
sit and wait.  So far the steps feel pretty secure.  I wait and wait for the
photographer to get the best shot.  He snaps a picture.  I watch the cars
go by as I  smile into the camera lens.  The smile is faked of course
because I don’t really want my picture taken, and I’m not crazy about
sitting on these steps, and I have no idea why these hubcaps are such a
big deal.  After the photographer gets his winning shot, I climb back
down and continue on with my day.

The next day, we get the newspaper to see my picture in bold color
on the front page of the local news.  The caption below mentions my
name, my age, and some meaningless details about the hubcaps that set
below my feet.  I think this is okay, but as a given rule I look bad in
pictures and this one is no exception.  I put the newspaper back in the
plastic bag and distract myself with something else.

Sometime later I decide to ride my bike for awhile.  I have a blue
ten-speed in the shed, but I would rather ride the white, muddy KMX,
which is like a BMX, but is called a KMX for some dumb reason.  The
bike is a few years old, but I can still ride it.  I take it onto the side
street near my house where most of my friends live, and ride around on
it hoping someone will come out to play.

The side street is a dirt road that stretches about half a mile at the
most and stops at a canal.  Three buildings that make up an apartment
complex, all of which are single storied with three apartments in each
one, set at the end of the street.  There are two parking lots that lead
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into the complex, both of which hold about ten cars each.  The first
parking lot has a small grass plot of land at each corner that separates it
from the road, and a wide driveway leading in, keeping the grass plots
from becoming one with each other.   A small four-inch drop in the
cement separates the parking lot  from the bigger,  muddier  grass lot.
Sometimes we kids take our bikes down this drop as a short cut to reach
the  road,  instead  of  doing  a  hard  left  turn  onto  the  road  from the
driveway.  On a rainy day, taking the shortcut might mean splashing
through a muddy puddle, but this is not one of those days so the ride
should be pretty clean.

I ride my bike into the first parking lot and do a couple laps around
it.  As I prepare to ride out of the parking lot, a car rolls up the road and
pulls in, causing me to veer away.  Since my exit with the driveway is
pretty much cut off, I am forced to ride the bike off the four-inch drop
and through the grass to reach the road.   Except  this  time,  where I
would normally have a smooth ride toward the street, my left foot slips
off the jagged pedal and I slam my heel against the grooves, causing a
fairly deep cut to open.

The pain is  excruciating and my eyes tear up.  As I hop to  my
nearest friend’s house, I hope that his nurse for a mom can help me stop
bleeding.  Although I really want to throw my bike into the canal for
what it did to me, I just leave it where it is and consider picking it back
up later.  When I reach my friend’s house, his mom bandages me up.
She suggests that I  may need stitches,  but I  really don’t want to  get
stitches again, so I just hope for the best.

A few days later, another newspaper comes to get a picture of our
hubcaps.   This time we take the hubcaps off the detached steps and
display them on the front porch.  My parents set them up in a row along
the back corner of the porch, just under the living room window.  They
ask me to do another photo shoot with the hubcaps as my sales product.
I  really  don’t  want  to,  now that  I  cannot  stand  very  well,  but  the
photographer suggests that I sort of lie stretched out behind the hubcaps
where my feet  cannot  be  seen,  like  some sucked-in  cheeked  Calvin
Klein model.  Although I won’t open my shirt to reveal my heaving
chest, or give some seductive stare to mesmerize all the ladies who are
looking for a great set of hubcaps, I do go ahead and sit down with my
legs stretched to my side and wait for  the photographer to get these
pictures over with.  After the last shot, I go back inside my house and
decide I’ve had enough of these hubcaps.  Besides, what do I care?  I’m
only ten.
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When I get back to school the following week, and my foot no
longer hurts and I can walk on it again, I sit down at my desk and wait
for the day to start.  Seeing all of my classmates after being away for
two weeks brings me back to reality, even if it means having to listen to
more teachers and do more homework again.  Not long after our class
gets started, my teacher makes a big announcement.

“It looks like we have a celebrity in our class,” she says, somewhat
enthused.

“Wow, we do?” I think as I look around the room, trying to figure
out who it is.  As my teacher waddles her four hundred-pound body to
the bulletin board, I see the newspaper article from the Palm Beach Post
and realize she’s talking about me.  All of a sudden I feel more shy than
usual.  Now people are going to ask me questions about hubcaps or
newspapers or something that I really don’t want to talk about.  Maybe
they’ll ask me what I got for Christmas instead.  I got a lot of cool stuff
this year, like a programmable robot and a MASK toy, which features a
green motorcycle that transforms into a helicopter.  Yeah, my Christmas
was really cool, and I can’t wait to tell everyone about all the stuff I got.

“Wow, how does it feel to be famous?” asks one of the students as
we get ready to change classes.

No such luck.  Well, I’m not about to start signing autographs.
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Last Days
The image on my television bounces up and down and all around,

making my head spin out of control.  I see people I once knew walking
along the carpeted  floor  of the Don Carter’s All-Star Lanes bowling
alley, heading for their next destination.  I used to see them in my high
school classes every day, but now I only see them on this video.  It’s
not even a good production.  The camera movement is so choppy that I
cannot watch them without rubbing my eyes a few times to adjust for
stability.   As  the  picture  moves  through  the  building,  I  see  many
different up and down angles of things from the floor, to the walls, to
the desk, to the bowling ball racks, to the people.  Some of those who
walk by try to ignore the screen.  Some try to flat out avoid being on the
screen.  Others put on a happy face and say whatever is on their mind.
Some miss being recognized at all, since the image shows either their
feet or their butt.  Everyone looks so carefree in these moments.

After  I  question  a  few people  about  how long  they have  been
bowling, and  whether  or  not  they want to  be  in  a  music video,  the
picture moves over  to  a  table  where it  catches  a  few of my friends
sticking  thumbtacks  through  a  Pepsi  cup  filled  with…well  Pepsi  I
imagine.  A small puddle of soda lies underneath the cup.

“Don’t take any out,” says Mark, to the others helping him with the
tacks.

He calls another friend over to check it out.  The other guy scoots
to the table in a chair, wearing a golf hat on his head and a smile on his
face.   After  exchanging a few more words, he picks the cup off the
table.  The view trails away from the cup as he lifts it closer to him.

“It’s not even dripping,” he says.  “Come on, Jeremy.”
The picture returns just in time to watch him pretend to lick one of

the bottom tacks with ecstasy.
“I  love  this  stuff,”  he  says.   “It’s  full  of  Pepsi.   But  none  is

dripping, even though, look at that…”
He pulls out a tack, letting some Pepsi drip out of the cup.  Then he

puts it  back in,  just  in time for  a  girl  to  approach the table.   She’s
shocked at the sight before her.

A few more highlights go by.  My friends say goodnight amidst
their end of the fun night, crashing chairs into each other, and wearing
funny gold masquerade masks.  Erratic camera movement catches the
last moments of my high school career, and the last time I would see
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some of these people.  The video signs off with another friend giving
me the peace sign.

“Take care of yourself,” he says.

Record of Significance

The week before the video was taken I went to a yearbook signing
party at the town house of the girl who was shocked by the tacks in the
Pepsi.  I hadn’t participated in too many social events in high school
before then.  Earlier that year I tried to help out with the Senior float for
the  Homecoming parade,  but  all  I  really  got  to  do  for  that  was  to
crumple up  some colored  paper,  so  that  it  could  be  pasted  on as  a
flower decoration later.  It was my attempt to be spirited for my school,
since I hadn’t done it any other year, and I ultimately didn’t get a lot of
satisfaction out of it.  To this day the only thing I could really say about
it was that I participated in at least one major spirited event, but didn’t
get any additional pictures in the yearbook for it.

The  pictures  were more important  to me than displaying school
spirit.  I was tired of only showing up in the yearbook one time each
year—the standard class photo that everybody was expected to get a
picture for.  I wanted to see my face and my name show up in more
places, and I thought doing more for the school would help that.  The
closest I ever got to that goal was in my Junior year when a Tradewinds
photographer,  which  was  the  name of  our  yearbook,  came into  my
German class and took a picture of Mark, our friend Zach, and I.  When
the yearbook came out at the end of the year, I found the picture in its
perfect black and white glory, showing our teacher leaning over Mark
and the rest of our triangle, including Zach and the back of my head.
The  caption underneath  read:  “German teacher,  Mr.  Baranyi,  assists
Mark Miller  and the rest  of the group on their German homework.”
Mark was featured in three different places that year.

I  didn’t  get  into  any extra pictures my Senior  year,  but  I  got  a
yearbook anyway.  My goal was to get more signatures in my yearbook
than I had in the years before.  Since Senior year had always proven to
be the toughest year to get a lot of people to sign the book, because
those who graduated didn’t have the same amount of time to get their
signatures that the other classes had, I decided to go to the party.  Only
six people and the girl who lived there had shown up when I arrived.

I knew most of the people who were at the town house, but none of
them very well.  I had always been shy as a kid, and I still hadn’t gotten
over it by the time I reached the party.  I wanted to go hang out at the
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dining room table with them and be a part of their tiny circle so that I
wouldn’t have to be alone.  But, I wasn’t ready to make that step, so I
sat down on the sofa at the other end of the room and waited to see who
else would show up.

I  twiddled  my  thumbs  for  a  few  minutes  while  I  waited.
Periodically, I would raise my focus from my hands to the people at the
dining room table, just to see if anyone noticed I was by myself.  They
continued  to  talk  amongst  themselves,  without  looking  back  in  my
direction.  I was there to get people to sign my yearbook, but I wasn’t
ready to move from my seat, and they weren’t coming over to keep me
from  having  to,  so  I  started  to  wonder  why I  even  came.   Then
something from their conversation alerted me.

“He made me the maid,” said Danielle, to the others at the table.
I looked up to see the one girl I barely knew looking back at me.  I

couldn’t tell if she was speaking in good humor, or if she was annoyed.
I smiled at her to signal that I knew what she was referring to.

Earlier in the year, I got together with another guy from class to
write the annual Senior Story.  The story was simply a fictional tale that
featured all  the members of the graduating class in various different
professions.  Ours was a detective story that starred my writing partner
and some girl  as lead detectives,  trying to figure out who killed the
mayor and his wife.  When we wrote the story, we tried to keep the
people we knew in mind when distributing parts.  Even though this girl
at the party was someone I knew by name, since I heard it mentioned on
the announcements on many occasions and assumed she was popular, I
never actually knew her.  When it came time to give the part  of the
maid to someone, I went down the list of available names and stopped
when I got to hers.  My writing partner knew her, so I asked him what
he thought about casting her as the maid.  He was all for it.

Feeling my sense of shyness lifting away from me, I started to talk
to her about the story from across the room.  I was a little reluctant at
first because much of the story was still a secret, but my writing partner
had already told her about her role, so I figured I could talk about it too.
Eventually,  I  got  off  the  sofa,  and  became  more  active  in  the
conversation.  Then, for the rest of the night, she would joke around
with me about how she couldn’t believe I wrote her in as the maid.
About halfway through the  party,  after  thirty  or  forty people  would
finally show up, this girl I hardly knew signed my yearbook.  It read:
“As I said, short and sweet,” and was signed, “The Maid.”  I passed my
previous year’s signature count, and I made a new friend.
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Every year I would be interested in who would write what to me.
At the end of a school day, I would go through my yearbook to see who
wrote the cool quotes, who left me their phone numbers, who signed off
with “love” or a heart, and who merely wrote in superficial comments
like, “have a good summer, see you next year.”  Early on in my high
school  career,  I  got  mostly  the  superficial  stuff,  and  very  little  of
anything else.  During my Junior year, I got a lot more cool quotes,
some hearts and phone numbers, and a “have a nice summer, see you
next year”…from my History teacher.  By the time I reached my Senior
year, I just wanted to see if anyone would imply in their quotes that I
meant something to them.  By the time the party ended that night, the
answer within the quotes was ambiguous.  Most  of them said I was
either cool, or quiet, but none of it really grabbed me.  I realized there
was not much to say when it came to yearbooks.

Later on in the week, I decided to check out what everybody wrote
to each other in the will and testaments.  This was one of the segments
featured  in  Reflections  magazine,  which  was  a  collection  of  texts
revolving around the graduating class.  The magazine contents included
the Class History, the Faculty Will, the Student Will and Testaments,
and the Senior Story.  I wanted to see if anyone wrote anything to me.
They didn’t.

Before the magazine came out, people would inquire to me about
their roles in the story.  Many of them didn’t want to wait to find out
what we made them into.  I told one of the girls in my Peer Counseling
class,  which was a  class  designed for  sitting around a table,  getting
caught up on other work, while listening to the Sting and Phil Collins
station,  that  she  was  a  news  correspondent  for  Channel  12.   Her
character,  along with the  cameraman,  tried  to  get  answers  from the
detectives before they had a chance to get inside the mayor’s mansion.
She was satisfied with her role.  I had another guy ask me about his
role, but he wasn’t assigned anything yet.  He decided he wanted to be
one of the people that died from the coolest death, so he asked me if I
could put that in as his part.  I agreed, and he became the city vigilante
who drowned at the bottom of a sewage truck, after getting in the way
of the mayor’s killers.  There were also some people I just wouldn’t tell
about their characters yet because I wanted there to be some kind of
surprise  element  in  this  story.   Most  of  the  people,  however,  were
buddies to me during the story’s evolution, urging me to give them cool
parts.  They didn’t say much after it came out.
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Walking the Final Mile

As the yearbook signing party came close to an end, the guy who
worked  on  the  Senior  Story  with  me  came  up  with  an  interesting
conclusion.  In his drunken state he wavered on the couch a little bit,
and then looked at his watch.  I didn’t know how coherent he was, but
his statement did sound true to me.

“I’m graduating in…a week,” he said.   
The rest of the week leading up to graduation night was filled with

the standard hoopla of preparing seniors to finish their term.  We all
went through the awards ceremonies, in which I didn’t win anything,
the Baccalaureate program, which was something I still don’t know the
meaning behind, and the senior breakfast at the Holiday Inn, which I
missed for the most part because I got lost trying to find it.  We had one
more practice ceremony the morning of graduation night, and I knew
the drill.  We had to wear black pants, a white button shirt, a black tie,
and some dress shoes underneath our maroon colored gown.  Once we
got there, we had to remain seated throughout the long, monotonous
speeches.  When the speeches ended, we had to stand up when our row
was  called.   Then  we  had  to  walk  toward  the  stage,  telling  the
announcer our name as we wanted it presented on our diplomas, so he
could announce it  to the crowd.  Once we were on stage, we had to
shake the Principal’s right hand, while taking the diploma casing out of
his left.   After we sat back down, the ceremony would end, and we
would flip our tassels from right to left, making sure not to throw the
cap  in  the  air  afterwards  for  safety  reasons.   Like  most  of  my
classmates, I was ready to get the ceremony over with.

Depending on the weather, there was one of two different places
we could have our ceremony.  If it was dry, we could have it on the
football field and let all our friends and family come see us.  If it rained,
we had to have it in the gym and only allow four ticket holders to enter.
It rained.

The gym was remarkably transformed into an auditorium, where
parents could sit  on the bleachers awaiting their graduating brood to
arrive, while padded blue chairs sat stationary and empty in the middle
of  the  floor,  ready  to  be  filled  by  maroon  and  white  butts.   A
cameraman remained still in the right aisle closest to the center, making
sure  to  catch  every single  candid  shot  he  could  for  the  twenty-five
dollar memory video that would be sold to us through the mail a couple
weeks later.  Other friends and relatives crowded out the gym all around
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the backside of the graduates’ reserved section, leaving only a small
traffic path for us to walk through for our arrival.

When I pulled into the parking lot under the I-95 bridge that night,
I was ready to face the world.  I had my cap and gown ready, my tie
was in the right place, and I still had enough time to find my place in
the processional line, which would begin in the auditorium, move to the
outside  walkway,  and  continue  into  the  gym.   Unfortunately,  as  I
stepped out of my truck, I  realized I was wearing the wrong pair of
shoes.  Instead of having on the shiny dress shoes that I set aside for the
occasion, I was wearing my black Converse tennis shoes.  Although I
personally didn’t  feel like there was anything wrong with my tennis
shoes because they were comfortable and didn’t have any holes in them,
according  to  the  rules  set  by  a  formal  committee,  they  weren’t
considered dressy and I had absolutely no time to run back home to
change them.

When  I  got  inside  the  auditorium,  I  tracked  down  one  of  my
teachers to explain to him the situation.  I wasn’t so sure what I was
supposed to do, but he referred me to one of the guidance counselors,
who acted  as the announcer that  night, for  some helpful advice.   It
turned out he had an extra pair of brown loafers in his car.  I sighed
with  relief  as  he  handed  over  his  keys  to  me to  go  retrieve  them,
implying to me he would get them himself if he didn’t have to help
coordinate  everything.   I  didn’t  care  who got  them as  long as  they
would be on my feet within a few minutes.

The  sneakers  I  wore to  school  that  night  did  not  have the  best
traction in the world.  As I headed out toward the faculty parking lot out
in front of the gym, I slipped on the wet ramp leading out onto the
pavement.  I  didn’t skid all the way down the ramp and do flips or
anything,  but  I  did  fall  down  hard  on  my  butt.   It  not  only  got
temporarily numbed, but it also got considerably wet.  Unfortunately,
my gown would not dry fast enough before show time.  Thankfully,
when I got back to the auditorium, no one really said anything about it.
I figured maybe no one would notice and that it wouldn’t be a big deal.
But, I was still annoyed at the feeling of being wet.

 I took off my sneakers and placed them in the brown paper bag
that the loafers were originally kept.  I left the bag with the Biology
teacher,  and he set  it  somewhere behind one of the speakers on the
stage.  Now that I was wet and ready to face my future, I put on the nice
loafers  to  discover  that  they  were  two  sizes  too  big.   How was  I
supposed to walk around in these?  With every step I took, I had to
concentrate on angling my feet just right so that the shoes would remain
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in place, and still manage to successfully walk.  It took me a moment to
get used to the new movements, but I managed to coordinate myself.
Then we were finally ready to  proceed  to  the gym.  When the line
started going, I looked down at my hands to realize I forgot to wear my
class ring.

The ceremony itself was remarkably boring.  The Valedictorian got
up on stage and delivered a speech about where we were going, and
how we would be starting a new life.  Then the Salutatorian got up on
stage and reminded us where we came from, and the good times we had
together.  The Class President came on after her, and tried to encourage
us to look for our dreams as we entered adulthood.  These speeches
were  meant  to  be  inspirational,  but  they  ultimately made  me  tired.
After an hour of mind-numbing program events, including the speeches
and another awards ceremony, it was finally time to go up and collect
our rewards.   

 My row was close to the stage, so we were called pretty early to
walk up and grab the mock diploma out of the Principal’s hand.  The
real slips of paper that professed our accomplishments were waiting in
the cafeteria for us to pick up after the ceremony was over.  For the
purpose of show and a photo opportunity, we were given the little book
that held the paper in place when we went on stage.  Only we really
knew the difference.

I  stood  up  with the rest  of  the people  in my row and  carefully
plodded  along  toward  the  stage.   One by one  we whispered  to  the
announcer  who we were  so  that  he could  accurately pronounce  our
names to the audience, before we would step on stage.  When I finally
reached him, I whispered my name, realized it  didn’t come out loud
enough, and had to whisper it again.  I didn’t know why he had me say
it again because my name was written on an index card, and he knew
me anyway, but I had to repeat myself.  At last he spoke my entire name
into the microphone, and I carefully stepped up onto the stage, hoping
the shoes would stay on my feet, and took the fake diploma out of the
Principal’s  hand,  while shaking his other  and  smiling to  the camera
pointed at me.  By then it was officially over for me.  When all of us
had picked up our leather-bound books and returned to our seats, the
officials wrapped up the ceremony, we flipped our tassels over, and a
few people conservatively tossed their caps to themselves, making sure
not to violate any safety precautions.  A few caps went a little too high
and landed in the aisles.

When the night at school finally ended, and all of us had picked up
our real diplomas from the cafeteria, it was time to get ready for the
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graduation festivities, which primarily took place at a Don Carter’s All-
Star Lanes.  Before I could go anywhere though, I had to pick up my
shoes.  When I finally weeded through the sea of families, trying my
best to detach from my own, I reached the auditorium to discover that
the teacher keeping charge of my shoes had already left, taking them
with him.  I was a little upset about that, but I figured I could get them
another time as a non-student.  So, I took off the shoes I was wearing,
made arrangements to get them back to the guidance counselor, and left
school for the last time in my bare feet.

A Whole New World

When I got a video camera for graduation, I thought I could get my
best memories on tape.  I decided to take my camera to the bowling
alley that night, where we held our post-graduation party.  I stuffed it in
my black  gym bag  and  headed  off  to  the  party,  known as  Project
Graduation.

When I entered the front door, a security guard checked my bag.
After seeing it was safe, he let me proceed into the main area.  Many of
my friends were already walking around, getting their bowling shoes,
partaking of the free food,  and participating in  the games that  were
available.  We had many different activities going on that night from
bowling, to billiards, to video games, to dancing, to gambling for prize
tickets, to eating to name a few things.  Everything was free that night,
except  for  the  arcade,  which cost  us  our  own money after  the  first
dollar’s worth of tokens were depleted.

Shortly after  I  got  inside,  someone gave me a white T-shirt.   I
didn’t choose to wear it that night, since I was already wearing a white
T-shirt,  but I still looked at it.   The face of the shirt had the words,
“Welcome to a Whole New World”  written over the top of a globe.
The  words “Project  Graduation 1994” were printed  on the  back.   I
thought the shirt looked tacky, but it was a nice sacrifice of whoever
made  it.   I  held  onto  that  shirt  throughout  the  years  to  follow  to
commemorate my transition into my new life.

My new life didn’t start in that bowling alley though, but my old
life ended there.  Once I got over to the Pepsi bar and sat down, I took
the camera out of my bag and turned it on.  I spent a couple seconds
trying to catch the passersby, but they just kept going.  Then one of my
classmates approached the bench next to me and spoke into the camera.
She held a Pepsi cup up by her face and smiled.
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“Hi, I’m Jennifer,” she said.  “Hi.  Pepsi, it’s the choice of a new
generation.”

I held up my Pepsi cup in front of the lens.
“I know, I agree,” I said.
“All right, cool.”
She gave me the thumbs up and walked away, just to come back a

few seconds later to do it again.
I didn’t know where many of them were going after that night.  I

assumed some were going to college with me, but I knew some would
go other places.  I tried to enjoy the last few hours I had with them,
preparing myself to let go of those friendships I knew would not last
beyond that night.  High school hadn’t meant a whole lot to me when I
was going through it, but it was a place I was used to.  I didn’t have too
many close friends going to school with me, but I did grow up with
some of them.  I realized I was about to bowl the rest of my life behind
me.  After I finished filming at the Pepsi bar, I started to walk, pointing
the camera out in front of me to catch any moment on tape that I could.
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Pictures of Life
Introduction:

I am just like any other person walking this earth.  I’ve had my
good times and my bad times.  I’ve reached points where everything
makes sense, and points where nothing makes sense.  I cannot predict
when the good will come, or the bad.  I do my best to try to get through
all of it, even though many times I just want to give up.  I, like many
others, just want to understand why I go through the things I do and
how to  get  through  it  and  still  have  some  leftover  sanity.   During
various points of troubled times, a voice of hope will make things a
little  clearer.   Following this  brief  introduction are  three points  that
helped me see things in a better light.

The Rings:

The most recent idea, which really didn’t root from any particular
problem that I can recall,  deals with the completion of life.  We are
always looking for  true happiness and wholeness,  but  we disappoint
ourselves because we’re looking for fulfillment in things we think can
complete  us,  but  can  potentially  make  us  unhappy,  like  career,
relationships, Jerry Maguire, etc.  We then get upset because life sucks
and everybody else has it better than we do.  So, why even look for
fulfillment if it doesn’t exist?

I have grown up hearing that God completes us.  It sounds easy to
listen to, but hard to understand.  As a Christian, I have sought God,
prayed fervently,  worshipped,  and even served.   Many times I  have
done all that joyfully and found gratification.  Sometimes I could do all
that and still not feel any better.  This contradiction of feeling leaves me
questioning sometimes if God is really all I need.  People tell me I’m
complete in Him, but I don’t always feel it.  I still long for the basic
things most people spend the first thirty years of their life trying to get,
like career,  relationships,  kids, etc.   Sometimes I feel  empty without
those things, and even more empty when I can’t see them on the horizon
in my own life, but can see them crystal clear in other people’s lives.
So,  what’s  the  point  of  even  bringing  any  of  this  up  if  it’s  all  so
heartbreaking?
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It  finally made sense to  me recently when I  was on one of my
thinking sprees.  Another thing I heard on various occasions listening to
sermons is that God wants to be a part of every area in our lives.  He
wants to be glorified when we eat, sleep, walk, talk, and anything and
everything that’s righteous in His sight.  Every blessing He gives, He
wants  to  be  the  center  of  that,  hence  the  point  of  this  illustration.
Describing life as a bunch of rings made the most sense to me.

When we allow God to be the base ring, we have a completed ring
to build everything else on.  Since God is perfect in every way, He is
the only thing that can be a solid foundation.  Once we allow Him to be
the base for our lives, we can begin to build other rings around the base.
These rings make up all the blessings He gives us.  Each additional ring
has a gap, which only God can fill and make perfect.  Therefore, the
point about God completing us is true, even if all we have is the base
ring.  I realized that the additional rings that God allows us to build
around the base is a way to make us better and more fulfilled.  But even
those things cannot be complete without Him being the center.

I’m writing this down because I feel it’s pretty accurate.  I’m not a
theologian or anything, but it just makes a lot of sense, and it helps me
not to seek my desires as a way to be complete, but encourages me to
appreciate what God does give and fulfill.

The Unknown Path:

One night I was walking around my neighborhood, as I usually do
when I feel like I just have to walk and it’s much too late to go to the
park.  That particular night I was discouraged about something, and I
just questioned whether or not I was even on the right road for my life.
Normally I would cut through the neighborhood across the street from
mine,  and  walk  toward  the  bridge  that  went  over  the  expressway.
However,  this  time  I  took  a  different  route,  and  headed  past  the
townhouses toward the overpass.  Although the visual details  of this
new  route  are  not  important,  the  fact  that  it  was  a  new  route  is
important.

After I reached the vicinity of the overpass, and decided to turn
back,  I  felt  a  calling  to  turn  down the  road  that  went between  the
townhouses and a bank.  Since I had never gone this way before, I had
no idea  where the  road  led.   I  just  felt  a  voice  telling  me to  keep
walking until I got to the end.  It was after midnight, I could not see
more  than  three  hundred  feet  or  so,  and  for  all  I  knew that  road
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could’ve ended in the middle of some thick woods.  But I walked it
anyway.

There were a few basic things that came to me as I walked.  The
primary feeling was that I had a lot of uncertainty about where I was
going.  The second was that around the first bend, the road looked like
it went through my grandmother’s old neighborhood from a distance.
As I got closer to the bend, I realized it was not nice homes with lush
trees  and  fences  populating  the  coming  area,  but  rather  more
townhouses.   Then,  as  I  continued  to  walk,  and  felt  like  maybe  I
should’ve turned back, I discovered the townhouses went on and on,
and that I would likely end up at some dead end surrounded by more
townhouses.   But,  then  the  revelation  hit  me.   On my other  walks
toward the bridge, I passed by some other townhouses and their main
entrance.  When I remembered this, I knew where I was going.  When I
finally got to the end of the road, I realized I was back on the path that
led me home.

This walk was significant to me because I understood that life can
be uncertain, it can present changes, even when we think we know what
we’re looking at, and that it can even be long.  But the point that I feel
came to me was that the road I’m on will still take me home, even if I
can’t see it right away.

Another point to reinforce this one deals with trying to get home.
We can’t always see our goal, but we know if we keep walking on the
right path, we’ll get there.  Sooner or later, when we’ve walked the path
long enough, we’ll see our goal.  Then it’s just a matter of reaching it.

The Sun and the Moon:

There have been several major life events that I hoped would’ve
come to me by now for quite some time.  That’s probably no big shock
since most of us have several major things that we would like to be a
part of.  However, I’m the type of person who really has to wait and
wait for just about anything that’s big.  A minor example includes my
entry into college.  I  had to wait a year and a half after getting my
Associates degree before I could go back to start my junior year.  That
was a full year after I had originally planned on going back.  These
kinds of tests of patience have pretty much made up my life, and have
left me wondering why.  I look around and see others getting what they
want, and I can’t figure out why I have to miss out.  Finally, I come to
the conclusion that the good things in life weren’t meant for me, and
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then I get depressed.  Once again this problem was dealt with using a
handy illustration while I was on a late night walk.

My favorite thing in nature is a full moon.  There may be a lot of
things out in the natural world that are really cool, but the full moon is
my favorite.  On this night that I decided I needed a walk, I started
getting discouraged again because I just couldn’t see a lot of hope for
my desires  to  come to  pass.   Then I  looked up  and saw the  moon
shining bright  through a  thin  blanket  of  clouds,  so  I  sat  down and
pondered that for a moment.  As I sat staring at it, I realized it came out
for only one week out of the month.

Many times I may go for a walk or a drive and long to see the
moon  hanging  overhead,  illuminating  everything  around  me.   But,
unless it’s  time for  it  to  be  out,  there  is  nothing I  can do  to  get  it
shining.  I can look for it all I want, but will never find it because it just
isn’t time for it to touch the sky.  It’s the same with my ambitions and
desires.  I can look for them all I want, but until they’re ready to be
found,  it  will  just  be  a  useless  search.   However,  when I  wait  long
enough, the moon reappears again and shines ever so bright and it’s
perfect.

The one thing about the moon, however, as great as it is, is that it
cannot shine by itself.  Without the sun, it is just a dead ball of rock
without any use.  To take this back to the rings illustration, the sun is
actually a double word, as in the Son.  When the sun shines on the
moon, it gives it purpose and beauty, and makes it worth waiting for.
And the sun is always there, every day, shining brighter than the moon
on any occasion, lighting the path, giving fuel to people,  plants, and
everything else that requires life.  This is the illustration that made the
most sense to me.  It proved that waiting is not always fun, but at least
there’s still a life to live.  It also proved that when the waiting is over,
the blessing is really cool.

Conclusion:

There really isn’t much of a conclusion here.  Life is still hard, and
will  probably always be  hard.   The  reason  why I’m writing this  is
because  I  want  to  have  a  record  of  the  illustrations  that  meant
something to me, sort of like a vision of hope.  I deal with the same old
questions of life almost every day, and I lose focus of the truth very
easily.  But, these things are a reminder that God has and always will
have everything under control.  I know I sometimes have a hard time
seeing that when people tell me almost flippantly that He’s in control,
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and then have something come to pass that I wish wouldn’t have.  But, I
know there is truth to that statement, and these illustrations of life have
proven that to me.
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Nonfiction Essay Commentaries

So, there you have the personal side of me.  I’m sure that if you’ve
been paying attention to the previous commentaries from this book and
the last one, then you already have a sense about the personal side of
me.  Likewise, if you actually know me in real life, you have an idea
what I’m like outside of the fiction.  But, now you have more references
to base your knowledge upon, so consider yourself lucky or something.
Anyway, as usual, this section will break down the meaning behind the
works.  Only this time, because the works themselves already explain
their meaning quite fully, the stuff I actually have to comment on will
be short and sweet.  So with that, enjoy the background information.

A Day of Fake War

This  was  the  first  of  three  essays  written  for  my  Advanced
Expositional Writing course during my first semester at the University
of Central Florida in the spring of 1998.  I never really liked the class,
and  I  wasn’t  keen  on  the  essays I  wrote  for  it,  but  fortunately  the
miracle of editing fixed one of those problems.

This essay originally began strictly as a recollection of my thoughts
about the massive game of Cops and Robbers (which I think I failed to
mention in the document that it lasted for two days, not one), but the
class hated it for its simplicity, and the teacher hated it for its lack of
unprofessional run-on sentencing.  So, I chose to rewrite it with the idea
of creativity in mind.  In the end, the teacher still didn’t like the final
result, but I suppose this subject was never meant to garner fans from
that  class.   They  were  more  interested  in  tragedies  and  alternative
lifestyles anyway.

The Night Before Late

And this was my answer to their first interest—the tragedy.  I’m not
sure that  I  wanted to tell  this story at  first  because I  didn’t want to
silently ask for sympathy, but I  wrote it anyway because I thought I
could get the message out to live each day the best that we can because
things can happen unexpectedly and life  can be altered forever  as  a
result.  I also included a brief section on the gospel toward the end, but
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the class thought it was too preachy (as I should’ve guessed from the
beginning), so I took it out.  This is one of those stories that I don’t
particularly like to revisit because it was a sensitive time in my life for
obvious reasons, but I’m giving you a chance to read it because there is
a message to savor behind its hedge of tragedy.  And that about covers
it.  As you might have guessed, this essay was the only one the teacher
gave me an “A” for.  So let that be a lesson to all you expositional
writers out there—unless it draws sympathy or promotes an alternative
lifestyle (which I will not be doing anytime soon), you probably won’t
be getting the grade you desire.

An Evening of Nothing to Do

I actually hated this essay at the time I wrote it, but now I’ve grown
to appreciate it.  The assignment was to take a real location in the world
and create a descriptive detail of the place—ranging from the design, to
the traffic patterns, etc.  The purpose was to paint a literary picture of
the destination of our choosing.  I chose Blockbuster Video because I
worked there at the time, and knew the details of its layout like the back
of my hand.  I seem to recall the original version being both a chore and
a snore to read, but I guess I fixed it sometime later because it’s actually
a bit amusing now.  But then again, if it isn’t amusing to you, then you
probably never worked there.  Anyway, no one died or came out of the
closet in this piece, so I got a “B” for my efforts.

The Ultimate Love

I wrote this during my first two months at UCF, but I don’t quite
recall the motivation behind it.  I think it came about during one of my
prayer times when I realized that the effects of love weren’t limited to
what humans felt, but that the Creator of love shared the same feelings
—specifically that God Himself is able to hurt from a lack of love.  I
know this subject dominated my thought life throughout most of my
college years, but this was my first attempt to make sense of it through
words.  A few years later I read a book that exemplified this idea much
more completely, and ever since I have been eager to get others to read
it too because it makes understanding the Christian life so much easier.
That  book is  called  The Sacred Romance by Brent Curtis  and John
Eldridge, and tops my list of must-reads.
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Where’s the Love?

I don’t know if this was a follow-up to the last essay, or if it came
about from another  sour mood that I  was in,  but  it  shares  a  similar
message as the one before it.  I think the big difference between this one
and the last one is that “The Ultimate Love” defined the problem of
hurting from a lack of love, while this essay brought about the point that
the hurt can be avoided if others do their part to trust the Lord and love
Him and His people as He loves us.  And to illustrate the point further
here in this commentary, I once heard that sin itself could be avoided if
everyone  learned  to  love  effectively,  and  not  submit  to  selfishness.
Even though Christ Himself is the only one who can abolish sin, we
could still eliminate war, hate, addiction, and selfishness if we all did
our part to put others first with good cheer.  I know this point wasn’t
really  the  main  message  of  this  essay,  but  I  thought  I’d  mention  it
anyway while I have your attention.

The Abandoned Lot

This essay was written for an odd source that I normally wouldn’t
expect to write for.  In the summer of 1999, I took a World Literature
course, which inspired me to read a number of historical texts including
my third  run  at  the  Shakespearean  play  Hamlet.   For  a  class  that
required me to be up and alert and in my seat by 8:00 in the morning, I
have to say that I actually enjoyed it.  I honestly thought I would be
wasting my time, but it turned out to be one of the best things that I had
going for  me that  summer.   In  the  process  of  taking this  class,  the
instructor gave us an opportunity to earn extra credit (I think it was for
extra credit) by writing an excerpt from our autobiography.  I decided
to heed this challenge, and I searched for some rare event in my life that
I thought was worth writing down.  I decided to pick the moment from
June 1994 when the guys from my youth group cleaned out a horribly
trashy  lot  in  the  streets  of  Brooklyn  as  a  service  ministry  to  the
community.  I thought it was one of those moments that required a lot
of heart to get through, but yielded a lot of personal satisfaction when it
was over, so I thought it was worth writing down.  If anything, it gave
me a chance to appreciate my freedom a little more.
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Tangled Heart

I think this essay still holds the record as being one of my most
emotionally inspired and personally powerful works to date.  I don’t
want to say much about it because I don’t want to water down the effect
that  it  still  has on  me,  but  I  can say that  it  came about  during the
pinnacle of my storm of confusion about the problems of love and why
I couldn’t seem to make sense of it.   The night before  I wrote it,  I
stayed  at  a  friend’s  house  until  sunrise  getting  counsel  over  the
frustration I felt that I couldn’t make my peace with the woman I cared
for because she was attached to someone else.  In the midst of all the
tearful discussion, he brought to my attention the fact that others who
had no business getting in the middle of my heart had spoken about this
behind  my  back,  and  it  thoroughly  distressed  me  because  the
implication  was  that  these  people  were  “warning”  this  girl  of  my
feelings.  Regardless of whether I was right or wrong in caring about
her,  I  was pissed  that  other  people  thought  it  was their  business to
interfere (whether they felt obligated to bring it to her attention, or to
try to convince me to let go of my heart).  Even though I felt enraged
over something that was unconfirmed at the time, it was still enough for
me to question why love had to be so exclusive and dangerous because
I didn’t think it was fair that people expected me to tame my wild heart.
If I’m ever that passionate about anything, it turns my life into a living
hell when others expect me to quench it.   I guess you could say this
essay  was  my  emotional  critique  of  the  absurdity  of  establishing
territories  where  territories  had  no  business  being  established,  and
making  judgments  over  things  that  weren’t  anyone  else’s  problem.
Needless to say, I needed to vent.

Wet

This  was  one  of  the  mini-assignments  I  had  to  write  for  my
Nonfiction Writing class in…actually I don’t remember offhand which
semester I took this course for, though I want to say Fall of 1999.  Most
of the essays I wrote for this course required tackling the subject matter
in  a  creative  way,  so  I  chose  to  write  this  as  if  it  was  currently
happening.  The story itself is self-explanatory, but the kid it centers
around probably isn’t.  When I was growing up, my neighborhood had a
system of revolving children, where new kids showed up as old kids
left.  But before the revolving system could take full effect, there had to
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be an original to start the cycle.  This kid, who shall remain nameless,
was one of those originals who lived in the apartment complexes at the
end of the street.  He was the neighborhood troublemaker that no one
liked,  but  played  with  anyway because  we  didn’t  have  very  many
alternative choices back then.  At the time I was stuck playing with this
kid by the canal, I was eight years old, and the friends that I wanted to
play with were all unavailable at the time.  I think deep down I knew
better than to spend any time playing with him at all, but I wasn’t in the
mood to play by myself, so I went ahead and took the chance.  In the
end, I wished I had elected that first choice because his dad really got it
into my head that I was at fault for his son’s utter stupidity.  When I
went home depressed over the whole ordeal, I started fantasizing about
how I would never go down that street again.  I certainly didn’t want to
deal with that kid anymore.  But naturally, I bounced back later and
started playing with my other friends as usual, and peace was restored
to the universe.  Granted, I  seem to recall that this kid moved away
shortly  after  this  incident,  but  none  of  us  in  the  neighborhood  ever
really lamented that.

Swinger

Like the last essay, this one came about as a short assignment to
reflect a moment in my past.  Whether or not it had to have a theme I
don’t remember, but I chose to write about one of the more thrilling
examples of growing up.  About halfway down the dirt road, this family
of kids I grew up with lived next to an empty lot that set against the
edge of a patch of woods.  Four large trees stood at the back end of the
lot in a little alcove that led into the woods.  Two of these trees had
ropes tied to their branches.  This story revolves around the “advanced”
tree,  and  the  initial  moment  when  I  decided  to  take  the  plunge,
discovering for the first time just how thrilling it can be to hurl oneself
out of a tree while hanging loosely over a dangling rope.  It was a blast
to say the least, but I didn’t gain the courage to try it until I was eleven
or twelve and the family moved out shortly thereafter.  Looking back, I
don’t miss the tree as much as I miss the memories surrounding it, but I
do occasionally grow heartsick of the fact that those woods and those
trees came down years later to make way for a few more houses, which
would eventually inhabit people who would never understand what it
was like to grow up in that neighborhood in the 80s, and thus would not
care that our beloved trees were gone.
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Winded Mile

This essay had a slightly more focused style than my last two had.
The assignment required us to write an essay using only one sentence.
It made no difference how long the sentence ran for, but it had to run
on, and on, and on until the story finished.  At first I couldn’t figure out
what subject would best  be told  in one sentence,  since much of the
drama I brought to an essay required some form of punctuation.  But
then it occurred to me that the pace of the essay would move so fast and
breathlessly, that the most logical subject to use in this format would be
the one that left me out of breath by the end.  So, that’s why I chose to
write about my first experience in completing the mile without stopping
to walk.  I figured the style and the subject matter were made for each
other, so I ran with it…heh.

Hubcaps

To get the best possible grade for my Nonfiction Writing class, I
had to produce two major works based on my memorable past.  For the
first assignment, I chose to write about one of the most insane moments
of my childhood—the hoopla of hubcaps.  The hardest part about this
essay was trying to  establish the  right voice.   I  chose to  write it  in
present tense to keep everything in the moment, but in doing so I risked
invalidating my childlike voice.  The fact of the matter was that by the
time I reached the age of twenty-three, I had long since abandoned my
ten-year-old voice, and my writing style was quick to show it.  I think in
the end I decided to compromise voice for style because even though I
saw the absurdity of turning people’s lost hubcaps into a vehicle for
local fame as a kid, the knowledge I’ve gained about the world since
then had added a level of sarcasm to the mix, and I felt like I would be
cheating the story if I left that out.

Another factor about this story that came up during workshop, but I
chose  to  ignore  for  the  most  part  was  the  establishment  of  what
happened to my foot while I was riding the bike.  I included the scene
about the injury, despite its virtual irrelevance to  people losing their
hubcaps, because one, I wanted to set the stage for the moment I had to
display the hubcaps from my front  porch,  and I  didn’t  think merely
mentioning that I injured my foot beforehand was satisfying enough for
the reader, and two, because in 1986 I endured all three of my life’s
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worst injuries, and this one was the last of those three, and I wanted
something to commemorate that.  And just for the record, I have since
healed from those three injuries, though I still carry a small scar on my
left heel from the last incident.

Last Days

The week before I went on my trip to New York to squirt kids with
water guns and to clean up abandoned lots; I  did something that all
teenagers dream of before they hit eighteen.  I graduated high school.
This essay, which was my other major assignment for my Nonfiction
Writing class,  was my reflection back to that  time of glory—of that
final week before the world transformed and life finally tested what I’ve
learned for the last twelve years.   I  had a hard time deciding how I
wanted to approach it because up until now I tried to keep the people in
my essays ambiguous.   But  I  realized  the  best  way to  describe  the
moment of graduation was to include all the things that made getting
out  of  high  school  special,  so  I  broke  it  up  into  sections  to  allow
everything to stand alone as separate but equal units, and I specified
actual names of people to prevent it from being so ambiguous.  It was a
hard decision to include their names because I really don’t like using
real identifiable people in my texts, but I broke down because I needed
dialogue to make it effective.  And so far I think it adds to the detail
much better than it did when I left the names out.  The rest of the essay
is self-explanatory, but I did want to mention that the beginning of the
text was rewritten to give the essay a sharper frame to build from.  I
thought the best way to bring it full circle was to include a clip from the
video I shot, so I watched that video again during the rewrite to capture
each detail as accurately as possible.  In the end I made myself dizzy,
but it was worth it.

Pictures of Life

This final essay was just another series of insights I came across
while trying to ponder the reasons behind my lack of fulfillment for my
desires.  I already had about a billion of these, but I still suffered from a
constant state of dissatisfaction, and I needed to write down anything
that I thought would help.  When these insights came to me, I knew I
needed to record them, so I did.  I think I had a fourth insight sometime
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down the road involving the patterns on my living room curtains, but I
never wrote those down.  In a way I wish I did because now I don’t
quite recall the lesson I learned while staring at them one night.  And,
no, I don’t remember why I was staring at my curtains that night.  I’d
give you the argument that I was insane, but I think I actually had a
good reason, so I can’t use that as my defense.  But anyway, there isn’t
much to say about these that the essay itself doesn’t already mention, so
I’ll leave it at that.

In Conclusion:

So, that’s the story behind these stories.  I know most of them are a
bit preachy, and I’m sure some of you would rather just read another
good story about an event from my childhood, but that’s the kind of
stuff I  wrote in the late  90s.   I  was emotionally stressed out,  and I
needed to vent on the things that bugged me, so that was why I wrote
more lessons than I did autobiographical scenes.  I wish I could say that
that was the only time in my life when I wrote like that, but it wasn’t.  I
still have pieces that have yet to make their way into a collection that
revolve around these same lessons and laments, so it’s not quite over.
But,  with those  insightful  tales  I  also  have more  eventful  scenes  to
share, so stay tuned for the next volume to get your fill.  For now, keep
reading because you’re about to venture into the section that I set aside
for skits and screenplays.

—Jeremy
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Introduction

In the last volume you had the pleasure of reading a sample of fake
commercials  I  wrote for  a  screenwriting class  I  took in 1996.   The
commercials  were short,  running at  a  maximum of about  two pages
each.  There wasn’t anything particularly compelling about them, but I
featured them because they existed, and they were amusing.

I don’t have commercials to give you this time.  Instead, I have a
series of scripts I wrote for the purpose of filming skits.  The skits were
each designed to introduce a topic for a church sermon, or in one case
to introduce a manual I had to promote for a technical writing course,
but all carried the common thread of making the reader/viewer fall out
of his seat laughing.  Granted the first skit was a bit too long-winded to
do the job, but I think you’ll agree that the later skits were gems among
the rocks.

Most  of  these  skits  never  had  the  pleasure  of  getting  filmed
unfortunately, but I’m still presenting them to you because I think that
they  should’ve  been  filmed.   The  characters  were  amusing,  the
messages were pertinent, and all but one of them were short enough to
hold people’s interest (in theory).  I  suppose there’s always the faint
chance  that  they  could  still  see  the  light  of  day  someday,  but
considering that  they were written for  a  more relevant  time, I  don’t
know that the effect would be as strong.  I could be wrong though.

And for those who missed my reading instructions the first time
around,  here  is  the  brief  copy-pasted  version  of  how  to  read  a
screenplay:

· The text is purposely written in  Courier Format in order to
stay true to the typewriter  font  of yesteryear.   Most  screenplays
adhere to this standard.

· The line that starts with INT. or EXT. is called a slug line, and is
used to identify the location and time of day of the scene.

· INT. is short for INTERIOR, EXT. is short for EXTERIOR, and
CU is short for CLOSE-UP.

· Sometimes you’ll see the initials  (OS) or  (VO) in a character’s
dialogue box.  The O.S. stands for Off-Screen, and the V.O.
stands for  Voiceover.  Some scripts will use  (OC) instead of
(OS),  which  abbreviates  Off-Camera instead  of  Off-
Screen.  It means the same thing though.
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· Off-Screen  means  that  the  character  is  present  on  the  stage
somewhere,  but  can’t  be  seen,  while  Voiceover  means  that  the
character is narrating the scene and is nowhere present.

If  you’ve  read  these  instructions  before,  then  disregard  the
redundancy  of  reading  them again.   But  if  you  haven’t  read  them
before,  then feel  free  to learn something as you venture on into the
pages ahead.  The format is actually quite easy to use, and requires very
little description to get the point across.  It’s a handy little storytelling
tool.   Now if only professional screenwriters can learn how to place
substance into this format.

—Jeremy
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“BUILDING THE PERFECT TEN”
FADE IN:
INT.  BROCK'S TV ROOM - NIGHT
Brock's TV room is small, almost the size of
a bedroom.  The TELEVISION is on, filling
the room with a bunch of NOISE.  The room is
junky with food and trash.
BROCK BALPYTHON, an incredibly fat and
disturbingly messy man, sits on his recliner
with the footrest down.  He loafs lazily in
the chair with a remote in one hand and a
bag of potato chips in the other.
Brock gurgles in his potato chips.

BROCK
No, no more.  No, no, okay, one
more.

Brock slowly pops a chip into his mouth.
BROCK

You know I'm fat, I'm fat, you
know it, that's right.

Brock nearly passes out in the chair.
The television blares out some ANNOUNCEMENTS.

VOICE (OS)
And in local news, the President
visited today to inaugurate his
new Vice President, former mayor
McCheese.

Brock hits the remote.  The PROGRAMMING
shifts.  An episode of the X-Men comes on.
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GAMBIT (OS)
Don't mess with the X-Men!

Brock hits the remote again.  The
PROGRAMMING shifts.  An episode of Veggie
Tales comes on.  They are singing.

LARRY AND OTHERS (OS)
We're pirates who don't do
anything--

Brock flips open the recliner.  He hits the
remote again.  The PROGRAMMING shifts.

BROCK
Man, I wish this didn't involve
so much energy.

A sports clip of the WONDERS OF THE WORLD
comes on.  Brock leans forward in his
recliner.  He takes a chip from his bag.
EXT.  PARK - DAY
In a black-and-white world at the park,
NUMBER 8 and NUMBER 9 hop around the fields
throwing a Frisbee.  They are very athletic.
INT.  BROCK'S TV ROOM - NIGHT
Brock stares at his potato chips a moment.
He looks at his gut.  He looks at the
television again.

NUMBER 8 (OS)
There are Seven Wonders of the
World that you know about.
We're the eighth and ninth.
When we're not training in the
gym--
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NUMBER 9 (OS)
Or throwing a super Frisbee at
massive quantitative speeds--

NUMBER 8 (OS)
We're eating Wheatees.

NUMBER 9 (OS)
With honey, oats, and little
chocolate donuts.

BROCK
Whoa.  Those guys are pumped.  I
wanna be pumped.

He looks at the bag of chips again.  He
throws them to the floor.

BROCK
I wanna be the Tenth Wonder of
the World!

Brock hits the remote control.  The
television shuts off.  He struggles to get
out of his chair.  He can't make it.  He
drops back into the recliner.

BROCK
Starting tomorrow.

INT.  BROCK'S DINING ROOM - NIGHT
TITLE CARD: “Day 1”
Brock's dining room is not nearly as trashy
as his living room, not in the food sense
anyway.  There are a number of fitness
magazines and books thrown around his table.
A vacuum cleaner sets in the corner of the
room.
The first magazine Brock comes across is a
standard magazine on muscles.  He stares at
the magazine a moment.  He pushes it aside.
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The second magazine is a magazine on
standard fitness plans and routines.  He
strokes his chin a moment, then he pushes
the magazine aside.
 
He pulls out a book from a nearby stack.
The book is about liposuction.  He opens the
book, and he makes a horrid face.  He pushes
the book aside.
The third magazine is a fitness magazine for
women.  He stares at the magazine a moment
and opens it.  He looks at his own flabby
chest and stomach.  It dissatisfies him.  He
looks at the magazine again.  He shakes his
head and pushes the magazine aside.
The fourth magazine he comes across is a
magazine about dieting.  He looks at it for
a quick second, and then quickly throws it
away.  He looks down at his gut and rubs it
as if to nurse it.
He stares blankly at the books and
magazines.  He strokes his head with
frustration.  He glances over to the vacuum
cleaner in the corner.  He picks up the book
on liposuction.  He looks at the vacuum
cleaner again.  He looks at the book.  He
drops the book and dashes for the vacuum
cleaner.
He quickly grabs the vacuum cleaner, yanks
it from the corner, and flips the switch.
He throws the lip of the tube onto his
belly.  The vacuum sucks at his body, as he
wildly moves it all over him.
After a few seconds, he removes the vacuum
cleaner nozzle, and looks excitedly at his
gut.  It's still there.  His face turns to
disappointment.  He cuts off the vacuum.
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INT.  BROCK'S BEDROOM - NIGHT
TITLE CARD: “Day 2”
Brock's bedroom is fairly small, littered
with junk and barely lit by the outside
lights.
Brock lies restlessly in his bed.  He tosses
back and forth, moaning and groaning.  A
fitness magazine loosely hangs from his hand.
He impatiently wakes up.  His face clenches
with irritability.  He looks at the
magazine.  He throws the magazine across the
room.  He looks at his gut and clutches it.
Brock sadly shakes his head.
INT.  BROCK'S TV ROOM - NIGHT
There are fitness videos setting on Brock's
coffee table.  The Yellow Pages of a phone
book lie open on the floor.
Brock enters the living room.  He sluggishly
approaches the television and turns it on.
He trudges over to the coffee table.
He grabs for a Richard Simmons video.  He
groggily stares at it a moment and shakes
his head.  He drops it back onto the table.
Next, he grabs for a Kathy Lee Gifford
video.  He bobs his head back and forth in
thought.  He scratches his head, then shakes
it.  He drops the video back onto the table.

Next, he grabs at a video of The Nutty
Professor.  His eyes grow wide with
astonishment.  He totally rejects the video.
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Brock grabs at an eight-second-abs video.
He pulls it out of the box and inserts it
into his VCR.  He drops to the floor.
Brock places his feet square onto the floor
and raises his knees in the air.  He wraps
his hands behind his head and slowly tries
to pull his elbows toward his knees.  As his
elbows nearly make contact, Brock drops back
to the floor.  He is out of breath.
Brock turns his weary head to the side.  He
sees the Yellow Pages open.  He slowly
crawls over to see them opened to the
Personal Trainers section.
INT.  BROCK'S LIVING ROOM - DAY
TITLE CARD: “Day 3”
The sunlight shines into Brock's
surprisingly clean living room. 
Brock stands at the front door and opens it.
WALLY BALCOBRA, professional trainer with a
gritty face, stands on the other side of the
door.  Wally has one eye closed and he
growls his mouth.  There is a five-pound
weight in his hand.
As Brock gestures Wally to step inside,
Wally tosses the weight to Brock.  Brock
catches the weight, but the weight throws
him to the floor.
INT.  BROCK'S KITCHEN - DAY
Brock's kitchen is fairly small.  A box of
eggs sets on the counter.  A glass filled
with yolk sets next to the eggs.  A glass of
milk sets next to the yolk.
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Wally cracks an egg over the glass of yolk.
He lets the yolk plop into the glass.  He
hands the glass to Brock.
Brock stares at the glass a moment and
shakes it.  The egg yolk bobbles back and
forth.  Brock's face turns blue and his
cheeks swell.  He shakes his head and tries
to hand the glass back to Wally.  Wally
forces the glass into Brock.
Brock grabs for the glass of milk and clinks
it against the glass of egg yolk.  He dips
the glass toward his mouth and sucks the
milk into his throat.
Snarling deeper, Wally grabs Brock's mouth
and shoves the glass of eggs up to his chin.
He impatiently drops the eggs into Brock's
mouth.
Brock almost immediately spits the eggs back
out.  Some land in the sink.  Some land on
Wally.  Brock slowly gathers up his stomach.
Wally shakes his head with disappointment.
He holds his hand out.  Brock reaches into
his pocket and pulls out some cash.  Wally
takes the cash from Brock's hand and counts
out a little.  He hands some back to Brock.
He scratches his head, then pulls the money
back, just out of Brock's reach, and stuffs
the whole thing in his pocket.
Wally gives Brock a rejected look and turns
away.  He walks out of the kitchen.  Brock
stands defeated.  He drops his head.
Brock looks at the carton of eggs.  He looks
toward the direction Wally walked.  He looks
at his gut.  He slowly pulls an egg from the
carton and cracks it over the glass.
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EXT.  PARK - DAY
TITLE CARD: “Day 4”
Brock stands underneath the pull-up bars on
the heart trail at the park.  Sweat covers
his beaten sweat clothes.
Brock grabs the overhead bar.  He tries to
hoist himself up.  He makes it about halfway
up, before his grip slips.  He falls to the
ground.  He quickly grabs for the bar again.
He slowly hoists himself up.  He makes it a
little farther, yet, not far enough.
Suddenly, a bunch of peanut shells smack him
in the head.  Brock falls off the bar.
A short distance away, a squirrel snickers
at Brock.  It runs away.
 
Brock's face turns red with embarrassment.
He looks around.
A few PEOPLE stand nearby.  They laugh and
point at Brock.  One person slaps his knee
with laughter.
Brock looks back at them.  He laughs and
points at them, then turns away.  His face
turns tight with irritability.  He jumps
back up to the bars.
In the distance, a black-and-white version
of Numbers 8 and 9 run by.
Brock struggles with the bar.  He pulls and
pulls at the bar.  Finally, he makes one
chin up.
EXT.  PARK - DAY
Brock slowly jogs along the sidewalk.
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A COUPLE, hand-in-hand, jogs right by him.
He tries to pick up his pace.  But, his pace
just isn’t quick enough to keep up with an
old lady.
EXT.  PARK - DAY
Back on the heart trail, Brock stands next
to the tiny balance beam.  As he steps on
the beam, he immediately looses his balance.
He topples onto the ground.
EXT.  PARK - DAY
Brock stands next to the vaulting horse.  He
grips the middle of the slope tightly.
Some JOGGERS slowly pace themselves along
the heart trail.  They watch Brock.
Brock dips up and down.  Suddenly, he
springs from the ground.  He almost makes it
over.
The joggers stop their running.  They
immediately cross their legs and clench
their faces.
EXT.  BEACH - DAY
TITLE CARD: “Day 5”
The beach is sunny and golden.  Many PEOPLE
lounge and sunbathe under the sun.  Wally is
among the sunbathers lying under the sun.
He is dressed up, almost formal.
Brock awkwardly jogs up the shoreline.  The
rolling waves slosh under his feet.  He
hobbles up and down, trying to keep himself
balanced.
Wally gets up from a towel.  He jogs next to
Brock and pats him on the shoulder.  He
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gives Brock the thumbs up and punches the
wind.
Brock falls on his face.  Wally persistently
pulls him up from the ground.
EXT.  BEACH - DAY
Brock and Wally stand in the water.  The
waves are fairly light.  Wally motions Brock
to hop the waves.
The first wave rolls through.  Wally hops
it.  Brock does not make it all the way up.
The second wave rolls through.  Wally hops
it without a beat.  Brock cannot regain his
balance from the first attempt and gets
sloshed by the wave.
The third wave rolls through.  Wally hops it
yet again.  Brock gets pummeled by the wave
and topples over.
EXT.  BEACH - DAY
Brock and Wally sit on their knees in the
sand.  Wally motions Brock to dig.  Like a
dog, Brock furiously digs a hole in the sand.
EXT.  BEACH - DAY
Half buried in sand, the trainer continues
to cheer Brock on.  Brock continues to dig,
furiously.
As the hole grows bigger, PASSERSBY laugh at
his efforts.  Brock continues to dig the
hole.
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EXT.  PARK - DAY
TITLE CARD: “Day 6”
The park looks the same as it did a couple
days earlier.  PEOPLE run around doing
recreational things.
Brock is a touch thinner.  His hands grip
the pull up bars.  Wally stands beside him.
Wally shoots his hand toward the sky.
Brock's teeth clench.  He slowly pulls
himself upward.  The sweat beads off his
forehead.
As he nears the top of the pull up bar, a
bunch of peanut shells smack him in the
head.  He loses his grip and falls to the
ground.
A short distance away, the squirrel snickers
at Brock.
Brock growls at the squirrel.  Wally jams
his hand in the direction of the squirrel.

WALLY
Chase the squirrel, Brock!
Chase the squirrel!

BROCK
What?

Wally thrusts his hand toward the squirrel's
direction again.

WALLY
Catch the squirrel!

Brock dashes from the pull up bars toward
the squirrel.  Wally cheers him on.
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The squirrel darts away from its spot and
heads for a tree.  It bolts up the tree.
Brock smacks into the tree right behind it.
He rubs his head.
INT.  OPEN ROOM - NIGHT
The room is fairly large, with a lot of
floor space.
Brock and Wally slowly circle the floor.
They have boxing gear on.  Brock throws a
punch toward Wally's face.  Wally blocks.
Wally lightly jabs Brock in the gut.  Brock
gets a little winded.
Brock delivers a jab to Wally's stomach.
Wally blocks.  Wally sends a light uppercut
to Brock's chin.  Brock staggers a little.
Wally follows up the uppercut with a jab to
the stomach.  Brock surprisingly blocks.  He
delivers a solid punch to Wally's jaw,
knocking him out.
Brock drops his jaw and looks at his fist of
steel.  He rubs it.
INT.  OPEN ROOM - DAY
TITLE CARD: “Day 7”
The room is still the same as before.  A
RADIO sets on the floor at the front of the
room.  A FEW PEOPLE do regular exercises on
the floor, from jumping jacks to jogging in
place.
Brock stands in the middle of the small
group.  He wildly jogs in place.  He
immediately breaks into a frenzy of air
boxing, followed by some high kicking.  He
speeds into a round of jumping jacks.
Quickly afterward, he drops to the floor for
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some push-ups.  He flips around and bicycles
his feet in the air.  He leaps up and does
the Hammer.  Finally, he dashes around and
slam dances the normal exercisers.
INT.  WALLY'S BEDROOM - DAY
TITLE CARD: “Day 8”
Wally's bedroom is neatly kept.  Wally lies
in his bed.  He has an ice pack on his head,
a thermometer in his mouth, a black eye, and
a broken tooth.
Brock is now thinner than before.  He stands
next to Wally's bedside.  He clutches his
gut and grins.  Wally gives him the thumbs
up.
INT.  BROCK'S KITCHEN - DAY
A carton of eggs sets on Brock's counter.  A
jug of milk sets next to the eggs.  A glass
of eggs and a glass of milk sets between
them.
Brock stands next to the counter.  He
stretches his legs along the floor and
follows up with a quick jog in place.  He
grabs the two glasses.
Brock pauses a moment.  He takes a deep
breath and quickly dumps the milk in his
mouth, immediately followed by the eggs.
EXT.  PARK - DAY
Still the same as ever, the park provides an
atmosphere of PICNICKERS and
RECREATIONALISTS.
Brock jogs along the sidewalk.  His speed is
up and his balance is stable.
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A bunch of peanut shells hit him in the
head.  He stops and looks in the direction
they came from.
The squirrel stands nearby.  It is
completely motionless.  Its expression is
almost intimidating.
Brock stares intently at the squirrel and
growls.  He charges for the squirrel like a
bull.
The squirrel bolts for a nearby tree.  It
darts straight up the side.
Brock leaps past the tree and lands on the
ground.
INT.  GYM - DAY
TITLE CARD: “Day 9”
The gym has its supply of STUDS and BABES
working out on the fitness equipment.
The front doors swing open.  Brock stands
between the doors, nearly silhouetted in the
sunlight behind him.  He is now almost
perfect size.
Brock struts into the gym.  He points and
winks at the people working out.  Their
expressions are almost nonexistent.
Brock heads for a bench press machine.  Some
people stand around and watch.  Brock lies
on the bench press.  He straps the barbell
above him.
Brock lifts the barbell off the resting
spot.  He lifts it over his chest, but he
cannot keep it up for very long.  The
barbell slowly drops to his chest.  It cages
him in.  The people around him laugh.
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Brock takes a couple deep breaths.  He
smiles and nods to the people.  With quick,
to the second beat, Brock raises the barbell
over his chest and presses it for several
reps.
EXT.  PARK - DAY
On the heart trail at the park, Brock hangs
on the pull up bars.  He raises himself up
several times, adding a quicker speed to
each pull.
EXT.  PARK - DAY
Brock stands next to the vaulting horse on
the heart trail.  He grabs the middle of the
horse and pumps himself up a couple times.
He leaps over the horse, swings under it,
and vaults again.  He does this two more
times.
EXT.  PARK - DAY
Brock quickly walks along the balance bars.
His posture is well set.  He does not miss a
step.
EXT.  PARK - DAY
With his shirt off like Tarzan, Brock swings
on a vine under a tree.  Suddenly, a bunch
of peanut shells smack him in the head.
Close by, the squirrel stares Brock down.
Brock hops off the vine.  He picks the
peanut shells off the ground and hurls them
back at the squirrel.
The squirrel bolts from its spot.
Brock charges after the squirrel.
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INT.  STROBE LIGHT ROOM - DAY
TITLE CARD: “Day 10”
The room is fairly dark.  A strobe light
sets in the back of the room.  A table sets
in front of the strobe light.  A Wonder of
the World facemask sets on the table.
Brock, now the Tenth Wonder of the World,
stands in front of the table.  He is now a
lean, mean, muscle machine.  He turns to
face the table.  He picks the mask up.  He
turns around again with his face looking at
the floor.  He dips the mask onto his face.
He smiles.
The strobe lights flick on.  He becomes like
a cartoon in the flickering light.  He
strikes a pose.  Then another.
EXT.  PARKING LOT - DAY
The parking lot has a bus parked in it.  In
another spot, a car remains motionless.
Brock stands in the parking lot.  He bends
down to stretch his legs and does a quick
hop.  He springs for the bus.
He runs like lightning toward the bus.
Then, with a quick leap, he glides over the
bus and lands on the other side.  He rolls
from the impact gracefully.
Upon standing from the roll, Brock beats
himself in the chest like a gorilla.  He
bolts for a wall.  Upon reaching the wall,
he slams into it with his shoulder.  He rams
his shoulder into it again.
Brock turns away from the wall.  He eyes the
car.  He growls.  He bolts for the car.
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Upon reaching the car, Brock crashes into
the back bumper and pushes the car forward.
He lets go.  The car rolls across the
parking lot from the impact.
EXT.  GOLF COURSE - DAY
The golf course has its decent supply of
GOLFERS.  The golfers play the courses like
pros and amateurs alike.
Brock stands at one of the tees.  He rocks
his arms back and forth.  The golf ball
stands potentially energetic on the tee.
Brock points down the fairway.  He takes one
look at the golf ball and waves it good-bye.
He clocks the club into the golf ball,
sending it off like a rocket.
The golf ball flies hundreds of yards.
While most people would take a golf cart
down to the ball, Brock dashes off the tee
and chases after the golf ball.  His feet
smoke from the velocity.
EXT.  TENNIS COURT - DAY
The tennis courts are fairly loaded with
PLAYERS and OBSERVERS.  The sun shines
crisply onto the courts, glistening the
sweat on the players' foreheads.
Brock stands alone in one of the courts.  He
holds a tennis racquet and a tennis ball.
Brock throws the ball into the air and
smacks it with the racquet as it comes down.
The ball sails over the net.
Brock quickly dashes to the other side of
the court.  He hits the ball to return it to
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the previous side.  He runs back to the
first side and hits the incoming ball.  He
dashes back to the other side and meets the
ball with the racquet.  He dashes back to
the first side.
EXT.  BASKETBALL COURT - DAY
The basketball court has a few serious
BASKETBALL PLAYERS.  The asphalt glistens
with sunlight.
Brock slowly trots down the court from the
opposing basket.  He dribbles the ball with
finesse.  He pushes defenders out of his way.
Upon reaching the half court mark, Brock
leaps for the basket.  He flies through the
defending hands of other players.  He comes
down on the basket with a massive slam-dunk.
The other players stagger and fall, like
they were hit by an earthquake.  
 
EXT.  BEACH - DAY
The beach is fairly crowded with SUNBATHERS
and SWIMMERS.  The ocean rolls both quietly
and powerfully.
Brock kneels on the sand.  He furiously digs
a hole.  He quickly disappears into the
rapidly deepening hole.
A short moment later, Brock's hand emerges
from the hole.  He holds some Chinese food.
The rest of him emerges from the hole.  He
wears a Chinese hat.  He digs into the
Chinese food and eats.
EXT.  PARK - DAY
The park is the same as ever.  PEOPLE are
here for all reasons.
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Brock slowly emerges from behind a hill.
All seems quiet around him.
A bunch of peanut shells sail for him.  They
deflect off his chest.  He continues forward.
The squirrel stares at Brock.  Its nose
twitters with contempt.
Brock stares at the squirrel, as he
continues to approach it.  His teeth clench.
He stops.
The squirrel continues to stare.
Brock gets down to the ground like a bull.
He digs his foot into the sand.  He springs
forward.
The squirrel quickly darts away from its
spot.
Brock quickly dashes across the field.  He
outstretches his hands as he leaps.  He hits
the ground.
Upon looking into his hands, Brock sees the
squirrel.  The squirrel is defeated and
captured.
INT.  WALLY'S BEDROOM - NIGHT
Brock sits next to Wally's bedside.  Wally,
still looking messed up, sits straight up in
his bed.
They each eat some chicken.  Wally gives
Brock the thumbs up.
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EXT.  STAIRWAY - DAY
The stairway is wide.  PEOPLE walk up and
down the stairway.  The vacuum cleaner sets
on one step.  Some junk food sets on another.
Brock dashes up the stairway.  As he passes
the vacuum cleaner, he pushes it out of the
way.  As he approaches the junk food, he
picks it up.  He throws the junk food to the
side.
Upon reaching the top of the stairway, Brock
stops.  He immediately spins around and
cheers.

BROCK
I am the Tenth Wonder of the
World!

The people around him look at him as if he
were an asylum escapee.
INT.  WONDER OF THE WORLD LIVING ROOM - NIGHT
A television shuts off.
Numbers 8 and 9 sit on a couch in the living
room.  They each hold a bag of potato chips.
They stare at the television a moment.  They
look to each other and nod.

NUMBER 9
Well, looks like we need to make
an extra room in the Wonder Cave.

NUMBER 8
I think that guy's my long lost
twin.

They toss the potato chips away.
NUMBER 9

Playtime's over.
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They get off the couch and kneel down to the
coffee table.  Number 8 pushes all the junk
off the table.
Their hands clasp together.  They get into
an intense arm wrestling match.
FADE OUT:
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“SKEETER AND BONES”
FADE IN:
EXT.  PARK – DAY
BONES sits alone on a park bench, scuffing
his rollerblades along the grass.
SKEETER skates along the path and crashes
into the bench.  He almost knocks Bones to
the ground.

SKEETER
Whoa, pardon me.

Bones regains his composure.
BONES

That’s okay, I just got my
wisdom teeth taken out.

SKEETER
That’s cool.  Hi, my name is
Skeeter.

BONES
I’m Bones.  Nice to meet you.  I
take it you’re here for the Two
Blades and a Board competition?

SKEETER
Yeah, except I’m short a blade
and a board.

BONES
Me too.  Hey, wanna be my other
blade?

SKEETER
Yeah, if we can get a board to
go with our blades.
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BONES
Hey, that would be swell.

Both skaters look toward the canal ahead.
SKEETER

Say, do you have a lighter?
BONES

No, I don’t smoke.
SKEETER

Yeah, neither do I.
They continue to stare at the canal.

BONES
Do you wanna know what I do?

SKEETER
No, but I don’t have many
friends, so I’ll listen.

BONES
I serve Jesus.

Skeeter looks at his bare wrist.
SKEETER

Wow, look at the time, I think
the competition’s about to begin.

Bones looks at his watch.
BONES

My watch says we have a half an
hour before sign-up begins.

SKEETER
Well, maybe I should go practice
for awhile.

Skeeter gets up and skates away.
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BONES
Hey, wait up, we gotta find a
board guy.

EXT.  ANOTHER PART OF PARK – DAY
Skeeter lies flat on his back in a patch of
grass.  Bones skates up next to him.

BONES
There you are.  Why are you on
your back?

SKEETER
I hit a tree.

BONES
Are you sure you should be
competing if you can’t really
skate?

SKEETER
I can skate, just not in the
grass.

BONES
I see.

Bones sits down next to him.
BONES (CONT’D)

Isn’t it neat how God made all
of this?

SKEETER
I guess.  I wish He made that
tree somewhere else, but yeah I
guess it’s neat.  I know I can’t
do it.

BONES
Have you ever shaped a piece of
clay and hoped your figure would
get up and walk?
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SKEETER
What?

BONES
I have.  I used to make car
shapes out of my clay, and then
make it transform into a human
figure, kinda like a Transformer.

SKEETER
Hey, I used to do that too.  I
remember making Optimus Prime’s
brother and they’d fight each
other until the clay head would
fly off and land in some cat
food.

BONES
Minus the violence, God made us
into a human that can transform
into a pure creature when we
enter His kingdom.  The big
difference is that we can move
without his hand influencing us,
even though we can get further
if we let him walk us around.
Make sense?

SKEETER
Kind of.  It seems to me that
you’re happy about the fact that
God has made us like a
transformer, or something to
that extent, and that letting
Him guide you will take you
further in life.

BONES
Making me more fulfilled, yes,
that’s it.  Do you like that?

SKEETER
That’s kinda cool.
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BONES
Wanna know more about God, and
the cool things he does for his
children?

SKEETER
Can you tell me while we look
for a guy with a skateboard?

BONES
Of course.

Skeeter stands up and thrusts out his arm.
SKEETER

Then press on, young man.
FADE OUT:
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“SKATER DAY”
EXT.  PARK – DAY
The park is sunny.  A bike trail runs
alongside a canal.
Two guys, SKEETER and BONES rollerblade down
the trail.
A lonely guy, MICKEY sits on a bench nearby
with a skateboard next to him.  He stares
out at the canal.
Skeeter comes to a stop a little ways from
the bench.  He grabs for Bones’s arm to stop
him.

SKEETER
Hey, don’t look, it’s Mickey,
that weirdo from English class.

Bones looks at the bench.
SKEETER (CONT’D)

I said don’t look, he might see
you.

BONES
He’ll see us anyway; we’re
standing in plain sight.

SKEETER
But he might not recognize us.

Bones takes a slide with his skate.  Skeeter
stops him again.

SKEETER
Dude, what are you doing?  I
don’t want him spotting us.
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BONES
Why, it’s just Mickey.  It’s not
like your dream girl catching
you with a big zit on your face.
Besides, he’s gotta skateboard.
Maybe he’s good.

Mickey uses a plastic back scratcher on his
back.  His face contorts with delight.

SKEETER
But look at him.  I don’t want
someone like that hanging around
us.  Remember what he did at
lunch time the other day?

BONES
Some people have to fart, man.
I’m sure he doesn’t do it on
purpose.

SKEETER
What about girls?  You think
they’ll still talk to us if we
have loser boy tagging along on
our backs all the time?

BONES
You don’t like any of the girls
at school anyway.  What do you
care?

SKEETER
Look, I just don’t want to grab
his attention.  I mean look at
him.  He’s picking his nose.

Mickey carefully sucks on his finger.
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BONES
Stop being paranoid.  I mean,
you were the one worried we
wouldn’t find a third man for
the competition today.  Maybe
he’s our chance.

SKEETER
We can do fine with just two
guys.  Come on, let’s try to
sneak around him.

Skeeter heads for the canal embankment.
Bones grabs for his arm and pulls him toward
the bench.

BONES
Come on, Skeeter.

Mickey talks into a cell phone as Skeeter
and Bones reach his bench.

MICKEY
That’s a thousand shares, not a
hundred.  Right.  Whoops, gotta
go.

Mickey hangs up the phone and smiles at them.
MICKEY

Hey, aren’t you guys in my
English class?

BONES
Yeah.

SKEETER
Maybe.

BONES
Say, that’s a nice skateboard.
You any good?
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MICKEY
When I’m on the pavement.

BONES
Hey we need a third man for the
Two Blades and a Board
competition down by the lake.
You wanna join us?

MICKEY
I don’t know, I always thought
you guys were losers.  I’m not
sure I wanna be seen with you.

Skeeter reaches out to grab his neck.
SKEETER

What?
MICKEY

Lay off, man.  Just kidding.  Of
course I’ll go.  I needed two
guys to enter anyway, so this is
gonna be great.

Mickey stands up and jumps on his skateboard.
MICKEY (CONT’D)

Let’s go!
Mickey skates into a railing and falls off
his board.

MICKEY
Just a little rusty.  We’ll be
fine.

Skeeter and Bones look at each other and
shrug.

SKEETER
Okay, so he’s kinda funny.
Let’s go.
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Skeeter skates into the railing and falls
down next to Mickey.

BONES
Maybe we should all practice
together before we enter.

FADE OUT:
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“WHAT IS THE END?”
FADE IN:
TITLE CARD:  “What is the end?”
EXT.  TENNIS COURTS – DAY
The tennis court is empty.  Two dudes,
SKEETER and BONES skate around the net on
their skateboards.

SKEETER
Hey, Bones, you’re wise, has
anyone ever asked you about the
end of the world?

BONES
Not lately, why?

SKEETER
Well, you know, the year 2000 is
coming, people are worried about
mass chaos, and we lost the Two
Blades and a Board competition.
So I was just wondering what you
think about that.

BONES
Well, Skeeter, I think it could
be a lot of different things.
For instance—

Skeeter loses control and crashes into the
net.  He falls off his board.

BONES (CONT’D)
Whoops, watch out for that net.
Anyway, I think it could be
anything really.  Who’s to say
what the end of the world will
really be like?

Skeeter sits on his skateboard.
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SKEETER
Think it’ll be like the
Terminator where man will fight
machine and then send Arnold
Schwarzenegger back in time to
jump into a vat of lava?

BONES
I don’t know about that.  Maybe
something a little more
realistic.

SKEETER
Oh yeah, of course.

Bones points to the horizon.
BONES

See that world out there?
SKEETER

Where?
BONES

Out there.  I think it will all
fall apart out there.  Watch and
imagine with me.

SKEETER
Okay, dude.

EXT.  PARK – DAY
It is nearing dusk at the park.  The trails
are less traveled.
BILLY and BOB walk along the trail.

BILLY
So I said to her, “I don’t want
this job anymore.”
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BOB
Wow, what a step.

BILLY
Yeah, man, I said, “Wash your
own parakeets.  I’m sick of
being bitten all the time.”  You
know, I hate being bitten.

BOB
Yeah, me too.  I had a similar
problem with my boss’s pet
crocodile.  I tell you, these
animals these days are all teeth.

BILLY
Remember Johnny?  He was
attacked by a cow the other day.

BOB
No kidding?

BILLY
If I didn’t know better, I’d say
this was the end.

BOB
A cow attacked him?

BILLY
Like a pack of dogs.

EXT.  TENNIS COURT – DAY
Skeeter looks dumbfounded at the horizon.
Bones strokes his chin.

SKEETER
Nah ah, cows aren’t going to
attack people.
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BONES
Just a theory.  I also think
we’ll endure great world
cataclysms.

SKEETER
Is that when aliens attack earth?

Bones looks at him like he’s stupid.
BONES

Yeah, that’s when aliens attack
earth.  No, it’s like this.

Skeeter and Bones impulsively look toward
the horizon.
EXT.  FIELD – DAY
The field is a wide expanse of really green
grass, and some not as green grass.
Two girls, CASSIE and MIRANDA toss a Frisbee
back and forth to each other.  The distance
they stand from each other is about six feet.

CASSIE
So how about that party tonight?
You gonna go?

MIRANDA
I don’t know, I think Johnny
wants to go out tonight.

CASSIE
Johnny?  Didn’t he get attacked
by a cow the other day?

MIRANDA
Yeah, but he’s fast recovering,
so I thought I’d treat him to
dinner and a movie.
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CASSIE
But this is gonna be the party
of the millennium.  Can’t you
take him out tomorrow?

MIRANDA
He’s been groping for the last
three days to leave his house.
Besides, wasn’t last week’s
party the party of the
millennium?

CASSIE
As of last week it was.  But
this is a new week.

MIRANDA
I’d love to, but Johnny’s gonna
come down with Mad Cow disease
if he doesn’t have steak and
popcorn tonight.

CASSIE
Whatever.

They continue to toss the Frisbee a couple
times.

MIRANDA
Should we be tossing this thing
so close?

CASSIE
You’re right, lets run around a
bit.

Cassie and Miranda run away from each other.
As they get a few steps away, the ground
SHAKES hard and they fall on their faces.

CASSIE
What’s that?
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MIRANDA
I think it’s an earthquake!

CASSIE
In Florida?

MIRANDA
Johnny’s gonna relapse!

EXT.  TENNIS COURT – DAY
Skeeter and Bones both stare dumbfounded at
the horizon.

SKEETER
Earthquakes in Florida.  You
know, I think your wisdom has
taken a nosedive.

BONES
It could happen.  Remember
Armageddon?

SKEETER
That was about comets, not
earthquakes.

BONES
Actually, the real Armageddon is
about the last great war.

SKEETER
I thought it was about comets.

BONES
No, it’s like this.

EXT.  OUTSIDE FOREST – DAY
The field in front of the forest is perfect
for battle.
A WARRIOR and his SILENT OPPONENT battle for
supremacy with their light sabers.
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The two weapons CLASH.
WARRIOR

I will not let you have this
galaxy, wretched evil one!

The silent opponent grunts.
The warrior dodges a lunge from the opponent.

WARRIOR
You have done the last of your
ruthless bidding on my world!

The silent opponent blocks an overhead
attack from the warrior.

WARRIOR
I shall liberate my galaxy with
the death blow of my glow stick!

The weapons slash at each other with
blinding fury.

WARRIOR
I see that you are fast, but can
you survive the dreaded sting of
my stealth attack?

The weapons halt as the silent opponent
grunts a question.
The warrior knees the silent opponent in the
groin.  The silent opponent groans in pain
as his knees clasp and he falls to the
ground.  The warrior holds his light saber
high in the air.

WARRIOR
At last, our victory!

The warrior brings the light saber down
toward the silent opponent.
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EXT.  TENNIS COURT – DAY
Skeeter clenches his fists with delight.

BONES
In case you have sensitive ears,
I’ll spare you the gory details
of what happens when a light
saber comes in contact with a
silent grunting guy.

SKEETER
No tell me, tell me!

BONES
I think that’s enough, Skeeter.
Anyway, that’s what I believe
the end could be, but I guess
the book of Revelations could
explain things better.

SKEETER
The book of what?

BONES
Yeah, I think that’s what we
should look at instead.  The
horizon doesn’t really tell us
anything.

FADE OUT:
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“CARD NIGHT”
FADE IN:
TITLE CARD:  “What is the end?”
INT.  LIVING ROOM – NIGHT
The living room is cozy and big enough to
hold a small party.  The STEREO plays some
music.
Three guys, PHIL, RICK, and WALDO sit around
a table playing cards.
Phil deals out seven cards to each of them.

RICK
So where are the others tonight?
It seems pretty stupid to do
this with three people.

PHIL
Stupid maybe, but all the more
interesting.  You made me lose
count.

Phil takes all the cards back and deals them
out again.

RICK
Sorry.

WALDO
I heard Bobby and Gilbert are
going to a game tonight.

RICK
Really, who’s playing?

WALDO
I think Pearl Jam.
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RICK
I mean which teams are playing?

WALDO
I don’t know.  I don’t even know
what game they’re playing.

PHIL
What?

WALDO
I just know they’re not coming
tonight.

RICK
Thanks.

WALDO
Oh, no problem.

Each guy takes his hand of cards and looks
at them.

RICK
Oh great, my hand is crap.

Both Phil and Waldo look at him funny.
RICK (CONT’D)

If I didn’t know better, I’d say
this is the end of the world.

Rick drops his cards onto the table and
punches up a SONG on his stereo.
Phil mimics a guy drinking booze to Waldo.
Waldo giggles like a child.
Rick dances a 70s jig.

PHIL
What are you doing, Rick?
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RICK
This is what’ll happen when the
world ends.

PHIL
What?

RICK
People will go crazy and do
unpredictable things.

Phil gets up and turns off the radio.  Rick
keeps dancing.

PHIL
What, are you saying this is the
end of the world?

RICK
Yeah, man.  Look at my cards.

PHIL
I’m not gonna look at your cards.

RICK
No look at them.  Really.

Waldo sneaks a peek at Rick’s cards.  He
quickly puts them face down and whistles.

PHIL
Okay, fine.

Phil grabs for Rick’s cards and stares at
them.

PHIL
Oh my.  This is really bad.

RICK
I’m telling you, it’s all over.
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PHIL
I thought you were exaggerating
there for a moment, but I have
to say that this is really bad.

RICK
Didn’t believe me, did you?

PHIL
Waldo, how much insurance do you
have?

WALDO
Insurance?

PHIL
Yeah, insurance.

WALDO
Some, I guess.

Phil puts the cards back on the table.
PHIL

Okay, everybody find something
to hide under.  Hurry!

The three guys scramble to hide under the
table.  Waldo tries to cram himself
underneath a chair.

RICK
I don’t think this is going to
work, Phil.

PHIL
It has to!  There is no other
way to protect ourselves!

WALDO
I don’t get it.  What’s going on?
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PHIL
Judgment day is coming!  That’s
what to get!

WALDO
From looking at a pair of cards?

PHIL
Those are some really bad cards!

WALDO
No they’re not.  I looked at
them.  They’re not that bad.

RICK
Look at them again, Waldo!  Look
at them again!

Phil and Rick cover their eyes as Waldo
moves for the card table.  He looks at the
cards again.  He shrugs and tosses the cards
over his shoulder.

WALDO
Whatever.  I gotta pee.

Waldo moves toward the bathroom.
PHIL

Can’t you see it?  Waldo?
Phil uncovers his eyes.  He looks all over
the place.

PHIL
Rick!

Rick quickly uncovers his eyes.
RICK

What?
PHIL

Look out there!  Look all around!
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RICK
I see it, I see it.  It’s the
end.

PHIL
Not that, not that.

RICK
What then?

PHIL
Waldo, he’s gone.  Waldo’s gone!

RICK
What?

PHIL
Where’s Waldo?

EXT.  PARKING LOT – DAY
Two dudes, SKEETER and BONES ride their
skateboards up to the camera.

SKEETER
Hi, I’m Skeeter.

BONES
And I’m Bones.  What you just
saw was us acting out what we
believe people will do when they
think the end of the world has
arrived.

SKEETER
As you can see, it is mass
chaos, and total insanity.

BONES
And total encompassing fear.
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SKEETER
Even though the setting of three
guys going crazy because of a
bad hand of cards is pretty
lame.  That was bad writing on
our part.

BONES
But the point is that the world
will not be secure when the end
comes.  Yet, some, like Waldo,
will not believe it’s the end.

SKEETER
So we believe.

BONES
And realistically everything
will probably be a lot worse.

SKEETER
Because everybody will be too
busy dodging giant hailstones to
get involved in some stupid card
game.

Bones looks at Skeeter.
BONES

Yeah.  Anyway, for a better
interpretation of what the end
will really be like, we
recommend you read the Book of
Revelations.

SKEETER
That’s in the Bible.

BONES
And we hope that you’ll totally
forget our really bad acting
when reading the truth.
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Skeeter and Bones skate away from the camera.
FADE OUT:
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“OIL CHANGERS”
FADE IN:
EXT.  DRIVEWAY - DAY
A MAN and a WOMAN stand out in the driveway
of a quaint little suburban home.  The hood
is up on their car.
The man hides behind the hood, momentarily
peeking out to acknowledge the woman
standing next to the driver’s side of the
door.  She drinks a Pepsi.

MAN
I think I may have figured this
thing out.  That cap I took off
looks like it’s for oil, not
water.

WOMAN
You mean the cap that says “oil”
on it?

MAN
That’s right.  I’m thirsty you
know.  All this talk about water
reminds me of my thirst.  Could
you grab me a Pepsi too?

The woman removes a Pepsi One from behind
her back and holds it up with a grin.

WOMAN
All I have is the first Pepsi.

MAN
That’ll do.

The man reaches out for the Pepsi as the
woman hands it to him.  As he pops the tab,
some of it spills into the engine.
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MAN
Oh drat, I got Pepsi in the oil.
Now I have to get it changed.
How much does Jiffy Lube cost?

The woman removes an oil change manual from
behind her back.

WOMAN
Forget Jiffy Lube.  I have a
cool manual written by college
students that will tell you how
to do it yourself.

A DIALOGUE BOX GIRL walks up behind the man
holding a sign that says, “I wish I owned a
Honda.”  The man taps his head in thought.

WOMAN
Why do you wish you had a Honda?

MAN
What?  What are you talking
about?

WOMAN
That thought-bubble-girl is
standing behind you again.
What’s wrong with the car we
have?

MAN
It’s got Pepsi in the oil.

The woman grabs the man by the ear and pulls
him down the driveway.

WOMAN
That’s why we’re going to go to
the auto parts store and buy
what we need to change it.

They exit the scene.
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The ANNOUNCER shows up next to the car.
ANNOUNCER

Please lower the background 70s
music for a moment please.
Thank you.  I am your Master of
Ceremonies for this tour of a
homemade oil change, starring
this manual here in my hand.

He holds up the manual in his hands as he
flips through the pages.

ANNOUNCER (CONT.)
Notice the simplicity of the
words and the elegance of the
comic book character going
through the steps.  This is what
our heroes must read, in order
to successfully change out the
contaminated oil, caused by the
spill of one such—

The announcer holds up another can of Pepsi
One.

ANNOUNCER (CONT.)
Pepsi One, which may taste like
Coke, but it’s a Pepsi.  Let’s
visit our heroes at the auto
parts store.

The announcer pops open the Pepsi and drinks
it.  The Dialogue Box girl holds up a
thought behind the announcer, which says, “I
actually kind of like this.  This is almost
as good as changing my own oil.”  The
announcer turns around to see the girl.

ANNOUNCER
Don’t thought-bubble me.  I’m
not the one changing the oil.
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DIALOGUE BOX GIRL
Sorry.  Nobody’s paying me for
this.  They just told me to hold
these things up every couple
minutes.

She rifles through the thought bubble cards.
DIALOGUE BOX GIRL

Are all of these for the guy?
The announcer spots one thought bubble that
he pulls from the deck.

ANNOUNCER
Actually, this one sounds like
me.  Leave this one out.

The announcer tries to hide the bubble
behind his back, but as he walks away, the
bubble is revealed to say, “N Sync is the
coolest ever.”
EXT.  AUTO PARTS STORE PARKING LOT – DAY
The auto parts store is a small mom and pop
kind of place with only a few parking spots.
A car is parked in one of the spots.
The announcer walks into the parking lot and
stops next to the parked car.

ANNOUNCER
Welcome to the auto parts store.
This is where our adventure
truly begins.  Here we can buy
every essential item found in
this manual, and a bunch of
stuff like windshield wipers
that we probably won’t invest in
today.  Let’s find out what the
driver of this car has to say
about buying parts.
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The announcer approaches the driver to find
that it is actually a mannequin.  The
announcer sports a puzzled look.  He knocks
on the mannequin’s face.
The dialogue box girl walks up behind him.

DIALOGUE BOX GIRL
Wow, I hope this isn’t a serious
illness or something.

ANNOUNCER
What are you doing?

DIALOGUE BOX GIRL
You didn’t want me to use the
cards on you.

ANNOUNCER
You’re not supposed to do my
thoughts anyway.  Go away.

DIALOGUE BOX GIRL
Okay, but that’s what you were
thinking, wasn’t it?

The announcer chases her off.  He stops
about midway through the parking lot.

ANNOUNCER
Sorry about that.  Anyway, as I
was saying before—oops, here
they come.  Let’s watch.

A car drives into the parking lot and pulls
into the spot next to the other car, hitting
the mannequin that is now standing in the
spot, causing it to fly onto the sidewalk.
The announcer covers his face in shame.
The man and woman continue on about the
elements of changing oil, while walking into
the store.
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ANNOUNCER
Due to business policies and
lack of funding, the makers of
this video have decided not to
go inside the building.  I’ll
just summarize by saying our
heroes buy some oil, some
wrenches, and some other
necessary items found in this
manual.  Okay, it’s a good time
to turn up the music again.

EXT.  DRIVEWAY – DAY
The man and woman return to their driveway,
carrying a bag of parts.

MAN
I say, this manual is quite
handy for buying parts, and
these parts are quite handy for
changing oil.

WOMAN
So you say.  But you must
actually change the oil to
actually say it’s handy to read
and change.

MAN
I know I must change myself to
say it’s handy to change, but I
still think it’s handy anyway, I
say, for a change.

WOMAN
What?

The man removes the oil filter from the bag.
MAN

What does the manual say about
the oil filter?
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The woman flips through the pages.
WOMAN

Actually, we have to lift it up
first, since most oil things are
accessed from underneath.

MAN
You mean I have to crawl
underneath the car?  Why, that
sounds kind of unfair.

WOMAN
But you’ll be saving hundreds of
dollars in the long run.  After
twenty years of changing the oil
yourself, you can buy a
Panasonic video camera with the
money you saved.

The woman aims the side view mirror at the
video camera shooting the video documentary.

WOMAN (CONT.)
That way you can make a video
about changing your own oil.

MAN
You have a point.

The dialogue box girl shows up, holding a
thought bubble behind him that says, “Why
can’t I shoot the video, and make that girl
holding the camera do the oil change?”
EXT.  DRIVEWAY – DAY
The car rests on top of some ramps.  The man
lies underneath the car doing some work.
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ANNOUNCER
Okay, now we come to the crucial
part of the oil change procedure
as our hero actually does it.
Let us get on our hands and
knees as we watch him follow the
manual’s instructions.

Everybody gets down on their hands and knees
as they get a closer look at the oil getting
changed.

NEIGHBOR (OS)
Hey, what’s everybody doing?

WOMAN
We’re changing the oil.

The NEIGHBOR enters the driveway.
NEIGHBOR

Really?  Without sitting in a
waiting room watching Jerry
Springer while the oil change
technicians spend ten to twenty
minutes changing your oil and
other fluids, just to top it off
by adding a courtesy service of
cleaning out the inside of your
car of unnecessary trash and the
occasional important papers
because it looks like trash,
while you drink some Pepsi?

WOMAN
That’s right.

NEIGHBOR
Cool.  Well, gotta go.

The neighbor leaves.
The others continue to watch the man change
the oil.
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He starts by using a wrench to loosen the
oil plug.
A few seconds later, he slides out from
underneath the car with black liquid all
over his face.

MAN
This can’t be healthy.

The woman holds up an empty jug.
WOMAN

Fortunately, we recycle.
She wipes a rag across his face and squeezes
the liquid into the jug.

WOMAN
Okay, time to finish the job.

EXT.  DRIVEWAY – DAY
The man continues to work on the car.  The
woman cheers him on.  The dialogue box girl
holds up a sign that says, “You go, dude!”
The announcer holds a microphone as he sings.

ANNOUNCER
And now we come down to the
final steps of changing oil.
Please forgive me if my singing
clashes with 70s funk.  But
that’s the power of love.  Sing
it, daddy.

The man spreads some oil around the lip of
the new filter.  He screws it back into its
proper place.
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MAN
I do believe I’m done.  I mean,
I still have to pour in new oil,
but I think I’m done.

He slides out to receive a cheer from all
those around him.

MAN (CONT.)
Why, I don’t believe I performed
a heroic act or anything.  I
just changed my oil.

WOMAN
But you did such a great job.

The man smiles.
MAN

Why yes, yes I did.  This calls
for a celebration.

The dialogue box girl holds up a thought
bubble that says, “A pair of Chalupas from
Taco Bell?”

WOMAN
Will you take me to Paris?

The man removes the blocks from behind the
tires.

MAN
I don’t think I can drive there.
But, even if I could, that would
be more than three thousand
miles.

Everybody, including the dialogue box girl
and announcer laugh.  The neighbor pops in
again, holding a bag from Taco Bell.  She
laughs too.
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EXT.  RESIDENTIAL STREET – DAY
The announcer and dialogue box girl stand
out in the middle of the quiet residential
street, just out in front of the driveway
that the oil change was performed.
The dialogue box girl pretends to sign
everything the announcer says.

ANNOUNCER
So, that concludes our journey
into the heart of changing oil.
We’re sorry we didn’t get
everything because time and
limited camera angles prevented
us from giving you a
masterpiece.  But, as you flip
through the pages of an oil
change manual, we suggest
practicing the steps that work
best.  For example, we don’t
recommend using jacks for
raising the car or else this
could happen.

EXT.  DRIVEWAY – DAY
A pair of mannequin legs stick out from
underneath the car.  A jack lies on its side
next to the front tire.
The woman talks on the phone.

WOMAN
Well, it’s kind of an emergency.
An ambulance would be nice.
Yes, thank you for your time.
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EXT.  RESIDENTIAL STREET – DAY
ANNOUNCER

In a real situation, that could
be a disaster.  Anyway, just to
review, acknowledge that your
oil must be changed, buy the
parts, raise the car on ramps,
drain the oil into an oil pan,
use a filter wrench to remove
the filter, lubricate the new
filter, screw it in—the filter,
not the wrench, and refill the
oil.  When all that’s done,
lower the car, drop the hood,
and pat yourself on the back in
case you have no one else to do
it for you.

The dialogue box girl nods in agreement.
The announcer holds up a thought bubble
behind her head that says, “I wish I had a
cooler job than this.”

DIALOGUE BOX GIRL
I know what you’re doing, and I
don’t like it.

She  grabs  the  bubble  from  his  hands  and
beats him over the head with it.
FADE OUT:
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Skit Screenplay Commentaries

This segment deals with the various skits I wrote over the years
with  the  intention  of  filming  for  sermon  introductions  and  class
projects.   Most of them never made it  in front of a camera,  but  the
drafts still live on as an example of what could have been if the actors
were more easily accessible and dedicated.  The following will attempt
to summarize what the skit was supposed to be about, and why I wrote
it in the first place.

Building the Perfect Ten

This first skit was born sometime in 1997 as a comedy tribute to a
couple of characters that the youth pastor and children’s pastor of my
church at the time created to fire up the teenagers.  The premise was
that these two muscle-bound infomercial guys in black masks walked
around calling themselves the eighth and ninth wonders of the world,
trying to get certain messages across to their viewers.  The characters
garnered such a laugh that the two pastors brought them back a few
more  times  in  later  videos  to  make  announcements  and  whatnot.
Sometime toward the end of summer that year, the youth pastor asked
me to take charge of making video announcements and other related
drama skits.  I decided to write this skit for my initial run to get the kids
laughing.  But, time management problems with the people I needed to
act in the skit prevented this from ever getting made.  Now it survives
only as a relic of my past.

For those who are unfamiliar with pop culture, the skeleton of the
story line was meant to parody the first couple  Rocky movies, in that
this nobody of a guy trains hard with this gnarled old trainer to become
somebody—somebody  big.   I  wanted  him  to  run  through  similar
motions  as  that  of  the  famed  fictional  boxer  to  make  this  parody
recognizable to anyone fortunate enough to watch it.   Anyone paying
attention will catch the reference.  Also, the time it takes for the main
character  to  reshape  his  entire  being is  completely ridiculous,  but  I
wanted some poetic justice to occur among the number ten.

The squirrel posed as the adversary to the character’s goals because
something had to  fill that  role.   I  had gotten it into my head that if
Brock spent his whole training session trying to catch this squirrel, it
would reveal some sort of accomplishment in his growth as a character
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if he eventually caught it.  In the end it was a cheesy device, but it was
better than having him try to hunt down the elusive veggie burger.

Looking back I’m not sure why I thought I could film this script.  I
wrote it  knowing that the ending sequence when Brock becomes the
Tenth  World  Wonder  would’ve  been  next  to  impossible  to  pull  off
successfully given the lack of budget or talent that I had, but I figured I
could probably get away with cutting trick angles to make some of the
more  elaborate  scenes  somewhat  functional.   If  anything  else,  it
would’ve made for a bigger laugh.  But I guess I’ll never know now.

Skeeter and Bones

This skit marked the beginning of a series of adventures I created
starring two skaters named Skeeter and Bones.  The premise behind this
series was to help the pastor set up his sermon to give the congregation
a general idea what they were in for before the sermon actually began.
Like the last church I belonged to, this church attempted to set up a
drama  ministry  to  make  teaching  the  gospel  a  little  more  public
friendly, but in the end it fell apart because the actors couldn’t set aside
the time they needed to perform their roles.  Even though the skits were
designed  to  be  filmed  quickly,  people  still  didn’t  understand  the
concept of time management, so most of these never got off the ground.
Naturally I felt discouraged with each passing week that nothing came
about because I gave it my best effort to help out with their ministry,
but a lack of support left me thinking that maybe it was never meant to
be.  To this day I still don’t know how I’m supposed to use my talents
to serve God in a church environment when the demand is rarely ever
made or supported, but this skit shows that I still try.

Skater Day

I doubt the lesson in this skit is lost to those of you reading, but just
in case it is, the premise is that we should never judge a book by its
cover.  Usually a week or two before the pastor delivered his topic, he
would give me a basic idea of what he intended to communicate for that
given week.  Now, the sermon that this was written for was given so
long  ago  that  I  can’t  remember  the  specifics,  but  I’m sure  it  had
something to do with judgment.  There probably isn’t much else to say
about this piece, but the characters were a lot of fun to develop this time
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around.  It felt a bit more natural to me to create a real story with real
circumstances than something that seemed a bit forced like the previous
skit.  And I suppose I could get into some other details about this skit,
like my intention to  film it  at  Blanchard Park (which you should be
familiar  with  by  now  if  you’ve  been  reading  some  of  my  past
commentaries),  and the fact  that  the guy who was supposed to  play
Bones couldn’t actually skate, but I won’t get into all that because it’s
still just a series of words on a page.

What is the End?

In the last couple months of 1999, my pastor decided to do a series
about Revelations and end of the world stuff because that kind of thing
was popular toward the arrival of the new millennium.  This skit was
supposed to introduce that series, but again the skit never got filmed
because I couldn’t get enough dedication from my key players to pull it
off.  I wish I had more to say about it, but there’s only so much I can
allude to when I had certain actors in mind to play the parts, but you
probably don’t know any of them, so there isn’t much use in talking
about them.  I  can say though that  at  the time my roommate had a
couple of toy light sabers that he bought when Star Wars Episode 1 had
first come out, and I planned on utilizing those quite extensively in that
final scene between the warrior and his silent opponent.  But again, that
moment never presented an opportunity to me, so that scene never had a
chance  to  be  immortalized.   Oh well,  as  the  silent  opponent  would
say….

Card Night

And again we have another Skeeter and Bones drama designed to
introduce the week’s lesson.  Only this time, my actors finally came
through.

I  remember  the  night  well.   It  was  a  Thursday  evening  in
November, and I had just finished writing the first draft of “Shade of
Blue” when the actors came over.  There wasn’t much time to prepare
the skit because the guy playing Skeeter/Rick had to go catch a showing
of Fight Club that night, so much of it was improvised.  When it came
time to start the scene with the three guys playing cards, I had them get
into the scene by discussing random topics as themselves and gradually
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work their  way into playing out the stuff that was scripted.   I  never
actually told them when the camera started recording, but left it up to
them to decide when it was time to start discussing the missing players,
and ultimately move into the whole issue with the bad hand of cards.
When the scene finally played out, the couch cushions lied all over the
place and the two main guys looked ridiculous trying to  hide  under
them in a panic.

I think the funniest thing about this story is that prior to filming, I
warned my second roommate (not the one with the light sabers) that we
were about to shoot a scene where these guys were going to be yelling
and panicking at nothing, and that there was no reason to think anything
of it.  I mentioned that we were pressed for time and that we couldn’t
afford any interruptions.  I thought that would be enough information to
get  the  point  across.   But  sure  enough,  something  was  lost  in  the
translation because when that pivotal moment came for them to flip out
over the bad hand of cards, my roommate came out of his room and
asked out loud if everything was all right.  To this day I still have his
interruption on tape, although it’s brief because I hit the stop button as
soon as he started to speak.  Nevertheless I thought it was pretty funny
looking back.

The last little bonus secret about filming this skit came from the
Skeeter and Bones scene that we filmed that following Sunday.  The
setup was that Skeeter and Bones would ride up to the camera on their
skateboards and start dialoguing.  But, as I mentioned in the “Skater
Day” skit, the guy playing Bones couldn’t skate, so we had another guy
play his stunt double until the moment came for him to walk on screen
with his skateboard in hand.  The best part was that Bones and the stunt
double looked nothing alike.  The last great secret about the skit (which
will honestly only mean something if you actually get a chance to see it)
is that the actors playing Skeeter and Bones essentially read copies of
the script  out loud as they performed the dialogue to the camera.   I
literally had to have someone hold up the pages of script directly next
to the camera lens, so that it looked like these guys were still trying to
perform their roles effectively.  Honestly, the whole thing was hilarious.
To this day I wish I had more opportunities to film these characters.

Oil Changers

This skit was written for a Technical Writing class that I took in
spring of 2000 in which each group had to give a presentation about the
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technical document that they created for the course.  My group worked
on the development of an oil change manual, and this skit was designed
to fill the presentation portion of that project.  Like the last few skits I
wrote I tried to keep the filmability of the script reasonable.  But when
it came down to actually filming the presentation, we adlibbed most of
the scenes, and the final product only loosely resembled the original
script.   I  thought  both  were  hilarious  in  their  own rights,  but  they
weren’t the least bit identical.  At least the “Card Night” story had some
similarities between script and camera.  This one turned into improv for
the  most  part.   The  only other  thing  I  can  say  about  this  was that
someone else did all the directing for the film version.   My biggest
contribution besides story was to mix in the soundtrack.  That’s usually
one of my favorite parts about video anyway.  Hopefully I’ll be able to
get this stuff put onto DVD someday.

In Conclusion:

And that concludes yet another prized section of junk to feature.
As I mentioned in the individual commentaries, I wrote these with the
intention of filming, and I was disappointed that I didn’t get that chance
with most of them.  But then I have to remind myself that I’m a writer,
and there’s still some satisfaction in the writing element, even if I can’t
get the chance to see it on screen.  Of course, one of the best parts about
filming is letting your actors improvise their way through scenes, and
sometimes that adds more to the screen than what your script brings, so
it’s  a  tough balance  to  weigh.   In  any case  though,  this  section  is
something to add to  my history,  and now you got a  chance to  bear
witness to it.  With that, you’re just about finished with this crazy little
book of writings.

—Jeremy
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Introduction

For one semester in my senior year at UCF, I took a course on
magazine writing.  The requirements involved a lot of brainstorming, a
lot of publication research, and some sort of interest in topics other than
our own personal  narcissism.   At the  end  of  the  semester  we were
expected  to have three  completed articles  and one submission to  an
actual  magazine.   The articles you are about to read are those three
assignments.

I should start by stating that I am not a journalist.  I never entered
into  the  creative  writing  department  at  the  university  to  take  up
journalism.  By nature I like to tell stories that never actually happened,
unless it happened to me personally.  Going out into the world to write
about something political or editorial doesn’t strike my fancy the way
writing about a guy who has lunch with a cartoon character will do.
But, this isn’t to say that I can’t still do it.  These three articles prove
that I’m capable, even if I’m not wholly inspired to write them.

Because I’m not political  in nature,  I  decided to keep my three
topics limited to local interests.  I chose to write about people that I
communicated with on a daily basis, and dive into certain facets of their
lives that seemed remotely interesting to a potential audience.   Even
though each article had a specific goal in mind, the main heart behind
the topics was to show how these people dealt with the given choices
they  made.   For  example,  in  one  article  I  deal  with  the  topic  of
vegetarianism.  Instead of developing some exposé on the meat market
as  a  whole,  I  chose  to  write  about  the  people  who  adopted  the
vegetarian lifestyle, and how such a life treated them over the years.  To
me,  that’s  the  kind  of  articles  worth writing—the kind  that  actually
shows people in their environments, not the kind of stuff that thrives on
opinion.  I’d rather save those articles for my own personal reflection.

So, now that you know what you’re getting into, go ahead and take
a seat at the doctor’s office.  Figure, you can read  Time and  People
anytime you like.  This is your opportunity to read some articles that
will  never  actually get  published.   …Okay, that  might not  be  a  big
enough incentive for you, but just humor me.

—Jeremy
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Following God: A Profile of Brandon Tyler
As Brandon’s wife lets me into their apartment, I enter the living

room to wait for him to come out of the workroom.  I  decide to go
straight for the sofa so that I can get comfortable for our interview.  The
living room is small, with only a few other places to sit, which makes
me wonder how comfortable all the people coming for the Super Bowl
party at the end of the week will be.  Every year, Brandon and his wife
Christi offer up their apartment for others in the church, or people they
would like to reach out to, to come over and watch the last football
game  of  the  season.   This  works  as  an  instrument  to  bring  others
together, so that relationships can strengthen and grow.  I remember the
first Super Bowl party of theirs that I went to—it was an event that was
important to me because it was the first event I participated in since I
moved to Orlando earlier that month.  It was a way for me to get to
know other people in my church a little better, and to share some of my
life stories.  As the night came close to an end, I sat at a table with
playing cards in my hand and started to share my family background to
Brandon.  I had already talked about other things in my life prior to that
night, since he was the leader of the Bible study group I had joined a
couple weeks earlier, and talking was something the members of the
group did, so I was comfortable in opening up.  After he had patiently
listened to me, he talked about some of his family past and present,
which included the fact that even though he had become a Christian, his
family still  had not.  This was an issue he struggled with back then
because he wasn’t sure how to explain his beliefs to them.  Even now he
has this struggle because he wants to follow God’s commandment to
share the gospel of Christ with others, but something about trying to
present a controversial subject like a person’s faith to Mom and Dad is
paralyzing to his spiritual ambitions.  The fact that sharing with a friend
or  work  mate  is  not  as  difficult  makes  the  struggle  even  harder.
However, this dilemma does not stop him from doing his best to serve
others by at least doing what he can to be there for them, hoping to
better glorify God in his efforts.

His relocation to Orlando came about by becoming involved in a
church plant  through a ministry called Great  Commission Ministries.
Part  of  his service  to  the ministry was to  help  establish the college
outreach Cypress Christian Life, which was designed to give college
students a place for having Bible studies, for worshipping God through
singing, and for hanging out with each other to build strong friendships.
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Once it  was established, and people started getting involved with it,
Brandon helped coordinate the lifegroups, which were essentially the
smaller study groups that either focused on a specific chapter  in the
Bible,  or  on  specific  applications  of  living  a  better  Christian  life.
Typically, he would make sure they didn’t get started too late, as each
lifegroup  would  reconvene  into  the  larger  group,  which  was  called
homegroup, before the night was over.  As a lifegroup leader, he was
also  in  charge  of  helping the  group  come  up  with a  specific  focus
subject for the semester, and also to schedule times during the week to
get together with each of us to see how we were doing in our spiritual
lives and daily routines.  His devotion to  helping the lifegroups and
homegroups remain on the right foot continued on for two and a half
years, and is now used to oversee other leaders to make sure they are
handling their positions well.  Sometimes, however, he will be called
back into active duty to fill in for one of the leaders when he or she is
not able to present something to the group that night.  This may mean
coordinating the discussion topic for the night, or at least finding some
Bible verses to support the theme of what is being studied.

This devotion to serving God by serving others has placed him in a
bit of a time crisis, however.  Since his life consists of three major areas
of importance, including wife, career, and ministry, he has to deal with
the problem of juggling priorities.  This may mean sacrificing a night he
could be spending with his wife doing Tae-Bo or watching TV to make
time going through the Bible with one of the guys at church.  He may
also give up a night to relax with her to help baby-sit the pastor’s kids
so that he and his wife can get out of the house for a change.  It may
also mean putting off some work he could be doing at home so that he
can give his wife that extra time to hang out with him, or share what’s
on  her  mind,  therefore  allowing  their  relationship  to  build  even
stronger.  Sometimes he may find himself calling home from work to
ask her if she would mind him staying a little longer to get some of his
projects finished up, so that he won’t fall behind.

These situations place a bit of a strain on him since he has a set
progression of priorities to deal with.  His general rule of thumb is to
place his family first over work and activities,  since God commands
this, and because he understands that making his wife’s needs a higher
priority than the other two can better build her up as a person, as well as
their overall lifetime relationship.  He feels his second priority out of
the  three  is  work,  which is  important  not  only because it’s  how he
supports him and his wife, but it is also a place where he can establish
friendships outside of church.  Even though his personal relationship
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with his wife has the greatest need for proper maintenance and devoted
attention, he also sees the need to raise up a system of trust with those
he  works  with  so  that  he  can  effectively  serve  them better.   One
example is that he sometimes uses his lunch break to hold a Bible study
with one  of  his  coworkers,  instead  of  running to  a  corner  with his
sandwich in hand.  He certainly has the option of eating his lunch in
peace, but this other man has shown an interest in learning the Bible, so
Brandon heeded the call to help him understand it better.  When he is
not personally interacting with a work mate, he tries to at least work to
the best of his abilities as he sits within the “sea of cubicles,” believing
that he is not just working to help himself, but also to give greater glory
to  God.   His  third  priority is  the  ministry,  which includes  going to
church and serving the homegroups.  Holding this priority intact gives
him a chance to learn the skills of Christian living that he can later use
in his home and work life.  For example, by leading a homegroup and
lifegroup,  he  has  better  experience  giving  his  time  and  insights  to
helping others,  which translates into becoming a better  husband and
better coworker.  In a way, others may benefit from the time that he
gives to helping and learning from the ministry.

The strain he deals with comes from the time involved with each
priority, and the constant shift that each demands on him.  Ideally in a
given week, he would like to work about twenty hours or so, devote the
remaining twenty hours that would normally be set aside for work to
give to the ministry, and offer the rest of his time to give to his wife.
This way everybody would get their fair share of his time, and he could
still  keep  his  priorities  straight.   However,  his  hourly  distribution
generally goes forty-five to fifty hours a week for work, about fifteen
hours for the ministry, and very few for his wife.  Even though they do
get to spend time together on weekends, the five days during the week
are minimal with free time, especially Wednesday where they do not
really get to spend any time with each other.  They do at least see each
other that night when they go to homegroup, but they are so busy giving
their time to other people that they find it very difficult to devote any
free time to themselves.  This leaves Brandon frustrated and burnt-out
because  he  feels  his  marriage  is  suffering  under  the  weight  of  his
service to the ministry.  He wants to be as effective of a servant as he
can, but it sometimes plays havoc with his order of priorities.  After a
while it may come to the point where he really doesn’t want to give any
more of himself.

Brandon is not about to give up on his callings, however.  His heart
may be torn when it comes to prioritizing his life, especially when he
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knows he is looking to serve God in his actions, but he has ways to
handle it.  His first defense mechanism to adjusting priorities is to truly
understand  the  need  at  hand.   He  believes  any situation  that  helps
someone grow closer to God is the top priority in establishing time.  For
this reason, he can put ministry above his wife if the circumstance calls
for  it.   Sometimes  when I  need  to  talk  about  something  important
regarding  a  struggle  I  may have,  he  will  take  time  away  from his
domestic duties to try to help me out.  Another factor he holds firm is
the fact that work alone could never be a higher priority than his wife’s
needs.  He believes that work is something that can be taken care of the
next  day  if  needed.   However,  the  fact  that  work  or  ministry  may
demand some of his time away from home brings about his next method
for dealing with the situation.  If another priority demands his time, he
will ask the higher priority if he or she is okay with that.   He feels
keeping  the  others  in  consideration  can  make  the  adjustment  of
rearranging  priorities  a  little  easier  to  handle.   His  third  and  final
method of sticking with his priorities, no matter how much they take out
of him, is remembering that he is honoring God by what he does.  This
gives him the burst of energy to do the best he can in his efforts and
duties.

After Brandon walks out of his workroom clad in pajamas, he pulls
out a little wallet that he has filled with Bible verses.  He is excited
about this because now he can memorize them without having to spend
several minutes thumbing through a Bible looking for them.  He can
also use them for quick reference in case he comes across a situation in
his  daily  routine  that  may  request  some  sort  of  biblical  guidance.
Sometimes he might need them.  Sometimes he might not.  As we start
talking more and more  about how he  juggles his life  and keeps his
priorities straight, he occasionally smiles whenever he mentions living
these areas of life for God.  He admits that he would like to be a little
more relaxed in his priorities, but he accepts the fact that these things
are in his life right now as they are, and that he will do what he can to
keep up with them accordingly.

He sums up the  method of keeping his life  on track by saying,
“How do I make the most of it all is making the least of me.”

Brandon gives almost everything he has into keeping his priorities
satisfied, and trying to keep God as the focal point for each of them.
He  plans  to  continue  following  God  as  he  and  his  wife  are  now
preparing to move to Texas,  where they will be involved in another
church plant.
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Leaving the Food that Walked
cutting into the mind and conscience of three vegetarians

Why would anyone ever be crazy enough to become a vegetarian?
Are they some kind of hippie or something?  A few years ago, I’d ask
myself these questions when meeting one for the first time.  Sure, I’d
make myself friendly so I wouldn’t seem so judgmental, but at the same
time I would be taking a mental inventory of how skinny that person
looked,  or  how bored  of life  that  person must  have been for  eating
nothing  but  carrots  and  celery  all  day.   After  making  my  secret
opinions, I’d say something nice to them, and then think about eating a
turkey sandwich or a hamburger for lunch.  When the brief conversation
ended,  I  felt  good  about  myself  for  not  being  so  brainwashed  in
thinking that  eating meat  was bad.   Of course,  amongst all  my low
opinions of  the rabbit  food lifestyle,  the conversation never  actually
went in the direction of asking why that person became a vegetarian.

As the next few years passed by, I met more vegetarians to make
hidden observations about.  Some were still skinny, and some may have
been uninterested in the world—they never gave me their opinion about
it,  but  I  finally  came  to  realize  that  they  all  had  reasons  for  their
lifestyle choice.  As a meat eater, I couldn’t really judge whether or not
they were good choices.  But, I understood that their reasons were at
least personal, and not geared toward making statements.

Usually when I hang out with one of my vegetarian friends,  the
subject will not typically come up in conversation.  I guess a part of it is
because food is not the number one topic choice when we talk.  Even
when I do have a meal with them, I may not necessarily draw attention
to the fact that I am or am not eating meat.  Instead we’ll talk about
eighties music or  whatever has our attention for the moment.   Deep
down I might feel a little awkward eating a meal with them because I
think my eating meat in  their presence disturbs them.  On the same
token,  my avoiding meat so that  my friend can eat  his or  her  meal
without smelling steak or chicken from my plate may leave me feeling
awkward.  Essentially,  I  would find myself looking on a menu with
limited vegetarian options for a meal with no meat products in it, so that
I could protect the vegetarian heart of the person I’m eating with, all the
while trying to figure out why I’m looking to order a vegetarian meal.
Then I’d feel weird for ordering just a salad or a garden burger, even
after my friend comfortably ordered the same thing.  Of course, as we
wait for the food, we don’t talk about how I ordered a salad or a garden
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burger.  Instead we keeping talking about eighties music, or whatever it
was we were talking about before the waiter came to take our orders.
The whole time I’d be curious if this person notices that I’m not eating
meat or if he or she even appreciates it.  Then when the meal ends, I
wouldn’t even know why I did it.

I decided that, after all the judgments I made about vegetarianism,
and the mental questions as to why they would make such a hard core
decision to become one, I would go ahead and ask.  One of the reasons
that seem to be prevalent among most vegetarians I know is their low
opinion of the meat industry as a whole.  Justin is one, for example,
who decided to look into the facts about the industry after some of his
vegetarian friends offered him to give the lifestyle a try.  His discovery
of the industry poorly affecting the environment and the use of our
natural resources has brought him to the point where he cannot eat meat
with a clear conscience.  For this reason he stands firm in his choice to
leave beef, poultry, and just about any animal product, such as chicken
broth,  out  of  his  diet.   Maybe  in  the  past  he  could  take  eating  a
hamburger for granted like he would take eating a peanut butter and
jelly  sandwich.   But  now he  concludes  that  taking  a  bite  out  of  a
hamburger would mean supporting a large amount of rain forest and
water depletion, which is what it takes to raise one slab of beef.  This
thought unsettles his stomach to the point that he now eats beans and
tofu.

Jennifer started in much the same way, in that talking to friends
about it raised her awareness of the mistreatment of animals in the meat
industry.  However,  her roots do not  necessarily begin with friendly
encouragement.   Her nerves  were first  touched  as  a  child  when she
“made the correlation that eating meat was eating animals.”  Although
this initial  thought did not  stop her from making meals out  of these
animals,  a  gradual  awareness  of  the  health  advantages  and  the
environmental disadvantages got her leaning more and more away from
it.   Like Justin,  after she decided to research the nature of the meat
industry and the mistreatment of animals—a discovery of  which she
was not too impressed with, all that was left for her to do was to slowly
push meat out of her diet.

These two cases both tell me that vegetarians are not deprived or
misguided in their choice to eliminate meat.  Maybe the whole meat
industry  and  animal  mistreatment  angle  still  seems  political  on  the
outside, but I know that some vegetarians just love animals.  Avoiding
meat isn’t their hippie protest way of trying to promote world peace or
just be different from the norm of society.  Their reasons are simply
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because they would feel horrible for eating a cow that was pulled away
from a lush field, so that it could be shoved into a dark, cold room full
of other cows, awaiting its slaughter.  For this reason, I’ve started to
think that vegetarians are not all genuine freaks, but rather a series of
people who share a little more compassion for nature than a guy like me
might have.  However, some cases don’t choose this personal legacy to
support the conscience side of meat avoidance.  Some actually choose
to be vegetarian for pure psychological reasons.

LisaMarie  began her  vegetarian walk at  the age of  four,  shortly
after eating a tuna fish sandwich.  She tried to figure out where it came
from, once it occurred to her that it had at one time been alive.  She
made the same distinction about chicken, and decided that she did not
want to eat anything that was once alive.  From that point forward she
kept her mouth closed to anything that could have originally opened a
mouth.  She recognizes that her reasons are more unusual than those of
who choose the lifestyle for animal rights, but it doesn’t change the fact
that she won’t eat meat.

“The idea of ingesting something that used to be alive freaks me
out,” says LisaMarie.

I think having the facts presented to me as to why someone would
want to become vegetarian helps me respect his or her choice more, but
it still remains a basic point.  Sometimes I think that giving up meat for
the sake of animal rights is a bit too political to take seriously, and that
giving it up because eating it would be freaky is probably more freaky
than the reason.  But, it does present a foundation for digging deeper
into a vegetarian’s psychological mechanics, so I decided to find out
how the vegetarian life has been treating them.

Although the conversion to a vegetarian diet has not changed Justin
much as a person, it has given him a chance to make some personal
discoveries.  For one, he was surprised at how easy it was to adopt a
new plan for eating.  He discovered that there is actually more food
options for a vegetarian than most people might think.  Any time he
goes to a restaurant, there is always something on the menu for him to
choose, even if it means a potato and a salad.  In fact, to add to the
discovery of  extra  veggie menus,  he found that  there are  also  more
places catering to the needs of a vegetarian than originally thought.  

LisaMarie,  on the  other  hand,  did not  find her  eating habits  so
easily maintained.  Although she finds things to eat now, she struggled
with the dwindling excitement factor of her meals in the past.  This is
attributed  to  some degree  to  the time she tried  to  become a vegan,
which only lasted about two weeks.  She says, “I got tired of lettuce, so
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I went back to eating eggs and milk.”  Another factor that makes eating
tougher is the fact that she has to read labels on everything, rather than
just picking something that looks good off the shelf and walking to the
checkout  counter  with  it.   “Reading  labels,”  she  says,  “is  most
important  because there  is  so many meat bits,  like  lard,  in so many
foods.”  Fortunately her efforts to eating meatless food does not have to
be too strained, since she discovered that most meats can essentially be
made fake, or simulated, which means she can eat from the same food
recipes as her family without actually having to eat the real thing.  This
could help reduce the difficulty of finding “fun” foods to eat.

To understand what is considered “easy” or “difficult” choices for
a vegetarian to make during a menu examination, I  thought it  might
help  to  know what  foods  are  determined  to  be  fair  game.   Justin
answered this inquiry by stating, “I rarely eat seafood, maybe five or six
times a year.  I’m not too particular about dairy products either, like I
don’t  drink  cow’s  milk.   I  also  don’t  support  animal  products  like
chicken  broth.”   After  asking  the  same  question  to  Jennifer  and
LisaMarie, they both wrote off all forms of meat and most by-products
as  well.   According  to  these  differences,  as  slight  as  they may be,
vegetarians don’t exactly fit into one set mold, and as they revealed to
me,  not  all  share  the  same level  of  difficulty  in  picking out  proper
foods.

Jennifer does not really deal with the same levels of simplicity or
difficulty in choosing food that the other two may experience.  For her,
the real challenge is making sure she is eating the right foods.  In other
words, she agrees that  being a vegetarian does not guarantee instant
health.  One of her concerns as a vegetarian is making sure she still gets
the protein and other vitamins that meat would normally provide for
her.  For example, she may resort to eating beans and nuts to get the
same kind of vitamins and energy that a slice of chicken may provide.
Not only would this make her nutritional intake well rounded, but her
digestive system would not be working twice as hard, taking up more of
her energy to try finishing off a piece of meat.  Although she doesn’t
notice  a  particular  change in  her  energy levels  compared  to  that  of
which she had prior to vegetarianism, observers say that there has been
an increase.

Regardless  of  her  eating habits in  relation to health,  she is  just
happy to  have  an  eating  style  that  will  not  violate  her  convictions.
“Now I don’t feel bad because some animal doesn’t have to die for my
plate.”
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As I get to know more vegetarians, I realize that most are pretty
passionate about their choice, no matter what the reason is for choosing
it.  However, I have to wonder if it is something they can really adhere
to  for  the  rest  of  their  eating  lives.   So,  I  decided  to  ask  why a
vegetarian might decide to return to meat.

Justin has to agree that he hasn’t really thought about it much.  His
reasons for staying away from meat are too strong right now to give a
serious  consideration  for  change,  and  he  doesn’t  think  he’ll  have  a
desire to switch back in the future.  Although it may be premature to say
that he’s got enough drive presently to stay with vegetarianism forever,
he does agree that the reasons to avoid meat keep adding up.  Not to
mention he flat out lacks a desire for eating it, and he’s content with
that because his convictions about meat haven’t changed.  In the long
run, he cannot foresee a reason for reverting back to his old meat eating
lifestyle.

LisaMarie has thought about eating meat again, but hasn’t taken it
too  seriously.   A year  after  she  became  vegetarian,  she  gave  meat
another try just in case she was in a phase.  But after going out to eat
with her  family and taking a  bite  out  of  chicken,  she cried,  so  that
became the end of meat in her life for good.  She says she could do it
again if the situation demanded it, like going to a foreign country where
meat is the primary diet, but she does not yet foresee that happening.
What she does know for the moment is that eating meat is “emotionally
toiling” on her, in that consuming it would bring her to tears.

So, as it appears to me right now, most vegetarians who become
vegetarians are that way to stay.  Convictions are strong, and the ones I
talk to manage good eating habits anyway, so there isn’t much of a need
for reversion.  However, Jennifer does agree that there might be a time
when she would be willing to go back to the world of meat and other
animal products.  She says, “It would be unrealistic for me to say ‘no, I
will never eat meat again.’  It’s something I’m passionate about now,
but my heart could change in the future.”  She hints that it’s a change
she doesn’t really look forward to, but she realizes that situations may
require her to eat meat again.  For example, if she marries a man who
eats  meat,  it  may be  stressful  to  make two different  meals  a  night,
especially if the family nutritional needs call for that type of diet.  She
also knows that there may be a time when her health will suffer if she
doesn’t eat it, in which case she would have to start up with the chicken
and hamburgers again.  Finally, she thinks that there is the possibility
that at some point she might get bored with it.  Again, these are not
options for the present, but the future may decide something differently.
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Vegetarians show up in my life more and more these days, and as I
get  to  know  them,  making  secret  comments  about  their  insanity
becomes less productive for  me.   The fact  is  that  I  realize they are
decent people who are healthier than I am, and to judge them is not to
know them.  I appreciate their lifestyle now because they do have strong
convictions  about  meat,  and  are  willing  to  endure  the  ridicule  that
someone like me might give them, just to retain what they believe in.
Maybe it still seems a little too much, since it is, after all, just food.  But
in reality, that’s all it really is.  They’re not sacrificing every way of
life, since they still eat most of the same things someone like me would
eat, and they’ll do it at the same places a meat eater will go.  But they’re
not looking for a show, and they’re not trying to be weird.  If anything,
I have found them to be sincere people who have a good head on their
shoulders, and frankly, since I have gotten to know them better, I have
given thoughts to becoming vegetarian myself.
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Taking the Better Steps of Fitness
Billboards, television, and pretty much every medium in the world

tells us we need to exercise.  Doctors and other health experts agree.
Many times we try to avoid getting that much needed exercise because
we  don’t  think  we  have  the  time  or  energy  to  put  into  it.   But
occasionally, we decide that we could use a little extra fitness, so we
give it our best shot.  That burst of fitness may come in the form of
sports  or  jogging,  but  sometimes  we choose  the  gym as  our  target
destination.   Whatever  our  choice,  it  seems walking is  typically  the
bottom feeder in the exercise chain.

This is not to say that those of us who can actually make it to the
gym on a  regular  basis  shouldn’t  be  applauded.   It  takes  a  serious
mental discipline to handle the rigors of weight machines three to five
times a week.  Not to mention, those who choose to go to the gym at all
are more likely to come out shaped how they like than those people
who don’t go.  But the gym still has its limitations.

Actually, for  pure physical needs,  the gym is not limited in any
way.  Even  to  support  the  argument  for  walking,  the  gym provides
machines  to  simulate  the  exercise.   But,  this  is  the  best  it  can  do.
Whenever we get sick of pumping up to the tune of “Tainted Love,”
and we can’t bear to carry around another dumbbell, we head off for the
treadmill to take the rest of the day easy.  We may start off jogging, but
then we realize we’re too sore to keep up with it, so we move down to a
walk.  The pace remains steady, but soon we discover that we’re getting
thirsty.  Okay, that’s not a problem because there is a water fountain
over by the bike machines, and hey, we have to walk to get there, right?
But, after we get our sip and turn around, some skinny guy steals our
treadmill, leaving us stuck here with the exercise bikes that don’t even
work properly.  We get going on the machine, wishing that the infernal
clangs of falling weights all around the room would just stop, but they
won’t because this is a “fitness center.”  Pretty soon we can’t think
straight because our headache is getting worse, so we leave.

Exercise doesn’t have to be purely physical, even if that’s the point
of why we do it.  If we can use exercise to its fullest potential, we can
make it therapeutic to our bodies, minds, and spirits.  This isn’t to say
that  the  gym is  not  capable  of  such greater  potential  because  some
people can learn basic math by adding the amount of each weight with
that of the bar to get the total number of pounds used in a bench press.
However, math is not really a tool of mental therapy when converted to
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raw numbers, so our mental and spiritual needs probably won’t be met
with two hundred pounds hanging over our necks.  Walking is better for
meeting these needs because it allows us to actually reflect on them.

Maybe the mental and spiritual elements of exercise are not what
we’re looking for in our occasional workout times.  Perhaps the main
reason why we choose to go to the gym over any other place of fitness
is because the physical is all we care about.  Certainly, a nice looking
body is appealing to all eyes.  But sometimes a nice body isn’t enough
to stimulate thoughts for the perfect approach to an important speech, or
for creating the right introduction to a complex essay.

Chad Whitman, a freshman at UCF, is  not a student of walking
strictly for exercise.  When he thinks of getting fit, he will go running,
play basketball, or use workout machines.  All of these things are great
for getting the heart beating, and the legs moving, but his mind still
focuses  primarily  on  the  activity.   Even after  his  body feels  like  a
lightning bolt, his brain feels like a cloud.

To test the theory that walking is a good alternative for exercise,
Chad heads off to Blanchard Park on a late Sunday afternoon.  After
driving over a pothole filled road, past the new YMCA, pulling down a
strip of pavement, discovering there are no empty parking spots, and
backing out to try somewhere else, he finds a spot by the soccer fields.
As soon as he steps out of the car, he feels the cool air overcome him.

The rain clouds are thick in the distance,  while rays of sunlight
shine through the gaps of sky.  The water from the river gently ripples
from the breath of the breeze.  The trees and the grass add a majority of
the local color, painting a picture of green under gray.  Chad is ready to
walk.

He admits  that  he feels  relaxed  at  the idea  of  walking the  trail
instead of running it because he knows it will have a different feeling on
his body.  This isn’t going to be the rigorous pump of legs and lungs
that running would force out of him.  Rather, it will be something softer
and calmer.

“I think this will be easy,” he says.  “It’ll be like going on a nature
walk.  I’m already breathing the fresh air.”

Of course, as easy as walking may be, there is the occasional risk
that environmental circumstances may disturb the peace.  Chad quickly
discovers this as soon as he steps onto the trail, when several people on
bikes zip right by him, mere inches away.

“My first reaction to this walk,” he says, “is that I hope no one hits
me.”
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His second reaction is the important one, which is that he finds the
day beautiful for walking, especially with the birds chirping and the sky
really cloudy.  If it weren’t for all the other people out on the trail at
that  moment,  it  would  also  be  quiet  and  still.   He  finds  the  air
refreshing, and manages to absorb his environment as he starts to walk
very leisurely.

Now that Chad actually starts to walk the trail, he is able to find
more things in nature to catch his fancy.  Although the occasional trash
he finds floating in water takes away from the satisfied feeling he gets
from other elements of his surroundings, it is not enough to taint the
majority of his travel time since there are better things to find.  For
instance, he sees a sign that labels an alligator habitat, and thinks that
maybe small dogs shouldn’t be out there.  Shortly afterward, a small
alcove  in  the  trees,  on  the  opposite  side  of  the  river,  catches  his
attention, making him curious if there is another river flowing behind it.
If there is another river, he wonders where it might go.

On several  occasions,  Chad  walks off  the  trail  to  approach  the
riverbank.  These side trips lead to his discovery of turtles surfacing
from the muddy depths.  He typically stops on all these occasions, so
his journey does not include constant motion.  Even though his body
takes a rest, he is still able to get the brain circulating, trying to see
where the next turtle will surface.

His  trip  through  the  microcosm  of  nature,  mixed  with  the
influences of man, such as houses, fences, and outhouses, takes him up
to the water cooler  at  the Econlockhatchee Trail  entrance,  where he
finds another turtle in the water.  After taking a brief moment to watch
the turtle, he turns around and starts to walk back.

He  barely  gets  over  the  bridge  that  stretches  across  the  Little
Econlockhatchee River, when he runs into one of his friends who is out
for a bike ride.  The meeting changes his course again, and he walks
with the friend for a few minutes, talking about crocodiles among other
things.  He walks with the friend up to the next bridge, about a third of
a mile up the trail,  and stops to look over the railing to see the fish
swimming, and a frog doing absolutely nothing.

By this point, the time is early evening, and the trail quiets down.
Chad decides to head back for real this time.  So far, there had been
several  interruptions  to  his  journey,  due  to  the  discovery of  certain
creatures in the environment.  Now it is time for the interruption of his
thirst, longing for refreshment from the water cooler.

“The water here tastes pretty good,” he says.
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It  seems  that  good  water  aids  in  making  the  walk  even  more
refreshing than limiting it to strictly looking at the environment.  But,
even if there is no water cooler for him to enjoy, nature still provides a
few extra toys for his amusement.  First, he finds a stick with ribbons on
it,  and decides to carry it around with him.  By the time he finishes
stripping  the  extra  twigs away,  he finds a  yellow,  orange,  and  pink
flower that is unlike anything he had seen before, so he takes that too.
Not knowing whether  or  not  to  keep it,  he decides he will give the
flower to a girl who high-fived him earlier, if she rollerblades by again.

One  thing  Chad  discovers  about  walking,  which  can  happen
anywhere and not just on a park trail is that there are many things to
distract him.  Even though the location is a peaceful place for nature,
and the weather  and surroundings are refreshing, he finds it  hard  to
really concentrate on any one thing because the people who bike and
skate around him consistently grab his attention.  However, as the park
dies down, it becomes more tranquil to him, and he no longer has to be
distracted by those coming and going.  Now it can be strictly up to
nature to distract him, like the crushed berries on the sidewalk, and the
graffiti painted on the Dean Road overpass.

“I don’t like seeing graffiti,” he says.  “It takes away from nature.”
Chad  accepts  the  fact  that  some  things  have  to  clash  with  the

natural world, and that may mean unnecessary distraction.  But, he does
not feel that these distractions ruin the walk through nature, since there
are still so many refreshing things out there for him to take a mental
hold of.

By now, the clouds get thicker and darker.  The thunder softly rolls
as the lightning streaks in the distance.  The park quickly grows silent.
His feet start to hurt.  He finds this is the perfect time to crack jokes
about his surrounding circumstances.

“As the storm nears,  so does our destination,” he says, as some
ducks catch his attention nearby.

He uses the stick he found earlier as a tool to spear some bread
lying on the ground, and tries to use it to feed the ducks, but they aren’t
hungry.  Now that the distractions are over, and his body is tired, he
walks the final stretch to his car.  In total, he walks about 4.2 miles for
his first adventure through the Blanchard Park safari.

His overall  impression of the walk through the park is  that it is
“relaxing, peaceful, refreshing, smooth, sweet, tiresome, and historic.”
He says that to him, historic means bringing back to nature, but he does
not elaborate on what he means by smooth or sweet.
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He also finds that it is better to walk by himself, than with someone
else, if his intentions are to try to give his mind some exercise.  Since
there are  already enough distractions  in  other  people  and things,  he
certainly cannot make any mental progress if someone else points out
the  distractions  he  may have missed.   As far  as  time by himself  is
concerned, he manages to think about the things going on in his life,
when he is  not thinking about the people  walking by.  But his great
challenge  of  walking  for  mental  therapy  is  to  keep  his  mind  from
wandering.

Chad is merely one man who gave walking a try to see if it was in
fact good for the mind and spirit.  Although he did not really give much
ground to his thoughts, he was very satisfied with taking in the fresh air
that blew through that day.  The walking itself was not really an issue
for him, since the trees and turtles took his focus away from the actual
exercise.   It  was not  until  his  feet  started  to  hurt  that  the  physical
element became noticeable.  He didn’t have to spend the entire activity
wishing his fifteen to forty-five minutes would end so he could take a
break.  He didn’t have to get upset at the sweat smell that the guy next
to  him was emitting.   By the time he was tired  of  walking, he had
already gotten into his car and drove to his next destination.
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Magazine Article Commentaries

And that, my friend, concludes the literature portion of Life Under
Construction: The Collection of Junk Vol. 2.  But, as you can see, you
are not quite finished yet.  The pages are diminishing quickly, but there
are still a few more words to savor before you hit that back cover.  For
starters, each of these magazine articles took a bit of a toll on me to
write.   Because  there  was  more  fact  than  creativity  involved,  each
article essentially sucked the life right out of me as I prepared to write
them—sort of like your traditional research paper will do.  In the end
each  article  satisfied  the  subjects  they  featured,  but  it  came  as  a
sacrifice to my own personal enjoyment.  I suppose the end result is
rewarding enough, but I don’t know that I would do this kind of writing
all  the  time…this  informative  stuff…like  these  commentaries  for
example…bah.  Anyway, the book is almost over, so enjoy these last
few words while you can before you’re forced to wait for Seven-Sided
Dice: The Collection of Junk Vol. 3 to arrive.

Following God: A Profile of Brandon Tyler

I think the title more or less sums up everything that I can say about
this article, but I’ll try to stretch it out a bit to give you some deeper
insights.

First  of  all,  as  the  title  suggests,  I  had  to  write  a  profile  on
somebody for  my first  assignment.   The  instructor  didn’t  have  any
preferences about who we chose—as long as we could write an article
about them, we were free to use them.  I really didn’t have any outside
interests that I could think of off hand, and I didn’t want to spend extra
time trying to  find some stranger  to  interview about  some subject  I
didn’t care about, so I picked one of the few people in the grown-up
world that I knew of to base my interview around to make my life a
little easier.  I chose Brandon because I knew he would take the time to
give  me  an  interview…which  I  suppose  sort  of  capitalized  on  his
problem.  Hmm, in all honesty I never really thought about that until
just  now…how ironic.   Anyway,  I  thought  Brandon  would  be  the
easiest person to track down and interview, so I chose his story.

The initial  design of the article  patterned the style  that  a  lot of
successful interviews adopted, which was to plop the interviewer right
into the action as he observed and recorded the environment around
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him and his subject.  The idea was to give the reader a sense of place, to
make the subject seem more real and personable to the reader than he
would a folk tale hero or something of that sort.  For example, I could
have written the article in such a way that I merely talked about who he
was and what he did.  But, by bringing the setting of the interview into
focus,  I  ultimately gave the  reader  a  frame of  reference  that  placed
Brandon  as  an  immediate  person—someone  that  the  reader  could
identify with to some degree.  I don’t know if it worked in the long run,
but I think it made the article feel more authentic at the very least.

Preparing for the interview was a bit tricky.  As you could see from
the  opening  paragraph,  I  had  to  wait  for  him to  come  out  of  his
computer room before I could start the interview.  When I did finally
get started with the questions, I had to make sure that I wrote all the key
points down, make sure that I could make sense of them, and then go
back over the interview to verify all the facts.  That essentially involved
a  lot  of  pre-writing  and  a  lot  of  organization,  and  those  are  both
elements  of  writing  that  I’m still  not  amazing  at.   And sure,  I  got
through it all, but it took some effort to keep everything together.  But,
that’s what one must prepare for when interviewing somebody.  When
dealing with a real person, accuracy counts.  After I wrote this article,
Brandon was the first to read it, and he approved, so I obviously got
something right in the development of it.  Even though I had no desire
to submit this to a professional magazine, I felt satisfied in knowing that
at least it was what it was meant to be.  And as far as I know, Brandon
is still serving God the best that he can in that great huge state of Texas.

Leaving the Food that Walked

I think I chose to write this article because I was a bit overwhelmed
by the number of  vegetarians I  had met over  the course of  the last
couple  years.   As  I  stated  in  the  article,  my  previous  notion  of
vegetarians  involved  skinny little  peacekeepers  with green teeth and
lazy eyes, but the people I knew lately with this lifestyle completely
contradicted that stereotype.  They were good people with good hearts
and healthy bodies, each living life just as productively as I tried to live
it,  but  with fewer visits  to  McDonald’s  on  their  agendas.   It  didn’t
change  them  as  friends,  and  it  certainly  didn’t  change  them  as
interesting people.   It  just  made them good subjects  for  my second
magazine article for this class I was taking.
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I originally set out to interview four people for this assignment—
one  of  whom actually  gave  veganism a  serious  try,  but  the  fourth
subject fell through, so I kept it limited to the featured three.  Once I
established the people  I  would interview for  this  article,  I  drafted a
series  of  questions  to  gauge  their  frame of  mind  toward  the  whole
element of vegetarianism and why they held onto it for so long.  The
questions  were  fairly  straightforward,  and  each  interviewee  had  a
substantial answer for each question.  But the trick with this article was
not in getting a good response from my friends, but using the responses
appropriately to keep the article structured.  That was where some pre-
planning had to come into play.

When I finished the article, I had to decide whether or not I would
proceed with a submission to an appropriate publication.  I thought any
of the various vegetarian magazines in the world would have been valid
choices,  but  most  of  them were  looking  for  articles  that  had  more
substance than “why I became a vegetarian,” so I decided to leave the
article strictly as a graded piece than a submitted piece.

As far as the updates on my subjects go, the last time I saw Justin
—a little less than a year ago, he still steered clear of meat as much as
he could, so his plans to remain vegetarian have endured.  LisaMarie,
however, I couldn’t say because I haven’t spoken to her in about five
years now, but when I did last talk to her, she still stuck close to her
veggies and more veggies, and she didn’t seem like the type of person
to change that after fifteen years of living the lifestyle, so I doubt that
she’s stuffing her face with burgers as you read this.  Jennifer, on the
other hand did make the switch about a year ago when she decided that
she needed the extra vitamins and proteins, but she only eats seafood
and poultry to fulfill that need—red meat is still on the chopping block
of her diet.  And that more or less explains the background and history
of this article.

Taking the Better Steps of Fitness

Once again you got the pleasure of experiencing Blanchard Park
the way I got to experience it many times over.  Only this time, instead
of tainting the journey with fallen bike riders and annoying dog owners,
you got to see the happy side of the park that brought fitness hopefuls
back time and time again.

I decided to write this article because walking was a big thing for
me back then (and still is to some extent), and I wanted to promote it
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somehow.  I appreciated the significance behind other exercise facilities
like  gyms  and  dancehalls,  but  I  didn’t  think  they  really  promoted
anything other than physical sculpture and cheating special friends, so I
wanted to  get  the  message out  that  there  was some merit  in  taking
walks.  And I knew that writing the article from my own voice would’ve
been easily manipulative, so I decided to ask a friend of mine to take
the walk for me.

As you can tell by the reading, the article was meant to show the
benefits of walking from an “in the moment” perspective.  Even though
it’s easier to write things down in one summation (such as I’m doing
now), it’s more persuasive when you allow the reader to walk with the
featured player as he takes his own journey, so the reader gets a better
sense of what the walk through the park is like.  I think perspective is
always the most important consideration when getting a message across,
so it just had to be done this way.

And you may or  may not remember me mentioning that  one of
these articles had to be submitted to an actual publication for me to
receive a completed grade for the course.  If you go back and factor in
the fact that the first two articles were written exclusively for grades,
then  you  will  probably  deduce  that  this  article  was  the  one  that
ultimately got submitted somewhere.  And the truth was that I couldn’t
find an appropriate publication to submit this article to, so I chose the
Orlando  Weekly as  my  target  audience.   And  as  you  might  have
guessed, they sent me a return letter a couple weeks later stating to me
that even though they liked the article, it was not their type of subject
matter, and thus they couldn’t accept it.  If only they knew I was forced
into it, then they might have viewed me with a little more respect. 

In Conclusion:

And that’s about it.  All of these articles were based on real people
and real circumstances, and I wrote them to best reflect those people
and circumstances.  I don’t really consider myself much of a journalist,
so I can’t say that I had much satisfaction in writing them, but they did
get written nonetheless.  And now that you’re finished reading them,
you can safely say that you know a little bit more about your world than
you  did  when  you  first  started.   And  that’s  a  good  place  to  be…
although the movies might be a more exciting place to be right now.

And just as a gentle reminder, the book is now over.  I congratulate
you for finishing it because I know it takes endurance to read through
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something this extensive.  You probably had to sacrifice a lot of your
free time to make sure you read every word in this book.  But, you did
it and that’s the important thing.  And if anything should give you great
satisfaction  right  now,  it’s  in  knowing that  you’re  one  of  the  only
people in the whole world who accomplished this feat.  I can almost
guarantee that your neighbor and your neighbor’s neighbor have not
read this book cover to cover.  People in the Guinness Book of World
Records have  not  done  what  you  have  done.   You,  my friend,  are
unique and a superstar.  And I thank you.

—Jeremy
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